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ABSTRACT
Hydrogen production via biological processes is perspective and advantageous way for alternative energy
production. Microorganisms are capable to produce hydrogen during fermentation of organic substrates.
Industrial and agricultural waste can be used as feedstock for hydrogen producing bacteria. One of the
substrates that can be effectively used for microbial hydrogen production is glycerol, which is a by-product
from the process of biodiesel production. Different bacterial isolates were tested for hydrogen gas production
rates from glycerol substrate with test-systems constructed in our laboratory. Test-systems were optimised to
allow adequate substrate and bacterial strain hydrogen productivity estimation in liquid and gaseous phase. It
was concluded that several of the isolated bacterial strains are suitable for bio-hydrogen production using
crude glycerol as substrate. Assessment was developed to establish whether microbial conversion of crude
glycerol is economically and environmentally viable possibility for bio-hydrogen production. Raw material
cost noticeably decreases because of large quantities of available crude glycerol after biodiesel production
and the highly reduced nature of carbon in glycerol per se.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Biological production of hydrogen, using bacteria, is a promising and advantageous area,
especially when hydrogen is gained from a variety of renewable resources [1,2]. Industrial and
agricultural organic waste used as feedstock for hydrogen producing bacteria is a perspective way
for alternative energy production and it noticeably decreases the raw material cost. During the
conversion of organic wastes, in anaerobic environment, hydrogen gas is produced as a by-product.
Substantial factors like availability and cost are highly important in the selection of waste materials
to be used in hydrogen production with fermentative bacteria [3]. One of the substrates that can be
effectively used for microbial hydrogen production is glycerol, which is a by-product from the
process of biodiesel production. Because of large quantities available of crude glycerol and the
highly reduced nature of carbon in glycerol per se, microbial conversion of it seems to be
economically and environmentally viable possibility, especially because, over the last several years,
the demand and production of biodiesel has remarkably increased [4,5]. Numerous anaerobic and
facultatively anaerobic bacteria, e.g. belonging to family Clostridiaceae, Enterobacteriaceae and
others, can produce hydrogen from carbohydrate containing organic wastes. Glycerol like glucose
can be fermented by E. coli to produce hydrogen at acid pH [6]. Environmental conditions like
medium pH and temperature are the major parameters to be controlled in the hydrogen production,
because they affect bacterial produced gas qualitative and quantitative content and hydrogen yield
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and rate. Hydrogen production using glycerol is 1.5-fold higher at pH 5.5 than at pH 6.5 [7].
Anaerobic conditions have to be maintained during the hydrogen production process, which are
ensured by bubbling media with reducing agents such as argon or nitrogen [3]. Parameters of
hydrogen gas are measured by classic volumetric, mass-spectrometric and chromatography methods
or using chemical gas sensors. To measure hydrogen gas concentration in liquid a hydrogen
electrode is used (Pt or other noble metal – gold, rhodium, palladium, etc.), for example, Clark
electrodes, where the cathode is polarized versus internal Ag/AgCl anode which is placed behind an
electrically insulating silicone rubber membrane [8-10].
2.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

1. Strains
Aneurinibacillus aneurinilyticus Microbial Strain Collection of Latvia (MSCL) 1018,
Clostridium sporogenes MSCL 764,Eubacterium limosum MSCL 840, Kluyvera ascorbata MSCL
732, Paenibacillus pabuli MSCL 1006, isolated in Latvia, Escherichia coli BW25113 hyaB hybC
hycA fdoG frdC ldhA aceE::kan (from prof. T.K. Wood, USA).
2. Media and experimental set up
Bacterial cultures were inoculated in 200 ml flasks containing Luria-Bertani (LB) [5 g/L yeast
extract, 10 g/L tryptone, 10 g/L sodium chloride, 15 g/L Bacto agar] [11]. The flasks were
aerobically shaken at 37°C for 12 hours at 150 rpm using a multi-shaker PSU-20 (BioSan, Latvia)
with the exception of Clostridium sporogenes (cultivated in the Thioglycollate resazurin broth (BioRad, France) for two days without shaking). Optical density (OD) calibration curve was used to find
out number of cells in 1mL of culture [12]. The bacteria concentration in the fresh culture was 107
CFU/mL. The overnight culture in LB liquid medium was mixed (1:1) with phosphate buffered
saline (PBS) pH 7.3 (0.8 g/l NaCl, 0.2 g/l KCl, 1.43 g/L Na2HPO4, 0.2 g/L KH2PO4) [13] in a vessel
sterilized for measurements. The PBS contained a complex trace element medium pH 5.5 [0.039g/L
Fe(NH4)2⋅SO4⋅6H2O, 0.172 mg/L Na2SeO3, 0.02 mg/L NiCl2, 0.4 mg/L (NH4)6Mo7O24] [14]. Crude
glycerol (98% wt/wt, determined with HPLC analysis) from biodisel fuel production was used as
substrate, final concentration of glycerol used was 240 mM. Glycerol was sterilized through 0.2 µm
membrane filters. Substrate was added at the start of experiment. Argon gas bubbling through the
media was used to sustain anaerobic environment.
3. Analytical methods
3.1. Liquid phase analysis
Experimental test-system with separate glass chambers for simultaneous measurements and
hydrogen and oxygen Clark-type microsensors (Unisense, Denmark) were used to determine
hydrogen production rate in the liquid phase. Both hydrogen and oxygen microsensors were
connected with the signal amplifier − a pico-ammeter and an A/D current converter connected to
PC using USB port. Microsensors were calibrated in liquid culture medium for zero concentrations.
Sensors were calibrated in LB medium using 99.999% pure hydrogen and 99.99% pure argon.
Microsensor tip was sterilized using 96% ethanol, 0.1 M NaOH and distilled water every time when
it is taken out from the sample [15].
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3.2. Gas analysis
For hydrogen analysis in the gas phase the RGAPro-100 mass-spectrometer connected to the
experimental test-system was used. Evolved gases were collected with the syringe from the tests
system with graduated gas holder and tested qualitatively in the mass-spectrometer. Influence of
partial pressure of hydrogen (pH2) was investigated by cultivating the strains in experimental bottles
with various liquid to gas ratios.
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Three facultative anaerobic bacteria strains (Aneurinibacillus aneurinilyticus MSCL 1018,
Kluyvera ascorbata MSCL 732, Paenibacillus pabuli MSCL 1006), one strictly anaerobic
bacterium strain (Clostridium sporogenes MSCL 764) and one modified strain (E. coli BW25113
hyaB hybC hycA fdoG frdC ldhA aceE::kan) capability to produce hydrogen during fermentation of
glycerol as substrate was investigated in different experimental systems. Bacterial strain hydrogen
production rates using different substrate fermentation are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. H2 production maximum rates with all strains and substrates

Bacterial strain

H2 production rate in liquid
phase, mmol/L/h

H2 production rate in gaseous
phase, mmol/L/h

A. aneurinilyticus MSCL 1018
E. coli BW25113
K. ascorbata MSCL 732
C. sporogenes MSCL 764
E. limosum MSCL 840
P. pabuli MSCL 1006

0.06
0.125
0.09
1.5
0.07
0.08

0
0.04
0.04
1.42
0.18
0

Hydrogen production measurements in liquid phase on the sample with different bacterial
strains using glycerol as substrate are shown in Fig.1. H2 production rate with C.sporogenes in
liquid phase reached 1,5 mmol H2/L/h, in gaseous phase - 1,42 mmol H2/L/h. Hydrogen production
rate is time dependent – higher rate of hydrogen production is at the fermentation process beginning
when concentration increases, but after three hours of fermentation, it decreases. Measurements
with A. aneurinilyticus, E. limosum, K. ascorbata, P. Pabuli and E.coli showed that these strains
weren’t producing substantial amount of hydrogen using crude glycerol as substrate, for example,
E.coli BW25113 produced 0,125 mmol/L/h and E.limosum produced 0,07 mmol H2/L/h. However,
using 1M crude glycerol, E.coli BW25113 produced maximally 0,8 mmol H2/L/h in gaseous phase
(measurements were made in prototype bioreactor).
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Fig. 1. Hydrogen production measurements in liquid phase on the sample with different bacterial
strains using glycerol as substrate
Mass-spectrometric analysis was used to estimate hydrogen production generation results in
gaseous phase as well as constancy of anaerobic conditions in the bioreactor test-system. The
constancy of oxygen, nitrogen (not above 2% of total gas volume) gas concentrations evidences that
the system had reliable anaerobic conditions (Fig. 2.).

Fig. 2. Mass-spectometric analysis of the sample with bacteria E.coli BW25113 hyaB hybC hycA
fdoG frdC ldhA aceE
Results with the prototype bioreactor showed that medium stirring and gas sparging has a
significant impact on hydrogen production efficiency. There was an experiment carried out with
discontinuous stirring, as well as discontinuous gas sparging to explore their influence on hydrogen
production. Constant stirring do increase the overall hydrogen concentration and when it is turned
off, the hydrogen concentration slowly decrases in overall fermentation process. In gaseous phase
concentration alterations are not very obvious until the saturation is reached. However, substantial
increase in hydrogen concentration in gaseous phase is achieved when inert gas sparging is
maintained periodically.
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4.

CONCLUSIONS

Developed methods and lab-scale test systems allow adequate substrate and bacterial strain
hydrogen productivity estimation. Various bacterial strains were analyzed for hydrogen generation
productivity parameters using glycerol as substrate. Two of the studied bacterial strains
(Clostridium sporogenes MSCL 764 and Escherichia coli BW25113, respectively) showed
comparatively high results and are good candidates for further investigations of bio-hydrogen
production from crude glycerol, which is a perspective substrate to be used in fermentation process:
rapidly convertible, large quantities of crude glycerol available. The maximum of hydrogen
production with glycerol as substrate was reached by C. sporogenes (1.5 H2mmol/L/h). Testsystems were optimised to allow on-line estimation of substrate utilization and hydrogen production
in liquid and gaseous phase and the factors, influencing the bacterial capability to produce hydrogen
at fermentation of glycerol, as well as the possibilities to optimize the measuring process were
investigated. Higher hydrogen concentration in gaseous state was achieved by using constant liquid
mixing and argon gas bubbling through the cultivation medium.
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ABSTRACT
The changes of surface topography of thin Ti films induced by interaction of ions extracted from lowpressure water vapour plasma are studied. Titanium 0.2 - 0.7 µm thickness films were deposited on silicon
wafer substrates using magnetron sputter deposition technique and immersed in water vapour plasma at
pressure of about 10 Pa. It is shown experimentally that surface roughness increases and depends on the
intensity of radiation. The root mean square roughness increased from the 5 nm for as-deposited Ti film up
to 464 nm after its plasma treatment at 300 W for 20 min. The roughening mechanisms and dominant
processes are discussed. The presented results are explained on the basis of the formation of oxide phases
synthesized in the near-surface region of Ti film
Keywords: Titanium; Water vapour; Plasma; Surface roughness

1.

INTRODUCTION

Due to the enormous variety of applications, from photocatalysis to medicine, the studies of
titanium and its alloys is a continuously growing field of research [1–4]. For instance, metallic Ti is
a key material in aircraft construction [5] and its malleability and chemical activity promotes its use
as a better material [6]. On the other hand, its large biocompatibility comes from the formation of a
surface oxide layer and the catalyst capability is also related to the properties of the metallic Ti
films grown on it [7, 8]. Thus, the interest goes from metallic Ti to its different oxides, including
the chemical behaviour of the different metal–metal and metal–oxide interfaces. It is well known
that oxidation of titanium is modified by water vapor present in oxidant environment. Such changes
might consist of microstructural changes in the scale, enhancement or decrease in the oxidation rate
and changes in transport processes through the oxide. Thin oxidized films exhibit physical
properties differing with those from related nanopowder and bulk materials. These particular
physical properties mainly originate from: the presence of mixed crystalline and/or amorphous
oxide and metal phases, film residual stresses due to some degree of disparities in film-substrate
thermal properties, crystallite grain size, crystallite orientation and non-stoichiometry [9,10]. It
results from both the oxidation method and the concomitant two-dimensional nature of the films.
The lateral expansion of TiO2 induces surface roughening.
The fundamental difference with respect to nanopowder materials is the presence of a
substrate which might alter kinetics and thermodynamics of the processes. Thin film is clamped to
the substrate and therefore cannot expand freely in the in-plane direction as oxidation proceeds in it.
Adhesion forces at the film–substrate interface act in opposite direction to prevent the expansion of
the film, creating considerable in-plane stresses of the order of several GPa. Consequently,
oxidation of thin metallic films induces higher stresses than oxidation of bulk metals. It generates
large compressive in-plane stresses, microstructural defects and ultimately large plastic
deformations.
Usually nucleation rates of new oxide phases depends on free energies which are extraordinary
sensitive to the conditions under which the experiment is run: pressure, impurity concentrations as well
as temperature. According the nucleation model, when the concentration of oxygen reaches a critical
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value, the rearrangement of the lattice with the eventual formation of small grains of oxide occures. The
small grains of oxide grows by inward diffusion of the oxygen ions and/or inward diffusion of metal
ions. Eventually, these grains grow to the extent that their boundaries overlap, resulting in a particle
oxide core. Reproducibility of experimental data is difficult to achieve and the theoretical prediction of
oxidation rate is subject to large uncertainties. It is therefore of primary importance to understand effects
of the intrinsic properties related to film thickness.
Oxidation of thin Ti surfaces in water vapour results in the formation of a nanostructured
hydrated titanium oxide layer. The neutral water molecules arriving to the surface from the water
vapor oxidize Ti atoms (TixOy + (2x-y)H2O = xTiO2 + (2x-y) H2). These possible oxidation
reactions are highly thermodynamically favourable. The oxidation reactions in water vapor form
molecular H2 (not atomic H) ) [11]. In this way, the oxidized surface layer is enriched by H atoms
arriving from plasma and H2 molecules as reaction by-products. The H2 molecules tend to diffuse
out of the oxidized layer. The atomic H moves in the oxide layer, until it either reacts with an oxide,
or encounters another atomic H to recombine into H2 and diffuses out of the oxide. The lateral
expansion of TiO2 induces surface roughening [11,12]. The mechanism by which the oxide
influences hydrogen permeation into Ti is still not well established.
In this work we study the changes of surface topography of Ti films initiated by plasma
treatment under low and high-flux irradiation by ions extracted from water vapor plasma.
2.

EPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Titanium 0.2–0.7 µm thickness films were deposited on silicon (111) substrates using magnetron
sputter-deposition technique in PVD-75 vacuum system. After deposition thin film Ti samples were
taken away from the sample holder and placed on the top of the magnetron at the titanium cathode. The
titanium magnetron was water cooled. After evacuating the chamber down to 10-2 Pa, the vapor of
distilled water was injected and the plasma generator was activated at a power in the range of 50–300
W. The electron temperature for this water vapor plasma source is between 1.5 and 4 eV.
All samples were divided into two main groups by the thickness of Ti film: (i) thin (200–
300 nm thickness) and (ii) thick (600–700 nm thickness). The samples of these main groups were
additionaly divided into two subgroups according to the intensity of their irradiation: (i) low-flux
(the ion current density to the sample of about 1µA/cm2), and (ii) high-flux (the ion current density
about 10mA/cm2). The samples affected by low-flux ion irradiation are denoted by the letter L, and
the samples affected by the high-flux ion irradiation - by the letter H.
The thickness and surface topography of Ti films were measured using the nanoprofilometer
(AMBIOS XP 200). The mean surface roughness depth (Rz) was evaluated as the average height of
the peak-to-valley values calculated over the all scanned length. It corresponds to Rz ISO standard
called “Ten Point Average Roughness”. The average height value is calculated using values of 5
highest peaks (Yp), and 5 deepest valleys (Yv), as expressed by Eq. 1 and shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Ten-point mean roughness (Rz)
(1)
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In this study, Rz has been calculated over the entire scanned length as

(2)
Another widely used surface roughness parameter – Rq (root mean square) was calculated as

(3)

The mean surface roughness of the sample was calculated over the fixed lenght of profile
which was equal to 1 mm.
The surface views before and after plasma treatment were investigated by the scanning
electron (SEM, JEOL JSM – 5600) and optical microscopes. The elemental composition of plasma
treated films was analyzed by energy dispersive X–ray spectroscopy (EDX, Bruker Quad 5040).
3.

RESULTS

Figs. 2–5 illustrate typical profiles of surface topography and SEM surface views for different
samples: Fig. 2 – as-deposited titanium film, Figs. 3 and 4 respectively for thin and thick Ti films
after plasma treatment for 20 min at 300W (a - low, and b – high-flux radiation), and Fig. 5 – thick
Ti film after plasma treatment for 60 min at 50W (high ion flux radiation), respectively.

Fig. 2. Surface topography and SEM surface view of as-deposited titanium film
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a)

b)
Fig. 3. Surface topography and SEM surface view of plasma treated thin Ti film for 20 min at
300W under a) high and b) low-flux ion irradiation

a)
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b)
Fig. 4. Surface topography and SEM surface view of plasma treated thick Ti film for 20 min at 300
W affected by a) high and b) low flux ion-radiation

Fig. 5. Surface topography and SEM surface view of plasma treated thick Ti film for 60 min at 50
W under high-flux ion irradiation

Tables 1 and 2 summarize surface roughness measurement results for thin and thick Ti films,
respectively.
Table 1. Results of surface roughness of thin Ti films
Thin Titanium films
Plasma
Time,
Sample
power,
min
No.
W
5
1
200
20
2
5
3
300
20
4

Roughness difference before and after
treatment (R_after - R_before), nm
H, Rz

L, Rz

H, Rq

L, Rq

4.4
24.3
180.9
74.8

2.7
-0.1
47.3
38.8

5.7
57.2
147.3
136.5

-0.3
2.3
49.9
57.9
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Table 2. Results of surface roughness of thick Ti films
Thick Titanium films
Plasma
Time,
Sample
Power,
min
No.
W
20
60
5
50
60
6
300
20
7

Roughness difference before and after
treatment (R_after - R_before), nm
H, Rz

L, Rz

H, Rq

L, Rq

3.1
-0.3
564.7

3.6
5.8
885.7

2.8
-3.8
223

2.6
-0.4
464

Plasma treatment parameters, such as duration and power dissipated in plasma, are included
in the tables. Letters L and H indicate low and high-flux treatment modes, respectively. For all asdeposited Ti films, the average surface roughness is equal to about 4.5 nm for Rz and about 4 nm
for Rq. It is seen that almost for all cases the surface roughness increases after plasma treatment. It
was registered that the mean surface roughness increases significantly after exposition in highdensity water vapour plasma at 300 W: to 181 nm(Rz) for thin and to 886 nm (Rz) for thick Ti
film. However, we observed that changes of surface roughness are different for samples treated by
low and high-flux ion irradiation: for thin films, roughness is higher for Ti film areas treated by
high-flux than for areas treated by low-flux irradiation (Table 1, samples 3 and 4), and for thick
films – conversely, roughness is higer for areas treated by low-flux than for areas treated by highflux irradiation (Table 2, sample 7). The same trend is registered and for other plasma processing
power parameters (Tables 1 and 2, samples 1, 2, 5 and 6). This fact is considered as the
manifestation of the formation of new oxide phases in the near surface region of Ti film. It was
observed that after the exposition in low density water vapour plasma at 50 W for 60 min the Ti
film surface becomes periodically bumpy (Fig.5) with height amplitude equal to 8 nm and period
equal to around 15-18 µm. After the exposition of Ti fim in highly ionized water vapour at 300 W
for 20 min, thin film becomes holey (Fig.3). The mean diameter of holes corresponds to the size of
water island layers and theirs height is equal to the film thickness of 300 nm. When the film is
thick, the observed buckle-and-crack network (Fig.4) can be attributed to TiO2 phase precipitation
within the Ti film. Presumably, the atomic oxygen interacts at the sites formed during film bulk
cracking process and produces M-O links which, in turn, activates formation of new cracks.
Therefore, spontaneous film cracking may be maintained by the oxidation process. The generation
rate of new sites for oxygen rather than the strain may be the major factor for oxidation kinetics.
These observations can be analyzed on the basis of recent understanding about the dynamic
properties of adsorbate and the transport of adsorbed particles along grain boundaries of nanometer
size materials [10, 11]. As rapid uptake of oxygen and hydrogen through the grain boundaries in
open contact with the hydrogen occurs, plastic deformation and grain fragmentation take place with
lateral slow inward diffusion of reactive atoms through the grain boundaries. The high compressive
stresses lead to film detachment in a form of buckling. The structure eventually fails by adhesive
film debonding from the surface of the substrate.
Surface views show that oxidation is favored on surfaces containing defects. There is a
suggestion that the water adsorption on the surface of growing oxide islands acts to form a more
permeable scale and thus allow gas access and thereby enhances the H and O permeation rate. An
important observation is that whisker formation is encouraged. It is possible that the tip of the
whisker is catalytically active in promoting dissociation of the oxidant. The protrusions evolve even
under very mild plasma conditions. The surface protrusions dictate the nucleation and subsequent
oxidation of a Ti film by promoting the development of a three-dimensional granular morphology in
the coating.
The oxidation rate of surface areas uncovered by water island layers is significantly less. A
wide range of interference colours appear on the surface, showing that maximum oxide thickness is
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of the order of hundred of nanometres. Analysis of these samples by SEM-EDS and optical
microscope show that some colouration indicates reduced oxygen content. The sunset-yellow colour
has an O/Ti ratio of 1.3. The rose layer has an O/Ti ratio of 1.5. The dull grey colouration have
samples of ratio 1.6-1.7. The light beige with a grey tinge underneath has an O/Ti ratio of about 1.81.9, and stoichiometrically oxidized Ti films have the white colouration.
4.

DISCUSSIONS

For incident ions extracted from water vapor plasma, the altered chemical composition of the
surface layers leads to changes in surface topography. At high fluences, a saturation concentration
of trapped ions is reached, which is determined by a balance among the incident ion flux, the
diffusion of the implanted ions into the bulk, the flux of backscattered and removed due to
sputtering atomsIt is necessary to divide the surface topography changes on the microscopic
(atomic) and macroscopic level. The development of surface structures is closely related to the
range and trapping mechanism of implanted gas ions and to the properties of the gas-solid system. It
means that the development of surface geometry depends on the type and energy of incident ions. In
the range of low ion energies and heavy ions, penetration process is negligible and sputtering
process prevails in the formation of surface geometry. It will produce the rearrangement of the first
atomic layer and the appearance of micro non-homogeneities.
It is known that titania coating exposed to ultraviolet light have the extraordinary property of
complete wettability for water. The plasma radiation removes some of the oxygen atoms from the
surface of the titania, resulting in a patchwork of nanoscale domains where hydroxyl groups became
adsorbed, which produces the superhydrophilicity. The outermost layer becomes highly defected
and new pathways for the transport of water molecules and hydrogen atoms become possible.
Impinged water clusters adsorb on the bare surface and spread laterally across the surface driven by
superwettability effects. Water molecules and clusters are not reflected on the water islands and in
the presence of plasma radiation due to water supper-hydrophilic properties converge to thin film
rapidly. Irradiation of wetted surface areas leads to the split of hydroxyl radicals, resulting from
dissociation of water molecules and oxidation of Ti, into their atomic components hydrogen and
oxygen [11,12]. The mobile H atoms in TiO2 are trapped at radiation defects while the H atoms
detrapped from trapping centers diffuse through the oxide layer into the bulk and, taking into
account titanium's high affinity for hydrogen, are absorbed by the titanium, and consequently are
stored in the bulk. One of the reasons why atomic hydrogen is limited in its ability to reduce
titanium oxides is that H atoms may use the oxide surface as a catalyst for recombination to
molecular hydrogen rather than reacting with oxide. The trapping process dominates in the defected
shallow implant zone.
Water vapor plasma treated titanium has been shown to cleave. Cutting in the form of
“popping off” discrete blisters was observed. The location of the cut correlates well with the wetted
areas and can be explained by damage induced in-plane stress and the corresponding elastic out-ofplane strain. One of the main issues concerning their mechanical performance is the type and
magnitude of residual stresses around the crystalline precipitates. These stresses arise due to the
thermal and elastic mismatch between the crystalline precipitates and the matrix. Residual stresses
may or may not generate microcracks around the precipitates depending on their magnitude and
crystal size.
In view of both fundamental physical interest and substantial technological interest the
problem of surface topography after ion irradiation is still not resolved. Important role of surface
topography for the mechanism of heterogeneous processes in plasma environment requires deeper
understanding of the physics of generation of surface defects and the development of surface
topography.
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5.

CONCLUSIONS

It is shown experimentally that surface roughness of Ti films increases after treatment in
water vapor plasma. The initial stages of the development of surface structures on the initially
smooth surface (on the atomic scale) are determined by the stochastic nature of the sputtering
process. The evolution of surface roughness depends on the intensity of irradiation. The roughening
mechanisms and dominant processes are discussed. The comparative analysis of surfaces affected
by high and low-flux ion irradiation have been conducted. In all cases, initially smooth surfaces
become rough after plasma irradiation, especially when Ti films are affected by highly ionized
water vapour at 300 W. The root mean square rougness increased from the 5 nm for as-deposited
Ti film up to 464 nm after its plasma treatment at 300 W for 20 min.
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ABSTRACT
Titanium oxide is widely used in industry for its good mechanical, electrical and optical properties. Physical
vapour deposition is a method that enables us to obtain the layers with desirable properties. The aim of this
research is to oxidize titanium using water vapour plasma immersion ion implantation (PIII) technology and
to develop the understanding about the mechanism of oxygen transport in Ti film. Samples were
characterized after treatment at different dissipated power in plasma levels and durations. All of them have
been analyzed by nanoprofilometer, SEM (scanning electron microscopy), EDS (energy dispersive X – ray
spectroscopy), AES (Auger electron spectroscopy), GDOES (glow discharge optical emission spectroscopy),
XRD (X – ray diffraction).
A deep penetration of oxygen was observed in plasma treated titanium films after theirs exposition during 5–
60 min using AES analysis. XRD analysis reveals the formation of new phases: TiO2 and non –
stoichiometric TiOx peaks were identified. Different O/Ti ratio values in the film areas affected by different
intensities of plasma radiation have been registered by EDS. EDS results are in agreement with results of film
resistivity analysis performed using four – point probe resistivity method.
It is shown that the titanium oxidation rate strongly depends on the surface coverage by adsorbed water
layers and RF power dissipated in plasma. Plasma radiation activates surface of titania, promotes its
superwettability properties and drastically increases the rate of oxidation whereas hydroxyl (OH) radicals are
the main oxidant. Furthermore, there are other processes which determine oxygen permeation and
transportation mechanism during PIII of water vapour. Such processes are oxygen adsorption, trapping, type
and structure of Ti film, presence of Tin+/oxygen vacancies, and etc.
Keywords: Ion implantation, water vapour plasma, oxygen transport, electrical resistivity, oxidation

1.

INTRODUCTION

There is a considerable interest in titanium dioxide (TiO2), because of its availability,
nontoxicity, physical and chemical stability, relatively low price and astonishing properties [1].
Recently, a lot of attention is paid to titanium dioxide thin films due to their potential in several
applications. Today TiO2 is used as an important environmental material in the field of air and
water purification, fabrication of self-cleaning and antibacterial surfaces.
This material is widely discussed in the area of environmental photocatalysis and area of
photoinduced hydrophilicity, which can lead not only to self-cleaning surfaces, but also antifogging
ones [2]. It’s photocatalytic features is used in degradation of organic macromolecules and
pollutants, eliminating odours, bacteria, moulds [4]. The capacity of TiO2 surface to decompose
water can be used in hydrogen production, which is ideal clean energy and raw material for
industry. Today hydrogen is basically produced by steam reforming of methane. Photocatalytic
water molecule splitting into hydrogen and oxygen is a challenging reaction, but it could be
breakthrough in energy and environmental fields [3].
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The photoactive and photocatalytic characteristics of titanium dioxide may be modified by
changing its physical properties such as particle size, crystallinity, crystal structure [5]. They also
depend on bulk defect density, impurities, surface area and film thickness. The surface reactions and
mechanisms have been broadly studied since the photocatalytic effect was discovered [6-8]. So it is
important to understand the mechanism of titanium oxidation, the rate of oxide growth and structure.
We used water vapor-plasma immersion ion implantation (PIII) as a method to oxidize
titanium. It is known that the main oxidants are hydroxyl radicals in water vapour plasma [9-10].
The treatment of Ti surface in water vapour plasma results the formation of adsorbed inhomogenous
OH layer on the surface and oxidation of Ti [11]. During the plasma treatment titanium coatings are
irradiated by ultraviolet radiation (UV) and ionic bombardment [12]. Titania exposed to UV has
great wettability for water because of removal of some oxygen atoms from the surface [2]. Also,
oxygen atoms are preferentially sputtered due to ballistic processes induced by energetic incident
ions. Water molecules are adsorbed dissociatively on the surface of plasma activated titania.
Oxygen atoms are used to oxidize near-surface layers of Ti film, while mobile H atoms leave TiO2
layer and are accommodated in the bulk of Ti film or at the film- substrate interface.
In this paper, the effects of titanium surface coverage with adsorbed water molecules and
power dissipated by energy source in plasma on the titanium oxidation is studied and the Ti
oxidation mechanism is discussed.
2.

EXPERIMENTAL

2.1. Oxidation technique
A direct current (DC) magnetron sputtering deposition (MSD) was used to form titanium films
on monocrystalline silicon substrates. This method was used, because of high adhesive strength and
homogeneous film thickness distribution. Fabricated Ti films were 300–550 nm thickness
approximately. Kurt J. Lesker company‘s PVD – 75 vacuum system was used. We chose plasma
ion immersion implantation (PIII) as a method for titanium film oxidation. Samples were located on
the surface of Ti magnetron cathode (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The location of sample on the magnetron cathode
The vacuum chamber was evacuated to a base pressure of about 2·10-4 Pa. Pure water (ph=7)
vapour was injected into the vacuum chamber using mass flow controller, which maintained a
constant vapor flow rate. Water vapour PIII treatment was carried out at a working pressure of 10
Pa. RF energy source sustained plasma at 20-300 W power.
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2.2. Analysis methods
Surface height topography of Ti films was measured using the nanoprofilometer (AMBIOS
XP 200). The microstructure of the samples was characterized by X - ray diffraction (XRD) method
using Bruker diffractometer (Bruker D8). The measurements were performed using 2θ angle in the
range 20○ – 70o using Cu Kα radiation in steps of 0.01o. The identification of peaks has been done
using EVA Search – Match software. The surface views before and after water vapour plasma
treatments were investigated by the scanning electron (SEM, JEOL JSM – 5600) and microscopy.
The elemental composition of plasma treated films was analyzed by energy dispersive X–ray
spectroscopy (EDS, Bruker Quad 5040). The distribution profiles of O in Ti films were measured
by Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES, PHI 700XI AUGER NANOPROBE) and by glow discharge
optical emission spectroscopy (GDOES, Spectruma Analytic GMBH). Electrical conductivity of
plasma treated Ti films was measured using four – point probe method (Jandel universal probe).
3.

RESULTS

Fig. 2 shows the XRD patterns of as-deposited and plasma treated samples (about 450 nm
thickness). Samples were treated in water vapour plasma at 200 W (Fig. 2a) and 300 W (Fig. 2b)
RF power for 5 min. Spectrum of as-deposited titanium film did not show any peaks except silicon
substrate peak. It is typical for amorphous titanium. XRD patterns of samples treated at 20 W and
50 W seem almost the same like as-deposited titanium. Peaks of TiO, TiO0.48 and TiO2 were
registered plasma treated samples at at 200 W. TiO2, Ti3O5 and (H2O)Ti4O7(OH)2 peaks were
identified at 300 W withTiO2 phase as predominant. The changes of microstructure were observed
even after plasma exposition during 5 min.
The oxidation rate of titanium in water vapour plasma mainly depends on the RF power
dissipated in plasma. With the increase of dissipated power the oxidation rate increases. More
oxygen diffuse into the bulk and TiO phase gradually changes to the most chemical stable phase –
TiO2 (rutile) Superwettability effect depends on plasma radiation intensity [2]. The UV radiation
and ionic bombardment intensity is increasing with power, which means higher rate of surface
activation and better superwettability. Therefore oxidation rate increases accordingly.

Fig. 2. XRD paterns of amorphous as-deposited Ti film and after water vapour plasma
treatment a) at 200 W and b) at 300 W. Plasma treatment time is 5 min.
Fig. 3 shows SEM views of as-deposited (Fig. 3a) and plasma treated samples (Fig. 3 b-f).
The surface views seem unchanged for samples treated at 50 W for 60 min. With the increase of the
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RF power dissipated in plasma, more holes crossing entire film thickness (Fig. 3 c-e) and blisters
(Fig. 3f) was observed. They are result of water island layers formed by adsorbed water molecules
and water clusters which are injected through a nozzle into a vacuum chamber. The inhomogenous
surface coverage with water island layers forms different boundary conditions for oxidation of areas
covered and uncovered by water layers. Preliminary results show that hydrogen during oxidation
diffuses through TiO2 layer and is accommodated at the boundary of substrate-film tending to form
gas blisters. Stored hydrogen generates high stresses which lead to film detachment from the
substrate. It was observed that after treatment at 300 W (Fig. 3e) some islands coalescence and the
size of holes increases.
A wide range of interference colors appear on the surface of treated samples, showing different
hues and saturations. Various colors indicate to the different oxygen concentration in the coating.
EDS analysis showed that values of O/Ti ratio varies from 1.3 to 2.1 in dependence of RF
dissipated power and treatment duration (Table 1).
Table 1. Plasma treatment conditions and EDS results
Sample
P, W
t, min
Thickness, nm
EDS, O/Ti ratio

A
50
60
510
1.3

B
200
5
410
1.7

C
200
20
440
1.7

D
300
5
350
2.1

E
300
20
400
1.9

Fig. 3. SEM views of Ti surface: a) as-deposited Ti; and treated b) 50 W, 60 min; c) 200 W,
5 min; d) 200 W, 20 min; e) 300 W, 5 min; f) 300 W, 20 min.
Fig. 4 includes Ti film surface topography height profiles measured by nanoprofilometer: a)
as-deposited, and treated b) 50 W, 60 min, c) 200 W, 5 min, d) 200 W, 20 min, e) 300 W, 5 min and
f) 300 W, 20 min. Holey and bumpy surface was registered after plasma treatment at 200 and
300 W. Surface topography did not change after treatment at 50 W (Fig. 4b). Height of holes is
equal to the entire thickness of Ti film (about 450 nm) (Fig. 4 c-e). Height amplitude of bumpy
surface is equal to about 21 nm (Fig. 4d).
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Fig. 4. The profiles of Ti film surface topography: a) as-deposited; and treated b) 50 W,
60 min; c) 200 W, 5 min; d) 200 W, 20min; e) 300 W, 5 min; f) 300 W, 20 min.

Fig. 5. GDOES distribution profiles of O (a) and H (b) atoms across the Ti film treated at 300 W (1)
and 200 W (2)
Hydroxyl radicals located on the surface due to plasma radiation split into hydrogen and
oxygen. Oxidation and hydrogenation of Ti layer occures simultaneously where hydrogen diffuse
into the bulk along the grain boundaries of oxidised titanium. Fig. 5 shows the distribution profiles
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of oxygen (Fig. 5a) and hydrogen (Fig. 5b) across the thickness of Ti film after plasma irradiation at
different energy source RF power. Before 200 W plasma treatment the thickness of sample was
about 500 nm and before 300 W treatment thickness of sample was approximately 550 nm. Oxygen
profile has a tendency to decrease exponentially across the thickness of Ti film. It‘s worth
mentioning, that O concentration decreases faster for the sample treated at lower power (Fig. 5a,
curve 2), particularly at outer layers of surface. This fact correlates with the decrease of energy of
incident ions. Hydrogen distribution profile has a wide peak at about 200 nm and considerable
decline starting from 270 nm at 200 W (Fig. 5b, curve 2), while at 300 W hydrogen distribution is
more homogeneous and H atoms penetrate deeper into the bulk (Fig. 5b, curve 1).

Fig. 6. The Auger distribution profiles of O and Ti atoms in Ti film: a) untreated, and
b) plasma treated
Fig. 6 includes the AES distribution profiles of Ti and O atoms in untreated (Fig. 6a) and
plasma treated (Fig. 6b) Ti film. It is seen that oxygen atoms are distributed over the estimated film
thickness of 400 nm. The Auger oxygen depth profile shows a sharp decrease of oxygen
concentration from 75 at. % to 45 at. % at the surface followed by a gradual decrease through the
entire film thickness in the bulk to the values around the maximum solubility of oxygen in titanium
(35 at.%) (Fig. 6b). The segregated TiO2 (rutile) was observed in the near surface region of treated
samples. EDS results before treatment showed 80 at. % of titanium and 20 at. % of oxygen and after
treatment 53 at. % of O, 47 at. % of Ti.
It is well known that hydrogen tends to occupy tetrahedral interstitial sites in the group of
transition metals [13]. The solubility of hydrogen depends on the phase of Ti. The H solubility is
higher for β-phase (12 tetrahedral and 6 octahedral interstices) than for α-phase (4 tetrahedral and 2
octahedral interstitial sites). The presence of hydrogen in the sample results lattice expansions [14].
Moreover, the amount of hydrogen in Ti modifies such parameter as surface resistivity of thin
film. Small amounts of hydrogen in α-Ti lattice form disordered interstial solution and act like
scattering centers for conduction electrons. Observations show that resistivity increases for such
conditions. On the other hand, β-Ti absorbs more hydrogen. These atoms occupy tetrahedral voids
and the contribution of scattering centers in the lattice diminishes. Consequently, the resistivity
decreases [15].
Surface resistivity (Ω/□ or Ω/square) of Ti thin film was measured using 4 – point probe
method and resistivity calculations were made using the equation:
,

(1)

where V is the measured voltage, I is the applied current and
.
Measurements were made for as-deposited Ti/Si sample and for titanium thin films treated in
water vapor plasma. As it is shown in Fig. 7, the resistivity of measured samples remains constant
when I increases.
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Fig. 7. Resistivity dependence of applied current
Furthermore, as it was claimed above, the resistivity of Ti top layer has to increace when
smaller amount of hydrogen atoms gets in the sample. The measured resistivity for each sample is
in good agreement with the literature predicted. Fig. 8. shows how the film resistivity changes for
different power dissipated in plasma and exposure time.

Sample a
20W, 60 min.

Sample b
50W, 60 min.

Sample c
200W, 5 min.

Sample d
200W, 20 min.

Sample e
300W, 20 min.

Fig. 8. Resistivity of the samples obtained for different treatment parameters
As it seen in Fig. 8, the film resistivity decreases when applied power increases.
Consequently, assumptions about hydrogen influence on resistivity are in good agreement with
experimental results. Also, surface resistivity could be influenced by different oxygen content.
4.

DISCUSSION

Wetted Ti thin films in the presence of plasma radiation are oxidized [16]. Simultaneous
oxidation and hydrogenation take place in the formation of titanium oxides and storing hydrogen in
the bulk of oxidized nanocrystalline Ti. It is supported with XRD, GDOES and electrical resistivity
results. Titania films exposed to UV light have excellent water wettability properties
(superwettability). The scheme of the oxidation of Ti film in water vapor plasma is shown in Fig. 9.
Under plasma radiation some of oxygen atoms are removed from the titania surface (Fig. 9a).
Surface becomes activated. Bombardment with heavy energetic ions arriving from water vapour
plasma removes preferentially oxygen atoms and titania surface becomes even more activated
(Fig. 9b). These two, ionic and UV, radiation components result into formation of many nanoscale
domains where hydroxyl groups OH are adsorbed. The surface energy increases and surface
becomes wettable. Water molecules or clusters cover the activated surface area and form water
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island layers in contact with activated surface, which leads to the formation of hydroxyl radicals on
the surface (Fig. 9c).

Fig. 9. Plasma enhanced process on the surface of Ti film
Plasma irradiation splits OH radicals into their atomic components hydrogen and oxygen.
During treatment in plasma the surface becomes defected and mobile H+ ions are trapped at
radiation defects. When the H+ ions are detrapped from trapping centers they diffuse through the
oxide layer into the bulk and, taking into account titanium's high affinity for hydrogen, are absorbed
by the titanium, and consequently are stored in the bulk. Eventually they reach silicon substrate,
which is not permeable to hydrogen. H+ ions attach electrons and form molecular H2, which
accumulates and causes huge residual bulk stresses (Fig. 10). Blisters and holes are formed as
showed in SEM surface views. Samples are located on the magnetron cathode therefore electrons
can easily reach back side of the substrate-film boundary. Dissociated O atoms migrate on the
surface partly forming O2 molecules, which is desorbed, partly moving into the bulk.
Oxidation kinetics depends on many properties, such as adsorption, the presence of Tin+/oxygen
vacancies, type and microstructure of titanium, impurities. Titanium oxide properties determine
hydrogen diffusion into the bulk [17].

Fig. 10. The mechanism of split of water molecules
5.

CONCLUSIONS

It is shown, the water vapour plasma treatment of thin titanium films leads to theirs
simultaneous oxidation and hydrogenation. The oxidation rate mainly depends on the energy source
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dissipated power in plasma. Even after 5 minutes treatment in water vapour plasma XRD results
show the formation of titanium oxides, therefore time is not the main factor in this oxidation
process. Major oxidants are hydroxyl radicals which create a superwettability effect on the activated
surface area. Ionic bombardment and plasma radiation remove oxygen atoms from the surface and
leads to the creation of highly reactive surface with high concentration of hydroxyls. Water-splitting
process occurs on the plasma activated surface. Oxygen atoms transform Ti into TiO2 while
hydrogen atoms diffuse into the bulk and accumulate at the boundary of substrate-film resulting in
the formation of blisters and holes across the entire film thickness. Probably, hydrogen at interstitial
and different oxygen content determines various electrical resistivities of the films.
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ABSTRACT
The increase of demand for "clean" and efficient energy results in use of hydrogen for energy purposes as
a potential, long-term solution of the growing energy crisis. Currently, on an industrial scale
in hydrogen production technologies by coal gasification, two-stage system is used to synthesis gas (main
components: CO, H2, CO2, CH4) purification. The first stage includes use of one or two water gas shift
(WGS) reactors to increase the concentration of hydrogen in the gas mixture. In the second stage can be used:
pressure swing adsorption (PSA) unit, cryogenic distillation or membrane technology. Many types of
membranes can potentially be used in hydrogen purification process. Membrane systems have many
advantages such as small size, reliable and effective performance, low energy consumption, and simplicity of
operation and maintenance. This paper discusses the advantages and disadvantages of different hydrogen
separation membranes: polymer and metallic such as palladium alloys. The polymer materials used in
hydrogen separation from synthesis gas are for example polyimides, which are characterized by low
manufacturing costs, high thermal, chemical and mechanical resistance (high glass transition temperature),
the possibility of working at high pressure and selectivity for hydrogen transport as compared to the other
components of synthesis gas. However, they are sensitive to certain chemicals such as hydrochloric acid,
sulphur oxides and carbon dioxide, which diminish their operation parameters. High purity of hydrogen (up
to 99.99%) can be obtained by use of pure palladium or palladium alloys membranes. Metallic membranes
used for separation of hydrogen can be: pure metals, binary alloys, Pd alloys with 3–5 other metals,
amorphous alloys, metals (Pd) coated by Ta, V or other metals.
Keywords: synthesis gas, hydrogen separation, membrane separation, polymer membrane, metallic
membrane

1.

INTRODUCTION

Hydrogen in the free state is in the upper atmosphere and volcanic gases. On the Earth, almost
exclusively, hydrogen occurs in compounds: water, hydrocarbons (petroleum, natural gas) and
all organic compounds (in living organisms). Nearly 2% (about 6 Exajoules 1) of the world’s
primary energy is stored in the 41 million tons of H2 which is produced industrially on yearly basis.
[1]. Hydrogen is abundantly available in the universe and possesses the highest energy content per
unit of weight compared to any of the known fuel. For example hydrogen is characterized by
2.5 times higher energy density value (120 MJ /kg) than gasoline. At the same time for its ignition
15-fold lower amount of heat is required [2]. Hydrogen as an energy carrier is characterized by
environmental (no CO2 emissions during combustion and the only side effects are heat and water
that returns to the natural circulation in nature) and economic benefits. Industrial production

1

1 EJ = 1018 joules
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of hydrogen includes the reaction of hydrocarbons with steam, gasification of coal, coke or
biomass, plasma technology, and electrolysis of water.
This paper includes review of hydrogen membrane separation methods using polymeric and
metallic materials.
2.

MEMBRANE SEPARATION OF GASES – REVIEW

Membranes used for hydrogen separation from its mixture with other gases like methane,
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide can be divided to porous and dense types. When pore size is small
compared to the mean-free-path of the gas molecules, gas of lower molecular weight permeates
through membrane much faster. In microporous membranes the flux is directly proportional to the
pressure, whereas in palladium membranes, it is proportional to the square root of the pressure.
Membrane separation of gas can be attributed to four mechanisms: a. Knudsen diffusion
(occurs when the pore diameter in the effective layer is smaller than the mean free path for the
permeating gas), b. molecular sieving (operates on a size-exclusion principle), c. solution-diffusion
(based on both solubility and diffusivity of gas molecules in an effective barrier), and d. surface
diffusion (can occur in parallel with Knudsen diffusion).
Permeability is a basic property of the membrane material and is independent of the
membrane thickness. Permeability can be expressed as the product of the diffusion coefficient and
the solubility constant and is temperature dependent. The permeability can be expressed by the
Arrhenius equation [2]:
−E
(1)
ρ H 2 = K exp

 RT  .
where K is the preexpotential factor constant, E is the activation energy, R is the gas constant, and T
is the absolute temperature.
Similarly, the ability of a membrane to separate gases is characterized by the selectivity of the
membrane. Ideal selectivity (or separation factor) is defined as the ratio of the permeability of the
penetrants. The selectivity of hydrogen over carbon monoxide can be expressed as [2]:
P
(2)
α H 2 / CO = H 2
PCO
where αH2/CO is an ideal selectivity of the hydrogen to the carbon monoxide gas and PCO is the
carbon monoxide permeability.
Several methods are available for the formation of metallic membranes such as phase
inversion, rolling, electroless-plating, chemical vapor deposition (CVD), sputtering, spray pyrolysis,
coatings, metal deposition, sol-gel, and others [4]. Polymer membranes are selective skin layer on
flat sheets or asymmetric hollow fibres. The important polymer material properties defining the
separation performance are molecular structure, glass transition temperature (Tg), crystallinity,
degree of crosslinking, and as a function of these variables, durability with respect to possible
degradation or loss of performance [5].
In other classification, hydrogen membranes (based on the materials used) can be categorized
into two types: a. organic (polymer) and b. inorganic (metallic, carbon and ceramic) [2]. In the table
1 different properties of main groups of membranes are shown. Commercial-scale membrane for
hydrogen separation are supplied by the following companies: Grace MS (Aker-Kvaerner), Medal
(Du Pont/Air Liquid), Permea (Air Products), Ube Industries, Union Carbide (Dow), UOP
(Separex) [2].
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Table 1. Properties of the relevant hydrogen selective membranes [3]

Temperature
range
H2 selectivity
H2 flux (10-3
mol/m2 s) at
dP=1 bar
Stability
issues

Poisoning
issues

Materials

Transport
mechanism

Development
status

Dense polymer

Micro
porous
ceramic

Dense metallic

Porous
carbon

Dense ceramic

<100 °C

200-600 °C

300-600 °C

500-900 °C

600-900 °C

low

5-139

>1000

4-20

>1000

low

60-300

60-300

10-200

6-80

Swelling,
compaction,
mechanical
strength

Stability in
H2O

Phase transition

Brittle,
oxidising

Stability in CO2

H2S, HCl, CO

Strong
adsorbing,
vapours,
organics

H2S

Palladium alloy

Carbon

Proton
conducting
ceramics (mainly
SrCeO3-δ
BaCeO3-δ

Solution/diffusion

Surface
diffusion;
molecular
sieving

Solution/diffusion
(proton
conduction)

Commercial by
Johnson Matthey;
prototype
membrane tubes
available up to 60
cm

Small
membrane
modules
commercial,
mostly small
samples
(cm2)
available for
testing

Small samples
available for
testing

HCl, SOx, (CO2)

Polymers

Silica,
alumina,
zirconia,
titania,
zeolites

Solution/diffusion

Molecular
sieving

Commercial by
Air Products,
Linde, BOC, Air
Liquide

Prototype
tubular silica
membranes
available up
to 90 cm.
Other
materials
only small
samples
(cm2)

In membrane separation raw gas flows through the module and is separated on two streams –
permeate (enriched in hydrogen) and retentate (depleted in hydrogen). The scheme of the process is
shown on the Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The scheme membrane module with hollow fibres
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2.1. Polymer membranes for hydrogen separation
Hydrogen has a relatively small molecular size compared to other gases and exhibits high
selectivity ratio in glassy polymers. The ideal membrane possesses a high flux as well as a high
selectivity. However, ussually there is a compromise between selectivity and flux rate. The degree
of separation is highly depends on both membrane selectivity and permeability [8].
Polymer membranes are the dense type and can be further divided into glassy and rubbery
polymeric membranes [2]. The gas transport through the dense polymeric membranes is based on a
solution-diffusion mechanism, which occurs in three steps. First, on the high pressure side (in the
upstream) the gas molecules dissolve on the membrane face. Next, the penetrated molecules diffuse
across the membrane until it is desorbed at the downstream face of the membrane. The relationship
between diffusivity and solubility can be described by the equation:
P = D · S,

(3)

where P is the permeability coefficient, in the Barrer (10-10 cm3 (STP) cm-2 s-1 cm Hg-1), D is the
diffusivity coefficient (cm2 s-1) representing the mobility of molecules across the membrane and S –
the solubility coefficient (cm3 (STP) cm Hg-1), which indicates the solubility of the gas molecules
within the membrane.
The transport of gases through nonporous polymer membranes can be described by the
solution-diffusion mechanism. This transport is a concentration gradient driven process, which is
generally well described by Fick’s first law:
dc
J i = −D i ,
(4)
dx
where J is the flux of species i through the membrane, D is the diffusion coefficient of species i in
the membrane and dci/dx is the local concentration gradient of species i at a given position in
membrane [8].
The operating temperatures for polymer membranes are about 373 K [3]. Good ability to cope
with high pressure drops and low cost are key advantages of polymer membranes. However, limited
mechanical strength, relatively high sensitivity to swelling and compaction, susceptibility to certain
chemicals such as hydrochloric acid, sulphur oxides, and CO2 make polymer membranes less
attractive.
Polyimide is a glassy polymer which is known as a suitable material for gas separation. This
polymer has high glass transition temperature, lower density and extremely large free volume (up to
20%). Increase of temperature enhances the hydrogen permeance in polyimide composite
membranes. The carbon monoxide plasticizes the polymer and thus its permeance increases with
increase of pressure. However, in mixed gas experiments, competitive sorption and concentration
polarization effects reduce hydrogen permeance at elevated pressures [4].

Fig. 2. Molecular structure of polyimide [4]
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Table 2. Hydrogen separation membrane [8]
Membrane Type
Polyimide A
Polyimide B-H
Polysulfone

Selectivity
H2/CO

H2/CH4

100
56
1,7

250
125
33

Hydrogen permeance
(GPU)2
100
500
100

Phase inversion is the most frequently used method for commercially available polymer
membrane preparation [2].
2.2. Metallic membranes for hydrogen recovery
Hydrogen transport through Pd includes the following: a. dissociatively adsorbing H2 onto the
metal surface, b. diffusing atomic H through bulk metal, and c. associatively desorbing H2 from
metal surface [2].
Hydrogen flux can be straightforwardly derived into an expression known as Sievert’s law
[2]:
ρ ( P n H , feed − P n H , perm )
,
NH2 = H2
l
where NH2 is the hydrogen flux; ρH2 is the hydrogen permeability; l is the membrane thickness;
PnH,feed and PnH,perm are the hydrogen partial pressures in the retentate and permeate sides,
respectively, exponent “n” sometimes deviates from the ideal value of 0.5. It is noted that the
Sievert’s law strictly pertains to metallic membranes. The flux is inversely proportional to the
thickness of the membrane, however, reduction of the thickness would reduce mechanical stability
of the membrane.
Electroless-plating became the most popular technique for the preparation of supported Pd
based membranes, because Pd has sufficient autocatalytic activity. Sputtering is especially useful
when ternary or quaternary alloys are desired [6].
High-purity hydrogen (up to 99,9999%) could be available through dense metallic
membranes and especially through Pd and its alloys [2]. Metallic membranes for hydrogen
separation could be of many types, such as a. pure metals: Pd, V, Ta, Nb, and Ti; b. binary alloys of
Pd: Pd-Cu, Pd-Ag, Pd-Y, and also Pd alloyed with N, Au, Ce, and Fe; c. complex alloys: Pd alloyed
with 3–5 other metals; d. amorphous alloys: typically Group IV and Group V metals; e. coated
metals: Pd over Ta, V, etc. Although Nb, Ta, and V have approximately 10–15 x greater
permeability than that of Pd, these metals form oxide layers and are difficult to use as hydrogen
separation membranes. This problem could be overcome by coating a thin layer of Pd on the surface
of the aforementioned metals. Moreover, Nb, Ta, and V metals are cheaper than Pd, and they could
meet the cost target of the system. Because of the presence of a two-phase region below the critical
temperature, Pd membranes are not suitable for use at low temperatures (<573 K). Use of Pd
membranes at low temperature causes hydrogen embrittlement. To combat this problem, Pd is
alloyed with other materials such as Cu, Ag, Ru, Y, Ni, Au, Ce, and Ta. Thermal and chemical
stability of Pd, the higher diffusivity of atomic hydrogen, and reduction of poisoning effect on the
hydrogen transport mechanism in Pd caused by hydrogen sulfide and other feedstock can also be
improved by alloying. Thin membranes would reduce the cost of materials as well as increase the
hydrogen flux. The thin membranes are prepared on supports. In the case of metallic membranes, a
challenge is that the nth order term in Sievert’s law varies between 0,5 and 1 as membrane thickness
decreases [2, 6].
2

1 GPU = 10-6 (cm3 (STP)/(cm2 · s · cm Hg)) = 7,501· 10-12 (m3 (STP)/(m2· s · Pa))
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Palladium and platinum metals or their alloys have been used in fuel cells as membranes for
the separation and purification of hydrogen from other gases for more than 50 years. Fuel cells are
the cleanest and most efficient technology for producing electricity. They operate using hydrogen
and oxygen as reactants, producing electric current and water as products [6].
Transport mechanism in these membranes requires the presence of a special catalytic surface
on which, the hydrogen gas dissociates. Subsequently, free electrons and protons are conducted
through the membrane layer and then the molecules hydrogen reasociates at the product side. The
selectivity of hydrogen is usually very large, because the solid metal layer effectively
stops large atoms and molecules such as CO, CO2, O2, N2, etc.
3.

CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the membrane’s operating temperature, polymer membranes are mainly suitable
for temperature below 373 K, whereas porous carbon and dense ceramic membranes are suitable for
a higher temperature range (773-1173 K). Metallic membranes would be suitable around 573-873
K. It is reported that the selectivity of Pd for H2 separation was lost at >823 K because of the tin
present at the interface of Pd and the support. The dense-metallic and ceramic membranes are
highly selective for H2 permeation [5, 2].
4.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this study is using bio-hydrogen to produce methanol through the methanol synthesis. The biohydrogen is obtained from the effluent gas of anaerobic fermentation process, where the effluent gas is
composed of H2 (25-75%) and CO2. The fair purity of hydrogen always limited its applications; therefore, the
aim of this study is to deal with this problem. Furthermore, the process is an exothermic reaction and it
proceeds under volume contraction so that the higher methanol yield must be obtained at low temperature
and high pressure.
The commercial catalyst MDC-3 (Cu/Zn/Al2O3) is employed in the preliminary experiments at 250 oC, 30
bar, 2400 ml/g-hr and with a fixed H2/CO2 ratio of 3. The results show the reaction is reaching stability in the
first 30 minutes with an average CO2 conversion of 8.8% and methanol yield of 19.2%. It also found a trace
of dimethyl ether (less than 0.1%) and CO (2.5%) produced during the course of reaction, where the later one
is generated through the reverse water gas shift reaction. Consequently, the overall reaction at least involved
three reactions as following: (1) CO2 hydrogenation reaction; (2) CO hydrogenation reaction; (3) reverse
water gas shift reaction. The thermodynamic equilibrium is also evaluated by the MATLAB software from
10–30 bar and 200–300 oC.
Keywords Bio-hydrogen, Methanol synthesis

1.

INTRODUCTION

Green house gas emission has caught much more attentions around the world and leading to
the global warming effects. In the past decades, fossil fuel was the major energy resource and
released considerable amount of carbon dioxide during its usage. Therefore, seeking for the
alternatively energy resource is the most promising issue for the present time. Bio-energy is
considered as one of the most potential energy resource among all renewable energies.
Conventionally, bio-energy can be produced from the thermal-chemical or the biological processes.
In the recent years, our group devoted in integrating both of the processes and developed a new one
which could not only effectively produce bio-energy (hydrogen, methane, enthanol, butanol, etc.)
but also make full use of biomass as well as argricultural waste. Unfortuntely, the fair purity of
hydrogen (25-75 %) [1] always limits its application and the purification of hydrogen is not widely
developed yet. Therefore, in this study the methanol synthesis using bio-hydrogen is considered as
an alternative chance.
Methanol sythesis (CO2 + 3H2 → CH3OH + H2O) was proposed by BASF in 1923 [2], which
firstly introduced the zinc/chromite catalyst for the industral application. The catalyst showed a low
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activity and consequently the process had to be carried out at high temperatures and pressures in
order to reach a profitable yield of methanol (573–633K, 25 MPa). Although it showed low activity
for methanol synthesis, it was used and improved for a long period until the 1950s. For the present
time, the most favourable catalyst is copper/zinc oxide/alumina catalyst. The copper/zinc system
was characterized by a particularly high activity [3-5] and the addition of alumina was found to be
able to stablize the thermal resistance of the catalyst [5].
In this work, methanol synthesis was carried out at 250 oC with employing commercial
catalyst, MDC-3, as the promoter. The feedstock was composed of H2 and CO2, where its
composition was referred to the effluent gas of anaerobic process. The thermodynamic equilibrium
is also evaluated by MATLAB software in pressure range of 10-30 bars and temperature range of
200–300 oC.
2.

EXPERIMENTAL

The schematic diagram of the experimental appratus is shown in Fig. 1. The reaction was
carried out in a fixed-bed tubular stainless steel reactor (O.D. = 1/2”), with 1 g of the catalysts
(MDC-3) being placed at the center of the reactor between two quartz wool and fixed at temperature
of 250 oC by a tubular furnace. The pressure was controlled (10, 20 and 30 bars) by a back pressure
regulator, which was installed at the end of reactor. Before the reaction, the catalyst was reduced in
situ with 10% H2/Ar stream for 2 hours. The Space velocity of feedstock was fixed at 3600 ml/g-hr
and the composition was varied from H2/CO2 ratio of 1, 2 and 3. Every test was proceed for 15
hours and the effluent gas was also heated at 150 oC to prevent condensation. Gas chromatograph
(SRI 8610C) was equipped with a thermal conductivity detector (TCD) and a flame ionization
detector to analyze the gas products. The definition of conversion, selectivity and concentration was
described by equations as shown below,
Xi =

ni − ni0
× 100% , i = CO2 , H 2 ,
ni0

S MeOH =

nMeOH
× 100% ,
n − nCO2
0
CO 2

Ci =

ni
× 100% ,
NT

(1)
(2)
(3)

where Xi stands the conversion of i species, ni stands moles of i species at time t, S stands the
selectivity, Ci stands the concentration of i species, and NT representes total moles of all species.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of this study: (1) H2 mass flowmeter, (2) CO2 mass flowmeter,
(3) reactor, (4) furnace, (5) glass wool, (6) catalyst, (7) back pressure regulator, (8) gas
chromatograph, (9) cooling device, (10) soap-bubble flowmeter, (11) personal computer
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this study, the thermodynamic equilibrium for methanol synthesis was computed by the
MATLAB software in the temperature range of 200-300 oC, pressure range of 10-30 bar and
H2/CO2 ratio of 3 and 1. The computation results were shown in Fig. 2. The computation showed
that the selectivity of methanol decreased with increasing temperature in all cases. For the cases of
H2/CO2 ratio of 1, the equilibrium conversion of CO2 showed opposite trend with selectivity, which
was suggested by the competition of side reactions. Furthermore, the computation showed the
reaction indeed depended on the pressure, temperature and feedstock ratio. Incresing the feedstock
ratio from H2/CO2 ratio of 1 to 3, the conversion of carbon dioxide and hydrogen increased
obviously as well as methanol selectivity. It also seemed that the reaction was depending much
more on the feedstock ratio than pressure. Table 1 shows the results of experimental runs.
Generally, CO2 conversion was increased with increasing pressure as well as incresing H2/CO2
ratio. However, the conversion of hydrogen and methanol selectivity did not follow this trend. The
experimental runs showed the best methanol selectivity was 40.50 % at the condition of 20 bar and
H2/CO2 ratio of 2. It had to mention that for the case of 10 bar (H2/CO2 = 1, 2 and 3) it did not
detected any methanol from FID detector due to its concentration was out of detection.
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Fig. 2. Computation results of equilibrium conversion of CO2 and H2, and selectivity of methanol:
(a)10 bar, H2/CO2 = 1, (b) 10 bar, H2/CO2 = 3,(c) 20 bar, H2/CO2 = 1, (d) 20 bar,
H2/CO2 = 3, (e) 30 bar, H2/CO2 = 1, (f) 30 bar, H2/CO2 = 3.
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Table 1. Results of experimental runs
H2/CO2 Pressure (bar) XCO2 (%) XH2 (%) SMeOH (%)
1
10
13.97
11.89
N/D
1
20
13.25
15.20
9.71
1
30
7.24
14.10
22.21
2
10
15.22
5.38
N/D
2
20
7.66
8.94
40.50
2
30
15.89
8.15
18.67
3
10
19.84
2.78
N/D
3
20
29.39
7.91
12.43
3
30
23.17
7.26
20.34
o
Reaction condition, 250 C, space velocity of 3600 ml/g-cat.-hr.
N/D, not detected.
Fig. 3 shows the computation of equilibrium concentration of each species. Methanol
concentration was decreased with increasing temperature in all cases since the reaction was
exothermic. The computation showed again that methanol synthesis was depending much more on
H2/CO2 ratio than pressure. CO concentration was highly depending on temperature due to the
reverse waster gas shift reaction, which was also the main side reaction. Table 2 shows the species
concentration of experimental runs. For the case of same H2/CO2 ratio, CO concentration was
decreased with increasing pressure indicating that reverse water gas shift reaction was apparently
restricted by pressure. However, it also could be explained by the weakness competition comparing
with CO2 hydrogenation reaction. H2O concentration showed an opposite trend with CO, which was
suggested that the reaction accompanied with CO hydrogenation reaction so that CO was futher
reacted with hydrogen to produce methanol. Methanol concentration was increased slightly with
both increasing H2/CO2 ratio and pressure.
Table 2. Species concentration of the experimental runs
H2/CO2
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3

Pressure
(bar)
10
20
30
10
20
30
10
20
30

CO2
45.83
47.66
49.29
28.09
30.01
32.35
17.39
19.13
21.20

Concentration (%)
H2
CO
MeOH
45.93
4.20
N/D
43.37
4.08
0.70
42.93
3.00
0.78
63.84
4.12
N/D
60.93
3.89
0.87
59.03
3.35
1.11
74.73
3.97
N/D
71.78
3.69
0.98
69.97
3.28
1.28

Reaction condition, 250 oC, space velocity of 3600 ml/g-cat.-hr.
N/D, not detected.
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Fig 3. Computation results of equilibrium concentration: (a)10 bar, H2/CO2 = 1, (b) 10 bar,
H2/CO2 = 3,(c) 20 bar, H2/CO2 = 1, (d) 20 bar, H2/CO2 = 3, (e) 30 bar,
H2/CO2 = 1, (f) 30 bar, H2/CO2 = 3
4.

CONCLUSION

In this study, the methanol synthesis was carried out and computed under mild conditions
(10–30 bar). The feedstock was modulated according to anaerobic fermentation process. The
experimental results showed the whole reaction took place under kinetic control regime.
Futhermore, the reaction was much more depending on feedstock ratio than reaction pressure. The
competition intensity of side reaction also affected the product distribution. Computation results
show the reaction was favored under high pressure condition, which was also consistent with the
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experimental ones. Furthermore, it was diffcult to determine the optimal condition both from
computations and experiments. In general, the optimization was always evaluated and determined
by the degree of yield. However, the computation was based on the feedstock ratio, temperature and
pressure, and irrelevant to the feedstock rate and production rate so the yield could not be
determined. In the present work, we proposed a posibility of utilizing bio-hydrogen which also
benefit to climate and environment.
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ABSTRACT
The formation process of the quaternary Cu2ZnSnS4 compound in CdI2 is studied. Focus is on chemical
reactions between the binary precursor compounds involved in the formation process of CZTS and reactions
of the precursor compounds with molten CdI2 as a flux material. The aim was to describe conditions for the
synthesis of CZTS as an absorber material and to determine the presence of cadmium and secondary phases
in the final product. Differential thermal analysis (DTA) was used to show the thermal effects, including the
melting points, the various phase transitions and possible reactions in the samples. Closed quartz vacuum
ampoules were used for the heating/cooling process of the mixtures. An empty ampoule was used as a
reference. Various mixtures of the individual precursors with CdI2 as well as the mixtures used for CZTS
synthesis in CdI2 were annealed and quenched from different temperatures. The phase composition of the
mixtures was determined by X-Ray diffraction (XRD), Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX), and Raman
Spectroscopy. A possible chemical route of the CZTS formation is discussed. It was found that CZTS forms
from Cu2SnS3 and ZnS if sufficient elemental S is added into the precursor mixtures.
Keywords : Cu2ZnSnS4, XRD, EDX, Raman, DTA

1. INTRODUCTION
Resulting from the world’s fast population growth rate, the increasing energy demand in the
near future forces us to seek environmentally clean and economically viable alternative energy
resources that could replace those we have currently without any fear of further significant
environmental impact. Among the various options available to alternative sources of energy, solar
energy has been proven a viable alternative to meet our energy demands. But despite being clean
and inexhaustible, the energy produced from solar radiation has only contributed a very minimal
percentage of the total energy demand. During the past decades, considerable work has been done
in order to achieve the aim of taking solar derived energy to a significant level in the energy sector
and substantial progress has been made. Followed from proper considerations, it is expedient to
develop a solar panel from environmentally friendly and readily available materials at low cost. So
far the most efficient semiconductor compounds used as solar absorber materials in large scale
production are CuInGaSe2 (CIGS) and CdTe (company First Solar) with record conversion
efficiencies of 20.2 and 17.3%, respectively [1–5]. The market for thin-film PV grew at a 60%
annual rate from 2002 to 2007 and is still growing rapidly. Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) with an absorption
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coefficient ˃ 10 -4 cm-1 as an absorber material has received increasing attention in the past few
years due to the enormous advantages embedded in it in terms of material availability, product
efficiency relative to the cost of production and ease of handling. It may become a perfect
replacement for CIGS, CdTe and other absorber materials that have been developed. Currently
CZTS has had quite an enormous improvement in terms of performance proven already to yield
solar efficiencies of more than 10%, as reached by the IBM company using hydrazine solutions [4].
In the monograin technology a solvent material is used for absorber material synthesis, a so-called
flux material (CdI2). A molten phase between the solid precursor particles acts as a contracting or
repelling agent depending on its amount. An isothermal recrystallization of semiconductor
polycrystalline powders in the presence of a liquid phase of a suitable solvent material in an amount
sufficient for repelling the initial crystallites leads to the formation and growth of semiconductor
powder materials with single-crystalline grain structure and narrow-disperse granularity, a so-called
monograin powders. In thin film technologies, flux materials are also often used in the form of
some low melting precursor that is consumed in the film growth process – molten phase between
particles enables sintering and crystal growth (for example, CuSe in thin film deposition of CIGS).
The role of flux material makes the main difference between monograin growth and thin film
synthesis methods, such as physical vapour deposition, chemical vapour deposition (CVD) or
chemical baths deposition (CBD), widely used for thin film synthesis. The driving force in the
isothermal crystalline growth process of monograin materials is in the differences in the surface
energies of crystals of different sizes. The growth of single-crystalline powder grains takes place at
temperatures higher than the melting point of the used flux material – much lower than the melting
point of the semiconductor compound. An optimal amount of the used flux material is observed if
the volume of the liquid phase is around 0.7 of the volume of the solid phase. The advantage of
using a flux is that it allows powder materials to be produced where every grain is single-crystalline
and has uniform composition [6, 7]. In monograin layer (MGL) solar cells each single crystal is
working as an individual solar cell.
A production process of MGL solar cells has been developed in our spin-off company
Crystalsol for the first production line for flexible CZTS solar cell modules. A roll-to-roll process
was designed for the large scale device preparation. Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) monograin powders
synthesized in KI have been used as absorber materials in monograin membrane solar cells with
efficiencies around 8 %.
The monograin powder growth of semiconductor compounds in molten salts started in the
Philips Company. Ties Siebold te Velde from the Philips Company filed the first patent in 1964 on
LED based ZnS or CdS films, using already a p/n junction and during the next year he filed the first
patent on monograin membrane devices [8].
The monograin powder granulometry is characterized by sieving analysis. Due to the large
grain size, the XRD measurements are not used to measure the grain size and the Touc plots cannot
be used to characterize the crystalline material. Narrow granulometric fractions (in between 32–
100 µm) of the grown monograin powder grains of CZTS are separated by sieving and are used as
an absorber material in MGL solar cell structures: graphite/CZTSe/CdS/ZnO. Powder crystals are
covered with CdS thin layer by chemical bath deposition. A monolayer of nearly unitize grains is
embedded into a thin layer of epoxy resin, so that the contamination of upper surfaces of crystals
with epoxy is avoided. The polymer film thickness was adjusted to half of the grain size. Since the
grains sink into the polymer and reach the underneath rubber glue layer, after washing completely
off the rubber glue, the lower part of each grain sticks out of the polymer film. After polymerization
of epoxy, ZnO window layer is deposited onto the front side of the monograin layer by RFsputtering. Solar cell structure is completed by the vacuum evaporation of 1–2 µm thick In grid
contacts onto the ZnO window layer. After gluing the structures on glass, the back contact area of
crystals is opened by etching epoxy with H2SO4, followed by an additional abrasive treatment. The
back contact is made using graphite paste [9].
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One of the peculiarities of the materials synthesized and recrystallized in molten salts is the
high level of contamination of the semiconductor compound with constituent elements of the used
salt. Therefore, the replacement of KI with some other salt not containing K as a foreign element for
the CZTS compound, for example, with CdI2 is of great importance. In our previous report [10] we
studied the formation process of Cu2ZnSnSe4 in CdI2. It is known that Cd from CdI2 incorporates to
the crystals of CZTSe forming a solid solution of Cu2ZnxCd1-xSnSe4. In Cu2ZnxCd1-xSnSe4 solid
solutions the direct band gap of material is shifting to the lower energy side, as shown in [11]. The
band gap value of Cu2CdSnS4 is 1.39 eV by Matsushita et al. [12]. However, the formation of
Cu2ZnSnS4 in CdI2 has not yet been studied. The incorporation of Cd to the crystal lattice of
Cu2ZnSnS4 could shift the band gap energy of the solar absorber material from 1.43 eV (CZTS) [11,
13] to the lower energy side, enabling better fitting with solar spectrum. CdI2 as a flux was chosen
due to the low melting temperature in comparison with KI and NaI, which have also been used as
flux materials for the synthesis of Cu2ZnSnSe4. Our previous research showed that the formation of
single-crystalline powder grains takes place at temperatures just above the melting point of the flux
material, but much lower than the melting point of the semiconductor compound itself (990 °C)
[12].
In the present work various mixtures of the individual precursors with CdI2 as well as the
mixtures used for CZTS synthesis in CdI2 were annealed and quenched at different temperatures
and the phase compositions of the mixtures were analysed by X-Ray diffraction (XRD), Energy
Dispersive X-ray (EDX) and Raman Spectroscopy. The possible chemical route of the CZTS
formation is discussed.
2. METHODOLOGY
The synthesis of quaternary Cu2ZnSnS4 powders from the binary precursors Cu2S, SnS, and
ZnS with additional S were carried out in molten CdI2 using sealed quatz vacuum ampoules. The
precursors and the flux material were mixed by grinding in an agate mortar in a mass ratio of 1:1,
and sealed in a degassed quartz vacuum ampoule. The precursors for CZTS synthesis were used in
their stoichiometric ratio. A DTA set up was used to determine the temperatures of phase changes
and chemical interactions between the initial binaries and the flux material. As a reference point, an
empty degassed and sealed quartz ampoule of equal mass was used. The heating rate was 5 °C/min
and two heating cycles were recorded starting from room temperatures up to 800 °C. The temperatures of the peak positions in the DTA curves are determined. To identify thermal effects found in
the DTA curves, probe mixtures with identical proportions as in the DTA samples (using larger
amounts than for DTA samples) were prepared and heated separate individual probes for every
heating and every cooling. The samples were either heated up or cooled down and then quenched at
the specified temperatures. The phases formed in these samples were determined by Raman and
XRD analysis after opening the ampoules. The number of samples prepared for Raman and XRD
measurements corresponds to the number of peaks in the DTA curves. The Raman spectra were
recorded using a Horiba LabRam HR high resolution spectrometer equipped with a multichannel
CCD detection system in backscattering configuration. Incident laser light of 532 nm was focused
on different 1 μm2 spots of the studied sample and an average of five readings were taken for every
sample to obtain an average result of the sample. The XRD measurements were performed using a
Bruker D5005 diffractometer. For the analysis, the ICDD-4 + 2009 data base was used. EDX was
used to determine the elemental composition of the precursors and the formed compounds.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Interactions of individual precursor compounds with CdI2 as a flux material
Our previous report showed that pure CdI2 has an endothermic effect in the DTA heating
curve at 385 °C attributed to its melting process [10]. When elemental S was added to CdI2 in the
present study, there was no chemical reaction observed, but a decrease of the melting point from
385 to 370 °C was noticeable in the DTA heating curve and to 382 °C in the cooling curve. Also,
DTA curves of ZnS mixture with CdI2 show melting/solidification of the mixture at 379/351 °C, no
chemical reaction was observed by XRD.
CdI2 mixed with SnS melted at 347 °C. CdS and different iodides (SnI4, Sn2SI2) formed at the
same time. SnS+CdI2 freezed at 300 °C.
The Cu2S+CdI2 mixture melted at 353 °C. CuI, Cu2Cd3I4S2 formed and Cu2S transformed to
Cu1.96S in the same temperature range of melting. Cu1.96S retransformed to Cu2S by cooling down
in accordance with the report in [14]. An endothermic peak around 400 °C in the DTA heating
curve (Fig. 1, 1a) of the Cu2S+CdI2 mixture corresponds to the formation of CdS and Cu4Cd3
intermetallic compound. The mixture of Cu2S+CdI2 freezed at 333 °C. The phases formed during
heating and cooling are given in Table 1.
3.2. Interactions between mixtures of precursors and CdI2 as a flux material

Fig. 1. DTA heating (red) and cooling (blue) curves of the quasi-binary system (1a), ternary systems
(1b, 1c), and the sample of the mixture used for the quaternary CZTS synthesis (1d)
The peak of low intensity at 105 °C in the Fig. 1 (1a, 1b, 1c) DTA heating curves can be
attributed to the phase transformation of monoclinic to low-chalcocite (αCh) Cu2S , which is stable
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up to 103.5 ± 0.5 °C for a stoichiometric composition of Cu2S, and up to 90 ± 2 °C for 33.41 at. %
S [15].
The S-deficient (considering the possible formation of the stable compounds Cu2SnS3 and
Cu2ZnSnS4) mixtures of Cu2S+SnS+CdI2 and Cu2S+SnS+ZnS+CdI2 (see fig. 1b and 1c) melt at 320
°C and did not form any new compounds even if heated up to 800 °C, in the cooling cycle both
effects – at 632 and 502 °C – correspond to the formation of CdS, CuI and Sn2SI2 [16] as detected
by XRD presented, see in Table 1. The existance of Cu1.96S was found between 250-320 °C. In
other regions of temperatures Cu2S existed. The mixtures solidified at 273 and 284 °C. The peak at
264 °C involves not just the solidification process of the Cu2S+SnS+ZnS+CdI2 mixture, but it also
involves the incorporation of Cd into the ZnS structure, the formation of (Zn1-xCdx)S and ZnI2,
while the released S reacts with Cu2S and SnS forming the ternary compounds Cu2Sn3S7 [17] and
Cu4SnS6 [18]. In the second heating cycle the ternary compounds decompose forming Cu81Sn22 and
CuS phases (Table 1).
Table 1. Overview of the phases detected by Raman and XRD. EDX elemental composition data
were used for an additional confirmation of the formed phases. The samples were prepared und
quenched at slightly higher temperatures than the observed effects in the DTA heating curves, and
at slightly lower temperatures than the effects in the cooling curves
Studied
mixture

Annealing
temperature OC

Phases by XRD

Phases by Raman
Compound

ZnS+CdI2
SnS+CdI2

Heated up to 800 oC
Heated up to 800 oC

Cu2S+CdI2

Heated up to 800 oC
and cooled down to
250 oC
Heated up to 370 oC

Cu2S+SnS+CdI2
Sulphur
deficient
composition for
Cu2S+SnS3
formation
Cu2S+ZnS+
SnS +CdI2
Sulphur
deficient
composition for
CZTS

Raman shift,
cm-1

ZnS, CdI2
CdI2, CdS, Sn2SI2, SnI4,
SnS
CdI2, CdS, Sn2SI2, SnI4,
SnS

CdS

301 [5]

-

-

Cu1.96S, CuI, Cu2Cd3I4S2

CdI2
110 [10]
CuI
148 [6, 7]
CdS
294 [5]
CdI2
111 [10]
CdI2
111 [10]
CuI
150 [6, 7]
CdS
298 [5]
Raman spectra are very difficult to
analyze due to the overlapping of
peaks of multi-component
systems.

Heated up to 400 oC
Heat up to 800 oC and
cooled down to 330 oC

CdI2, CdS, CuI, Cu4Cd3
CdI2, CdS, Cu2S,
Cu2Cd3I4S2

Heated up to 800 oC
and cooled down to
270 oC
Heated up to 800 oC
and cooled down to
150 oC, then heated up
to 290 oC
Heated up to 760 oC
Heated up to 800 oC
and cooled down to
270 oC
Heated up to 800 oC
and cooled down to
250 oC

CdI2, CdS, Cu2S,
Cu1.96S, CuI Sn2SI2
CdI2, CdS, Cu2S, CuI,
SnS, Sn2SI2

CdI2, Cu2S, SnS, ZnS
CdI2, CdS, Cu2S, SnS,
Sn2SI2, ZnS, CuI,
CdI2, CdS, Cu2S,
Cu1.96S, CuI, Cu2Sn3S7,
Cu4SnS6, Sn2SI2, ZnS,
ZnI2, (Zn1-xCdx)S
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Cu2S+ZnS+
SnS+S+CdI2

Heated up to 800 oC
and cooled down to
150 oC, then heated up
to 290 oC
Heated up to 800 oC
and cooled down to
150 oC, then heated up
to 320 oC
Heated up to 500 oC

CdI2, CdS, Cu2S, CuI,
SnS, Sn2SI2

CdI2, CdS, Cu2S,
Cu1.96S, CuS, CuI,
Cu81Sn22, Sn2SI2, ZnI2,
CdI2, Cu2SnS3,
Cu2ZnSnS4**, ZnI2

CdI2
CuI

CdI2, CuI, Cu2SnS3,
Cu2ZnSnS4**

Cu2ZnxCd1-xSnS4
CdI2
CuI

Heated up to 800 C
and cooled down to
600 oC

CdI2, Cu8S5, Cu2SnS3,
SnI4, Cu2ZnSnS4**

Cu2ZnxCd1-xSnS4
CdI2
CuI

Heated up to 800 oC
and cooled down to
350 oC

CdI2, CuI, SnI4,
Cu2ZnSnS4**

Cu2ZnxCd1-xSnS4
CdI2
CuI

o

Heated up to 800 C

o

CZTS
Cu2ZnxCd1-xSnS4

110 [10]
145
[6, 7]
336*
110 [10]
145
[6, 7]
336*
110 [10]
146
[6, 7]
335*
110 [10]
145
[6, 7]
166, 250, 286,
336*,
374 [19]

* Raman peak position of Cu2ZnSnS4 is shifted from 338 cm-1 to 336 cm-1 due to the Cd incorporation into Cu2ZnSnS4 and
formation of solid solution of Cu2ZnxCd1-xSnS4 [11].
** Close lattice parameters do not allow to identify Cu2ZnxCd1-xSnS4 phase from Cu2ZnSnS4 phase by XRD patterns [12], EDX
analyses show about 3 at% of Cd in CZTS monograins synthesized in CdI2.

3.3. Synthesis of CZTS
The mixture of the binary precursors corresponding to the required stoichiometric compositon
for the formation of pure Cu2ZnSnS4 in CdI2 (Cu2S+SnS+ZnS+S+CdI2) melts and solidificates at
366 and 353 °C, showing endo/exo-thermic peaks in DTA curves. Besides the formation of CZTS,
a Cu2SnS3 ternary compound [17, 18] and ZnI2 were found in the sample, when heated and
quenched at 500 °C.
The endothermic effects at 432 °C and 495 °C correspond to the border crossing of the
equilibrium between stoichiometrical Cu2S (Cu-rich) and Cu-deficient areas to form the defect
compound Cu2-xS [15].
Samples quenched at 800 °C show that the ternary compound reacts with ZnS to form CZTS
as a final product. The secondary phases CuI, Cu2-xS, and SnI4 remain in the cooling process. The
detected phases are presented with their characteristic peaks in the Raman spectra (Fig. 1) and in the
XRD pattern (Fig. 2), taken from the sample that were heated up to 800 °C and cooled down to 350
°C. CZTS is the prevailing phase with its characterestic Raman peaks at 166, 250, 286, 336, 374
cm-1. CdI2 at 110 cm-1 and CuI at 145 cm-1 was detected. CuI is dissolvable in KI or NaI solutions,
as also reported in our previous report, allowing to separate single phase CZTS [6].
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Fig. 1. Raman spectrum of the mixture of Cu2S+SnS+ZnS+S+CdI2 heated up to 800 °C, cooled to
350 °C and quenched. Raman peak position of CZTS is shifted from 338 cm-1 to 336 cm-1 due to the
Cd incorporation into CZTS and formation of solid solution of
Cu2ZnxCd1-xSnS4 [11]

CdI2
Cu2ZnSnS4
SnI4
CuI

Fig. 2. XRD pattern of the mixture of Cu2S+SnS+ZnS+S+CdI2 heated up to 800 °C, cooled to
350 °C and quenched. The marked pattern area was used for determination of CZTS (dark blue in
Figure a) and CZTS co-existing with Cu2SnS3 (light blue in b) phases
It is seen from Table 1, that ZnS reacts with CdI2 only if other binaries are present, forming
ZnI2 and Cd-containing ternary sulphides Zn1-xCdxS, detectable by XRD and EDS. In CdI2 forms
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solid solution of Cu2ZnxCd1-xSnS4 at T≥500 °C. The chemical pathway of CZTS synthesis in CdI2
can be described as follows:
SnS + S → SnS2 [17, 18],

(1)

Cu2S + SnS2 → Cu2SnS3 [17, 18],

(2)

ZnS + x CdI2 → Zn1-xCdxS + x ZnI2 (only in the presence of other binaries)

(3)

Cu2SnS3 + Zn1-xCdxS → Cu2Zn1-xCdxSnS4,

(4)

or Cu2S + SnS + Zn1-xCdxS + S → Cu2Zn1-xCdxSnS4,

(5)

CZTS formation can be described as two stage process: first Cu2SnS3 forms from Cu2S, SnS
and S (1, 2); secondly Cu2SnS3 reacts with Zn1-xCdxS forming Cu2Zn1-xCdxSnS4 (3, 4). However,
Cu2Zn1-xCdxSnS4 can be directly formed from the binaries Cu2S, SnS, Zn1-xCdxS in the presence of
sufficient amount of elemental sulphur (5).
4. CONCLUSIONS
CdI2 mixed with ZnS, Cu2S or SnS melts at temperatures much lower than pure CdI2 due to
the freezing-point depression effect. CdS and different iodine-containing compounds (SnI4, Sn2SI2,
CuI, and Cu2Cd3I4S2) form in CdI2+Cu2S and CdI2+SnS. ZnS reacts with CdI2 only if other binaries
are present forming ZnI2 and Cd-containing ternary sulphides Zn1-xCdxS.
In the S-deficient mixtures (considering the stoichiometry of Cu2SnS3 and Cu2ZnSnS4), the
ternary compound Cu2SnS3 and quaternary CZTS do not form.
In CdI2 the mixture of precursors with stoichiometric composition results in solid solution of
Cu2ZnxCd1-xSnS4 at T≥500°C. Additional sulphur leads to successful CZTS synthesis.
CZTS formation can be discribed as two stage process: first forms Cu2SnS3; secondly
Cu2SnS3 reacts with Zn1-xCdxS, forming Cu2ZnxCd1-xSnS4. Also, Cu2ZnxCd1-xSnS4 can be directly
formed from the binaries in the presence of sufficient amounts of elemental sulphur. A single phase
Cu2ZnxCd1-xSnS4 can be separated by washing away the flux and removing secondary phases by
etching.
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ABSTRACT
Rising energy prices, environmental problems, and Lithuania's energy dependence make us to look for
alternative renewable energy sources. Consideration of our country's climatic condition, one of the most
promising sources of renewable energy could be biomass. Perennial grasses can be used for the production of
biofuel, bioplastics or other biomaterials. One of the most important factors in selecting perennial grasses for
bioenergy is to get as high biomass yield as possible. There are a lot of energy grasses in Europe, which are
grown for biogas production or burning. The biomass potential depend on growing conditions, this is why the
selection of energy grasses should be done in all climate zones. The selection of perennial energy crops in
Lithuanian institute of Agriculture was started in 2007. During this period the adaptability and productivity of
traditional and introduced perennial grasses were analyzed. Studies include traditional grasses as - cocksfoot
(Dactylis glomerata L.), tall fescue (Festuca arundinacea Schreb), reed canary grass (Phalaris arundinacea
L.), and other herbaceous plants – Miscanthus x gigantheus, cup plant (Silphium perfoliatum L.), Virginia
mallow (Sida hermafrodita R.) and others crops. Few of them showed high biomass yield and have potential
to be promising energy crops. The biomass yield of traditional perennial grasses and others herbaceous plants
in average of three year of use ranged between 8 and 14 t ha-1.
Keywords: perennial grasses, biomass yield, bioenergy potential

1.

INTRODUCTION

In past few years the very high attention in Europe is given to bioenergy. Till now the most
popular bioenergy source in Lithuania was wood, but increasing interest in bioenergy sector and
new processing technologies suggest looking for alternative energy sources in all sectors. At the
moment sludge from waste water treatment, residues from food and fodder industry are used for
biogas production [1], but the very high potential of raw materials for bioenergy could also be in
agriculture [2; 17; 18]. It is known, that the surplus of straw is used as solid fuel for heating, but the
demand of biomass for bioenergy is much higher, than it can be covered by using straw.
The one of most suitable source for bioenergy in agriculture are perennial grasses [3; 4].
Perennials can be grown in one place without reseeding more than 10 years; they do not require a
lot of fertilizer and their quality can be managed by the cutting frequency, fertilization or by
choosing the most suitable variety of grasses [5; 6; 7; 8]. Different requirements of biomass quality
are for biogas production and for solid fuels, but there is one, which is the same for all bioenergy
sources – it is biomass yield [9]. In different weather conditions the biomass yield of the same crops
is different. Lewandowski et al. (2000) [10] reported, that in warm regions Miscanthus giganteus
can produce more than 25 t ha-1 of dry biomass yield, but in a northern climate it’s productivity is
only about 10 t ha-1 or less.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the biomass potential of traditional and introduced
perennial grasses, used for biogas production and for solid fuel.
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2.

METHODOLOGY

Field experiments were carried out in Lithuanian Institute of Agriculture, the first was
established in 2008, the second one – in 2009. In this paper the average results of these experiments
were analysed. Tall fescue (Festuca arundinacea Schreb), cocksfoot (Dactylis glomerata L.) and
reed canary grass (Phalaris arundinacea L.) were grown on the Endocalcari-Endohypogleyic
Cambisol (CMg-n-w-can) soil. Swards, fertilized with 90 and 180 kg ha-1 of mineral nitrogen
fertilizer were cut three (first cut at heading stage) and four (firs cut at flowering stage) times per
season. Traditional perennial grasses were grown for biogas production.
The experiment of growing introduced energy crops was established in 2007. Miscanthus x
giganteus, cup plant (Silphium perfoliatum L.), Virginia mallow (Sida hermafrodita R.) were grown
on the Eutri-Cambic Arenosol (Arb-eu) soil. Introduced perennial grasses were grown for solid fuel.
They were cut once a year in late autumn after first frosts. The biomass yield of not fertilized
swards was compared to those, which were fertilized with 60 and 120 kg ha-1 of mineral nitrogen
fertilizer.
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Traditional perennial grasses for bioenergy
The selection of energy crops should be started from the traditional crops, because it is
already known about their growing for other purposes and overwintering abilities. The main
question for the researchers is how to get the highest biomass yield with the appropriate biomass
quality for bioenergy. One of the ways to get bioenergy is biogas production.
In our research the average results of two year of sward use suggested, that growing
technology had great importance on the productivity of tall fescue, cocksfoot and reed canary grass
biomass for biogas. Tall fescue and reed canary grass produced the highest dry matter (DM) yield,
when they have been cut twice per season (first cut at flowering) (Fig. 1). The average DM yield of
tall fescue fertilized with 90 kg ha-1 of mineral nitrogen fertilizer was 9.399 t ha-1, fertilized with
180 kg ha-1 – 9.878 t ha-1. Reed canary grass yielded respectively 8.201 t ha-1 and 9.209 t ha-1. In
previous research Ruzgas and Kadžiulis (1989) [11] recommended to cut cocksfoot swards,
fertilized with 240–360 kg ha-1 of mineral nitrogen fertilizer, three times per season. Our research
suggested that cocksfoot, fertilized with lower nitrogen rates 90 and 180 kg ha-1 also tolerant
frequent harvest. Cocksfoot produced the higher DM yield when swards were cut three times per
season, compared to those which were harvested twice per season.
Reed canary grass significant effected to the fertilization with higher rate of nitrogen
fertilizer. This confirmed the results of research, made in Estonia, where DM yield of reed canary
grass increased continuously with the increase in nitrogen fertilizer input [12]. In our research the
additional rate of 90 kg ha-1 of nitrogen fertilizer gave 1.200 tons of DM. The influence of higher
rate of fertilizer was not very high for cocksfoot, but the results of our experiment confirmed those
of Vasiliauskienė et al. (1989) [13] where it was noticed, that fertilization with higher rate of
nitrogen fertilizer significantly increase biomass yield of early grasses. The lowest effect of nitrogen
fertilizer was found on tall fescue.
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Fig. 1. The average biomass yield in the first and the second year of tall fescue, cocksfoot and reed
canary grass growth
When we grow perennials, it is very important to get high DM yield every year, but the
characteristics of grasses and also weather conditions greatly affect the productivity. In our two year
experiment the very high reduction in DM yield of tall fescue and cocksfoot was measured in the
second year of sward use (2010 in the first experiment and 2011 in the second experiment),
compared to the yield of the first year (2009 in the first experiment and 2010 in the second
experiment) of sward use (Fig. 2). Reed canary grass yield usually is lower in the first growing
years [12]. In our research DM yield of this grass in the second year of sward use was similar to the
DM yield of first year of swards use.

Fig. 2. The change of tall fescue, cocksfoot and reed canary grass biomass yield from the first to the
second year of use
The biomass yield of traditional grasses was influenced by the cutting frequency and rate of
nitrogen fertilizer. In two year of the experiment the most productive were tall fescue and reed
canary grass.
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3.2. Introduced perennial grasses for bioenergy
The need of high yielding energy crops give us to look for alternative – introduced crops. In
Northern European countries there are few promising energy crops such as Virginia mallow and
Miscanthus [14], which possibly could be grown in Lithuania [15; 16]. In our research the DM yield
of not fertilized Virginia mallow was 6.997 t ha-1 in the first year of sward use, 11.626 t ha-1 in the
second year and 10.504 t ha-1 in the third year of sward use (table 1). The fertilization with higher
rate of nitrogen fertilizer increased the biomass yield.
The DM yield of Miscanthus giganteus vary significant in different weather conditions. In the
first year of sward use not fertilized swards of Miscanthus giganteus produced 4.621 t ha-1 dry
matter yield, in the second – 11.224 t ha-1 [15]. In the third year of sward use the biomass yield of
this grass significantly decreased and was only 4.883 t ha-1. The reduction of biomass yield could be
influenced by weather conditions, because part of plants were damaged by the frost in spring, but
more research are needed to prove the tendency. The fertilization with higher rate of nitrogen
fertilizer had significant higher effect on DM only in the third year of sward use Miscanthus
giganteus.
And the last, but not least energy crop, which was analysed in our research, was cup plant. In
the first year of sward use the dry matter biomass yield of cup plant was 3.389 t ha-1. In the second
year of sward use the biomass yield of cup plant was more than three times higher, compared to the
first year, but it decreased again in the third year of sward use. The fertilization with higher rate of
nitrogen fertilizer had significant higher effect on biomass yield only in the third year of sward use.
Table 1. Biomass yield of introduced perennial grasses.
Dry matter yield, t DM ha-1
Grasses

Virginia mallow
R05
Cup plant

Fertilization

N0
N60
N120
N0
N60
N120

R05
Miscanthus
giganteus
R05

N0
N60
N120

Year
2008
6.997
9.548
7.324
2.835
3.389
4.327
3.801
1.965

2009
11.626
12.372
14.291
2.847
11.850
18.125
18.202
1.810

2010
10.504
14.003
8.948
2.005
4.541
9.833
6.757
2.019

4.621
6.549
6.824
1.981

11.224
11.015
12.236
2.209

4.883
7.219
7.797
2.374

The selected introduced energy crops showed the promising results of their productivity in the
second year of sward use, but the reduction of biomass yield in the third year suggest to proceed the
research and to look if this was effected by the influence of weather conditions or by other factors.
CONSLUSIONS
The biomass yield of traditional grasses was influenced by the cutting frequency and rate of
nitrogen fertilizer. In two year of the experiment the most productive were tall fescue and reed
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canary grass. The average dry matter biomass yield of tall fescue fertilized with 90 kg ha-1 of
mineral nitrogen fertilizer was 9.399 t ha-1, fertilized with 180 kg ha-1 – 9.878 t ha-1. Reed canary
grass yielded respectively 8.201 t ha-1 and 9.209 t ha-1.
The selected introduced energy crops showed the promising results of their productivity in the
second year of sward use, but the reduction of biomass yield in the third year of sward use suggest
to prolong the research with introduced herbaceous crops.
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ABSTRACT
Depleting of fossil fuel supplies as unrenewable energy source have been forced peoples to find some
alternative energy sources. Alternative energy source become a contentious issue in resolving this problem.
Algae cultivation is one of the solutions which can be used to reduce our dependence to fossil fuels. The
objective of this study is to describe a prospect of microalgae cultivation technology and its positive benefits
for a community in Indonesia as an alternative energy sources. As we know that, algae are the one solution
which has being developed to cover energy crisis problem and for produce an alternative energy nowadays.
In addition, algae also could reduce CO2 gas which can cause greenhouse effect.
Microalgae can be growth faster than other terrestrial plants. The yield of microalgae oil could produce
approximately 58.700-136.900 litre/ha. This biofuel contain no sulphur, no toxic and highly biodegradable.
There are many of method can be used for cultivating microalgae to get oil from microalgae. Bioreactor is
the advanced technology method to cultivate algae for getting higher yield oil.
An oil of microalgae could be used as biodiesel or fuel for jet machine. Not only for biofuel, biomass from
algae also can produce methane gas for providing the electricity. The green waste from residue of oil extract
could produce butane. Many benefits of microalgae which cause this plant are very interesting to learn.
Therefore, a technology implementation concept of algae cultivation for a community is needed before
dropping to the field. So the success of this concept will be a positive impact on the lives of local people.
Keywords: algae cultivation, community, alternative energy, technology implementation concept

1.

INTRODUCTION

Oil and gas are the most of consumption energy source used in the world. Every year,
increasing of demand oil and gas always become interesting main topic, because it makes depleting
of oil and gas in earth. World energy consumption is estimated will increase 40% for 20 years later.
Increasing of industry and transportation in every year have been effect on increasing energy
consumption especially oil and gas consumption. In 2006, oil and gas consumption especially in
transportation have reached 51.66% in Indonesia. It makes depleting fossil fuel reserves in
Indonesia. Therefore, this unrenewable energy source has forced Indonesian people to find some
alternative energy. Algae is the one of renewable alternative energy source which has benefit for the
community. Algae could become biofuel as substitution for oil and gas. Recently, Surakarta has
been becoming pioneer of car industry in Indonesia. Cars that made by groups of student in
vocational senior high school at Surakarta are still in processing of examination. These cars that
called “kiat ESEMKA” still using oil as their fuel. Not only oil, but also they will improve it car
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with gas as fuel. Both of energy source are unrenewable energy source, therefore algae biofuel
could be propose to replace both fuel. Until now, there are many car that begin to build in
Indonesia. It has been known that algae could produce more oil than other terrestrial plant.
Microalgae is type of algae that used for biodiesel production. Microalgae can be treated into an
advanced biofuel such as green diesel, jet fuel, ethanol, methane and butanol. Not only as biofuel,
microalgae has been developed in cosmetic, fish food, human supplement, and other product. In
addition, culture of microalgae is easy because algae could exist in saline, brackish, wastewater, and
marine. Therefore, the objective of this study is to know about the prospect of culture algae and
their benefits for Indonesia. [2, 6, 1]
2.

MICROALGAE UTILIZATION AS AN ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCE

2.1. Microalgae as An Alternative Energy Source
Algae use sunlight and carbon dioxide to create biomass. It has many benefits in life. Algae
often use as protein or nutritional source, cosmetics, and as biofuel substituting oil and gas. It also
could be treated become biodiesel for vehicle fuel. This plant could grow in unbenefit environment
such as wastewater. Not only wastewater, algae could exist in brackish, saline, bogs, swamps,
marshes and marine. Algae has two classification comprise of macroalgae and microalgae.
Macroalgae is multicellular organism and has large size, while microalgae is unicellular organism
and has tiny size (1-100µm). Microalgae is distincted from macroalgae and seaweed. It has
potentially for producing until 200 times more oil than soybean or other terrestrial plant, as
described in table 1.
Table 1. Oil production from varies of plant
Plant
Corn
Soybean
Sunflower
Castor
Coconut
Palm
Microalgae (lipid content 70%)
Microalgae (lipid content 30%)

Oil production (l/ha)
172
446
1190
1892
2689
5950
136.900
58.700

In addition, some microalgae strains are also could double their mass several times per day.
They live as single or cluster in marine or freshwater. Approximately 40–50% of oxygen in the
atmosphere is produced by microalgae. There are a hundred species of algae that exist in Indonesia
because Indonesia has a large of marine, many river, swamps or marshes. Sunlight in all year also
provides the existence of algae in this country. It should have easily to find some microalgae for
cultivate in order to produce oil and other nutrient product. Lipid content in microalgae is very
influence whether microalgae has potential source for biodiesel production. It should has high lipid
in biomass and higher in productivity, such as Chlorella vulgaris, Nannochloropsis, Botrycoccus
braunii and Diatomae species as described in Table 2.
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Table 2. Lipid contents in varieties of microalgae (Mata et al. 2010)
Marine And Freshwater Microalgae Species

Ankistrodesmus sp.
Botryococcus braunii
Chaetoceros muelleri
Chaetoceros calcitrans
Chlorella emersonii
Chlorella protothecoides
Chlorella sorokiniana
Chlorella vulgaris
Chorella sp.
Chlorella pyrenoidosa
Chlorella
Chlorococcum sp.
Crypthecodinium cohnii
Dunaliella salina
Dunaliella primolecta
Dunaliella tertiolecta
Dunaliella sp.
Ellipsoidion sp.
Euglena gracilis
Haematococcus pluvialis
Isochrysis galbana
Isochrysis sp.
Monodus subterraneus
Monallanthus salina
Nannochloris sp.
Nannochloropsis oculata
Nannochloropsis sp.
Neochloris oleoabundans
Nitzschia sp.
Oocystis pusilla
Pavlova salina
Pavlova lutheri
Phaeodactylum tricornutum
Porphyridium cruentum
Scenesdemus obliquus
Scenesdesmus quadricauda
Scenedesmus sp.
Skeletonema sp.
Skeletonema costatum
Spirulina platensis
Spirulina maxima
Thalassiosira pseudonana
Tetraselmis suecica
Tetraselmis sp.

Lipid content (% dry weight biomass)

24.0-31.0
25.0-75.0
33.6
14.6-16.4/39.8
25.0-63.0
14.6-57.8
19.0-22.0
5.0-58.0
10.0-48.0
2.0
18.0-57.0
19.3
20.0-51.1
6.0-25.0
23.1
16.7-71.0
17.5-67.0
27.4
14.0-20.0
25.0
7.0-40.0
7.1-33
16.0
20.00-22.0
20.0-56.0
22.7-29.7
12.0-53.0
29.0-65.0
16.0-47.0
10.5
30.9
35.5
18.0-57.0
9.0-18.8/60.7
11.0-55.0
1.9-18.4
19.6-21.1
13.3-31.8
13.5-51.3
4.0-16.6
4.0-9.0
20.6
8.5-23.0
12.6-14.7

[3, 18, 4, 8, 10]
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2.2. Microalgae Growing Methods
Like plant, microalgae need three requirements to grow which comprises of sunlight,
carbondioxide, and water. Based on research, it has known that microalgae has specific term to
growth. Microalgae need appropriate place (open ponds) or equipment (closed photo-bioreactor)
that supports their growth. Microalgae has growth temperature adaptation in range 25–30°C. The
salinity of water is 17.6 with conductivity value as range 457-488 and pH in range 6.5-8.
Microalgae also has ability to convert solar energy to chemical energy. Algae use solar energy to fix
carbon dioxide into biomass during photosynthesis process. Therefore, the water must be
enrichment with carbon dioxide during cultivation of Algae. Eventhough algae could live in all
habitat water, algae can be so picky. Algae can be cultivated in large ponds or in closed photobioreactors placed on non-arable land in variety of climate (including of desert). After harvesting
from ponds or photo-bioreactor, algae could be treated to be different product including biofuel or
some nutreutical.
Eventhough microalgae is easier to live in all habitat water, we still need growing methods in
order to have biofuel product output. There are two ways for cultivating microalgae consist of open
pond and closed photo-bioreactor:
2.2.1 Open Ponds
Open ponds are common way for microalgae cultivation. Lake, fish pond, pool include of
artificial pool. Artificial pool could be made use PVC, cement and clayey. Open ponds have
advantages and disadvantages. Open pond easily to made and cheap because it just need sun light
for photosynthesis system, eventhough sun light couldn`t reach in deepness of big volume scale
open pond. The other challenges in cultivation of algae are including of algae could die because of
too much sunlight, temperature must be steady, overcrowding could inhibit their growth and
biomass productivity can be contaminated with unwanted other algae. Rain and evaporation could
make salinity and pH imbalances. If we want to cultivate in ponds, we must be maintain
temperature, pH, sunlight and salinity steady. Open ponds need continuous addition of water
because of evaporation. In addition, open system (ponds) need to improve control or light
penetration and improve with inexpensive removable covers for decrease possibility of rain or
sunlight penetration. The artificial open ponds need certain estimation and requirement to build as
Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Geometry algae open Ponds (L: length of open pond, W: channel wide)
According to research analysis of open ponds, it has known that increasing of fluid speed
could be decrease dead zone in open ponds. Dead zone is zone whereas microalgae couldn`t grow.
Fluid speed also influence on microalgae growth rate. The bigger L/w can equalize distribution
speed. Equalization of distribution speed could improve microalgae growthness. [17, 4, 15, 5]
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2.2.2. Photo-Bioreactor
Photo-bioreactor is the best equipment for cultivate and harvest microalgae. It is a reactor that
helps microalgae for better cultivating. It is made from transparent glass and commonly placed in
outdoors for illuminating by sunlight. Either it is could be placed indoors illuminating with UV
light. Photo-bioreactor must be set up to maintain sunlight directly to algae, keep temperature,
salinity and pH steady. It should has scalability, especially in mixing and gas exchange (both
oxygen and carbon dioxide). The culture in photo-bioreactor must be returned to degassing zone-an
area where microalgae broth is bubbled with air to remove oxygen. Also, Carbon dioxide fed up in
this photo-bioreactor. Temperature of Photo-bioreactor must be maintained efficiently. It must be
cooling during daylight hours and also regulated well in night hours.
The advantages of this photo-bioreactor are this closed system lose less water because it
doesn’t get evaporating like open system. Photo-bioreactor also can provide better light that
produce high volumetric cell density. It also could prevent contamination from unwanted
microalgae. Nevertheless, it is more expensive than open ponds. This disadvantage could be
improved with engineering design or inexpensive material such as using plastic bag instead of
heavy tubes. Photo-bioreactor for microalgae cultivation in Indonesia is still in developing process.
For instead, photo-bioreactor that already built in Environmental Technology Center BPPT (Badan
Pengkajian dan Penerapan Teknologi), Jakarta. Cost of photo-bioreactor prototype reach until 50
million rupiahs. This multitubular airlift photo-bioreactor has function for mitigating CO2 using
Chlorella sp. for reducing or absorbing carbondioxide from industry. It has known that this photobioreactor design were succeed for absorbing carbon dioxide approximately 4.8–6% per day with
absorbing power reach to 0.8-1 gram/litre medium/day.

Fig. 2. Multitubular Airlift Photo-Bioreactor Design for Cultivating Microalgae
That Developed In BPPT
This photo-bioreactor has already used by Emision of Indolacto Milk Factory, Ciracas.
Emission of factory is absorb by compressor into container, then flows to acrylic pipe whereas
microalgae had cultured. [18, 13, 15]
3.

ECONOMICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFIT OF MICROALGAE
CULTIVATION FOR INDONESIA

Microalgae cultivation has many advantages for Indonesia include of economical and
environmental benefits:
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3.1. Economical Benefits
Cultivation of microalgae doesn`t need arable land. Algae could grow in waste water or place
which has poor nutrition. Microalgae could developing in surface of water, they have simple
structure and reproductive structure than other terrestrial plant (don`t have true roots, leaves, stems
or vascular tissue). Nevertheless, they have photosynthesis mechanism like other plant. They could
assimilate their own nutrition in water such as nitrogen, fosfor so that it can produce 100 more oil
crop per area than other plant. Microalgae could be extracted and treated become microalgae
biofuel. Not only biofuel, but residu from extraction of microalgae oil could be produce include of
methane, bioethanol, fertilizer etc. [11, 1]
3.2. Environmental Benefits
Microalgae can absorb carbon dioxide and release oxygen. This advantage could provide for
reducing carbon dioxide emission from Industry in Indonesia. It can provide to prevent air pollution
and greenhouse effect in Indonesia. It has been usually growing and developing near factory for
absorbing carbon dioxide. For instead, Chlorella sp. could cultured for mitigating CO2. Microalgae
cultivation also could be used for wastewater or sewage treatment. They could treat both municipal
and industrial sewage as water recycling. Government has been doing research as remedial for
water pollutan from industry. For instead, based on research, it has known that microalgae such as
Spirulina sp., Oscillatoria sp., Microcystis sp., they could absorb chromium metal. In addition, it
could increase production of microalgae biomass. [9,14]
4.

CHALLENGES OF MICROALGAE CULTIVATION AND THEIR DEVELOPMENT
PRODUCT ON INDONESIA

4.1. Challenges of Microalgae Cultivation
Cultivation of microalgae also has little problem in Indonesia. It because of Indonesia has rain
and evaporation. Cultivation in open ponds need some regulation and control about sunlight
penetration and continuous addition water. The cheaper opened pond is to cultivate microalgae in
swimming pool. The best way for microalgae cultivating is photo-bioreactor. It because unwanted
microalgae could be eliminated. Unfortunately, cultivation on photo-bioreactor is still cost intensive
and also expensive. Nevertheless, it could be solved using plastic bag instead of heavy tube.
According to Bayu (2010), an advanced genetic engineering must be implemented in microalgae in
order to enhance their quality [1, 4].
4.2. Challenges of Their Development Product
4.2.1. Development of Microalgae Biodiesel
Microalgae biofuel has already been observed in Indonesia. The main problem development of
microalgae biofuel in Indonesia is the production cost could reach 2.8 dollar/litre. It is much higher
than production cost of palm or castor oil which reach 0.52 dollar/litre. There is company that
already developing microalgae biofuel in Jakarta, Indonesia. Indonesia government also has already
developing this product for biofuel vehicle. Nevertheless, there are still not much people know and
use algae biofuel. Oil from fossil fuel is still used by Indonesian people, because just little vehicle in
Indonesia that use biofuel, and Indonesia still depend on oil from fossil fuel. Algae biofuel has more
advantages than oil from fossil fuel including of contain no sulfur, no toxic and highly
biodegradable, but Indonesia market is still lack of consumer [1, 3, 11].
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4.2.2.

Development of Other Product

Microalgae can be used as many benefit product. Not only biodiesel, but microalgae could be
treated become human food, fish food, fertilizer, cosmetic materials. In Indonesia, Microalgae has
been developed as fish food in order to fish production, such as Spirulina sp. has been developed
for feeding fish in BBAP Jepara. Chlorella pyrenoidosa that produce Lutein also treated for
cosmetic material.[7]
5.

CONCLUSION

Indonesia has potential source for having cultivation of microalgae in order to produce algae
biofuel. There are two ways for microalgae cultivation consist of open system (ponds) and closed
photo-bioreactor. Open ponds need precise estimation in length of ponds and channel wide for
produce the best cultivation for improve yield of microalgae. Photo-bioreactor need precise
temperature, steady pH, and in exchange of carbon dioxide and oxygen. Both of open system and
closed system have advantages and disadvantages. Microalgae cultivation has many benefit for
Indonesia include of wastewater treatment, mitigation of CO2 (reducing carbon dioxide and prevent
green house effect), producing biofuel that have possibility to replace fossil fuel for provide
advanced of car industry in Indonesia, etc. Nevertheless, there are still some challenges for
microalgae cultivating in Indonesia. Therefore, if microalgae cultivation could be developing, it will
be have good impact in Indonesia.
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ABSTRACT
Heat losses are more than 30% from the collector field yield gain in typical solar thermal systems in Baltic
countries region. Heat losses increase arises mainly from reduced outdoor air temperature. Outdoor air
temperature is lower in Baltic countries region in comparison with other European countries where solar
collectors are more widespread. This creates the need for solar thermal system optimization in Baltic region.
A dynamic modelling program with real meteorological data was used, consider of many factors dynamic
changes for heat losses determination in separate components of a solar thermal system.
Meteorological data was collected at the “Solar energy testing polygon” at the Institute of Physical
Energetics in Latvia. Meteorological data of several years were collected and entered into the modelling
program. The results of modelling program have been compared with the results of solar collectors testing in
the real conditions in solar energy polygon. A lot of the results were compared and several regularities were
obtained.
Solar collectors productivity dependence from the system heat losses was determined. Efficiency of some
systems elements increases with reduction of heat carrier temperature as a result of heat losses. Therefore, the
overall efficiency of solar thermal system decreases nonlinearly at heat losses increase.
Dependence of heat losses quantity from conductivity coefficient of the separate components of the solar
thermal system was included in the studies for deeper and wider research. These dependencies were
determined for conductivity coefficient of solar collector, pipeline and tank insulation.
Obtained regularities allow to figure out yields and energy saving more precisely and get more accurate cost
analysis in solar thermal systems. It will help further for this system optimization.
Keywords: Renewable Energy; Solar thermal systems; efficiency increasing

1.

INTRODUCTION

The average efficiency of the solar thermal systems (STS) for well- designed thermal systems
with glazed flat- plate collectors is about 30–35% in Baltic countries region. Global solar radiation
is about 1100–1190 kW/m2 per annum, each square meter of thermal energy. If evacuated tube
collectors are used, the efficiency increased to about 35–40%, because of the collectors the lower
heat losses.
A significant part of solar collectors absorbed energy is consumed as heat losses in solar
collectors, in solar collector circuit and in accumulation tank. The heat losses in solar collector
circuit and accumulation tank are more than 30% from the collector field yield gain in typical solar
thermal systems in Baltic countries region.
Heat losses are dependent mostly from temperature difference between outdoor air and
absorber or heat carrier temperature.
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Annual global solar radiation is lower in Baltic countries region in comparison with other
European countries where solar collectors are more widespread. And outdoor air temperature range
is below average values in Europe. This creates the need for solar thermal system optimization in
Baltic countries region. Determination of regularity of the main factors which could influence STS
productivity is necessary for STS optimization [2].
The same typical STS were tested in different Europe regions using dynamic simulating
program. Results were equated to 1 square meter of solar collector absorber.

Fig. 1. STS productivity and energy losses in different part of solar thermal systems
in different counties
As shown in fig.1 the solar collector heat losses are larger in Baltic country region than in
Berlin by 3%, Paris by 9% and Madrid by 13%. It is larger notwithstanding the fact that STS work
hours is more in warmer regions. If consider the numerical values, pipeline heat losses is higher in
warmer regions. But if consider proportionally to global solar radiation that falls on solar collectors,
heat losses is lower in collector circuit in warmer regions. Therefore regularities of heat losses and
coefficient of thermal conductivity of the single components of the STS differ in Baltic country
regions than in warmer regions.
The results of studies about of heat losses dependence from conductivity coefficient of the
single components of the solar thermal system are described in this report. This dependence was
determined for conductivity coefficient of: solar collector, pipeline and tank insulation.
2.

METHODS

Heat losses in different parts of STS change with weather condition. The cooling of heat
carrier exists in pipeline in time when heat carrier circulation stops.
For quantification of these effects, computer simulations are necessary. POLYSUN was used
for determination of annual productivity of solar collectors and quantity of heat losses from thermal
conductivity coefficients of the single component of the STS. POLYSUN is dynamic simulation
program specified for the STS.
The weather condition data from “solar energy testing polygon” was integrated into the
program with an hourly resolution. Solar energy testing polygon is located at the Institute of
Physical Energetic in Latvia. High accuracy measuring equipment was used for weather data
collecting. Global solar radiation was detected with CMP3 and CMP21 pyranometers. Outdoor air
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temperature was measured with PT100 resistance thermometer. Period of data collection is 4 years,
from 2008 to 2011.
The STS productivity (QSTS) is equal to solar collector produced energy (Qc) minus heat
losses in the single components of the STS:
QSTS = Qc − H p − H a [kWh] [4].

(1)

Where: Hp – heat losses in pipes (kWh), Ha – heat losses in accumulation tank (kWh).
Heat losses depend from the thermal conductivity coefficient and the temperature difference
between heat carrier and surrounding air or between absorber and outdoor air temperature. Thermal
conductivity coefficient is constant for single component of STS, but temperature difference change
over time.
The (qc) solar collector instant productivity is calculated from the available irradiance at the
absorber, converted into the heat, minus the thermal losses through convection and radiation:
q c = Ga − hc [W/m2] [1]

(2)

Where Ga is available irradiance (W/m2), and hc represents the thermal losses (W/m2).
The available irradiance is obtained mathematically from product of: the irradiance hitting the
glass pane, G; the degree of transmission of the glass, τ; and the degree of absorption of the
absorber, α:
Ga = G ⋅ τ ⋅ α [W/m2] [1]

(3)

The thermal losses of solar collector are dependent on the temperature difference between the
absorber and the air, Δθ. To a first approximation (for low absorber temperatures) this relationship
is linear, and can be described by the heat loss coefficient, KC (W/m2):
hc = K c ⋅ ∆θ [W/m2]

(4)

At higher absorber temperatures the thermal losses no longer increase linearly with the
temperature difference but instead increase more strongly as a result of increasing thermal radiation.
The characteristic line therefore has some curvature and the equation in a second order
approximation is:
hc = c1 ⋅ ∆θ + c 2 ⋅ ∆θ 2 [W/m2] [1]

(5)

Where c1 is linear heat losses coefficient of solar collector (W/(m2*K)) and c2 is the quadratic heat
losses coefficient (W/(m2*K2)).
Coefficient of thermal conductivity in pipeline (KP) was calculated taking into account: λ the
thermal conductivity of the insulating material (W/(m2*K)); l pipes length (m); ln is natural
logarithm; D is the outside dimension of the insulated pipe (mm); d is the outside diameter of pipe:
KP =

λ ⋅l
D
ln 
d

[W/(m*K)] [1]

(6)

Accumulation tank is cylinder form in most cases. Therefore calculation of coefficient of
thermal conductivity of accumulation tank (KA) was similar as pipe calculation plus thermal
conductivity from area in top and bottom of accumulation tank:
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λ ⋅l

2

d 
+ λ ⋅ π ⋅   [W/(m*K)].
KA =
D
2
ln 
d

(7)

Where π is a mathematical constant (≈3.14).
Average parameters of typical STS are entered into the program. Average parameters of 40
evacuated tube and 85 flat plate collectors have been used in simulation program. The nominal
parameters of STS simulations: tilt angle of solar collectors 60º and 45º; η0, optical efficiency of
solar collectors 0.77; c1, linear heat losses coefficient of solar collector 3.5 and 1.25 (W/(m2*K));
c2, the quadratic heat losses coefficient 0.015 (W/(m2*K2)); volume of accumulation tank 0.1m3
per square meter of solar collector; Kp, thermal conductivity of pipeline 0.28 W/K per square meter
of solar collector; Ka, thermal conductivity of accumulation tank 0.47 W/K per square meter of
solar collector, hot water consumption 30 -50 liters per day per square meter of solar collector.
Some of those values were changed to obtain it influence on STS productivity and heat losses.
A lot of results data from dynamic simulation program were analysed with the table
calculation programs.
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Collector’s heat losses
The biggest heat losses of STS are from solar collectors. It is necessary to determinate
regularities between solar collector field yields and η0, c1and c2 solar collector coefficients in each
particular region. It is necessary to determinate this regularities according operation of the solar
collectors in the whole STS for determination of accurate solar gross heat gain. Then the
characteristics number of η0, c1 and c2 will be the criteria for comparing the qualities of different
collectors.
Value of c1 was changed in simulation models for determination of regularities between
linear heat loss coefficient of solar collector and solar collectors field yield. η0 was changed for
determination of the same regularities for solar collectors with different optical losses.

Fig. 2. Regularities of c1 and solar collector annual field yield, taking into account η0
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The Fig. 2 shows results of STS simulations with different η0 and c1 solar collector
coefficients. The results with different type of solar collectors were also displayed at Fig. 2. There
are popular flat plate and evacuated tube solar collectors with Solar Keymark testing certifications.
Results show that field yield is from 420 to 530 kWh/m2 per annum for flat plate, and from 450 to
610 kWh/m2 per annum for evacuated tube solar collectors. c1 is about from 0.8 to 2.4 W/(m2*K)
for evacuated tube solar collectors, and about from 2.6 to 4.3 W/(m2*K) for flat plate solar
collectors.
Dispersion of η0 for evacuated tube collectors is more than for flat plate solar collectors. This
is probably because of evacuated tube solar collector manufacturers pay more attention on solar
collectors thermal conductivity than optical transmittance. The results show that booth parameters
have relatively big effects at solar collector field yield.
The results of solar collectors testing on solar energy testing polygon are displayed at Fig.1
with black points. These solar collectors were tested in real weather condition. The some nominal
parameters of STS on solar energy polygon are different from nominal parameters of STS in
simulating program. Therefore quantity of solar collector produced energy lower by 1.8% at solar
energy polygon than in simulation program.
The efficiency of the same solar collectors is lower in Baltic country region in comparison
with other European countries where solar collectors are more common. Mostly it is lower because
of higher thermal losses of solar collectors.
The efficiency, η of a solar collector is defined as ratio of solar collectors produced energy
(Qc) to the global solar radiation (R) per annum:
η = Qc/R
Global radiation is about 1140kWh per annum in inclined surface at 60 degree from
horizontal in Latvia.

Fig. 3. Regularities of c1 and solar collector annual efficiency, taking into account η0
Fig. 3 show that efficiency of flat plate solar collectors is about 37–46% in Baltic country
region. Efficiency of evacuated tube solar collectors is about 39–53%.
The less is the optical losses in solar collectors, the more is absorbed energy and consequently
average absorber temperature increase. And as mentioned in methodology the thermal losses are
dependent on the temperature difference between the absorber and outside air, on the insulation, and
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on the construction of the collectors. Therefore if c1 increases, solar collectors annual efficiency
decreases more rapidly with higher η0.

Fig. 4. Comparison of solar collector annual field yield on 60 and 45 degree
of tilt angle of solar collector
The highest annual solar radiation is on slope surface at about 40–44 degree tilt angle in
Baltic countries region. The less is title angle of surface, the less is amount of solar radiation on
cold months and it is more on warmer months. It is because of sun is closer to zenith in summer.
Total solar radiation increase at 45 degree tilt angle with comparison 60 degree tilt angle and the
fig.4 shows that solar collector annual productivity increases average on 13 kWh per square meter
of absorber. But uneven annual distribution decreases the possibility of solar collectors using.
If observe solar collector efficiency, it is lower for most common type of solar collector
mounted at 45 degree with comparison at 60 degree. It is because of annual solar radiation
increasing is much more than solar collectors productivity increasing in comparing the two angles.
Decreasing of solar collectors efficiency is about 0.5 – 0.7% for flat plate collectors and 0.4–1.2 for
evacuated tube solar collector.
The results from solar energy testing polygon show that the temperature increasing over
100°C happens rarely in typical flat plate solar collector in Baltic country region. Therefore
quadratic heat losses coefficient has less impact than linear heat losses coefficient for flat plate
collectors.
The most of collectors have c2 in range from 0.0025 to 0.02 W/(m2*K2).
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Fig. 5. Regularities of c2 and solar collector field yield, with different η0 and c1 combinations.
The Fig. 5 shows that c2 can decrease solar collector field yield at about 1.4–4.9 % for
popular type of solar collectors in c2 range from 0.0025 to 0.02 W/(m2*K2). The highest c2
influence is for collector with lower c1 such as evacuated tube collectors. It is because of
temperature of collector elevate due to lower heat losses from low c1.
3.2. Pipeline heat losses
Pipeline heat losses are equal to coefficient of thermal conductivity and temperature
difference between heat carrier and outdoor or indoor. Pipeline length, pipes diameter, thickness of
insulation, and the thermal conductivity of the insulating material impact at coefficient of thermal
conductivity of pipeline.
Length, diameter and insulation of pipeline of solar collector circuit are diverse in different
STS. It depended from distance between collector and accumulation tank, from building type and
form, from the amount of collectors etc. In simulation the length, diameter and insulation of
pipeline was same for indoor and outdoor piece. Therefore the results are average values of
simulation for outdoor and indoor pipelines. The pipeline heat losses increase with increasing of
thermal energy carried through them. The amount of carried thermal energy depends from solar
collector produced thermal energy. Therefore it is necessary to consider solar collector produced
thermal energy in STS for detection of heat losses from pipeline coefficient of thermal conductivity.
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Fig. 6. Regularities of heat losses and coefficient of thermal conductivity in pipeline,
taking into account collector produced thermal energy
Pipeline heat losses is about 30–75 kWh per square meter of absorber. It can impact solar
gross heat gain up to 9%.
Average length of flow and return pipeline is about 40 m in typical STS. The coefficient of
thermal conductivity of insulated pipeline is 0.06 W/K per pipeline meter for poorly insulated,
0.032 (W/K)/m for good insulated, and 0.025 (W/K)/m for very good insulated pipeline.[3]
3.3. Accumulation tank heat losses
Accumulation tank heat losses depend from solar collector produced energy, auxiliary heating
produced energy, area of accumulation tank, tank insulation and hot water consumption.
An auxiliary heater heats only the top of accumulation tank. This stratification of the
temperature reduces the tank heat losses. Heat losses in lower levels of the tank arise from work of
solar collectors. Simulation program consider existence of temperature stratification on 12 different
altitudes of accumulation tank.
The additional heat losses are from the total tank heating over 55°C temperature of hot water.
The increasing volume of the tank reduces overheating chance. Also it increases solar collector
efficiency with reducing heat carrier temperature from accumulation tank. But the reducing volume
of the tank reduces tank surface area, which also impact heat losses. Therefore it is necessary to
obtain balance between solar collectors generated thermal energy and volume of the accumulation
tank.
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Fig. 7. Regularities of amount of heat losses per square meter of absorber and ratio of
accumulation tank volume to absorber area
The results of simulation show that optimal ratio is 0.1 m3 volume of accumulation tank per
square metre of absorber. Fig.7. show that the solar collectors productivity are significantly less at
ratio under 0.1m3/m2. The quantity of heat losses from accumulation tank increase more rapidly
than increasing of solar collector thermal energy production at ratio increasing over 0.1 m3/m2.
The most popular types of accumulation tank were simulated to obtain regularities of
coefficient of thermal conductivity and heat losses from accumulation tank.

Fig.8. Regularities of coefficient of thermal conductivity and heat losses from accumulation
tank for different tank type
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Comparing first system with system “without solar collectors” it is possible to determinate
quantity of heat losses from tank without solar collectors influence. The fig.8 show that heat losses
from tank without solar collectors influence is about 64–67% from quantity of heat losses in
common used accumulation tank in typical STS. The heat exchanger imposition from accumulation
tank reduces heat losses from accumulation tank. But in this case additional heat losses arise from
heat exchanger direct to air. The stratification system using gives same results as in typical tank.
The highest heat losses are in STS type with two accumulation tank. It is due to higher total surface
area of tanks with the same insulation. Difference between heat losses from different type of
accumulation tank is up to 26 % from the solar gross heat gain.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

Heat losses are higher in Baltic countries region in comparison with other European countries
where solar collectors are more widespread.
Solar collectors productivity dependence from the η0 solar collectors optical efficiency, c1
linear and c2 quadratic heat loss coefficient of solar collector was determined for Baltic countries
region. This gives the possibility of comparing the quality of different collectors in according to
weather condition in Baltic countries region by using characteristics of η0, c1 and c2.
Annual solar collector field yield is from 420 to 530 kWh/m2 for flat plate, and from 450 to
610 kWh/m2 for evacuated tube solar collectors.
Solar collector efficiency dependence from the η0, c1 and c2 was determined for Baltic
countries region. Efficiency of flat plate solar collectors is about 37–46%, and 39–53% for
evacuated tube solar collectors.
Heat losses dependence from the coefficient of thermal conductivity in pipeline was
determined, taking into account collector produced thermal energy in Baltic countries region.
Coefficient of thermal conductivity in pipeline can impact solar gross heat gain up to 9%.
The results of simulation show that optimal ratio is 0.1 m3 volume of accumulation tank per
square metre of absorber.
Heat losses dependence from coefficient of thermal conductivity was determined for different
type of accumulation tank. Difference between heat losses from different type of accumulation tank
is up to 26 % from the solar gross heat gain.
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ABSTRACT
The publication „Using straw for high efficiency heating in farming” contains of theoretical and research
parts. In the theoretical part of the publication straw is viewed as a fuel for producing heating energy, types
of straw boilers and ways for using straw as fuel for heating is collected.
At the beginning the objectives are determinated, the vitality of the theme is researched and positive and
negative aspects for using straw as fuel for energy production are being gathered.
In the research part of the thesis main parameters of real package-type straw boiler are collected and analyzed
when two different types of straw are burned. After research author of the thesis concludes that no matter
which kind of straw is being burned, the classical assembly connection of straw boiler isn’t energy effective
and a new assembly connection is given.
All package type straw boilers contain of a huge accumulation tank to equate temperature fluctuations. All
the water circulation is being organized through the tank which has great heat yield area so great amount of
heat is given away.
Author has given solution for this problem. All package type boilers have water cooled firebox door. When a
new bale of straw is put into the firebox, the circulation is organized through the heat exchanger, at the same
time flue-gas economizer and door cooling water is heating up a small accumulation tank. When the
temperature falls under given boarder, 3-way valves changes circulation from heat exchanger-consumer to
accumulation tank-consumer. After putting a new bale, temperature rises and system work usual way. So
there’s no need for as huge amount of water to be heated and kept on high temperature all the time.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Use of straw for farm heating system purposes is growing, as it reduces farmers' dependence on
fossil fuels and associated costs, instead of creating a practical and environmentally friendly
alternative fuels. In addition, they always have access to cheap fuel. Much of the farmers annually
produce enough straw to ensure their heating systems with fuel. However, if they would have to buy
straw, it usually pays off, as part of the agricultural straw waste is to be somewhere is to be
exercised or converted into compost. Also huge amount of CO2 is emitted in atmosphere from
different industrial plants, technological processes and urban high-power boiler plants that
continues to contribute to global warming; the so-called "Greenhouse effect" in the past decade has
drastically changed the climate of the Earth. Carbon dioxide absorbs infrared radiation and prevents
its proper reflection in space. Similarly, fossil energy resources are non-renewable natural resource
and the volume rapidly diminishes.
2.

MODEL

Object that my researches are based on is classical round bale straw boiler. The nominal power
of exact boiler is 0,6 MW. Boiler is made in Latvia by company “AGB serviss”. This boiler is used
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for producing heat energy to provide temperature regime in greenhouse. Greenhouse is used for
growing vegetables here in Latvia that are being sold in Latvian market. The dimensions of the
greenhouse are: W=20 m;
L= 40 m;
H=5.5 m.

Fig. 1. Straw boiler

Fig. 2. Model of greenhouse

Aim of the research is to make this straw boiler more effective as well as to reduce amount of
fuel used for producing same amount of energy.
The research object has a classical assembly installation where all system water is circulating
through the accumulation tank to reduce temperature differences, so the heat exchanger is heating
up all the amount of water in the accumulation tank. The accumulation tank has a huge heating
surface of 45 m3 so it’s not so energy effective. But this assembly still has a drastic temperature
differences which are not acceptable.
Water circulation in heating circuit is provided with the help of forced circulation. The
circulation pump is triggered automatically by firing the boiler.
The research was lasting for 4 weeks. In research were collected data about: inside and outside
temperature, power and heat values used in greenhouse and produced by the boiler as well as
temperature regime of the system water. As shows the following chart, temperature differences are
too high. And it’s not acceptable for providing constant regime of temperature in the greenhouse.
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Fig. 3. Classical assembly installation scheme

Th, oC – temperature of flow water;
Tc, oC – temperature of return water;
Bale in – time when fresh 2 bales are inserted.

Fig. 4. System temperature regime
According to the problem of temperature differences it’s necessary to improve the classical
assembly installation system to reduce fluctuations of temperature. As shown in the diagram, boiler
installation is able to operate for long periods at a steady mode. Critical are moments of time when
a "portion" of straw is burnt out, and while the other is inserted into the furnace and until the
furnace starts working at a nominal capacity. These time instants, lasts up to 20 minutes, which
means that the accumulation tank has to ensure temperature uniformity of heating circuit for only
20 minutes.
The solution is following; during the time when the boiler is being burnt, the circuit is heated
up directly from the boiler’s heat exchanger. At the same time, separate accumulation tank with a
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relatively small volume is heated up through the flue-gas economizer and the door of boiler’s
furnace. The volume of this accumulation tank (20 m3) is smaller than the one that’s used in
classical assembly installation and has small heat transfer surface. The boiler is not usually used
with a nominal capacity, which results in excess heat energy, thereby economizer with the help of
this energy is returns the heat to accumulation tank.
At a time when the furnace filled up with the next “portion” of fresh straw, temperature in the
heat exchanger begins to reduce and the sensor gives an impulse to the boiler’s control system to
switch direction of 3-way valves and to start using the heat accumulated in the tank. When the
furnace is burning again and the temperature of the heat exchanger reach the required operating
temperature, sensor dives an impulse again to boiler’s control system and 3-way valves are
switched to the standard mode.
Terms
1. Flow filter
2. Circulation pump
3. Thermometer Tmax=120°C
4. Manometer Pmax=6bar
5. Shut valve

5

5

6. Temperature sensor
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7. Temperature sensor
for boiler
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5
8

5
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5

Fig. 5. Improved assembly installation scheme
Using improved assembly installation scheme was obtained that fluctuations of the system
water temperatures between supply and return flows have been reduced as well as the amount of
fuel consumption.
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Tin, oC – temperature of flow water;
Tout, oC – temperature of return water;
Bale in – time when fresh 2 bales are inserted.

Fig. 6. System temperature regime using improved assembly installation scheme
Comparing the data obtained using classical assembly installation scheme with data obtained
using improved assembly installation scheme; it is shown in the Fig. 6. That the efficiency of the
boiler has improved for average about 4%. The data were compared in a 3-day period using about
the same weather conditions and fuel humidity.

PlossOLD – power loses using old assembly scheme;
PlossNEW – power loses using new assembly scheme.

Fig. 7. Comparison of heat loses
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3.

CONCLUSION

This study is significant that the conversion of the classic straw boiler pump group scheme
gives a reduction of temperature fluctuations, as well as lower fuel consumption based on the fact
that a large volume accumulation tank is being replaced by smaller, as well as ongoing boiler
circulation does not happen through the accumulation tank which has a large heat transfer area. fuel
consumption reduction is obtained on the basis of efficiency, or loss of reduction, which means that
the fuel directly from the resulting heat is used effectively. Loss comparison between the classic
pump group scheme and the improved assembly connection scheme shown in the Fig. 7.
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ABSTRACT
The variability of solar irradiance is the most important issue that determines the reliability of solar power
generation in short-term time scales. For long time scales the energy produced by solar irradiation has to be
predicted with high certainty. However, environmental parameters such as global temperature, precipitations,
cloud cover have changed drastically during last century. Therefore, the overall performance of photovoltaic
(PV) solar panels would have been affected by these changes. In present work the effect of cloudiness on the
availability of solar energy is analyzed for 18 sites. For the analysis measured daily sunshine duration data
was used (Lithuanian Hydrometeorological Service, European climate assessment dataset). For the statistical
analysis Pearson correlation and Mann-Kendall trend test was applied. It was established that for most
examined sites the amount of solar irradiation is increasing. It was shown that the increase for some sites is
significant and reaches 8-11 % over 30 year. Obtained results have shown that it is important to account solar
insolation changes for the future solar applications such as photovoltaic electricity generation.
Keywords: renewable energy; extra-terrestrial radiation; cloudiness; solar irradiance; sunshine duration

1.

INTRODUCTION

The contribution of power production by photovoltaic (PV) systems to the electricity supply is
constantly increasing over the past 20 years [1]. However, solar photovoltaic designers are seeking
solution for optimal performance from an input of solar energy because of great intrinsic variability
of this natural energy resource. The benefit of installed solar panels depends highly on fluctuating
solar power at all time scales. The forecast information of solar irradiance at short time scale is
necessary for the management of the electricity grids and for solar energy trading. On the other
hand, the strategy of solar electricity development in a particular region depends on long term solar
irradiation forecast.
In the last decades, global warming has been studied with special attention focused on the role
of changes in solar irradiance (and the solar wind) on a variety of timescales and the relevance of
cloud cover [2]. Most climate models assume that as an increasing amount of greenhause gases
induces slightly increasing atmospheric temperatures. As a consequence, the overall evaporation
from the planet surface also increases. Recent studies [3] have shown that decadal warming is
accompanied by increases in tropospheric specific humidity.
Therefore, on a global scale there should be an increased amount of water vapour in the
atmosphere. Three basic sky conditions can be identified: clear skies, partially clouded skies and
overcast skies. The typical patterns of cloud cover vary according to geographic locations. In high
latitude maritime climates, overcast skies may persist day after day in winter with only rare breaks
of sunshine. Statistics of cloud cover and daily sunshine, which are widely available, yield
qualitative information that can help in design of photovoltaic systems [4].
The importance of cloudiness variability to solar electricity generation are widely studied,
many models are used to predict direct and diffuse radiation from the sky [4, 5]. However, long
term changes in cloudiness which may cause decrease in surface irradiation are poorly studied.
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Therefore, the task of the paper is to investigate climate change induced long time patterns of solar
radiation energy fluxes that can be deduced from available meteorological data.
2.

METHOTODOLOGY

2.1 Definitions
The solar radiation on a horizontal surface from sun is known as the global short-wave
radiation. The global short-wave radiation flux, i.e. radiant energy flow per unit time, is known as
the irradiance, we will refer as G, W m-2. The integral of irradiance flux over any period is called
the irradiation. Typical integration periods are the hour, which yields the hourly global irradiation,
Gh, [MJ m-2 h-1 or Wh m-2 h-1], the day Gd [MJ m-2 d-1 or Wh m-2 d-1] and the month Gt, [MJ m-2 per
month or Wh m-2 per month].
Solar radiation data are often presented in a dimensionless form called the Clearness Index [4].
The Clearness Index, often called the KT value, is obtained by dividing the global irradiation at the
surface on the horizontal plane, Gt, by the corresponding extraterrestrial irradiation on a horizontal
plane, G0, for the same time period. Three integration time periods are in common use: hourly, daily
and monthly. In this paper hourly sunshine duration data will be used to calculate monthly and
annual averages. The monthly mean clearness index KT, is Gt/G0, where Gt is monthly average of
global irradiation at the surface.
Monthly average number of instrument-recorded bright daily sunshine hours St in hours where
obtained from [6]. Average day length in hours S0 was calculated as shown below.
The solar constant Isol, is the extraterrestrial irradiance of the solar beam at mean solar distance. The
accepted value is 1367 W m-2. The distance of the Earth from the Sun varies slightly according to
the time of the year because of the eccentricity of the Earth’s orbit. The dimensionless eccentricity
correction factor of the mean solar distance is ε. The extraterrestrial irradiance normal to beam is
therefore ε Isol , W m-2.
2.2 Model
Theoretical determinations of the direct, diffuse and directional intensities of diffuse irradiance
would require data on the type and optical properties of clouds, cloud amount, thickness, position
and the number of layers. These data are rarely collected on a routine basis. However, sunshine
hours and total cloud-cover data (i.e. the fraction of sky covered by clouds) are widely and easily
available [6]. The monthly average daily global radiation on a horizontal surface can be estimated
through the number of bright sunshine hours. The widely used model suggests that the ratio of the
average daily global radiation Gt and cloudless radiation Gt/G0 is related to the monthly mean daily
fraction of possible sunshine St [5] by

Gt
S
= a1 + b1 t ,
G0
S0

(1)

where St is the monthly average number of instrument-recorded bright daily sunshine hours, S0 is
the average day length in hours; a1 and b1 are constants for different locations. There are different
models to estimate these constants, overview of these models can be found elsewhere [6]. In this
work following expressions that accounts for most corrections important for these values are used:
a1 = −0.309 + 0.539 cos Φ − 0.0693h + 0.29
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b1 = 1.527 − 1.027 cos Φ + 0.0936h + 0.359

St
,
S0

(3)

where Φ (degrees) is the latitude, and h (km) is the elevation of the location above sea level.
The hourly extraterrestrial radiation on a horizontal surface G0 can be determined by:
G0 =

π


I sol ε cos Φ cos δ  sin ws −
ws cos ws  .
180
π



24

(4)

ε – the dimensionless eccentricity correction factor of the Earth’s orbit and is given by:

ε = 1.00011 + 0.034221cos Γ + 0.00128 sin Γ + 0.000719 cos 2Γ + 0.000077 sin 2Γ , (5)
where the day angle Γ (radians) is given by:
 N −1
Γ = 2π 
.
 365 

(6)

In the latter expression N is the day number of the year, ranging from 1 to 365. ws (radians) is
the sunset-hour angle for a horizontal surface, δ (radians) is declination - one of the two coordinates
of the equatorial coordinate system in astronomy. Declination is comparable to geographic latitude,
but projected onto the celestial sphere and is measured in degrees north and south of the celestial
equator.
The sunset-hour angle ws can be calculated by following equation:
ws =

π

(7)

180 sin (− tan δ ⋅ tan Φ )

Length of a day was calculated the following expression:
S0 =

2
ws
15

(8)

2.3 Data
In order to evaluate the variation of the solar radiation energy fluxes over large time scales 18
sites were examined. Daily sunshine data were obtained from European Climate Assessment &
Dataset project website (ECA) [6]. Data details are presented in Table 1. Sites chosen for the
examination have continuous daily data while the data of other sites are truncated.
Table 1. General information about meteorological data used in the investigation
Site
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Kaunas, LT
Seville, ES
Pamplona, ES
Castellon, ES
Cuenca, ES
Melilla, ES
Valkenburg, NL
Innsbruck, AT
Vienna, AT
Hurbanovo, SK
Zurich, CH

Latitude

Longitude

54:52 N
37:25 N
41:49 N
39:59 N
40:4 N
35:18 N
52:10 N
47:16 N
48:12 N
47:52 N
47:22 N

23:49 E
5:52 W
1:39 W
0:2 W
2:9 W
2:57 W
4:25 E
11:23 E
16:22 E
8:11 E
8:11 E

Station
elevation, m
30
12
431
27
946
29
82
578
166
109
411
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Data availability,
years
1924 - 2004
1951 - 2010
1954 - 2010
1954 - 2010
1951 – 2010
1971 - 2010
1952 - 2011
1952 - 2011
1908 - 2010
1951 - 2009
1901 - 2009

Data span,
years
81
60
57
57
60
40
60
60
103
59
109
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18

Frankfurt, DE
Gorlitz, DE
Potsdam, DE
Nuremberg, DE
Oslo, NO
Nimes, FR
Orleans, FR

50:6 N
51:9 N
52:24 N
49:27 N
59:56 N
43:50 N
47:54 N

8:41 E
59:14 E
13:4 E
11:5 E
10:45 E
4:21 E
1:54 E

112
209
32
305
4
68
96

1951 - 2010
1951 - 2011
1893 - 2010
1956 - 2010
1953 - 2010
1943 - 2004
1950 - 2004

60
61
118
55
58
62
55

2.4 Calculations
All downloaded data were prepared in a simple text format. Then a fortran program was written
to manage all amount of data. All information (year, month, day, sunshine duration) was read from
text files and stored into appropriate data arrays. The calculations of required values (averages of
particular month or year) were simplified by writing appropriate functions. The program allowed to
chose the form of output, suitable for the further analysis. All parameters described in previous
section were calculated using (1–8) equations.
For the evaluation of correlation between data series linear regression was applied and the
coefficient of determination R2 (the square of the Pearson correlation coefficient) was used for the
description of the correlation. However, the time series used in this study exhibit a trend such that
there is a barely distinguishable change over time. In order to find out if there is a trend, the MannKendall test was used. The Mann-Kendall test does not require any assumptions to the statistical
distribution of the data (e.g. normal, lognormal, etc.) and can be used with data sets which include
irregular sampling intervals and missing data [7]. The determination of trend in Mann-Kendall test
is based on calculation of probability. If the computed probability is greater than the level of
significance (usually 95 %), there is a trend. If the computed probability is less than the level of
significance, there is no trend. The no-trend result simply means that the Mann-Kendall trend test
could not discern either an up or a down trend for the given set of data. The Mann-Kendall test was
carried out using MS excel with installed xlstat2012 package [8].
3.

RESULTS

3.1 Global radiation
Calculation of the monthly average daily global radiation on a horizontal surface (1) includes
constants a1 and b1 that are location dependent. The relevance of a1 and b1 can be checked through
the evaluation of correlation between calculated and measured values. Measured values of the
global irradiation on a horizontal surface were obtained from Surface meteorology and Solar
Energy center [9]. This center provides the solar irradiation and meteorological data derived from
satellite measurements over 22 year time period (July 1983 – December 2004). The solar data are
then determined taking into account visible and infrared radiances, and cloud and surface properties
inferred from International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project. The results of correlation between
satellite measurement based data, Gtsat [kWh m-2 d-1], and calculated values, Gtcalc, for two sites
(Kaunas, LT, and Seville, ES) are shown in Fig. 1. Table 2 presents values of correlation coefficient
between Gtsat and Gtcalc for all 18 sites included into present investigation (mean daily values, July
1983 – December 2004).
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a) Kaunas, LT

b) Seville, ES

Fig. 1. Graphical representation of correlation between satellite measurement based data of the
insolation incident on a horizontal surface, Gtsat, and calculated values, Gtcalc, for a) Kaunas and b)
Seville (mean daily values, July 1983 – December 2004)
It is seen that the coefficient of linear correlation between daily values of Gtsat and Gtcalc exceed
0.9 for the most cases. World Climate Research Program estimated that most routine-operation
solar-radiation ground sites have "end-to-end" uncertainties from 6 to 12% [10]. From the other
hand, the solar radiation data are derived from an improved inversion algorithm (SRB Release 3.0)
which provides an overall improvement in the estimation of the surface solar radiation of about
2.8 % [10]. Therefore, obtained correlation between Gtsat and Gtcalc shows that calculated values of
the global irradiation Gt are in good agreement with satellite derived values. This means, that the
values of coefficients a1 and b1 (2, 3) are suitable for the evaluation of global radiation.
Table 2. Correlation between satellite measurements based data of the insolation incident on a
horizontal surface, Gtsat, and calculated values, Gtcalc, for 18 sites included into present investigation
Site
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Kaunas, LT
Seville, ES
Pamplona, ES
Castellon, ES
Cuenca, ES
Melilla, ES
Valkenburg, NL
Innsbruck, AT
Vienna, AT

Gtsat - Gtcalc

correlation, R2
0.944
0.693
0.936
0.928
0.920
0.856
0.936
0.595
0.946

Site
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18

Hurbanovo, SK
Zurich, CH
Frankfurt, DE
Gorlitz, DE
Potsdam, DE
Nuremberg, DE
Oslo, NO
Nimes, FR
Orleans, FR

Gtsat - Gtcalc

correlation, R2
0.947
0.881
0.945
0.949
0.791
0.952
0.943
0.951
0.933

In is seen that for some sites the correlation between Gtsat and Gtcalc is less significant. Possible
reasons of the mismatch can be: the size of grid cell (1 degree latitude × longitude), particularly, the
average elevation of the earth’s surface enclosed by the dimensions of the grid cell; local
meteorological conditions at the baseline measurement sites (fog, clouds), particularly, at the sites
located near mountains; local air pollution [10]. For these cases, a1 and b1 should be evaluated using
additional data or a different model has to be used for the determination of the average daily global
radiation Gt.
3.2 Sunshine duration
Main parameter under consideration in present work is the daily sunshine duration. Annual
average values of daily sunshine duration for cities Kaunas (a) and Seville (b) are presented in
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Fig. 2. Data are plotted for the whole period of the sunshine duration data available. First, in order
to analyze the data the linear regression was applied for these data (solid line). As was mentioned
above, it is difficult to distinguish a trend in the time series such as used in this study. In order to
find out if there is a trend, the Mann-Kendall test was used. The results of this test applied for the
solar irradiation data is presented in the next subsection (Table 3).

a) Kaunas, LT

b) Seville, ES

Fig. 2. Daily sunshine duration in a) Kaunas (period 1924 – 2004) and in b) Seville
(period 1951 – 2010), mean annual values, hours in decimal format).
The average sunshine duration through the year is presented in Fig. 3 (Kaunas and Seville
sites). The averaging period is chosen 30 years because this is standart time interval used commonly
to define climate – the weather averaged over a long period. There is a clear evidence that sunshine
duration depends on the season of the year or month.

a) Kaunas, LT

b) Seville, ES

Fig.3. Average sunshine duration dependence on month in a) Kaunas and in b) Seville, mean
monthly values averaged on time intervals shown in graphs
The average daily solar irradiation Gt (MJ m-2 day-1) was calculated for each month using
model described in previous section. The results of calculations for selected months (January, April,
July and October) are shown in Fig. 4 (for Kaunas a), (for Seville b). For the reference a trend line
is drawn for each month using simple linear regression model. It can be seen that the daily
irradiation at Kaunas location slightly increases with time during all months. For this location the
increase statistically is not significant. However, solar irradiation at Seville region is decreasing
with time on a global scale with stronger tendency. This decrease is particularly evident during
summer time. In order to elucidate the significance of the observed changes in solar irradiation the
Mann-Kendall test was applied.
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Fig. 4. Variation of daily average solar irradiation (MJ m-2 day-1) in Kaunas, period 1924–2004
(left) and in Seville, period 1951–2004 (right) for selected months
3.3 Solar insolation variation trends
The changes of sunshine duration and solar insolation over long time period are shown in Table
3. All parameters was calculated for the same time period equal to 30 years. Notation of parameters
used in the table are as follows: Δt30 denotes the change of a daily sunshine duration over 30 time
period; ΔE30 is the change of a daily solar insolation over the same time period; (Δt/t)30 and
(ΔE/E)30 are relative values, where t is mean total daily sunshine duration and E is mean total daily
solar insolation. Data span represents the amount of the data in years used for the analysis and p is
propability, obtained from Mann-Kendall trend test.
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As an example let’s take (ΔE/E)30 = +0.100 (Pamplona, ES). This simple means that over 30
year time period the solar insolation increased 10 % at this site, whereas the sunshine duration
increased 14.7%.
The propability p is obtained from Mann-Kendall trend test. If propability p is greater than
α = 1-0.95, there is no trend. If propability is less than α (p < α), then there is a trend. The level of
significance usually is taken equal to 95 % (0.95). The cases with a trend detected are marked bold
in Table 3.
Table 3. Variations of solar insolation over 30 year time period
Site
Kaunas, LT
Seville, ES
Pamplona, ES
Castellon, ES
Cuenca, ES
Melilla, ES
Valkenburg, NL
Innsbruck, AT
Vienna, AT
Hurbanovo, SK
Zurich, CH
Frankfurt, DE
Gorlitz, DE
Potsdam, DE
Nuremberg, DE
Oslo, NO
Nimes, FR
Orleans, FR

Δt30, min
d-1

ΔE30, MJ m-2
d-1

(Δt/t)30

(ΔE/E)30

Data span,
years

+4.70
-12.90
+44.20
-2.00
+3.90
+47.30
+30.00
+30.00
+6.70
+8.14
-2.48
+7.80
+1.92
+5.34
-3.76
+5.74
-3.34
-3.93

+0.063
-2.00
+1.97
-0.09
+0.13
+2.62
+1.30
+1.15
+0.24
+0.43
-0.17
+0.34
+0.11
+0.28
-0.14
+0.41
-0.16
-0.14

0.015
-0.025
0.147
-0.005
0.009
0.120
0.135
0.125
0.023
0.025
-0.011
0.030
0.005
0.020
-0.013
0.021
-0.010
-0.011

0.004
-0.045
0.100
-0.007
0.008
0.110
0.080
0.080
0.015
0.020
-0.011
0.025
0.005
0.015
-0.010
0.026
-0.005
-0.005

81
60
57
57
60
40
60
60
103
59
109
60
61
118
55
58
62
55

p, Mann –
Kendall trend
test
0.016
0.134
<0.0001
0.808
0.528
0.002
<0.0001
<0.0001
0.097
0.695
0.181
0.583
0.936
0.012
0.611
0.697
0.117
0.120

Obtained results show that solar irradiation changes over long time periods. It is seen that for
most examined sites, the amount of solar energy available for electricity generation is increasing.
For some sites the rise of 8-11 % over 30 year is significant.
The reasons of these variations of solar insolation can be related to the climate changes [11],
particularly, temperature as the main parameter describing climate. The increase in atmospheric
temperatures enhances overall evaporation from the surface and therefore tropospheric specific
humidity also increases. This leads to the augmentation of the cloudiness. Indeed, it is shown, that
there are positive linear relationships between the global radiation and temperature [12].
The explanation of the variations of daily solar irradiation is difficult because it includes complex
climate models for the meteorological data analysis. Also it can be noted, that there is still no model that
could explain the mechanisms of the intensity of cloud cover. For example, changes in global cloudiness
can be caused by variations in the intensity of galactic cosmic rays in the atmosphere [13]. The effect of
variation in cloudiness on the climate can be considered in following ways: a relation between the
radiation balance of the earth-atmosphere system and variations in the amount of cloud cover or
effective cloud top height; the effect on the surface temperature of variations in cloudiness; and the
“feedback” effects relating changes in surface temperature to the formation of clouds [14].
Observed long term changes in solar irradiation affect the amount of the solar energy: for some
regions the availability of solar energy increases as for some regions – decreases. To evaluate the
consequences of sunshine variations on energy produced by photovoltaic panels or heating more
work should done. Particularly, one should account the diffuse radiation which highly depends on
type of cloud cover, on orientation of solar panels, on air pollution [15].
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4.

CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of sunshine duration for time periods that are sufficiently long to account the
impacts of climate change has shown the evidence that solar irradiation varies with a trend that is
characteristic for particular geographical site. It is shown that for most examined sites the amount of
solar irradiation is increasing. The increase for some sites is significant and equal to 8–11 % over 30
year. Obtained results show that it is important to account solar insolation changes for the future
solar applications such as photovoltaic electricity generation. To analyze the consequences of the
long term sunshine variations on the amount of the solar energy use additional investigations should
be done.
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2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
a.
8.
9.
10.

11.
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13.
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ABSTRACT
This study presents a research about a multivariable linear generator that converts human kinetic energy
directly into electrical energy. Based on the varying induction segment length over time, this study
established an operational simulation of the multivariable linear generator while simultaneously constructing
a multivariable generator device that considers the relationship between the number of vertical movements,
the change in induction coils, the magnetic flux density, and other coefficients. Using finite element analysis,
this study then analyzed the magnetic flux distribution for a single-stem linear generator and optimized the
wiring. This method can be used to determine the wiring direction and coil thickness. The attraction between
the magnet and the iron core is used to overcome the alternating magnetic fields, and linear motion with less
stress is used to generate power. The generator developed in this study which can generate 21.21W power in
0.36 square meters area.
Keywords: Wave energy, multivariable linear generator, finite element analysis, magnetic flux density,
relative coefficient

1.

INTRODUCTION

Since the oil crisis, countries around the world have focused on the shortage of fossil fuels.
Pure, recyclable, pollution-free, developable, and sustainable new resources are set to be the
primary future energy developments. Wave energy is an area where the research has not yet
converged towards industrial solutions [1]. Wave energy on the other hand has an estimated
potential of around 1000–10,000 GW, which is in the same order of magnitude as world electrical
energy consumption [2]. Kinetic energy is typically converted into electrical energy using
electromagnetic, piezoelectric or electrostatic transduction mechanisms [3]. The linear generator
proposed in this study can directly convert wave kinetic energy into electricity. With magnetic flux
flowing in two opposite directions over its coils, and with the magnetic fields alternating over time,
this structure produces alternating current sources. Furthermore, this study considers the wear and
tear on the equipment, such as hysteresis loss, eddy current loss, and copper loss, to analyze the
overall efficiency. Finally, finite element analysis is used to analyze the two-dimension spatial flux
distribution and the loss of electricity. Linear generators that use changes in magnetic flux to
generate electricity have been proposed previously, but with drastically different wiring methods
and flux directions and using concaved and convexed iron bars to produce straight movement [4].
However, for magnetic flux circuits, iron bars that move with time create varying levels of
permeability between the air gaps and the iron bars, directly affecting the amount of magnetic flux
produced. The pole shoes order the channels for the line of magnetic flux, adjust the injected
direction of the magnetic force, and decrease flux leakage [5]. Eight vertical and independent
induction coil magnets can be used inside the generator to create an octagonal cylindrical linear
generator. This generator constructed in a nearly circular shape propels magnetic flux and increases
the area for induction. Experiments regarding the ratio between pole spacing and wire spacing,
which analyzed simulations for magnetic poles using different numbers of grooves per unit,
indicated that when the grooves per unit are 1 (q=1), high-order harmonics increase substantially
[6]. Linear generators also can be combined with shock absorbers of vehicles to convert shock
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energy to electrical power. A four-phase linear generator is better solution this application
considering generator operation balance and the shock absorbers operation smooth [7]. The
generator converted DC to AC and primarily used pulse width modulation to obtain the appropriate
alternating current to start the hybrid car motor which has a linear generator [8]. For wave energy
applications, the direct-drive linear generator control used in and eliminated the induction voltage
equation. Additionally, using Simulink for the simulations enabled analysis of the frequency of
response, the one-way induction voltage, the one-way induction current, and the average power [9].
The finite element analysis is used to simulate a small linear wave energy converter, and used the
salient polar flux injection method to construct a low-speed linear generator with a rated power of
10 kW and an operating frequency of 13.4 HZ, but at a high manufacturing cost [10]. At least four
stators are required when designing stators to maintain the balanced force of linear motion. The
wear and tear caused by operations, however, can be reduced [11][12].
This study constructs an electricity generation system using a linear generator and low-stress
linear motion. By improving current linear generator structures, this system can maintain a constant
level of electricity under low stress. The structure is then optimized using finite element analysis
software to form a complete power supply system. The popsoased human kinetic energy harvesting
linear generator can be modified to a wave power generator.
2.

MAGNETIC FIELD ANALYSIS

The magnetic circuit analysis for generators primarily analyzes the distribution of structural
material and their magnetic properties. The following section describes the magnetic field
distribution and the magnetostatics in the overall structure of the linear generator. First, to
determine the magnetic flux density, magnetic vectors are identified and solved using a partial
differential equation (Eq. (1)).
∇×H = 0

(1)

Next, the scalar magnetic potential function ϕmp is entered directly into the equation. The
inverse gradient for this function is defined as the magnetic field strength, and the curl free vector
field can be expressed as the scalar field gradient (Eq. (2)).

H = -∇ϕ mp

(2)

Because of the primarily non-linear properties of the magnetic material, a variable M must be
introduced to describe the extent of magnetization of the material. From the linear relationship
between the magnetization vector M and magnetic field strength, the relationship between the
magnetic flux density and magnetic field strength can be determined.
M = xm H

(3)

B = µ 0 (H + M) = µ 0 (1 + x m )H = µ 0 µ r H = µH

(4)

where the divergence and curl of the set magnetic flux density in free space is
∇=
⋅B

∫ B ⋅ ds=0
S

∇ × B = µ0 J

(5)

(6)
Equation (5) shows that the relationship of the magnetic field strength divergence is Eq. (7)
and the magnetic charge density is Eq. (8).
∇ ⋅ [ µ0 (H + M)] = 0
(7)
− ∇ ⋅ M = ρm
(8)
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If the magnetization vector M is constant, the divergence is zero. Using Eqs. (2) and (8),
Poisson’s equation (9) of the scalar magnetic potential can be determined.

∇ ⋅ H = ∇ ⋅ ( −∇ϕ mp ) = ∇ 2ϕ mp = − ρ m

(9)

Under uniform magnetization, the defined magnetic charge density is zero and the potential
function satisfies Laplace’s equation, as shown in Eq. (10).

∇ 2ϕ mp = 0
3.

(10)

GENERATOR MODEL DESIGN

The structural variables in generators are relatively complex. The bipolarity and spatial
limitations of the generator’s magnet must be applied to the commuted DC generator. The changing
coil flux cutting caused by the displacement of the magnetic pole can be determined using the wave
movement equation. Additionally, analyzing the change in the number of coils because of
displacement reveals the induction voltage value. The following sections introduce the design for
single variable and multivariable linear generators.
3.1 Single variable linear generator
First, assuming an ideal wave with an ideal sine wave motion equation, the diagram is shown
in Fig. 1. The amplitude was set to d; thus, the maximum value of this wave is d/2. Conducting
periodic sinusoidal motion, the motion equation is Eq. (11) and the time-varying relationship
between the wave length and magnetic flux is shown in Eq. (12).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Single variable linear generator design (a) generator (b) wave motion
d
sin(ωt )
2
S (t )
)
ϕ (t ) = ϕ max sin(2π ⋅
S (t ) =

τ

(11)
(12)

By directly integrating the time from Eq. (2), the induced electromotive force can be
determined, as shown in Eq. (13).
v=−

dϕ (t )
d
πd
= −nϕ maxωπ cos(ωt ) cos( sin(ωt ))
dt
τ
τ
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where d is the wave amplitude, τ is the period of magnetic variance, ωis the angular velocity
2π
(ω =
), and ϕmax is the maximum magnetic flux value.
τ
3.2 Multivariable linear generator
Considering the relationship between the multiple vertical movements, the changed induction
coils, the magnetic flux density, and relative coefficients, a multivariable electrical generation
device was constructed. The internal structure of this multivariable generator is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Salient pole magnetic column coil wiring
The voltage produced is denoted by υ and the integration path length is denoted by  . The
speed and direction of moving objects has an outer product with the B direction of the magnetic
field density, and the constant direction of the magnetic field density is perpendicular to the
direction of motion (see Eq. (14)).
v =U ⋅ B⋅l

(14)

where υ is the induced voltage, U is the relative velocity of the induction coils and flux density, B is
the magnetic flux density, and  is the length of the induction line.
However, vertical motion linear generators are affected by the aggregate impact force with
the wave motion. This force directly affects the velocity and acceleration of the magnetic pole
displacement and the vertical displacement speed within one unit of time (15). The time-varying
induction coils are shown in Eq. (16), and the magnetic flux change is shown in Eq. (17).
U = U 0 + (a ⋅ t )

(15)

S'
 S (t ) − ( d ⋅ ( k − 1)) 
l=
L
⋅
h
=
(
)⋅L⋅h , S > d

d
d


(16)

B(t ) = Bmax ⋅ sin(2π ⋅

S (t )
)
D

(17)

where Bmax is the flux density on the surface of the magnetic pole, S is the amount of displacement,
and D is the wave length for one period.
In the vertical salient pole magnetic cylinder, magnetic flux is ejected outward near the N
pole and drawn inward near the S pole. Magnetic flux density is then formed perpendicular to the
induction coils, achieving electromotive force. The following section explains the actual structural
design and experiment results for the multivariable linear generator.
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Table 1 showed that differences of single variable and multivariate linear generator. Based on
this reason that magnet movment force of multivariate linear generator than single variable linear
generator, this study designed a multivariable generator for harvesting kinetic energy.
Table 1 Differences of single variable and multivariate linear generator
Multivariate linear

4.

generator

Single variable linear
generator

Magnet movment force

low

high

Energy desity
Variable analysis

low
difficult

Displacement demand

high

high
easy
Magnet number can be
increased to reduce the
displacement demand
with adjustment flexibility

cost

low

high

Three-phase power

no

yes

EXPERIMENT RESULTS

4.1 Single stem linear generator energy conversion efficiency
As discussed in the previous section, a multivariable linear generator was constructed using
multiple single-stem linear generators. To maintain the output power, this study limited the overall
displacement of the generator floor to within 5 cm.
When a single-stem linear generation system does not consider internal resistance, the
alternating current is input in the full-wave rectifier and converted into direct current. The following
series of equations can calculate the power provided by a pedal generator (18).
2
Vrms
P=
RLoad

(18)

We did free fall cylinder experimentation (only gravity without spring force) to estimate
energy conversion efficiency of generator. The average power was 0.4570 W and the load was 200
ohms. The potential energy conversion efficiency Pp is calculated as follows:
PP =

WP mgh 0.56 × 0.198 × 9.8
=
=
= 2.9368(W )
t
t
0.37

(19)

The single-stem linear generator experiencing load had an average power of 0.457 (W) and a
total efficiency of 0.1556 shown in Eq. (20)
0.457
(20)
Eejj =
= 0.1556
2.9368
4.2 ANSYS magnetic circuit analysis
After discovering the conversion efficiency, this experiment used ANSYS to analyze the
magnetic circuit distribution of the single-stem linear generator. First, a single groove was formed
in the structure to establish the projected magnet area and increase the magnetic flux scattered. This
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study found that in the red vector section one magnetic pole was fired directly at the other magnetic
pole and did not intersect with the induction coil. Properties perpendicular to the surface when the
magnetic flux is ejected were used to increase the intersection between the induction coils and the
magnetic flux. The magnetic flux density value graph is displayed in Fig. 3. Magnetic saturation
occurred around the polar shoes. When the stator wall thickness was set at 1.5 mm, sufficient
magnetic flux density was maintained.

Fig. 3. Magnetic flux density value
4.3 Multivariable linear generator model
Next, the experiment integrated the single-stem linear generator into a generator board with
multiple generators. We found that in this multiple set structure, magnetic poles interfere with each
other. Therefore, the spacing between magnetic cylinders must be lengthened to prevent this
problem from occurring. The multiple set generator board schematic is shown in Fig. 4.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 4. Magnet movement in a linear generator: (a) Under pressure (b) Risen
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When under pressure, the entire force is expressed mathematically in Eq. (21)-(22). Then, the
spring rising is expressed in Eq. (23)-(24) [13].

Ftotal = ma = Fmg + F force − Fspring − Fk − Fstop

(21)

Fmg + F force > Fspring

(22)

Ftotal = −ma = − Fspring + Fk + Fstop

(23)

Fspring > Fmg

(24)

where Ftotal is the aggregate force, Fmg is the gravitational force on the moving section, F force is the
external force of the wave buoyancy, Fspring is the elasticity of the spring or the opposite magnetic
force of the magnetic pole installed on the bottom, Fk is the friction along the pipe walls, Fstop is the
force of the plastic tube on the device when the device is stopped, a is the gravitational acceleration,
and m is the total mass of the system's moving section.
4.4 Multivariable generator actual electric measurements
The internal structure of the multivariable generator is shown in Fig. 5. We installed 21
single-stem linear generators which have 9 layers 0.17 mm diameter wires on a metal board. The
actual measurement and simulation value comparison for open circuit of the generator is shown in
Fig. 6; the simulated waveform is very similar to measured waveform.
35mm
26mm
11mm
150mm

Fig. 5. Internal structure of the liner-direct generator; just only one column coil installed in this
figure
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Voltage

The actual
The simulation

Time (sec)

Fig. 6. The actual measurement and simulation value comparison for open circuit
For this example in this study, the total area of the system which is 0.36 square meters are
installed 21 magnet linear generator columns. Each linear generator column can output power of
1.01 W. Therefore, the output power is 21.21 W totally, i.e. 58.91 W per square meter in this
prototype design. Fig. 7 presents the linear generator which can generate eletric power by
transforming human kinetic energy. The LED (light-emitting diode) emits light by elerctric power
generated while vertical movements happening.

Fig. 7. The LED provides light when an objective has vertical motions at the
human kinetic energy generator
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5.

CONCLUSION

This study designed established a low cost, simple structure human kinetic energy linear
generator prototype which output 21.21W power totally and will finish a wave generator prototype
in the future. After adjusting the form of the magnetic poles by using finite element analysis
software, the number of intersections between the induction coils and the magnetic flux was
successfully increased. The simulated vertical motion properties of the wave provided the impetus
for a permanent magnet. By ensuring the magnet and the coils moved in opposite directions and
cutting the lines of magnetic flux to produce induction voltage. This study presented the process of
designing a linear generator that can be used in the future, under varying force environments, to
develop the ideal generator for a given environmental force, thereby improving the power
generation efficiency. Further research is needed to determine appropriate wire coil, magnet, rotor
movement distance, fluid dynamics design, and structure strength design.
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ABSTRACT
Gasification of biomass and other biological waste is one of the alternative ways of energy production in
order to reduce environmental pollution and wider use of renewable energy sources. One of obstacles of
implementing gasification technology into industry is presence of tars in resulting synthetic gas. The tars
reduce operation time of technological equipment by condensing, adhering and baking on the surfaces. At
present time syngas is being cleaned by condensing on scrubbers. This method is effective enough, but not
economically profitable – part of calorific compounds is being removed, also polluted water remains. In
order to optimize gasification processes, research of new ways of tar removal from syngas is being carried
out in the world [1]. One of the new ways is catalytic reforming. During the process tar hydrocarbons are
additionally gasified down to final reaction products, which results in increase of resulting gas yield and
calorific value.
Results of thermal cracking with catalytic reforming of tars present in syngas from biomass gasification using
two types of catalysts – dolomite and activated carbon obtained from used tyres – are presented in this article.
Composition of tar hydrocarbons in syngas from biomass gasification was investigated and performance of
thermal cracking was evaluated by comparing remaining tar hydrocarbon composition and quantities at
different temperatures and residence times on catalyst. Also, analysis of the experimental results and
comparison with results from other authors is presented, which will allow to define optimal parameters for
most efficient tar cleaning from synthetic gas.
Keywords: Biomass gasification, tars, steam reforming, dolomite, char

1.

INTRODUCTION

Gasification is thermo-chemical process, when solid carbonaceous materials are converted
into a gas. The obtained synthesis gas must be cleaned from tar in order to use them in large or
micro turbines, internal combustion engines for electricity generation, chemical reactors for
production of fuel, chemical substances. Currently, gas is cleaned from tar by condensing it in
scrubbers. It is uneconomical cleaning method, since cleaning waste forms. Therefore, it is seeking
for more effective methods and one of them is catalytic thermal decomposition of tar [1].
During catalytic thermal decomposition of tar it is additionally gasified to synthesis gas. This
reduces the quantity of tar and increases the gas output. The studies using the model of aromatic
compounds and the main materials of tar, i.e., benzene and naphtalene, as well as two catalysts:
activated tyre char and calcined dolomite [2], have already been carried out earlier. The studies
showed [2] that tyre char catalyst is more effective than dolomite, when decomposing heavier
hydrocarbons. Although the quantity of benzene in real tar is the highest, it is not the most
problematic compound, and it would impede technological application of gasified gas. This process
is impeded by compounds of heavier molecular mass, the condensation point of which occures at
high temperature (100–250°C). Therefore, it was decided to carry out the studies with real tar,
present in wood gas, seeking to determine the activity of these catalysts in regard of thermal
decomposition of tar compounds, depending on temperature and catalyst quantity.
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2.

METHODOLOGY
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the experimental rig
1 – rotameter; 2 – heater; 3 – water evaporator; 4 – biomass pellet container; 5 – screw conveyer; 6 – biomass pyrolysis
reactor; 7 – catalytic bed; 8 – steam reforming reactor; 9 – peristaltic pump; 10 – gas washing bottles; 11 – heated bath;
12 – cooled bath; 13 - gas flowmeter.

The experimental set-up consists of three main parts: the system of making a gas mixture with
tar, the catalytic reactor and tar condensers. Biomass tar decomposition experiments are carried out
in the following way: nitrogen is supplied to evaporator (3) by the flow of 0.9 l/min. Water is
evaporated at constant temperature (90.5°C) in evaporator (0,5g/min). Nitrogen flow, flowing
through evaporator (3), saturates with certain water quantity. Vapour concentration is regulated by
changing the temperature of evaporated H2O. Other measured nitrogen flow (1.8 l/min) for
pyrolysis gas transportation is supplied to container (4) with fuel pellets. Coniferous (spruce and
pine) wood pellets are used in experimental studies (humidity – 5.2%, calorific value – 19 MJ/kg,
ash content – 0.35 %. Screw conveyor (5) supplies a constant quantity of fuel pellets, i.e., 5 g/min,
to reactor of pyrolysis (6). Constant temperature of 850 °C is maintained in pyrolysis reactor(6).
The obtained pyrolysis gas with tar are mixed with nitrogen and water vapour before going to
catalytic reactor(8). The obtained gas mixture goes to tar steam reforming reactor(8).
Catalyst bed (7) is mounted inside the reactor (8). Thermocouple (K-type) is installed in the
reactor, according to which the constant required temperature (700, 800 and 900 °C) is maintained.
The standard methodology was followed, when determining the tar concentration in gas flow before
and after catalytic reactor, which is based on cold trapping [3].
The quantity of gas flow, flowed during experiment, is summated by gas meter 13. The
obtained samples are weighted and analyzed by gas chromatography. Sample analysis is carried out
by Varian GC-3800 gas chromatograph, the methodology of analytical analysis is used for
compound detection [4].
While analyzing tar catalytic – thermal decomposition, experimental tests of two types were
carried out, using dolomite and tyre char catalysts. The activity of each catalyst was examined at
different temperatures (700, 800 and 900°C) and quantities of catalysts, at constant initial tar
concentration in gas.
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results (Table 1), show that tar consists of benzene, toluene, naphthalene, acenaphthylene
mainly, and total concentration of calibrated tar in initial gas is equal to 21.1 g/m3.
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Table 1. Tar composition in synthesis gas
Compound
Benzene
Toluene
Naphthalene
Acenaphthylene
Fluorene
Phenanthrene
Antracene
Fluoranthene
Pyrene
Benz[a]anthracene
Other tar
Total tar

Concentration
g/m3
8.7
1.7
4.8
1.7
0.5
1.1
0.6
0.8
0.6
0.3
0.3
21.1

Dolomite catalyst (v=0.04 s-1)
700ºC
800ºC
900ºC
3.3
2.5
0.7
0.5
0.5
0.1
0.8
0.8
0
0.1
0.1
0
0.1
0.1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4.9
4.0
0.8

Tyre tar (v=0.04 s-1)
700ºC
800ºC
900ºC
2.6
0.5
0
0.5
0
0
0.7
0.1
0
0.1
0
0
0
0
0
0.1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4.0
0.6
0

3.1. Dolomite Catalyst
First of all the experiments were carried out, using different quantities of calcined dolomite at
constant temperature (900°C) and steam/carbon ratio (H2O/C=1). Calcined dolomite was used,
since due to larger surface area it is more active for tar decomposition [5]. In order to depict the
obtained results, the concept of space velocity was introduced. It defines the relation between space
velocity and catalyst volume:

v=Q V ,

(1)

Concentration of tars g/m3

where Q – flow of producer gas through the catalyst bed, m3/s; V – volume of catalyst in the bed, m3.

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Dolomite

0,0

0,1
0,2
Space-velocity s-1

Char

0,3

Fig. 2. Tar concentration in gas after catalyst at different space velocities at constant
temperature of 900°C
Total concentration of tar decreases to 5.7g/m3 at space velocity of v=0.28 s-1. To simulate as
full conversion to tar as possible, the quantity of catalyst was increased under the same gas flow.
After reducing space velocity to v=0.15 s-1 total tar concentration decreased to 1.7g/m3. At lowest
studied space velocity (v=0.04 s-1) total tar concentration in gas decreases to 0.8 g/m3. At this point
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only two residual compounds were detected, i.e., benzene and toluene. Due to low condensation
temperature the presence of benzene and toluene would not cause any serious problems, since the
temperature of gas dew point is below -20°C.

Concentration of tars g/m3

6

Dolomite

Char

5
4
3
2
1
0
600

700

800
Temperature °C

900

Fig. 3. Tar concentration after catalyst at different temperatures at constant space
velocities of v=0.04 s-1
The change of tar concentration, depending on temperature, is presented in figure 3 at
constant space velocity of v=0.04 s-1. The influence of temperature is obvious: tar concentration in
gas decreases from initial 21.1 g/m3 up to 4.9 g/m3 , 4.0 g/m3 and 0.8 g/m3 at 700°C , 800°C and
900°C respectively.
3.2. Char Catalyst
As in case of dolomite, effectiveness studies of activated char catalyst were performed at
different space velocities at constant temperature (900°C) and quantity of water vapour (H2O/C=1).
At highest space velocity v=0.28-1, tar concentration decreases to 7.7g/m3 (Fig. 2). At lowest space
velocity (v=0,04 -1), no tar was detected in gas and full tar conversion occurs.
As in case of dolomite, the influence of temperature is obvious: tar concentration in gas
decreases from initial 21.1 g/m3 up to 4.0 g/m3 and 0.6g/m3 at 700°C and at 800°C respectively.
Tar was fully decomposed at 900°C (Fig. 3).
Seeking to assess the efficiency of catalysts, tar concentrations are recalculated to
decomposition efficiency in percentage:
X (%) =

(Cin + Cout )
⋅ 100%
Cin

(2)

The obtained results of calculations are presented in figure 4. As it may be seen, tyre char
catalyst is more effective at all temperatures, when comparing with dolomite catalyst. When using
dolomite catalyst, tar conversion at 900 °C temperature was 96.0 %, meanwhile, using tyre char
catalyst under the same conditions full conversion was obtained.
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Fig. 4.Tar decomposition efficiency in case of different catalysts at constant space
velocities of v=0.04 s-1
In case of dolomite catalyst tar decomposition is effective only at 900°C temperature and is
close to full conversion (96.0%), while at lower temperature (700, 800°C) the effectiveness of
decomposition was approximately ~80%. Comparing the obtained results with similar studies by
other authors, it is determined that at 800°C the effectiveness of tar decomposition varied from 71.4
to 88.6% and at 900°C from 96.8 to 99.7% [5, 6, 7].
In case of tyre char catalyst the effectiveness of decomposition at 800°C was equal to 97.4%,
so it is possible to obtain a full tar conversion even at 900°C by increasing the quantity of catalyst.
It is observed that at 800°C the effectiveness of tar decomposition varied from 96.7 to 97.0 % and at
900°C from 99.1% to full conversion and are in good agreement with others [8, 9].
4.

CONCLUSIONS

Experimental studies demonstrated that by selecting a suitable quantity of catalyst (v=0.04 s-1)
and supplying water vapour (H2O/C=1) the full conversion of tar can be achieved.
• Dolomite catalyst is effective only at 900°C temperature and is close to full conversion
(96.0%). At this point two residual compounds were detected, i.e., benzene and toluene.
The effectiveness of tar decomposition at lower temperature decreases and is equal
approximately to ~80%.
• In case of tyre char catalyst the effectiveness of decomposition at 800°C was equal to
97.4%, which allows assuming that it is possible to obtain a full tar conversion even at
900°C by increasing the quantity of catalyst. However, further research is required.
The analysis performed shows that the effectiveness of dolomite, found in Lithuania, and
activated tyre char is comparable with the effectiveness of dolomite, found in other countries, as
well as char, derived from wood.
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ABSTRACT
At the present, many technological solutions which are applied for biogas production exist all over the world.
Biogas, which can be produced in controlled methane fermentation conducted by human in systems designed
for this purpose, is an example of alternative energy carrier. The Institute of Nuclear Chemistry and
Technology with Uniserv company and in cooperation with researchers (Association of Polish Electrical
Engineers SEP) from Zamość created own, Polish solution for biogas production from vegetable waste.
Investigations were carried out on experimental installation of 10 kW in Szewnia Dolna (in cooperation with
Ekopol company), which is based on two stage system - separate hydrolyser and fermentor. The grass from
the Roztoczański National Park was tested as a substrate, however in order to increase biogas efficiency
create different mixtures contain the following substrates: maize silage, whey and manure on colza straw The
biogas plant working in the optimal operation parameters ensures methane concentration in biogas in the
range of 58% - 69% and with concentration of hydrogen sulphide from 540 ppm to 1300 ppm. In the case of
using mixtures with manure on colza straw obtained biogas of lower concentration of methane (about 60%)
and higher concentration of hydrogen sulphide (about 3000 ppm). The results from experimental installation
were obtained using analytical devices such as: portable gas meters, gas chromatography, for suspensions
was used spectrophotometer and for dry matter – elementary analyser. The aim of this paper is presentation
of results obtained from the experimental biogas plant working on the base of polish technology thought,
which will be used in the future to create engineering design assumptions for biogas plant.
Keywords: biogas, anaerobic digestion, two-stage fermentation, food waste, vegetable waste

1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Anaerobic digestion
Biogas is produced by anaerobic digestion of organic materials, with the participation of a diverse
population of microorganisms. During the process, complex organic matter breaks down into the reduced
gasous product [1,2,3]. Biogas consists mainly of methane and carbon dioxide and very small amounts of
other substances such as sulphur compounds and siloxanes. The biogas production includes four main
stages. In the first stage the complex, water-insoluble organic fraction is hydrolysed to water soluble
monomers (amino acids, monosaccharides, fatty acids). Then, a group of anaerobic microorganisms
degrades the hydrolysis products into volatile fatty acids, alcohols, hydrogen and carbon dioxide
(acidogenesis). The next step is acetogenesis – methanogenic substrates such as acetic acid, hydrogen and
carbon dioxide are forming from the acidogenesis products. The last stage is methanogenesis, which
proceeds two ways: in the first – acetic acid is used as a substrate, in the second – hydrogen and carbon
dioxide. The acetogenic bacteria are producers of hydrogen. The methanogens are responsible for the
production of methane and during the last phase of anaerobic digestion, require hydrogen to survive. The
environmental requirements make that these two groups of microorganisms live together in symbiosis
[4, 5, 6].
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1.2. Scheme and description of the experimental installation for biogas production in
Szewnia Dolna
The experimental installation for biogas production was built in Szewnia Dolna (the small
town in Lublin Voivodeship). The process is based on technical solutions of Polish patent [7]. The
biogas plant uses anaerobic technology for biomass conversion, which is carrying out in a two-step
system (separation of hydrolysis and fermentation).

Fig. 1. The block diagram of the installation in Szewnia Dolna, 1 – biomass tank, 2 – hydrolyser,
3 – fermentor, 4 – digestate reservoir
The raw material is fed into the biomass tank (1), where is mixed with processing water and
directed through the rotary pump with a shredder to hydrolyser (2). The fermentation effluent with
the methane bacteria recycled by pipeline from the fermentor (3) to hydrolyser causes acceleration
of the hydrolysis process and allows for adequate amount of dry matter in suspension. The pH and
temperature of the fermentation mixture, and the oxygen concentration in the gas were measured.
The biomass after hydrolysis is transported by a pump to the fermentor. The slurry in the digester is
mixed by a system of pumps. Biogas can be removed from the surface of the fermentation mixture
to the biogas reservoir. The digested biomass is directed into the digestate tank (4). The biogas flow
rate is determined by the gas meter as well as the gas displacement device.
The greater stability of the process, the shorter residence time, the higher load of digester by
dry matter, and the higher efficiency of two-stage process compared to the single stage process are
advantages of the system.
The bioreactor for the hydrolysis is a horizontal tank with a volume of Vh= 1.5m3 and
equipped with manhole and viewing window. It was made of polyethylene (PE-HD). The tank is
thermally insulated with a layer of glass wool. The mixture of gases (carbon dioxide and removed
air by the carbon dioxide from biomass) has the outlet at the top of the tank.
The bioreactor for fermentation is a closed tank with a volume of Vf =8m3. The tank is
equipped with manhole and viewing window. The tank is operating in a horizontal position and is
made of polyethylene (PE-HD). The tank is thermally insulated with a layer of glass wool. The
biomass after hydrolys is fed into the fermentation tank by the pipeline. The aqueous suspension of
biomass, which undergoes fermentation takes about 70% by volume of the tank. Above the surface
of the suspension is the gas cushion of biogas with a volume of about 2m3. The upper part of the
reservoir has a biogas outlet from the fermentor.
The content of the digester is not homogeneous. The unmixed volume of the bioreactor is
stratified. The surface is covered with a layer of flotated suspension and the bottom contains a
concentrated sludge. This is a negative phenomenon, which reduces the rate of biochemical
processes, and therefore an important parameter of methane fermentation is the degree of mixing of
content of bioreactor. The fermentation sludge takes the form of agglomerates of floc. The outer
part of the agglomerate is surrounded by acidogenic bacteria, sulphate-reducing bacteria and the
homoacetogenic bacteria binding hydrogen with carbon dioxide and producing acetate. Under the
outer layer are the homoacetogenic and methanogenic bacteria, which consume hydrogen and
carbon dioxide. In the middle part dominate methanogenic bacteria (decaying acetates). A natural
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way of mixing in the digester occurs while increase the amount of gas bubbles and their release and
the generation of convective heat currents by adding fresh, heated medium. However, natural
mixing is not sufficient to achieve optimal performance of biogas production, therefore mechanical
stirrers, pneumatic equipment, or hydraulic pumps are assembled in fermentors. Continually adding
fresh material is the easiest way to mix the substrate. The hydraulic system (providing simultaneous
transport of the slurry from the hydrolyser to the fermentor) is applied in the installation.
Additionally, the motion of the suspension is obtained by the action of circulating pumps. The
outlet pipes are placed at the bottom of the fermentor. The pumped slurry feeds the fermentor by
free falling stream of liquid which breaks the scum formed during methane fermentation. This
system worked well in practice. In order to confirm the effectiveness of the hydromixing of
suspension in the fermentors were carried out also numerical simulations - Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD). Currently, almost exclusively a computational simulation of unsteady, threedimensional fluid flow uses CFD. Visualization of velocity vectors, streamlines and trajectories of
particles helps the user understand the mixing process and identify problems (dead spaces, partial
mixing, plug flow). With the discretization and numerical solution of partial differential equations
describing the flow, it is possible to approximate determination of the velocity distribution,
pressure, temperature and other parameters in the flow. The CFD is based on the Navier-Stokes
equations. The developed k-ε turbulence model (solving additional transport equations for
turbulence kinetic energy (k) and turbulence kinetic energy dissipation (ε)) is one of the models
used in CFD. The substrates used in methane fermentation are non-newtonian fluids and their
rheological properties significantly affect the nature of the flow, it is therefore necessary to develop
a CFD model including information about the rheological properties of the fluid.
The biogas plant started its operation from the inoculation by bacterial flora (taken from the
municipal biological wastewater treatment plant in Zamość) mixtures of substrates – maize silage
and straw (residue from the corn cobs). Grass and grass silage are used for start of working the
installation. Whey is used to pH adjustment. After stabilization of operating parameters, substrates
was changed on the maize silage and manure with a high content of colza straw. In the future, will
be tested materials, such as brewing, glycerol fraction waste, slurry, lucerne, millet, mangolds, and
results will be used to optimize blend compositions.
2.

METHOLOGY

The test sample of the feed material was dried in oven at 105 ºC and weighed every hour until
a constant weight for determination of dry matter (DM). Subsequently, the sample was burned at
550 °C up to burnout of the organic part (only inorganic part remained) for organic dry matter
(ODM). The determination of mass ratio of carbon to nitrogen in the biomass samples was carried
out simultaneously. The measurements were performed at the Elementary Analyzer Flash 1112
NCS. The measurement of carbon and nitrogen content in the organic sample was conducted by the
separation of nitrogen from organic matter in the gaseous form (N2) and carbon in the form of CO2.
The preparation and measurements were performed on the elementary analyzer equipped with a
chromatographic column separation of the mixture of obtained gases. The first step was to prepare
the dry, homogeneous sample. Inside the elemental analyzer are two quartz reactors: the first oxidation, the working temperature of about 1050 °C, designed for combustion of the sample and
the total oxidation of received products and the second – filled with filings of copper at a
temperature of 650 ºC, designed to reduce the nitrogen oxides to free atmospheric nitrogen N2. The
combustion gases (nitrogen and carbon dioxide) after adsorption of water in adsorbent are
transported by a carrier gas (helium) to column chromatography for their separation, then to the
detector in order to determine their concentration in the sample.
While the research on the experimental biogas plant every day were measured concentration
of methane, carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulphide and hydrogen in biogas by using two different
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portable gas meters. Daily, biogas samples were collected in glass vessels and transported into the
Institute for chromatography analysis.
Daily, samples of suspensions from biomass tank, hydrolyser, fermentor, and digestate reservoir
and were measured by using spectrothotometer.
3.

RESULTS OF RESEARCH FROM THE EXPERIMENTAL INSTALLATION FOR
BIOGAS PRODUCTION IN SZEWNIA DOLNA

In the course of research in the plant, the optimal parameters of substrates were determined
(fragmentation, supply frequency, frequency and intensity of hydromixing. The results for organic
and inorganic dry matter and the ratio of carbon to nitrogen (C:N) – using the elemental analyzer
were presented below table 1.
Table 1. The results of substrates analyses
Substrate
Manure on colza straw
Maize silage
Whey
Fresh grass
Grass silage

Dry matter %
21,7
36,6
6
18
20

Organic dry matter %
62,6
63,4
80
74
75

C:N
23,99
38,52
16
30

Daily samples of the liquid from the tank with biomass, hydrolyser, fermentor and digestate
were collected to designate the pH and concentration of the following components: Chemical
Oxygen Demand (COD), NH3, NH4+, Cadmium, Iron, Potassium, Manganese, Copper, NO3-, NO2,
Volatile Fatty Acids (VFA), Sulphides, Total Nitrogen, and Total Phosphorus (P, PO43-). In order to
obtain quantitative composition of samples, spectrophotometric analysis were carried out by using
spectrophotometer PF-12 and reagents NANOCOLOR. Spectrophotometer also functions as a
photometer (making photometric measurements for a specific wavelength of light). The sample of
processing water also were collected, in order to determine its chemical composition. The
measurement results from spectrophotometric analysis for COD was shown at below Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Graph of change chemical oxygen demand depending on the time
Using the portable gas meters were measured daily concentrations of CH4, CO2, O2, H2S, H2
in the received biogas. In the Institute of Nuclear Chemistry and Technology, the composition of
biogas samples were also measured using chromatographic analysis. The installation was equipped
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with temperature gauge (in fermentor and hydrolyser), and pressure gauge (measurement of biogas
pressure in the digester). The resulting concentration of CH4 in the fermentor using by portable gas
meters was 58% -69%, it was confirmed by chromatographic analysis. The result is the
chromatogram whereby based on the calibration curve, the percentage of carbon and nitrogen in the
burned organic sample is determined. The results are slightly better than in the literature data [8, 9].
The biogas contained H2S (540-1300 ppm). The results suggest that in the industrial
installation any increase of hydrogen sulphide can be adjusted by the addition into the fermentor
small amounts of iron salts. The amount of hydrogen does not exceed 1.5%.
4.

CONCLUSION

The hydromixing of suspension in hydrolyser and fermentor, which was applied and tested in
the experimental conditions in the biogas plant in Szewnia Dolna, provides the mixing in the entire
volume of the installation.
The analyzes of chemical composition of the substrates show that caution should be exercised
when composing the charge of hydrolyser in order to avoid a raw material, which may have
elements and chemical compounds that are inhibitors of fermentation. The origin, history and the
conditions of substrates storage should be monitored.
According to literature data [8,9], photometric analysis, showed a high decrease of COD in the
liquid digestate in comparison with the liquid from hydrolyser, which proves the correct course of
the anaerobic digestion.
Photometric analysis revealed the presence of acetic acid in liquid digestate, which has not
been sufficiently decomposed in the methanogenesis. It is recommended to extend the residence
time by recirculation of the liquid in the fermentor or use the next stage of fermentation in the
second fermentor, which will increase the yield of biogas in the process.
The measurements of biogas pressure and volume of biogas space allow to estimate the
biogas yield of about 0,35-0,46 m3/kg of dry matter, although the realization of process at a
temperature below 30ºC (36 ºC as recommended in the literature [4,5]). The presented results in this
paper will be used in the future to create engineering design assumptions for biogas plant.
The research conducted by the Institute of Nuclear Chemistry and Technology in Warsaw and
SEP Zamość will allow for the introduction of Polish technological solutions in the biogas industry.
The Institute of Nuclear Chemistry and Technology prepares engineering project, which are part of
the research phase – "System requirements of agricultural biogas plants and micro biogas plants”
within the framework of the strategic project – “Advanced technologies for energy”.
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ABSTRACT
Analysis of output of wind power plants and stand-alone wind turbines (WT) installed in the coastal region of
Lithuania and in continental part was done. It was established that factor Cp of WT was about 0.26, i.e. WT
used 26 % of all nominal installed capacity per year. The capacity factor mainly depends on climate
conditions of the WT site. Usually small WT are installed near buildings, where wind flow is interrupted by
the obstacles and roughness of the terrain. The investigation of climate conditions of WT sites in Lithuania
apparently showed that the selection of sites for installation of WT must be done more carefully. According
to investigation of climate conditions, it is possible to use about 30 % of nominal capacity of WT per year in
the coastal region of Lithuania, but more efforts must be put for the selection of WT installation sites. Also
the technical-economical evaluation of wind power plants is performed for different tower heights. Payback
period calculations are presented for different wind speeds and discount rates. Feasibility of wind power plant
development in Lithuania is analyzed.
Keywords: Wind power plants, wind energy

1.

INTRODUCTION

Due to decreasing space for wind power plant (WPP) construction in the seashore region,
construction of wind power plants is started in the mainland part of Lithuania. With the increasing
number of wind power plants, it is easier to compare them with each other. However, the payback
time of a wind power plant must be evaluated before construction of a wind power plant in any
place. This depends not just on wind speed in the selected territory, but also, on land rent
conditions, distance to the power grid and the need of an additional infrastructure, etc.
In case of economical wind power plant evaluation, it is also very important to consider the
fact that an average annual wind speed in different years can vary up to 30 % [4, 5].
2.

ROTOR EFFICIENCY
The kinetic energy (E) of air of mass (m) flowing at speed (V) can be expressed as
E=

m ⋅V 2
2

(1)

Since the density is the mass of unit volume, i.e. the volume can be defined as the product of
the cross-sectional area perpendicular to the wind (A) and the horizontal length of incoming wind
(L) which can be expressed as L = V ⋅ t . Then wind kinetic energy can be described as
E=

1
ρAtV 3 .
2

(2)

The power is the time rate of energy, therefore the rate of kinetic energy can be expressed as
E=

1
ρAV 3 .
2
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Note that a mass of air passing through the rotor per unit time is m while the rate of
momentum change is
. This momentum change creates the resulting thrust of the wind
turbine. Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of the wind turbine stream tube [2]. In this Figure, V1
and V2 represent upwind and downwind speeds, respectively at a considerable distance from the
rotor.

Fig. 1. Diagram of wind turbine stream tube [2]
Therefore, the rate of extracted kinetic energy can be expressed as follows:
P = m (V1 − V 2 )V avg .

(4)

While the rate of change in kinetic energy is
Ep =

1
m (V12 − V 22 ) = Wout .
2

(5)

Eqs. (4) and (5) should be equal, so the retardation of the wind before and after the rotor is
equal, therefore
V1 − V avg = V avg − V 2 .

(6)

Assuming that the direction of the wind across the rotor is axial symmetric and the velocity is
uniform throughout the swept area A, the power extracted by the rotor is:
2
.
P = ρAV avg (V1 − V 2 )V avg = ρA(V1 − V 2 )V avg

(7)

By simplifying the equation above it becomes:
P=

where α =

V2
V1

and

ρAV13
4

(α + 1)(1 − α 2 ); ,

(8)

(α + 1)(1 − α 2 ) are called “power coefficient”. Differentiating Eq. (8) and equating
2

it to zero, shows that the maximum value of α cannot exceed more than and the power will be
maximum at this value of α , i.e. when the downwind speed is one third the upwind speed.
Maximum power coefficient cannot be greater than 0.593. Therefore, maximum obtainable
wind power is 59.3% of the total available wind power. The extracted energy may well be put to
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useful work but, some may be spilled back into the wind as turbulence and thereby dissipated as
heat.
Comparison among wind energy and variation of the wind power plant capacity with
changing wind speed is presented in the Fig. 2. With wind speed exceeding 11 m/s [3], wind power
plant is operating at its nominal capacity, and its capacity is not increasing with the increase of wind
speed. When wind speed exceeds 25 m/s wind power plant is stopped in order not to damage its
elements.
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Fig. 2. Comparison between the actual output power of the wind turbine Enercon E-82 (2 MW) and
the wind power
3.

ECONOMICAL CALCULATIONS OF WIND POWER

Output of wind power plants depends on wind conditions of the territory. As WPP
technologies are expensive and investments to WPP constructions are large, economical viability of
the project must be estimated before planning starts. For this purpose, precise measurements of
wind energetic parameters must be made in the selected territory, wind energy resources must be
estimated and WPPs with adequate technical characteristics must be selected. Only when wind
speed measurements have been made and it is ensured that wind conditions are good enough,
investment requirements and payback time of the project can be evaluated.
WPP price usually constitutes a major part of all required investments (Table 1)
Table 1. Distribution of WPP construction costs [6]
1
2
3
4
5
6

Wind power plant
Preparation of the foundation
Grid connection and control costs
Land price
Access roads
Other expenditures (project, investigations and consulting)
Total:
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Expenditures for wind speed measurements, consulting, geological investigations, WPP
planning constitute a small share of the total project. It must be noted that precise wind speed
measurements and qualified analysis are one of the most important conditions for successful project
implementation, as even small inaccuracies of measurement data can cause large WPP energy
generation losses in the future.
It is important to consider project’s is technical feasibility, i.e., if grid connection is possible,
and soil is suitable for WPP construction, etc. All these factors can be related to additional
investments and even project termination.
Most important parameters causing WPP payback time is an average wind speed in the hubheight and feed-in tariff.
Payback time of the wind power plant (Enercon) was calculated using feed-in tariff of 30 LTL
ct/kWh and different tower height. The price of the wind power plant increases with the increasing
tower height, but wind speed is higher in higher elevations.
Calculations were performed using discount rates DR=5% and DR=7%.
Results show that payback time with tower height of 78 m and average annual wind speed of
7 m/s, reaches 12 and 10 years (DR is equal to, respectively, 7% and 5%). When average wind
speed in the height of 78 m is below 6,5 m/s, project payback time exceeds 15 years (Fig. 3, 4).
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Fig. 3. Wind power plant (Enercon) payback time with DR 5%
Payback time of the 138 m height tower is radically different from others due to much higher
construction costs.
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Fig. 4. Wind power plant payback period with DR 7%
4.

ANALYSIS OF THE CAPACITY FACTOR

Capacity factor of wind power plants is highest in winter months, and in summer months it is
almost 2 times lower than in winter (Fig. 5). Average annual capacity factor in Lithuania varies
from 0.23 to 0.36. Litgrid data base [1]. This depends on the place where the wind power plant is
constructed. Also, depending on the year, capacity factor of the same wind power plan can vary up
30 % [4, 5].
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Fig. 5. Variation of wind power plant capacity factor, 2011. 1 – Mockių WPP; 2 – Kreivėnų WPP;
3 – Akmenėlių WPP; 4 – Anužių WPP
Fig. 5 shows some of the best operating wind power plants. We can see that places suitable
for wind power plants can be found not only in the seashore region (line 3 – Akmenėlių WPP).
Which is about 170 km from the Baltic Sea. The capacity factor of this WPP was 0.29 in 2011.
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Annual capacity factor of the most efficient power plant (line 1 – Mockių WPP) in 2011 was
0.38, and it exceeded 0.5 – 0.6 in some months. This WPP is erected on the coast of Kuršių Marių
(Curonian Lagoon).
Kreivėnai and Anužiai wind power plants are not far from each other (20 km distance), and
this is evident in the capacity factor graph. Capacity factor of both these power plants is
approximately 0.28.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

With a discount rate of 7%, payback time of a wind power plant (Enercon) exceeds 12 years,
when an average wind speed at the hub-height is above 7 m/s, and electricity feed-in tariff is
30 LTL ct/kWh.
If the average wind speed in the selected territory is below 6 m/s, such project does not pay
back during its lifetime (20–25 years).
Capacity factor variation shows that there are suitable territories for wind power plant
construction out of the seashore zone. More measurements in the mainland part of Lithuania must
be made for this purpose.
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MODELING OF LARGE ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT UNDER ENERGY MARKET CONDITIONS
O. Kochukov, A. Mutule
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LV-1006 – Latvia
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ABSTRACT
Aim of this paper is to incorporate energy market principles in large power system modeling process. The
paper describes application of zonal (regional) energy price formation algorithms and interaction of power
systems on energy import/export issues. The developed methodology is implemented in LDM-TG (Latvian
Dynamic Model – Transmission and Generation) information technology, which was created and is being
improved by the Institute of Physical Energetics, Latvia. The information technology provides the
opportunity to perform dynamic optimization of system development together with operational state
calculations. The authors discuss the possibilities to optimize long-term sustainable development of large
electric power systems under energy market conditions.
Keywords - Large power systems, energy market, sustainable development

1.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past two decades a number of countries have decided to take the path of market
liberalization. Despite slight differences, the motivation for liberalization of the power sectors world
wide has shared common ideological and political reasons. In particular, a strong belief that the
success of liberalization in other industries can be duplicated in the power sector and a ‘need’ for
splitting the vertically integrated monopoly structures that traditionally have managed generation,
transport and distribution. The introduction of competition has been justified by the perceived
benefits of introducing market forces in an industry previously viewed as a natural monopoly with
substantial vertical economies. The breach of the natural monopoly character has been possible, in
turn, due to changes in generation technologies and improvements in transmission. Therefore the
motivation behind electricity liberalization is, in the long run, to promote efficiency gains, to
stimulate technical innovation and to lead to efficient investment.
Today’s electricity market can be based on two main pricing principles – nodal and zonal
pricing [1].
Nodal price is the sum of generation marginal cost, transmission congestion cost and cost of
marginal losses, and can be different for different buses (or nodes), even within a local area. Nodal
prices are the ideal reference because the electricity value is based on where it is generated and
delivered. However, they generally lead to higher transaction costs and greater complexity of the
pricing mechanism.
On the other hand, the zonal price may be different for various zones or areas, but is the same
within a zone, i.e. a portion of the grid within which congestion is expected to occur infrequently or
has relatively low congestion-management costs.
The most effective way of forecasting network’s behavior according to authors opinion is
computer modelling. This paper aims to implement zonal pricing principles in modelling of large
power system development process.
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2.

POWER SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT OPTIMIZATION PRINCIPLES

2.1. Criteria for decision making
The long-term economic design of the grid means to balance between investments and the
cost of maintenance, operation and supply interruptions, taking into account the environmental
criteria and other limitations. Flexible solutions which take into account future uncertainties, e.g.
generation limitations, uncertain load development, technical development, etc., should be selected.
In this evaluation socioeconomics as well as market functioning shall be included.
In tasks on technical systems development, variables are - development actions, but technical
criteria are - limitations, for instance links maximal capacity, etc. Usually, for development
optimization tasks following multiple criteria are defined: capital investments on one side of scales
required for actions realization, while on the opposite side there are gained benefits (operation and
maintenance costs reduction, overload reduction, new consumer’s connection, power supply
security improvement etc.).
Part of this gained benefit has monetary value but there are such benefits which can hardly be
evaluated monetary. Still to initiate optimization is required. The economic estimation of
development actions is a thorny task. The development actions must be estimated applying the
method which is named as economic life cycle concept. Capital contribution efficiency is estimated
observing operation, maintenance, and technical costs, caused by emergency situations/faults and
others. In development action estimation process, calculation of technical economic criterion cannot
be based on one-year figures. The criterion must reflect the whole economic life-cycle of the object.
The development optimization is hampered by the fact that it occurs under information
uncertainty conditions. It should be taken into consideration in the decision-making process, and the
appropriate methods have to be applied [2].
Economical criteria of optimization process includes: incomes for sold energy, investments,
maintenance costs, losses costs, energy production costs, unserved energy costs, ecological
penalties.
Technical criteria depends on the specific System. In dynamic models for development
optimization, limitations by technical parameters are observed not with strict constraint values, but
with so-called fuzzy constraint method. Applying fuzzy constraint method the objective function is
supplemented by additional criteria (penalty functions). Penalty function value within the limits is
not high, but as the distances expand, it increases considerably (Fig. 1).
Additional
criterion

Parameters (for example flow)
Constraint
Valid

Non-valid

Fig. 1. Fuzzy constraint method
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Above mentioned criteria are considered in objective function and used for power system
(PS) development plan selection. The major criterion of large technical systems (LTSs)
development process is management optimization target function which shall display and integrate
technical, economical, power supply reliability, ecological etc. parameters depending on specific
technical system. Let us designate this target function as system development process g quality
criterion and mark with F( T, g ). Target function is calculated by formula:
T

F (T , g ) = ∑ F (e (t )) ,

(1)

t =1

where

t
T
F (e (t ))
g

– development step serial number;
– number of development steps in estimation period;
– system quality criterion in development step t and state e (t ) ;
– development plan (process) e (1), e (2 ),  , e (t ),  , e (T ) .

For the estimation period of PS sustainable development optimization, T should be assumed
longer than the economic life cycle period. The relevant information for this period is uncertain;
therefore, the decisions made have to be specified regularly. In Fig. 2 is presented principal scheme
of decision making method under uncertainty.
tad
t
T

1

Fig. 2. Estimation (T ) and adaptation (t ad ) periods
2.2. LDM-TG information technology
LDM-TG software developedment started in last century and still continues. It is being
developed by Laboratory of Power System Mathematical Modeling for calculation of optimal
sustainable development of power systems [2].
Elaborating given information technology, the key target was to create new transmission
network and generation system development management concept and methods to validate the
made decisions when simulating situations and their respective probable consequences thus
forwarding background for optimal development plan selection. In order to ensure transmission
network and generation sustainability, it is necessary to precisely analyze consequences of the made
decision while developing project design of electric power system. Therefore, in design of this
information technology dynamic methods are utilized, enabling one to observe development process
and far perspective, if required, for the period up to 5 development steps – 20-30 years.
Important concept related to system economic analysis complex is possible (alternative)
actions. Generally, development action (D-action) reflects activity - new system object construction,
as well as existing objects extension, reconstruction and modernization. D-action is assigned along
with capital investments and relevant network elements (elements which are included or excluded
from the estimation calculation scheme as a result of the D-action). The D-actions are assigned by
user according to the specific task, experience etc [2].
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Technical system developement state (D-state) in optimization task is set of D-actions and is
specified by system graph, its element parameters and other technical, economic, ecological etc.
parameters. D-state in particular moment t may be defined as realized D-actions within the period
0..t:

e (t ) = e (0 )  {x (1)}  {x (2 )}  {x (t )},

(2)

where {x (t )} - all step 0..t realized D-action set.
D-state can be classified as technically valid or technically non-valid - if at least one technical
limit is not satisfied.
Power system development step (D-step) is time period when none of D-actions is realized system graph and its parameters are not changed. In D-step period it is assumed that annual
consumption of the first year of D-step, twenty four hours, seasonal and monthly consumption is
preserved for the period of all further years. Performing mathematical calculations, we assume that
all D-step period realized D-actions are realized simultaneously, going on from D-step t - 1 to Dstep t.
In estimation period which is divided into T D-steps, may be various D-states e ( t ). A
sequence of D-states e ( t ), if t = 1, 2, ..., t, ..., T, is called large technical system development plan
(D-plan), which will be marked with g ( k ). Graphical model of D-plan is guided path graph (see
Fig. 3).

e(0)

e(1)

e(2)

e(3)

e(t-1)

e(t)

Fig. 3. Large technical system development plan
The detailed description of D-plan calculation algorithm is given in flowchart of Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Flowchart of module Plan Calculation
re – Index of current operational state; rm - Number of operation states;
t – Index of current development step; TM - Number of development steps;
i – Index (ordinal number) of development plan; m - Number of development plans
Module D-Plan Calculation has tree loops: 1) external on D-plans; 2) D-step, were D-Step
e (t ) is formed; 3) central on operation state re , consist of calculation of load, power plant output
and annual costs.
It is necessery to mention that block Network scheme and parameter formation (Fig. 4)
includes generator ranking block that will be used further in this paper.
3.

INCORPORATION OF ENERGY MARKET PRINCIPLES IN LARGE POWER
SYSTEM MODELING PROCESS

3.1. Power plant output calculation
Algorithm of power plant output calculation deserves special attention in frame of given
topic. Flowchart of Fig. 5 gives an idea of ranking and loading of generators in energy market
conditions.
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Ranking of
generators
Go to first (next)
generator Gj

PG = PG + P (G j )

NO

PG = Pload
YES
End

Fig. 5. Algorithm of power plant output calculation and principles of power plant ranking
PG – generation capacity of whole system; Pload – load of whole system;
P( Gj ) – capacity of power plant i; C - Electricity price.
The first step of the algorithm is forming of input data, which include calculated system load
and ranking of power plants (or generators). Performing ranking, all generators of the system are
sorted by generation price, so that cheapest go first. Usually generation price is generator’s variable
production costs, however it can include also other components. The second step is generator one
by one loading (increasing variable PG) and checking the power balance of the whole system. If
generation capacity is equal to demand capacity, loading process is over, otherwise – the next
generator is loaded and process repeats.
Such approach enables to achieve minimal production costs for whole system, loading the
cheapest generators. However, there are also disadvantages of the algorithm. For example, distance
between generator and consumer is not considered, therefore it can happen that losses costs will
exceed difference in generation costs.
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3.2. Incorporation of zonal pricing principles in modelling algorithms
Another major point of implementation energy market in power system development
modelling is calculation of zonal electricity prices. In earlier versions of LDM-TG there was no
option to split model to zones by price, therefore it was impossible to model energy market. The
newest test version has possibility to manage up to 10 zones. At data input step the only input
parametr for zone is zone name. After zones are formed they can be used as one of the network
node’s parameters (see Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Zone formation and node data input in LDM-TG environment
In developed algorithm it is assumed that area electricity price is price of the last (most
expensive) generator which is needed in order to cover the system load. Therefore, different
operational states of the power system (e.g. day, night, spring, summer, winter etc.) can lead to
different prices of electricity in the same area due to changing load (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. Relation of zonal electricity price and load
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Operational states influence not only load, but also generation of the particular system. For
example, hydrological situation in spring is the best in terms of hydro power plant generation
capabilities, therefore zonal electricity price in that time would decrease, especially in regions with
high level of hydro power plant integration [3]. This is modeled with additional parameter of price
for each operational state.
LDM-TG zonal electricity price formation test algorithm itself is illustrated in Fig. 8.
Ranking of
generators

Go to first (next)
zone Zi

Go to first (next)
generator Gj

G j ∈ Zi

NO

YES

C ( Z i ) = C (G j )
PG = PG + P (G j )

NO

PG = Pload
YES

i = NZ

NO

YES

End
Fig. 8. Test algorithm of zonal electricity prices calculation in LDM-TG information technology
Zi –zone number i; Gj –generator number j; C – electricity price; PG – generation capacity of
whole system; Pload – load of whole system; P(Gj) – capacity of generator number j;
NZ – total number of zones.
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The given algorithm has two loops – on zones and power plants (internal). Similar with
algorithm of power plant output calculation, system load and ranking of power plants (or
generators) are entered as input data. On the second step algorithm is going to first zone and checks
all its power plants one by one. If power plant belongs to the current zone, the price of the power
plant becomes price of the current zone. Since power plants are sorted by generation costs, every
next generator has higher costs and costs of the last one will be maximal. At the same at every step
algorithm is checking if current calculated generation capacity is enough to cover the load of
current zone. If no, next generator is checked, otherwise – algorithm goes to next zone or ends
process if all zones are checked.
Formation of multiple zones with their generation costs has direct impact on results of
network development optimization by changing economic criteria. The main parameter which is
changed is electricity price (price what is be paid by consumer). In given information technology it
is assumed that electricity price is equal to generation costs of zone. Therefore profit of the power
plant is difference between electricity price and generation costs. According to this statement it can
be concluded that some power plants working under market conditions can operate with minimal
profit or without profit at all, as usually they are bidding only with variable production costs.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

Liberalization of energy market in the world is irreversible process. In order to follow the
innovations and better understand network current and future behavior it is necessary to have strong
instrument for modelling. LDM-TG is developing for more than 20 years and now enters the new
step – energy market modelling.
Good decision making policy have to be economically justified and sustainable due to huge
investments and plenty of related factors. This paper explains the power system development
optimization principles that remain valid also for energy market. However, particular changes in
methodology of some block calculation have to be done.
The paper explains the methodology forming electric power system zones, algorithms of
power plant output calculation and zonal electricity price formation together with its influence on
economic calculations.
These algorithms are in test mode at the moment. It is planned to test them by modelling
small imaginary networks, as well as big existing systems, such as ENSTO-E (United power system
of Europe, Scandinavia and United Kingdom).
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ABSTRACT
In the paper the latest statistics of middle voltage network power line failures and causes of these
failures are analyzed. The paper is based on the analysis of the Latvian statistical data, but these statistical
data are also compared with other countries' statistics, which is quite similar in most countries. It means that
information included in the paper can be widely used in any middle voltage electricity distribution network
reliability calculations and analysis all over the world.
In the paper possibilities to reduce number of failures using different methods are presented and also
compared quality of energy distributed through the network for two cases – when network is formed by
overhead or cable lines is also compared. This paper presents possibility to improve reliability of distribution
network using underground cables instead of OHL and also demonstrates that the perception that cable lines
are more expensive than overhead lines is wrong. Conclusions made on the basis of OHL and cable line fault
statistics analysis are of high importance for planning of reliability centred maintenance.
Keywords: power distribution faults, power system economics, power distribution lines, power system
reliability, costs

1.

INTRODUCTION

Growing interest to small scale renewable energy sources during recent years increased the
role of distribution network as a critical infrastructure for electrical energy usage in long-term
perspective. This makes reliability level of distribution network even more important and this
promotes bigger money inflow for reliability improvement of distribution system.
Actuality of the performed work is based on the fact that Latvian DSO (Distribution System
Operator) “Sadales tikls” is planning to replace 6000km of medium voltage OHL placed in forest
territory by underground cable lines in approx.30 years, replacing in average 200km of lines
annually. Taking into account the scale of so called “cable implementation program” and tendency
to require higher reliability values of power supply, burying cables instead of OHL should be
evaluated.
According to statistics [1–3], more than 80% of all power supply interruptions occur because
of outages and faults at the level of distribution network. Due to this, bigger attention should be
paid to this part of electrical networks.
There is a perception that the overhead power lines are much cheaper than cable lines.
However, the feasibility assessment indicates that this perception is wrong because it does not take
into account that the cable lines have lower maintenance costs and less frequent failure (in spite of
the high construction prices).
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Decision of feasibility study performance only for medium voltage distribution network (not
including low voltage network) was made because of bigger potential for total economical savings
of society (utility costs of reliability and customer costs of reliability). Customer costs of reliability
that occur in case of power supply interruption are potentially bigger in case if fault occurs in
medium voltage power line comparing to fault in low voltage line.
2.

COMPARING QUALITY OF ENERGY

Power quality is becoming increasingly important because of development of renewable
energy technology. Power quality affects by many factors, including type of power line. For
example, in cable lines there are no temporary interruptions but in OHL temporary interruptions are
frequent occurrence. Effects of temporary interruptions are voltage dips. Voltage dip is temporary
reduction of the r.m.s. (effective) voltage at a point in the electrical supply system below a specified
start threshold. Such voltage dips occur due to falling trees (because of storm or trees age), etc.
Voltage dip can be characterized by four parameters- voltage dip start threshold; voltage dip end
threshold, voltage dip duration and voltage dip residual voltage.
Voltage dip start threshold is r.m.s. value of the voltage on an electricity supply system
specified for the purpose of defining the start of a voltage dip. Voltage dip end threshold is r.m.s.
value of the voltage on an electricity supply system specified for the purpose of defining the end of
a voltage dip. Voltage dip duration time between the instant at which the r.m.s. voltage at a
particular point of an electricity supply system falls below the start threshold and the instant at
which it rises to the end threshold. Voltage dip residual voltage is minimum value of r.m.s. voltage
recorded during a voltage dip.
Although in cable lines there are no temporary interruptions but there are lot of mechanical
cable damage caused by digging. In OHL that type of damage does not exist. That is why from the
power quality and power reliability point overhead line and cable lines are comparable. [4]
3.

STATISTICS OF MV NETWORK POWER LINE FAILURES

6
5
4
3
2
1

year
Number of failure to 100km in Riga (Latvia)
Average number of failure to 100km in Riga

Fig. 1. Total number of failure to 100km in Latvia
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As can be seen from Fig. 1, total number of failure to 100km in Riga (Latvia) in the last 20
years is predictable because of small fluctation between 2.7 and 4.8. Over the past 10 years in Riga
(Latvia) average number of failure per 100km has decreased from 4.15 to 3.27 that can be explaned
by the fact that preventive measures to prevent damage to cable lines are effectively applied in
Latvia. [3]
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The Fig. 2 shows statistical comparison of cable failure in three different regions- NYC and
Westchester (USA), Texas and Dallas (USA) and Riga (Latvia). The average number of failure in
NYC and Westchester is 3.94, in Texas and Dallas (USA) is 4.38 but in Latvia only 3.60. The Fig. 2
also shows that in USA number of cable failure tends to increase but in Latvia decrease. This fact
can be explained by the fact that in Latvia is used more effective preventive measures for
decreasing cable failure and also by the fact that network of cable lines in Latvia are significantly
smaller than cable lines in USA and that is why in Latvia is possible improve cable lines more
quikly than in USA. [1-3]
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Fig. 2. Comparision of total number of failure to 100km in Latvia and USA
4.

ANALYSIS OF MV NETWORK POWER LINE CAUSES OF FAILURE

Failure of power lines may cause due effect of various factors. All these factors can be
divided into 4 groups- biological, chemical, physical factors and also weather conditions. These
factors are shown in Table 1. Biological and physical factors impact on both type of line (CL and
OHL), chemical factors impact on CL and OHL pole but weather conditions impact only
on OHL. This explains why failures in overhead lines and cable lines are different.
Table 1. Factors that causes power line failure
Biological
factors
Chemical
factors

Weather
conditions

Physical
factors

Animals
Vegetation
Humans
Contamination
Moisture
Ageing
Storms
Lightning
Outdoor temperature
Air humidity
Snow
Ice
Excessive load
Lack of maintenance
Wear out
Design
Manufacture
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In Fig. 3 are shown comparision of cable damage types in Latvia and USA. In Latvia more
than two-thirds and in USA less than half of all failure are caused by impact of mechanical factors.
This can be explained that biggest problem of cable lines in Latvia is
perfunctory and insufficient trained personnel servicing cable lines [1-3].
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Cable failure statistics in USA and Latvia
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Fig. 3. Comparision of cable damage types in Latvia and USA
5.

POSSIBILITIES TO REDUCE NUMBER OF FAILURES

Taking into account the fact that most cable damage are caused by biological factors, attention
should be paid to possibilities of implementation and improvement of cable lines installation and
exploitation. It would be advisable to revise existing standards with the aim of improving. Also the
number of cable damage can be reduced by improving training of network exploiting engineers.
Another possibility to reduce number of failures (especially for overhead lines) is replacement
of overhead lines with cable lines.
For comparison of economical performance of the networks, formed by two different types of
power lines, from construction, maintenance and fault elimination costs point of view, detailed data
about number of maintenance works, failure rates, costs of materials and work, etc. should be
known. These data are used in the algorithm of methodology for costs estimation (see Fig. 4.).
Brackets used in the algorithm’s diagram correspond to equation numeration.
In common situation expenses related with construction and exploitation of the network can
be calculated using (1). Equation (1) gives total costs of network for some period of time, e.g. 1
year or life time of power lines, taking into account power lines’ life time and different costs for
lines of the same type (OHL or cable lines) but different parameters, e.g. cross section.
n

C = ∑ (Ci + C mi + C fe.i ) ,

(1)

i =1

where C – total costs of network for some period of time [monetary units/time period]; Ci – total
construction costs of lines with parameters i [monetary units]; Cmi – total preventive
repair/maintenance costs of lines with parameters i [monetary units]; Cfe.i – total fault elimination
costs for lines with parameters i [monetary units]; i – number, corresponding to power line with
specific parameters; n – total number of lines with different parameters used for the network.
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Network’s technical information input
Calculation of power lines’ total length. Definition of
different type power lines’ parameters for all sections
Cost information input

Fault statistics input

Start of network’s cost evaluation calculations
Interest rate,
inflation, credit
usage time

Credit used?
Yes

Use NPV method for construction
cost calculations
Cables
used?
Yes
Use (2), (4) and
(8) for
calculations

No
Interest rate,
inflation, credit
usage time are
equal to „0” in (2)
No

Use (2), (3),
(5), (6) and (7)
for calculations

Calculation of total annual costs using (1)
Results

Fig. 4. Algorithm for cost estimation methodology
Total construction costs Ci for one year of line type’s exploitation period, in their turn, are
calculated using (2). The costs calculated by (2) consider that utility takes credit for constructing the
network. NPV method is used to get real costs in present day money value. NPV method includes
construction cost increase due to bank interest rate and cost discounting due to inflation. In case if
utility doesn’t take credit for construction of network, it will make changes in network using
available money (from tariff). As soon as construction costs will not stay at the same value and will
increase year by year, interest rate in equation (2) should be replaced by inflation value, because
costs will increase by value of inflation. In this occasion construction costs also should be
discounted with the value of inflation. Total construction costs in (2) are given for 1 year of
exploitation.
t

cr
 int 
C1kmi ⋅ li ⋅ 1 + r 
 100  ,
Ci =
tcr
 inf 
1 +
 ⋅ t ei
 100 

(2)

where C1kmi – construction costs of lines with parameters i [monetary units / km]; li – length of
lines2) with parameters i [km]; intr – interest rate [%]; inf – inflation [%]; tei – exploitation time of
lines (life time) with parameters i [years]; tcr – time of credit [years].
Calculation of preventive repair/ maintenance costs should be calculated separately for
overhead and cable lines because of differences in maintenance works performed. Equation (3) is
proposed for preventive repair/ maintenance costs evaluation of overhead lines, but (4) – for cable
lines.
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Cmi = N i ⋅ (Corg + Cop.s + Cm ) ⋅
+ li ⋅ 1000 ⋅ l pzi ⋅ Ccpz

1
⋅
,
pcp 2

li
+
100

(3)

where Ni – number of preventive repair works (maintenance works) during 1 year [monetary
units/(km*year)]; Corg – costs of maintenance works managing [monetary unit/preventive repair work];
Cop.s – costs of operative switchings [monetary unit/switching]; Cm – costs of materials used during one
maintenance work [monetary units /repair]; lpz.i – total protective zone length (to both sides of line) of
lines with parameters i (for OHL up to 20kV is 2x6.5=13m; for cable line 2x1=2m – according to [5])
[m]; Ccpz – protective zone maintenance costs (for hew of trees and bushes) [monetary unit/m2]; pcpz –
time interval between maintenance works performed in protective zone [years].
Cmi =

li ⋅ 1000 ⋅ l pz .i ⋅ Ccpz
pcpz

(4)

As in case with preventive repair/ maintenance costs evaluation, fault elimination costs of
overhead lines should be evaluated using different formulas, than those used for cable lines. Fault
elimination costs take into account costs of physical repair of damaged part of line, fallen trees
removal costs, preparation of required documentation and changes in existing documentation, etc.
In addition to this, calculations of fault elimination costs should be separated for different types of
OHL faults:
• in case of power line fault that has conducting wire interruption in all phases;
• in case of power line fault that has conducting wire interruption in all phases, damage of
insulators at closest poles and small damage of 2 closest poles;
• in case of power line fault that has conducting wire interruption in all phases, damage of
insulators at closest poles and fully damaged 2 closest poles.
The aim of case study was to estimate costs related to construction and exploitation of
network built by OHL or cable lines. To estimate the costs, calculation process was divided into two
parts for both types of networks:
• calculation of construction costs;
• calculation of annual costs.
When replacing existing OHL of the network with theoretical cable lines, cross section of
respective cables was selected in such way, that it ensures at least the same capacity (maximal
allowed current flow through cable) as overhead line.
To evaluate lifetime costs of OHL and cable line network, the part of real Latvian 20kV rural
distribution network (further – the network) was used. The network is formed mainly by OHL with
cable lines in some sections. It was assumed that the network is placed in 3 different environmental
conditions. Part of lines are located in forest, part of lines – along roads, but the third part – in
fields. Placement of lines was taken proportionally to placement of whole medium voltage network
of Latvia. Information about failure rates of OHL placed in different locations were taken from [9].
Table 2 and Table 3 provide information about type and carrying capacity (maximal allowed
current) values for the network’s most commonly used OHL and cables. Total length of lines of the
network is slightly above 280 km.
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Table 2. Types of overhead lines most commonly used in the network
Nr. of element
Type
Carrying capacity [A]
1
AS-25
130
2
AS-35
175
3
AS-50
210
4
AS-70
265
5
SAX-70
310

Table 3. Types of cable lines most commonly used in the network
Nr. of element
Type
Carrying capacity [A]
1
N2SY 3(1*240/25)
320
2
AOSB-20-185
280
3
OSB-50
135

Substation Nr.1

The network in normal operating state is powered from two 110/20kV substations. The
network also has some interconnections with other parts of distribution network for the purpose of
power supply reservation. In normal condition interconnections are opened and network operates
independently from other networks. Fig.5 schematically shows structure of the network. In Fig.5
“DP” corresponds to “Distribution point”.
DP
DP

Another network

Substation
Nr.2
DP
DP

Another
network

Fig. 5. Schematic scheme of 20kV rural network
In the case study there were studied two possible scenarios for network construction:
utility takes credit for construction of network and in such case construction costs for cable
line and OHL networks are calculated using NPV method. Taking credit for construction of
network usually is exceptional case for utilities. Interest rate for materials of both networks
was assumed to be 7%, but inflation – 3%. Calculation period was assumed to be equal to 30
years – lifetime of OHL. Lifetime of cable lines was assumed to be 45 years;
• utility makes reconstruction of network step by step (changes OHL to cable lines with small
portions). Such scenario is more common practice for utilities, because network construction is
closely related with reconstruction of existing network. In this case utility doesn’t take credit.
For these calculations it was assumed that prices for materials and labour will increase
proportionally to inflation and net present value of the costs will stay at the same level.
Actual costs of construction works were taken from Latvian DSO [6] and represent cost level
for year 2010. The costs include expenses for all materials, equipment and workers needed for
construction OHL or cable line and don’t include VAT (a value added tax). Information about costs
is given in Table 4.
•

Table 4. Costs of construction works
Type of line
Costs, EUR/km
20kV OHL
37766
20kV cable line
17620

Notes
For rural network. Asphalt price not included.
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Annual costs consist of maintenance and fault elimination costs. Maintenance costs are the
costs needed for annual preventive maintenance performance. Usually only cable lines don’t have
such type of costs. But exploitation costs, in their turn, are typical for both cable and overhead lines
and are related with elimination of outages. Annual costs are more complex comparing to
construction costs as they include different positions for different types of power lines.
According to [7, 8], number of maintenance works during one year period for middle voltage
OHL vary from 1 maintenance with duration of 40 hours for “35 kV OHL section with standart
length” [7] to 30 and 67 maintenance works with durations of 10 and 12 hours for 100 km of 10 and
35 kV OHL respectively [8]. Taking into account voltage level of network used in this study, 45
maintenance works per year per 100 km of line seems to be reasonable number.
Taking into account differences in nature of outages and damage made to OHL and cable line
during outage, these types of power lines include different positions of exploitation costs.
6.

RESULTS

Results of calculations are showed at Fig.6. Bars represent different types of lines – OHL and
cable lines and consist of different types of costs. At the base of bars (in blue) there are construction
costs, in the middle (in violet) there are maintenance costs and on the top of bars (in yellow) – fault
elimination costs.
800000
700000
600000
500000
Fault elimination costs
Maintenance costs
Construction costs

400000
300000
200000
100000
0
Cable line
without credit

OHL without
credit

Cable line with
credit

OHL with credit

Fig. 6. Annual costs for power lines of the network (with and without credit)
As can be seen from results cable lines have bigger proportion of construction costs, but OHL –
vice versa – annual costs. This can be explained by initial costs of lines and their reliability during
exploitation. It also can be seen, that if utility takes credit for network construction – costs of cable
network increase dramatically. But if utility does not take credit for network construction that is also
closer to reality, shows, that construction of cable network can be beneficial for utility from
economical point of view – difference between annual costs of the network exploitation is more than
3.4% (difference – 9260 Eur).
Evaluation of the real cable and overhead line formed network’s costs was made. Analysis of
two possible scenarios of investments in the grid showed, that investments made in network step by
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step, as it is usually done in practice, give economical advantage to cable line network comparing to
overhead line network.
Relatively small difference in annual costs of networks when credit not taken (only 3.4%) in
the whole distribution system level grows to big savings. One more aspect that gives advantage to
cable line network is almost full absence of transient failures that will reduce customer costs
dependant on reliability and will push area of optimal reliability level down – to smaller total costs of
reliability.
The results show that placement of underground cable lines instead of overhead power lines for
medium voltage distribution network is economically competitive and absolutely feasible because of
comparable total costs for utility.
Taking into account that difference in total costs between OHL and underground cable line
formed network are not big, usage of cables instead of OHL would be definitely reasonable only for
distribution network, as soon as medium voltage lines provide electricity to big consumers or a lot of
small consumers. In case of planning low voltage network reconstruction with OHL replacement by
underground cable lines, customer costs of reliability and load values should be definitely analysed
before making final decision.
7.

CONCLUSION

Evaluation of the real cable and overhead line formed network’s costs was made. Analysis of
two possible scenarios of investments in the grid showed, that investments made in network step by
step, as it is usually done in practice, give economical advantage to cable line network comparing to
overhead line network.
Relatively small difference in annual costs of networks in case of not taking credit (only
3.4%) in the whole distribution system level grows to big savings. One more aspect, that gives
advantage to cable line network is almost full absence of transient failures, that will reduce
customer costs dependant on reliability and will push area of optimal reliability level down – to
smaller total costs of reliability.
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ABSTRACT
The paper identifies 4 major contemporary challenges of power transmission expansion in modern world as
1) respond to the increasing power demand of customers; 2) replace the worn-out transmission grid
equipment by new ones; 3) provide the bulk power transportation for regional and continental electricity
markets; 4) ensure reliability and security of transmission grids.
The paper suggests the 3-component transmission expansion concept based on build-the-grid, outside-thegrid and inside-the-grid components where the first component refers to new physical grid capacities while
others to the management of grid users and control of grid equipment. The analytical review of new
transmission expansion approaches and technologies is provided. It covers the forward and real time
management of grid users (within outside-the-grid component) and smart control of transmission grid (within
inside-the-grid component). The scope of forward management includes distributed generation, demand side
management and distributed storage while the real-time management – demand response with original
classification to 6 product categories, and automated generation control. The concept promotes the “soft”
transmission expansion in the outside-the-grid and inside-the-grid directions and could be useful for
transmission system operators, smart grid developers and transmission grid users.
Keywords: electricity transmission, expansion, transmission grid, grid capacity, transfer capability, smart
control, grid user, demand-side, forward management, real-time management

1.

INTRODUCTION

Conventionally, the power transmission expansion concept is based on building a new
infrastructure of transmission grid, i.e. on introducing new physical grid capacities. It corresponds
to the simple principle as “A new line gives additional transferred megawatts in the specific
direction across the grid”. Actually, a physical capacity has a certain range (or, at least, margin) of
transfer capability depending on grid loading, load flow distribution and weather. Nevertheless, as
an opportunity to increase the transfer capabilities, the grid operational aspects were
underestimated, mainly because the build-the-grid approach was sufficient and practically available.
Historically, the power transmission systems were expanded rather freely, without
considerable land restraints for new transmission lines, substations and associated equipment. Also
the financing issues did not pose significant barriers and complications. Coincidently, with the end
of Era of Industrial Growth and transition into Information Era (about 1989) 1, the situation has
changed and transmission system operators faced a new reality: how to expand in the environment
of constrained investments and missing sites for new routes and substations? As experiences have
revealed over the last 2 decades, to permit, site, and construct the new transmission lines has
become extremely difficult, costly, time-consuming and controversial. The public pressure against
siting (placement) of new grid equipment, often approximate to the standpoint “NOT-IN-MY1

according to Robert T. Kiyosaki and Sharon L. Lechter, see their book Cashflow Quadrant: Rich Dad's Guide to
Financial Freedom (2000)
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BACKYARD“, is putting serious barriers for transmission grid expansion. It gives stimulus to
revise the conventional concept of transmission grid expansion and look for opportunities as how to
extract more transfer capabilities from the existing grid capacities.
2.

CHALLENGES FOR TRANSMISSION GRID EXPANSION AND SUGGESTED
CONCEPT

The continuous growth of power demand and the ensuing necessity to add new generation (by
extension of existing power plants and connection of new ones) raise a continuous challenge against
transmission system operators (TSO) or independent system operators (ISO) to expand the
transmission capacities in order to match them to the needs of increased energy transfers.
The second challenge arises from the aging and wearing-out of transmission assets. The grids
should be retrofitted, reengineered and replaced by new ones. The replacing capacities of
transmission lines can be installed with higher load-carrying ratings in the same routes (right-ofways).
Furthermore, operators also face the third challenge as to provide a technical infrastructure for
wide area electricity markets with bulk energy transits over several systems, i.e. to support
deregulated market unconstrained by transmission. Regarding the European Union (EU), it
concerns the Internal (Single) EU electricity market, a policy target based on consolidated panEuropean transmission grid (also called TEN-E, Trans-European network for energy). It gives a
strong momentum for transmission expansion in terms of reinforcement and extension of national
grids and cross-border interconnections, and enhancement of interoperability of the grids [1].
Finally, the forth challenge refers to operational security of transmission grid. The grid should
be expanded in a way ensuring the increasing demands for security and reliability of the
interconnected grid. The grid should be robust for the spread of disturbances, and transmission
congestions under “the bulk transportation across the Europe“.
To cope with the above-mentioned challenges, we assume that the new approaches to
transmission expansion, advanced transmission technologies as well as smart management and
control of transmission grids will be the major instruments, besides to the consistent regulatory
framework and appropriate investment policy measures, facilitating the TSOs, transmission
planners and other power sector stakeholders.
Here we suggest the following definition of transmission expansion: it is activities and efforts
to develop and extend the transmission capacities and transfer capabilities of transmission system,
by both building of physical grid capacities and optimized, smart management of those capacities
combined with interventions into behaviour of grid users. Furthermore, this concept is laid out in 3
components:
1. Build-the-grid component: strategic extension of grid, connection of new transmission
assets. It is conventional investment-related expansion;
2. Outside-the-grid component: smart management of grid users as power producers,
consumers and traders. It deals with energy-to-grid inputs (from user) and energy-from-grid outputs
(to user) in the transmission and distribution grids (in planning, scheduling and real-time control
phases);
3. Inside-the-grid component: scheduling and real-time control of grid’s configuration and
equipment.
The 1st component rests upon the planning and installing of transmission grid capacities, i.e.
equipment and infrastructure, including grid control and automation equipment with embedded
information and communications technologies (ICT).
The 2nd component rests upon the management of grid users, i.e. upon the measures applied
outside the grid. By means of co-ordination of loads (energy-from-grid outputs/energy-to-user
inputs) and generations (energy-from-user outputs/energy-to-grid inputs), the TSO can solve timeIII-134
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specified and location-specified transmission shortages, for instance, by creating counterflows on
tie lines congested by the cross-border exchanges.
The 3rd component addresses the elimination of transmission shortages through changes in
grid topology (configuration) and equipment set points, e.g. by regulating the VARs
injection/absorption of reactive power devices, changing the switch-on/switch-off states of circuit
breakers and switches, dynamic setting control for FACTS and smart relays, short-term operation
beyond parameter tolerances et al.
The expansion in the 2nd and 3rd directions can be qualified as “soft” approaches with zero
investments or, at least, minimal ones. Both components provide possibilities to get more transfer
capability from the invariant grid capacities.
The transmission expansion concept could be written by two conceptual expressions, for
medium/long term period T and real-time timescale t (moment, e.g. hour, half-hour), respectively:

∆TCT = ∆TCT

(1)

+ ∆TCT

MTCt = MTCt

(2)

+ MTCt

( 2)

( 3)

,

(1)

,

(2)

where ΔTCT – transfer increase of transmission grid over period T;
•

∆TCT – increase gained by introduction of new grid capacities (expansion in 1st
(1)

component);
•

∆TCT – increase gained by geographic planning of new regional generation, including

•

distributed one with incentive feed-in tariffs, and regional load levels, including various
demand side management programs (expansion in the 2nd component);
MTCt – marginal increase of transfer capability in timescale t with respect to operationdetermined value of grid capacities;

•

MTCt

(2)

(2)

– increase gained by scheduling and real-time control of generators and loads
(expansion in 2nd component);
( 3)
MTCt – increase gained by scheduling and real-time control of grid topology and
•
equipment (expansion in 3rd component).
In the following sections 3, 4 and 5, we provide the review of approaches and grid management
technologies which enable the increases MTCt ( 2 ) and MTCt ( 3) .
3.

OUTSIDE-THE-GRID COPONENT: FORWARD MANAGEMENT OF GRID USERS

The forward management of grid users is classified to the outside-the-grid component of
transmission expansion concept. Its rationale is to solve or mitigate the future lacks of transmission
capacities by strategic management of grid users, i.e. influencing ahead their energy-from-user
outputs (generations) and energy-to-user inputs (loads) in the specific zones of transmission grid
and in specific timescales. Essentially, the forward management aims at developing the future
guidelines for grid users as how to change their behaviour in exchange to some economic benefits.
The forward management is based on programs (plans) from medium-term (say, several
months) to long-term (several years) periods) working as strategies whose objective is the
modification of future patterns of generations and loads hosted by grid users. The programs will
address the grid users, both existing and potential, by sending them economic signals from the
transmission planner, TSO, ISO, distribution system operator (DSO) or other stakeholders
participating in the program. The signals should encourage the existing grid users to reshape their
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energy inputs and outputs, and the potential users – to establish themselves and to take the offered
energy use patterns for favourable tariffs, bill credits or buy-out services.
Actually, the forward management may incur some administrative and operational cost for
TSO/DSO to implement the incentive scheme. Anyway, these costs will be significantly lesser than
alternative investments into new physical capacities.
Hereafter the focus on grid users covers distributed generators, demand-side participants and
electricity storage units.
3.1. Distributed generation
The distributed generators might be considered all those connected to (“scattered across”) the
distribution grids. The large-scale deployment of distributed generation may actually change the
status of distribution grids from passive to active. It means that a power flow will be reversed;
instead of flowing only downstream the grid, from transmission system to customers, the power
may also flow upstream the grid, from generators, connected to medium and low voltage level up to
transmission grid.
To connect the new generators in area with weak transmission grids may be equivalent to
introduction of an additional transmission line. If forward management programs for distributed
generation succeed in establishing a lot of new producers, the net loading of distribution grids will
decrease or, at least, grow at less rate. Accordingly, some transmission capacities will be unloaded
and the construction of new capacities deferred. Thus the deployment of distributed generation can
be regarded as indirect transmission expansion.
The following categories of distributed generators seem to have good future prospects:
• renewables-driven generators; here the intermittent renewables may cause some gridintegration troubles for TSO/ISO/DSO;
• autoproducers, mainly industrial customers;
• in-house generators (including microturbines and fuel cells) of residential and other small
customers;
• microgrids;
• virtual power plants;
• grid-supportive generators owned by external business entities (conceivably energy service
companies) and connected to DSO or user’s grid.
Specifically, notion of microgrid refers to a low voltage network connecting several
customers with distributed generators, local electricity storage devices and some controllable (both
dispatchable and undispatchable) loads. A microgrid can work in islanded mode, i.e. as autonomous
system. Like a microgrid, a virtual power plant is a self-balancing corporate body consisting of
several members – distributed generators, autoproducers, customers and stationary energy storage
devices. However, different from a microgrid, these members are connected to the nodes scattered
across the grid and therefore build up only a virtual network, which, in fact, cannot function in
islanded mode.
In future, deployment scale of distributed generation may depend on the availability of
hydrogen grids. Fuel cells equipped with inverters would be connected to those grids and
permanently fed with hydrogen. We assume that fuel cells could participate practically in all
aforementioned categories of distributed generation.
According to controllability criterion, 2 types of distributed generators could be distinguished:
uncontrollable and controllable generators. The latter type will be contracted by TSO, ISO, DSO
for the real-time management purposes (see section 4).
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3.2.

Demand side management

The demand side consists of customers and retail suppliers. The reduction of the demand (i.e.
loads) can be viewed as generation of “megawatts“.
Historically, demand side management (DSM) appeared as a planning policy originally pursued
at shaving the peak loads in power systems in order to avoid or defer the construction of new
generation capacities. It was implemented by incentive long-term tariffs for customers. This policy
resulted in the appreciable shifts of loads from peak hours to off-peak periods, mainly in electrical
heating, air conditioning and some industrial processes in Germany [2] and United States [3].
The classical definition of DSM determines it as planning and implementation of electric
utility’s activities designed to influence customer uses of electricity in ways that will produce
desired changes in the utility's load shape [4]. North American Reliability Council (NERC) refers to
a broader definition: all activities or programs undertaken to influence the amount and timing of
electricity use [5]. Sometimes the energy efficiency aspect is emphasized: DSM aims at improving
energy efficiency which is reduction of kilowatt-hours of energy consumption for the same service
or activity, reduction of kilowatts of power demand or displacement of demand from peak to offpeak time [6]. The DSM for network purposes is specified by term network-driven DSM.
International Energy Agency (IEA) defines it as efforts to reduce demand on the electricity network
in specific ways that maintain system reliability in the immediate term and defer over the longer
term the need for network augmentation [7].
In the forward management of grid user inputs and outputs, the latter DSM notion is quite
appropriate. According to it, DSM is structured to load level management and load shaping [7].
Both constituents work as marketing instruments. Load level management mainly deals with
strategic electrical energy conservation (energy efficiency). Load shaping addresses the strategic
load shifting from peak hours to off-peak hours, load valley filling, identification and contracting
the controllable loads for real-time management. Both instruments definitely support the promotion
of distributed generation for end users, including micro-generators.
Load shaping programs certainly will be tariff-based. Here two major types of tariffs will be
offered: time-of-use and critical peak tariffs. First ones reflect daily and monthly variations in
electricity costs [8] or, in rewording, present the rate and price structures with different unit prices
for use during different blocks of time [5]. Time-of-use tariffs may also include rates for declared
capacity demand. The second ones represent the deterring (very high) peak prices for time blocks
with difficulties for TSO/ISO to overcome the expected peak demand.
Contrary to load shaping, the load levelling programs can hardly be based on tariffs, unless
the distributed generation (particularly, renewables-driven) is incorporated into energy
conservation. Being aimed at the end-use efficiency improvements that slow down the load growth,
those programs may even conflict to some extent with operator’s goals to transmit the larger
transits. On the other hand, the duties, tasks and specificity of TSO/ISO/DSO are not favourable for
intervention into customer’s preferences of electrical appliances. Introduction of energy-efficient
appliances into customer’s “yard” or his energy-saving behavior are better addressed by other
protagonists like energy agencies, municipalities, electrical appliances industry, energy service
companies, with some limited participation of operators and power utilities. Ultimate success of
those programs will rest with balancing the DSM protagonists' and customers' interests.
Besides to load level and load shaping management, third constituent of DSM concept could
be distinguished – demand response management. It deals with drafting and implementation of
demand response programs aiming at establishment of grid user subsystems that will participate in
real-time management of transmission system. Those grid users will provide various demand
response products for TSO/ISO/DSO (see section 4.2).
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3.3. Distributed storage
Distributed energy storage could be regarded as “minor” distributed generation. It is bidirectional (load/generation) electrical device with energy-to-user inputs in loading phase and
energy-from-user outputs in discharge phase.
Most likely the major application of distributed storage in forward management will be to
serve for peak shaving policies. Properly motivated by such programs (plans), end-users provide
themselves with storage devices to meet their loads in power system’s peak hours. Accumulated
during off-peak hours, the stored energy is converted to peak electricity and discharged respectively
in peak hours. The second application may be a higher reliability of supply: to use these devices as
back-up sources for autonomous electricity supply during interruptions in delivery from grid. Also
the third reason can be outlined – to add storage to own distributed generator, in particular driven by
intermittent resources (wind, solar), seeking to compensate frequent unavailability of generator.
Specifically, the microstorage for both individual end-users and microgrids seems to become a
reality in some 20 years.
Also the forward management of distributed storage may encourage both customers and
various business entities to acquire storage devices and become contractual ancillary service
providers of
• balancing services needed to keep system load and supply (generation plus imports) in
balance;
• congestion mitigation services needed to counteract local transmission congestions.
Battery energy storage seems to be major type of distributed storage. It is a chemical-based
energy storage set-up with shunt-connected voltage source converters capable of rapidly adjusting
the amount of energy injected to or absorbed from an AC system. It is assigned to the second
generation of FACTS controllers.
The modern superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) system for connection to
distribution and industrial grids is already available in a market. It is called D-SMES (distributed
SMES) system. Today it is acknowledged as a proven voltage regulation technology. A system
stores and instantaneously discharges a large quantity of power. It contains a superconducting
electromagnetic energy storage device with electronic converter that injects and absorbs real and
reactive power into/from the AC system. The converters predetermine the qualification of SMES
systems as FACTS controllers.
Having started with voltage stability and power quality problems for large industrial
customers, SMES systems are extending their scope of application into reliability and transfer
enhancement in transmission system.
Specifically, a SMES system can be transported on standard truck trailers, with one 250-kW
system per trailer. The inverters provide up to 2.3 times nominal instantaneous over-current
capability and can also be configured for continuous VAR support. Each 250-kW trailer operates
independently, improving reliability. Six SMES systems have been installed for pilot application
recently in the Midwestern United States [9].
It can be expected that SMES technology will evolve to considerably bigger unit storage
capacities. Consequently, the systems will be connected directly to transmission grid.
Compressed air energy storage (CAES) is a modification of the gas turbine technology, in
which low-cost electricity is used for storing the compressed air with subsequent release to drive a
turbine in high-cost hours or generation shortage situations. The air can be stored in an underground
cavern, but options of underwater storage and on-ground tanks are also considered. Intermittency of
wind generation is another factor acting as a driver for CAES. The CAES is increasingly analyzed
as a technology supplementing wind power generation and increasing its value.
Recently there have been only 2 operating CAES plants – in Germany (390 MW) and in the
USA (110 MW). Plants of such a scale can be market players. According to [10], if CAES plants
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operate both on the spot market and the regulating power market, they may be feasible, i.e. their
operation may be cost-effective. Moreover, small-scale CAES may also have a future. Some authors
even consider that micro-CAES with man-made air vessels is a more adaptable solution than largescale CAES with geology-dependent underground caverns [11].
4.

OUTSIDE-THE-GRID COPONENT: REAL-TIME MANAGEMENT OF GRID USERS

Same as the forward management, the real-time management of grid users is also assigned to
outside-the-grid component of transmission expansion. It covers the load, distributed generation
and storage subsystems established (i.e. identified, organized into some groups and even contracted)
by forward management programs. This management deals with the energy-to-user inputs (from
grid) and energy-from-user outputs (to grid) done intentionally by the users for the grid needs, i.e.
to counter both regular and irregular transmission shortages (both scheduled and contingent) in real
time. Transmission shortages may be caused by unavailability or loss of transmission equipment
due to overloading, congestion, outages, bottleneck on the cross-border interconnections and other
triggering events.
This management is based on TSO/ISO/DSO interventions on energy-to-user inputs (loads)
and energy-from-user outputs (generations).
Controllable (by the operator) outputs and inputs may be classified to dispatchable and nondispatchable. As regards dispatchable ones, operator intervenes by switching and changing them
directly, i.e. without user involvement. Considering non-dispatchable ones, interventions cover the
rescheduling actions (operator changes the load, generation and storage/discharge patterns initially
scheduled by their hosts) and the respective notifications (recommendations or instructions) to the
grid users (users implement the notified changes in operational hour). To increase the
controllability, the operators should contract the hosts of controllable inputs/outputs as ancillary
service providers.
Uncontrollable inputs and outputs can be considered as the real-time price pressure on grid
users. The users are offered to take the convenient spot prices or to obviate inconvenient ones by
changing their energy-from-grid inputs and energy-to-grid outputs within the specific timescales.
4.1. Automatic generation control
As known, the major functionality of automatic generation control (AGC) systems operated
by TSO/ISO is to provide the secondary reserve services in individual control areas. AGC systems
could be extended by additional generators including tertiary reserve units called on for elimination
of irregular transmission shortages in operational hour. Here the inclusion of distributed generation
and storage as well as customer loads into AGC system might be an opportunity. As a matter of
fact, it will require the high-intelligent ICT to be integrated into power system on a large scale in
order to carry out the automated monitoring, decision-making and coordinated control of multiple
new reserving subsystems and units.
4.2. Demand response
The demand response and its products is rather a recent concept. In accordance with
American viewpoints [13] as well as some international ones [7], demand response is rather a
subcategory of DSM, which represents its real-time segment. Nevertheless, European Commission
prefers the parallelism of both categories [12]. Anyway, we see the concept presented by North
American Reliability Council as the most comprehensive: “Demand response is designed to change
on-site demand for energy in intervals from minutes to hours and associated timing of electric
demand/energy use (i.e. lowering during peak periods) by transmitting changes in prices, load
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control signals or other incentives to end-users to reflect existing production and delivery costs”
[13]. It could be noted that this concept includes the aspect of network-driven DSM (see section 3.2)
as it refers to “delivery costs”.
We suggest the following categorization of demand response products:
1. Direct load control. It deals with dispatchable loads established during implementation of
DSM programs. The direct switching of loads is carried out by TSO/ISO/DSO dispatching centres
and remote grid controllers. This product provides operator with firm amounts of demand that could
be immediately disconnected to mitigate the transmission shortages.
2. Interruptible loads. They cover loads under direct control and undispatchable loads, the
latter being manually reduced or disconnected by the customers themselves in accordance with
contractual provisions, either after a notice from operator or without it.
3. Load shifting, including peak shaving and valley filling. Load shifts are scheduled by TSO
for the customers who agree to change their load schedules for the next day or intra-day hours in
accordance with contractual arrangements. Customers switch their loads manually.
4. Real-time pricing. It is based on occasional spot prices for the next day or intra-day hours.
The TSO/ISO offers them to customers, individually or via power exchange (electricity auction),
with expectations to attain their response in load curtailment, shifting or increase, respectively. Such
a response is absolutely subjected to customer’s willingness.
5. Load curtailment bidding. It is based on customer’s downwards-regulation bids for his load
submitted to TSO/ISO (balancing auction). The customers offer amounts of load curtailments,
timescale (hours) and specific prices for the next day or intra-day. TSO/ISO buys out the
appropriate bids on competitive basis and subsequently the selling customers manually perform the
curtailments. This product is equivalent to upwards-regulation by tertiary reserves.
6. Distributed generation control. TSO schedules the level of customer’s generation (or
aggregated load, e.g. of virtual power plant or microgrid) for the next day or intra-day hours. The
product also may include direct control of customer’s generation or operator’s call for generation
change.
All aforementioned demand response products (with exception of real-time pricing) can be
regarded as balancing services provided by the demand-side in the framework of certain balancing
mechanism. Here the consolidation of balancing market and intra-day market seems to be a
promising cost-effective approach [14].
5.

INSIDE-THE GRID COMPONENT: SMART CONTROL OF TRANSMISSION GRID

As said in section 2, the real-time (on-line) control of grid equipment in transmission systems
can be viewed as 3rd (inside-the-grid) component of transmission expansion. Like a real-time
management of energy-from-grid outputs and energy-to-grid inputs, it is a “soft” (operational)
expansion and aims at the gain of momentary or short-term transmission margin. It will solve
transmission shortages, the dominant proportion of which will be taken by unscheduled (contingent)
situations. The control technologies in this area will rely on distributed automation, distributed
intelligence and extended communications, all 3 drivers widespread across the transmission and
distribution grids.
The real-time control consists of central (remote) and decentralized (distributed, local)
segments. Proportion of decentralized segment will progressively extend, with accompanying
enhancement of coordination of distributed controllers on “peer-to-peer” basis. Along with it, the
hierarchy of control will persist: the central control segment will send permanently schedules,
queries, guidelines, notifications, instructions and direct control orders to decentralized one.
With the growth of embedded intelligence, the grid will approximate to the smart grid that
monitors, thinks, acts, self-repairs and adjusts to respond quickly to customer needs [20]. Hence, the
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transmission expansion will be only one of advantages of smart grid, along with the improvements
in grid security, reliability, cost-effectiveness, integration of renewables, and market liberalization.
Intelligence into the grids will be embedded through IED (intelligent electronic devices),
computers of control centers (masters, hubs), various intelligent controllers (including FACTS as
well), smart meters and real-time simulators.
Communications between smart controllers, automation devices, customers and generators
will be multi-directional, of “end-to-end” type and based on various physical media. The present
and future capability of the internet technology is estimated to be insufficient. The amount of data
transfer will bring the communications to the level of intensive data traffic. The digital information
will be sent via wired media like twisted pairs (copper cable), telephone line, coaxial cable, fiberoptic cable, power line carrier and broadband over power line. Wireless media will include radio,
cellular, wireless fidelity (Wi-Fi), satellite and microwave. Accordingly, the common
communication protocols will be developed and adopted [13].
The real-time monitoring technologies will provide dispatchers and smart controllers with
information enabling them to make the adequate on-line solutions of transmission control. In
addition to conventional SCADA/EMS (supervisory control and data acquisition/energy
management system), the new monitoring technologies are on the horizon as Wide Area Monitoring
Systems (WAMS), Wide Area Protection Systems (WAPS), advanced metering infrastructures (a
new generation of automated meter reading systems), and various telemetering systems including
those with temperature sensors on current-carrying transmission elements.
As known, thermal rating of a line corresponds either to conductor’s damage limit or critical
line sag, i.e. the minimum conductor clearance to ground or on-ground objects. Usage of the static
thermal ratings often accounts for the underutilization of thermal limits of the conductors in
overhead lines. The idea to use the line’s actual capacity margins that fluctuate in accordance with
air temperatures, solar radiation, precipitations and wind velocities was offered 30 years ago [15].
Based on real-time measurements of conductor temperatures, this idea was named dynamic thermal
rating approach. Only nowadays the real spread of this approach is getting to start, mainly because
of the developments in smart temperature sensors and transfer technologies of sensed data.
The effectiveness of the dynamic rating approach was recognized by a number of cases. In
Buffalo Ridge region (South Dakota, USA), wind power park’s production was frequently curtailed
on windy days, because it was assumed that the static thermal rating of nearby transmission line of
115 kV was too low to support the power transfer in case of contingency in the region. The realtime monitoring of this critical line revealed a significantly higher transmission capacity during
periods of maximum output of wind power park and justified park’s operation without curtailments
[16].
To release the overloading and eliminate risky operation in vicinity of thermal limits, the
smart grids are expected to redistribute power flows by moving a portion of flow from overloaded
paths onto underloaded ones. Such a redistribution (rerouting) will be based on integrated decision
combining the control of grid equipment and energy outputs and inputs. Grid equipment control
refers to the control of circuit breakers and other change-over-switches (including feeder reclosers
and sectionalizers at distribution level), control of setpoints of FACTS, HDVC links, transformers
and conventional reactive power devices.
The automatic grid reconfiguration can be performed as static, with pre-set sequence of
switching procedures, or as dynamic, if coordinated by automatic reconfiguration controller [17].
Thus the grid automation will yield a new functionality when the grid itself optimizes its
configuration [13]!
The roll-out of smart metering will contribute to on-line control of grid loads [8]. A lot of
utilities already benefit the automated meter reading systems, ranging from selected customer
groups to entire residential areas. Advanced metering infrastructure as a new development of
reading systems is coming with a considerably higher level of automation. Namely, its two-way
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communication enables advanced applications, like automated demand response and information
system to support distribution automation [18]. Here a smart meter functions like a sensor for
several distribution applications. The smart metering will be capable to perform connect/disconnect
functions and to provide data for direct load control and grid reconfiguration solutions.
Furthermore, a smart meter may be envisaged in future to automatically participate in electricity
market (day-ahead, intraday) and buy the cheaper energy for customer’s certain appliances which
are directly controlled by a meter!
Also smart metering is entering the SCADA systems. SCADA started to extend down from
transmission to distribution level. The so-called SCADA/DMS (distribution management systems)
monitor and control the switches on remote sections of medium voltage feeders. According to some
estimations [19], the scale of feeder automation in North America was recently less than 20% only.
Meanwhile majority of HV/MV (high/medium voltage) substations, 60-80%, were considered as
automated with SCADA/ESM. The further extension of SCADA system will step down up to the
customer level (say, SCADA/CUSTOMER systems, the common term is not proposed yet).
Smart grid will enable TSO/ISO/DSO to get more power out of the existing grid
infrastructure, to decrease the unscheduled power flows (inter alia, loop flows), to support the
scheduled flows and maybe to approach the on-line control of AC power flow magnitudes and
directions on the selected transmission lines and corridors!
6.

CONCLUSIONS

Nowadays the transmission system operators and planners face, at least, 4 challenges for
electricity transmission expansion:
• respond to the increasing power demand of customers;
• replace the worn-out transmission grid equipment by new ones;
• provide the bulk power transportation for regional and continental electricity markets;
• ensure reliability and security of transmission grids.
Conventionally, the grid expansion concept was based on introduction of new transmission
equipment, i.e. on build-the-grid approach. Nevertheless, in the modern world, the expansion of
physical grid is strongly impeded by the land restraints for new transmission lines and their
financing problems.
In the suggested 3-component transmission expansion concept, the build-the-grid component
(strategic expansion) is supplemented by the outside-the-grid component (management of grid
users) and inside-the-grid component (real-time control of grid equipment). The 2nd component
(addressing the forward and real-time management of grid users) and 3rd one (control of
transmission grid) are aimed at the additional transfer capabilities under the same grid capacities.
The analytical review of the approaches and technologies within the 2nd and 3rd components
specifies the measures as how to implement the components.
Smart grid targets and enabling technologies will particularly contribute to the transmission
expansion in outside-the-grid and inside-the grid components. Also smart technologies will reduce
difference between the transmission and distribution grids.
The promotion of network-driven demand side management and demand response
strengthens the emerging grid-user-centric approach to transmission grid. The categorization of
demand response products as suggested in the paper may bring the demand response closer to
transmission expansion needs.
The suggested concept may be interesting for transmission grid operators, planners,
traders, grid users and other electricity sector stakeholders. It may encourage them to address
outside-the-grid and inside-the-grid components. The stakeholders also may benefit the reduced
or avoided investment-to-grid cost.
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ABSTRACT
As we know, high bandwidth wireless local area networks are gaining popularity. This paper offers a cyclic
model of a wireless vehicular network and presents a bandwidth calculation of each network node. When
assessing the performance of a wireless LAN, it is especially important to consider how this LAN will be
used. When analyzing wireless networks, there arises a need to evaluate the whole network or a part of it.
Whole Vehicular network, discussed in this work, consist of three layer networks. When analyzing wireless
networks, the theory of queues net is used. During the research involving analytical methods, wireless
network performance characteristics of various types were assessed.
In fact, the cyclic model was developed which is applicable to determine data transfer rate depending on the
number of moving objects in the area of the wireless base station. In this article it was found that bandwidth
of depending on the distance to the base station. Buzen’s method was used for the cyclic closed network
IEEE 802.11n performance calculation.
Result of experiments, the mathematical models for cyclic Vehicular wireless networks were selected as the
ones to be used for choosing an optimal method of performance evaluation for Short range Vehicular
communication network.
Keywords: (Cyclic model, Buzen’s method, Vehicular network, IEEE 802.11n)

1.

INTRODUCTION

Vehicular networks are a novel class of wireless networks that have emerged thanks to
advances in wireless technologies and the automotive industry. Vehicular networks are
spontaneously formed between moving vehicles equipped with wireless interfaces that could be of
homogeneous or heterogeneous technologies [1].
Vehicular network can be deployed by network operators and service providers or through
integration between operators, providers, and a governmental authority. Recent advances in wireless
technologies and the current and advancing trends in ad hoc network scenarios allow a number of
deployment architectures for vehicular networks, in highway, rural, and city environments [3].
The standard IEEE802.11p enables a wireless access to vehicular environment. 802.11p
functions in the 5.9 GHz range; this technology permits access to navigational options, multimedia
information and also telemetry. For design of a wireless network that would work by 802.11p
standard, more expensive equipment is required than for other IEEE wireless network standards like
IEEE802.11n. The significant improvement of 802.11n standards comparing to previous standards
is the raw data rate of the wireless channel up to 600 Mbps – more than twenty-fold improvement
over 27 Mbps of IEEE802.11p maximum data speed.
Goodput is the application level throughput, delivered by the network to a certain destination,
per unit of time. The amount of data considered excludes protocol overhead bits as well as
retransmitted data packets.
In this article a mass service Markov networks (queue networks) model is researched.
For start, let’s define the most important designations for mass service theory [10].
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Every system of mass service is defined by three main parameters:
• Distribution of time interval probabilities between two incoming queries.
• Distribution of service time probabilities.
• Control method of each following waiting time.
2.

CYCLIC SYSTEM MODEL

An approximation of received experimental data leads to conclude that base station’s packet
processing intensity is not a constant value. The base station’s packet processing intensity is a
function of [vehicles] distance till base station as it is shown in Fig.1.

Fig. 1. Experimental goodput in wireless network with one router depending on distance to the
mobile client in the stationary and dynamic modes
Let’s investigate a closed network which consists of M independent nodes with N incoming

queries. Distribution is exponential with the parameter µ i According to this research the speed of
vehicle movement on highway is characterized by density. The placement of vehicles per meter [1, 2]:

k 
ϑ = ϑ0 1 − 
(1)
 kC 
Where, k c – maximal permissible flow rate, k – flow rate, and ϑ0 – initial vehicular movement
flow rate. Let’s assume that the area of interaction between vehicles and base station can be divided
into M intervals. Let’s provide a number of trespassing vehicles per second for each interval
according to query intensity and processing. If the interval length equals S i , and vehicle movement
speed equals ϑi , then the intensity of vehicle service by road interval equals [6, 7]:

µi =

ϑi

.
(2)
Si
Vehicles pass all M intervals successively, and the total number of vehicles in the base station’s
range of operation is N [8]. Entering the base station’s range of operation from the zero state (a lack
of connection with the station) the vehicle finds itself in the zero state again. Such a system can be
described in a form of a closed cyclic mass service system network with M service devices, N
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queries and exponentially distributed service time. Query service intensity in the i-th interval equals

µi , as show in Fig. 2.

1

µ1

2

3

µ3

µ2

λ

4

5

µ5

µ4

1

.
..
N

Fig. 2. Closed cyclic system
N vehicles are entering the base stations operating zone, with initial velocity of zero after that
velocity grows exponentially [9], as show in Fig. 3 and Table 1.

ϑi = ϑo (1 − e −αr ) .

(3)

Where r – distance to base station, ϑ0 – 60km.h.

Fig. 3. Speed of vehicle
Table 1. Vehicle speeds
i
m

Zone 1
40

(

)

ϑi

60 1 − e −0.01275⋅40 = 23.97

µi

µ=

ϑ
S

=

23970
= 0.166
3600 ⋅ 40

Zone 2
80

Zone 3
120

Zone 4
160

Zone 5
200

38.364

47

52.198

55.315

0.266

0.326

0.362

0.384

Due to the periodic nature of this model x1 = 1 and the next step is calculated as following:
x2 =

µ1
µ
µ
, x3 = 1 ,..., xM = 1
µ3
µM
µ2
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In closed networks of queues, and provide a technique that can be implemented as a computer
program. Then probability of query (vehicle) distribution among service devices (road intervals):
µ N − n1
1
⋅ n 1 nS
Pn1 ,...,nM =
(5)
G ( N ) µ 2 2 ⋅ µ s ...µ MnM
Where G(N) – normalizing constant, µ - intensity of vehicle service, resulted from adding up
and equating to one all probabilities or by Buzen’s method [3].
Vehicle service intensity will depend as from initial velocity at entering the road segment as
from the density of vehicle placement on this segment.
In the practical results we will calculate the base station performance at variable client count. In
our case the 200m long base station operational zone is divided to 5 zones, 40 meters each, the third
zone being the most adjacent to the base station, as it is show in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. 200 meter segment consisting of 5 zones
Convolution algorithm (Buzen’s algorithm) – one of the most effective methods for closed
network analysis, as show in Table. 2. Its name depicts the method of estimating the normalizing
constant G (N ) from Fi (k i ) that is analogous to convolution of two probability functions[4].
k

G (k , n) = ∑ F ( j , n)G (k − j , n − 1)
j =0

k = 0  K , n = 1 N then if n = 1 , G (k ,1) = F (k ,1) .
Estimation of G (k , n) is shown at Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Convolution matrix
Algorithm for the Matlab is shower in Fig. 6:
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Fig. 6. Buzen’s algorithm for Matlab
Table 2. Buzen’s matrix
N
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

x1
1

x2
1

x3
1

x4
1

x5
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1.624
2.013376
2.25634662
2.407960290
2.50256722
2.56160195
2.62142632
2.59843961
2.63577002
2.644720492

2.133
3.099073
3.83377478
4.35935165
4.72147721
4.96483385
5.125540046
5.2303262
5.29800606
5.341405577

2.592
4.288801
5.80233444
7.022623161
7.94486124
8.61152516
9.078230094
9.39723381
9.61133638
9.753008975

3.025
5.598626
8.2265395
10.584714765
12.52804273
14.03616766
15.155890691
15.95973448
16.52190141
16.906992285

The probability of ith road segment being busy is expressed by equation:
G ( N − 1)
.
P{ni ≥ 1} = xi
G( N )
3.

(7)

ESTIMATION OF DATA TRANSFER

We will build a network with the first node we represent vehicles generating packets for
processing in base station [5].
Average number of moving vehicles, competing for resources of base station is calculated in this
manner:
E [ni ] = ∑ MK=1 ( xi ) K ⋅

G( N − k )
.
G( N )

(8)

Depending from vehicles distance from base station, packet processing rate and packet
processing rate in base station will be different. Each vehicle in sub-zone can exchange packets with
base station with intensity λ . The β for ith region is obtained from measurement results as illustrated
in Fig. 1, estimated as time spent travelling vehicle’s location to access point. This is packets
service intensity in access point, when vehicles are located in ith zone.
Using the M/M/1//N i , model for every sub-zone i, we find the probability of base stations
idleness [9]:
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 E (ni ) λ
P0 (i ) =  ∑  i
 k =0  β i

−1

k

E (ni )! 

 .
 ( E (ni ) − k )!

(9)

Goodput of a station providing service for the region i can be obtained from this formula and can
be seen in the Fig. 7:

Fig. 7. Goodput for moving vehicles at N=5 and N=10
Goodput for zone i:

η i = (1 − P0 (i ) )β i .

(10)

Summary goodput for 802.11n at N=10 will be:
η = ∑η i = 3244

packets
sec .

This way the performance of base station is revealed to be connected with traffic parameters as
well as with the characteristics of base station to vehicle data transfer system.
CONCLUSION
In this research experimental data is presented, about data transfer rate in wireless networks of
IEE802.11.n standard connecting moving objects. Based on the experimental data mathematical
patterns were developed binding characteristics of vehicular flow with characteristics of data
transfer system. The work presented a simple scheme to compute the maximum goodput of
IEEE802.11n for cyclic system network, which the most popular in vehicular network at the
moment.
Based on the received data a conclusion can be made that base stations performance appears to
be connected as with traffic parameters as with parameters of data transfer system.
In the given research model real data transfer rate estimation was developed, considering the
dependence from the number of moving objects located in base stations operational zone. As can be
seen in Fig. 7, the data transfer rate on the first road segment with 5 vehicles is 900 packets per
second, and 1000 packets per second with 10 vehicles. In the four other road segments data transfer
rate is approximately 455 packets per second, this is influenced by vehicle distribution that in turn
depends from the vehicle speed. Proceeding from these results, real data transfer rate will depend
from the number of objects interacting with base station and their distance from this station.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes control applications for air handling systems commonly found in rooms climate control.
The basic processes such as heating, cooling and ventilation are presented individually then combined into
typical air handling systems.
HVAC systems in buildings must be complemented with a good control scheme to maintain comfort under
any load conditions. Efficient HVAC control is often the most cost effective option to improve the energy
efficiency of a building. However, HVAC processes are nonlinear, and characteristics change on a seasonal
basis so the effect of changing the control strategy is usually difficult to predict.
The use of optimization and adaptation principles in regulation systems permits to construct the most modern
automatic room climate control systems. However, under different conditions systems can produce different
results, so developers face a new challenge – a choice of the most effective adaptation method under certain
circumstances. This task of method choice was solved by a dynamic modulation in Simulink MatLab
environment that produces many detailed characteristics of algorithm choice, by simulating operating
regulators.
Process control is an efficient expression of improving the operation of a process, the productivity of a plant,
and the quality of products.
The paper proposes a simple and fast method for calculating the parameters of PID controller, using the
results of the calculation, by experience, can quickly and almost certainly set the parameters of PID controller
and display system for stable operation and the required level of climate control in the room. It is important
for engineers who serve the system is already working HVAC.
Standard PID-regulator was included in the research model.
Keywords: (Room temperature, PID regulator, Simulink MatLab)

1.

INTRODUCTION

HVAC systems in buildings must be complemented with a good control scheme to maintain
comfort under any load conditions. Efficient HVAC control is often the most cost effective option
to improve the energy efficiency of a building. However, HVAC processes are nonlinear, and
characteristics change on a seasonal basis so the effect of changing the control strategy is usually
difficult to predict.
Process control is an efficient expression of improving the operation of a process, the
productivity of a plant, and the quality of products. Nowadays, the demand for accurate temperature
control and air ventilation control has conquered many of industrial domains such as process heat,
alimentary industry, automotive, industrial spaces or office buildings where the air is cooled in
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order to maintain a comfortable environment for its occupants. One of the most important problems
involved in heat area consist in the desired temperature control and consumption optimization.
A modern process control system is often structured as shown in Fig. 1. As illustrated in this
figure, sensors and actuators are connected to controllers via control networks. A sensor provides
measurements and status of a physical property, e.g. the flow in a pipe associated with the process.
Based on the measurement from sensors, the controller determines any adjustment in the actuators
that is needed to maintain the process at a target value [2].

Fig. 1. Control system structure
2.

THE STANDART PID ALGORITHM

PID is the most widely used control algorithm in industrial process control. As shown in Fig. 2,
the controller compares the process variable (PV) with a reference setpoint (SP). The error is then
processed to calculate a new output to bring the PV back to its desired SP. PID stands for
“proportional, integral and derivative” components of the algorithm. Each of the three components
performs a different task and has a different effect on the functioning of a system. Their outputs are
summed up to produce the system output.

Fig. 2. Control algorithm in industrial process control
It is often advantageous to make a comparison with the open-loop system, since that shows
what would happen using the simplest kind of control. Indeed, the open loop requires no sensors
(for example temperature, pressure, humidity etc.) and is thus much less costly to build and
maintain than the PID system. If the PID system did not perform so much better, it might not be
worthwhile [3].
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Fig. 3. Step Response for PID and Open-Loop Systems
Though there are many variations of PID algorithms, in its non-interacting form without rate
limiting and all actions based on error, the equation for standard PID algorithm is:

de(t ) 

Output = Kp e(t ) + K I ∫ e(t )d (t ) + K D
dt 


(1)

Where KP, KI and KD are the proportional, integral and derivative gains, respectively. E(
In its digital form, the software implementation of the PID algorithm is based on the sampled
data for its PV (process variable) being provided on a periodic basis. e(t) in Fig. 3 means number of
errors during the reaction system.
3. DYNAMICS OF AIR-HEATING SYSTEM
To explore the application of PID controllers to the room temperature control system, we
highlight consider a single-zone heating system, as shown in Fig. 4. In general, since the responses
of the AHU (air handling unit) are faster than those of the controlled room, the dynamics of the
AHU may be neglected for all practical purposes. Thus, as will be seen later, this rough assumption
may be fairly validated. The model, however, possesses the important elements (the controlled
room and the AHU) to analyze the air-heating system.
With this system, the room air temperature is measured with temperature sensor. The output
signals from the sensors are amplified and then fed back to the PID controllers. Using the errors
defined as the differences between the setpoint value (θ0) and the measured values of the controlled
variables (θ), the PID controllers generate the control inputs for the actuators (the supply air
damper) so that the errors are reduced. The AHU responds to the control inputs (fs) by providing
the appropriate thermal power to the supply airflow it means there are another actuator – i.e. heating
coil valve and we have double action. Air enters the AHU at a warm temperature, which increases
as air passes the heating coil.
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Fig. 4. Overall structure of a single-zone heating system
4.

ROOM TEMPERATURE CONTROL MODEL

Simplifying this thermal system to be a single-zone space enclosed by an envelope exposed to
certain outdoor conditions is of significant interest to treat the fundamental issues in control system
design (Zhang 1992, Matsuba 1998, Yamakawa 2009). This simplified thermal system (the room
temperature model) can be obtained by applying the principle of energy balance:

C

dθ
= ws (θ s − θ ) + α (θ 0 − θ ) + q L
dt

(2)

where C – overall heat capacity of air space [kJ/ ºC],
α – overall transmittance room factor [kJ/min ºC],
qL – thermal load from internal heat generation [kJ/min],
ws – supply air flowrate [kJ/min K],
ρ – room density of air [kg/m3],
θ – room air temperature [ºC],
θ0 – outdoor temperature [ºC],
θs – supply air temperature [ºC].
The physical model derived in Eqation 2 can be used for numerical simulations. The first term
on the right-hand side is the heat gain which is controlled by the supply air flow rate. The second
term is the heat gain through the room envelope, including the warm air infiltration due to the
indoor-outdoor temperature differential. The third term is the thermal loads from the internal heat
generation (people or items having a large specific heat). In this simplified model, any other
uncontrolled inputs (e.g., ambient weather conditions, solar radiation and interzonal airflow, etc) are
not considered. It should be noted that all variables such as θ, θ0, θs, qL and ws in Equation 2 are
obviously the function of a time t. For the research simplicity the time t is not presented, the time is
constant. When realizing a digital controller, a deadtime exists between the sampling operation and
the outputting time of control input, thus ws , namely supply air flowrate, includes a deadtime.
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5.

PID TUNING

Ziegler-Nichols method:
Ziegler and Nichols developed technique for controller tuning in the 1940s. In our research we
used this method, because it is the most common in HVAC to determine PID controller parameters
for system. The idea was to tune the controller based on the following idea: make a simple
experiment, extract some features of process dynamics from the experimental data, and determine
controller parameters from the features. In this method, the open loop unit step response of the plant
(the controller is disconnected from the system) is measured and approximated by small straight
lines usually given a form as shown in Fig. 5. In HVAC used also CHR (Chien, Hrones and Reswick)
method to determine parameters, but we will use this method to researc our system in featur.

Fig. 5. Plant unit step response
The tangent, in the point of the curve where the first derivative receives its maximum value is
drawn (point of inflection). The dτ, T and K parameters are calculated below:
delay time: td=t1 –t0,
response time: T= t1 –t0.

K=

gain

y∞ − y0
u∞ − u0

where u is action time.
The rules of Ziegler- Nichols method for the extraction of PID parameters are as shown in
(Table 1).
Table 1. Controller`s parameters by Ziegler- Nichols method

Controller
P
PI
PID

Parameters
K
T
Kτ d
0.9T
Kτ d
1.2T
Kτ d

Ki

Kd

τd
0.3
2τ d

0.5τ d

It has to be noted that a major disadvantage of the Ziegler-Nichols method for HVAC systems,
is the undesired effect of oscillatory behaviour on a set of systems.
Relay Feedback:
The experiment used in the Ziegler-Nichols frequency response method, where the gain of a
proportional controller is increased until the system reaches instability, gives the frequency ω180
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where the process has a phase lag of 180° and the process gain K180 at that frequency. Another
way to obtain this information is to connect the process in a feedback loop with a relay as shown in
Fig. 6. For many systems there will then be an oscillation, as shown in Fig. 7, where the relay
output u is a square wave and the process output y is close to a sinusoid. Notice that the process
input and output have opposite phase and that an oscillation with constant period is established
quickly [1].

Fig. 6. Process in a feedback loop with a relay

Fig. 7. Many systems oscillation
6.

SIMULATION

This article created a simulation in which the input signal is the temperature in the room Fig.8.
As a mean of control, classic PID controller is used. To maintain the desired temperature in the
room used actuators which meet the principles of building a system of regulation indoor climate.
System actuators include: the frequency inverter, which regulates the fan speed, the feed air
into the room, the air valve to regulate the flow of air into the room and the heating coil, which
carries out maintenance of necessary temperature heating of the room upon request.
This system meets the minimum requirements to maintain indoor climate. The transfer
functions for actuators were chosen close to real design performances. [4].

Fig. 8. Room climate simulation model
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Changing the input parameters, the temperature of air supplied to the room with the calculation
and selection of the coefficients of the PID controller led to a change of air supplied to the premises,
as well as thermal energy. These changes, allows to maintain the desired room temperature 22ºC,
when the request is for heating the room was administered when the temperature drops below 16ºC
in the room. In the simulation carried out shows the reaction time for the stabilization of the system
at the required level of temperature in the room, as well as the output of the system on a stable
operation at different coefficients of PID. Thermal conductivity rooms and the influence of external
factors in the simulation were not considered.

Fig. 9. PID characteristic of the process
As a result, we have simulated the temperature characteristic of the transition process. The
graph shows that an arbitrarily chosen coefficients PID roughly similar to the characterization of the
transition process, which is calculated by the Ziegler-Nichols method.
7.

RESULTS

In the above model of the overshoot is 5%, which is a valid value. An experimental method we
have achieved, what would a system without overshoot, this increased the integral coefficient Ti =
700s+1/700 and differential component decreased in 2 times Td = 5s+1/s+1.

Fig. 10. PID characteristic of the process without overshoot
With an increase of the differential coefficient Td = 700s+1/140s+1, the system becomes less
stable, the overshoot of the system increases and is 10%.

Fig. 11. PID characteristic of the process with overshoot
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CONCLUSION
Research show the influence of the parameters of PID controller to work HVAC system as an
example of temperature regulation in place, the results give us an idea of the system to maintain the
required temperature at various selected parameters of the PID controller. The correct choice of the
PID control parameters allows us to effectively manage the executive mechanisms that support the
desired room temperature, which leads to a reduction in energy consumption and stable operation of
the system as a whole. Was shown the fastest and most common method for tuning the parameters
of PID (the Ziegler-Nichols method). There can be vast differences in the results produced by
different tuning procedures. The quality of the tuning is very much dependent on the compatibility
of the tuning method with the plant behavior and the performance goals (Fig 9 and Fig. 11).
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ABSTRACT
In European Union, the energy consumption in buildings accounts for 40% of total energy consumption. This
sector is expanding, which is bound to increase its energy consumption. Therefore, the reduction of energy
consumption and the use of energy from renewable sources in the building sector constitute important
measures required to reduce the Union’s energy dependency and greenhouse gas emissions. In order to
construct the energy saving buildings („nearly zero-energy buildings“), it is necessary to evaluate the
dynamics of climate impacts. Therefore, one of the goals is to compose the Lithuanian hourly dynamic
reference meteorological year. For this reason, we have to analyze the principles of composition of the
reference meteorological year and practices of this subject in other countries. According to LST ISO EN
15927-4, the reference (average) meteorological year has to be composed by using the hourly long-term
database of essential climate parameters: dry bulb thermometer temperature (ºC), global solar radiation
(W/m²), relative humidity of air (%) and wind speed (m/s). After construction the Lithuanian TRY will
enhance the accuracy of prediction of thermal-hygric state of building envelopes. Also this model will allow
to evaluate the impact of building‘s thermal inertia to average duration of heating season of building, energy
use for heating and cooling, prediction of average date for beginning and ending of the heating season. It
could be used in building design and modeling, scientific research.
Keywords: reference meteorological year

1.

INTRODUCTION

In the countries of the European Union, energy consumption in the building sector accounts
for 40 %. As this sector is expanding, the energy consumption increases resulting in the increase of
greenhouse gas emissions. The reduction of energy consumption and the use of energy from
renewable sources in the building sector are important measures which are necessary to reduce the
EU’s energy dependence on the countries exporting energy feedstock and greenhouse gas emissions
[1, 2].
When Lithuania joined the EU, according to the provisions of the Directive 2002/91/EC, the
country has committed to increase the energy efficiency of buildings taking into account outdoor
climatic and local conditions as well as indoor climate requirements and cost-effectiveness. This is
being attempted through the implementation of energy-efficient buildings (nearly zero energy
buildings) from 2020 [3] which would be designed in accordance with the provisions of the
Intelligent Energy-Europe programme (IEE) [4]. Partly this can be done by optimizing the building
envelopes. Seeking to achieve this objective, it is necessary to properly assess the dynamics of
meteorological conditions that determine the proper selection of the building envelopes in order to
ensure, with a certain confidence level, the microclimate categories of the building premises [5].
The design and selection of systems for heating, ventilation and air conditioning in our days
are implemented by use of the software that models the microclimate of the building, parallely
assessing the energy needs of the building. The dynamics of meteorological conditions affects the
results of building modelling and design. But Building Climatology [6] of the Building Code of the
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Republic 156-94 provides limited quantities of climatological parameter values. These
climatological values are insufficient for accuracy assessment of the dynamics of meteorological
conditions in the design and selection of heating and ventilation systems of the building.
Therefore, it is necessary to generate the Lithuanian Test Reference Year TRY. The annual
model requires the hourly value of climatological parameters. This set of the basic climatological
parameters will consist of the following values: dry-bulb air temperature (DBT), direct normal solar
irradiance and diffuse solar irradiance on a horizontal surface (DSR), relative humidity (RH), wind
speed (WSP) at a height of 10 m above ground. In some certain cases, such parameter values as the
thickness of snow cover, soil temperature, CO and CO2 concentration, particulate matter content,
etc. would be necessary. Ongoing changes in the climatological parameter values have a significant
impact on power of the heating and ventilation systems, duration of the heating season and for
energy costs.
2.

THE EVOLUTION OF DYNAMIC STANDARD CLIMATE

The annual model of the climatological parameter values of the Test Reference Year (TRY)
for the calculation of the building energy demand is composed of 365 days that consist 8760 hours.
The rates of these parameter values must be close to the multi-annual average values. Over the past
50 years several annual models of this type were proposed throughout the world.
One of the first arrays of climatic parameter values Test Reference Year (TRY) was generated
in North America in 1976. It was constructed by the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) for
building simulation and energy calculations, but the source data of this standard model TRY did not
contain the climatic parameter values of solar radiation. The selection of method was the main
problem for the construction of the standard array TRY. The selected method distinguished the
years with the most extreme values of the months which have maximum or minimum average
monthly temperature values. The selection principle was based on the rejection of years with the
highest and lowest average monthly temperature until the last one year remains. After the selection
of months in accordance with the method described above, the array of 12 months is formed which
became „Historical Climatology Standard“ for the 1948-1975 period. The data of the standard
annual model array (TRY) are published and describe the synoptic situations of 60 areas in the USA
[7, 8].
New climatic parameter values were introduced in 1981, the array of Typical Meteorological
Year (TMY) was constructed. This array was constructed by the joint forces of laboratories, the
National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) and Sandia National Laboratory (SNL). The array of
climatic parameter values of TMY consists of 12 typical meteorological months. Typical
meteorological months (TMMs) were selected from the multi-year climatic values of the 1952-1975
period [9, 10]. This statistical analysis method is based on four climatic parameters: dry bulb
thermometer temperature, dew point temperature, global solar radiation on a horizontal surface, and
wind speed values. Actual solar radiation values of the USA are given from only 26 meteorological
observation stations, and values of this parameter were recalculated for other 208 meteorological
stations by evaluating the type of cloud, and its duration. The months were selected in accordance
with the complex Finkelstein-Schafer statistical method [13], by evaluating the coefficients of
different weighting factors for the climatic parameter values: total solar radiation of respective
month -12/24; dry bulb thermometer temperature of respective month, dew point temperature and
wind speed values – 2/24; maximum and minimum daily dry bulb thermometer temperature, dew
point temperature value -1/24. The calculated rates of values of selected months with weighting
factors were close to the multi-annual observational values. Thus, the TMY array consists of arrays
of selected different months. Later, the TMY array was updated with new versions TMY2 [11] of
the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) with new 1961-1990 period characterizing the
synoptic situations of 239 areas in the USA. National Solar Radiation Data Base NSRDB developed
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TMY3 [12] array with new periods: 1976-2005 30 years, 1991-2005 15 years, 1998-2005 8 years.
These versions updated and combined periods of the TMY arrays which characterize the synoptic
situations of 1400 areas in the USA.
In 1985 American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers
(ASHRAE) approved the research work for development of a set of climatic parameters - Weather
Year for Energy Calculations (WYEC), which is intended for building energy calculations. This
climate model was designed by using the hourly values of climatic parameters of the 30-year period
[14].
The essence of the method is appropriate data selection for WYEC formation. It is necessary
to assess each month of the year as the actual month with hourly climatic parameter values, the
average dry bulb thermometer temperature value of which would be the closest to the average
temperature of that month during the 30-year period. If the average monthly temperature value
differs on 0,1 ºC value from the multi-year observational average values, single days of this month
of the next year are adopted, so that deviations from the average multi-year temperature value
would not exceed the value of 0,1 ºC. (9) The month selected in this way will have the climatic
parameter values of the days of that month but of different years. The WYEC data were prepared in
51 North American locations, 46 locations in United States and 5 in Canada. [15] Later, NREL
updated the set of data array WYEC of the climatic parameter values by creating a new version of
the climatic data model WYEC2 [16].
The array of the climatic parameter values of Canadian weather for energy calculations
(CWEC) consists of 12 typical meteorological months. The months were selected in accordance
with the complex Finkelstein-Schafer statistical analysis method, as with the TMY method but only
evaluating the coefficients of different weighting factors in determining the climatic parameter
values. The climatic parameter values measured in 145 meteorology stations were used for the
construction of the Typical Meteorological Year TMY model. (17)
The array of the climatic parameter values of the International Weather for Energy
Calculations (IWEC) consists of typical meteorological months selected from the 1982–1999 period
and characterizes the climatic conditions in 227 locations in the USA and Canada. The months were
selected in accordance with the complex Finkelstein-Schafer statistical analysis method and by
evaluating the coefficients of different weighting factors in determining the climatic parameter
values [18, 19].
In 2005, according to LST EN ISO 15927-4:2005 (Hygrothermal performance of buildings Calculation and presentation of climatic data - Part 4: Hourly data for assessing the annual energy
use for heating and cooling) [20], the Test Reference Year (TRY) model (pattern) is intended for
calculating of the annual energy consumption of a building. This TRY model is similar to the TMY
model. Climatic, dry bulb thermometer temperature, solar radiation, relative humidity and wind
speed parameter values are relevant to the model construction. TRY model includes the months
with the least deviations from the average values, the characteristic month is selected according to
the statistical rate value FS [13, 20]. International standard recommendations on development of the
TRY model in each case are evaluated individually. It depends on climatic conditions, specific
terrain defined by geographical latitude, longitude, as well as terrain altitude above sea level,
building type, the accuracy of measuring the multi-year climatic parameter values during
observations in meteorological stations and the duration of data capture period.
TRY model is developed in Italy, France, United Kingdom, Ireland, Belgium, The
Netherlands, Denmark, Portugal, constructed under the rules in force in the European Union. With
the small differences for TRY model construction applied in Turkey, Russia, Slovakia, Slovenia
[21].
Some countries of the world present their own standard climate construction methods in
addition to the above reviewed.
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Joseph C. Lam developed the Typical Meteorological Year TMY pattern for Hong Kong. The
TMY model is constructed for the 16-year period (1979-1994). The principle of the TMY model
construction differs from the original TMY developed by the joint forces of laboratories, the
National Climatic Data Center (NCDC), Sandia National Laboratory (SNL), as they have
differences in monthly statistical sampling procedures. The TMY model was designed by using the
hourly values of climatic parameters and the nonparametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, but not the
average climatic parameter values and the Finkelstein-Schafer test. [22].
Currently, Lithuania has no standard dynamic climate model for the energy cost prediction,
building design by simulation, duration of the heating season, selection of power of the heating and
ventilation equipment.
3.

CLIMATIC ZONING IN LITHUANIA AND METEOROLOGICAL DATA

The territory of Lithuania is located in the climatic zone of middle latitudes and, according to
the B. Alisovas‘ classification of climates, is attributed to the south-western sub-area of the Atlantic
continental forest area. Only the Baltic Sea coast climate is closer to the Western Europe climate
and could be ascribed to the separate climate sub-area of the Southern Baltic (23). Due to the
different distribution of climatic conditions, the territory of Lithuania is classified into four districts
and ten sub-districts (Fig. 1). Each of these districts has its own dynamics of meteorological
conditions. For this reason we have chosen the fifteen meteorological stations representing these
sub-districts. The climate parameters recorded in these stations are going to be used for the
construction of the Lithuanian TRY.

Fig. 1. Meteorological stations and climate zones of the territory of Lithuania
The data of sequences of the meteorological parameter values are statistically interdependent.
The main subject of discussion is the period of observation of climatic values which evaluates those
factors of statistical effects of recorded values which determine the statistical parameters values.
According to the guidelines and recommendations of the technical regulation [24] of the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO), the standard climatic norms are created for the 30-year
period. Climatological data averages are calculated for the following consecutive periods of 30
years: from 1 January 1901 to 31 December 1930, from 1 January 1931 to 31 December 1960, from
1 January 1961 to 31 December 1990, from 1 January 1991 to 31 December 2020.
For the construction of the Lithuanian TRY, the 1961-1990 period of time equal to 30-year
cycle is adopted in accordance with the provisions of the WMO. The construction of the Lithuanian
TRY requires the main measured hourly values of climatic parameters: dry bulb thermometer
temperature, air relative humidity, solar radiation, wind speed at a height of 10 m above ground
(20). All the climatic data is provided by the Lithuanian Hydrometeorological Service.
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The climatic parameter values of dry bulb thermometer temperature and air relative humidity,
wind speed were recorded four times a day every six hours (01, 07, 13, 19) during the period from
01.01.1961 to 31.12.1965, during the period from 01.01.1966 to 31.12.1990 – eight times a day
every three hours (00, 03, 06, 09, 12, 15, 18, 21). Actinometric observations of solar radiation in
Lithuania have been performed since 1955 at Šilutė and Kaunas meteorological stations, six times a
day every four hours (0.30, 6.30, 9.30, 12:30, 15:30, 18:30), at mean solar time. The hourly values
of climatic parameters of direct solar radiation on the surface perpendicular to the direct beam,
diffuse solar radiation and total solar radiation are recorded by the self-recording devices.
The construction of the TRY model requires the hourly values of climatic parameters
characterizing the local meteorological conditions. In Lithuania, the hourly values of both total and
diffuse solar radiation were measured only at Kaunas and Šilutė meteorological stations.
Meteorological conditions correlate with each other, and for this reason, the city of Kaunas was
selected as representing the average Lithuanian climate.
4.

PRINCIPLE OF TEST REFERENCE YEAR

4.1. “Best” months to form the reference year
The test reference year has to be constructed according to the Standard LST EN ISO 159274:2005 [20]. The TRY for Kaunas is constructed by using the hourly values of climatic parameters
p, where p is the dry-bulb air temperature (DBT), direct normal solar irradiance and diffuse solar
irradiance on a horizontal surface (DSR), relative humidity (RH), wind speed (WSP) at a height of
10 m above ground. (20)
For each climatic parameter p, the values of daily average, p of are calculated from hourly
values of the 30-year period (1961-1990). For each calendar month, the cumulative distribution
function Φ ( p, m, i ) of the daily average parameter p is calculated by sorting all the values of the
data set (total period) in.
For each year, from the data set, the cumulative distribution function F ( p, y, m, i ) of daily
means within each calendar month is calculated by sorting all the values for that month and that
year in ascending order.
For each corresponding calendar month, the Finkelstein-Schafer statistic for parameter p, for
each year of the data set is used Eq. (1):
n

FS ( p, y, m ) = ∑ F ( p, y, m, i ) − Φ ( p, m, i )

(1)

i =1

For each calendar month, the individual months are then ranked from the multi-year record in
order to increasing size of FS ( p, y, m )
In the same order, for each calendar month and each year, there are separate categories of
climatic parameters – dry bulb thermometer temperature, global solar radiation, relative humidity of
air.
For each calendar month and each year, the separate ranks for the three climatic parameters
are added.
For each calendar month, out of three months with the lowest overall rating, the wind speed
deviation of the monthly average from the corresponding values of wind speed averages of multiyear calendar months is calculated. The month with the lowest wind speed deviation is chosen as
the selected month. The month selected in this way is included into the composition of the standard
year model of dynamic climate.
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The calculation must be performed for each month and for each climatic parameter p,
according to the following principle of the processing the stream of statistical data analysis.
4.1. The principle of the processing the stream of statistical analysis data
K (i )
N +1
J (i )
F ( p,1961, January, i ) =
n +1

n
FS ( p, y, m) = ∑ F ( p,1961, January, i ) − Φ ( p, January, i )
i=1

Φ ( p, January, i ) =

 FS ( p,1961, January ) 
 FS ( p,1962, January )


 FS ( p,1963, January ) 

.


 FS ( p,1990, January )

1.FS ( p,1970, January ) Vg (1970, January)

2.FS ( p,1979, January) Vg (1979, January)
3.FS ( p,1996, January) Vg (1996, January)

4.2

1979, January

Smoothing between months

The hourly values of climatic parameters – air temperature and relative humidity – of selected
twelve characteristic months must be evenly combined with each other in order to avoid a sudden
drop of values between the end of one month and the beginning of another one. The wind speed and
direction change during the day, the value of total solar radiation is equal to zero at midnight,
therefore, the values of these climatic parameters between months are not being adjusted. The last
eight hours of a month and the first eight hours of a day of the subsequent month are adjusted by
linear interpolation, through the even distribution of the values between months. The cubic spline
method can be applied in order to make the values of the climatic parameters between months more
clear.
5.

KAUNAS TEST REFERENCE YEAR

The construction of the TRY model requires the hourly values of climatic parameters
characterizing the local meteorological conditions. These climatic data are submitted by the
Lithuanian Hydrometeorological Service. The TRY model is constructed in accordance with the
procedures introduced in Chapter 4.
Fig. 2 shows the DBT and RH values of climatic parameters in Kaunas: the day average
values were calculated using the hourly values of the 1961–1990 period of time equal to 30 years.
In order to construct the standard climatic annual model, 12 months were selected in
accordance with the Finkelstein-Schafer statistical method [13]. Also the distribution of general set
of average cumulative function of parameter values is compared with the partial cumulative
distributions, thus the differences in frequency of particular parameter values are determined.
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Fig. 2. Annual dry-bulb air temperature and relative humidity for Kaunas. The Figure on the
left shows the air temperature and the figure on the right shows the relative humidity

Fig. 3. CDFs for different January comparisons for Kaunas from 1975-1990 year of data set
Fig. 3 shows the principle of the selection process. The blue curve shows the 30 year daily
average temperature data obtained from Kaunas Meteorological Station in January. The dotted
curves show the variation of months over the cumulative distribution function curve. For each
calendar month, out of three months with the lowest overall rating, the wind speed deviation of the
monthly average from the corresponding values of wind speed averages of multi-year calendar
months. The month with the lowest wind speed deviation is chosen as the selected month. The
month selected in this way is included into the composition of the standard year model of dynamic
climate.
Upon the selection of DBT and RH climatic parameters of twelve characteristic months, the
hourly values must be evenly combined with each other in order to avoid a sudden drop of values
between the end of one month and the beginning of another one. The Figures show the smooth
consolidation between the months of January and February. The dotted blue line describes the
measured values of climatic parameters, and the red one – the smooth consolidation of these values
between months.
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Fig. 4. Example of smoothing between two months of January and February. The figure on the left
shows the smoothing of dry-bulb temperature and the figure on the right – of relative humidity
The TRY model for Kaunas will be finished after setting up the data on the hourly parameters
of solar radiation and wind speed values from manuscripts to the digital environment. Hourly data
for processing of statistical analysis will be prepared in accordance with the procedure described in
Chapter 4.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

1.

The following hourly values of climatic parameters were prepared for the TRY model for
Kaunas: outdoor air temperature and relative humidity for the 30-year period.
The Lithuanian TRY will enhance the accuracy of prediction of thermal-hygric state of
building envelopes. Also this model will allow to evaluate the impact of building‘s thermal
inertia to average duration of heating season of building, energy use for heating and cooling,
prediction of average date for beginning and ending of the heating season. It could be used in
building design and modeling, scientific research.
After construction the Lithuanian standard climatic model will complement the database of
the IWEC (International weather year for energy calculations) with hourly values of climatic
parameters of the 1961–1990 period.

2.

3.

ABBREVIATIONS
DBT-dry-bulb air temperature
DPT-dew-point air temperature
RH- relative humidity
GSR-global solar radiation
WSP-wind speed
ASHRAE-American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers
HVAC - Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
TRY - Test Reference Year
TMY, TMY2, TMY3-Typical Meteorological Year
TMM- Typical Meteorological Months
WYEC-Weather Year for Energy Calculation
IWEC-International Weather for Energy Calculation
CWEC-Canadian Weather for Energy Calculation
NOMENCLATURE
F(p) – cumulative distribution function of p within each individual month.
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FS – Finkelstein-Schafer statistic.
J – rank order of daily means within a calendar month in one year.
K – rank order of daily means within that calendar month in the whole data set.
N – number of days in any calendar month in the whole data set.
m – month of the year.
n – number of days in an individual month.
p – climate parameter (temperature, solar radiation or humidity).
p – daily mean of any climate parameter.
y – year.
Φ(p)– cumulative distribution function of p within each calendar month in all the years in a
sample.
CDF – cumulative distribution function.
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ABSTRACT
In an indirect evaporative air cooling (IEAC) installation air is cooled by means of adiabatic humidification
process. By passing over an air/air heat exchanger this air cools the supply or mixed (supply and extracted)
air. A clear interaction can be observed between the relative humidity and temperature of the supply air and
the thermal comfort implemented in the building. To be able to predict the performances of this technique
well, a good knowledge of the supply air relative humidity and temperature are thus important. Paper
presents the results of measurements carried out in summers of 2008, 2009 and 2010 in a simulated
nonresidential building in 3 cities of Latvia: Riga, Liepaja and Gulbene which makes indirect evaporative
cooling usable. An evaluation of the indoor summer comfort is made and the interaction between the thermal
performance and outdoor air parameters (humidity and temperature) are investigated.
Work actuality is based on the Latvian Cabinet of Ministers regulation No. 534 Regulations Regarding
Latvian Building Code LBN 231-03 "Residential and public buildings heating and ventilation" 118th
paragraph, “If the air handling equipment for air cooling assess whether the compression cycle cooling
techniques can’t be replaced by a direct or indirect adiabatic cooling techniques to minimize the impact on
the environment.” Topic view and updating gives more understandable operating positive and negative
aspects, which in turn give engineers new viewpoint to the evaporative cooling as the primary cooling type of
application.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The usage of mechanical refrigeration units has been increasing and passive cooling
techniques have become more and more important over the last years due to the fact that internal
loads are growing (due to e.g. computer equipment and lighting). The main shortcommings of
active cooling systems are considered the large amount of energy consumption and significant
contribution to the emission of greenhouse gases. However, in comparison to air conditioning
passive cooling techniques ensure providing cooling with more limited environmental impact. Two
types of evaporative cooling systems – direct and indirect evaporative cooling installations - can be
distinguished. The supply air to the building is directly humidified in a direct evaporative cooling
installation (DEC), but in an indirect evaporative cooling system (IEC) a secondary air flow is
cooled by adiabatic humidification using sprayed water. The supply air to the building is cooled
down by this in an air to air heat exchanger. As secondary air can be used a fresh outdoor air or
return air from the building. In general, the particular system is using a plate heat exchanger and
tube heat exchangers as well. The advantage of this approach is that the moisture content of the
primary air is not increased as it is for direct evaporative cooling. [21]
This provides and ensures more comfortable indoor climate and less problems (e.g. mould
and condensation) can occur. Due to the fact that the return air is humidified in an indirect
evaporative cooling installation, there can be observed a clear interaction between the indoor
humidity and the thermal performance of the technique. Low energy consumption and easy
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maintenance are considered the main advantages of indirect evaporative cooling. The particular
technique has the highest performance in dry and hot regions, although there is a potential for usage
of system in Europe as well due to the moderate humidity during summer. It will be shown as
Feasibility index calculations. The buildings with relatively small cooling loads are the most
suitable for usage of this technique. A good peak performance is observed for this system, during
moderate periods the achieved cooling amount is limited. [1]
The literature survey of existing models is presented in this paper. A fast method of cooling
potential is calculated and applied for 3 cities in Latvia: Gulbene, Riga and Liepaja. The time period
for calculations and observations were summers of years 2008, 2009 and 2010. The 1D (one
dimensional) stationary model of a wet surface heat exchanger was developed for calculation
purposes of the outlet conditions of an indirect evaporative cooling installation. For the usage of the
model in program MS Excel a validation against experiments in an installation in operation is
performed and an explanation for the deviations between the results is given. [2,3] Furthermore, the
different parameters that have an influence on the effectiveness of indirect evaporative cooling are
evaluated.
2.

FEASIBILITY INDEX

A fast method to evaluate approximately the potential of the evaporative cooling is based on
the Feasibility Index (FI) [21], defined by:
FI = WBT − ∆T,

(1)

where ∆T = (DBT – WBT) [31] is the wet bulb depression. DBT and WBT are, respectively the dry
bulb temperature and the wet bulb temperature of the outside air. This index decreases as the
difference between dry bulb and wet bulb temperature increases, i.e. as air relative humidity
decreases. It shows that, the smaller FI is the more efficient the evaporative cooling will be. Thus,
this number indicates the evaporative cooling potential to give thermal comfort.

Fig. 1. FI values in summers of 2008, 2009, 2010 in 3 different Latvia cities [6]
Watt [25] recommend that indices that are under or equal to 10 indicate a comfort cooling,
indices between 11 and 16 indicate lenitive cooling (relief) and indices above 16 classify the
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location as not recommended for use evaporative cooling systems. From these limits it is possible to
conclude that, to reach a comfort recommended performance index, a wet bulb depression from, at
least, 11ºC, is needed. [20,21]
As it is shown in Figure 1 mostly in Latvia all Feasibility index values is between 5-15 (from
79% up to 84%.) It means that evaporative cooling technologies can be implemented in Latvia
region.
3.

MODELING

Using a control volume method a 1D stationary model was developed for a counter-flow heat
exchanger in order to calculate the temperatures in the primary and secondary air channel by
solving five partial differential equations. The model does not use the same approximations as the
analytical models. For symmetry reasons only half of the path is modeled in a control volume. The
airflow paths are discretized exponentially using a grid concentration factor, resulting in smaller
control volumes at both path.

Fig. 2. 1D numerical model for a wet surface heat exchanger [3, 7]
The following assumptions were used [3]:
•
1D stationary heat transfer. Heat transfer to the surroundings is negligible.
•
Mass flow rates, heat and mass transfer and specific heat coefficients are constant.
•
The heat resistance of the water film and the plate is neglected because the values are
small compared to the heat transfer coefficients at the surfaces. [1, 2, 9]
•
The water film is stationary. An equilibrium temperature between both airstreams is
calculated from the initial water temperature. The model does not take into account the
heating of the water by recirculation in the heat exchanger. The plate surface is
completely wetted.
•
Condensation may occur in the primary air flow [8, 11, 12].
Heat balance secondary air [13,15]:
mrcr (Qj-1,r – Qj,r) = Ajαr(Qj,r – Qj,w)
Heat balance primary air:
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mscs(Qj+1,s – Qj,s) = Ajαs(Qj,s – Qj,w)

(3)

Ajαr(Qj,r – Qj,w) + Ajαs(Qj,s – Qj,w) + βAjhev(pj,r – pj,w) + hevgj,s = 0

(4)

Heat balance water film:

Mass balance secondary air [18,19]:
mrξa(pj-1,r – pj,r) = βAj(pj,r – pj,w)

(5)

msξa(pj+1,s – pj,s) = gj,s

(6)

Max(pj,r) = psat(Qj,r)
Mass balance primary air:
if pj,s > pj,w : gj,s = βAj(pj,s – pj,w)

Fig. 3. First type of theoretical model of studied device (Dashed line: return air –
Solid line: supply air) [10, 14]

Fig. 4. Second type of theoretical model of studied device (Dashed line: supply air –
Solid line: return air) [10, 14]
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Fig. 5. Practical model of studied device [2, 27]
4.

MODEL VALIDATION

To validate the model, experiments were carried out in an air handling unit with indirect
evaporative cooling which is installed to provide cool air in non-residential building in Essen,
Germany. The installation for building was in operation since September 2011 and was
dimensioned to a maximum air flow rate of 6,000m³/h. [2] Indirect evaporative cooling is operating
around-the-clock The air handling unit consists of a polypropylene double cross flow heat
exchanger with dimensions 1250mm x 1215mm x 997mm. The total heat exchange surface was
approximately 300m² which results in an air flow rate of about 20m³/h per m² heat exchange
surface. All results are obtained by using measurement devices as shown in Fig. 5 (TT- bulb, MR –
relative humidity measurement device, etc). Particular devices are made by Menerga Inc. and they
are described in Menerga booklet [2]. At the return air side the air is ventilated between parallel
plates while at the supply side distance holders are introduced in order to ensure stability of the
parallel plates. The distance between the plates is approximately 5.1mm. [2] Both the supply and
return fans are supplied with frequency control and their air flow rates are balanced. Water sprayers
are placed at the top of the first part of the heat exchanger (Fig. 6b). The water is collected in a
sump below and recirculated. Approximately every hour the system is replenished with fresh water
to avoid problems e.g. with bacteria.

Fig. 6. Operation of the air handling unit with indirect evaporative cooling. (a)
Spraying installation in secondary channel and (b) filter, valve and heat exchanger in
primary air channel (Menerga, 2007) [2]
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To understand what is happening in the heat exchanger the state of the airstreams during two
measured periods is schematically shown on a psychometric diagram (Fig. 3, 4). The return air is
wetted following lines of constant wet bulb temperature in the first part of the heat exchanger (1–2).
At the exit of the first part, the return air is saturated and reaches its wet bulb temperature (2). [21,
23] During the experiments a mist came out of the exhaust air flow which means that the collected
water from the sump is carried along the second part of the heat exchanger together with the
ventilation air. The sprayed water is heated up by recirculation in the first part of the heat
exchanger. To have an indication of the water temperature the water exiting the sprayers was
measured and was about 22–23 °C. Due to evaporation effects the water itself will be slightly
warmer.

Fig. 7. Measured relative moisture of outside and return air [27]
During measurements (Fig. 8) the outdoor air temperature was variable in range 15–21°C and
50–75% RH and return air was about 27°C and 37% RH. The air flow rate of return air was about
1450 m3/h and supply air flow rate was about 1240 m3/h. The outdoor air was now cooled in the
heat exchanger to about 16.0°C (4–5). After passing the first part the return air was heated up
slightly by flowing over the second part of the heat exchanger due to the warmer outside air in the
primary air channel and the water carried along (2-3). The air was further heated in the second part
of the heat exchanger and thus it was able to take up more water vapor. As a result the exhaust air
stayed saturated (21°C/100% RH).
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Fig. 8 Measured and calculated air temperatures in device [27]
In order to simulate the double cross flow heat exchanger was modeled as a dry heat
exchanger. This is an appropriate approximation because the return air is already saturated when
exiting the first part of the heat exchanger. The dry heat exchanger will slightly precool the primary
air before entering the wet part of the heat exchanger. At the same time the secondary air is heated
up a bit when flowing through the dry part of the heat exchanger. The outlet temperatures of the dry
heat exchanger are calculated using ae – NTU (Number of transfer units) correlation for a cross
flow heat exchanger with one side mixed and one side unmixed [4]. The combination of both heat
exchangers was modeled by using the developed wet surface heat exchanger model and the e –
NTU relation for the dry heat exchanger in MS Excel made model [5, 16, 17].
CONLUSIONS
A calculations of feasibility index values in 3 cities of Latvia have been calculated. Data
shows that difference 11°C between dry-bulb temperature and wet-bulb temperature is needed.
A 1D numerical model of counter-flow wet surface heat exchanger was developed based on
the heat and mass balance of the supply and return air. Using a control volume method the outlet
conditions of both supply and exhaust air can be calculated. The model assumes that the heat
transfer resistance of both water film and plate are negligible and that the water film is stationary
and continuously replenished with water. The model has been validated using measured data in a
double cross flow heat exchanger. The installation has been modeled assuming evaporation only
takes place in the first part of the heat exchanger. The second and dry part of the heat exchanger
was modeled using e – NTU correlation and linked behind the wet surface heat exchanger model in
MS Excel. The supply air temperature and the return air temperature just behind the first part of the
heat exchanger were in good agreement with the measured data. The model underestimated the
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temperature of the exhaust air because it does not take into account the fact that the return air is
heated by the recirculated water in the second part of the heat exchanger.
NOMENCLATURE
A – heat transfer surface (m²); Qlat – latent heat transfer; Qsens – sensible heat transfer; c – specific
heat of air (J/kg K); α – heat transfer coefficient (W/m²K); Pair – air pressure (101325 Pa); β – mass
transfer coefficient (kg/Pa/s/m²); Dh – hydraulic diameter (m) (Dh = 2b for plates; Dh=b for
channels; b distance between plates); ε – effectiveness (%); g – condensation flow rate (kg/s); θ –
dry bulb temperature (°C); hev – latent heat (J/kg); θ ' – wet bulb temperature (°C); k – conductivity
of air (0.025 W/m²K) x; a – specific vapour capacity air (kg/kg/Pa); m – mass flow rate (kg/s); s –
supply air; Nu –Nusselt number (-); r – return air; NTU – number of transfer units (-); w – water
film interface; p – vapour pressure (Pa); 1 – inlet; 2 – outlet.
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ABSTRACT
The topic of this paper is a part of a more broad and complex issue: modelling of physical process and
assessment of various variables, such as power consumption, reliability etc., for the purpose of designing a
system, which involve network nodes affected by physical processes. First part of this paper is devoted for
presentation of tool called Energy Simulator. This tool is intended for the purpose of modelling of network
system or processes when power consumption is of interest. Energy Simulator is constructed as a simulation
service able to automaticaly construct a model and simulate new/innovative network or system designs and
estimate energy use for them. For the optimization of existing systems or for designing the new ones,
consumed energy estimate is immensely important part and this new tool could be a handy support for
engineers. The usage of this tool is demonstrated for compressed air systems. Implementation of compressed
air systems is based on physical network concept when system is represented as consisting of functional
elements or subsystems that interact with each other by energy flow and variables of physical processes
which impacts the power consumption.
Keywords: Power consumption, compressed air systems, network, designing, simulation and modelling

1.

INTRODUCTION

A system is a group of objects, i.e. elements or subsystems whose interaction serves for a
common purpose. Many measures are used to evaluate how closely the design of systems and
subsystems meets the desired functionality and constraints. Some of the measures include
performance, energy and power consumption, reliability, cost of design and manufacturing.
When designing a system, several choices must be made concerning the type of elements to
be used and configuration of their assembly. The choice is driven by the objectives with the
economic costs, reliability, energy consumption associated to the design implementation, system
construction and future operation, etc.
In addition, designing complex engineered artefacts (and collections of them) most likely
requires use of simulations coupled with optimization techniques [6]. As complexity increases,
ability to employ intuition (even for understanding the computed trade-offs) declines rapidly.
Furthermore, a person ability to actually solve these system optimization problems becomes suspect
as dimensionality increases.
From all the possible choices of objectives for system design, we confine ourselves to the
analysis of power consumption and the analytical modelling with simulation of physical systems in
order to estimate such consumption.
The usual practice when estimating power consumption of the new system is to use simplified
equations/formulas, e.g. [2]. However, such approach could result in heavily pronounced errors if
the system is complex, because processes, that require the usage of energy-consuming equipment,
might be very complicated and related constrains might not be satisfied. The tool that would be able
to construct complex model, simulate it automatically and at the same time could be used by
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designer without being exposed to mathematical rigour is of great importance. Such tool would
enable designer to create new system or process more efficiently and with more adequacy.
In this paper authors present such a tool – Energy Simulator (ES). General concept is
presented in section 2 where architecture and functionalities are described. Further, ES is
demonstrated for the case of specific compressed air system in section 3: from model building of
such systems and its numerical implementation to the presentation of how general ES
functionalities are used in this specific case.
ES can be further processed in other designing task, for example optimization in terms of
power consumption. One of possible scenarios is to construct a model for existing system
implementation and then, according to some strategy, alter configuration of the system and obtain
simulation results of this new system. Processing of these results will lead to another alteration of
system configuration. Finally, after some number of steps, new and better system configuration will
be found. This new system can then be implemented instead of the old one.
2.

ENERGY SIMULATOR TOOL

Energy Simulator is a tool intended for simulation of network system or process, when energy
consumption is of interest. ES is constructed as a simulation service able to simulate new/innovative
network or system designs and estimate energy use for them. The analytical modelling and
simulation is based on “block-based modelling” concept rather than on purely “process-based
modelling”. It means that whole physical system or physical process is decomposed into subsystems or sub-processes represented by independent blocks (one block for one sub-systems or subprocess).
• Sub-system is a specific physical equipment (installation) providing process related output,
which depends on process related boundary conditions and sub-system parameters (block
parameters). Sub-system may be expressed using differential equations with specific
parameters.
• Sub-process is process variable (output of block) related to physical behaviour of other
variables (inputs of block) with their weighting coefficients (block parameters). Subprocess may be expressed as a process variable or function dependent on other process
variables.
The list and relation of blocks together with blocks’ parameters gives the process
configuration, which is the basic information for automatic model generation. The main tasks of ES
include the following ES functionalities (for detailed description see table below):
• Get configuration;
• Add blocks;
• Specify configurations;
• Calculate energy use of process configuration.
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Table 1. Description of ES functionalities
Functionalities
Get configuration

Add blocks

Specify connections

Calculate energy use
of process
configuration

Description

Purpose: to get a process configuration and specify the nodes. The user of
this functionality is the internal functionality Add Blocks.
Input: configuration ID
Output: configuration
Comment: if data base (knowledge repository - KR) is not used and at the
initiation time the configuration is accessible in table form locally, then
this functionality is not used.
Purpose: to retrieve the characteristics of relevant blocks from Model
Library of the element. The user of this functionality is the internal
functionality Specify Connections
Input: the blocks listed in the configuration. The Model Library should be
accessible for this functionality. Each model of block shall be represented
by mathematical dependencies relating:
– relevant physical variables;
– energy use and physical variables.
Output: a set of models selected depending on configuration.
Comment: the configuration contains names of blocks. Their
characteristics should be identified and included into simulation model.
Characteristics are mathematical dependencies of physical variables or
dependencies between energy use and physical variables.
Purpose: to specify the connections between blocks. The user of this
functionality is the internal functionality Calculate energy use of process
configuration.
Input: a set of block models.
Output: the model for specific configuration fully generated for the
simulation of process (system) and calculation of energy use.
Comments: Connection might be different in terms of topology
(connection points) and characteristics of connecting branches. The
connections should be specified in the configuration.
Purpose: to simulate the process (system) and calculate the energy use.
Input: The input is model for specific configuration fully generated for
the simulation of process (system) and calculation of energy use.
Output: The output may be any simulated physical variable and its time
series or/and the energy use, which may be calculated depending on the
physical variables.
Comments: This functionality uses the simulation model generated using
other functionalities.

Interaction of ES functionalities and links to the other database and user (Energy Analyzer EA) can be graphically represented as in Fig. 1. By user or Energy Analyzer we mean other
possible software that uses energy consumption estimates as input variables for other type of
calculations, e.g. optimization of system configuration.
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EA
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Energy Simulator Boundary

CALCULATE
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Configuration
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Connections
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Library
Add Blocks

Fig. 1. ES functionalities and links to the database and user
Two functionalities, namely Specify Connections and Add blocks, are related to the
application of Model Library, which includes predefined models of possible blocks, i.e. all models
of sub-systems or sub-processes. This Model Library contains blocks (together with their models),
that are specific for the modelling problem at hand.
In accordance to the predefined configuration, initially, whole system or process is modelled
automatically connecting all blocks. This can be visualized drawing the lines between the related
blocks. The connected blocks can be mathematically expressed as the system of differential
equations or single regression function, which relates all process variables. In addition, for the
simulation there is a need to perform the evaluation of unknown relations and values, e.g.
numerically solve differential equations or evaluate weighting coefficients for process variables.
The output (response variable) of the whole ES system may be any process variable and the
energy use, which is calculated depending on the process variables. This is important in case if the
user in the specified timescale seeks to obtain the time series or single estimates (e.g. average) of
energy use and at certain sub-systems or sub-processes to perform verification of critical values
(e.g. maximum) of process variables, which in turn should confirm that process will be operable and
compliant with the pre-defined design constraints. Whole flow of data within ES and between outer
users can be summarized as in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Interaction between Analyzer (EA), KR and Simulator (ES)
Summarising, the process modelling and energy use simulation includes the following phases:
• Configuration-based model generation.
• Simulation of process (system).
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• Calculation of energy use.
The last two phases represent the running of the generated model, i.e. simulating the model
and performing the calculations, which results is important for Energy Analyzer. All three phases
depends on the modelling approach used for specific system or process. For different cases the
configuration, blocks, modelling, simulation and calculation is implemented depending on the used
mathematical modelling approach, which itself depends on considered physical phenomena and
available information.
As it was mentioned previously, the calculation of response variables can include the
calculation of energy use, which depends on the physical process variables. The process variables
may be the same as sub-process variables or may be expressed either as variables of functions or
variables of equations, which express the relations (e.g. balance of mass and energy).
In case if energy use is directly calculated on the basis of configuration, which represents the
process itself, then values of process variables are not simulated, but just expressed as a functions or
given as time series. Separate blocks as functions or parts of time series may be related to the subprocesses or even some set points, which define these sub-processes. The modelling representing
the whole process then automatically connects all sub-processes and is used for analysis of
innovative design and calculation of energy use.
3.

ES DEMONSTRATION FOR COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEMS

Compressed air is used widely throughout industry. Almost every industrial plant, from a
small machine shop to an immense pulp and paper mill, has some type of compressed air system. In
many cases, the compressed air system is so vital that the facility cannot operate without it.
In many industrial facilities, air compressors use more electricity than any other type of
equipment. Inefficiencies in compressed air systems can therefore be significant. Energy saving
from system improvements can range from 20% to 50% or more of electricity consumption. A
properly managed compressed air system can save energy, reduce maintenance, decrease downtime,
increase production throughput, and improve product quality. Compressed Air Systems (CAS)
consist of a supply side, which includes compressors and air treatment, and a demand side, which
includes distribution and storage systems and end-use equipment.
As an important component for power consumption we will use notion of pressure drop – a
term used to characterize the reduction in air pressure from the compressor discharge to the actual
point-of use. Pressure drop occurs as the compressed air travels through the treatment and
distribution system. Excessive pressure drop will result in poor system performance and excessive
energy consumption. Overall pressure drop together with produced flow rate will make essential
parts in power consumption estimation.
Even though importance of CAS in industrial applications, still not much research has been
done about its power consumption or physical process modelling, e.g. Qin and Mckane [1] reported
CAS analysis in terms of energy consumption and Kaya et al. [2] quantified energy losses in CAS.
Further we will present CAS analysis implementation with ES Tool: definition of used
blocks, physical modelling, systems topology introduction into configuration, power consumption
estimation, application of ES functionalities.
3.1. Matlab Simscape environment
Energy Simulator concept for compressed air systems was realised under Matlab Simscape™
computational environment. Simscape software is a set of block libraries and special simulation
features for modelling of physical systems in the Simulink® environment. It employs the physical
network approach, which is particularly suited to simulating systems or processes that consist of
real physical elements.
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Simscape technology enables to create a network representation of the system under design,
based on the physical network approach. According to this approach, each system is represented as
consisting of functional elements that interact with each other by variables of physical processes.
These connection ports are bidirectional. They mimic physical connections between elements.
User does not have to specify flow directions and information flow when connecting Simscape
blocks, just as you do not have to specify this information when you connect real physical elements.
The physical network approach, automatically resolves all the traditional issues with types of
variables, directionality, and so on.
The number of connection ports for each element is determined by the number of energy
flows it exchanges with other elements in the system, and depends on the level of detail. For
example, an air compressor in its simplest form can be represented as a two-port element, with
energy flow associated with the inlet (suction) and the other with the outlet.
Resulting physical network is described by so called Differential Algebraic Equations (DAE)
of the form [7]:
 y ′ = f1 ( t , y,x )
;

0 = f 2 ( t , y,x )
and
- timewhere the second is algebraic (i.e. free of derivatives) equation, denotes time,
dependent variables. For example:
y′ tx 2 + y 3
 =
.
 2
2
1
 x + y =
3.2. Main CAS elements
The main equipment that is used in compressed air systems is:
• Compressors – machines, that are used to increase the pressure of air;
• Air dryers – when air leaves compressor, it is typically saturated and when it flows through
colder parts of system water will condensate. This causes detrimental effects, such as
corrosion and contamination of point-of-use processes. This problem can be avoided by
proper use of dryers and air filters;
• Air filters – depending on the level of air purity required, different levels of filtration and
types of filters are used: to remove solid particles, lubricants, moisture, etc.;
• Receivers are used to provide compressed air storage capacity for a peak demand and to
control system pressure by controlling the rate of pressure change in a system;
• Connectors are used for the purpose to connect several elements in order to represent the
distribution of the flow.
These four types of CAS elements are implemented in ES as a Simscape based Model library
of blocks which are used to simulate physical behaviour of the system. We also implemented a
block, called EndUser. This block denotes end point of CAS where compressed air is used for
various purposes. We also included a block AirSource intended to represent ambient air conditions.
In addition, to be able to measure and monitor various physical characteristics (pressure, air
flow rate, etc.) we created two blocks called FlowSensor and PressureSensor.
3.3. Mathematical modelling of CAS physics
As mention in section 3.1, Simscape provides environment where real physical systems can
be modelled by invoking physical network notion. One example of CAS represented by physical
network in Simscape environment using created blocks is in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Example of compressed air system representation by physical network
Each block model is based on such global assumptions:
• Working fluid is an ideal gas satisfying the ideal gas law.
• Specific heats at constant pressure and constant volume (

and

) are constant.

• Processes are adiabatic, that is, there is no heat transfer between elements and the
environment (except for elements with a separate thermal port).
• Gravitational effects can be neglected, that is, underlying equations contain no head
pressures due to gravity.
The energy balance for control volume can be expressed as [3]:
dEcv
 
1
 
1


=Qcv − Wcv + ∑  mi  hi + vi2 + gzi   + ∑  mo  ho + vo2 + gzo   ,
dt
2
2

 o  

i 
where:
boundary;

– control volume total energy;

– heat energy per second added to the gas through the

– mechanical work per second performed by the gas;

– inlet and outlet enthalpies;

– gas inlet and outlet velocities;
– elevations at inlet and outlet ports;
– mass flow
rates in and out of the control volume; – acceleration due to gravity (all units are in SI system).
The ideal gas law relates pressure , density and temperature as follows:
,
where
is specific gas constant.
Receiver blocks are assembling inlet, outlet and chamber. Inlet and outlet are modelled as a
constant area pneumatic orifice. Flow rate through the orifice is proportional to the orifice area and
the pressure differential across the orifice [4]:
γ +1
2


γ




po γ 
2γ 1  po
,
G Cd Api
=
  − 
γ − 1 RTi  pi   pi  



where
– mass flow rate;
– discharge coefficient, to account for effective loss area due to
orifice shape;
– orifice cross-sectional area; pi , po – absolute pressures at the orifice inlet and
outlet; - the ration of specific heat at constant pressure and constant volume.
Constant volume pneumatic chamber model is based on ideal gas law and assuming constant
specific heats. The continuity equation for the network representation of the constant chamber is [5]
V  dp p dT 
=
G
 −
,
RT  dt T dt 
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where
– chamber volume, - time.
Filters and dryers are modelled as assembling of inlet, outlet, resistive tube and chamber.
Resistive tube modeless pressure drop due to viscous friction along short stretch of pipe with
circular cross section and chamber represents the volume of tube. The tube is simulated according
to the following equations [4]:
 RTi 32 µ L
 p AD 2 G, laminar flow
 i
pi − po =
,

2
 f RTi L G , turbulent flow
 pi D 2 A2
– friction factor for turbulent flow;
– tube internal diameter;
– tube length;
–
where
cross-sectional area.
Compressors are modelled as perfect flow generators and can be of constant or variable speed
and EndUser (or Plant) is just a sink of infinite volume.
3.4. Numerical methods
In order to obtain solution for physical network governed by mathematical laws that were
presented in previous section one needs to employ one of Matlab differential equations solvers.
However, the choice is not a trivial task, due to resulting complexity of network and the stiffness of
the systems of differential algebraic equations. Our search for most efficient solver resulted in the
choice of trapezoidal rule using “free” interpolant (in Matlab software it is denoted by ode23t).
Since physical network gives rise of previously mentioned DAEs, one needs methods to cope with
ordinary differential equations as well as with algebraic equations. Suppose a DAE is like this:
u′ = f1 ( t ,u,v )
.

0 = f 2 ( t ,u,v )

Then these equations are to be numerically solved reaching final time moment t f on a
considered time interval t0 ,t f  with initial condition
Assuming that the algebraic equations
requirement is that the Jacobian

and a guess value
have a solution

near

for

[8].
, the key

is non-singular in a region containing

implicit function theorem [9] implies the existence of a function

such that

. The
and

. The differential equations are then

and the task reduces to solving an initial value problem of an ordinary differential equation. So,
each time the integrator needs a value of
for given
, the algebraic equations
must be first solved for

. Then any

step with length

of trapezoidal rule

is [10]:
1
un =
un −1 + hn  f1 ( tn ,un ,vn ) − f1 ( tn −1 ,un −1 ,vn −1 )  .
2

This trapezoidal rule is used together with nonlinear equation solvers step interchangeably.
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3.5. Demonstration of ES functionalities
Although graphical representation of each modelled CAS can be represented as in Fig. 3, we
emphasise that ES generally operates under virtual Simscape environment, i.e. each CAS that is of
interest for designer and being processed by ES, is not represented graphically by default. This
rejection of graphical representation is due to necessity to speed up and automatically simulate
different configurations. Handling of configurations could even be carried out by supplying each
configuration for different processor node in multiprocessor machine case.
3.5.1. Get configuration
ES due to its architecture is able to function in two ways: when all the information about
configurations is stored in database (possibly in other country, or other geographical location with
internet connection) or when no database is present and information is placed in pre-specified ES
location. In first case, when functionality Get configuration is initiated by obtaining just
configuration ID, ES connects through web interface to the so called Knowledge Repository and
collects data associated with ID. In both cases the result is a table (Table 2) representing the
network topology of CAS system.
Table 2 The network topology of CAS system, where NodeName represents physical and
measurement equipment; AltBlockNames denotes equipment model – different compressor models,
filters, etc.; InputNode and InputNodePort represents the way, that each block is connected with
each other (InputNodePort indicates to which inlet of component InputNode is being connected);
Arg – measurements that is of importance for user.
InputNode1
InputNode2
NodeName AltBlockNames InputNode1 Port
InputNode2 Port
Arg1 Arg2
AirSource1 AirSource
0
0
Compressor1 IRN160K2S
AirSource1
1
0
Compressor2 IRN160K2S
AirSource1
1
0
Receiver1
Receiver5000 Compressor1
1 Compressor2
1
Dryer1
D600INA
flowSensor1
1
0
Filter1
IRHE1380
Dryer1
1
0
Dryer2
D600INA
flowSensor1
1
0
Filter2
IRHE1380
Dryer2
1
0
Receiver2
Receiver750
Filter1
1 Filter2
1
Receiver3
Receiver750
Receiver2
1
0
Receiver4
Receiver750
Receiver3
1
0
Receiver5
Receiver750
Receiver4
1
0
EndUser1
EndUser
Receiver5
1
0
The obtained configuration includes the physical system topology with links to parameters of
blocks and thus it is the input for subsequent functionality Add Blocks.
3.5.2. Add Blocks and Specify Connections
Functionality Add Blocks is necessary in order to identify and relate each block in
configuration to block in Model Library. During this phase, virtual blocks are collected from Model
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Library and specific parameters are obtained depending on equipment in a system. For example,
compressor model IRN160K2S has the following parameters:
,
,
Such identification and information collection selecting appropriate model is done for each
block. After each block has assigned parameters, it is placed in virtual Simscape environment, but
does not represent physical network. The topology of CAS is realised with functionality Specify
Connections. Virtual blocks are connected in accordance to the table, like in Table 2, where
InputNode and InputNodePort carries information which and where each block is connected.
3.5.3. Calculate energy use of process configuration
As already mentioned at the beginning of section 3, in each compressed air system pressure
drop occurs as air travels through each equipment block. This implies that, when one system
element is replaced by another with different physical characteristics, then overall pressure drop
also will be different.
In addition, if some specific installed CAS is taken under consideration and designer wants to
build less costly system, then one of criteria is that new system should be able to satisfy plants air
demand equally well as the old system. So, in order to compare different alternatives of new
system, one way to do this is to check that under the same flow demand resulting pressure drop of
new configuration does not lead to inability to supply necessary pressure.
Overall pressure drop together with flow demand is then used to estimate compressor power
consumption according to the formula:
,
where
– volumetric flow rate,
- overall pressure drop, - coefficient of efficiency.
Suppose that flow rate demand over a week of plant is like one showed in Fig. 4. This is flow
rate time series that needs to be produced by all compressors. Since the same CAS can have
constant and variable speed compressors with different flow capacities some strategy should be
used to control them. In real systems it is usual to have constant speed compressors for the purpose
to produce general level of demand while variable speed compressors are used to catch the top
peaks of flow.

Fig. 4. Flow rate demand of air measure in one week
The provided flow rate demand was satisfied by the newly designed compressed air system,
showed above (Fig. 3). Both compressors were identical and of variable speed, but the second was
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used very shortly at the largest flow peak. Resulted power consumption main characteristics are
presented in table below.
Table 3. Main characteristics of power consumption
Maximum (kW)
202.88

Minimum (kW)
1.35

Average (kW)
58.41

Output of this last functionality can also be measurements like pressure, temperature, and
flow rate in some specific system places. Places, those are of interest for design purposes. These
measurements can be further processed by user or other software, dealing with optimization or can
just serve as guidelines for designer.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

The presented tool of Energy Simulator proves a valuable framework of modelling for
designing of efficient network system considering physical processes and power consumption.
Physical network concept and Simscape environment enabled representation of real system as a
system of differential algebraic equations. In addition, trapezoidal rule proved to be a way out of the
problems caused by stiffness of these equations.
ES functionalities allow this tool to be connected to the external database, in this paper called
Knowledge Repository. Such connection can be used for obtaining information about specific
system as well as to put results into database from where it can be processed by another software.
ES tool is able to provide power consumption as well as pressure, temperature in various
places of virtual model. This flexibility is due to automatic analytical modelling and simulation of
physical phenomena. Such measurements in different system locations also enables designer to
make place-specific alterations of system configuration.
In addition, due to Simscape richness of various modelling possibilities and due to flexibility
of ES tool, other network systems as well as processes could be implemented and analyzed in terms
of their power consumption.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of the present study was to analyse heat energy consumption in public buildings. Our data
contained information about more than 400 public buildings, including data of heat energy
consumption depending on the building’s use, electric energy consumption and data about the
quantity and quality of windows in these buildings in the year 2008. Data was to be analysed dividing
all public buildings into twelve groups: schools, special status education schools, day-care centres,
hospitals, libraries, cult buildings, recreation centres, local government buildings, museums, sport
centres, academy of music, and shelters. The largest groups are schools and day-care centres
/kindergartens/. These two groups we were to be analysed particularly.
Our analysis focused on heat energy consumption in buildings with new double-pane windows and
frames from polyvinylchloride (PVC) with heat transmittance U≤1.8 W/ (m²•K) and in buildings with
simple windows divided into two-panes with two separate wooden frames (heat transmittance
U≥2,5W/ (m²•K).
Data analysis showed that partial renovation – change of windows, doors etc. with and without heat
insulation of buildings - does not provide the heat energy consumption economy required by the
Ministry of Economics by the year 2020, and in the majority of cases made consumption even bigger.
Keywords: heat, energy, day-care centres, renovation, public buildings

1. INTRODUCTION
In the present article, we have reflected and compared the results of our investigations
on one of indoor air quality (IAQ) parameters – air temperature, in relationship with heat
energy consumption in unrenovated, renovated and newly erected day-care centre buildings.
Also have been reflected results of heat loss in current day-care building. Latvian Energy
Development Guidelines (EDG) for the years 2007-2016 define that heat energy consumption
should decrease by 28%, but by 40% in the time period up the year 2020. Big heat energy
demand in buildings is part of Latvia’s heritage from the Soviet era. Heat energy consumption
in public buildings has been explored very minimally in Latvian scientific research [2], [3],
[4]. We did not find similar studies in Latvian scientific publications.
Partially renovated and newly erected buildings do not include the creation of new
energy efficiency ventilation systems.
After partial renovation, the IAQ slowly begins to deteriorate because outdoor air
infiltration has stopped. Reconstructed, old natural ventilation and mechanical systems do not
provide the necessary air exchange and quality. Residential buildings have the same problem.
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This unpleasant fact was overlooked for a very long time. Buildings get “sick building
syndrome” after some time.
Having clean air indoors is very important for the health of the population as a whole
and becomes particularly important for vulnerable groups like babies and children. Various
indoor air pollutants (volatile organic compounds, biological pollutants, etc. emitted from
furniture, cleaning agents, floor covering materials) are responsible for respiratory diseases
and allergies [1].
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
We have analysed heat energy consumption in unrenovated public buildings and in
buildings after partial renovation managed by Riga City Municipality in the year 2008. Our
aggregate information contained data on 422 public buildings. We divided all buildings in 12
subgroups: schools, special status educational institutions, music academies, day-care centres,
hospitals, libraries, religious buildings, recreation centres, local government buildings,
museums, sports centres and shelters. We have analysed energy consumption in 143 day-care
centre buildings in Riga and calculated how much heat energy was required for one square
metre of floor area in each respective condition of the buildings.
The largest groups are: schools (158 units analysed) and day-care centres (143 units
analysed). Our analysis focused on heat energy consumption in buildings that are:
a) unrenovated and with simple windows divided into two panes, with two separate
wooden frames with a heat transmittance U≥2.5 (W/m²·K),
b) partially renovated and newly erected with energy-efficient double-pane windows
made and polyvinylchloride (PVC) frames with a heat transmittance U≤1.8 (W/m²·K).
We obtained our research data after the heating season in the spring and summer of the
year 2009. We prepared a special inquiry form and sent it to the chief of every public building
managed by Riga City Municipality. After receiving completed forms we sorted them and
gathered information. Forms with incomplete information were considered unusable and were
discarded. After we finished gathering data we conducted a statistical analysis.
Our data analysis was based on building mathematics, meaning parameters were
compared in each of the 12 subgroups separately. We calculated each building group’s floor
area and heat consumption for the year. Then we calculated how much heat energy each type
of building required per one square metre of floor area. After that we compared findings in
unrenovated buildings and in newly erected and partially renovated buildings.
In the 2010/2011 heating season from 10 February to 17 March, we obtained data of
IAQ parameter measurements with the data loggers MINILOG (air temperature), EASYLOG
(relative humidity of air) and Wöhler CDL 210 (air temperature, relative humidity of air,
carbon dioxide concentration). The time gap set for the loggers was 5 minutes. The total data
obtained consists of more than 60 000 units. Data was obtained in day-care centre buildings at
1.5-1.7m above the floor. Data was obtained during a cold time of year, as we then have the
opportunity to rate the heating systems and the IAQ. We compared the findings of newly
erected and unrenovated buildings, and buildings after a partial renovation. The result of the
temperature chart of indoor air was compared to the chart of the air temperature outdoors [5].
On 23 January in the 2011/2012 heating season, we implemented a heat losses analysis
system throughout the day-care centre building envelope surface. An FLIR P25 thermal
camera was set up to do this. An FLIR P25 and a TESTO 845 infrared thermometer with
switchable optics were used to obtain temperature difference data.
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3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Table 1 display’s information about day-care centre buildings total floor areas, heat
consumption in each kind of conditions which was divided in buildings with window
covering less than 20% and more than 20% from the building facades.
Table 1. Proportion of total floor areas and total heat consumption per annum in not renovated
and in partially renovated and newly erected day-care centre buildings, comparing in per cents

Buildings

Not renovated
Partially renovated
and newly erected

Windows covering ≤20% from the
building facades
Total floor
Heat consumption
areas
per annum
(8 262m²)
(1 933MWh)
64
52
36

48

Windows covering >20% from the
building facades
Total floor
Heat consumption
areas
per annum
(51 169MWh)
(240 661m²)
27
23
73

77

In Table 2 display information about heat and electric energy consumption into 143
units of day-care centre buildings.
Table 2. Heat and electric energy consumption in day-care centre buildings
Total number of units
not renovated
partially renovated
Total floor areas (m2)
Average unit area (m2)
Heat energy total consumption (kWh) in this group of buildings per annum
Heat energy average consumption (kWh·m-2) in this group of buildings per
annum
Heat energy average consumption (kWh·m-2) in not renovated buildings per
annum
Heat energy average consumption (kWh·m-2) in partially renovated
buildings per annum
Electric energy total consumption (kWh) in this group of buildings per
annum / average - (kWh·m-2)
Electric energy total consumption (kWh) in not renovated buildings per
annum / average - (kWh·m-2)
Electric energy total consumption (kWh) in partially renovated buildings
per annum / average - (kWh·m-2)
Ventilation with and without air conditioning systems in buildings
1.Total number of units
2.Total power (kW)
3.Total power to building one square metre (kW·m-2)

143
32
111
248 923
1 741
53 102 920
213
184
224
7 010 729
/28
1 685 457
/25
5 325 272
/29
79
262
1·10-3

We compared total heat consumption in unrenovated buildings, in buildings after a
partial renovation and newly erected buildings. Our analysis showed that day-care centre
buildings with similar total floor areas have a large heat energy consumption difference.
Energy resource consumption does not decrease on the desideratum level determinate in the
EDG. The method of analysis was based on Krumins E. et al., [3], [4], [5]. The result of this
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analysis is reflected in Fig. 1. Normative trend-line for day-care center buildings
(y=74,658x+74485) is our finding. Total building heat consumption per annum must be locate
on or under the line which equation is y =74,658x+74485.

Fig. 1. Unrenovated and partially renovated day-care centre buildings. Total heat energy
consumption (MWh) per annum correlation with building floor areas (m2) with trend-lines:
Abstract (y=150x); Unenovated buildings (y=124.43x+124142); Partially renovated buildings
(y=133.28x+149046); Normative for day-care center buildings (y=74.658x+74485)
In Fig. 1 we clearly see that in partially renovated day-care centre buildings something
was done incorrectly. In day-care centre buildings with similar total floor areas have a big
difference in heat consumption per annum. For example, compare building total floor areas
(m2) and heat consumption (MWh) per annum in:
• day-care centre building No.1: 2217m2 – 208,00MWh (94kWh/m2p.a.);
• day-care centre building No.2: 2142m2 – 278,02MWh (130kWh/m2p.a.);
• day-care centre building No.3: 2054m2 – 486,00MWh (237kWh/m2p.a.);
• day-care centre building No.4: 1901m2 – 645,00MWh (339kWh/m2p.a.).
In Fig. 2 display air temperature indoors in unrenovated, partially renovated and newly
erected day-care centre buildings and outdoors. In thermographic lines was fixed correct air
temperature indoors, which providing the recommended air temperature indoors +190C–
+250C as was written in Labour Protection Requirements in Workplaces as prescribed in
regulation no. 359 from 28 April, 2009 of The Cabinet of Ministers of the Republic of Latvia
and in Regulations No. 596 Hygiene requirements for educational institutions, implementing
preschool program of the Cabinet of Ministers of the Republic of Latvia.
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Fig. 2. Air temperature in: 1 – partially renovated building (renovated in 2007, average heat
consumption 339kWh/m2 per annum); 2 – newly erected building (built in 2005, average heat
consumption 94kWh/m2 per annum); 3 – unrenovated building (average heat consumption
130kWh/m2 per annum); 4 – outdoors
As shown in Fig. 2, in the current case the highest air temperature indoors and largest
heat energy consumption in 2008 was in a partially renovated day-care centre building. It was
339kWh/m2. (In Figure 1 it is day-care centre building No.4: 1901m2 – 645,00MWh).
It is importantly to use energy economically and effectively. Thus, we attempted to find
the causes of such extensive heat energy consumption in partially renovated day-care centre
buildings. This was done on 23 January 2012, when we implemented a heat loss analysis
throughout the day-care centre building envelope with a thermal camera (FLIR P25), an
infrared thermometer with switchable optics (TESTO 845) and a thermo-anemometer with a
flexible telescopic probe (AIRFLOW TA-7). The outdoor air temperature was between -3.20C
at 11:00 and -3.60C at 14:00; the wind direction: E, 4-8m/s in Riga [6].
The following figures will show thermal photos, photos of building cells, thermographic
figures – the allocation of temperature degrees in percentages in the local area (Ar1) of the
thermal photo, indicators of fixed values and thermographic lines – temperature differences
(Li1) in the respective line of the thermal photo (read from left side to right). Current building
was partially renovated and partially built in 2007.
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Fig. 3. Thermal photo of the corner

Fig. 4. Photo of the corner

Fig. 5. Allocation of temperature degrees in
percentages in the local areaAr1

Fig. 6. Indicator of fixed values

Fig. 7. Thermographic line Li1 of the thermal photo of the corner
Figs. 3 through 7 display information about heat loss caused in the respective corner.
We fixed the improper window compounding with a wall. On the inspection day, the wind
speed was low – E, 4-8m/s. Fig. 4 shows the fixed outdoor air infiltration of a windy day’s
after-effects through the wall via a small gap as a darker shade. The temperature at the top of
the corner is very low – only +12.80C in Ar1. The indoor air temperature was fixed at +21,00C
in Li1.
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Fig. 8. Thermal photo of the building envelope

Fig. 9. A part of the newly erected
building facade’s south side without heat
insulation

Fig. 10. Thermographic line Li1 of the thermal photo of the building envelope

Fig. 11. Allocation of temperature degrees in
percentages in the local area Ar1

Fig. 12. Indicator of fixed values

Figs. 8 to 12 display temperature differences on part of the south side of the building
envelope surface. The temperature difference of -4.00C to +0.10C in Li1 demonstrates that the
respective building facade has very large heat losses. The reason for this is the inadequate
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heat insulation of the building’s current walls. The visible surface of the materials of the inner
building wall in Figure 8 confirms this. We can see the same in the following Fig. 13.

Fig. 13. Thermal photo of part of the building
facade

Fig. 14. A part of the newly erected
building facade’s west side without heat
insulation

Fig. 15. Thermographic line Li1 of the thermal photo of the building façade

Fig. 16. Allocation of temperature degrees in
percentages in the local area Ar 1
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Figs. 13 through 17 display temperature differences on part of the west side of the
building envelope surface. The temperature difference of +1.90C to +4.90C in Li1
demonstrates that the roof of the respective building’s facade has very large heat losses from
rooms via the second floor ceilings to the loft. Eastern winds result in the respective thermal
photo in Figure 13. If this building had been built correctly, the thermographic line’s
minimum and maximum values would not exceed the air temperature outdoors: -4.00C.

Fig. 18. Thermal photo of part of the building
facade

Fig. 19. A part of the renovated building
facade’s west side with heat insulation

Fig. 20. Thermographic line Li1 of the thermal photo of the building façade

Fig. 21. Allocation of temperature degrees in
percentages in the local area Ar1
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Figs. 18 to 22 display temperature differences on part of the south side of the building
envelope surface. The temperature difference of -0.80C in Ar1 to -4.60C in Li1 demonstrates
that the respective building facade has large heat losses.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

The current study on heat energy consumption has reflected tendencies in day-care centre
building and renovation.

Increased heat energy consumption in day-care centre buildings indicates that partial
renovation was done with inadequate project solutions.
The main solution to these problems is to take an integrated approach to the IAQ and to
establish energy-saving, quality ventilation and air condition systems.
Partial renovation of buildings has not decelerated heat energy consumption.
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ABSTRACT
Thermographic cameras are widely used for inspecting and analyzing surfaces of building external
constructions. The method demonstrates a complete image of thermal spots and is suitable for giving limited
conclusions about the whole surface temperature of the construction. The main problem of infrared analysis
is exact temperature layout, because different heat transmission areas can be seen on the screen, but heat
radiation levels are not so reliable. Such temperature differences can exceed even 50% of the real surface
temperature. To explore more accurate surface point temperatures special thermal sensors and devices were
applied. By point type infrared and thermo-couple device temperature distribution points on building material
surface were gathered, compared and calibrated with the infrared camera output image. Also mathematical
temperature curves were calculated to prove the temperature distribution on the surface. Sample for practical
research was external wall construction of cold-storage, in Kuiviži, Latvia. Results were compared with
manufacturer’s technical information. Using thermal imaging cameras with contact measuring devices, and
setting the surface temperature proxies in a wide area, heat transfer coefficient of external construction can be
calculated by means of a three-temperature method, which includes the point and linear thermal bridges and
other places of heat loss in constructions. The method provides an opportunity to expand the experimental
use of the thermal image camera for determining heat transfer of external constructions.
Keywords: thermal analysis, heat transfer, infrared method

1.

INTRODUCTION

There is a need for thermographic calculations regarding external constructions to design
energy saving buildings with good indoor climatic conditions, in combination with efficient and
highly durable materials, as well as environmentally friendly technologies. Building external
constructions generally consist of foundations, walls and roofs, but this study analyzes only the
above-ground parts of those structures. In every type of construction, intra-thermal processes take
place. They depend on the properties of the applied materials and exterior environment. Thermal
processes in structures can be identified and quantified in cases where one or more structural
surfaces are in different heat and moisture (environmental) conditions. The order of thermal
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designing of bound constructions is regulated by the Latvian building regulation LBN 002-01 ‘Heat
transfer in building envelopes’ [1].
The aim of the research was to combine analytical and experimental methods of thermal
analysis and carry out experimental thermal analysis of external constructions (composite panels).
Using thermal imaging cameras with contact measuring devices, and setting the surface
temperature proxies in a wide area, bound construction heat transfer coefficient can be calculated by
means of a three-temperature method, which includes the point and linear thermal bridges and other
places of heat loss in constructions. The method provides an opportunity to expand the experimental
use of the thermal image camera for determining heat transfer through external constructions.
2.

METHODOLOGY

An experimental research for existing building – analysis of wall construction was done. Wall
constructions of cold-storage in Kuiviži, Latvia (Fig. 1) are composite sandwich panels, consisting
of two metal sheet layers and poly-urethane (PU) thermoisolation filling. Manufacturer
‘ThyssenKrupp Bausysteme GmbH’ gives a heat transfer coefficient of the composite facade panel
with PU stuffing: ems-isolier cold storage panel PU 120, thickness 120 mm, heat transfer
coefficient U = 0.190 W/m2×K [2].

Fig. 1. Cold-storage, in Kuiviži, Latvia and experimental sample
2.1. Technical devices used in the research
a) Testo 845. A thermometer which operates in the spectrum of infrared waves in a narrow
area (points), equipped with a thermocouple probe for contact measuring surface temperature:
- Measurement range: -35˚C to +950˚C;
- Accuracy of the infrared device and thermocouple at room temperature: ±0,75˚C.
b) ThermoPro TP8. Camera of thermal picture, operates in the spectrum of infrared waves
(thermographic camera):
- Measurement range: -20˚C to +800˚C;
- Resolution: 384 × 288 thermal pixels (sensors);
- Accuracy: ±1˚C or 1% of the result.
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2.2. Description of experimental research method
The experimental research method consists of several parts. Sample was divided into parts
over the midfield in the area of 3.0 x 2.4 m, where the step on X-axis was 0,6 m, and the step on Yaxis was 0.5 m.
Measurement points on X-axis were marked from X1 to X5; on Y-axis: from Y1 to Y5.
(Fig. 2). According to the matrix principle measurement points XY11 (upper left corner), XY12,
XY21 and XY22 (lower right corner) were marked in the corners of the sample.
Surface temperatures were measured in the marked points using the device Testo 845 with a
surface thermometer which operates in the spectrum of infrared waves and thermocouple probe.
The data gathered is shown in Figure 3. After reading the surface temperature with Testo 845,
thermography of the sample was carried out with ThermoPro TP8.

Fig. 2. Scheme of measurement points on the sample surface
Calibrating emission coefficient ε of the picture in the infrared spectrum real temperature
division on the sample surface was obtained which corresponded to the measurements of
thermocouple in characteristic points on X-axis and Y-axis.
Average temperature was chosen; resistance of surface air layers and coefficient of heat
transfer coefficient U (W/m2×K) were calculated using the results of civil physics formulas.
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Weather conditions were fixed outside +12.6 ºC, wind speed 0 m/s, but temperature in the
cooling chamber changed from -17.4 °C to -20.0 °C (within 15 minutes), in the conditions of fast
and turbulent air.
Measurements of experimantal samples (Fig. 3), where:
 Testo 845, T.C. – temperatures at points read from the Testo 845 thermocouples probe,
 TP8, ε=0.99 (ThermoPro) – results from the programme treated pictures in the infrared
spectrum where the coefficient of the surface emission is ε=0.99,
 TP8, ε=0.65 (ThermoPro) – results from the programme treated pictures in the infrared
spectrum where the coefficient of the surface emission is calibrated by trial and error
method ε=0.65 and corresponds to measured average temperature of frame area and
average of Testo 845 temperature pickups (Fig. 4).
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12,8

12,8

12,7

13,0

12,6

12,5

12,7

13,0

13,3

12,9

12,8

13,5

13,4

TP8, ε=0.65

12,1

11,5

11,3

11,3

11,8

11,1

11,2

11,3

11,6

11,7

11,5

11,5

12,4

12,2

Fig. 3. Measurement results of the surface temperature on X- and Y-axis

Fig. 4. Measurements of the surface temperature with ThermoPro TP8 (left: with frame
Tavg=13.2 °C at ε=0.99; right: with frame Tavg=11,7 °C at ε=0,65). Analysis made using the
programme Guide IrAnalyser
Heat flows q and heat transfer coefficient U can be defined:

q                                        1
=
∝1 (Te − T1 ) =
U (Te − Ti ) and
( )         
T −T
U =          ,                                                
∝1 e 1
( 2 )        
Te − Ti
where
α1 – coefficient of heat transmission on measured surface, W/m2×K
Ti – temperature inside cold storage, °C
Te – outer temperature in air, °C
T1 – temperature on the first surface of the boundary construction, °C [2]
This method is also called ‘method of three temperatures’.
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Respectively,
q
q =∝
                                                        
∆T and ∝ =
( 3)         
∆T

α=
α c + α λ   ,                                                      (4)         
1
where
α1 – coefficient of heat transmission on measured surface, W/m2×K
αc – coefficient of heat transmission by convection, W/m2×K
αλ – coefficient of heat transmission by radiation, W/m2×K [3],
4

4

 Te   T1 
 100  −  100 
         3 .           (5)         
 
1/4
α c = 2 ⋅ ∆T   
and α λ = 5, 67 
[]
Te − T1
To calculate heat transfer coefficient U, temperatures T1, Ti and Te are needed. Temperature
on the first surface of the boundary construction T1 = +11,7 °C, average temperature inside cold
storage Ti = -19,9 °C, fixed outer temperature in air Te = +12,6 °C.
W
m K

α c = 2 ⋅ ∆T 1/4 = 2 ⋅ (12, 6 − 11, 7)1/4 = 1,948                   
( 6 )         
2
 273,15 + 12, 6   273,15 + 11, 7 

 −

W
100
100

 
 5, 267        
67
α λ 5,=
=
( 7 )         
12, 6 − 11, 7
m2 K
4

4

W
m K

α1 = α c + α λ =1,948 + 5, 267 = 7, 215                         
(8)         
2
12, 6(Te ) − 11, 7(T 1)
T −T
W
UX =
∝1 e 1 =
=
7, 215
0,1998 2     ( 9 )          
Te − T1
m K
12, 6(Te ) − (−19,9(Ti ) )

Standardized coefficient of heat transfer given by the manufacturer to the construction
U = 0.190 W/m2×K. After calculations, mismatch U / Ux is Δ = 4.9 %.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

Camera of thermal imaging, which shows surface temperatures in the infrared spectrum alone
without other devices indicates only the general temperature of the surface, which can differ from
actual temperatures >50%, because of an incorrect assumptive coefficient of the surface emission
(ε=0,01 to 0,99);
When using the thermographic camera together with other measuring devices and defining
surface temperatures in a wide area, it is possible to calculate the heat transfer coefficient of the
bound construction, also pointed and linear thermal bridges and other spots of heat losses in the
construction. We used the method of three temperatures in the calculations.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a case study of energy efficiency of air handling units for schools in Latvia.
The paper summarizes the possible configurations of air handling units, carried out analytical studies
searching for an optimum variant of the energy savings and optimization point of view, taking into account
the specifics of learning process in Latvia schools.
Results show the use of air handling units optimization based methods should be encouraged due to the
potentials for energy savings combined with improved indoor air quality of learning process in Latvia
schools.
Reducing energy consumption, energy efficiency and optimization of air handling units in schools is
important to address the global challenges of climate change and natural resources careful use.
Keywords: air handling units, energy efficiency, ventilation in schools

1.

INTRODUCTION

Worldwide increase energy consumption. This reflects the economic development and quality
of life. This in turn causes increases in energy prices. At the same time it allows develop studies,
which may be more economic use of energy resources, as well as invest in systems that use less
energy than existing ones [1].
This is one of the main conditions that contribute to research in the field of ventilation.
Ventilation system efficiency is important today and will be in the future as well. The opportunities
and benefits of more efficient ventilation systems will be important for both indoor comfort and
energy-saving point of view.
Great potential for energy conservation is seen in the building sector. If ventilation rates are
reduced, energy is saved, but, at the same time, indoor air quality is deteriorated.
Schools is one of building sector with high energy consumption in Latvia, but the same time
with great potential to save energy by demand ventilation. The aim of the article is analyze possible
scenarios selecting of air handling units (AHU) for schools in Latvia by taking account local
specifics. Target is make possible air handling unit selections providing indoor air quality (IAQ)
according to Europe normative EN 13779:2007 classification IDA1 to IDA4. Actuality of paper is
that it is prepared the same time when reforms where planned in education system by changing
period of studies in schools from 2012 in Latvia.
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2.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The field surveys were completed as one of the region's schools. This region of the schools
built in the last century, hence do not correspond to modern requirements in both quantitative and
qualitative terms. Regional management plans renovation an existing schools. The study is divided
into several stages-before renovation when the focus is on the analysis of the existing situation,
including demographic indicators, indoor air quality solutions and performance, with possible
technical-economical solutions, taking into account existing energy prices in the region. Planned
after reconstruction of existing schools, to take measurements from the study to assess how the IAQ
is EN13779: 2007 requirements and how energy efficient school ventilation system solutions are
created and what possible measures to take in order to ensure sustainable solutions.
The study was based on several criteria:
2. Climatic conditions in Latvia (outside temperatures during summer, winter etc.).
3. The Latvian educational system (number of school days, vacations, hours).
4. Air handling equipment and technological parameters (supply temperature etc.).
5. Energy availability and the price of Latvian cities.
It is very important to be aware that a relatively small country like Latvia, climatic conditions
may vary from sea side to continental climate. In accordance with the provisions of the Latvian
building normative LBN 002-01 Climatology, example, by data shows that during the heating
season, the duration of the Aluksne city is 21 days longer than Liepaja city. The energy indicators
of AHU’s where analyzed - heat efficiency cost of heat consumption supply air heating, in addition
to the total electricity consumption, and potential energy savings.
At this moment according to Latvian education ministry information in the school year length
is 169 days and summer vacation is 92 days. Latvian schools are held from September to May.
Study process does not take place during summer, hence our climatic conditions. There is no need
for air cooling system from a technical- economical point of view. It eliminates vital capital
formation, as well as operating costs and energy consumption. Latvia has carried out studies and
indoor air quality measurement in teaching institutions and kindergartens and schools as well as
universities. The main focus of these measurements is focused on the well-being of children and
young people, as well as an evaluation of indoor air quality assessment in the classroom. The goal is
to find the desired air quality, which stimulate the learning process. As an established research, the
common complaint about being sick, such as lethargy, slowness, fatigue, concentration difficulties,
eye tiredness etc. It is also observed that a common complaint about indoor air quality is dust, lower
or higher temperature, draughts, dry air or the stale air. In addition to measurements of CO2 was
found to increase above permissible standards increased the number of students, as well as in the
afternoon. [2] This is important from the point of view that in recent years in the implementation of
the program '' Money follows the student '', which resulted in all the municipalities abolished school
with a small number of pupils, adding them to the closest school with a larger number of pupils.
Demonstrated that insufficient heating and ventilation is the reason for the correlation between
temperature increase and an increase in the number of students [9] demonstrated the direct
correlation to yielding to an increase in the amount of fresh air is improving student performance.
[3; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12; 17].
To the school ventilation system work in optimal mode, account should be taken of the:
1. The duration of the school year.
2. The maximum number of hours of lessons per day;
3. What is the maximum number of hours of lessons per week.
In Latvia, the duration of the school year:
• 1. class – 34 weeks;
• from 2 class to 8 class- 35 weeks;
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• 9 class – 37 weeks;
• 10 and 11 classes – 35 weeks;
• 12 class – 38 weeks.
The maximum number of hours of lessons per day:
• 1 to 3 classes – 5 lessons;
• 4 to 5 classes – 6 lessons;
• 6 to 7 classes – 7 lessons;
• 8 to 12 classes – 8 lessons.
The maximum number of hours of training per week:
• 1 class – 22
• 2 class – 23
• 3 class – 24
• 4 class – 26
• 5 class – 28
• 6 class – 30
• 7 class – 32
• 8 and 9 class – 34
• 10-12 class – 36 [13; 21].
The basic of classification of indoor air is given in EN 13779:2007. This classification applies
to the indoor air in the occupied zone. The values for indoor air classes can be given in national
regulations. Values presented in EN 15251 may be used as default values. The Latvian building
normative LBN 239 ‘’Ventilation and heating of residential and public buildings’’ gives minimal
air volume is 15 m3/h per person. In this case we can modulate basic of classification of indoor air
for Latvia base on EN 13779:2007 [5; 6].
Table1. Latvia normative compare to IDA qualification acc. EN 13779:2007
Category

Description
of indoor air
quality

IDA1
IDA2
IDA3
IDA4

High
Medium
Moderate
Low

Rate of outdoor air
per person (non
smoking area),
typical range, m3h1
.person-1
> 54
36- 54
22- 36
<22

Rate of outdoor air per
person (non smoking
area), Default value, m3h1
.person-1
72
45
29
18

Modulate air
volume per
person, m3/h
base on LBN
239
60
45
30
15

Indoor air modeling for school buildings from low indoor air quality category IDA4 to IDA2
moderate and medium IAQ, directly connected to investments in air handling units and evaluation
of energy consumption [4; 18]. In this case aim is depending of IDA category search of optimal
solution for air handling unit configuration.
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Fig. 1. Electricity price Euro per kW/h (incl. VAT) in Europe union countries
Important factor in school ventilation system is operating costs, including heating of outdoor
air. District heating cost where varied different up to 40% in Latvian cities and regions. It is from
32, 21Ls/MWh, excl. VAT in Rujiena city counselling up to 52, 91Ls/MWh in Kegums city[19].
We have found schools where ventilation systems not operated for high operating costs. The main
objective is irregular demand for ventilation in the school buildings. Latvian building normative
LBN 239 requires minimum 15 m3/ h fresh air for person that would correspond to the IDA4 level
at EN 13779:2007. It is also used for the design of ventilation systems for schools. As a result, in
the same cases school’s ventilation system does not used due to high operating and maintenance
costs. How to find the recommended amount of air for pupils, find an energy saving solutions for
Latvia schools ventilation systems optimization [14; 15; 16].
Table 2. Pupils amount data one of the Latvia region's schools

Pupils, total
Pupils in primary school
Pupils in elementary school
Pupils in secondary school
IDA category/ Air volume,
m3/h

Secondary
school No.1
833
350
358
125
IDA4/12500
IDA3/25000
IDA2/37845

Primary school
No.2
24
24

Elementary
school No.3
166
72
94

Primary
school No.4
204
131
73

IDA4/ 360
IDA3/ 720
IDA2/ 1080

IDA4/ 2490
IDA3/ 4980
IDA2/ 7470

IDA4/ 3060
IDA3/ 6120
IDA2/ 9180

As research object is selected a school No 1, as it learns the greatest number of pupils, as well
as the primary school, opens in both elementary and high school. Consequently, classes of loaded
are the largest of the region's schools [20].
Study searches for the best possible air handling options in Latvian schools, to ensure
maximum IAQ after IDA classification. Were considered 3 possible scenarios on the basis of the
Latvian construction regulations laid down the minimum quantity of air to 15 m3/h to ensure low
IAQ IDA4, the next step is 30 m3/ h for pupils corresponding IDA3, and even increased to 45 m3/h
corresponding IDA2. In addition, air handling is calculated for schools possible configuration with
recovery and without from technical-economic point of view. The calculations were made using
Microsoft Exel, LCC calculation by ENEU-2000, statistical program SPSS 16.0 and specialized air
handling unit’s selection program. Air handling unit configurations were analyzed to see connection
between components pressure drops in units and their influence to energy consumption.
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Table 3. Pressure drops in different air handling unit components with heat recovery
1 scenario
IDA4/ 12500 m3/h
AHU components

2 scenario
IDA3/ 25000m3/h

3 scenario
IDA2/ 37845m3/h

DV40 DV50 DV60 DV80 DV100 DV120 DV120 DV150 DV190

Damper, Pa

10

3

3

8

5

3

7

5

4

Filter EU7, Paa

224

161

145

212

184

144

204

171

139

Heat exchanger, Pa

208

157

125

212

173

133

209

177

92

Heater, Pa

23

13

10

47

34

12

23

18

13

Fan, Pa

101

66

42

105

65

40

93

58

37

Damper, Pa

10

3

3

8

5

3

7

5

4

Filtrer EU3, Pa

92

74

63

93

80

67

93

77

64

Heat exchanger, Pa

208

157

125

212

173

133

209

177

92

Fan, Pa
Total
drops,Pa

101

66

42

105

65

40

93

58

37

977

700

558

1002

784

575

938

746

482

Difference, %

100%

72%

57%

100%

78%

Investment, Euro

13031 16116 19703 21833 26472

pressure
57%

100%

80%

51%

32598

34132

37458

60852

Table 4. Correlation for 1 scenarios air handling units with heat recover
Correlation

Tabula 1.
Total
pres s ure
drops ,Pa
Total
pres s ure
drops ,Pa
Dam per

Pears on
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Pears on
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Filter EU7 Pears on
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Heat
Pears on
exchanger Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Heater
Pears on
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Fan
Pears on
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Dam per
Pears on
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Filtrer EU3 Pears on
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Heat
Pears on
exchanger Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Fan
Pears on
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

1.000

.961

Dam per

Heat
exchanger

Filter EU7

Heater

Fan

Heat
Filtrer EU3 exchanger

Dam per

Fan

.961

.995

.986

.996

.973

.961

.989

.986

.973

.179

.064

.105

.058

.149

.179

.096

.105

.149

*

**

1.000

.179

.984

.902

.982

,999

.992

.902

,999 *

.115

.284

.121

.030

.000

.083

.284

.030

1.000

.965

1,000 **

.991

.984

,999 *

.965

.991

.169

.006

.086

.115

.032

.169

.086

1.000

.967

.921

.902

.951

1,000 **

.921

.163

.254

.284

.201

.000

.254

.995

.984

.064

.115

.986

.902

.965

.105

.284

.169

.996

.982

1,000 **

.967

.058

.121

.006

.163

.973

,999

*

.991

.921

.990

.149

.030

.086

.254

.091

.961

1,000 **

.984

.902

.982

,999 *

1.000

1,000

.990

.982

,998 *

.967

.990

.091

.121

.038

.163

.091

1.000

,999 *

.996

.921

1,000 **

.030

.053

.254

.000

1.000

.992

.902

,999 *

.083

.284

.030

1.000

.951

.996

.201

.053

.179

.000

.115

.284

.121

.030

.989

.992

,999

*

.951

,998 *

.996

.992

.096

.083

.032

.201

.038

.053

.083

.986

.902

.965

1,000 **

.967

.921

.902

.951

.105

.284

.169

.000

.163

.254

.284

.201

.973

,999 *

.991

.921

.990

1,000 **

,999 *

.996

.921

.149

.030

.086

.254

.091

.000

.030

.053

.254
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Table 5. Correlation for 2 scenarios air handling units with HR
Correlation

Tabula 2.
Total
pres s ure
drops ,Pa
Total
pres s ure
drops ,Pa
Dam per

Filter EU7

Heat
exchanger
Heater

Fan

Dam per

Filtrer EU3

Heat
exchanger
Fan

Pears on
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Pears on
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Pears on
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Pears on
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Pears on
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Pears on
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Pears on
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Pears on
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Pears on
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Pears on
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

Dam per

1.000

.995

Filter EU7
.994

1,000

.065

.072

.012

.977

.072

.138

*

.012

.102

.077

.065

1,000

.008

.993

.012

.077

1,000 **

.993

.993

1,000 *

.000

.073

.078

.011

1.000

.996

,999

.973

.977

.995

.996

.973

.060

.029

.149

.138

.065

.060

.149

.993

.996
.060

.993

1,000

.011

*

**

1.000

*

.077

.990

*

.990

.990

.993

1,000 **

.089

.089

.078

.005

1.000

.089

1,000

**

.990

.000

.089

.961

.966

.989

.990

.961

.178

.167

.094

.089

.178

1.000

1,000 *

.991

.990 1,000 **

.011

.084

.089

.000

1.000

.993

.993

1,000 *

.073

.078

.011

1.000

1,000 **

.991

.005

.084

.973

.990

.961

.149

.089

.178

.977

.993

.966

1,000 *

.000

.138

.078

.167

.011

.993

.995

1,000 **

.989

.991

.993

.073

.065

.005

.094

.084

.073

.993

.996

1,000 **

.990

.990

.993

1,000 **

.012

.078

.060

.000

.089

.089

.078

.005

.993

1,000 *

.973

.990

.961

1,000 **

1,000

.077

.011

.149

.089

.178

.000

.011

*

Fan

*

.011

.029

1,000

1,000

1,000 *

,999

.008

.995

.966

.966

**

.993

.167

.167

.065

.987

**

.993

.987

1,000

Heat
exchanger

Filtrer EU3

.078

.078

1,000

Dam per

.977

.102

.995

Fan

.138

1.000

.994

Heater

*

.995

.065

1,000

Heat
exchanger

*

1.000

.990
.089

.991

.990

.084

.089

1.000

Table 6. Correlation for 3 scenarios air handling units with HR
Correlation

Tabula 3.
Total
pres s ure
drops ,Pa
Total
pres s ure
drops ,Pa
Dam per

Filter EU7

Heat
exchanger
Heater

Fan

Dam per

Filtrer EU3

Heat
exchanger
Fan

Pears on
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Pears on
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Pears on
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Pears on
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Pears on
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Pears on
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Pears on
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Pears on
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Pears on
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Pears on
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

Dam per

1.000

Heat
exchanger

Filter EU7

Heater

Fan

Heat
Filtrer EU3 exchanger

Dam per

Fan

.961

.995

.986

.996

.973

.961

.989

.986

.179

.064

.105

.058

.149

.179

.096

.105

.149

1.000

.984

.902

.982

,999 *

1,000 **

.992

.902

,999 *

.115

.284

.121

.030

.000

.083

.284

.030

.995

.984

1.000

.965

1,000 **

.991

.984

,999 *

.965

.991

.064

.115

.169

.006

.086

.115

.032

.169

.086

.961
.179

.986

.902

.965

.105

.284

.169

1.000

.967

.921

.902

.951

.163

.254

.284

.201

.996

.982

1,000 **

.967

.058

.121

.006

.163

.973

,999

*

.991

.921

.990

.149

.030

.086

.254

.091

**

.984

.902

.982

,999 *

.961

1,000

1.000

.973

**

.921

.000

.254

1,000

.990

.982

,998 *

.967

.990

.091

.121

.038

.163

.091

1.000

,999 *

.996

.921 1,000 **

.030

.053

.254

.000

1.000

.992

.902

,999 *

.083

.284

.030

1.000

.951

.996

.201

.053

.179

.000

.115

.284

.121

.030

.989

.992

,999 *

.951

,998 *

.996

.992

.096

.083

.032

.201

.038

.053

.083

.986

.902

.965

1,000 **

.967

.921

.902

.951

.105

.284

.169

.000

.163

.254

.284

.201

.973

,999 *

.991

.921

.990

1,000 **

,999 *

.996

.921

.149

.030

.086

.254

.091

.000

.030

.053

.254

1.000

.921
.254
1.000

Table 7. Pressure drops of components for AHU without heat recovery
1 scenario
12 500 m3/h
AHU components

2 scenario
25 000m3/h

3 scenario
37 845m3/h

DV40 DV50 DV60 DV80 DV100 DV120

DV120 DV150 DV190

Damper, Pa

22

14

8

25

13

10

23

18

10

Filter EU7, Pa

224

161

145

212

184

144

204

171

139

Heater, Pa

46

26

21

48

34

25

46

33

25

Fan, Pa

101

66

42

105

65

40

93

58

37

Total pressure drops,Pa

393

267

216

390

296

219

366

280

211

Investment, Euro

5927

7317

7959

9402

11247

13256

14401

16939

22043
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Table 8. Correlation for 1 scenarios air handling units without heat recovery

Damper
Filter
Heater
Fan
Total, Pa

Damper
1

Filter
,969

Sig. (2-tailed)

,000

Pearson Correlation

,969

Sig. (2-tailed)

,158

Pearson Correlation

Heater
,969

Fan
1,000*

Total,Pa
,988

,158

,160

,016

,100

1

1,000**

,975

,996

,002

,142

,058

1

,975

,996

,144

,060

1

,991

Pearson Correlation

,969

Sig. (2-tailed)

,160

,002

*

,975

,975

Sig. (2-tailed)

,016

,142

,144

Pearson Correlation

,988

,996

,996

,991

Sig. (2-tailed)

,100

,058

,060

,084

Pearson Correlation

1,000

1,000

**

,084
1

Table 9. Correlation for 2 scenarios air handling units without heat recovery

Damper

Pearson Correlation

Damper
1

Sig. (2-tailed)
Filter
Heater

Fan

Total,Pa

Pearson Correlation

,907

Sig. (2-tailed)

,277

Filter
,907

Heater
,978

Fan
,980

Total, Pa
,962

,277

,133

,128

,176

1

,974

,973

,987

,144

,149

,101

1

**

,998*

Pearson Correlation

,978

,974

Sig. (2-tailed)

,133

,144

Pearson Correlation

,980

,973

1,000**

Sig. (2-tailed)

,128

,149

,005

Pearson Correlation

,962

,987

,998*

,997*

Sig. (2-tailed)

,176

,101

,043

,048

1,000

,005

,043

1

,997*
,048
1

Table 10. Correlation for 3 scenarios air handling units without heat recovery
Damper

Pearson Correlation

Damper
1

Sig. (2-tailed)
Filter

Heater

Fan

Pearson Correlation

,990

Sig. (2-tailed)

,090

Heater
,964

Fan
,962

Total, Pa
,981

,090

,171

,176

,125

1

,992

,991

,999*

,081

,086

,035

1

**

,997*

,004

,047

1

,997

Pearson Correlation

,964

,992

Sig. (2-tailed)

,171

,081

,962

,991

1,000**

,176

,086

,004

Pearson Correlation

,981

*

*

,997

Sig. (2-tailed)

,125

,047

,051

1,000

Pearson Correlation

Sig. (2-tailed)
Total, Pa

Filter
,990
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Fig. 2. Life cycle cost calculation for 1 scenario for AHU with and without heat recovery (HR)

Fig. 3. Life cycle cost calculation for 2 scenario for AHU with and without heat recovery (HR)
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Fig. 4. Life cycle cost calculation for 3 scenario for AHU with and without heat recovery (HR)
Table 11. Investments of AHU per pupil in one of the Latvia region school Nr. 1
1 scenario (IDA4)
AHU with HR
AHU size
Investment,
Euro
Investment
per pupil,
Euro

AHU without HR

DV40

DV50

DV60

DV40

DV50

DV60

13031

16116

19703

5927

7317

7959

15.6

19.3

23.7

7.1

8.8

9.6

2 scenario (IDA3)
AHU with HR
AHU size
Investment,
Euro
Investment
per pupil,
Euro

AHU without HR

DV80

DV100

DV120

DV80

DV100

DV120

21833

26472

32598

9402

11247

13256

26.2

31.8

39.1

11.3

13.5

15.9

3 scenario (IDA2)
AHU with HR
AHU size
Investment,
Euro
Investment
per pupil,
Euro

3.

AHU without HR

DV120

DV150

DV190

DV120

DV150

DV190

34132

37548

60852

14411

16939

22043

41.0

45.1

73.1

17.3

20.3

26.5

DISCUSSION

The Education Minister Kilis from 2012 offers to change the layout of the school year, and
shorten the school summer vacation. Latvia is one of the shorter school year in the European Union,
but vacation is the longest. It was planned with the idea of improving the quality of learning, as well
as schoolwork days. The longer winter holidays municipalities are advantageous because dropping
school maintenance expenses, but takes into account that the summer time to ensure proper indoor
air quality will ensure classroom cooling that is not equipped with a practical one in Latvian school.
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Energy cost encourages schools, local municipalities and the Ministry of education (IZM) seek
solutions for their reduction. If increase energy prices, if there is a forecast of the growth rate, then
it is very important to make the correct today's investment in the future. It is important to analyse
not only in Latvia but also in the whole of the EU. Investment for schoolchild helps to analyze local
municipality’s future investments for improving indoor air quality in schools.
4. CONCLUSIONS
1.

2.

Direct correlation was showed between AHU components. When create a correlation table 4
with DV40, DV50 and DV60 system. It showed the correlation table 1 that strikes a balance
between total pressure loss and pressure loss of components is significant, since the Pearson
product moment correlation coefficient is close to one. By created the correlation table 5 with
DV80, DV100 and DV120 systems. We have seen the correlation table that strikes a balance
between total pressure loss and pressure loss of components are significant, since the Pearson
product moment correlation coefficient is close to one. By created the correlation table 6 with
DV120, DV190 DV150 systems. We have seen the correlation table that strikes a balance
between total pressure loss and pressure loss of components are significant, since the Pearson
product moment correlation coefficient is close to one.
Analyzing at the region's schools Nr.1 scenarios to improve indoor air quality in accordance
with the IDA qualifications and comparing air handling unit configurations, we can conclude
that the system without heat recovery will better contribution as compared to units with heat
recovery, initial investment is lower operating costs will be higher, but the recovery will not
pay back in 15 years.
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ABSTRACT
The premises in low thermal energy buildings can be heated by air-heating systems. However, the heating
system will work effectively only if the building heat losses will be compensated by supplying of not higher
than 50 °C air temperature and not more than the minimum amount of required fresh air for building
ventilation. The other issue is to maintain the indoor comfort by ensuring the correct air velocity and supplied
air temperature differences in operating zone of premises. To assess the effectiveness of air heating system,
the research has been made in order to find out the optimal combinations of such parameters as level of
thermal insulation, air tightness and ventilation rate. This paper also presents the theoretical studies and
experimental results of indoor climate parameters by supplying the heated air in premises.
Keywords: low energy building, air-heating system, indoor comfort, heat losses, air tightness

1.

INTRODUCTION

As the amounts of natural resources diminish and the price of energy grows up, the increasing
attention is directed towards solving the issues related to energy saving and efficient use in
buildings. In order to reduce the consumption of thermal energy the concept of the low energy
buildings has spread in the world. During design process the great attention has to be paid to select
the optimal shape of the building, the layout of premises, building and living premises orientation in
respect of cardinal directions, glazed area and orientation, type of windows, construction of building
envelope, ventilation system, degree of insulation, air tightness and thermal inertia in order to get
the least amount of heat losses and the greatest amount of solar heat gains during the cold season of
the year [1–4].
Ventilation system is the main factor ensuring the microclimate parameters in premises.
Natural ventilation system cannot be used in buildings with high level of thermal insulation and air
tightness. Thus, the microclimate requirements of the premises are not ensured. Therefore, it is
necessary to install a mechanical ventilation system [5] which can be effectively used as air heating
system in this way eliminating the need for other sources of heating [6, 7]. When the premises are
air-heated, the system will work effectively only if the building heat losses will be compensated by
supplying maximum allowable air temperature and not more than the minimum amount of required
fresh air for building ventilation. The other issue is to maintain the indoor thermal comfort by
ensuring the correct air velocity and supplied air temperature differences in operating zone of
premises.
After the literature review was found that in low energy buildings ventilation and air heating
system are used to eliminate building heat losses due to ventilation and to ensure good indoor air
quality [8-10], but this system is not the main heating system of the building. The thermal
properties and indoor climate parameters of the building which can be heated only with air heating
systems are analysed in this paper.
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2.

EFFICIENCY OF AIR HEATING SYSTEM

2.1. Heat demand for heating buildings
The efficiency of air heating depends on the heat demand for heating the building. In order to
calculate the demand, heat transfer coefficient of the envelopes, heat losses due to ventilation and
solar radiation heat gains into the premises are estimated.
Heat transfer coefficient of the envelopes may be reduced by thickening the thermal
insulation layer, diminishing the influence of linear thermal bridges and properly selecting the form
of the building. In low energy buildings, linear thermal bridges are allowed only through window
and door reveals. As for the form, the area and volume of the premises are selected as similar as
possible [5]; the least amount of heat is lost in cube-shaped buildings.
Air, uncontrollably flowing in the building due to natural ventilation and outdoor air
infiltration, increases the ventilation heat losses. One of the most important indexes in the reduction
of losses caused by exceeding infiltration is air tightness of the building. However, since air
exchange is mandatory in buildings, natural ventilation system is replaced with mechanical one. Air
exchange should not exceed 0.6 times per hour at the pressure difference of 50 Pa, which
corresponds to 0.05 times per hour under natural conditions [7, 11]. Mechanical ventilation system
may also be used as air heating system: the pre-heated outdoor air necessary for ventilation is
supplied to the premises; to compensate for the most part of heat losses of the building, the
temperature of air must be higher than that of the premises. However, the temperature of air cannot
exceed 50°C [7], because in such case, dust combustion process begins in the air ducts and the
supplied air no longer satisfies the hygiene requirements [2]. To reduce the amount of energy used
to heat the supplied air, heat recovery units are installed. Systems with such units pre-heat the fresh
air supplied from the outside using thermal energy of the indoor air that is exhausted from the
premises [12]. The amount of recovered heat depends on the efficiency of the heat recovery unit: in
low energy buildings it should be no less than 80% [12].
Thermal balance of the building is considerably influenced by solar radiation gains through
transparent envelopes [13, 14]. Due to the position of the sun with regard to the horizon, the greatest
heat gains are measured in the southern and western sides of the building during the heating season;
therefore, the living premises should be oriented to these sides by selecting an appropriate area of
glazed envelopes. In the northern side of the building, the area of glazed envelopes should be the
smallest.
2.2. Research on the efficiency of air heating system
To assess the efficiency of air heating system depending on the energy characteristics of
building based on low energy building conception residential building was modelled. The shape of
the modelled building is nearly cube. The external dimensions of the building were the following:
length – 10.66 m, width – 9.81 m and height – 6.88 m; the total area equalled to 179.90 m² and
volume to 719.47 m³. It had two floors: the ground floor included a utility room, toilet, staircase,
kitchen, sitting room, workroom, and tambour, while a hallway, two living rooms, bedroom and
bathroom were located on the second floor. The plan of the building is shown in Fig. 1. The living
rooms, kitchen and sitting room were on the southern and western sides. The total glazed area of the
building amounted to 38.03 m²; the area of the glazed envelopes on the southern side was 14.80 m²,
western – 10.05 m² and eastern – 7.80 m², whereas 5.38 m² glazed area was designed on the
northern side following the requirements for natural lighting given in STR 2.02.01:2004
“Residential buildings“ [15].
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Fig. 1. Plans of the modelled building
Further, 6 calculation variants (Table 1) were modelled by changing the thermal
properties of the envelope, air tightness and heat recovery efficiency of the ventilating system

0.20
0.20
0.20
0.05
0.05
0.05

-0.10
-0.10
-0.10
0.00
0.00
0.00

Nat.¹
Mech.²
Mech.²
Mech.²
Mech.²
Mech.²

Heat recovery
efficiency

Wall/wall

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Ventilation system

Reveal

I
0.20 0.25 0.16 1.60 1.60
0.30
0.10
II
0.20 0.25 0.16 1.60 1.60
0.05
0.10
III 0.20 0.25 0.16 1.60 1.60
0.05
0.10
IV 0.12 0.14 0.10 1.00 1.00
0.05
0.00
V 0.11 0.12 0.09 0.85 0.85
0.05
0.00
VI 0.10 0.10 0.08 0.70 0.70
0.05
0.00
¹Natural ventilation system; ²Mechanical ventilation system

Wall/roof

Linear thermal transmittance
Ψ (W/mK)
Wall/ ground
floor

Doors

Windows

Roof

Flor

Walls

Model No.

Thermal transmittance UN (W/m2K)

Air tightness nin
(ach)

Table 1. Modelled building energy performance

60%
65%
80%
90%

Energy characteristics of the first and third models of the building, which satisfy the standard
requirements, were taken from STR 2.05.01:2005 “Thermal Technique of the Building Envelope“[16]. In the second model, the level of tightness was increased and a mechanical ventilation system
with heat recovery unit was installed, while the third building model was equipped with a 60%
efficient heat recovery unit. In the fourth and sixth building models, the values of heat transmittance
coefficients of the envelopes were reduced down to the lowest values currently available in the
market. The tightness of the building was preserved constant in all variants, i.e. 0.05 times/h, linear
thermal bridges were allowed only through window and door reveals, and finally, the efficiency of
heat recovery unit of the mechanical ventilation system was increased from 65% up to 90%.
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The heat transfer coefficient was estimated following the characteristics of the building given
in Table 1 by STR 2.09.04:2008 “Thermal Output of Building Heating. Heat Demand in Heating”
[17]; the calculation results are presented in Fig. 2.
289,58
269,25

350

200

100
50
0

72,63
63,72
54,81
22,64
22,64
22,64
12,68
10,87
9,06
21,65
21,65
21,65
5,05
5,05
5,05
0,00
83,13
33,25
29,10
16,63
8,31
67,61
9,22
9,22
9,22
9,22
9,22
45,07
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
15,16
15,16
15,16
15,16
15,16
15,16

150

ΣHel

ΣHg

I model

ΣHΨ

II model

ΣHev

III model

ΣHin

IV model

ΣHnv

V model

ΣHde

143,84
120,65
101,61

219,37

250

117,45
117,45
117,45

Heat transfer coefficient, W/K

300

ΣH

VI model

Note: Hel – envelope heat transfer coefficient , Hg – steady–state ground heat transfer coefficient,
HΨ –heat transfer coefficient due to linear thermal transmittance, Hen – heat transfer coefficient of
premises, Hev –heat transfer coefficient due to mechanical ventilation, Hin – heat transfer coefficient due to
infiltration, Hnv –heat transfer coefficient due to natural ventilation, Hde - heat transfer coefficient due to
doors opening, Hv –heat transfer coefficient due to ventilation, H – total heat transfer coefficient.

Fig. 2. Modelled building heat transfer coefficient

35,00

35,00

30,00

30,00

kWh/m2(per month)

kWh/m2(per month)

When the thermal properties of the building and the efficiency of the heat recovery unit were
improved, the individual losses of the envelopes (Hen) were reduced by 2 times, heat losses of
ventilation (Hv) – by 4 times, and individual heat losses of the building – by 3 times, in comparison
to the I and VI building models.
Monthly heat demand for heating the building was calculated by assessing the difference
between the monthly average outdoor temperature and the temperature of the premises. Heating
season data of Kaunas city were used for the calculations: according to the RSN 156-94
“Climatology of Buildings” [18], the heating season lasts for 219 days. Assuming that the building
is heated from 29 August till 5 May, two versions of calculations were performed, namely: with and
without the impact of solar radiation and internal heat sources (Fig. 3; Fig. 4.).

25,00
20,00
15,00
10,00

25,00
20,00
15,00
10,00

5,00

5,00

0,00

0,00

Model No. I

Model No. II

Model No. III

Model No. IV

Model No. V

Model No. VI

Fig. 3. Building monthly heating demands
without an assessment of solar radiation and
internal heat sources

Model No. I

Model No. II

Model No. III

Model No. IV

Model No. V

Model No. VI

Fig. 4. Building monthly heating demands with
an assessment of solar radiation and internal heat
sources
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100

80

90

70

Supplying air temperature oC

Supplying air temperature oC

In January, additional heat gains due to solar radiation diminish the demand of heat for
heating the building by about 4 kWh/m² and 3 kWh/m² in the I and VI building models,
respectively. Additional heat gains are the most influential in March and April when the heat
demand is reduced to 7 kWh/m². Due to the additional heat gains, the duration of the heating season
is reduced, because it is not necessary to heat the building in May and August.
As has been mentioned, an efficient air heating system should cover the heat losses of the
building by supplying the premises with the least amount of fresh outdoor air necessary for
ventilation. Its temperature must not exceed the limit of 50 °C. Such amount of air was calculated in
regard to the III, IV, V and VI building models (Fig. 5.; Fig. 6.).

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Model No. III
Model No. V
Allowable supplying air temperature (50oC)

60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Model No. IV
Model No. VI

Model No. III
Model No. V
Allowable supplying air temperature (50oC)

Fig. 5. Supplying air amount to
compensate the building heat losses without an
assessment of solar radiation and internal heat
sources

Model No. IV
Model No. VI

Fig. 6. Supplying air amount to
compensate the building heat losses with an
assessment of solar radiation and internal heat
sources

Fig. 5 shows that when the least amount of air necessary for ventilation is supplied in order to
preserve constant temperature of 20 °C during the coldest months of the heating season of the
building, meeting the requirements of STR 2.05.01:2005 [16] (Model No. III.), the temperature of
the supplied air increases up to 88 °C. In contrast, this temperature amounts to 51.50 °C in the
building with the improved thermal properties (Model No. VI). Taking into account the temperature
parameters of the supplied air, given in the literary source [7], the air heating system will not
operate efficiently in any of the building models since the temperature exceeds the allowed limit of
50 °C. However, after assessing the additional heat gains (Fig. 6.), we observed that the temperature
of the air supplied into the premises dropped down. Thus, the air heating system would be efficient
in the V and VI building models, and would cover a part of heat losses in the III and IV building
models during the heating season.
3.

ENSURING MICROCLIMATE CONDITIONS IN THE PREMISES

3.1. Theoretical research on microclimate parameters of the premises
To ensure microclimate parameters by supplying warm air into the premises, it is necessary to
consider the hygiene requirements. Following HN 42:2009 [19], during the cold season of the year,
the temperature difference between the air in the operating area and the inflowing air must not
exceed 3 °C and the speed of air – 0.15 m/s. The microclimate parameters of the modelled building
were verified using 1 and 2 formulas [20], [21]:
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vx =v0 ⋅

m2 ⋅ K v ⋅ A0

∆t x = ∆t0 ⋅

(1);

xp

n2 ⋅ K v ⋅ A0
xp

(2)

where: vx - air flow speed in the operating area [m/s], results in Table 3 ; v0 – air flow speed near the
ventilation grille [m/s]; m2, n2 – the damping coefficients of air flow m2=m1·K2, n2=n1·K2, where: m1=4.5,
n1=3.2, K2=1,35; Kv – correction factor of influence between equal parallel flows Kv=1; A0 – area of
ventilation grilles [m²], meaning in Table 3; xp – distance from the ventilation grilles to the operating area
[m], meaning in Table 3; ∆tx – temperature difference between the operating area and the inflow air in it
[°C], results in Table 3; ∆t0 – temperature difference between operating area and the supplying air [°C].

In the modelled building, air is supplied through the ventilation grilles, mounted in the wall
above the operating area to the sitting room, living rooms and bedrooms, and is exhausted into the
sanitary room and kitchen. The calculations were performed by changing the area of the grilles from
0.01 to 0.035 m². The parameters vx and ∆tx were estimated assuming that the premises are supplied
with the least amount of 50 °C air necessary for ventilation (Table 2, Table 3). According to the
STR 2.09.02:2005 [22], the least amount of air supplied to the premises should equal to 4.4 m³/h per
person or 1.8-2.5 m³/h per 1 m² of floor area, depending on the purpose of the premises.
Table 2. The parameters of supply air flow in the operating area, if it is supplied across the premise
Premises No. in
the plan

Supplying air
amount, m³/s

Distance from the
ventilation grille
to the operating
area xp, m

The area of ventilation grilles A0, m²

vx1

105
106
203
204
205

0.014
0.008
0.012
0.017
0.015

4.90
5.00
4.55
4.90
3.95

0.18
0.10
0.17
0.22
0.24

0.010

0.015

0.021

0.022

0.035

Δtx1

vx2

Δtx2

vx3

Δtx3

vx4

Δtx4

vx5

Δtx5

3
3
3
3
3

0.15
0.08
0.14
0.18
0.19

3
3
3
3
4

0.12
0.07
0.11
0.15
0.16

4
4
4
4
5

0.12
0.07
0.11
0.15
0.16

4
4
4
4
5

0.09
0.05
0.09
0.12
0.13

5
5
5
5
6

Table 3. The parameters of supply air flow in the operating area, if it is supplied along the premise
Premises No. in
the plan

Supplying air
volume, m³/s

Distance from the
ventilation grille
to the operating
area xp, m

The area of ventilation grilles A0, m²

vx1

105
106
203
204
205

0.014
0.008
0.012
0.017
0.015

5.10
6.63
4.90
5.40
3.95

0.17
0.08
0.15
0.20
0.16

0.010

0.015

0.021

0.022

0.035

Δtx1

vx2

Δtx2

vx3

Δtx3

vx4

Δtx4

vx5

Δtx5

3
2
3
2
2

0.14
0.06
0.13
0.16
0.13

3
2
3
3
3

0.12
0.05
0.11
0.14
0.11

4
3
4
3
3

0.12
0.05
0.11
0.14
0.11

4
3
4
4
3

0.09
0.04
0.08
0.11
0.09

5
4
5
4
4

The obtained results demonstrated that to ensure microclimate parameters of the premises, it
is relevant to select a suitable area of the grilles and the distance from the ventilation grille to the
operating area. This is because the increasing area of the grilles reduces the air speed and increases
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the temperature difference between the ambient air and air flowing into the operating area.
However, it is not always possible to combine the parameters of air speed and temperature
differences by changing the area of the grilles to meet the hygiene requirements: in such case the
shape and dimensions of the premises should be altered.
3.2. Experimental research on microclimate parameters of the premises
Experimental research was carried out in order to verify the accuracy of the methodology
presented in Section 3.1. A heating-ventilation system consisting of air heater, ventilator, air duct
and air supply grille ((Fig. 7. a), (Fig. 7. b)) was installed in a room which was 2.99 m wide, 5.56 m
long and 3.16 m high. The amount of air supplied into the room was regulated using a handcontrolled closing device. The effective area of the grille amounted to 0.01 m² and the distance from
it to the operating area was 5.01 m.

Fig. 7. a) The elements of the model of air
heating system: 1) ventilator, 2) air heater,
3) smoke machine

Fig. 7. b) The elements of the model of air
heating system: 4) ventilation grille,
5) air duct

During the experiment, the speed of the supplied air, its temperature next to the grille and in
the operating area, which was raised 2.0 m above the floor, were measured. The results of the
experiment are presented in Table 4.
Table 4. Experimental results of indoor climate parameters by supplying the heated air in premises
The measured
parameters near
Exp
the ventilation
No.
grille
v, m/s
T, oC
1
17.60
0.011
1.14
43.30
2
18.10
0.016
1.60
46.78
3
18.60
0.024
2.36
49.30
4
19.10
0.028
2.79
50.53
Note: v – air velocity, m/s; T – air temperature, °C.
Air
temperature
in premises.
°
C

Supplying
air
amount,
m3/s

The measured
parameters in the
operating area
v, m/s
0.01
0.02
0.05
0.01

T, oC
18.40
19.20
20.50
20.70

The calculated
parameters in the
operating area
v, m/s
0.14
0.19
0.29
0.34

T, oC
19.82
20.57
21.25
21.81

The comparison of the estimated values and the results obtained during the experimental
research demonstrated that the temperature difference in the operating area did not exceed 1.42 °C,
but a considerable difference in air speeds was observed. The air speed measured in the operating
area was insignificant, i.e. 0.01 – 0.05 m/s, whereas the estimated values varied within the limit of
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0.14–0.34 m/s. To determine the directions of air flow and the limits of coverage, an experiment
was carried out by allowing smoke into the room through the ventilation system. We found out that
air flow rests at the ceiling and does not go down to the operating area when hot air is supplied to
the room (Fig. 8) and for this reason, the air speed in the area was very low or was not detected at
all.

Fig. 8. The experiment with the smoke
4.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Following the standard requirements defined in STR 2.05.01:2005 “Thermal Technique of
the Building Envelope“, the modelled building requires a considerable amount of heat. This is why
the air heating system would not ensure the microclimate parameters of the premises in such
building and could not be efficiently used.
2. The efficiency of air heating system depends on the heat demand for heating the building.
It may be reduced by improving thermal properties of the building and heat recovery efficiency of
the ventilation system as well as by selecting the shape of the building, its orientation regarding the
cardinal directions, glazed area, type of windows, and ground plan of premises in order to achieve
the greatest solar heat inflows.
3. Under the Lithuanian climatic conditions, the air heating system will operate efficiently if
the heat transmission coefficient does not exceed 0.12 W/m²K and 0.85 W/m²K for non-transparent
and transparent envelopes respectively, air exchange in the building is within the limit of 0.05 1/h,
linear thermal bridges are allowed only through window and door reveals and do not exceed
0.05 W/mK, and finally, the heat recovery efficiency of the mechanical ventilation equipment is no
less than 80%.
4. Air supply grilles are installed in the premises of the building with air heating system by
selecting the appropriate area of air distributor and the distance from it to the operating area so that
the air speed and temperature difference between the surroundings and this area would satisfy the
hygiene requirements.
5. Having carried out the experiment by allowing smoke into the room through heatingventilation system, it was observed that the hot air flow did not move down to the operating area.
Therefore, the calculation method of microclimate parameters of the premises used for the
theoretical research has to be revised.
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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes to describe the procedure adopted for energy auditing a university campus located in the
centre region of Portugal. This energy audit occurred in 2010 and was part of a wider audit process which
objective was to prepare the base work for a later building energy efficiency labelling.
The university campus is composed by 9 buildings totalizing a constructed floor area of over 37.400m2. The
buildings were classified in typologies according to the main developed activity. Considering that, there exist
4 academic buildings, 1 research building, 1 library building, 1 administrative building and 2 canteens with
food preparation.
This type of building arrangement offers several challenges, especially in what concerns the breakdown of
energy consumption per building, since in most cases, the energy supply (electric, thermal, etc.) is shared by
different buildings. In this particular case the buildings share the same electrical energy delivery point and
several natural gas delivery points. The electrical energy is delivered from the distribution company through
two power transformers responsible for its reduction from 15kV to 400V AC from where after is delivered to
each building or isolated system. Natural gas is supplied by the utility company in three different delivery
points, from where, five different installations are supplied. In 2009 the overall consumption was 1,191 toe
which represented a total cost of around 345.000 €.
As stated before, the main goal of this paper is to explore the approach used in this specific case and pinpoint
the major challenges and difficulties encountered during field work.
Keywords: Energy audit, energy efficiency in buildings.
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1.

NOMENCLATURE
DHW – Domestic hot water;
EE – Electrical energy;
ESS – School of Health of Leiria;
ESTG – School of Technology and Management of Leiria;
I – Current;
IPL– Polytechnic Institute of Leiria;
NG – Natural gas;
P – Active power;
PF – Power factor;
Q – Reactive power;
S – Apparent power;
TC– Thermal central;
V – Voltage;
LD – Load diagram.

2.

INTRODUCTION

The project and design stage is very important to provide high energy efficiency
characteristics to a building. However, the effectiveness of these solutions can only be verified at
the operation stage. At this stage, is necessary to adopt energy management methods to reduce the
risk of not taking any advantage of the implemented strategies and technologies defined in the
project stage. The assurance that a building is energy efficient will only be achieved if the building
operation is associated with an effective energy management, as well as, an efficient facilities
management.
The implementation of any energy management system should begin with an energy audit.
An energy audit is a detailed examination of the energy use conditions in an installation that allows
to make recommendations for implementing changes in processes or in energy end use equipment
in order to reduce energy bills. The energy audit scope depends of the analysed subject. This means
that the audit approach to a services building must be different from the approach to an industrial
facility. A building energy audit may emphasize the building envelope, lighting, heating, and
ventilation requirements. On the other hand, an energy audit of an industrial facility usually
emphasizes the process requirements. [1] [2]
Higher education buildings have specific characteristics that differ from other buildings. They
usually are group together in Campi, sharing energy supply. Since in most cases, the
systems/buildings are not equipped with partial energy meters, the task for determining individual
consumption is a true challenge. Besides this, these buildings usually have longer opening hours
which results in a longer daily period of occupancy when compared with other services buildings.
They can also be equipped with laboratories that sometimes resemble more an industrial facility
than a services building, even that those equipments may not operate continuously. In this situation,
special attention has to be taken when analysing energy demand in order not to make impossible
their operation.
Although electric equipments present high energy efficiency when compared with
thermodynamic systems, does not mean that in practise do not exist situations where the process is
obtained with huge energy lost. Electric traction and illumination are examples of situation where
can occur great energy losses, making electric monitoring and measurement essential to an effective
energy management program.
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3.

CAMPUS DESCRIPTION

The audited university Campus belongs to the Polytechnic Institute of Leiria (IPL) and is
located in the centre region of Portugal at Leiria. In Campus currently run the School of Technology
and Management of Leiria (ESTG) and the School of Health of Leiria (ESS). Besides these two
major schools, other smaller units of education also use the same buildings.
The Campus is composed by nine different buildings, totalizing a constructed floor area of
37.467m2. Fig. 1 illustrates the current layout of the buildings.

Fig. 1. Campus aerial view (picture source: Bing Maps)
Table 1 presents a description of the leading activity developed in the buildings, as well as,
their net floor area.
Table 1. Existent buildings
Building

Activity

A
B
C
D
E
ESS
Lib
C2
C3

Pedagogic
Administrative
Research
Pedagogic
Pedagogic
Pedagogic
Library
Canteen
Canteen
Total

Net loor area
[m2]
12.063
3.135
1.320
8.851
507
4.438
3.333
2.336
1.484
37.467

3.1. Energy distribution
To better understand the implications of individual building consumption in the overall
campus consumption, is fundamental to comprehend how energy is distributed within campus. In
this section are described the campus energy reception points, as well as, the internal energy
distribution network.
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The EE is delivered from the distribution company through two power transformers stations
responsible for stepping-down voltage from 15kV to 400VAC, from where after is delivered to each
building or isolated system. Table 2 presents the building EE supply.
Table 2. EE distribution
Transformer
Station

TS1
(1.250 kVA)

TS2
(630 kVA)

Facility
B
C
E
ESS
Library
Canteen 2
Canteen 3
Chiller
A
D

In what concerns energy, besides EE is also used NG. NG is used for cooking, for space
heating and for DHW production. The supply of NG is done through 3 Reduction and measurement
Stations (RS), from which the distribution is made to the various places of consumption in
accordance with Table 3.
Table 3. NG distribution
Reception
Station
RSA
RSB
RSC

Facility

Purpose

Building

TC1
C2
TC2
TC3
C3

Space heating
Space heating, cooking, DHW
Space heating, DHW
Space heating
Space heating, cooking, DHW

A
C2
C2,B,C
D,LIB
C3

The thermal central installed in building C (TC2) is responsible for heating building B and C.
The thermal central installed in the library (TC3), is responsible for producing thermal energy for
heating and cooling the library and building D.
In 2009, the overall consumption (Fig. 2), considering EE and NG, was 1.191 toe, which
represented a total cost of around 345.000 €.
GN consumption analysis is out of the scoop of this paper therefore no separate consumption
will be presented.
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Fig. 2. Synthesis of the energy consumption verified in 2009
4.

METHODOLOGY

This paper deals with the methodology adopted for determine and validating the total
consumption of electrical power based on data obtained from the monitoring carried out on the
internal electrical power distribution network.
In this particular case, the nonexistence of a total energy meter available for accessing and the
technical difficulties associated with measuring at 15kV, total consumption had to be obtained by
algebraic manipulation of load diagrams of the two existent TS. Fig.3 presents the considered
analysis stages from fieldwork preparation to data validation.

Fig. 3. Analysis stages
4.1. Document colection and review
This stage consisted in collection and review of site plans, technical diagrams and utility
energy bills. This included EE bills from the previous three years to the audit, electric distribution
diagrams and architectural blueprints.
4.2. Site visit
This stage consisted in a site visit to characterize the two TS and determine the type of
monitoring equipment to be used, and were to install it.
As consequence of this visit, was decided to install two power analyzers, one at the main
switch of each TS, to determine the total consumption of EE on campus.
4.3. Monitoring and data logging
This stage consisted in the installation of the monitoring equipment according to the previous
step. For monitoring, were used two Chauvin Arnoux 8334B power and energy quality analysers,
equipped with Ampflex current sensors. The monitoring occurred simultaneously at TS1 and TS2.
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Table 4 presents a resume of the monitoring performed.
Table 4. Monitoring resume
Equipment Quantity
CA 8334B

2

Current
sensor
Ampflex
6.500A

Installation

Measured
parameters

Integration
period

Time of
monitoring

TS1, TS2

I,V,P,Q,S,PF

15 minutes

7 days

4.4. Data Analysis
This stage consisted in the analysis of the gathered data in the monitoring period. The data
analysis consisted in graphing load diagrams and calculating the average daily consumption.
The daily EE average consumption was determined by using equation (1) for both, TS1 and
TS2, separately. This equation is based on the demanded active power during the 15 minute
integration period.
(1)
In which:
Edm – Daily average consumption of EE based on measurement;
n – Number of integration periods in the monitoring period;
P – Active power recorded at each integration period [W].
The average EE total consumption was determined by using equation (2).
(2)
As can be seen in equation (2), the EE average total consumption was obtained by adding the
daily average consumption of EE based on measurement made at TS1, with the daily average
consumption of EE based on measurement made at TS2.
The total load diagram was obtained by adding, period by period, the data from TS1 and TS2
monitoring. This was possible because the monitoring was simultaneous and the internal clocks of
the power analysers were set equal.
4.5. Data validation
This stage consisted in the validation of Edm Total by comparing it to the average daily
consumption obtained from EE bills.
For determine the average daily consumption based on EE bills was used equation (3).
(3)
In which:
Edb total – Daily average consumption based on EE bills;
m – Number of months in one year;
Emb – Monthly electric energy invoice [kWh].
The comparison between Edm Total and Edb Total was performed by using equation (4), which
allows determining the accuracy level of the monitoring data.
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(4)

5.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The monitoring and the data that allowed to reach the load diagrams (LD) presented in this
chapter, took place from 10thto 16th July 2010.

Transformer
substation
TS1
TS2
Total (Edm Total)

Edm
[kWh]
6.322
4.215
10.537

Fig. 4. Breakdown of EE per TS
The data that resulted from the monitoring period allowed to determine the average daily
consumption breakdown by TS, as shown in the table and graph of Fig. 4. As consequence, it can be
verified that TS1 has an average daily consumption of 5.935 kWh, which represents 60% of total
consumption of EE on Campus, being the remaining 40% attributed to TS2, which correspond to an
average daily consumption of 3.896 kWh.
Overall, Campus 2 shows a daily average consumption of 10.537 kWh of EE.
5.1. Load profile of Transformer Station 1
In Fig. 5 is shown the LD of TS1, where can be seen the power consumption during the
referred week. During the monitoring period, the power required varied from the minimum value of
91 kW recorded at 00h15 on the 11th (Sunday) and the maximum value of 501 kW recorded at
13h15 on the 12th (Monday).

Fig. 5. TS1 - active power from period of 10 to 16 July 2010.
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5.2. Load profile of Transformer Station 2
In Fig. 6 is shown the LD of TS2, where can be seen the power consumption during the
mentioned week. During the monitoring period, the power required varied from the minimum value
of 100 kW recorded at 13h30 on the 11th (Sunday) and the maximum value of 261 kW recorded at
18h30 on the 12th (Monday).
800

Active Power [kW]

700
600
500
400
300
200

16-07-2010

15-07-2010

14-07-2010

13-07-2010

12-07-2010

10-07-2010

0

11-07-2010

100

Day

Fig. 6. TS2 - active power from period of 10 to 16 July 2010
5.3. Total load profile
Based on the LD shown in Fig.5 and Fig.6 it was possible to obtain the total LD of Campus 2,
shown in Fig. 7.
800
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700
600
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400
300
200
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15-07-2010

14-07-2010

13-07-2010

12-07-2010

11-07-2010

0

10-07-2010

100

Day

Fig. 7. Total - active power from period of 10 to 16 July 2010
During the monitoring period, the power required varied from the minimum value of 194 kW,
registered at 00h15 on the 11th (Sunday) and the maximum value of 752 kW, recorded at 13h45 on
the 13th (Tuesday).
Analysing the LD presented in Fig.7 is possible to verify the existence of three different
periods during the week where the regime of EE consumption varies significantly. These are: the
working days, that present a similar consumption profile among themselves; Saturday, where is
registered a decline in the use of EE compared to working days, mainly due to the partial operation
of the Campus; Sunday, that arises as the day of the week where is registered the lower EE
consumption, since there is no activity on campus.
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In Table 5 is presented the average daily values of the EE consumed in the different periods
of the week, also determined by using equation (1).
Table 5. Average EE consumption by week period
Edm
[kWh]
11.723
9.300
5.842

Week period
Workday
Saturday
Sunday

Taking as reference the average daily consumption on workdays, is possible to verify a 21%
decrease in consumption on Saturday and 50% on Sunday.
For the reason that workdays represent about 80% of the consumed EE on Campus, is
important try to understand how this consumption is distributed throughout the day. For that, was
created a typical working day LD (Fig. 8) based on the average of the same 15 minute integration
period of each working day.
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0

00:00:00

100
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Fig. 8. Typical working day.
Analysing Fig. 8 can be seen that the period with lower consumption of EE occurs between
00h00 and 08h00, however is noted that, even in this period and especially from 04h00, when all
buildings are closed, are still required high levels of active power. From 08h00 there is a gradual
increase in the request of active power to its maximum value, reached in the period between 13h00
and 14h00. From 14h00 to 18h00, the value of active power presents small oscillations. From
18h00 to 24h00, the value of active power shows a gradual decrease as exception being the period
between 20h00 and 21h00, where there is a slight increase that coincides with dinner time.
5.4. Data validation
Table 6 presents the values determined for Edm Total and Edb Total.
Table 6. EE total daily consumption comparison
Edm Total
Edb Total
Accuracy

10.537 kWh
9.660 kWh
92 %
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As can be seen in Table 6, the EE consumption value obtained from the 7 days measurement
is close from the one that was obtained from the EE bills, being the difference between these two of
8 %. Note that the Edb Total was obtained from the average of the 3 year period prior to the audit.
The consumption of EE in Campus varies scarcely throughout the year due mainly to the
constant daily usage of buildings.
By analyzing the EE bills was also noted that winter consumption does not differ greatly from
summer consumption. One aspect to consider for this is that the heating of the most buildings is
achieved by the burn of NG, making the consumption of EE being almost taken out of the equation
at this time of the year for this matter. Almost, because ESS building recurs to a EE driven heat
pump for thermal production. This equipment is responsible for heat production in the winter and
cold production in the summer, making its EE consumption fairly even between these two periods.
6.

CONCLUSION

Energy audits are a tool to find energy conservation measures, which can lead to significant
savings on the customer utility bill.
In most cases, the auditor does not choose the period in which the audit has to be performed,
being the timing imposed by the contractor. From the market point of view, is economical
unattractive and time-consuming doing several monitoring campaigns covering several different
periods of the year, or even, different production periods, in the attempt of tracing the most accurate
energy consumption profile possible. As consequence, one of the major challenges encountered in
energy audits is determine if the monitoring data gathered in the available time window can be
representative of the energy consumption behaviour of the analysed system throughout the year.
In situation like the one presented in this paper, the lack of individualized energy metering per
building hinders an effective management of energy consumption, since that energy manager does
not have one important tool to full realize the energy profile of a specific building, which could lead
to the detection of potential energy waste.
This paper shows that the methodology used for approaching this particular situation, resulted
in a 92 % accuracy of the data obtained in the monitoring period. This indicates that this approach is
a satisfactory base for a future and more detailed EE consumption breakdown, first per building and
then, per system.
It is authors intention to present the results of EE consumption break down per building using
the presented methodology, as well as total consumption per building including thermal energy, in
future publication.
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ABSTRACT
As the oil price and related fuel in last decades strictly and constantly rises, the different measures are applied
to decrease energy consumption in a buildings. The development of building constructions of a new type and
application of better insulation, proper orientation of a building, replacement of natural ventilation system by
forced recuperated ventilation system and other means can be described as the main tool to decrease energy
consumption. But if we will overheat well insulated building and heat surplus will be thrown away through
the open windows, all measures under application will be lost in vain. A lot of studies of the efficient energy
consumption recommend organisational measures also. Most popular example for efficient electricity usage
is very simple - to turn off the light leaving the premises and only later change bulbs into more efficient.
Taking such measures as very important, this article analyses four types of heat measurement methods in a
building: then building has only one common heat meter for all entire building, then building has installed
heat cost allocator units on every heating device, then every flat in a building has its own heat meter and then
every flat in a building is heated by individual gas boiler. All these heat measurement methods influences
behaviour of a heat consumer in a different way. Study shows that the total energy consumption in a
buildings of the same construction type but with the different heat measurement method differ in a large
scale, so due to reconstruction of a heating system and changing the heat measurement method can be
achieved an obvious energy consumption and carbon dioxide reduction result.
Keywords: Energy efficiency, Heating energy, Heat energy consumption, Heat meter, Heat cost allocator,
Temperature

1.

INTRODUCTION

The main purpose of directive 2006/32/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on
energy end-use efficiency and energy services is to make the end use of energy more economic and
efficient [1]. European Commission is preparing a new version of this directive (2006/32/EC) for
energy efficiency of end-use consumer and energy services. It is planned that this new version will
include principles of individual energy metering. After implementation of directive member States
shall adopt energy saving obligation schemes and shall require “retail energy sales companies or
distribution system operators to achieve annual energy savings among final customers in the Union
equal to 1,5% of their market share in the market for final customers in the previous year multiplied
by the total volume consumed by final customers in the Member State in the previous year” [2]. It is
convenient in energy saving obligation scheme include individual heat metering by heat cost
allocators (HCA) or individual heat meters (IHM) in a flats as it makes energy savings comparing to
heat consumption in a buildings with common heat meter for whole building, but before applying
such measures the final obtained targets, goals and results must be evaluated.
This study analyses and presents a possible energy savings due to application of different heat
measurement schemes in a building: by heat cost allocators, individual heat meters in a flats, heat
consumption in a buildings with common heat meter for whole building and heat consumption in a
building heated by individual gas boilers in a flats. Heat measurement method does not reduces heat
consumption in a building, but it changes behaviour of a heat consumer. A lower energy
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consumption is a consequence of possibility do not overheat corresponding building parts and
motivation of every flat to keep desired or even much lower temperature of premises as the
neighbors have. Beside installed heat cost allocators or heat metering devices, heating system is
reconstructed to be regulated individually also. Practice shows that the reconstruction of a heating
system then for whole building is left one common heat meter, does not gives a desirable result in
energy consumption decrease as every consumer does not feel direct influence on its bills.
2.

METHODOLOGY FOR HEAT MEASUREMENT METHODS EVALUATIONS

For the analysis of energy consumption according to common heat meter for whole building,
heat meters in flats, heat cost allocators has been chosen multi-flat dwelling buildings of the same
city. The number of buildings, having common heat meter for the whole building is the largest, so
as a related consequence the number of such buildings has felt in a larger than four thousands group
of analysed buildings. Heat allocator units in buildings mostly appear in two different ways – after a
new building was erected and heat allocator units were installed after it or after heating system of an
old building was reconstructed to give a possibility to regulate heat consumption of every heat
device independently and heat allocator units installed to measure that heat. New buildings has a
possibility to measure consumed heat by installed heat cost allocator units on every heating device
or to measure heat of whole flat by separate heat meter. As a following consequence the number of
analysed buildings with heat cost allocators in an old and new buildings has felt in an approximately
the same parts and makes a group of about two hundreds of buildings, the number of analysed
buildings with independent heat meters in every flat is slightly more than two hundreds. As the
heating in a cities mostly is supplied by a centralised way, the heating of every multi-flat in a
building by an individual gas boiler is not as common as other heating methods, for the analysis has
been taken a building from a different city.
Every flat in a building, having heat cost allocators, heat meters for every flat or heated by an
individual gas boiler, can heat its premises according to its own needs and obtain desired
temperature in a premises. So consumed heat amount in every flat will differ and it would be
impossible to compare different heat measurement methods according to heat consumption in a
flats. Thus for the analysis were taken heat consumption data of common building heat meter
showing heat consumption of whole building. As the sum of hot water consumption in a flats may
differ from the total consumed hot water amount, for the analysis were taken data of common hot
water meter of whole building. Heat amount for heating Qheating is defined from the balance [3]:

QΣ = Qheating + Qhw ,
where: QΣ – total heat consumption in a building, MWh; Qheating - heat amount for premises heating
(including heat amount in flats and common areas), MWh; Qhw – heat amount for hot water needs
(for hot water preparation and circulation), MWh.
Heat amount for hot water needs Qhw may vary in every building depending on an amount of
consumed hot water and hot water circulation type in a building. Heat amount for hot water
circulation Qhwcirc, calculated according to heat amount of 160 kWh/flat (circulation in hot water
towels and coil-pipes), 80 kWh/flat (circulation in hot water towels) and 10 kWh/flat (circulation in
heat substation) [4], would not be precise, so heat amount for hot water circulation Qhwcirc was
calculated according to non heating period months, subtracting heat amount for hot water
preparation Qhwprep from total heat amount during non-heating season QΣnh:

Qhwcirc = QΣnh − Qhwprep .
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Heat amount for hot water preparation Qhwprep was defined according to equation:

Qhwprep = G × 0,051
where: Qhwprep – heat amount for hot water preparation, MWh; G – amount of consumed hot water
according to common hot water meter for whole building, m3; 0.051 – heat amount to prepare 1 m3
of hot water, MWh/m3 [4].
Heat amount for heating individually was calculated for every analysed building, later to
perform a comparison were defined corresponding heat consumption values of a certain analysed
buildings group. To compare heat consumption in all these different buildings the calculations have
been performed to eliminate the influence of differences in outside temperatures, number of heating
days and heating area in a building. As consequence a non-influential indicator qn has been got.
This indicator qn defines a heat amount to raise 1 m2 of a building temperature by 1 oC. The
indicator qn has been calculated according to the following equation:
Qheating
qn =
(tint ernal − texternal ) × d × A
where: qn – non-influential indicator, indicating a heat amount to raise 1 m2 of a building
temperature by 1 oC, Wh/DD/m2; tinternal – internal temperature in a premises, usually taken +18oC,
o
C; texternal – external temperature, oC; d – number of a days; A – heating area, m2.
It is important to notice that according to measurement units from the first point of view
indicator qn can look like thermal resistance value, but the main difference between them is that
thermal resistance measures power for area unit of partition (m2·K/W) and indicator qn describes
amount of consumed power for heating area unit of (Wh/K/m2).
All further analyses and calculations compares different values of indicator qn for analysed
buildings or group of buildings.
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

First of all was performed an analysis of all types of buildings to define a total heat
consumption tendencies. As Fig. 1 shows heat consumption in all analysed buildings is not constant
and decreases every heating season: comparing with 2008/2009 heating season, heat consumption
during 2009/2010 heating season has decreased by 3.9 % and during 2010/2011 heating season by
14.4 %.
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Fig. 1. Heat consumption in all types of buildings
These buildings can be divided in to two groups – new and old construction type. These two
groups of buildings have been constructed according to different building norms, partitions have
different heat transfer coefficients and consume a different heat amount, so these two groups have
to be analysed separately. Heat consumption in new and old buildings during the last three heating
seasons is shown below in a Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Heat consumption in new and old buildings
Fig. 2 shows that heat consumption in new and old construction buildings is not constant and
decreases every year: in old construction buildings comparing with 2008/2009 heating season, heat
consumption during 2009/2010 heating season has decreased by 3.5 % and during 2010/2011
heating season by 14.1 %, in new construction buildings comparing with 2008/2009 heating season,
heat consumption during 2009/2010 heating season has decreased by 8.6 % and during 2010/2011
heating season even by 18.6 %. That means that few years ago new construction buildings had a
better indoor temperature conditions so heat consumption have decreased in a larger scale.
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Fig. 3. Heat consumption in buildings with and without heat cost allocators
In a Fig. 3 is presented heat consumption in buildings with and without heat cost allocators.
Figure shows that comparing with 2008/2009 heating season, heat consumption during 2009/2010
heating season in buildings without heat cost allocators have decreased by 4.1 % and in buildings
with heat cost allocators even by 6.8 %. Heat consumption during 2010/2011 heating season in
buildings without heat cost allocators have decreased by 14.7 % and in buildings with heat cost
allocators even by 19.3 %. Decrease of energy consumption each year is due to influence of
economics (energy price increases), but Fig. 3 shows decrement in every separate group – in
buildings without heat cost allocators and with heat cost allocators. That means that buildings with
heat cost allocators have a bigger potential to decrease in heat consumption.
After buildings with and without heat cost allocators was divided into a group of old and new
buildings, it was determined that the difference between old construction buildings is larger and
makes 28.2 %, the difference between new types makes 14.8 %. That means that old construction
buildings have a bigger potential to decrease in heat consumption after heat cost allocators
installation.

Fig. 4. Heat consumption in old and new buildings with and without heat cost allocators
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As the buildings may differ in the height and heating area, further analysis has taken on the
scope the number of floors and heating area. Fig. 5 presents that 5 and 9 storey buildings with heat
cost allocators on average consumes about 28.4 % less heat energy – 5 storey about 22.9 % and 9
storey about 34.3 %. That means that 9 storey buildings have a bigger potential to reduce heat
consumption as heat distribution in 9 floors buildings between different floors may be not as well as
at 5 floors buildings. Comparing smaller and larger heating areas buildings after HCA installation,
heat consumption in larger 5 storey buildings is about 10.9 % less and in 9 storey buildings about
29.4 % less than in smaller. That means that more is the number of storey and more building has
heating area, the larger is potential to reduce heat consumption after HCA installation.

Fig. 5. Heat consumption in 5 and 9 floor buildings with and without heat cost allocators
Heat consumption during 2008/2009, 2009/2010 and 2010/2011 heating seasons in a
buildings with individual heat meters (IHM) in a flats is presented in a Fig. 6. Differently from
buildings with heat cost allocators, heat consumption in these buildings practically has remained
unchanged or just slightly changed. Comparing with 2008/2009 heating season, heat consumption
during 2009/2010 heating season has increased by 1.0 % and during 2010/2011 heating season has
decreased by 5.6 %. This is because all these buildings with IHM are new construction and newly
built.
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Fig. 6. Heat consumption in buildings with individual heat meters in a flats
Fig. 7 shows heat consumption in buildings with common heat meter for building, heat cost
allocators, individual heat meters and gas boilers. Figure shows that individual heat metering in a
buildings leads to a huge heat energy consumption decrease so it should be applied as wide as
possible. Heat energy consumption in new construction buildings varies not in a large scale
comparing with heat cost allocators or individual heat metering in flats, so there is no matter which
of them would be applied after a new building will be constructed. Analysis results of heat
consumption in building heated by individual gas boilers in flats are not strong due to lack of proper
number of buildings and can be taken only as informational. Nevertheless the heat consumption in
analysed building is not small.

Fig. 7. Heat consumption in buildings with common heat meter for building, heat cost allocators,
individual heat meters and gas boilers
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4.

CONCLUSIONS

Implementation of a new version of directive 2006/32/EC will require for retail energy sales
companies or distribution system operators to achieve annual energy savings among final customers
in the Union equal to 1.5% for every year. Study shows that due to inceased fuel price final energy
consumption during the last years has decreased even in a larger scale, but also other possible
means must be taken into consideration, so the obtained results are presented below:
1. An analysis of heat energy for heating shows that heat consumption in a buildings is not
constant during the following years and decreases. Comparing with 2008/2009 heating season, heat
consumption during 2009/2010 heating season has decreased by 3.9 % and during 2010/2011
heating season by 14.4 %.
2. Heat consumption in a buildings of new construction type has decreased more than in an
old construction type. Comparing with 2008/2009 heating season, heat consumption during
2010/2011 heating season has decreased by 14.1 % in an old construction buildings and by 18.6 %
in a new construction buildings. Heat consumption in a new construction buildings has decreased in
a larger scale so that means that new construction buildings few years ago had a better indoor
temperature conditions.
3. Heat consumption in a buildings with heat cost allocators also is not constant and decreases
during years. Comparing with 2008/2009 heating season, heat consumption during 2010/2011
heating season in a buildings without heat cost allocators have decreased by 14.7 % and in buildings
with heat cost allocators even by 19.3 %. That means that buildings with heat cost allocators have a
bigger potential to decrease in heat consumption.
4. Buildings with heat cost allocators consume much less heat energy for heating. Old
construction buildings have a bigger potential to decrease in heat consumption after heat cost
allocators will be installed. It was determined that the difference between old construction buildings
with and without heat cost allocators is larger and makes 28.2 %, the difference between new
construction buildings makes 14.8 %.
5. 9 storey buildings have a bigger potential to reduce heat consumption comparing with 5
floors buildings. So more is the number of storey and more building has heating area, the larger is
potential to reduce heat consumption after heat cost allocators have been installed.
6. During the last years heat consumption in a buildings with individual heat meters in flats
has remained unchanged or just slightly changed. Fig. 7 shows that new type buildings with heat
cost allocators consume about the same heat energy amount for heating as buildings with individual
heat metering in flats. Old type buildings with heat cost allocators consume about 28.2 % less heat
energy for building heating. Such huge heat energy savings also can be achieved after buildings
partitions reconstruction (insulation, windows replacement) but it requires a huge amount of
investments, so for the heat consumption in a building reduction first of all must be considered
reconstruction of heating system and installation of individual heat metering by heat cost allocators
or individual heat meters in a flats as it requires much less investment.
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ABSTRACT
Energy efficiency in present days has become a very important subject. While prices of energy resources rise
every day, the energy efficiency becomes even more important issue. It is not enough just to reduce energy
consumption as much as possible – it is necessary to identify applied measures and to evaluate their impact
on energy resources usage. Various measures are applied but it is difficult to separate the individual impact of
them on final energy consumption. Without having a precise value of separate applied measure we are blind
to apply them further. Since determination of precise values from a final energy consumption balance
becomes very important, this article presents how to evaluate the heat energy for hot water circulation system
and hot water preparation. Study shows that at present time all most frequently applied calculations can be
raised to a new level taking into consideration ground and outside air temperatures as they influences
temperature of cold water for hot water preparation and final energy balance. The study analyses more than
few thousands of buildings and presents dependence of heat energy for hot water circulation on a ground
temperature. The results, conclusions and developed methodologies of this study can be applied for one
building or for huge group of buildings as well.
Keywords: Energy efficiency, Hot water, Hot water preparation and circulation, Heat energy consumption

1.

INTRODUCTION

Significance of heat consumption for space heating rises adequately with rising fuel costs. But
to define the exact value for heating energy, we have to know the part of heat energy for hot water
preparation and circulation and to subtract it from the total amount of energy consumed by building
services. In most cases heat energy for space heating, hot water preparation and circulation is
measured by one common heat meter. There are a lot of different and complex works how to define
heat energy for heating purposes, how to get more precise values but it is forgotten that the
precision of calculated heat energy for space heating depends on how exactly heat energy for hot
water preparation and circulation is defined. About what precision of calculations can be talked
simply do not possessing real amount of heat for hot water preparation and circulation. So the main
objectives of this research work is to define exact and precise amount of heat energy for hot water
preparation and circulation, and to define main factors influencing energy consumption fluctuations.
2.

METHODOLOGY FOR EVALUATION OF HEAT ENERGY FOR HOT WATER FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY CALCULATIONS

The multi-flat dwelling buildings are selected as the main research object as they are the main
and socially mostly vulnerable group of buildings in cities. In addition, were selected buildings with
centralized district heat supply, having independent heat supply scheme with separate heat
exchangers for heating and hot water preparation, having hot water circulation lines. As hot water
circulation type can vary depending upon building construction type, all hot water circulation types
(hot water circulation only in a heat substation, circulation only in risers, circulation in risers and
towel dryers) were analysed separately and later as one group. Mainly five and nine storey buildings
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were selected for an analysis, as they comprise a major part in a multi-flat dwelling buildings group.
Heat energy and hot water consumption data of one year of more than four thousands of buildings
were analysed and considered.
Statistical analysis was selected as the main methodology for this research [1]. Statistical
analysis is useful while working with large amounts of data to determine general trends, principles
and laws. Statistical analysis is also particularly useful when dealing with noisy data as well. It
helps to define how much an event is unusual based on analysed historical data. If calculated
probability is high and strong – the event approaches to law and can be explained. If probability is
low – the way for an explanation would not be found from this method. First of all data checking
and summarisation is applied for data analysis. Any outlier’s data or doubtful observations after
comparing with all data should be identified. Data analysis can be performed by the analysis of
variance (ANOVA) and the t-test. The ANOVA and Student's t-test are widely used ways for
quantitative (i.e. measurement) data analysis. Also data analysis can be performed by the regression
or non-parametric methods. This study is based on linear regression analysis as the relationship
between two variables is considered. The coefficient of determination R2 is used as the main
purpose is prediction of future outcomes on the basis of analysed data according to equation:
^

y=b

0

+ b1 x ,

(1)

R2 is calculated as:

R2 = 1−

SSE
,
SS yy

(2)

where:
SSyy – (Sum of Squares), measures the deviations of the observations from their mean:
2

SS yy

−


= ∑ i  yi − y  .



(3)

SSE – (Sum of Squares of Error), measures the deviations of observations from their predicted
values:
2

^


SSE = ∑ i  y i − y i  .



(4)

In the case of linear regression coefficient of determination corresponds to correlation
coefficient.
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In most cases heat energy in building is measured by one common heat metering device. This
heat meter measures all consumed heat energy QΣ (Wh) for building’s space heating, hot water
preparation Qhwp (Wh) and hot water circulation Qhwc (Wh) needs and can be calculated as follows:

QΣ = Qheating + Qhwp + Qhwc .

(5)

Total heat energy for hot water preparation Qhwp (Wh) can be defined multiplying consumed
amount of water G (m3) by a heat energy to heat it to a defined temperature level:

Qhwp = G × (t hw − t cw ) × 1,159 ,
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where: G – consumed hot water amount, m3; thw – temperature of prepared hot water, oC; tcw –
temperature of cold water for hot water preparation, oC; 1.159 – constant, heat energy to heat 1 m3
of water by 1oC (calculated from statement that 51 kWh of heat energy is required to heat 1 m3 of
water by 44 oC), kWh/m3, [2].
Consumed amount of hot water G can be defined in two ways: by the sum of all hot water
meters in flats or by common inlet hot water meter of a building. Consumed amount of hot water
measured by hot water meters in flats is not very precise and comparing it with common inlet meter
we will always get that the sum of hot water meters in flats is less than common inlet meter
readings. My performed analysis shows that readings in flats usually makes part from 50 to 90% or
in some cases even 100% of common inlet meter. Such a big difference mainly appears because of
possibility to influence behaviour of hot water meter by applying it to a magnetic field and reducing
its rotation speed or by other intervention. Such meters comprise the largest part of all meters in
Lithuania. Practice shows that replacement of these meters by antimagnetic meters increases the
part of percentage almost to 100% of common inlet building hot water meter readings but the
detailed analysis of large number of buildings data must be done and presented separately to use
exact numbers. The weight of such study would play an important role and would answer the
question if these all hot water meters in flats must be replaced or not. In case they must be replaced
because of a need to draw up the readings of hot water meters in flats as close as possible to a
common building hot water meter readings, the replacement process would play an undisputed role
as the transparency to the consumer would be raised to a new level. Every consumer would know
what he pays for and that he does not pay for the hot water (heat for hot water preparation) of his
neighbours.
From theoretical point of view the difference in readings between common inlet hot water
meter and sum of meters in flats also appears because the common inlet meter measures cold water
for hot water preparation, while meters in flats measure almost produced hot water that makes
difference between water densities, so the difference of measured water densities makes inaccuracy
of measurement. There are also other possible reasons of difference in readings between common
inlet hot water meter and sum of meters in flats as nominal flow rate of meter and others, described
in literature [3–7].
Due to above described arguments the data from common inlet buildings meters were taken
and further analysis will be based on (5) and (6) equations. First of all aheat energy for hot water
preparation must be calculated. In most cases for hot water preparation value of 51 kWh/m3 is used
in analysis. But really it is not the exact value and not always this amount of heat is consumed for
hot water preparation, because cold water temperature changes during year – in winter time its
temperature is lower, in summer time - higher. Considering cold water statistical temperature it is
measured at the point it is obtained from, e.g. borehole. After cold water from borehole is supplied
to a building, its temperature will change as it is influenced by its ambient conditions - ground
temperature. Ground temperature varies depending on outside air temperature. My performed
analysis shows that ground air temperature fluctuation period tails away from outside air
temperature polynomial trend line (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Outside air and ground temperatures fluctuations during year
Usually heat amount of 51 kWh for production of 1 m3 of hot water is taken in calculations for
all months. But this heat amount is used to heat water by 44oC, so if hot water production
temperature is defined as 50oC, cold water temperature for all months will be taken: 50oC –
44oC = 6oC. To increase the calculation accuracy, cold water temperature can be taken equal to
ground temperature. Then calculating heat amount for hot water production during certain month
average ground temperature must be taken as a cold water temperature during this month and
according to (6) equation can be calculated heat amount for hot water preparation of all analyzed
buildings. After this procedure according to (5) equation presented balance, can be calculated heat
amount for hot water circulation for every specified period of all analyzed buildings. If we take a
look at a given data, we will see that the heat amount for hot water circulation for every month is
not equal. Fig.1. shows that this heat amount every year constantly fluctuates during season. To
explain this dependence we have to define the main factors, influencing heat amount for hot water
circulation and as the main factor for a smaller or greater heat losses is an ambient space
temperature of hot water circulation pipe. Ambient pipe temperature during heating season varies
not in wide range, because premises temperature is practically constant. During non heating season
the average monthly ambient pipe temperature depends on average monthly premises temperature
and the latter directly depends on the average monthly outside temperature. This study showhs that
placed outside air temperature in the same graph with heat amount for hot water circulation,
fluctuation line shows us that heat energy for hot water circulation is reverse proportional to outside
air temperature – if outside air temperature increases, heat amount for hot water circulation
decreases and if outside temperature decreases, the heat amount for hot water circulation increases.
This dependence is shown in a Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Calculated heat energy of group of buildings for hot water circulation and outside air
temperature
Taking further analysis, the strength of dependence between consumed heat and outside air
temperature must be identified. Fig. 3 shows dependence of consumed total heat energy for hot
water preparation and circulation on outside air temperature. This dependance is slightly influenced
by volume of consumed water too, but not a lot as the volume of consumed hot water in most ways
varies during a year, but not a lot between summer months.
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Fig. 3. Dependence of consumed total heat energy (MWh/ day) of group of buildings for hot water
preparation and circulation on outside air temperature
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The determination coefficient R2 shows that strength of relation is described by 90,79%. This
means that consumed total heat amount for hot water preparation and circulation depends on outside
air temperature. As total heat amount for hot water preparation and circulation has dependence, the
heat amount for hot water circulation also must have dependence, because heat amount for hot
water consumption does not vary to a great extent and may influence the total consumed heat
amount as a constant. The question arises: does amount of monthly heat energy for hot water
circulation, calculated according to above described methods would be different from heat energy
for hot water circulation calculated in a most common way when heat amount for hot water
preparation is taken as 51 kWh/m3. To get the answer Fig. 4 was drawn, which presents two
different amounts of monthly heat energy for hot water dependences on outside air temperature.
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Fig. 4. Dependence of consumed heat amount for hot water circulation on outside air temperature
First part of points and its trend line shows heat energy for hot water circulation, calculated
taking into consideration that heat for hot water production depends upon outside air temperature
(Qcirc(gr)) and second part of points and its trend line (Qcirc51) is calculated according to heat amount
of 51 kWh/m3. The Fig. 4 shows that given results do not coincide and both trend lines go
independently in different directions. Heat amount for hot water circulation Qcirk(gr) is about 13%
larger than heat amount Qcirk51. Calculating from total heat energy for hot water preparation and
circulation, heat amount Qcirk(gr) makes 61% part from it and heat amount Qcirk51 makes 54% part
from it (Fig. 5), so heat amount calculated by two different ways differ by about 5 %. This
difference is not influenced by volume of consumed hot water as in both cases is calculated for the
same volume of hot water.
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Fig. 5. Heat amounts Qcirk(gr) and Qcirk51 as part of total heat amount for hot water preparation and
circulation
Calculating heat energy for heating it is necessary to know exact value for hot water. Usually
building has only one heat meter for premises heating and hot water needs, so arise the question
how to distinguish heat energy for space heating. Heat energy for heating can be calculated
according to (5) equation in following ways:
1) according to total consumed heat amount for hot water preparation and circulation;
2) according to consumed heat amount for hot water, calculated taking into consideration
outside air and ground temperature;
3) according to heat amount of 51 kWh/m3 for hot water preparation value;
4) according to National control commission for prices and energy requirements (heat amount
of 160 kWh/flat (circulation in hot water towel driers and coil-pipes), 80 kWh/flat
(circulation in hot water towel driers) and 10 kWh/flat (circulation in heat substation).
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Fig. 6. Heat amount Qcirc and temperature, at which must be evaluated heat amount for it
No matter according which way will step out further calculations, arise the question – what heat
amount for hot water circulation should be taken as it always varies depending on outside
temperature? The answer will be the following - the heat amount should be taken at the
temperature, at which ends and begins heating season - at the temperature of +10oC (Fig. 6). Above
this temperature circulation heat losses decreases as the building base temperature is reached.
Calculating heat energy for heating during heating season according to the first way, from total
heat amount must be subtracted total heat energy for hot water preparation and circulation taken
from nearby outside temperature of +10oC. The disadvantage of such calculation is that for every
month amount of consumed hot water will be taken the same that is true only approximately.
Calculating according to second way must be taken actual amount of consumed hot water and
multiplied by a heat for hot water preparation taking into calculations cold water temperature about
5oC. Later heat amount for hot water circulation according to nearby outside temperature of +10oC
must be added. The disadvantage of such calculation is that exact cold water temperature is not
known. Calculating according to third way must be taken actual amount of consumed hot water and
multiplied by 51 kWh/m3 (a heat for hot water preparation). Later must be added heat amount for
hot water circulation according to nearby outside temperature of +10oC.
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Fig. 7. Heat amount for hot water circulation of 9 storey building
This analysis was performed analysing data of buildings group but in the same successful way
it can be applied to analysis of one building. Fig. 7 shows the same analysis data of one 9 storey
building of 110 flats, 6200 m2 and 1983 year of construction. Calculating according to the first way,
from total heat amount must be subtracted about 0.98 MWh/d, calculating according to second way
must be subtracted 0.60 MWh/d and according to third way must be subtracted 0.55 MWh/d.
Second way of calculations gives more exact value. This defined methodology is very important for
heat supply companies as they must to predict very precisely fuel amount for the next year/period.
For example amount of consumed gas must be predicted as precise as possible, because every
additional consumed cubic meter of gas will cost very expensive. For the whole heat supply
company it makes a huge amount of money and the investments into calculations becomes not so
important.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

1. An analysis shows that heat energy consumption for hot water preparation depends on
ground temperature and heat amount for hot water circulation depends on outside air temperature.
2. Defined a methodology to evaluate an exact heat amount for hot water circulation and
exact heat energy amount for hot water preparation during non heating season.
3. Defined a methodology to evaluate an exact heat energy amount for hot water circulation
and exact heat energy amount for hot water preparation for a heating season.
4. An exact values for hot water needs are required to perform calculations of heat energy for
space heating. Heat energy amount for heating can be calculated according to (5) equation in the
following ways: 1) according to total consumed heat energy amount for hot water; 2) according to
consumed heat energy amount for hot water, calculated taking into consideration outside air and
ground temperature; 3) according to heat energy amount of 51 kWh/m3 for hot water preparation
value; 4) according to National control commission for prices and energy requirements (heat
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amount of 160 kWh/flat (circulation in hot water towels and coil-pipes), 80 kWh/flat (circulation in
hot water towels) and 10 kWh/flat (circulation in heat substation)). The second way gives most
precise result.
5. Presented methodology can be useful performing energy audits, energy consumption and
efficiency analyses, defining an exact budget value for building heating and hot water needs for one
separate building or group of buildings.
5.
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ABSTRACT
Calculation of cooling degree days is currently one of the most commonly used methods in heating,
ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) industry to describe the effect of outside air temperature on building
cooling energy consumption. This paper presents values of cooling degree days and hours that were
calculated using data of outdoor air temperature, measured at meteorological station in Riga (Latvia) during
the period of last 10 years. Seven base temperatures were used, i.e. from 19.0°C to 26.0°C with 1°C
increment. Fluctuations in a number of cooling degree days were found by comparing them to the values
calculated as cooling degree hours. Total cooling degree number was about 50% higher when using degree
hour approach, providing more accurate data for future energy consumption estimations. Yearly cooling
degree days are given in a tabular form. This data could further complement the local building norms and
regulations regarding design of HVAC systems and energy efficiency, filling the gap of missing information
for methodology of simplified energy calculations in buildings.
Keywords: Cooling degree days and hours, energy consumption, HVAC systems

1.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays the building sector in member states of European Union accounts for about 40% of
final energy consumption and about a third of greenhouse gas emissions, of which about two-thirds
are ascribed to residential and one-third to commercial buildings [1]. Even though most of energy in
eastern European buildings is used for space heating, e.g. about 70% in Latvian households [2],
special attention should be also directed towards space cooling, since the energy consumption it
accounts for (mostly electrical energy) is growing rapidly. It is expected that energy demand for
cooling will increase even more in the future due to global warming, higher demands for quality of
life and comfort, increased use of glazing in architecture, increased number of electric appliances
etc., and generally due to economic growth [3].
Several methods are available for energy analysis and estimation of energy demands. These
methods differ in complexity, in amount of ambient condition data that needs to be taken into
account, time increment used for calculations, detail of description of the building geometry and its
characteristics etc. [4]. Degree day method is currently the simplest and well established technique
for energy analysis, providing adequate results for simple systems and applications. It is appropriate
in cases when the use of building, efficiency of HVAC equipment, indoor temperature and internal
gains are relatively constant. Degree day method allows comparison of buildings current and past
energy performance, as well as comparison of buildings in different climate zones. In [5] cooling
degree day (CDD) data for 171 countries is summarized, where Mali and Nigeria are ranked 1st and
2nd having the highest number of cooling degree days per year, i.e. 4064 and 4033, respectively.
This is about 5-7 times higher compared to the warmest EU countries (Greece, Spain and Italy), and
almost 70 times higher than in Latvia, were 58 CDD were calculated.
In developed countries advanced building simulation programs are often used by heating,
ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) engineers to determine the cooling demand. These
programs provide very accurate results since rather extensive input data on building characteristics
and outdoor climatic conditions is used. In many countries, HVAC designers estimate capacities of
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cooling equipment (e.g. cooling coils at air handling unit), using outdoor design temperature
(summer and winter) for the specific location of building. This method provides reasonable results,
however often leads to HVAC equipment oversizing, leading to higher capital and running (energy)
costs. Degree day method provides adequate results on estimation of cooling requirements for
simple cases, e.g. when choosing split type air conditioner for the apartment. This helps to size air
conditioning unit more accurately, and therefore avoiding long term problems involving inefficient
comfort levels and high energy consumtpion.
The Latvian Cabinet Regulation No. 39 [6] on methodology for building energy performance
calculation provides equations for estimation of buildings heating and cooling energy demand.
These regulations also state the need to correct heating and cooling energy consumption according
to outdoor climatic conditions, based on degree day method. However, all further explanations and
calculations on the topic of degree days is provided explicitly for heating period. In addition,
Latvian Cabinet Regulation No. 39 [6] refers to Latvian building norms No. 003-01 [7] on
climatology, that specifies length of heating period (expressed in days) and no information is
provided regarding cooling season. Since very limited data is available regarding cooling energy
consumption and degree days and hours in Latvia, the aim of this study is to fill in this gap of
information by calculating CDD and CDH numbers for various base temperatures and outdoor air
temperature data in Latvia during the last 10 years.
2.

METHODOLOGY

2.1. Calculating degree days and hours
Calculation of cooling degree days is currently one of the most commonly used steady-state
methods HVAC industry to describe the effect of outside air temperature on building cooling
energy consumption. Generally, in the degree day method it is assumed that energy demand for a
building is proportional to the difference between the mean daily temperature and a base or
reference temperature. The base temperature is usually defined as the temperature below or above
which heating or cooling is needed. Cooling degree days can be calculated using equation 1:

,

(1)

where: Tb is the base temperature (°C); Tm is the daily mean outdoor temperature (°C) calculated as
average between day minimum and maximum values. The plus sign in equation 1 indicates that
only positive values are counted.
Traditionally, CDD are determined using 22°C as a base temperature, corresponding to
uninsulated building case. However, the base temperature varies from bulding to building due to the
differencies in building characteristics (insulation, glazing type etc.), thermostat set-points and other
factors. In this study CDD and CDH are calculated for the base temperatures between 19°C and
25°C with 1°C temperature increment.
Total number of cooling degree hours for a month can be expressed as in equation 2:
(2)
Where: Tm is the hourly mean outdoor air temperature (°C); N is the number of hours of the month
(h). The plus sign indicates that only positive values are summed.
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2.2. Ambient data collection
Accurate and reliable ambient data are very important for building energy analysis and
simulations, determining accuracy and characteristics of results. The outdoor temperature data for
this study was obtained from Latvian Environment, Geology and Meteorology Centre [8] that
measured temperature during interval of three hours. The numbers of CDD and CDH in this paper
were calculated using outdoor air temperature, measured at meteorological station in Riga
(geographic coordinates of 56°57'N latitude and 24°6'E longitude) during the period of last 10
years, i.e. 2001 to 2010.
The mean outdoor temperature during summer months in Riga (Latvia) given as normative
values in Latvian building norms No. 003-01 [7] are 15.4°C, 16.9°C and 16.2°C for June, July and
August months respectively. The mean outdoor temperature values during the period of recent 10
years (2001 to 2010), calculated in this study are as follows: 15.8°C, 19.3°C and 18.2°C for June,
July and August, respectively. Thus, the latest tendencies indicate generally higher mean
temperatures in Riga, especially during July and August months. This leads to necessity to
reconsider and update the existing climatology norms developed for building engineers.
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The calculated cooling degree days with base temperatures of 19-25°C are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Cooling degree days with various base temperatures for Riga, Latvia
Month

19
0
5
7
43
26
0
81

April
May
June
July
August
September
Total

20
0
2
4
29
17
0
53

Base temperature [°C]
21
22
23
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
1
0
20
13
9
10
6
4
0
0
0
33
21
13

24
0
0
0
5
2
0
7

25
0
0
0
2
1
0
3

According to obtained results, there is no cooling demand during April and September
months. The highest energy consumption for cooling is expected during warmest summer months,
i.e. July, followed by August and June.
The calculated cooling degree hours with base temperatures of 19-25°C are listed in Table 2.
Table 2. Cooling degree hours with various base temperatures for Riga, Latvia
Month
April
May
June
July
August
September
Total

19
23
204
368
1361
799
70
2825

20
14
136
251
1040
581
38
2060

Base temperature [°C]
21
22
23
8
4
2
87
52
28
165
106
66
774
563
399
409
279
185
18
7
2
1461
1012
683
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Calculation of cooling degree hours provides more accurate results. Comparison of CDD and
CDH expressed as days is showed in Fig. 1.
45
CDH approach

CDD approach

40

Cooling degree days

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
April

May

June

July

August

September

Total

Month [-]

Fig. 1. Calculated cooling degree days and hours expressed as days for the base
temperature of 22 °C
When using cooling degree hour method in calculations, some cooling would be required also
during April and September months. The total number of cooling degree days is almost 50% higher
compared to calculations using cooling degree hours approach. This might lead to significant
inaccuracies when estimating energy consumption for cooling.
In addition, it should be also mentioned that data presented in this paper might not be
representative for entire city, since temperature varied in some cases for more than 1°C, especially
between densely built urban areas and suburbs temperature fluctuations were recorded. The future
work should be thus directed towards further examination of outdoor climatic data and energy
consumption for HVAC system operation, as well as development of contour map of yearly cooling
degree days for entire Latvia’s territory.
Due to confidentiality issues very limited data is available regarding actual energy
consumption data in Latvian office buildings. However, some energy consumption data for cooling
of air at the air handling unit (AHU) in one office building is presented in Fig. 2.
According to obtained data, the energy for cooling of ventilation air was required only during
period May-September, 2010. The energy consumption curve generally follows the calculated
cooling degree hours pattern, reaching its maximum in July month. The building examined in this
case is very energy efficient one, using both heat and cold recovery at the AHU. Chilled beams are
used to provide space cooling, which was actually required almost during the entire year, with
exception of January and February months. Further validation of the calculated cooling degree
hours and days is required using real object data from numerous office buildings in Riga (Latvia).
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Fig. 2. Energy consumption for cooling of air at the air handling unit
4.

CONCLUSIONS

The following paper presents cooling degree day and hour data in tabular format for Riga
(Latvia) calculated with various base temperatures and using outdoor air temperature data for the
last 10 years. The actual mean outdoor temperature measured during the last 10 years is
significantly higher (e.g., about 2°C for July and August months) compared to the normative values
given in the local climatology norms, indicating necessity for their update. Total cooling degree
number was about 50% higher when using degree hour approach, providing more accurate data for
future energy consumption estimations. This data could further complement the local building
norms and regulations regarding design of HVAC systems and energy efficiency, filling the gap of
missing information for methodology of simplified energy calculations in Latvian buildings.
However, further validation of the calculated cooling degree hours and days would be necessary
using real object data (cooling energy) from numerous office buildings in Riga.
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ABSTRACT
Thermal output of heating and cooling equipment in office buildings is usually controlled according to
external air temperature. Yet, due to large outdoor air temperature variations, indoor climate may not always
be adjusted to fit into the comfort range. Despite the modern facilities in newly build offices, occupants may
be exposed to temporary thermal discomfort that affects their performance. The aim of this study was to
outline the influence of variation of indoor air temperature on office work performance and energy
consumption. During the experiment in the real office indoor and outdoor climate parameters as well as
energy consumption were observed. Employees were asked to fill questionnaires by indicating their thermal
sensation, perception of air quality and humidity. The results of the study showed that indoor climate change
may cause dissatisfaction of participants, which could lead to lower productivity. The effects of intermittent
indoor climate parameters on energy consumption were outlined as well. However, adjusting heating and
cooling power according to outdoor air temperature and indoor air temperature reduction during the night and
weekends are some of most applied methods for energy saving in buildings. Heating systems operating under
the digital weather forecast are still sufficiently expensive and rarely used.
Keywords: energy performance, unsteady air temperature, thermal sensation, human performance.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Modern people spend most of their lifetime indoors engaged in all kinds of different activities.
Therefore alongside air quality, air temperature is one of the most important parameters of indoor
climate. Nevertheless, in many office buildings thermal conditions are not well-controlled due to
insufficient heating or cooling capacity, high internal or external loads, large thermal zones, improper
control or operation of heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment as well as other
factors.
Building services engineers are interested in improving indoor environments and quantifying
the effects. Yet potential health and productivity benefits are not generally considered while
expenses for exploitation are usually calculated. Only initial investment, energy and maintenance
costs are typically considered.
The comfort air temperature range in Lithuania is regulated by the standards of hygiene [1]. It
may vary from +22 °C to +24 °C in case of performing sedentary job in the fixed workstation during
the cold season, and from +23 °C to +25 °C during the warm season. Relative humidity should be in
the range of 40-60 %, air velocity should not exceed 0.1 m/s – 0.15 m/s accordingly. No probable
variations of parameters time-wise are given.
Seppänen et al. [2] outlined a relation between human performance and air temperature based on
various productivity studies. It showed that performance increases when air temperature rises up to
+21–+22 °C and decreases by approximately 2% per 1 °C increase of air temperature in the range of
+23–+35 °C. The maximum performance is achieved at +21.6 °C (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Normalized relation between performance and air temperature in rooms
(Seppänen et al, 2006)
Lan et al. [3] outlined the correlation between indoor temperature, human performance and
different clothing insulation (0.86, 1.0 and 1.19 clo) levels during the winter season. It showed that
the maximum performance was achieved at 21.9 °C with the clothing insulation equal to 0.86 clo and
at 19.7 °C with the clothing insulation equal to 1.19 clo.
The results of the study performed by Valancius and Jurelionis (2011) showed that short-term
temperature drop from 22 °C to 18 °C increased general employee productivity by 4.1 %. On the
other hand tasks requiring concentration and focus were performed at 10 % higher productivity [4].
Pupeikis at al. [5] defined that in order to increase energy savings in buildings with air
temperature reduction function heating power should be enlarged by approximately 50% in most
cases. The simulation has showed that for buildings with a medium thermal inertia (time constant
τ = 144 h) the expenses by employing the intermittent heating (reduced temperature period: 12 h on
working days and 48 h at weekends), pays back after one year. When designing the heating system
attention should be paid to thermal inertia of particular building. Research showed that considering
various thermal inertias of buildings, the adequate modes of intermittent heating must be chosen.
Rimkus et al. [6] presented climate forecast for Lithuania for XXI century according to which
annual air temperature is expected to be higher by 2.3–5.7 ºC till 2080. Extreme alteration is
expected on February (mean temperature would rise by 3–9 ºC). According to the forecast, day
temperature range splay out, inrush of brief strong winter frosts will be more frequent. In the other
study author prognosticated longer duration of the high sun spine during average season [7]. This
would be extremely perceptible during May to September. On the other hand, there would be less
direct sunlight in the winter. Similar trends are observed in most parts of the world.
The outdoor climate change will undoubtedly have the effect on indoor air temperatures as the
heating and cooling power of HVAC systems will not be sufficient to handle the processes.
In this article study of the influence of the temperature swings on building energy consumption
and human performance is discussed. The results and conclusions were based on the findings of the
experimental research.
2.

METHODOLOGY

In order to evaluate the influence of temperature variations to general energy consumption and
performance of the employers the real building was selected (Fig. 2). Building was built in 1950 in
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Kaunas and was refurbished in 2000. Energy class of the building – E. Evaluated general energy
consumption of the building is 240.75 kWh per square meter of net floor area [8] per year.

Fig. 2. The view of the case study building used as an objective of the research
Offices are heated by two natural gas boilers 40 kW of heating power each. Indoor air
temperature is controlled according to external air temperature by either compensating heating
controller or adjustment of the thermostatic radiator valves.
Indoor air temperature during weekends and after working hours is reduced by 4 degrees.
During working days air temperature is decreased in the period from 5.30 pm to 7.00 am, on
Saturdays air temperature is set back to optimal from 9 am till 2 pm because some offices in the
building are also used in Saturdays.
Natural ventilation is installed in the building. Basic data of the analyzed building is presented
in the table 1.
Table 1. Basic data of the case study building used as an objective of the research
Shape, area
Number of floors
Number of employees
Construction
Glazing
Work schedule

Rectangular, 461 m²
2 and garret
34
Walls: Heavy construction without insulation, U=1.12 W/m²K,
Windows (glass, PVC frame) U=1.60 W/m²K
13% of the total wall area
8 a.m. – 5 p.m.; no occupancy on Sundays and holidays

The second floor offices “A”, “B”, “C” and “D” were selected for analysis of the air
temperature swings and calculation of energy consumption (Fig. 2). Rooms “A”, “B”, “C” are
oriented to North-East, there are nine persons performing sedentary work in these rooms. The room
“D” is orientated to South-West and it is used as archive and storage room. There are no people
working consistently in the room “D”.
Air temperature and relative humidity sensors with data loggers were used (in “A”, “B”, “C”
and “D” rooms) to measure external and internal air temperature variation during the observed
period. Heat meters (one for “A”, “B”, “C” areas, second for “D” room, the third for the second
floor) were installed in order to record energy consumption. The period of the measurement was
one month from 7th of January 2012 to 7th February 2012 with values recorded every 30 minutes. At
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the end of this period the employees were asked to fulfill questionnaires about thermal sensation
and indoor climate in the office during this month.
Persons working in the rooms “A”, “B” and “C” were allowed to adjust thermostatic valves on
the radiators according to their thermal comfort needs. Supplementary heating device was used in
the room “C” on 19th, 20th, 23rd of January ant 7th February. In the room “D” thermostatic valves on
the radiators were set to 18 ºC during all investigative period. Blinds were used in rooms “A”, “B”,
“C“ in order to avoid direct solar radiation.

Fig. 2. The view of second floor of the case study building
In the following calculation physical activity level of the occupants was considered equal to
1.2 met (69.6 W/m²) and average clothing level was considered as invariable – 0.75–1.0 clo
(0.116 – 0.160 m2·0C·W-1). Relative humidity indoors was 30–50 %, air velocity was lower than
0.10 m/s.
Taking into account that the office building was heated with the gas boilers, energy charges
were estimated 0.06 €/kWh. For further calculations assumption on the average employer profit was
estimated equal to 20 % of each employee monthly average salary which was approximately equal
to 1000 € excluding taxes. It was considered that profit was 9 € per day per person, having in mind
that the employees work 8 hours a day, 22 days per month.
3.

RESULTS
The results of the questionnaire survey are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Results of the questionnaire survey performed during the experiment

How often did you felt thermal discomfort because of following reasons last month?
Several times a
Never
Few times
Every day
week
Draught
53.9
34.6
7.7
3.9
Too high temperature
73.1
23.1
3.9
0.0
Changeable temperature
23.1
42.3
23.1
11.5
Too low temperature
15.4
53.9
19.2
11.5
Stuffy air
23.1
30.8
30.8
15.4
Dry air
42.3
30.8
19.2
7.7
Note: the values in the table are in %, where 0% means the statement is totally untrue, and 100% means the
statement is totally true.
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Questionnaire survey of the office employees showed that 11 % of the employees evaluated
thermal conditions as very good, 54 % as good and 35 % as moderate. There were no respondents
who described conditions as bad and very bad. Other results of questionnaires are presented in the
table 2. Participants were mostly dissatisfied with intermittent air temperature, too low air
temperature as well as stuffy and dry air.
During the analyzed period (01.07.2012 - 02.07.2012) the average day temperature was -6.5 ºC,
the lowest observed temperature was -24.7 ºC, the highest recorded temperature 5.4 ºC (Fig. 3). In
the rooms “A”, “B” and “C” 4134 kWh or 34 kWh/m² of thermo energy were consumed and in the
room “D” respectively 542 kWh or 14.5 kWh/m². Expenses for heating of rooms A”, “B” and “C”
were 2.04 €/m² and 0.87 €/m² for the room “D”.
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Fig. 3. External and internal air temperature variation during period of the experiment
Figure 3 shows that similar swings of air temperature repeats itself at all selected dates, except the
days between 28th of January and 7th of February. At these days temperature changed during the day
by 15.6 ºC, the average temperature was -15.4 ºC and the lowest recorded temperature was -24.3 ºC.
Two periods from 9th to 13th of January and from 30th of January to 3rd of February were
compared. As the subject for further analysis the exponentials of the room “A” were selected. In the
following figures the temperature of the room “A” and the optimal air temperature (Fig. 4), outdoor
air temperature (Fig. 5), instantaneous power of heating system (Fig. 6), are presented.
Indoor air temperature, January 9 - 13

Indoor air temperature, °C
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Fig. 4. The optimal air temperature curve and indoor air temperatures in the room “A”
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The optimal air temperature curve presented in Figure 4 was established to maximize
productivity of the occupants. From the point of view of long term performance, indoor air
temperature should be fixed at +21.6 ºC from the moment when the work starts at the office. On the
other hand, air temperature should be gradually decreased to +18 ºC one hour before the end of
working day in order to use the effect of productivity rise due to temporary lowered air temperature.
It is important to outline, that personal adaptation to thermal conditions of each individual are
not taken into account in this study. Results of the research performed with larger groups of
individuals were used in order to draw the optimal curve, therefore there is a chance of complaints
due to too low temperature in the rooms from certain individuals.
Measurements in the case study building showed that because of imperfection of heating
system control as well as thermal inertia of the building, the optimal air temperature drop during
off-work time is not possible to achieve. Moreover, the long-term measurements in the offices
showed that during working hours the internal air temperature is too low, especially at the morning
hours. At the end of the day the rooms are usually overheated (Fig. 4).
Outdoor air temperature, January 9 - 13

Oudoor air temperature, °C

10.0

Outdoor air temperature, January 30 - February 3

5.0
0.0
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-10.0
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3
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4
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5

Friday

Fig. 5. Outdoor air temperature variations at the period from 9th to 13th of January and at the period
from 30th of January to 3rd of February
According to the results of the study reported by Seppänen et al. [2] reliable loss of
productivity of the occupants would be approximately 5.2 % in the analyzed building rooms “A”,
“B” and “C”. The average value of PMV index [1] would be -0.78 .
Heating power, January 9-13
10.00

Heating power, January 30 - February 3
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Fig. 6. Heating power (rooms “A”, “B”, “C”) at the period from 9th to 13th of January and the at
period from 30th of January to 3rd of February
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The loss of productivity of the occupants was calculated and converted to the monetary value.
Thermal discomfort of the occupants working in the rooms “A”, “B” and “C” would result in a loss
of performance by proximally 93.6 € from 7th of January to 7th of February.
In order to compensate the loss of productivity the rooms “A”, “B” and “C” would need the
212 kWh of additional energy. For that reason in higher heat consumption equal to 12.7 € would be
needed at the period from 7th of January to February 7th.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The results of the study showed that control of the heating system does not ensure optimal
temperature in the analyzed building. According to long-term and short-term productivity studies,
air temperature should be fixed to 21.6 ºC and should be reduced to 18 ºC until the end of the work
hours.
2. The main complaints received by performing questionnaire survey of the occupants of the
case study building were stuffy air, too low air temperature and too high variation of the
temperature during the day.
3. In order to ensure optimal air temperature control from the point of view of energy saving as
well as maximized productivity of the office work, the power of the heating system should be
increased by 18 %. In case the power of the heating system would remain unchanged, temperature
control curve should be adjusted to advance the temperature rise in the morning and temperature
drop in the afternoon.
4. The financial losses due to decrement of office work performance are 7.4 times higher
comparing to additional expenses for increased energy demand evoked by ensuring higher air
temperature in rooms.
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ABSTRACT
Pools are an especially practical and aesthetically appealing execution of a cooling system – provided
appropriate temperature modes and external air temperature during the operational season. These temperature
modes are observed in trigeneration system cycles, in heat absorption facilities. Heat absorption facilities
require a fluid overcooling cycle to store a concentrated fluid. The temperature modes of this cycle (which
vary for different producers) produce low-potential heat which cannot be reused for heat energy production,
e.g. 35-29oC. To support such a temperature schedule, producers generally recommend installing heat
evaporation towers, but those are expensive and will often clash visually with the landscape. A cooling pool
may be used instead for both practical and aesthetic reasons, using water sprayers to promote evaporation.
Water spraying is necessary to increase the surface area of water-to-air contact: this way, the surface area is
equal to the combined areas of all water droplets. The depth of a pool must be no less than 1.5 m, preventing
heating by sun rays. Pool cooling properties could be improved with finer droplet size, although this carries
higher electricity expenses to produce adequately high pressure before pulverization. Such pools may use
fountains which serve both as a cooling facility and an attractive landscaping piece. An evaporation pool is
also significantly cheaper to build than an evaporation tower, although water loss may be higher.
In consideration of the facts described above, a pool with a water spraying device was built for this research
project. With appropriate air temperature, pressure and relative humidity, heat yield and yield changes were
measured.
The goal of this study was to compare the research and experimental parts of the project to similar studies
performed previously, in order to determine the practical viability of using heat evaporation pools as well as
to develop a complete prototype which may be used as the basis for building similar structures.
Keywords: energy efficiency, cooling systems, heat absorption, heat evaporation pool

1.

INTRODUCTION

The world is familiar with various systems of heat carrier cooling systems. For decades, they
have developed, the coolants and their chemical composition have changed, but water has always
remained an integral part of the technology owing to its unique properties. Water is used as a heat
carrier or coolant for cooling spaces and equipment, for accumulating heat, for returning heat to an
environment with a lower heat potential, as well as a solvent. This study reviews a number of uses
for water, united to create a comparatively simple yet efficient heat carrier cooling facility that can
be practically used in the right conditions. This facility is a pool with a cooler and water sprayers to
stimulate the cooling process. A pool is an alternative to a heat carrier cooling tower and is suitable
for an adequate temperature schedule of a heat absorption equipment cooling cycle. To study the
applicability of the system, a pool has been built and connected to a constant heat source (boiler
house). The boiler house ensures a constant heat carrier temperature and delivers it to the cooler
installed inside the pool, which exchanges its heat with the water in the pool. The pool also has a
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circulation pump, its suction delivers water from the lower layers of the pool to the sprayers and
fountains on the air/water surface of the pool. The installed heat carrier cooling must be maintained
regardless of changes in external air parameters. The pool is a closed system; this is its difference
form a heat carrier cooling tower, since the temperature of the heat carrier during operation is often
close to air temperature.
1.1. Heat Evaporation Pool as an Alternative to a Cooling Tower
The creation of a heat carrier cooling pool (the layout of the test bed is available in Figure 1)
is based on the idea of connecting two systems. A cooler (heating element) is placed inside the pool
and a circulation pump is installed to deliver water to water sprayers above the pool’s surface.
Unlike an evaporation tower, which is an open system, a pool is a closed system, so a pool may also
be installed inside residential areas such as cities, parks, parking spaces etc.

Fig. 1. Principal design of the heat carrier cooling pool
The pool prototype is designed as a test bed equipped with the following devices:
1.
Circulation pump – delivers water from the lower levels of the pool to sprayers and
fountains. By changing the pump’s throughput, the intensity of droplet spraying may be
adjusted, affecting the cooling performance.
2.
Station for measuring external air parameters: external air temperature, relative
humidity, wind speed, wind direction, dew point temperature are measured near the
pool.
3.
Heat measurement device – measures consumed heat, heat carrier throughput, incoming
and outgoing heat carrier temperature, pressure before the throttle valve (which is
installed after circulation pump) and sprayers.
4.
Cooler – a cooler is installed inside the pool and the heat carrier is fed through it. The
cooler is adapted to the size and area of the pool. The flow of heat to be taken out by the
system is generated at this level.
5.
Sprayers – spraying water is necessary in order to increase the air/water contact area,
since the contact area in this case equals the total area of all droplets. The pool’s cooling
efficiency increases with finer droplets, although this also leads to increased water loss
due to evaporation.
Thermometers are installed at three levels inside the pool, measuring temperature changes in
various layers. The first thermometer is installed above the cooler, the other is about 0.4 m below
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the air/water contact plane. The third thermometer is installed above the air/water contact plane.
This thermometer reading may be used to forecast changes in heat flow intensity.
The parameters of the experimental heat carrier cooling pool are provided in Table 1:
Table 1. Pool Parameters
Basin surface area S
Basin volume V

5 x 2.2 = 11m2
11 x 2 = 22 m3

Basin temperature schedule
Heat-flow cooler Q
Circulation pump productivity Q
Spray nozzle diameter F

34 – 40ºC
3.20 m3/h
3 – 7 m3/h
0.01m

Basin heat consumption

59928.80 kJ/h

The heat carrier cooling pool is a heating-related structure. Its advantages compared to a
cooling tower are:
– A heat carrier cooling pool is considerably cheaper to construct than a cooling tower;
– A cooling pool is a closed system which can therefore be placed in public spaces;
– A cooling pool is a structure that is considerably smaller than a tower;
– A cooling pool is visually more attractive and fitting for the surrounding landscape
compared to a cooling tower.
1.2.

Studying the Pool’s Cooling Properties

In order to determine the cooling properties of the pool, experimental measurements were
performed. Flow to the cooler was supplied at a constant heat carrier temperature (40ºC), studying
changes in cooling performance under the influence of changes in air parameters. A temperature
difference between incoming and outgoing flow of the heat carrier was specified for the pool to
maintain. During the experiment, variable external air parameters and their impact on the cooling
properties of the pool were measured.

Fig. 2. First stage of measuring heat carrier cooling pool properties
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Measurements were performed in two stages. The first stage of measurement took place at
low air temperatures, where a direct impact of external temperature on the cooling copy of the pool
was observed. The first part of the experiment took place authorising an average external air
temperature of + 6.26ºC, lasting 59 hours. The progress of the experiment is reflected in Figure 2.
At such a low external air temperature, the cooling performance curve of the pool changes under the
influence of external temperatures. At such external air temperatures, cooling is no more necessary.
The second stage of the experiment took place at an average external air temperature of
+ 21.2ºC. During the day, external air temperature approaches + 30ºC. The progress of the
experiment is reflected in Figure 3. At such external air temperatures, the cooling properties of the
test bed, i.e. heat carrier cooling pool with sprayers, were studied.

Fig. 3. Second stage of measuring heat carrier cooling pool properties
The experiment took place over the course of 104 hours. Measurements taken during the
experiment:
1. Temperature of hot (cooled) water (initial and final) in the heater,
2. Mass, volume, feeding pressure, flow speed, throttle parameters, calculated droplet
parameters, droplet area of cooling (sprayed) water,
3. External air temperature, humidity, wind (flow) speed, direction, solar radiation (its
characteristics),
4. Distribution of water temperature along the vertical and on the surface of the water.
Experimental and theoretical studies of a spray-based heat carrier cooling:
1. Determining heat balance and capacity in various modes of operation:
– Varying amounts of removed heat
– Varying air temperatures, humidity levels, wind speeds and directions
– Heat flow from the surface plane of the pool
2. Identifying heat transfer ratio expressed in various ways:
– For droplet surface area W/( m2·K)
– For volume sprayed W/( m3·K)
– From the surface plane of the pool water KW
– Spray intensity in kg of water/m2 of cross-section area
– For the pool’s surface area W/(m2·K)
3. Calculations of facility capacity, throughput, pool cooling water consumption,
application, efficiency.
4. Amount of water evaporating from the surface of the pool and sprayed water droplets
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Based on an analysis of data obtained experimentally, the following calculations were
performed:
Guided thermal basin volume:

Qheat = M ⋅ c ⋅ (T1 − T2 ) ,[J]

(1)

In which:
M – throughflow [kg/s];
c – specific heat capacity [J/kg·K];
T1, T2 - flow, back flow temperature [K].
Heat transition coefficient:
Ktr =

Q
⋅ ∆t , [W/(m2·K]
S

(2)

In which:
Qheat – heat flow [J];
S – basin size [m2];
Δt - temperature difference [K];
Sprayed water volume:
Vspr = η ⋅ F ⋅ 2 g ⋅

∆P

αp

, [m3]

(3)

In which:
η – Yield coefficient (0,6 – 0,75);
F – Spray jet diameter 0.01 [m];
g - Gravitational force 9,8 [m/s];
ΔP - Nozzle pressure drop [kg/m2];
α p - Relative water weight 1 [kg/m3];
Sprayed water amount on cooled heat carrier:
Z=

Vspr ⋅ M ⋅ c
Vspr
; Z=
Qheat
∆t

(4)

1.3. Flow of Heat within the Pool, Influencing Factors
Heat flow intensity is a parameter indicating the operational capacity of the pool; the values
are reflected in Fig. 4. Changes in heat flow affect the heat transfer ratio and change depending on
external air parameters.
During the experiment, heat flow in the cooler layer varied in small range. In turn, the flow of
heat above the air/water contact plane is more significant and depends on variations in external air
parameters. As the external air temperature increases, the intensity of removal of heat accumulated
in the pool decreases (i.e. the water accumulates a higher volume of heat), along with the heat
transfer ratio and the pool’s cooling performance. The flow of heat above the air/water contact
plane may be both positive and negative; in this case, the deciding factor is water temperature in the
upper layer of the pool. Fig. 5 reflects the changes in external air temperature and their impact on
the temperature of the cooling water inside the pool along the vertical.
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Fig. 4. Flow of heat within the pool, two levels

Fig. 5. Impact of external air temperature on the temperature of the cooling water inside the pool,
for different layers
The curves show that the temperatures of water inside the pool change depending on external
air temperature, although the temperature of cooling water inside the pool changes with a delay,
depending on the layer. The temperature changes least in the layer of the cooler. This layer ensures
that the heat carrier cools at a constant rate, regardless of changes in temperature in other layers and
above the air/water contact plane. This means that, under certain conditions, changes in external air
parameters do not impact the pool’s cooling properties. However, the influence of external
conditions and the extent of this influence must be determined because these factors will affect
operation of the pool.
Extent of external air temperature influence: measurements were taken throughout the
experiment because variations in this parameter affect the heat transfer ratio, which is a factor in
cooling performance. The impact of external air temperature is reflected in Fig. 6, it shows that
when outdoor air temperature is changing, it changes pool’s cooling properties, but although the
data displays a statistically significant coincidence this is not a relation, because the sprays
positioned above the pool works with constant capacity and do not adjust to the outdoor
temperature variations.
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Fig. 6. The pool’s cooling capacity changes in outdoor temperature influence

Fig. 7. The pool’s cooling capacity changes in outdoor air wind speed influence
External air wind speed – increase in this parameter improves cooling performance. The
impact of wind speed on the pool’s cooling properties should be considered in the context of
cooling water loss. As wind speed increases, the cooling mass of water is lost more rapidly. The
pool loses a certain heat potential, facilitating cooling processes. The amount of lost cooling water
must be replenished. Fig. 7 shows that when outdoor air wind speed is increasing pools cooling
properties are changing, between these data, there is a statistically significant coincidence, but this
is not a relation. An analysis of the impact of wind speed indicates that, at a given wind speed,
varying results are revealed at a certain point of reading the data. This can be explained by
multitude other parameters that affect the pool’s cooling performance to a greater or lesser degree.
For instance, at a given wind speed, air temperature or air humidity may vary. A parameter must be
defined according to which the operation of the pool will be regulated. This is necessary during
operation to allow cooling performance to be increased or decreased according to variations in
external air parameters, adjusting the operation of the system to changes. The ratio Z has been
selected as this parameter: it specifies the amount of water sprayed for the amount of cooled heat
carrier in degrees, as the difference between incoming and outgoing temperatures in the cooler. This
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ratio specifies the range within which the pool should operate at a given heat carrier temperature,
meaning that, if the temperature of the heat carrier being cooled rises or falls, the intensity of
spraying would change accordingly.

Fig. 8. Impact of change in pressure on sprayer intensity
Fig. 8 shows how the ratio Z changes if, at a constant heat carrier temperature, flow through
the throttle valve is reduced, thereby lowering pressure inside the sprayers and changing their
performance, which reduces the cooling performance of the pool. By specifying the boundaries of
the ratio Z, one may specify under what variations in cooled heat carrier temperature the throughput
of sprayers should be changed (and along with it, the cooling performance of the pool). The ratio Z
must specify the upper and lower boundary temperature levels, e.g. maximum sprayer intensity
given a difference between incoming and outgoing heat carrier temperature readings of 5ºC and
minimum intensity for 6ºC. Once these boundaries are specified, the throughput of the sprayers can
be altered using the pump or the throttle valve. The temperature of the cooled heat carrier may
increase when the water inside the pool cannot discharge the accumulated heat generated by the
cooler. Insufficient sprayer performance leads to insufficient water exchange within the pool and
insufficient cooling of the water inside it. Thus, the intensity of sprayers must be adapted to the
installed Z ratio given the target difference between incoming and outgoing heat carrier
temperatures.
2.

CONCLUSIONS

The experiment took place at various external air temperatures, the first part of the experiment
was conducted at an average external air temperature of 6.26ºC, the second part of the experiment
was conducted at an average external air temperature of 21.2ºC. For the first part, the cooling
properties of the pool are not important but an analysis of measurements was conducted in order to
gain an understanding of changes in external air parameters and their impact on cooling capacity.
Changes in external air parameters – partial air pressure, relative humidity, wind speed, wind
direction – affect cooling performance, although their impact is not considered a deciding factor in
maintaining the cooling performance of the pool.
Regardless of the drastic changes in heat flow above the air/water contact plane, cooling
performance varies within a narrow range. For example heat flow above water/air contact surface
varies in 30KW range, meanwhile pool’s cooling properties varies for 3-4KW. The impact of
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changes in external air temperature is not immediately evident because heat accumulation properties
smooth out the resulting changes in heat flow, affected by the heat capacity of pool.
Ratiio Z can be used to regulate the pool’s cooling performance if necessary. Ratio specifies
the range within which uninterrupted operation of the pool can be ensured, despite the change off
external parameters which affect pool’s cooling capacity.
The heat accumulation properties of the pool preclude an evaluation of instantaneous changes
in the cooling parameters of the pool given the effect of various parameters.
Outdoor air temperature and wind speed measurements show that there is a significant
relation between the mentioned parameters and the pool’s cooling capacity. To establish the relation
there was made regression equation, it was a linear. Found linear function, as shown in the Fig. 6
and Fig. 7 does not fulfils always, as there is a deviation, in which the abnormality arranges very
disciplined (at 5 KW). These deviations will be explored in subsequent publications.
The pool may be used as effective cooling facility regardless of the impact of a number of
external conditions. The pool can maintain a specific heat carrier temperature schedule given
specific parameters. The pool can operate in a stable manner when external air temperature
approaches the incoming temperature of the heat carrier cooled by the pool.
3.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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ABSTRACT
Industrial ecology has borrowed its fundamental principles from natural ecosystems, and within this
framework, the links between industrial companies are compared to the ecosystems as if information, energy
and resource flows between the companies would be organized in an effort to imitate living organisms. If the
industry, like an ecosystem, would be organized based on reflexive linkages and cooperation, it would be
possible to organize better industrial processes and to ensure efficient and sustainable production. Industrial
symbiosis seeks to ensure that the involved companies reach a collective benefit, which is accomplished by
finding a suitable use for any waste or process by-product from one company within the manufacturing
process of another company. By implementing such resource-saving measures any company can become
more environmentally friendly and reduce its impact on the environment. But for the development of
industrial symbiosis the involvement of several separate companies to create raw material, resource and
energy networks between them is required. This is when the national legislation interferes with the
development of industrial symbiosis. It can both enhance such ties, if the country has well-organized and
thought-out waste management system and bureaucratic requirements, or limit the formation of industrial
symbiosis, if the waste management related regulations incorporated within the legislation create obstacles
for the formation of a simple legal relationships between the companies.
The objective of this paper is to determine legislative requirements that promote and limit the development of
industrial symbiosis in Latvia. The comparison between Latvia and other European countries is made in order
to offer better tools to support industrial symbiosis, more efficient evolvement of waste management system,
resource efficiency and sustainable development in Latvia.
Keywords: Industrial ecology, industrial symbiosis, waste management

1.

INTRODUCTION

Within the framework of industrial ecology the links between industrial companies are
compared to the ecosystems as if information, energy and resource flows between the companies
would be organized in an effort to imitate the living organisms. Industrial symbiosis, a sub-field of
industrial ecology, seeks to ensure that the involved companies reach a collective benefit, which is
accomplished by finding a suitable use for any waste or process by-product from one company
within the manufacturing process of another company and therefore using the primary resources
more efficiently. If the industry, like an ecosystem, would be organized based on reflexive linkages
and cooperation, it would be possible to organize better industrial processes and to ensure energy
efficiency and promote sustainable production.
The worldwide research of industrial symbiosis is fairly recent. It has emerged 20 years ago
mostly with the exploration of the first fully realized project Kalundborg Industrial symbiosis in
Denmark [1]. As the research of industrial symbiosis is a still not a deeply explored area, in Latvia
this concept is not widely known. Industrial symbiosis as a term is not defined or used in any
Latvian legislation. There are also no governmental incentives or mechanisms developed to
introduce this concept. Furthermore until now the research on industrial symbiosis has been weakly
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conducted in Latvia. There are only few separate studies available regarding the efficient waste
management and by-product reuse in the framework of a company or at a country level.
Chertow [2] has studied the process of “uncovering” or discovering already existing material
and resource synergies and improving these systems to reach full potential of industrial symbiosis.
It has been pointed out that in many cases the “uncovering” of industrial symbiosis has been more
productive than creating artificial “eco-industrial parks“.
The “uncovering” of industrial symbiosis is a result of serious long-term studies. Complex
knowledge about the industrial processes, as well as wide range of information about firms,
generated, treated and recycled waste streams and by-product streams is necessary to “uncover” an
industrial symbiosis. This is when the national legislation can interfere with the “uncovering” and
the development of industrial symbiosis. Legislative requirements can both enhance such ties or
limit the formation of industrial symbiosis, dependent on the availability of the information,
environmental requirements, tax barriers, waste management system etc. in the country.
Waste is one of the main indicators describing material and resource flows; therefore it is
important to gatherer the information about national waste management system. The waste
management system of Latvia incorporates two legislative levels. The first one is national, which is
represented with the Waste Management Law [3]. The other level is sub-national, which is
introduced through Waste management plan 2006-2012 [4] and regulations of local municipalities.
The Waste management plan of Latvia 2013-2020 has to be finalized until the end of 2012.
The main aim of this paper is to describe and analyse the existing waste management system in
Latvia and to compare it with the other European countries in the context of industrial symbiosis.
The main task of the article is to define the requirements that are promoting and limiting the
development of industrial symbiosis in Latvia. This will allow offering better tools to be included in
the Waste management plan 2013–2020 to promote industrial symbiosis and more efficient
evolvement of waste management system, resource and energy efficiency and sustainable
development in Latvia.
2.

APPROACH

The most common definition of industrial symbiosis is presented by Chertow [2] „engaging
traditionally separate industries in a collective approach to competitive advantage involving
physical exchange of materials, energy, water and by-products. The keys to industrial symbiosis are
collaboration and the synergistic possibilities offered by geographic proximity”. According to this
definition the most important factors promoting industrial symbiosis are (1) the collaboration of the
industries due to the knowledge of shared or potentially usable resources, energy or by-products and
(2) the location of the companies.
One of the main policies concerning material and resource flows is waste management policy.
In Latvia and European Union (EU) it is based on combination of three principles: waste
minimisation and prevention principle, polluter pays principle and proximity principle [3, 5]. The
main principles of industrial symbiosis is efficient sharing of resources and using by-products as
process resources, geographic proximity of the collaborators and combining economic,
environmental and social gains [6]. These sustainable waste management and industrial symbiosis
development principles coincide: efficient use of resources will lead to waste minimisation, colocation of the industries fully executes the proximity principle and as the polluter is responsible for
his impact on the environment, there is greater motivation to reduce the impact industry creates on
the environment as well as to reduce the economic costs. Therefore the implementation of the
overall waste management policy is related to setting requisite preconditions for the development of
industrial symbiosis and these preconditions should be present in the legislation of Latvia.
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However industries are subject to the regulations and requirements of local governments.
Costa et.al. [7] have researched the potential influence of governmental policy and legislation in
four countries where cases of successive development of industrial symbioses have been identified.
It is concluded that, as the government is the main developer of the states policy, it is capable
to influence many factors that are contributing to the development of industrial symbiosis. On the
other hand, policies can also create barriers for the development of industrial symbiosis.
In order to understand how the existing policy in Latvia has influenced the development of
industrial symbiosis, a set of indicators was adopted from the research of Costa et. al. [7].
Quantitative descriptors as average population, total waste generation and waste treatment data are
used to determine total waste generated per capita and the status on waste management
performance. Qualitative descriptors are divided in three categories – economic, regulatory and
voluntary. A comparison between Latvia and Denmark, Portugal, Switzerland and United Kingdom
is presented. In addition waste management situation in Latvia is quantitatively compared with the
performance of other Baltic States and EU-27.
3.

WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM IN LATVIA

During the last 7 years major changes in Latvian waste management policy have been made.
The Latvian Waste Management Law [3] was issued in the end of 2010 and is now the main
legislative framework for waste management. The purpose of this Law is to prescribe the necessary
procedures for environmentally safe and human life and health preserving waste management
system. The main actions include preventing the generation of waste, expanding the separate
collection and regeneration network, facilitating efficient use of natural resources and
by-products and reducing the amount of waste to be disposed of. It also states the competencies of
several institutions and their responsibilities towards developing of the waste management system.
Other crucial document is the Waste management plan 2006–2012 [4]. This plan defines
quantitative targets for reduction of specific groups of waste within the planning period and
measures that have to be implemented to reach these targets. The Ministry of Environment is
responsible for preparation of informative reports about the implementation of the plan [8]. In these
reports quantitative results are presented for the overall targets for specific groups of waste. But
since the measures stated in the Waste management plan are not defined in quantitative terms, only
the status of each measure is presented without the interpretation of concrete results this measure
has contributed to.
The most recent report [9] states conformity to the targets for packaging waste and used
vehicles. However the target amount for the collected waste electric and electronic appliances was
not reached. In 2009 for the packaging waste 45% recycling rate is stated, but more than half of this
amount – 24% was exported for recycling. Such export of waste even if it is transported for
recycling imposes surplus impact on environment and is not in compliance with industrial
symbiosis principles.
At a sub-national level, municipalities develop their own regulations, to provide the necessary
framework for implementing the waste management policy. Municipalities are responsible for
organising the collection, transportation and disposal of municipal and household hazardous waste
in its administrative territory as well as making strategic decisions about the development of new
waste management facilities within its territory [3, 4].
To implement the measures stated in the Waste management plan 2006–2012 [4], 12
municipal waste handling regions were initially intended to be created based on the agreements
between the local municipalities. After discussions on local level for the most efficient cooperation,
10 regions were formed. In addition the capital city Riga is considered as the 11 region (see Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Municipal waste handling regions and polygons in Latvia [4]
In 1998 there were more than 500 dumpsites in Latvia. Since then new landfills have been
developed and the dumpsites have been gradually closed [10]. In each waste handling region there
is at least one local landfill – polygon – already built or planned, and waste from all the region has
to be landfilled in this polygon (see Fig. 1). Therefore through local management of the waste the
proximity is enforced.
Before the introduction of polygons, most of waste was disposed in the unregulated dumpsites
therefore the information was not registered properly. In 2002 the waste accounting system was
upgraded and data are available from Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia [11]. In Fig. 2 the
amounts of collected and treated waste in Latvia since 2002 is presented. In addition the dynamic of
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in this period is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. The amounts of generated, recycled and landfilled waste and the GDP in Latvia [11]
The total amount of generated and collected waste has grown since the beginning of 2002.
This could be partly explained with the improvements of the information reporting system. Through
the years it can be seen that the increase of the amounts of generated waste is correlating with the
wealth level expressed as GDP. The rather steep decrease of GDP in 2009 is followed by the
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decrease in the amounts of generated as well as the recycled waste, thought the landfilled waste
remains constant. It can be seen that in 2010, as Latvia is slowly regaining its economic stability,
there is a tendency that the amount of generated waste is increasing again. Therefore there should
be a clear policy implemented in the coming years to promote waste prevention, development of
separate collection and regeneration system and resource, energy and waste efficiency to create
environmentally safe and human life and health preserving waste management system in Latvia.
4.

RESULTS

4.1. The comparison of waste management systems in EU
To introduce state waste management policy, different types of tools can be used. These are
e.g. economic, regulatory and voluntary instruments. According to study about the waste
management policies in three EU member countries and Switzerland by Costa et al. [7], in Denmark
the government makes decisions about regulations and taxes. Meanwhile each municipality
develops local waste management policy and is responsible for implementing it. This is done also
by dialog with the companies and supporting the material exchanges. In United Kingdom economic
instruments as Landfill Tax are used. Regulatory instruments are the Waste Protocols Project.
Voluntary instrument – the National Industrial Symbiosis Programme – has been introduced
particularly to support the development of industrial symbiosis. In Portugal the existing policy
instruments as the mandatory electronic information reporting on waste are aimed at promoting
industrial symbiosis. In addition economic instruments as landfill and incineration taxes are used
and voluntary instruments as Organized Waste Market are supported. In Switzerland an industrial
ecology strategy has been established. One of the goals of this strategy is to promote the
development of industrial symbiosis by uniting companies, government agencies, universities and
local industry.
To implement Latvian waste management policy economic instruments are used e.g. natural
resource tax is maintained at national level and is meant to promote efficient use of resources and to
limit pollution. The revenues of the tax are partly used to finance the implementation of
environment protection projects. Some regulatory instruments as the municipal waste incineration
ban and a resultant penalty is introduced at the municipal level. There are no voluntary instruments
introduced in Latvia to promote industrial symbiosis.
The collected quantitative data is used for the comparison of waste management systems.
Fig. 3 presents waste generation situation in seven countries and the EU-27 level in 2008 [7, 12].
Regarding waste generation, the average level in EU-27 is 5.2 tonnes per year per capita. Two of
the addressed countries are producing more than EU-27 level, United Kingdom is lightly over the
average with 5.4 tonnes per year per capita and Estonia has generated 14.6 tonnes per capita in
2008. Two other Baltic States Latvia and Lithuania has generated less waste per capita than even
the progressive Denmark. This is explained by the lower level of industrial development in Baltic
States than in Central Europe. In Estonia the economic development is quite similar to Latvia and
Lithuania, the exception is that in Estonian energy and refinery sector a local resource – oil shale is
widely used, which mainly contributes to the high 8.2 tonnes per year per capita non-mineral waste
generation in Estonia [13].
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Fig. 3. Total waste generated per capita [7, 12]
To improve the accuracy of this comparison an indicator is introduced. This indicator shows
the relationship of the total generated waste per capita and the annual GDP expressed in purchasing
power standards (PPS) (see. Fig. 4). Expressing GDP in PPS eliminates differences in price levels
between countries [12].
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Fig. 4. Total waste generated per capita depending on the GDP [7, 12]
It can be seen from Fig.4, that referring the generated waste to countries industrial
development level expressed as GDP has influenced the evaluation of the condition of waste
management system. When evaluating countries using the indicator, only two of the addressed
countries – United Kingdom and Switzerland – are below the average EU-27 level and only one of
these are an EU member. Moreover, according to Fig. 3 United Kingdom is generating more waste
than EU-27 average, but it is so due to countries highly developed industry. Therefore United
Kingdom has the lowest rating when taking into account the economic perspective.
All other countries are producing more waste per year per capita than the average EU-27 level
if addressed to the GDP. It can be seen that the lower industrialization level in all three Baltic States
is reflected using this indicator, and thus it is an effective tool for measuring the real development
of states waste management system in regard to its economic development.
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4.2. Typical barriers for the development and „uncovering” of industrial symbiosis
One of the instruments used for implementing waste management policy in Latvia is the
electronic information reporting system. According to the Latvian Waste management Law [3], the
Latvian Environment, Geology and Meteorology Centre is the responsible institution for collecting
waste handling and landfilling related information and maintaining this electronic information
reporting system. The data is publicly accessible in the form of the state statistical survey
“3-Wastes” [14]. But in regard to finding potentially symbiotic material and resource flows or even
synergies, this database is ineffective due to many limitations for information processing. The main
purpose of the database is to provide waste related information for each company itself. Whereas
for the “uncovering” and development of industrial symbiosis it is evenly important to be able to
see the inter-firm connections, which is not yet possible in this database. For the uncovering of
inter-firm resource flows, it would be substantially important to upgrade this information system in
a way that the user would be able to access information about the connections between the
companies and different waste management actions these firms are performing.
Material reprocessing and regenerating is promoted in various subsections of Latvian
legislation and normative documents. One of the downsides for the development of the waste
regeneration system as stated in the Waste management state plan [4] is the lack of reprocessing and
regeneration firms. Altogether enhancing the amounts of regenerated materials is promoted, but no
real further actions are performed. For example, there are no initiatives to promote the development
of locally of regionally based reprocessing industries. Moreover, export is promoted as a scenario
for handling of the used packaging materials [4].
According to the “3-Wastes” database [14] in 2010 in total 332 763 tons of waste were
exported from Latvia which accounts for 40% of total generated waste. This amount included such
waste as plastic, glass, paper and cardboard, metal, used tyres and other specific wastes. Some of
these wastes, e.g., plastic, paper and cardboard, used tyres, have high potential of energy recovery
that could be locally utilized. On the other hand, 27 743 tons of waste were imported in 2010, which
also included the same types of waste – plastic, glass, paper and cardboard, metal. In 2010 there
were 26 material recycling or recovery companies in Latvia processing the mentioned wastes. The
overview of the typical wastes treatment actions for these wastes is depicted in Table 1.
Table 1. The treatment of sorted waste in Latvia in 2010 [14]

Plastic
Total amount of companies
Energy recovery
The treatment or recovery of
solvents
The treatment or recovery of
non-solvents
The treatment or recovery of
metals
The treatment or recovery of
other non-organic materials

6

Type of the waste
Paper and
Glass
Metals
cardboard
1
4
8
+

+

+

Used tyres
7
+
+
+

+
+

+

It can be seen from Table 1 that glass recovery and recycling industry is underdeveloped in
comparison to other reprocessing. Although the plastic recovery industry is quite developed the
waste that could be processed locally is exported to such countries as China, United States and
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Panama. The territorial distribution of plastic waste handling and exporting and plastic recycling
companies in Latvia is shown in Fig. 3. In 2010 for separately collected municipal plastic waste
almost 20 000 tons were recycled in Latvia, nevertheless 175 tons were exported. Latvian Waste
management plan states that the largest part of plastic packaging is exported for recycling. Thought
in 2010 larger part of plastic packaging was recycled (4 802 tons) than exported (3 201 tons). For
used tyres 10 155 tons were reprocessed locally in 2010, still 1 359 tons were exported by Latvian
companies. [14]
The Netherlands, 61 ton
Lithuania, 90 tons
Panama, 379 tons

municipal plastic waste recycling company
municipal plastic waste export company
plastic packaging recycling company
plastic packaging export company

42 tons
recycled

5054 tons recycled
4691 ton recycled
785 tons recycled
18835 tons recycled

Lithuania, 0.1 ton

Lithuania, 19 tons
China, 570 tons
USA, 70 tons
Lithuania, 252 tons Poland, 191 ton
Belgium, 815 tons Vietnam, 42 tons
Canada, 26 tons Slovakia, 93 tons

Fig. 3. The recycling and export flows of plastic waste [14]
It is obvious that Latvian companies are exploiting the fact that waste export is promoted to
reach out to larger markets and to sell the waste for higher prices. On one side, it is good that export
is promoted, as there will always be some materials that will not be recyclable locally in Latvia.
But, as a result of this, wastes that could be locally recycled or used for energy recovery are
transported in large distances. With this the proximity principle is not abided, because waste is
treated further from its origin than it could be. Useless transportation of waste is against the basic
principles of industrial symbiosis.
4.3. The positive features in Latvia in regard to implementation of industrial symbiosis
In Latvia several special economic areas (SEA), for example, Liepaja SEA, Rezekne SEA are
formed in cooperation of the government and the local municipalities [15, 16]. As well two
Freeports are located in Riga and Ventspils [17, 18]. The firms that are located in the SEA or the
Freeport area are subject to tax discounts that allow these firms to lower their expenses; therefore
they can invest more of their resources into development and manufacturing itself.
The existence of these areas is one of the factors promoting the development of industrial
symbiosis in Latvia. A closed area where several manufacturing or processing firms are co-located
is a precondition of creating connections and links between these firms. In both SEA the main focus
is on manufacturing industry, the main activities in the Freeports are cargo handling and oil
pumping. All these industries are related to the use of heavy and dangerous equipment and chemical
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substances and have high risks of pollution, health requirements and other regulations. Therefore
these firms must pass strict criteria of environmental, health and work safety, which are regulated
by the government and the presence of such regulations has typically promoted industrial
symbiosis.
5.

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In absolute numbers Latvia is generating the lowest amount of waste per capita in EU-27. But
if an indicator that shows the relationship of the total waste generated per capita and countries
wealth level expressed the annual GDP is introduced, the lower level of industrialization in Latvia is
reflected. With this indicator it can be seen that in Latvia the total waste generated per capita per
GDP is higher than the EU-27 benchmark. To insure that the industrial development in Latvia is
reached in a sustainable manner efficient use of resources and energy through the implementation of
industrial symbiosis has to be promoted.
The legislative framework can be influential factor in whether industrial symbiosis will
develop naturally or not. For example, groundwater scarcity drove the development of Kalundborg
industrial symbiosis, but it further developed due to strict policy and requirements from local
authorities in Denmark. Some governmental incentives in Latvia do not advantage the local
treatment of waste and therefore efficient energy use. No special incentives and motivation are used
to develop the by-product processing industry. Sequentially there is great focus is on importing and
extracting new resources.
In Latvia there is a state introduced information gathering mechanism and database for the
compilation of information about waste streams, waste handling, sorting and landfilling.
Unfortunately this database is not highly developed for the purposes of tracking the waste flows
from its origins to the recycling or landfilling companies and therefore is not beneficial for
industrial symbiosis research. In order to detect the industrial symbiosis and resource sharing the
database should be upgraded.
Even though there is some activity in the resource recovery industry, it is underdeveloped and
waste that could be locally treated or recovered for energy is being exported to far locations, partly
due to states policy. Sequentially, one of the main principles of sustainable waste management
system and industrial symbiosis – the proximity principle – is not respected and the current system
is disarranged and is not promoting industrial symbiosis through local resource efficiency.
Some positive features in Latvia are observed in relation to government and municipality
co-established special economic areas and Freeport’s, where due to the specific economic
conditions large amount of companies are co-located leading to possibilities of common resource
use and by-product exchange while taking into account the proximity principle.
The waste management system in Latvia is mostly based on the European Union
requirements, but the implementation as in most of countries is quite peculiar. In contrast to other
countries in Latvia industrial symbiosis is not considered at the policy developing level. Therefore
there are only few factors benefiting the development of industrial symbiosis, and many obstacles
that have to be overcome to introduce this concept.
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ABSTRACT
Every now and then in Lithuanian media or political discussions questions are raised whether Lithuanian
legislation on Renewable energy and governmental acts in this area comply with European Union (herein
after - EU) regulation. Considering high expectations for improvement of energy sector in Europe and one of
the lead roles of Renewable energy, it is crucially important to impeccably enact every single rule of EU and
ensure thorough support for Renewable energy in each Member State.
In this paper author is going to overview regulation of renewable energy in EU and Lithuanian attempts to
angle national legislation towards European goals. While analysing national legislation’s conformity with EU
regulation, questioning National Strategy and action plan, main implementation problems will be disclosed.
Knowledge of the evolution of energy law and objectives of renewable energy in upcoming close future is
important not only for lawyers but for engineers, businessman and scientists of this field as well. Information
and opinion provided in this paper will enlighten legal aspects of Renewable energy and problems which
engineers and businessman may face in energy sector.
Keywords: Renewable energy sources, energy law, implementation, national regulation

1.

INTRODUCTION

These days such topics as climate change, pollution, constant growth of energy consumption,
lack of clean energy production and others are widely discussed not only in European Union (herein
after - EU) but all across the world. Discussions are the inevitable part for realization of such
international agreements as United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, Kyoto
protocol and other particular goals set by EU.
In recent decades EU has been actively participating in international discussions and has
already started many initiatives in regulation on renewable energy. EU puts a lot of effort to
regulate the production of heat, fuels and electricity from renewable energy sources (herein after RES). Due to wide range of EU legal rules of energy law and limited paper length, author is not
seeking to provide readers with exhaustive overview of legal aspects of the usage of RES. Research
of this paper is narrowed to one of the most important and relevant Lithuanian issue – production of
electric energy, where it concerns production of electricity from RES.
After entering EU in 2004, Lithuania integrated into the single European market, became an
equal member and by signing EU Accession Treaty, took the responsibility to contribute while
seeking European goals of energy sector, for example - promotion of usage of energy made of RES.
It is not an abstract goal that Member States could try to reach, but actual objectives that States,
including Lithuania, have the duty to reach. By this paper, author seeks to pull attention to the
importance of national actions and measures that need to be taken in order to realize international
legal obligations. Furthermore, author’s research is going to cover main problematic aspects of
national legislation that interfere with impeccable enactment of EU rules.
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While trying to cover national Lithuanian legal actions that are supposed to be a contribution
to implementation of EU goals author is going to use comparative method, which will be applied
analyzing EU legislation and the conformity of national legal acts. Some other methods such as
linguistic and historical may be applied in areas where author is seeking to reveal particular
reasoning and connection of corresponding regulations that developed in time.
2.

REGULATION OF RENEWABLE ENERGY IN EUROPEAN UNION

While looking through historical aspects and long term discussions held in EU about common
plans and united actions of member states which were necessary for evident progress in the use of
renewable energy, it is clear that the concept of targets for renewable energy was the first actual
step to make plans and discussions into reality. This target concept has been brought up with the
common framework of EU energy policy. The formation of this concept is considered to be the
fruitful result of EU Commission’s 1996 Green Paper [1] and 1997 White Paper on renewable
energy [2]. It was widely discussed whether such targets set were only of the informative nature or
binding targets that member states had an obligation to follow. These questions were answered by
adoption of the renewable electricity Directive [3]. This directive was the first actual leap that made
EU obligations taken by signing Kyoto protocol not only linguistic verbalism but a start of
particular actions.
Significant results may have been reached if not a long term gap in vain and fruitless
discussions. Kyoto protocol came into force only in 2005 and meanwhile EU was dealing with
opinion divergence. EU Parliament and Council looked differently into target setting. The before
mentioned directives with indicative rather than legally binding targets were seen only of promoting
renewable energy, the lack of binding targets were seen by many as the weak point of Community
legislation on renewable energy. It was necessary to make those targets legally binding; however
Parliament was suggesting legally binding sectoral goals, such as particular targets for different
range of energy produced from RES (electricity, transport, heating, cooling) and furthermore even
detailed targets for every member state; while EU Council was suggesting targets where member
states could specify their targets and decide how to share the main target into sectoral goals.
Significant outcome of this opinion divergence and another step in the development of
renewable energy regulation in EU is considered to be the communication from the Commission to
the Council and the European Parliament – Renewable Energy Road Map: Renewable energies in
the 21st century: building a more sustainable future [4] provided in the beginning of the year 2007.
This communication revealed that it is not enough to set sectoral targets, it is necessary to
harmonize both methods – set common targets for production of energy of different range and set
the shares of targets for member states, leaving them the opportunity to specify measures and tools
for individual implementation. This Communication and its connected decisions lead to the socalled ’20-20-20 until 2020’ agreement. This is one of the most ambitious plans towards control of
climate change. It is looking forward to reduce greenhouse emissions by 20%, increase efficiency of
energy usage by 20% and seek that at least 20% of used energy would be produced from RES. This
agreement was a final breaking-point for the adoption of EU Climate Change Package [5], that EU
Parliament finally agreed on the 17th of December, 2008. One of the legally binding acts of this
package is the so called Renewable energy directive (herein after – RED) [6] which is furthermost
important stage of legal regulation of energy sector in EU. It is a new stage for member states,
because RED set binding individual targets for each member.
Countries’ energetic interests have become an important part of national security and
economical interest, that is the reason why even single acts of particular member state, may have
influence not only for neighbouring countries but for all EU as a unity. Due to great influence in
independency and countries sovereignty, solidarity in-between member states, and unisonous
European decisions in energetic crisis and other unexpected challenges are crucial for integrated
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and effective energy market of EU. Unanimous EU ambitions in climate change and usage of
energy produced from RES is impossible without fluent cooperation, hence the set of goals and
targets for particular member states was inevitable.
First of all, the RED specifies the binding targets for each member state so the goals of ’2020-20 until 2020’ would be reached. National targets varies because of states’ progress in usage or
production of energy made from RES, economical and environmental abilities to reach those
targets, population, GDP and other reasons that were analysed and calculated always having in
mind the main EU principles such as solidarity, proportionality, judiciousness, therefore national
target may be higher or lower compared to the overall goal of EU, nevertheless it does not mean
that they are inadequate or impossible to reach (see - Table 1).
Secondly, the RED not only sets targets, but lays down main rules and instruments how to
reach those targets. Even though there is a lot of area for member states improvisation and ability to
specify measures that have to be taken, EU holds control of implementation in its hands. Directive
sets a binding obligation for member states to prepare and provide EU Commission with their
National plans, that schedule member states legislative actions and other measures that will improve
production and usage of energy made from RES inside the country and will promote cooperative
instruments and mechanisms in between member states. All the rules and goals set in the RED are
inevitable to harmonize national legislations of member states and reach overall EU targets; such
obligation to provide National plans is the best option seeking unified and smooth progress in the
implementation of EU Climate Change package.
27th article of the RED sets an obligation for member states to ensure that national legal base,
necessary for the implementation of this directive, would bring into force not later than 5th
December 2010. Looking back historically, it is clear that the Parliament and Council bringing this
directive into force, foreseen almost two years term for member states to prepare national plans and
transpose EU rules into national legislation. The next part of this paper will reveal how Lithuania
managed to prepare for the new stage of implementation.
Table 1. National overall targets

Belgium
Bulgaria
Czech Republic
Denmark
Germany
Estonia
Ireland
Greece
Spain
France
Italy
Cyprus
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Hungary
Malta
Netherlands
Austria

Share of energy from RES in
gross final consumption of
energy, 2005
2.2%
9.4%
6.1%
17.0%
5.8%
18.0%
3.1%
6.9%
8.7%
10.3%
5.2%
2.9%
32.6%
15.0%
0.9%
4.3%
0.0%
2.4%
23.3%
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Share of energy from RES in
gross final consumption of
energy, 2020
13%
16%
13%
30%
18%
25%
16%
18%
20%
23%
17%
13%
40%
23%
11%
13%
10%
14%
34%
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Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovenia
Slovak Republic
Finland
Sweden
United Kingdom

7.2%
20.5%
17.8%
16.0%
6.7%
28.5%
39.8%
1.3%

15%
31%
24%
25%
14%
38%
49%
15%

(Source: Directive 2009/28/EC)
3.

LITHUANIAN ATTEMPTS TO IMPLEMENT EU LAW ON RENEWABLE ENERGY

Transposition of EU directives is an important condition for validity and effect of such
legislation, therefore the set of conditions is important not only for the member states but for whole
EU as unified community. Each member state had to prepare amendments and changes of national
legal base. These amendments had to be submitted to the Commission of EU. The amounts of
prepared amendments may help visualize the in depth change of national legislation. Lithuanian
submitted 12 national execution measures- amended legal acts concerning territory planning, levies
and charges, natural gas, rules on promotion of production and purchase of electricity produced
using renewable and waste energy sources, other administrative measures and the most important,
national act on energy produced from RES, which in my opinion almost literally repeats the RED.
Other member states put way much more effort in adapting their national legislation, for example
Belgium submitted 63 national execution measures, United Kingdom – 35. On the other hand small
amount of execution measures may mean that such countries have already progressed in legislation
of promoting production and purchase of energy made from RES, for example Austria submitted
only 2 execution measures, Germany – 9, but it is quite obvious because these countries are the
leaders in implying renewable energy. Analysing national attempts of member states preparation of
national execution measures, the first conclusion comes up, that Lithuanian attempts seem like
weakly average compared to other member states.
Until the set deadline of RED, Lithuania managed to prepare only the Forecast for the use of
renewable energy sources for the years 2010–2020 approved on 14 December 2009 by the Minister
of Energy of the Republic of Lithuania. It is a five pages length paper of conceptual nature, which
does not provide you with any particular execution or implementation measures. The one most
evident reason for such vague execution is the reorganization of national ministries. Newly formed
Ministry of Energy of the Republic of Lithuania started its work only in the beginning of the year
2009; therefore it obviously faced some difficulties in the preparation of executive measures and
adoption of legal acts and their amendments.
The fact that the main national act on energy produced from RES was adopted only on the
12th of May, 2011, upsets the author of this paper the most. It means that the substantial execution
and implementation measures of RED were enacted after almost half of the year after the set
deadline of RED. The lack of such legislation complicates chances to imply EU provided rights for
the subjects who wish to improve the production of electricity from RES. Furthermore, even if this
national act would not have been late, it would not mean that our national subject would not be
discriminated compared to subjects of other member states. Every national act has to be followed by
acts of the Ministers, administrative rules, substatutory and executive acts. National lateness was
noticed by European Commission on the 27 January, 2011 when the first official report on the
violation was recorded [7]. On the 29 March and 9 June 2011, Lithuania notified EC with national
acts and documents that implement RED. Thus, the response and reparation of situation started
during the year 2011. It must be noted that full implementation is still lacking of unprepared orders
and acts of different ministries.
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Looking into national legal framework dedicated to energy produced from RES it seems that
it moves towards the correct direction but the movement is too vague and slow. While ignoring the
lateness and lack of substatutory acts, formally national act on energy produced from RES draws
comprehensive background for legislation of renewable energy in our legal system. The abundance
of newly explained concepts and terms shows how many of them did not even exist or needed
adequate assimilation with the terms set in the RED. This act expands and concretizes goals of the
RED, as well combines goals of other directives because it sets implementation measures for the
directives 2009/72/EC and 2009/73/EC, furthermore this act angles European goals towards
Lithuanian particularity. It is necessary to make notice that such comprehensive background is not
enough and causes everyday problems for subject which plan to execute their rights in the area of
renewable energy.
One of the illustrative examples of Lithuanian vague implementation of the RED could be
national executive measures of its 13th article. Part two of this article says that ‘Member States shall
clearly define any technical specifications which must be met by renewable energy equipment and
systems in order to benefit from support schemes.’[6]. Meanwhile, national acts set only an abstract
goal to prepare and implement support schemes, which would create favourable conditions to use
RES [8]. Without more specified legal framework, Minister of Agriculture on 28th of August 2009
confirmed new activities that could apply for support schemes – production of electricity in rural
areas in power plants using energy from wind, solar, hydro and other RES. Some national subjects
applied for such support schemes, prepared plans and scheme how to construct and implement such
power plants, made calculations and other expensive and necessary preparations, until unexpectedly
the Ministry of Agriculture recalled these activities from the list of activities that could apply for
support. Only one reason and explanation was provided from the ministry – impossibility to predict
prices in 5 years term, due to changes of substatutory legal acts. This example proves the lack of
attention given to the implementation of the RED, when national acts and actions of administrative
bodies cannot be predicted and by that, makes it impossible to implement vested rights of national
subjects. The decisions in cases of Vilnius Regional Administrative Court [9] confirms that such
actions of Ministry of Agriculture cannot be tolerated, are illegal because were enacted while
breaking main procedures, especially the rules that preserves overall evaluation of circumstances.
Such actions violate the principles of objectivity, proportionality and non-abuse of power of law.
Obviously, such violations of public body of the Republic of Lithuania cannot conform to the
principles of the RED – obligation for the member states to govern on the objective, transparent and
non-discriminatory basis. It is only the one example out of many others that can prove the not
adequate implementation of the RED. It is crucial to understand that such lateness in the fulfilment
of the RED not only makes it hard to implement rights provided in the year 2009 but stops
Lithuania from the development and implementation of the goals for the year 2020.
Data set in the National Renewable Energy Plan of Lithuania [10] shows what big challenges
still await us in the near future if more aggressive steps and measures would not be taken soon. In
the table shown in the 24th part of the national plan, it is clear that compared to total consumption of
electricity, there were 4% of electricity produced from RES in the year 2005. Following year it was
only 3,7%, 2007 – 4,8% and in the year 2009 – 4,9%. Therefore in the term of four years the growth
of consumption of electricity produced from RES was only 0,9%. Taking into account the newest
data [11] electricity produced from RES in 2011 reached 10,42%, so comparing with the year 2009
the percentage growth has increased and more than doubled. RED sets the target that average
electricity produced from RES consumption in the year 2012 has to be 16,6 % of total electricity
consumption, this means that within a one year period the consumption of energy made from RES
has to bounce up more than 6 percent. It is obvious that if Lithuanian public bodies wish to have a
realistic growth and equal appearance in EU, some determined actions and decisions have to be
made in the area of renewable energy. It is crucial to notice that member states prepare their
national plans not for predictions or theoretical goals. These documents are the actual steps of
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implementation of the RED. That means that the Commission of EU would not accept any
exceptions, targets had been set and they have to be reached.
4.

EXAMPLES OF LEGAL CHALLENGES OF ELECTRICITY PROVIDERS WHO USE
RES FOR ENTRANCE TO THE NATIONAL ELECTRICITY MARKET

In this section, author would like to pay attention to some of the problematic aspects of
Lithuanian legislation that complicate circumstances and cause actual problems for the new market
participants that use RES.
First of all, it would be easier for renewable energy to find a lodgement in energy sector if
there were no administrative obstacles. 3rd article of National Law on Public Administration [12]
sets grounds for public administrative bodies to follow the principles of institutional assistance,
efficiency, “one-desk” and others. While activities of public bodies and entities are based on such
principles, decisions should be made and prosecuted faster in a more fluent and effective way, but
as current situation and legislation shows new providers of “green” electricity have to face a lot of
different public entities and spend a lot of time for gathering all different decisions and exercising
many different rules for market entrance. For instance, new electricity suppliers have to prepare
plans for infrastructure development including planning the electricity supply networks and these
procedures in author’s opinion take inadequate measures and consume too much time. According to
the order of Energy and Environment ministries [13] while planning connections of new power
plants new potential members of energy market have to face a complicated bureaucratism with
participating ministries, municipalities, different entities and departments. The declared objective of
National Renewable Energy Act “to ensure the sustainable use of renewable energy development,
promote the further development of new technologies and energy use” [14] becomes questionable
when new energy producers are forced to face same institutions and their decision-making
procedures as well as any other entities planning any other expansion of infrastructure, such as
heating or gas supply networks.
Secondly, author would like to pay attention to the lack of legal regulation for the planning
and exploitation of wind power plants in territorial waters of Baltic sea. Due to development of
modern technologies it is possible to build wind parks further from the shores, diminish difficulties
for their exploitation, creating international links (for example NordLink, upcoming NordBalt) it
gets easier to provide electricity from such power plants. Main instrumentality for implementation
of such wind parks in national territorial waters is legal base that would allow “green” energy
developers expand their activities into the Baltic Sea. Possibility to expand the area of renewable
energy production is mentioned in national act on Renewable energy [15] but national legal
framework which governs legal regime in Baltic Sea does not provide rules for planning,
maintaining or operating such power plants or even for preparation of environmental impact
assessment.
Thirdly, author discovers the problems that raise from the issues of territory planning and
construction law. Due to technical issues and utilized capacity of transmission networks new
participants of energy market have to face different regulation. Following the rules of national
Electricity Act [16] and Electricity network code [17] one may conclude that the voltage lower than
110kV include low and medium voltage so these lines and equipment by national law are
considered as movable objects other than high-voltage lines that should be regarded as immovable
objects. The problem arises and situation becomes inadequate when because of different voltage or
simply because the capacity of low or medium voltage lines is already utilized new members have
to plan the connection to high-voltage lines. Their situation becomes more complicated because
high-voltage lines are considered to be immovable objects and by National Construction act [18]
they have to be planned, built according to the rules of this law because it is considered to be a
structure/building. Furthermore their situations become more complicated not only because of duty
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to imply the rules of Construction law but they have to prepare different, specialized documents of
territory planning [19]. Electricity producers that use RES due to outdated infrastructure and limited
capacity of transmission and distribution networks in some regions are still unable to enter the
electricity market easily not only because of complicated legal regulations but as well because of
physical exploitation of technical possibilities. RED says that “Member States shall take appropriate
steps to develop transmission and distribution grid infrastructure, create intelligent networks” [20],
national law as well declares the purpose to “ensure sustainable use of renewable sources, allow
development of new technologies to promote further development in all possible ways” [21]. This
means that to implement both national and international statutory obligations, Lithuania should
ensure that new market participants have an opportunity to connect their grid in adequate and
proportionate ways or for instance create alternative electricity transmission systems.
These examples of technical, administrative issues or lack of regulation explains how national
legal base concerning exploitation of renewable energy is still not fluent enough and impedes the
growth of RES usage. It is crucial to understand that it is not enough to have advanced legal acts
that provide abstract rights and rules, all the subordinate legislation has to be prepared and
harmonized, this would allow the establishment of renewable energy in Lithuania.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

Wide range of legal acts and international documents dedicated to energy sector, their
complicated nature, hierarchical relationship and mandatory nature draws the attention of lawyers
because of its public importance. Initiatives of EU and actions in this important, especially over the
past century, sphere is one of the most important step towards the solution of long and fruitless
discussions of climate change and the need of clean, green, renewable energy.
Long term relationships of EU members in most important economical and political areas
determined the cooperation of member states in the area of renewable energy. The result of the
movement towards single goal set in the ’20-20-20 until 2020’ agreement is the RED. The split of
the RED targets in between member states raises their obligation to actively participate in its
implementation.
Impeccable implementation and transposition of the RED is an inevitable step toward the
reach of EU goals. While analysing Lithuanian legislation, the lateness and unconformity has been
noticed. Such lacks of national acts and complicated administrative procedures cause lag and
ineffective production and consumption of energy from RES.
Lack of substatutory national acts and their narrow nature leads to legal uncertainty, which
could easily be removed with bigger involvement of the Ministry of Energy and other relevant
authorities. It is necessary to diminish administrative barriers, create regulation for exploitation of
wind energy parks in Baltic Sea and harmonize rules for construction and territory planning.
Improvement of national legal framework, development of the existing gaps would mean the
creation of suitable environment for renewable energy producers and consumers. More aggressive
steps towards impeccable regulation of renewable energy would make Lithuania an equal member
state, where national subjects can exercise their equivalent rights and obligations same as other
subjects of different EU members.
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ABSTRACT
With policies to promote power generation from renewable energy sources (RES) becoming important part of
climate and energy policy worldwide, there is now considerable interest in understanding how these different
market-based mechanisms affect power generating firms in practice. The existing theory provides conflicting
guidance regarding profitability of Tradable Green Certificates (TGC) over Feed-in-Tariff (FIT) based
policies. Thus, the main goal of this study is to empirically assess the performance of power generating firms
operating in the TGC scheme environment relative to the performance of power generating firms operating
under alternatives RES support mechanisms. The main finding of this study is that, in Europe, TGC schemes
are associated with higher returns for power generating firms. This supports the hypothesis that higher
investment uncertainty induced by the TGC policy nature coupled with some market imperfections lead to
higher profits for electricity producers operating in TGC schemes.
Keywords: power generation, European Union, emission trading, feed-in-tariff, renewable energy, tradable
green certificates

1. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
With policies to promote power generation from renewable energy sources (RES) becoming
important part of climate and energy policy worldwide, there is now considerable interest in
understanding how these different market-based mechanisms work in practice.
There exist two common policy instruments to promote renewable electricity: Feed-in-Tariff
(FIT) and Tradable Green Certificate (TGC) systems. FIT policies are focused on setting the right
price to drive RES deployment. In contrast, TGC policies set a quantity restriction that determines
the market price of renewable electricity. In this respect, FIT and TGC policies resemble a pollution
tax and a cap-and-trade system, respectively. This fundamental difference between FIT and TGC
determines what effects each policy will have on the performance of power generating firms.
FIT policies and TGC systems can be compared in many dimensions, namely cost-efficiency,
market distortions and transaction costs. According to the existing literature, one of the main
advantages of TGC schemes over FIT systems is cost-efficiency. The EU Commission has favoured
TGC schemes over FIT systems on the basis that TGC systems are more market orientated and,
therefore, they should create more competitive markets for renewable electricity. 1 The
Commission’s working paper [1], which is largely based on the theoretical assessment of various
RES support mechanisms, suggests TGC as a system which is best suited to achieve the minimum

1

In TGC schemes, power generating firms have to compete in two markets: common electricity markets and green
certificate markets. In FIT systems, firms face guaranteed prices and the market demand, thus, firms may directly focus
on internal cost minimisation.
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cost for electricity generators and electricity consumers. In other words, TGC systems generate the
least excess profits for power producing firms.
Markets for electricity might be distorted in many different ways. These distortions might
mitigate or even reverse the expected effects of policies promoting renewable energy. The most
apparent market distortion is the capital constraint. As TGC schemes imply a much higher risk level
for investors in renewable power generation (a price of green certificate is uncertain), the
availability of capital and its cost become an issue when compared to FIT systems, where a price for
green electricity is fixed and known in advance [2]. Higher capital costs determine higher expected
returns for investors in TGC systems. Furthermore, the capital constraint also affects market entry
decisions of small RES developers. Contrary, the FIT approach, by guaranteeing a price which is set
so that both small and large firms may stay in business, helps firms to access cheaper capital. As a
result, the number of firms can be smaller in TGC than in FIT systems. On that account, TGC
markets might by characterised by higher market concentration that leads to higher profits.
Additionally, TGC systems are associated with higher transactions costs in the form of fixed
administrative costs. This might create additional hurdles for smaller investors to enter the market
[3–5]. Again, this limits the potential number of investors and can result in less competitive TGC
market.2
The main aim of this study is to test the above considerations empirically. The main
hypothesis is that TGC systems, due to potentially higher market concentration and higher required
capital returns, will be associated with excess profits for renewable energy generating firms. This
hypothesis can be rephrased in the words of Nicholas Stern: „(pricing) mechanisms achieve larger
deployment at lower costs. Central to this is the assurance of long-term price guarantees. (...)
Uncertainty discourages investment and increases the cost of capital as the risks associated with the
uncertain rewards require greater rewards ([6], p.366)“.
As RES support mechanisms do not operate in isolation, the secondary aim of this study is to
analyse the interactions between RES systems and other policies implemented to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions and the resulting effects on power generating firms. In the European Union (EU), the
EU-wide emissions trading system (EU ETS) plays a central role in achieving the EU’s climate
change targets. Hence our focus is on the interaction between the EU ETS and RES systems.
To the best of our knowledge, this study contributes to the existing literature on RES support
mechanisms in two ways.3 First, this is the pioneering ex post EU-wide analysis of this kind
exploring RES support mechanisms’ effects on firm performance, namely profitability. Second, the
unique dataset of firms in the European power generating sector with identifications of EU ETS
firms allows investigating interactions between RES support policies and the biggest emission
trading programme in the world.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 introduces the empirical strategy;
Section 3 describes the data; Section 4 presents and discusses the estimation results. A concluding
summary is given in Section 5.
2. THE EMPIRICAL STRATEGY
The empirical strategy is designed to analyse the effects of RES support mechanisms on firm
performance. In particular, the relationship between Tradable Green Certificates and firms’

2

See Cory, Couture, and Kreycik [15] for more detailed discussion on transaction costs and firm size effects in TGCbased markets.
3
We refrain from providing a detailed literature review on RES support mechanisms and their interactions with other
environmental policies. The comprehensive reviews of relevant literature can be found in Menanteau et al. [16], del Rio
and Gual [17], Agnolucci [18] and Bergek and Jacobsson [14].
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profitability is investigated. It is assumed that a firm’s profitability is a function of the renewable
electricity generation support policy choice and other variables:
,

(1)

where
is the outcome of interest (firm profitability ratio, in particular, EBIT4 margin over
operating revenues);
is a RES policy dummy (1 is assigned for firms in the EU countries
which adapted the TGC support mechanism and 0 is assigned for all other firms)5;
is a vector of
firm characteristics (time and country dummy variables, age of the firm, firm category with respect
vector also contains the annual change in
to its size, firm size in terms of its assets etc.).
6
renewable electricity production (in MW). The later variable is used not only to account for
potential support level changes for renewable electricity generation but also to control for potential
industry lobbying effects. For instance, Marques et al. [7], who analyse the impact of several
factors on the use of renewable energy sources in a set of European Union countries, suggest that
the lobbying effect of the established industries may be related with the level of renewable energy
use.
The analysis is commenced with a simple ordinary least squares (OLS) model. To control for
the potentially high level of heterogeneity and possibly outlier-driven results, the iteratively
reweighted least squares (IRLS) and random effect models are used as the alternatives to the OLS
model.
Initially, the following model is estimated:
,

(2)

where
and
are the time- and country-specific control variables, respectively;
is the vector
of control variables mentioned earlier;
is a dummy variable for firms which were covered
by the EU ETS. This dummy variable proxies conventional firms using combustible fossil fuels for
energy generation.
Further, the panel nature of the dataset is exploited:
,

(3)

where are the firm-specific unobserved heterogeneity effects. However, as the policy variable of
interest is time-invariant, the fixed effects model prevents identifying the policy effect. The random
effects model is used instead.7
The random effects model requires the random effects not to be correlated with the
explanatory variables. This is a restrictive assumption, particularly in the context of the model we
are attempting to estimate, where the firm-specific time varying variables, such as firm total assets
and firm age, are likely to be correlated with the unobserved heterogeneity, e.g. managers’ abilities.
To control for the potential correlation between the random effects and the other exogenous
variables, Mundlak [8] suggested modelling the unobserved heterogeneity (random effects) as a
function of the means of the time varying explanatory variables:
4

EBIT stands for Earnings Before net Interest and Tax.
The analysed EU countries have implemented either TGC or FIT policies. The only exception is Finland, which
implemented tax reduction incentives for promoting renewable electricity. The inclusion of Finland in the analysis does
not affect the main findings of the study in any significant way. Table A 1 in the Appendix provides information on
what RES support mechanism each EU country adapted.
6
Initially, to avoid endogeneity, we lagged this variable, but this did not affect the main results.
7
In a fixed effects model these variables are “swept away” by the within estimator of the coefficients on the time
varying covariates.
5
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,

(4)

where
is an average of
time varying variables over time for each firm and
is a constant
term. We assume that time invariant is uncorrelated with . Since the Mundlak approach allows
taking into account correlation between unobserved firm heterogeneity and firm characteristics, we
use it to estimate the effect of TGC systems on firm profitability. The model can now be written as:
(5)
The next step is to explore the interaction between RES support policies and the EU ETS.
This is done in two ways. Firstly, to understand whether TGC policies have a different effect on
conventional fossil fuel power generating firms, we utilise the following model:
,

(6)

where
is a coefficient of the interaction term between the TGC policy dummy and the
dummy identifying conventional energy producers which participate in the EU ETS. It indicates a
TGC policy effect for conventional energy producers.
Secondly, we extend the last model by controlling for the actual introduction of the EU ETS
in 2005:

(7)
is a dummy variable for the 2005-2007 period corresponding for the first phase of the EU
ETS.
is a coefficient on the triple interaction term and it allows identifying a TGC policy effect
for conventional firms after 2005, if any.
This model also allows investigating another interesting question. It is widely accepted that
conventional electricity producers could make windfall profits in the first phase of the EU ETS
because of the premium on electricity prices and the free allocation of emission permits [9], [10].8
There exists a wide literature on how CO2 price affects electricity prices, but there are very few
empirical studies analysing how the EU ETS has affected the actual profitability of conventional
energy producers. One exception is Yu’s [9] study that focuses on this issue using a sample of
Swedish energy firms for 2005 and 2006. The study finds that the EU ETS had no or negative
effects on the profitability of energy producers. Our cross-country firm level dataset allows us to
explore this issue further.
coefficient in the last model (Equation 7) indicates the effect of the EU
ETS on conventional energy producers and allows us to test the hypothesis of conventional
electricity producers’ windfall profits associated with the introduction of the EU ETS in 2005.
It is important to note that even though the policy measures are exogenous for individual
firms, the potential country self-selection into implementing TGC or FIT policies might cause bias
in the policy effect estimates if the particular countries’ decision to adopt FIT or TGC type policies
was based on expected firm profitability effects, in particular abnormal profits. To address this issue
there is a scope for further research to overcome the strong policy causality assumption of this
study.

8

See also Sijm et al. [19]for literature review on how CO2 price affects electricity price
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3. DATA SOURCES AND DESCRIPTION
The Amadeus (Bureau van Dijk) database is a central data source of this study. This database
includes firm level accounting and other data in standardised financial format. The general source
for the Amadeus is national official public bodies in European countries. The Amadeus database is
a very useful information source for cross-country comparisons as it provides harmonised accounts
for large fraction of European firms.
Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the variables according to the RES support mechanism (TGC or
FIT), full sample, 2002–2007
FIT
Variable
EBIT margin
Firm assets, thou EUR
Size 1
Size 2
Size 3
Size 4
Payroll, thou EUR
Added value, thou EUR
Return on Assets (ROA)
Return on Equity (ROE)
Return
on
Employed
Capital (ROEC)
Age

TGC

Obs.
17 817
17 771
17 817
17 817
17 817
17 817
9 444
6 442
17 336
15 164

Mean
15.629
121 717
0.473
0.299
0.157
0.071
9580
35 981
4.894
16.862

Std.
31.097
2 340 000
0.499
0.458
0.364
0.257
176 444
498 564
15.079
74.777

Obs.
6 460
6 455
6 460
6 460
6 460
6 460
3 176
2 350
6 313
5 778

Mean
19.581
186 698
0.429
0.287
0.163
0.121
9 312
58 639
5.858
19.263

Std.
30.800
1 464 705
0.495
0.452
0.369
0.326
58 050
1 030 887
17.437
83.657

12 271

14.656

56.522

4 768

18.453

72.455

17 280

12.113

15.225

6 292

15.102

21.143

Notes: All monetary variables are deflated by their country-specific deflators from Eurostat; Size1 to Size4 indicate
the firm size category from the smallest to the largest as defined in the Amadeus database.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of the variables according to the RES support mechanism (TGC or
FIT), restricted sample (without ETS firms), 2002–2007
Variable
EBIT margin
Firm assets, thou EUR
Size 1
Size 2
Size 3
Size 4
Payroll, thou EUR
Added value, thou EUR
Return on Assets (ROA)
Return on Equity (ROE)
Return
on
Employed
Capital (ROEC)
Age

Obs.
16 296
16 257
16 296
16 296
16 296
16 296
8 440
5 611
15 864
13 800

FIT
Mean
16.478
52 950
0.516
0.305
0.130
0.049
3 541
10 772
5.048
17.171

Std.
32.078
657 648
0.500
0.460
0.337
0.216
38 088
93 762
15.499
74.929

Obs.
5 977
5 973
5 977
5 977
5 977
5 977
2 917
2 122
5 843
5 357

TGC
Mean
20.409
99 259
0.460
0.302
0.144
0.094
5 331
41 460
6.119
19.625

Std.
31.333
757 427
0.498
0.459
0.351
0.292
30 007
1 018 728
17.862
86.204

10 952

15.352

58.322

4 342

18.677

74.592

15 805

12.006

15.104

5 809

14.684

20.836

Notes: All monetary variables are deflated by their country-specific deflators from Eurostat; Size1 to Size4
indicate the firm size category from the smallest to the largest as defined in the Amadeus database.
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Our sample covers EU-27 countries for the period 2002-2007. The data have been cleaned for
obvious mistakes (e.g. negative values for assets). The analysis is restricted to the electricity
generation sector (NACE 3511). This means that all electricity producers, irrespective of their
utilised electricity generating technology, are considered. The Amadeus provides firms with both
consolidated and unconsolidated financial accounts. To avoid a double-counting problem,
unconsolidated financial accounts are used for the main policy analysis.
Several profitability measures are available and we use the EBIT margin over operating
revenues as our main measure for profitability. Other profitability measures are also available such
as ROA or ROE. Since in the Amadeus database the EBIT profitability measure is available for
more firms than for any other alternative, EBIT margins are used as the main profitability indicator.
The asset-based variable and the categorical size variables are used to control for
heterogeneity. There are also other possible proxies available to control for firm size, but as in the
case of the profitability measure, the assets size measure is available for more firms. The usage of
firm assets as a measure for firm size is a common practice in the empirical industrial organisation
literature (see e.g. [11], [12]).
Our dataset also contains information about EU firms in the EU ETS. The EU ETS data,
obtained from the European Commission (Community Independent Transaction Log, CITL), were
matched with the firm-level data from the Amadeus database. The addresses as well as the names of
ETS firms were used as the matching identifiers.
Table 1 summarises the data and separates all variables according to the RES support
mechanism (TGC or FIT). All monetary variables are deflated by the country-specific deflators
from Eurostat. Of particular note is the fact that firms in the TGC and the FIT type groups are
different in terms of size. On average, firms in the TGC group are almost 50 per cent bigger than
firms in the FIT group in terms of their assets. As we may expect conventional ETS firms to be
relatively bigger than other power generating firms, Table 2 presents the descriptive statistics on the
data sample that excludes ETS firms. It is evident, that the same relationship also holds for the
reduced sample. This suggests the importance of controlling for firm heterogeneity.
The econometric models specified above also include several country-specific variables: the
annual change in electricity price and the annual change in renewable electricity production. These
data are available from Eurostat and the International Energy Agency. The former variable controls
the dynamics of electricity prices in each country. The latter variable indirectly controls the overall
support for renewable energy. We may expect that countries with the higher growth in renewable
electricity have more generous support systems for renewable energy.
4.

RESULTS

Table 3 summarises the TGC policy effects on the profitability (EBIT margins) of electricity
generating firms.9 In total, three types of models were estimated: the OLS model, the IRLS model,
and the random effects model with the Mundlak terms. All models provide consistent evidence that
power generating firms operating in EU countries that implemented green certificate trading were
more profitable during the period 2002-2007. This finding does not identify the particular sources
of this higher profitability, however, it supports our main hypothesis that TGC systems, due to
potentially higher market concentration and higher capital returns required by investor, are
associated with excess profits for renewable energy generating firms. This result that TGC schemes
are linked with higher returns is in line with the earlier country-specific analysis (see e.g. [13],
[14]).

9

The use of the other profitability measures (ROA, ROE) produced similar results.
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The higher profits due to TGC are not different between conventional electricity producers
and other electricity generating firms (TGC*BROWN).10 However, the positive and significant
coefficient for the interaction term between the TGC policy dummy and the time dummy
representing the first phase of the EU ETS (TGC*Y05) suggests that the post-2005 period for
electricity generating firms in TGC-based countries was associated with even higher profits. This
result might be explained in two ways. First, the EU ETS has decreased the costs disadvantage of
renewable electricity and, thus, renewable electricity has become more competitive. Second, the EU
ETS has increased the demand for renewable electricity and this has induced the deployment of
more and more expensive renewable electricity generating technologies. At each point in time, the
certificate price will correspond to the most expensive technology induced in the system, and all
power generators with lower costs, thus, receive an extra profit. However, this post-2005 effect is
not different between conventional electricity producers and other electricity producers operating in
TGC-based countries – the coefficient on the interaction term between the TGC policy dummy, the
ETS firm dummy and the ETS period dummy (TGC*BROWN*Y05) is not significant.
The latter result provides the answer to the secondary objective of this study – the EU ETS
had no effect on conventional power generating firms operating in countries with TGC schemes in
place (TGC*BROWN*Y05). Also, although one might expect that power generators who must
comply with the EU ETS and renewable quota restrictions might benefit from double regulation11,
the coefficient on the interaction term between the ETS period dummy and the conventional firm
dummy is insignificant (Y05*BROWN). The descriptive statistics for conventional power producers
separated by the pre- and post-ETS period also do confirm this finding (see Table A 2 in the
Appendix). This result does not confirm common speculations about windfall profits due to the EU
ETS.
Additionally, the estimation results show that power generators with larger assets had higher
profitability. Also, the higher growth in renewable energy production (the proxy of the overall
support level for renewable energy) led to higher profits (see Table 3, columns 7-9).

10

By inspecting Table 2 and Table A 3 in the Appendix it is obvious that both conventional power generators and other
power generating firms operating in TGC-base countries on average had significantly higher profits than firms
operating in FIT-based countries.
11
It has been argued that the coexistence of RES support systems and emission trading may lead to differential
treatment of large and small generators. This is so because electricity suppliers owning fossil-fuel-based generation
plants can benefit twice if they invest in renewable electricity: they would receive the feed-in tariff/green certificate
price and save tradable permits. In contrast, small independent producers would only receive one incentive: the feed-in
tariff/green certificate price.
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Table 3. The effects of RES support policies on the profitability of power generating firms, full sample
VARIABLES

1

OLS
2

3

TGC

5.944*** 5.886*** 3.979***
(0.812)
(0.854)
(1.128)
BROWN
-12.09*** -12.20*** -11.74***
(0.593)
(0.626)
(0.850)
TGC* BROWN
0.455
0.336
(1.339)
(2.181)
Y05*BROWN
-0.820
(1.063)
TGC*Y05
2.958**
(1.165)
Y05
-1.370
(0.877)
TGC *BROWN*Y05
0.395
(2.621)
Renewable electricity (yoy change)
1.133
1.129
0.772
(1.406)
(1.406)
(1.412)
Firm age
-0.0166
-0.0167
-0.0162
(0.0116)
(0.0116)
(0.0116)
Lagged assets (log)
1.543*** 1.542*** 1.533***
(0.167)
(0.167)
(0.167)
Electricity price (yoy change)
7.247
7.261
4.615
(4.871)
(4.870)
(4.982)
Other industry dummy
yes
yes
yes
Time dummies
yes
yes
yes
Size dummies
yes
yes
yes
Regional dummies
yes
yes
yes
Mundlak terms
No. of observations
17,045
17,045
17,045
No. of firms
5,704
5,704
5,704
R-squared
0.043
0.043
0.044
Notes: The robust standard errors are in the parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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4

IRLS
5

6

7

RE
8

9

6.693***
(0.723)
-12.37***
(0.776)
1.634
(1.329)
-0.0237*
(0.0122)
2.470***
(0.124)
5.962
(4.394)
yes
yes
yes
yes
17,045
5,704
0.071

6.470***
(0.754)
-12.73***
(0.878)
1.528
(1.683)
1.623
(1.329)
-0.0242**
(0.0122)
2.469***
(0.124)
5.972
(4.394)
yes
yes
yes
yes
17,045
5,704
0.071

5.102***
(1.027)
-11.74***
(1.382)
1.874
(2.751)
-1.659
(1.686)
2.159**
(1.069)
-0.153
(0.808)
-0.363
(3.371)
1.394
(1.335)
-0.0236*
(0.0122)
2.456***
(0.124)
4.429
(4.538)
yes
yes
yes
yes
17,045
5,704
0.071

5.889***
(1.461)
-11.23***
(1.658)
2.643***
(0.997)
-0.343
(0.416)
0.820***
(0.165)
3.628
(3.373)
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
17,045
5,704
0.041

5.794***
(1.511)
-11.44***
(1.868)
0.903
(3.654)
2.641***
(0.997)
-0.339
(0.416)
0.819***
(0.165)
3.632
(3.373)
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
17,045
5,704
0.041

4.745***
(1.610)
-10.76***
(2.037)
-0.831
(4.010)
-1.092
(1.247)
1.601*
(0.822)
-0.761
(1.266)
2.800
(2.488)
2.342**
(1.003)
-0.362
(0.417)
0.810***
(0.165)
1.605
(3.482)
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
17,045
5,704
0.041
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5.

CONCLUSIONS

Using the cross-country micro level dataset this study analyses how the choice of renewable
energy promotion system affected the electricity production sector in Europe. In particular, we
consider more closely Tradable Green Certificates vs. Feed-in Tariffs. The EU Commission has
favoured TGC schemes over FIT systems on the basis that TGC systems are more market orientated
(in TGC system green power generating plants have to compete not only in common electricity
market but also in tradable green certificate markets) and, therefore, they should create more
competitive markets for renewable electricity. In other words, TGC systems generate the least
excess profits for power producing firms. We test this hypothesis against the alternative suggestion
that due to market imperfections, namely because of higher risk, higher capital constraints and
higher transactional costs, TGC schemes will be associated with excess profits for renewable energy
generating firms.
The main finding of this study is that power generating firms, operating in EU countries that
implemented green certificate trading, were more profitable compared to FIT-firms during the
period 2002-2007. This result supports our alternative hypothesis of the presence of market
imperfection in TGC type systems. However, this analysis is limited in that it cannot identify exact
sources of this higher profitability. This aspect needs for further research.
Also we find that the introduction of the EU ETS had no effect on conventional power
generating firms operating in countries with TGC schemes in place. The related results also do not
confirm common speculations about excess profits in the energy sector due to the EU ETS.
APPENDIX
Table A 1. The distribution of observations by country and RES support policy choice
Country
AT
BE
BG
CZ
DE
DK
EE
ES
FI
FR
GB
GR
HU
IE
IT
LT
LU
LV
NL
PL
PT
RO
SE
SI
SK

Freq.
47
303
310
150
1,956
275
107
7,302
623
4,877
1,275
385
315
99
1,915
25
8
60
107
450
1,051
603
1,914
88
32

Percent
0.19
1.25
1.28
0.62
8.06
1.13
0.44
30.08
2.57
20.09
5.25
1.59
1.3
0.41
7.89
0.1
0.03
0.25
0.44
1.85
4.33
2.48
7.88
0.36
0.13
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Table A 2. Descriptive statistics of conventional firms before (2002-2004) and after (2005-2007)
the EU ETS introduction
Variable
EBIT margin
Firm assets, thou
EUR
Size 1
Size 2
Size 3
Size 4
Payroll, thou EUR
Added value, thou
EUR
Return on Assets
(ROA)
Return on Equity
(ROE)
Return on Employed
Capital (ROEC)
Age

Obs
924

2002-2004
Mean
7.821

Std.
15.515

Obs
1080

2005-2007
Mean
6.681

919

889232

6932192

1077

1018833

7156975

924
924
924
924
569

0.024
0.221
0.419
0.337
64102

0.153
0.415
0.494
0.473
542511

1080
1080
1080
1080
694

0.023
0.185
0.450
0.342
54946

0.150
0.389
0.498
0.474
414672

499

185267

1361842

560

229863

1260849

897

2.637

9.561

1045

3.462

9.498

819

14.632

67.369

966

13.380

66.012

806

12.268

36.563

939

9.266

42.657

903

14.221

19.264

1055

15.581

18.406

Std.
16.923

Notes: All monetary variables are deflated by their country-specific deflators from Eurostat; Size1 to Size4 indicate the
firm size category from the smallest to the largest as defined in the Amadeus database.

Table A 3. Descriptive statistics of conventional firms by RES policy choice
FIT
Variable
EBIT margin
Firm assets, thou
EUR
Size 1
Size 2
Size 3
Size 4
Payroll, thou EUR
Added value, thou
EUR
Return on Assets
(ROA)
Return on Equity
(ROE)
Return on Employed
Capital (ROEC)
Age

Obs
1521

Mean
6.531

Std.
14.587

Obs
483

TGC
Mean
9.336

Std.
20.649

1514

860122

7685504

482

1270255

4515728

1521
1521
1521
1521
1004

0.015
0.235
0.446
0.304
60341

0.122
0.424
0.497
0.460
527270

483
483
483
483
259

0.050
0.097
0.402
0.451
54148

0.218
0.297
0.491
0.498
170576

831

206193

1355069

228

218529

1127751

1472

3.229

9.268

470

2.615

10.318

1364

13.739

73.175

421

14.653

38.418

1319

8.871

37.969

426

16.169

45.235

1475

13.262

16.431

483

20.122

24.002

Notes: All monetary variables are deflated by their country-specific deflators from Eurostat; Size1 to Size4 indicate
the firm size category from the smallest to the largest as defined in the Amadeus database.
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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with problems related to determination of customer costs of reliability – the total amount of
costs related with power supply interruptions (loss of production, overtime costs to personnel (stuff), etc.)
and expenses related with activities for diminishing negative effect of power supply interruptions (UPS
devices, generators, additional insurance, etc.). The paper gives description of different cost estimation
methods based on review and analysis of proposals for customer cost estimation and customer cost
estimation surveys from different countries. On the basis of analysis of different customer cost estimation
surveys and questionnaires, there is proposed new design of questionnaire for surveys with the aim to use it
for performing customer cost evaluation study in the frames of “Government action plan” of Latvian
government for year 2012. Problem of survey data normalization is discussed and proposal of appropriate
normalisation factors, from authors` point of view, is given.
Results of the work presented in the paper could be used when:
• trying to get knowledge of customer valuation of reliability;
• developing financial incentives for performance-based regulation of utilities (system operators);
• developing guaranteed reliability standards;
• etc.
Keywords: customer survey, interruption costs, normalization, reliability improvement worth

1.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays electrical energy is of vital importance to modern society. Power systems that
provide electricity to customers have three main tasks – provide electrical energy: 1) in required
amounts; 2) in as economical way as possible; 3) with needed quality level. Reliability of power
supply has an effect on all the main tasks of power system as soon as power supply interruptions: 1)
diminish amount of electrical energy provided to customers; 2) create additional expenses to power
supplying companies and customers; 3) worsen quality of power supply.
Taking into account causes of power supply interruptions (nature impact; animals actions that
caused fault; equipment faults; etc.) and probabilistic nature of outages, reliability level never can
reach absolute value – 100%, and due to that power system will probably never be able to operate
without power supply interruptions and provide as much electrical energy as needed. In
contradistinction to aforesaid, the last two tasks of power system can be solved from reliability
point of view. Reliability level that ensures the best fulfilment of the second and the third tasks of
power system is determined by total costs of reliability that, in their turn, are formed by customer
costs and utility costs of reliability.
According to [16] there are several terms closely related with reliability:
• Dependability – The collective term used to describe the availability performance and its
influencing factors: reliability performance, maintainability performance and maintenance
support performance.
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• Availability (performance) – The ability of an item to be in a state to perform required
function under given conditions at a given instant of time or over a given time interval,
assuming that the required external resources are provided. This ability depends on the
combined aspects of reliability performance, the maintainability performance and the
maintenance support performance.
• Reliability (performance) – The ability of an item to perform a required function under
given conditions for a given time interval.
Other term that is used quite frequently is security of power supply. Security of power supply
nowadays in some aspects is dependant on political decisions and on diversification of sources of
primary energy sources, but not with power system`s ability to perform its functions.
Taking into account that only term “reliability” reflects purely power system`s capabilities
under given conditions for a given time interval (without any external activities like maintenance,
fuel availability, etc.), it was assumed that usage of reliability of power supply could be the better
way to characterize efficiency of power system, comparing to dependability, availability and other
terms.
To ensure optimal power supply reliability, that would increase electrical power system’s
efficiency, it is important to find optimum between network reliability improvement costs
(Reliability improvement costs of utility) and customer costs (expenses) dependant on reliability,
that actually represent reliability improvement worth (see Fig. 1).
To ensure optimal reliability level, performance based regulation of network operators is
needed. Information of customer power supply interruption costs is essential for performance based
regulation, as well as for such activities like [1]:
• Making policies, standards and criteria for quality of supply;
• Monitoring quality of supply;
• Planning of power systems;
• Operation and maintenance.
To evaluate customer costs different methods can be used. Each of the methods has its
advantages and disadvantages. The goal of the work described in the paper was to analyse customer
costs evaluation methods related to power supply reliability and on the basis of the analysis,
propose design of questionnaire for surveys. In the paper, in addition to aforesaid, there are also
discussed merits of usage of different data (customer costs of reliability) normalization factors like
annual energy consumption, peak load, energy not supplied, etc.
Costs

Total costs of
reliability

Reliability
improvement
costs of utility
Area of optimal reliability level

0

Customer costs (expenses)
dependant on reliability
Reliability level of
power supply

Fig. 1. Utility, customer and total costs depending on reliability level of power supply
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2.

METHODOLOGIES FOR POWER SUPPLY INTERRUPTION RELATED COSTS
ESTIMATION

Definition of customer groups
Performing cost estimation, usually it is need to dealing with different types of customers –
different customer sectors, because usually customers from different sectors are influenced in very
different way by power supply interruption with the same characteristics. When performing cost
evaluation, each sector should be evaluated by adopted approach. Taking into account some
practical examples of cost assessment, e.g. [2–4], etc., customers of electrical field can be grouped
as follows:
• Residential sector (households);
• Commercial and public services sector;
• Industry sector (excluding „large customers”);
• Large customers;
• Infrastructure (transport) sector;
• Agriculture.
For bigger detalisation and more accurate cost assessment, customer sectors can be split in
subsectors according to some existing official classification, e.g. the statistical classification of
economic activities NACE Revision 2 (applied in EU) [5] or The Standard Industrial Classification
Codes (applied in the USA) [6]. Usage of information about subsectors can be useful for evaluation
of possible costs of some specific subsector in scale of whole country or region.
2.2. Types of power supply interruption related costs
Power supply interruption related costs in common situation should represent total socioeconomic costs of customers. Bigger part of socio-economic costs is formed by individual customer
costs. Other (smaller) part is costs of the rest of society. Both types of costs have monetary and nonmonetary, as well as direct or indirect costs [2].
Individual customer costs
This type of costs is representing costs of customer that is directly affected by power supply
interruption. These costs can be both monetary and non-monetary.
Costs of the rest of society
This type of costs describes costs such costs that occur to other customers that are influenced
by interruption through customer that is directly affected by power supply interruption (affected
customer). Among these customers there can be suppliers, clients, as well as producers of byproducts of affected customer. Also these costs can be both monetary and non-monetary.
Non-monetary costs
Non-monetary costs usually are applicable to household sector. These „costs” (if they can be
called so) are related with inconvenience of clients that should change their plans because of
inability to perform previously planned works. In some cases power supply interruptions can cause
fear and health problems.
Monetary costs
These costs can be evaluated relatively easy (at least in theory). Biggest part of performed
researches concentrates at this type of costs. Such costs are more common for sector of services and
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industry, including transportation and agriculture, but less common for residential sector. Monetary
costs consist of costs related to:
• damaged products;
• additional costs for production of products that were not produced due planned time;
• damage of equipment;
• payment of penalties;
• etc.
2.3.Power supply interruption related cost estimation methods
Nowadays there are developed and used a lot of methods for estimation customer cost related
to reliability of power supply. Some of them are presented in [2, 4, 7, 10]. All power supply
interruption related cost estimation methods can be grouped as shown in figure 2.
All the methods have their own positive and negative sides. Further there is given short
description of methods.
2.3.1. Direct worth method
This method is used to evaluate monetary costs of customers that occurred or could occur due
to power supply interruption. Usually, using this method, customer is asked to answer questions
about different power supply interruption scenarios. Advantage of the method is that direct costs are
received exactly from customers that are the best person who knows his costs due to interruption.
Disadvantage of the method is that it can evaluate only monetary costs. Also, answering questions
used in this method asks high competence of respondent and can take a lot of time. There are also
possible so called “strategic responses” that are tended to overestimate costs.
Direct worth method is best suitable for services and industrial sectors.
Customers` cost estimation methods

Market based
methods

Analytical
methods

Survey methods

Direct worth
method
Stated preference
methods

Contingent
valuation
Conjoint
analysis
Preparatory
action method

- Preventative cost
method;
- Different electricity
tariffs method;
- “Proxy methods”
based on market
prices.

Other methods

- Meta-analysis;
- Case studies;
- Expert groups.

Fig. 2. Classification of customers` costs estimation methods
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2.3.2. Contingent valuation method
The method deals with such terms as “willingness to pay” (further in text – WTP) and
“willingness to accept” (further in text – WTA). Using the method respondent is asked to answer
some questions about the amount of money he would agree to pay for increasing network reliability
or how big compensation he would accept in case if reliability of network will worsen. Advantage
of the method is that it allows to receive information about both monetary and non-monetary costs,
as well the fact that usually questionnaires of the method include only few questions about costs and
due to that responding becomes easier comparing to the Direct worth method. As disadvantage
there can be mentioned possibility to receive “strategic responses” and “protest responses”, when
customer indicated high value of willingness to accept and at the same time is has no willingness to
pay for reliability improvement. In ideal case WTP and WTA values should be equal.
The method is usually used with the Direct worth method to supplement each other. In such
case it is possible to receive more accurate data.
2.3.3. Conjoint analysis method
In case of usage of the method, respondent is receiving a number of possible power supply
interruption scenarios that also include some amount of compensation (or increase of electricity
bill) in respect of scenario. Task of customer is to rank all scenarios starting with the best scenario
for him and ending with the worst scenario. In such case we get information about costs of customer
in indirect form. Advantage of the method is in possibility to evaluate non-monetary costs. It is also
easier for respondent to rank scenarios rather than indicate monetary costs in WTP/WTA method
and this positively affects response rate. In case of the method it is harder to give “strategic
response”. As disadvantages there should be mentioned complicity of received data processing to
monetary values; there also can be problems with creating the right scenarios that correspond to
customer. There is also risk that customers will rank proposed scenarios in way that doesn’t
correlate with real interruption costs.
2.3.4. Preparatory action method
When using the Preparatory action method, respondent is asked to choose from given list some
hypothetical preparatory actions that he would choose in case if he would know about power supply
interruption. Each of preparatory actions is given costs. As action there could be mentioned
purchase of candles or renting diesel generator. Practical examples with real action prices and little
amount of time needed for filling questionnaire are advantages of the method. Despite the
advantages, the method has one big drawback – preparation of questionnaire could be extremely
complex process. Taking into account huge amount of possible preparatory actions it is not possible
to include all actions in questionnaire and thus provide all customers with appropriate
questionnaires.
This method is rarely used as stand-alone or basic method for cost evaluation, but it could be
used as supplementary method to some other methods.
Other methods are not so precise and have bigger drawbacks comparing to previously
described methods, mainly because of quite unrealistic assumptions like assumption in “Proxy
methods” based on market principles – customer costs of reliability are fully reflected in changes of
costs of shares at stock just before and after power supply interruption. Due to the fact and lack of
space in the paper, description of the rest methods is not given.
Analysing different questionnaires used in practice, as well as questionnaire proposals, e.g.
given in [1], [4] and [7], authors of the paper found out that Direct worth and Contingent valuation
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% of usage of the method

methods can be effectively combined to supplement and improve each other. This is the reason of
their worldwide popularity among other methods in recent time (see figure 3).
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20,00

17,78

15,56

15,00
10,00
4,44

5,00

4,44

0,00

Direct worth

Contingent
valuation

Conjoint
analysis

Preparatory Preventative
action method cost method

Other

Fig. 3. Percentage of methods used in recent cost estimation studies
Taking into account the fact that Direct worth and Contingent valuation methods, comparing to
other methods, could give the most precise data for evaluation of interruption costs, it is reasonable
to analyse data needed for cost evaluation and data processing techniques to develop such
questionnaire that would be both easily preparable, fillable and at the same time would provide
researcher with as much information as possible. Taking into account that among analysed existing
and proposed questionnaires, prepared by other researchers, concentrated on some specific topics
and in most cases covered only few parameters, authors of the paper decided to develop their own
questionnaire to use it in future for customer interruption cost estimation research.
Further is given insight of information needed for power supply interruption cost analysis.
3.

COST ESTIMATION USING DIRECT WORTH AND WTP&WTA METHODS

Each of cost estimation should start with definition of targets of estimation. Cost estimation
target could be development of reliability standard or just evaluation of interruption cost estimation
of some group of customers, e.g. industry sector. Budget of cost estimation undertaking has
significant effect on estimation process. After definition of targets and possible scale of survey,
normalization factor and other information needed for data processing should be defined before
creation of questionnaire.
Normalization factors
Cost estimation survey results are represented by data about costs in monetary units for
respective power supply interruption with given duration and occurrence time.
Normalization factors are used to make it possible to use cost estimation data in other
researches, as well as for comparison of results received in different countries, regions, or at
different years.
Usually normalization data are related with some technical parameters – load and consumed
energy. Mostly used normalization factors are [1], [8 – 10]:
• Annual electricity consumption [kWh];
• Average load = annual electricity consumption/8760 [kWh/h = kW];
• Peak load = the average load in the hour of the year with highest consumption
[kWh/h = kW];
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•
•
•

Interrupted load at reference time, i.e. the hourly load at the reference time of the survey
[kWh/h = kW];
Energy not supplied, i.e. the estimated energy that would have been supplied if the
interruption did not occur (kWh).

Cost normalization is performed using equation (1).

C N ,i ( r , t ) =

Ci ( r ,t )
N i ( r ,t )

(1)

where
C N ,i ( r , t ) - Normalized (specific) cost for respondent i for an interruption of duration r or voltage
disturbance occurring at time t [€/kWh or kW];
C i ( r , t ) - Monetary value of respondent i (from the survey) for an interruption of duration r or
voltage disturbance occurring at time t [€];
N i ( r , t ) - Normalization factor for respondent i in [kWh] or [kW].
Annual electricity consumption and peak load are the most popular normalization factors. Their
popularity can be explained by advantage - easy availability of data about annual energy
consumption and peak load. Results normalised using such two factors are well suitable for results
comparison of different researches. But, unfortunately, when using these normalization factors,
received results about interruption costs become unusable for real cost estimation if not provided
together with respective information about annual electricity consumption and/or peak load as in [8]
and [9]. Unusability of results normalised with such factors can be explained by the fact, that data
normalised with the annual consumption or peak load can vary in wide borders depending on load
curve.
As example, here can be mentioned two metal processing factories – one with two working
shifts, but another with only one shift. In principle these two factories could be quite similar and
power supply interruption costs theoretically should be approximately the same. But taking into
account that the first factory works two times more than the second one (and respectively has 2
times bigger annual energy consumption), its power supply interruption costs after normalisation
with annual energy consumption will be 2 times lower.
Numerical example:
Let’s imagine 2 identical metal processing factories. The only difference is in number of
working shifts:
1. The 1st metal processing factory works with one shift.
2. The 2nd metal processing factory works with two shifts
Energy consumption of factory during one shift (8 hours) is 200MWh. Taking into account
difference in number of shifts, the 1st factory has annual consumption of 73GWh, but the 2nd one –
146GWh.
In case of power supply interruption with duration of 1 hour, e.g. at 10:00AM, both factories
could have the same economical losses, e.g. 500 thous. Eur, as their power consumption, as well as
energy not supplied at that moment and during the interruption time is the same.
Using annual energy consumption as normalization factor we receive:
500000
= 6.85 €/MWh;
73000
500000
)=
= 3.42 €/MWh.
146000

− for the 1st factory: C N ,1 ( 1,10 00 ) =
− for the 2nd factory: C N ,2 ( 1,10 00
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From results we can see that factories with the same energy not supplied would be
characterised by different costs.
To solve the problem either previously mentioned information about value of normalization
factor annual energy consumption (or annual peak power consumption, if comparing short
interruption costs) should occur simultaneously with normalised results. Another solution is –
normalisation made by using interrupted load at reference time (for interruptions with duration < 3
min.) or energy not supplied (for interruptions with duration > 3 min.) as in [10]. Taking into
account that consumers may not know their load curve, standard load curves for appropriate loads
can be used. Taking into account that in recent times electricity consumers move to free electricity
market and number of digital meters expand, realistic information about load curves of bigger
consumers already is not or will not be a problem in near future. This makes interrupted load at
reference time and energy not supplied the best normalization factors.
Other information includable in questionnaires
Depending on targets of interruption cost estimation, questionnaire could include some
additional questions related to:
• customer’s sphere of activities;
• region of location;
• changes of power supply interruption costs depending on interruption occurrence;
• number of experienced planned and unplanned interruptions;
• possibilities of power supply reservation;
• etc.
All these information is needed to ensure possibility of precise interruption cost evaluation.
When information about cost changes depending on interruption duration and occurrence time is
known so called Customer Damage Function (CDF) can be constructed. Individual CDFs are
usually combined into Sector Customer Damage Functions (SCDF) that represents costs of
customer sectors. SCDF can be calculated using equation (2) [1].
c SCDF (r , t ) =

1 m
∑ c N ,i ( r , t )
m i =1

(2)

where
c SCDF (r , t ) - Sector Customer Damage function (SCDF) for averaged respondent in sector s for an
interruption of duration r or voltage disturbance at time t [€/kWh or kW];
m – Number of respondents in sector s.
For evaluation of costs for large group of customers from different sectors, e.g. customers of
110/20(10; 6) kV substation or region of country, so called Composite Customer Damage Function
(CCDF) is used. To create CCDF, SCDF of substation`s or region`s of country is needed. As soon
as different sectors like Industry, Commercial sector, etc., have different energy and power
consumption, they have different impact on total customer costs in case of power supply
interruption. Due to the fact, each sector`s SCDF should be represented in CCDF proportionally to
their energy or power consumption [1, 11]. CCDF is calculated according to equation (3):
S

c CCDF (r , t ) =

∑c
s =1
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where
Ws – proportion of sector in annual energy consumption (at substation, region or country);
S – number of sectors.
4.

CREATION OF QUESTIONNAIRE

On the basis of analysis of some cost survey methodologies [2, 4, 7], as well as cost estimation
studies [1, 3, 8 – 10, 12-14], etc., authors of the paper found out differences in information asked
from respondents of different sectors.
For Industry and Commercial sectors there is tendency of reliability related cost changes
depending on season. Taking into account that representatives of the Industry and Commercial
sectors are tended to use additional devices for reservation of power supply or some other
possibilities to reduce effect of power supply interruptions (e.g. insurance) expenses for these
activities also should be evaluated and further included in cost calculations. Questions about these
aspects should be included into questionnaires for Industry and Commercial sectors.
For Household sector, on the other side, economical reliability related costs are not as big as for
other sectors and expression of satisfaction of dissatisfaction is more common for this sector.
According to [13, 14], for households` satisfaction with power supply reliability typically changes
because of number of interruptions rather than to interruption time. However, [12] states that
customers are not satisfied with power supply reliability level if during a year they experienced at
least 1 interruption with exceeding 8 hours.
Aforesaid means that questionnaires for households and other sectors have different target
information that should be gathered during surveys. Target of questionnaires for households is to
find satisfactory level of reliability for customers and their willingness to pay for reliability level
improvement. Target of questionnaires for other sectors is to gather information about customer
costs influenced by power supply interruptions.
Taking into account differences between customers of different sectors, authors of the paper
developed questionnaire that contains appropriate questions for outage cost estimation in industry
and services sectors. The developed questionnaire is based on Direct Worth and Contingent
Valuation methods and is proposed for performing customer cost evaluation study in the frames of
“Government action plan” of Latvian government for year 2012 [15]. Using information from
questionnaire it is possible to normalize costs data using annual energy consumption and peak
power consumption. In such case cost data can be compared with majority of foreign survey results.
To normalize data with actual energy not supplied or consumed power, load diagrams of
corresponding enterprises have to be used.
At the time of writing the paper, the developed questionnaire had been send to number of
companies for approbation and authors of the paper already received a couple of fully filled
questionnaires. Questionnaire was send to some companies with a small covering letter that was
asking to fill questionnaire attached to e-mail. Some of the companies, who had answered
questionnaires, had difficulties with filling information about changes of costs in case if power
supply interruption occurs in different seasons, days of week or time of a day. Contacting the
companies (who had problems) it finally turned out, that their costs don’t vary in wide range
depending on occurrence time of interruption and they didn’t know what answer would be correct
in that case. Such misunderstanding can be easily overpassed by giving an example and better
explanation of how questionnaire can be filled.
Developed questionnaire (translated from Latvian to English) is given in appendix to the paper.
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5.

CONCLUSIONS

In order to receive trustworthy data from survey, questionnaires should be short and easy
enough in order to not overload respondent. At the same time they should include questions about
all topics that are needed for accurate data processing.
Usability of received data – customer interruption costs – is strongly dependant on
normalization factors used. The most suitable normalization factors, that allow both different
survey’s data comparability and allow further data usability for cost evaluation, are Interrupted load
at reference time and Energy not supplied. These normalization factors also don’t require publishing
additional information about annual energy consumption and/or peak load as in case with other
factors.
Questionnaire for evaluation of customer costs related to reliability for Industry and Services
sectors was developed by authors of the paper taking into account experience of foreign scientifical
organisations. The developed questionnaire is based on Direct Worth and Contingent Valuation
methods. Approbation of questionnaire showed that it can be used for cost evaluation as companies
involved in approbation process gave correct response and had almost no difficulties with
answering.
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APPENDIX
CUSTOMER INTERRUPTION COST ESTIMATION QUESTIONNAIRE
1

2

3

4

Region of location
Please, identify in witch region is located your company? (Regions of Latvia are given as example)
Vidzeme
Latgale
Kurzeme
Zemgale
Please, identify territorial belonging of your company?
Rural territory
Suburban territory
Urban (city) territory
Information about company’s sphere of activity
Please, provide a code from statistical classification of economic activities „NACE Revision 2” (given in
appendix) that corresponds to your company’s sphere of activity.
In case if you can’t identify appropriate code, please choose one of the spheres provided below.
Classification code of economical activity:
Spheres of activity
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
AGRICULTURE,
TRANSPORTATION
AND
FORESTRY AND
AND STORAGE
DEFENCE;COMPULSORY
FISHING
SOCIAL SECURITY
ACCOMMODATION
MINING AND
AND FOOD SERVICE
EDUCATION
QUARRYING
ACTIVITIES
INFORMATION AND
HUMAN HEALTH AND
MANUFACTURING
COMMUNICATION
SOCIAL WORK ACTIVITIES
ELECTRICITY, GAS,
FINANCIAL AND
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT
STEAM AND AIR
INSURANCE
AND RECREATION
CONDITIONING SUPPLY
ACTIVITIES
WATER SUPPLY;
SEWERAGE, WASTE
REAL ESTATE
OTHER SERVICE
MANAGEMENT AND
ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITIES
REMEDIATION
ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITIES OF
HOUSEHOLDS AS
PROFESSIONAL,
EMPLOYERS;
SCIENTIFIC AND
UNDIFFERENTIATED
CONSTRUCTION
TECHNICAL
GOODS- AND SERVICESACTIVITIES
PRODUCING ACTIVITIES OF
HOUSEHOLDS FOR OWN
USE
WHOLESALE AND
ACTIVITIES OF
ADMINISTRATIVE
RETAIL TRADE; REPAIR
EXTRATERRITORIAL
AND SUPPORT
OF MOTOR VEHICLES
ORGANISATIONS AND
SERVICE ACTIVITIES
AND MOTORCYCLES
BODIES
Technical information
Please, specify maximal allowed consumption (kW) allowed for your company, as well as nominal current of
fuse/circuit breaker (A) installed at feeding power line, nominal voltage (kV) and number of phases.
Maximal allowed consumption (kW)
kW
Nominal current of fuse/circuit breaker installed at feeding powerline (A)
A
Nominal voltage (kV)
kV
Number of phases
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5

Please, specify annual electrical energy consumption (kWh) of your company, e.g. for
the last calendar year.

kWh

Further seven questions are related with sources of reserved power supply (generators, UPS). This equipment is used to
serve electricity during outages in power system.
6

7

8

9
10

11

12

Does your company have any device for reservation of power supply? (In case of negative answer proceed to
question Nr.10)
Yes
No
What type of reservation device does your company have?
Generator
UPS (Uninterruptible power supply)
Other. Please specify
How big power reserve does your device provide?
Provides 100% reserve
Provides 50% reserve
Provides 25% reserve
Ensures work of personal computers
Ensures lighting
Please, specify capital costs (price) of device for reservation of power supply.
Eur
Have power supply interruptions during last year influenced your decision to buy or to think about buying reserve
power supply equipment?
Yes
No
Do you use some other possibilities to reduce negative economical effect of power supply interruptions, e.g.
insurance?
Yes
No
In case if your company uses device for reservation of power supply or some
other possibilities to reduce effect of power supply interruptions (e.g.
Ls
insurance), please specify their annual costs.

Electricity consumers experience planned and unplanned power supply interruptions. Unplanned interruptions are
related with network faults, but planned interruptions occur due to maintenance of network or other activities, e.g. power
meter change. Interruptions have variable durations – from some seconds to several hours.
13

14

15

How much unplanned power supply interruptions has experienced you company during last year?
No one
1
2-5
6-10
>10
Don’t know
How much planned power supply interruptions has experienced you company during last year?
No one
1
2-4
>4
Don’t know
Are you satisfied with existing power supply reliability level?
Yes
No
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Estimation of approximate power supply interruption cost
Power supply interruptions create extra expenses to electricity users. Additional costs are related with costs of spoiled
production; cost of activities (overtime work, etc.) that are tended to provide unserved service to your company’s clients
what they haven’t received due to interruption at your company; damage of equipment and raw materials; penalties for
unserved services; etc.

16

Let’s assume that during one working day in autumn at 10:00AM occurs power supply interruption. In table given
below, please specify costs that your company would have in case if interruption has different durations.
If it is possible, please, specify time (in hours) needed for restoration of work process at your company after power
supply interruption with respective duration.
_
Duration of unplanned interruption
1
minute

20
minutes

1 hour

4 hours

8 hours

12 hours

24 hours

Costs
[Eur/per interruption]
Time needed for work
restoration [hours]
17

_
Let’s assume that unplanned power supply with duration of 4 hours will occur in different season, day of week or
will starta t different time.
In table that given below, please specify by how much percent (checking only one appropriate box in each row)
will change power supply interruption costs in other cases comparing to the case given at question Nr.16.
Filling the information about season assume, that interruption occurs in working day at 10:00AM. Filling
information about day of the week assume, that interruption occurs in autumn and at 10:00AM. Filling information
about time of the day assume that interruption occurs in autumn in working day.
*** take into account that costs of power supply interruption that occurs in autumns in working day at 10:00 is
already checked (in rows with orange) and must not be changed.
_

Time of
day

Day of the
week

season

Changes of costs due to unplanned interruption lasting 4 hrs.
Costs would decrease by
Costs would increase by
-100% -75% -50% -25% 0% +25% +50% +75% +100%

18

Winter
Spring
Summer
Autums

X

Working day

X

Saturday
Sunday/other
holiday
00:00-08:00
08:00-12:00
12:00-16:00
16:00-20:00
20:00-24:00

X

Let’s assume that your power supplying company is making some maintenance works that require planned
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interruption. Assume that your company was informed about interruption well in advance. In table given below,
please specify costs that your company would have in case if interruption has different durations.
If it is possible, please, specify time (in hours) needed for restoration of work process at your company after power
supply interruption with respective duration.
_
Duration of planned interruption
20 minutes
1 hour
4 hours
8 hours
Costs
[Eur/per interruption]
Time needed for work restoration
[hours]
19

20

_
Imagine that your company normally has one unplanned power supply interruption per year that could
occur at any time and lasts for 1 hour.
Let’s assume that power supplying company tries to decrease costs of its clients and offers
compensation for occurred interruption.
How big amount of money your company would like to receive as compensation for interruption, if
unplanned interruption would last one hour longer – for two hours?

Eur

Imagine that your power supplying company tries to decrease costs of its clients due to power supply
interruptions and wants to increase network reliability by making bigger investments in the existing
network
How big amount of money (totally for the whole next year) your company would like to pay as an
extra payment for electricity if power supply interruption duration in the next year will decrease by 1
hour?

Comments, wishes

Thank you for cooperation!
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OSEMOSYS MODEL APPLICATION FOR DISTURBED ENERGY SYSTEM
MODELLING
L. Martišauskas
Lithuanian Energy Institute
Laboratory of Nuclear Installation Safety
Breslaujos str. 3, LT-44403 Kaunas, Lithuania
Phone +370 37 401938
Email: linasm@mail.lei.lt
ABSTRACT
Providing a secure supply of energy comprises two areas: long-term security or resource availability and
short-term security – associated with supply disruptions of the primary fuel or the electricity generated. The
nation’s energy system is a complex, interconnected network in which a disruption in one part of the
infrastructure can easily cause disruptions elsewhere in the system. Energy security refers to a resilient
energy system. If the energy system is affected with the disturbances, it becomes vulnerable. Analysis of the
disturbed energy system helps to identify the weaknesses of the system‘s elements and where it should be
strengthened.
The paper presents an open source energy modelling system OSeMOSYS, which is a full-fledged systems
optimization model for long-run energy planning, and its application for modelling energy disturbances of
the energy system. The model is constructed in terms of sets, parameters, variables, equations, and an
objective function. Since model is being developed in a series of component blocks of functionality, author
updated and modified model to suit the needs of the particular analysis – disturbed energy system modelling.
Application was done by developing new model block designed for the energy disturbances. The paper
briefly introduces original OSeMOSYS model but most attention is paid to the new model block and its
application to the original model. An example application is made to explain selected functional aspects of
the model. The reference energy system is modelled with the set of energy disturbances. The main modelling
results of the disturbed reference energy system are presented to highlight the benefits of the developed
model.
Keywords: energy security, energy disturbances, energy system modelling

1.

INTRODUCTION

Providing a secure supply of energy comprises two areas: long-term security or resource
availability and short-term security – associated with supply disruptions of the primary fuel or the
electricity generated. Energy security refers to a resilient energy system. This resilient system would
be capable of withstanding threats through a combination of active, direct security measures – such as
surveillance and guards – and passive or more indirect measures – such as redundancy, duplication of
critical equipment, diversity in fuel, other sources of energy, and reliance on less vulnerable
infrastructure [1]. If the energy system is affected with the disturbances, it becomes vulnerable. The
analysis of the disturbed energy system helps to identify the weaknesses of the system‘s elements and
where it should be strengthened.
Modelling of energy disturbances or disturbed energy system is an integral part of energy
security analysis. This requires the use of energy system optimization tools. The assessment and
pursuit of energy security should be seen in the most optimal variant of the existing energy system
infrastructure which can be changed as needed by optimizing energy system (e.g. constructing new
power plants). Then comparing energy development scenarios will be determined which is more
secure in terms of energy security, but it will not necessarily be with the lowest cost. Most of the
energy system optimization tools are designed more for separate scenario analysis. Increasing
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number of such scenarios makes simulation complicated and time-consuming. Such available tools
are not suitable dealing with wide range optimization problems in many model runs, especially
stochastic. Mentioned tools are purely deterministic but the energy disturbances have stochastic
nature and there is need to use the probabilistic methods. For this goal an open source tools come
useful, where the user can change them according to the needs by creating new modules or
additional codes. The open source tool BALMOREL [2] is a model for analysing the electricity and
combined heat and power sectors in the international perspective, but it is intended for individual
scenario analysis modelling scenarios separately and there is no possibility to adapt the model for
many random scenario runs. Another known for author an open source tool is OSeMOSYS (Open
Source Energy Modeling System) [3, 4]. This model can be freely applied in accordance with user
needs – in our case – modelling set of many random disturbance scenarios. The user is able to
create individual blocks and add them to a common model. It is one of the advantages of the model,
compared to BALMOREL, MESSAGE or other modelling tools. Another advantage is that the
model can be modelled as many runs as is needed for the particular analysis. Individual run of each
scenario is possible as well. Model developers define such model advantages as Simple, powerful
and transparent toolkit with Open, well documented code to produce a Free optimization energy
model that is Transportable to other platforms [4]. Other advantages of the model are that
OSeMOSYS is a fully fledged energy systems optimisation model, with no associated upfront
financial requirements to extend the availability of energy modelling further to the communities of
students, business analysts, government specialists, and developing country energy researchers [4].
OSeMOSYS model and its application for disturbed energy system modelling are described in
the paper further. The paper focuses on the methodology development rather than on the results of
calculations.
2.

OSEMOSYS MODEL DESCRIPTION

2.1. Linear programming
Linear programming is used for optimized performance modelling of disturbed energy
system. Linear programming or optimization in general is a technique used for determining the
maximum or minimum of a linear function of non-negative variables subject to constraints
expressed as linear equalities or inequalities. Mathematically, this problem in general is formulated
as [5]:
Minimize (or maximize) function z = c1 x1 + c2 x2 +  + cn xn + c0 , subject to linear constraints:
L1 ≤ a11 x1 + a12 x 2 +  + a1n x n ≤ U 1 ,
L2 ≤ a 21 x1 + a 22 x 2 +  + a 2 n x n ≤ U 2 ,

Lm ≤ a m1 x1 + a m 2 x 2 +  + a mn x n ≤ U m ,
and bounds of variables:
l1 ≤ x1 ≤ u1 ,
l 2 ≤ x2 ≤ u 2 ,

l n ≤ xn ≤ u n ,
where x1,x2,...,xn are variables; z is the objective function; c1,c2,...,cn are coefficients of the objective
function; c0 is the constant term of the objective function; a11,a12,...,amn are constraint coefficients;
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L1,L2,...,Ln are lower constraint bounds; U1,U2,...,Un are upper constraint bounds; l1,l2,...,ln are lower
bounds of variables; u1,u2,...,un are upper bounds of variables. Bounds of variables and constraint
bounds can be finite as well as infinite. Besides, lower bounds can be equal to corresponding upper
bounds.
2.2. Concept
The Open Source Energy Modeling System (OSeMOSYS) is a full-fledged systems
optimization model for long-run energy planning. At present, OSeMOSYS replicates some of the
important functionality in the current system models such as MARKAL, MESSAGE etc. but its
structure is open for change by analysts and potentially requires a less significant learning curve and
time commitment to prepare and operate the model [3]. OSeMOSYS model is constructed in terms
of sets, parameters, variables, equations (some of which are constraints), and an objective function.
OSeMOSYS is designed to be easily updated and modified to suit the needs of a particular analysis.
To provide this capability, the model is being developed in a series of component blocks of
functionality. Current original OSeMOSYS model scheme with blocks and additional author’s
developed energy disturbances block is presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Original OSeMOSYS model blocks [3] with additional developed block
The collection of the functional component blocks is combined to form a customized model
[3]. The objective (block 1 in Fig. 1) in the current version of OSeMOSYS calculates the lowest net
present cost of an energy system to meet given demand(s). To meet the objective, there are a
number of constraints and specific rules to be followed (blocks 2-7 in Fig. 1). Block of energy
disturbances (block 8 in Fig. 1) is developed by the author to analyse disturbed energy system. The
main advantage of the model is that it is open source and uses free programming language, solvers,
and data interface. The model uses programming language called GNU MathProg (2009) [5]. GNU
MathProg is an open source and freely available mathematical programming language intended for
describing linear mathematical programming models and represents a subset of the AMPL (2010)
language [6]. GNU MathProg is part of the freeware solver called the GNU Linear Programming
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Kit (GLPK) [7]. The latest versions of the OSeMOSYS model, GNU MathProg, and GLPK can be
freely downloaded from their websites [4-7]. Model validation and verification was performed by
other authors [3]. OSeMOSYS model was compared to MARKAL model with the same reference
case and obtained results were practically identical.
2.3. Mathematical approach
Only the main aspects of the OSeMOSYS model are described in terms of sets and equations
in this section. Model parameters and variables are not described separately but are incorporated
into the equations used. All model sets contain entries which are used as indexes to parameters and
variables. The sets are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Sets of the OSeMOSYS model
Index
r
y

REGION
YEAR

Set

t

TECHNOLOGY

l

TIMESLICE

f

FUEL

m

MODE_OF_OPERATION

e

EMISSION

Description
Includes the regions modelled.
Contains years over which the model is solved.
This is the set of all technologies represented in the
application.
Contains the time slices per year. The same number of
times slices are carried through for each year.
Contains the fuels used in the model.
Contains number of modes in which technologies are
operating.
Includes all pollutant emissions from the operation of a
technology.

The model equations are divided into those used to meet capacity and activity constraints, fuel
production, capital investment, salvage values, operating costs, and total discounted cost.
The objective function of the model is to minimize
the total discounted cost of an energy system to meet given demand(s) for energy. It is summarized
below in equation (1) . ∀ y, t , r :
Minimize

∑∑∑ TotalDiscCost ( y,t, r ) , where
y

t

r

TotalDiscCost ( y,t, r ) = DiscOperatingCost ( y,t, r ) + DiscCapitalInvestment ( y,t, r ) +
+ DiscTechnologyEmissionsPenalty ( y,t, r ) + DiscSalvageValue( y,t, r ).

(1)

(2)

The annual operating cost of each technology is the sum of a fixed and variable operating
cost. The variable cost is a function of the technology’s activity level during a time slice. The fixed
cost is determined by the total installed capacity of the technology in the system. ∀ y, t , r :
OperatingCost ( y,t, r ) = FixedOperatingCost ( y,t, r ) + VariableOperatingCost ( y,t, r ) .

(3)

Investments are calculated on an annual basis and are assumed to be commissioned and
available at the beginning of the year. The capital costs are determined by the level of new capacity
invested. ∀ y, t , r :
CapitalInvestment ( y,t, r ) = CapitalCost ( y,t, r ) ∗ NewCapacity ( y,t, r ) .
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A salvage value is determined, based on the technology’s operational life, its year of
investment and discount rate. ∀ y, t , r :

(1 + DiscRate(t , r ))max ( yy )− y+1 − 1 ,
SalvageValue( y,t, r ) = CapitalCost ( y,t, r ) ∗ NewCapacity ( y,t, r ) ∗ 1 −
OperationalLife (t ,r )−1 
 (1 + DiscRate(t, r ))


(5)

where max( yy ) is the last year of modelling period ( yy ∈ Y ).
The annual emissions produced for each region are determined by summing the emissions
from each technology. If there is a per unit penalty associated with the emission, the penalty per
emission for each technology is determined. This is achieved by multiplying the annual emissions
from each technology with the per unit emission penalty. ∀ y, t , r :
AnnualTechnologyEmissionsPenalty ( y,t, r ) = ∑ (∑ ( EmissionActivityRatio( y, t , e, m, r ) ∗
e

m

* AverageAnnualTechnologyActivityByMode( y, t , m, r )) * EmissionsPenalty( y,e, r )).

(6)

Then operating cost, capital investment, salvage value, and emissions penalty are discounted
to determine a net present value. Discount rate is used for this purpose.
There must be enough capacity of a particular technology in order to meet its energy use or
production requirements. The total capacity of a technology is the sum of new investments made
during the modelling period (which have not been retired) plus any residual capacity left over from
before the modelling period. The capacity of each technology must be greater than its activity and
the activity of each technology is limited by its annual availability. ∀ y, t , r :

∑ RateOfTotalActivity( y,l,t, r ) ∗ YearSplit( y, l ) ≤ TotalCapacityAnnual ( y, t , r ) ∗
l

∗ CapacityFactor ( y, t , r ) ∗ AvailabilityFactor ( y, t , r ) ∗ CapacityToActivityUnit (t , r ).

(7)

Fuel production during each time slice and year must be greater than or equal to its use
(consumption) by technologies plus any exogenous demand for that fuel. ∀ y, l , f , r :
Production( y,l, f, r ) ≥ Demand ( y,l, f, r ) + Use( y,l, f, r ) .

(8)

Summing the production, use, and demand of each fuel for each time-slice during a year gives
its annual production, annual use, and annual demand to be met each year. Another energy balance
to be satisfied is that the annual production should be larger than or equal to the annual use and
annual demand of each fuel.
There can be a maximum or minimum limit on the total capacity of a particular technology
allowed in a particular year and region. ∀ y, t , r :
TotalCapacityAnnual ( y,t, r ) ≤ TotalAnnualMaxCapacity ( y,t, r ) ,

(9)

TotalCapacityAnnual ( y,t, r ) ≥ TotalAnnualMinCapacity ( y,t, r ) .

(10)

Similarly there are constraints for new capacity investment, annual activity of a technology,
and the model period activity of a technology or total activity limits.
There should be enough capacity (of specified collection of technologies) to provide a reserve
margin (for a specified set of fuels). ∀ y, l , r :
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∑ TotalCapacityAnnual ( y,t, r ) ∗ ReserveMarginTagTechnology( y, t , r ) ∗
t



∗ CapacityToActivityUnit (t , r ) ≥  ∑ RateOfDemand ( y, l , f , r ) ∗ ReserveMarginTagFuel ( y, f , r ) ∗
 t

∗ ReserveMargin( y, r ).

(11)

The full OSeMOSYS model mathematical implementation can be found in the paper [3] and
website [4].
2.4. The block of energy disturbances
A disturbance to the energy system consists of two parts: the external threats and the
weaknesses of the energy supply system. The relevant information about energy supply
disturbances can be found in [8, 9]. The disturbances of energy supply that may result from both
external and domestic events create a threat for whole energy system. This paper focuses on both
types of energy supply disturbances: external and internal. Internal and external disturbances are
independent. However, they can occur at the same time.
The OSeMOSYS model consists of a series of functional components or blocks – there is the
potential to amend existing ones or create new blocks with added capability. A collection of the
functional component blocks combines to form a customized model. Since model is being
developed in a series of component blocks of functionality, author updated and modified model to
suit the needs of the particular analysis – modelling of the disturbed energy system. This is the
author’s contribution to the model. The main objective of the paper is development of new model
block designed for the energy disturbances modelling and its methodology application to the
original model. The application was done by adding and incorporating this new energy disturbances
block to the other blocks in the OSeMOSYS model. To integrate this, new block, new variables,
parameters, and sets were added to the code, and all other variable matched existing definitions. The
full description of energy disturbances block of the current model is given below.
2.4.1. External disturbance parameters
1) Start moment of the external disturbance is defined as EDStart ( y, l , r ) . This parameter is a
subset of set YEAR and min ( yy ) ≤ EDStart ( y, l , r ) ≤ max( yy ) , where min ( yy ) and max( yy ) are the
first and last year of modelling period respectively ( yy ∈ Y ). This parameter is important for
installation of new technologies.
2) Duration of primary energy resources or fuel supply restriction or disruption is defined
as EDDuration( y, l , r ) . This parameter has restrictions due to the modelling period:
0 < EDDuration( y, l , r ) ≤ max( yy ) − min ( yy ) , yy ∈ Y .

(12)

Duration indicates the continuation of energy supply disturbance. End moment of the external
disturbance is calculated:
EDEnd ( y, l , r ) = EDStart ( y, l , r ) + EDDuration( y, l , r ) , EDEnd ( y, l , r ) ≤ max( yy ) , yy ∈ Y .

(13)

3) Fuel type or primary energy resource of restricted or disrupted supply is defined as
EDFuel ( f , r ) . This parameter is a subset of set FUEL. If EDFuel ( f , r ) = 0 , then external
disturbance had not occurred. Primary energy is understandable as energy found in nature that has
not been subjected to any conversion or transformation process. It is energy contained in raw fuels
as well as other forms of energy received as input to a system.
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4) Part of primary energy supply deviation from basic supply scenario is defined as
EDSupplyChange( y, t , r ) . Potential supply deviation can be from 0 % to 100 % for each type of
primary energy compared with the supply amounts of the basic scenario in the appropriate period:
0 ≤ EDSupplyChange( y, t , r ) ≤ 1 .

(14)

This parameter is associated with parameter TotalTechnologyAnnualActivityUpperLimit ( y,t, r )
and changes its initial value by equation ( ∀ y, t , r ):
TotalTechnologyAnnualActivityUpperLimit ( y,t, r ) =

= TotalTechnologyAnnualActivityUpperLimit ( y,t, r ) −
− TotalTechnologyAnnualActivityUpperLimit ( y,t, r ) ∗ EDSupplyChange( y,t, r ).

(15)

5) Fuel or primary energy resources price deviation from projected price in the basic
scenario is defined as EDCostChange( y, t , r ) . This parameter is associated with parameter
VariableCost ( y,t, m, r ) and changes the initial value by equation ( ∀ y, t , m, r ):
VariableCost ( y,t, m, r ) = VariableCost ( y,t, m, r ) + VariableCost ( y,t, m, r ) ∗ EDCostChange( y, t , r ) .

(16)

2.4.2. Internal disturbance parameters
1) Start moment of the internal disturbance is defined as IDStart ( y, l , r ) . This parameter is a
subset of set YEAR and min( yy ) ≤ IDStart ( y, l , r ) ≤ max( yy ) , yy ∈ Y .
2) Duration of the internal disturbance is defined as IDDuration( y, l , r ) . This parameter has
restrictions due to modelling period:
0 < IDDuration( y, l , r ) ≤ max( yy ) − min ( yy ) , yy ∈ Y .

(17)

End moment of the internal disturbance is calculated:
IDEnd ( y, l , r ) = IDStart ( y, l , r ) + IDDuration( y, l , r ) , IDEnd ( y, l , r ) ≤ max( yy ) , yy ∈ Y .

(18)

3) Energy production or transmission technology is defined as IDTechnology (t , r ) . This
parameter is a subset of set TECHNOLOGY. It includes any element of the energy system which
changes energy from one form to another, uses it or produces it. Technology parameter includes
energy generation systems (power plants), storages, energy transmission and distribution networks,
pipelines, etc.
4) Technology availability is defined as IDAvailability ( y, t , r ) . Availability parameter shows
the maximum share of technology available at the internal disturbance moment. Due to this
parameter
has
limits:
If
IDAvailability ( y, t , r )
0 ≤ IDAvailability ( y, t , r ) ≤ 1 .
IDAvailability ( y, t , r ) = 0 , then the technology is unavailable at the disturbance moment and if
IDAvailability ( y, t , r ) = 1 , then technology is operating in the normal conditions without any
disruptions or failures. This parameter gives initial values to the parameter
AvailabilityFactor ( y, t , r ) if the internal disturbance has occurred. ∀ y, t , r :
AvailabilityFactor ( y, t , r ) = IDAvailability ( y, t , r ) .

Annual unsupplied energy amounts in percent are calculated as ( ∀ y, f , r ):
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ProductionByTechnologyAnnual ( y, t , f , r )
∗100 .
SpecifiedAnnualDemand ( y, f , r )

UnsuppliedEnergyAnnual ( y, f , r ) =

(20)

Model period unsupplied energy amounts in percent are calculated as ( ∀ f , r ):

∑ ProductionByTechnologyAnnual ( y, t , f , r )
UnsuppliedEnergyModelPeriod ( f , r ) =
∗100 .
∑ SpecifiedAnnualDemand ( y, f , r )
y

(21)

y

Cost increase of final energy for whole model period is calculated as:
CostIncrease =

∑∑∑ TotalDiscountedCost ( y,t, r ) − BasicScenarioCost
y

t

r

BasicScenarioCost

∗ 100 .

(22)

Basic scenario is modelling energy system without any disturbances. Its cost is defined from
the objective function.
3.

ENERGY DISTURBANCE SCENARIOS

Both external and internal disturbances are characterized by various parameters. Since values
of disturbance parameters are random, it is appropriate to define probability distributions or
frequencies of disturbance parameters and to assess distribution parameter values. Available
statistical data and expert assessment methods are used to assess statistical frequencies of
disturbance parameter values for the case analysed.
Each set of the disturbance parameters corresponds to a different disturbance scenario of the
energy system modelling. These disturbance scenarios are modelled with the disturbed energy
system. To simulate each scenario, i.e. the impact of disturbance to the energy system, modelling of
disturbed energy system functioning and analysis of disturbance impact to the system are needed.
For this purpose energy system modelling tools and linear programming method described in the
previous sections are used.
Four types of the disturbance scenarios are possible:
1) No disturbances – it is basic scenario, when analysed energy system is modelled without
any disturbances and changes.
2) External disturbance has occurred; internal disturbance has not occurred.
3) External disturbance has not occurred; internal disturbance has occurred.
4) Both external and internal disturbance have occurred.
The complete set of disturbances can be generated when probability distributions of disturbance
parameters and their characteristics are defined. The set of disturbances is used for the modelling of
various disturbed energy system scenarios. External disturbances related to cost increase and supply
restriction are analysed in the developed model. We suppose that fuel or energy supply can be
restricted to 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% fuel or energy that is needed to provide to consumers. Cost
can be increased in the same percent as well:
• Fuel or energy supply restriction (25%, 50%, 75%, 100%);
• Fuel or energy cost increase (25%, 50%, 75%, 100% and more).
Energy system gets in the different states according to the disturbance consequences. These
consequences to the energy system are also related to the unsupplied energy and cost increase. The
main direct consequences of the energy disturbances are:
• Unsupplied final energy (from 0% to 100%);
• Cost increase of final energy (from 0% to 100% and more).
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4.

APPLICATION EXAMPLE

4.1. Reference energy system

c

d

Final heat
Final electricity

Electricity for transmission

a b

Heat for distribution
Electricity for distribution

Natural gas
Fuel oil

An example application was made to test selected functional aspects of the model. Kaunas
district heating (DH) integrated network is modelled as the reference energy system. The Reference
Energy System is a network representation of all technical activities required to supply various
forms of energy to end-use activities. Thermal energy to the main Kaunas DH integrated network is
supplied from these heating facilities: Kaunas Combined Heat and Power Plant (CHP) (installed
capacity 1550 MW and 170 MW for heat and electricity production respectively), Petrasiunai CHP
(installed capacity 265.8 MW and 8 MW for heat and electricity production respectively), Pergale
boiler house (31.25 MW) and Silkas boiler house (38.3 MW). The modelled Kaunas DH integrated
network reference energy system is presented in Fig. 2. Main fuel used is natural gas, reserve fuel –
fuel oil. Modelling assumptions are described further.

e

f g

Electricity
transmission
a
b

a
b

a
b

a
b

Heat distribution
Kaunas CHP

Kaunas CHP
boilers

Electricity
distribution

Petrasiunai PP

Petrasiunai PP
boilers

Natural gas import
a
Fuel oil import

a

Pergale boiler

Silkas boiler

Fig. 2. Reference energy system of Kaunas district heating integrated network
4.2. Modelling assumptions
Modelling assumptions are made using various sources, available statistical data, studies,
reports, papers, websites [10-16]. One year period is modelled in analysed case. Average heat
demand for Kaunas city is 1559 GWh/year. Maximal and minimal demands are 600 MW and 390
MW respectively for heating season and 132 MW and 80 MW respectively for non-heating season.
Fuel oil and natural gas costs used in the modelling are 2011 year average fuel costs (1141
LTL/1000 m3 of natural gas and 1821 LTL/t.o.e. of fuel oil). Kaunas and Petrasiunai CHP generates
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not only heat but also electricity according to the electricity and heat ratio. Combined generation
units and boilers in these power plants are modelled as separate technologies. Disturbance
parameter probability distributions are defined from the available statistical data and expert
assessment methods. Probability of reliable heat supply by Kaunas DH network to Kaunas city is
0.9962 [10]. This parameter gives 0.0038 probability of heat supply network failure. Disturbance
can occur at any time during the modelling period. Modelling year is divided into the 12 time slices.
Each time slice represents a month. Minimal disturbance duration is one month. Supply restriction
and cost increase is possible only for imported fuel: natural gas or fuel oil.
4.3. Preliminary results
In order to simulate as many combinations of disturbance parameters as possible and to obtain
more accurate results, 1000 model runs were done. Each model run is done with randomly
generated scenario according to disturbance parameter probability distributions. The probability,
that generated scenario is the basic scenario, is very high. The reason of that is very low
probabilities of disturbance occurrence. Preliminary modelling results are presented in Fig. 3, Fig. 4
and Fig. 5.
Unsupplied thermal energy for consumers and cost increase of heat are obtained.
Combinations of these two parameters are illustrated in the Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Scatterplot of unsupplied heat and cost increase of heat in simulated scenarios
Maximal unsupplied heat and cost increase of all simulated scenarios are obtained from the
scatterplot. This combination leads to the most severe scenario. According to the results this
scenario is characterized by gas supply termination to 100 % and fuel oil supply restriction to 75 %
for 5 month period at the same time, i.e. only 25 % of necessary fuel is available to meet the heat
demand in Kaunas city for this time period. Fuel oil cost increased 25 % as well. Consequences of
this scenario are 30 % of unsupplied heat and 126 % of heat cost increase in the disturbance period
if unsupplied heat costs are included.
Cumulative relative frequencies (probabilities) of heat cost increase (Fig. 4) and unsupplied
heat (Fig. 5) in Kaunas DH integral network are obtained from the simulated scenarios. For
example, probability of 10 % and more heat cost increase is 0.49.
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Fig. 4. Cumulative relative frequencies of heat cost increase
For example, probability of 10 % and more unsupplied heat is 0.059. Heat cost increase is due
to fuel cost increase in particular scenario.

Fig. 5. Relative frequencies of unsupplied heat
Results showed that the most severe scenarios are likely due to fuel supply restriction at the
same time period and it leads to unsupplied heat. Fuel cost increase leads to final energy cost
increase, but is not as severe as unsupplied energy, but are more probable.
Internal disturbances do not lead to severe consequences of the reliable heat supply network. In
addition, Kaunas DH network has significant reserves of heat generation facilities. Therefore severe
scenarios are more likely due to external disturbances.
5.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The Open Source Energy Modeling System (OSeMOSYS) application for disturbed system
modelling is introduced in the paper. Author’s contribution to the model is development of the new
model block for energy disturbances modelling and its methodology application. An example
application was made to test selected functional aspects of the model. The reference energy system
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was modelled with the set of energy disturbances. The paper focuses on the methodology
development rather than on the results of calculations.
The developed methodology of the disturbed energy system modelling was applied for the
calculation of the Kaunas district heating integral network. According to the obtained results taking
into account analysed scenarios and developed methodology some conclusions could be drawn:
1. New model block of energy disturbances was successfully integrated to the common
OSeMOSYS model.
2. The developed model can be used for any disturbed energy system modelling.
3. Example application showed that most severe scenarios are more likely due to external
disturbances, i.e. fuel supply restrictions and cost increases, than internal disturbances.
4. Probability distributions of unsupplied energy amounts and energy cost increase can be
defined from the model application for the reference energy system. These results help to
identify severity of energy disturbance consequences which reflect energy security issues.
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ABSTRACT
During heating season district heating became one of the most discussion needed question of energy sector in
Lithuania. The main reason of every year increasing district heating price is that more than 70 percent of
district heating is produced from natural gas. Compared with the year 2005, natural gas price dramatically
increased more than four times. Lithuania receives natural gas from the sole energy supplier - Russia
(Gazprom). Lithuania declares the use of energy from renewable energy sources among priorities of energy
policy. District heating sector is producing almost 20 percent of heat from renewable energy sources.
National and international regulation of renewable energy gains an important role in increasing the use of
renewable energy sources in district heating. Also legal regulation became an important tool to diversify
energy supply, to reduce air pollution and to meet targets of sustainable development. The main factor
limiting further renewable energy growth in district heating is high investment costs and constrains of legal
regulation. The aim of this paper is to analyse the impact of legal regulation on the use of renewable energy
in district heating from European Union’s and national point of view in Lithuania, which is an issue for
further investments in growth of renewable energy in district heating sector.
Keywords: renewable energy, district heating, legal regulation

1.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the consumption of fossil fuel and the mitigation of climate changes have
become major challenges for governments all over the world. To engage these challenges, many
countries are pursuing the research, development, and demonstration of renewable energy sources
(RES) [1]. In the past few years, RES have got rapid development all over the world. RES have
become important alternative energy sources to realize energy diversification. During the last few
years, political support for renewable energies has been growing continuously both at the national
and international level.
Looking at the renewable energy use after 2006, it was a natural gas price boom, increase of
social and political pressure for fast developments in clean energy, and financial crisis, which
requires adequate government measures to stimulate the economy. The industry of renewables
could be important to generate employment and to stimulate growth [2]. Investment in renewable
energy sources may bring considerable profits, so more and more enterprises will be involved in
this field. The increased use of RES in the heat market can significantly alleviate the negative
effects of high-energy costs on the national economy. Successful commercialization of indigenous,
non-fossil energy resources is expected to promote regional economical development and
employment, help to increase national energy security and to reduce a substantial portion of the
increasing trade deficit necessity to import fossil fuels [3].
The main factor limiting further renewable energy growth in district heating is high
investment costs and constrains of legal regulation. The aim of this paper is to analyse impact of
legal regulation on the use of renewable energy in district heating from European Union’s and
national point of view in Lithuania, which is an issue for further investments in growth of
renewable energy in district heating sector. The paper overviews main EU Directives and
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Lithuanian laws and legal documents related to the use of RES in district heating. Also barriers and
problems of renewable energy in district heating are noted and options for policy response are
given. Last section information is mainly driven by RE-Shaping project that core objective is to
assist EU Member State governments in preparing for the implementation of the Renewable Energy
Sources Directive and to shape a European policy for RES in the medium to long term.
2.

LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK OF RENEWABLE ENERGY IN EUROPEAN UNION

In 1997, European Union issued a White paper for development of RES, and formulated the
target – renewable energy would account for 12% of total EU energy consumption by 2010 and
would account for 50% of energy source composition in EU by 2050. Actually it was only during
the beginning of the 21st century that some countries or political blocs (as is the EU case), began to
set targets for renewable energy and to define policy measures for the sector [2, 4, 5]. In 2007, EU
leaders agreed to an integrated climate and energy policy to combat climate change. The EU’s 2020-20 targets envisage reduces greenhouse gas emissions by 20%, increases in energy efficiency by
20% and makes energy share from renewable source at least 20%.
Main EU Directives, that have an impact on district heating sector, are as follow [6]:
• Directive 2004/8/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on the promotion of
cogeneration based on a useful heat demand in the internal energy market and amending
Directive 92/42/EEC (11 February 2004) [7];
• Directive 2006/32/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on energy end-use
efficiency and energy services and repealing Council Directive 93/76/EEC (5 April 2006)
[8];
• Directive 2009/28/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on the promotion of
the use of energy from renewable sources and amending and subsequently repealing
Directives 2001/77/EC and 2003/30/EC (23 April 2009) [9];
• Directive 2009/29/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council amending Directive
2003/87/EC so as to improve and extend the greenhouse gas emission allowance trading
scheme of the Community (23 April 2009) [10];
• Directive 2010/31/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council on the energy
performance of buildings (9 May 2010) [11];
• Directive 2010/75/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council on industrial
emissions (integrated pollution prevention and control) (24 November 2010) [12].
The Renewable Energy Sources Directive 2009/28/EC which entered into force in June 2009,
transforms binding targets into a legislative framework: the European target of 20% RES in the
gross final consumption of energy is divided out into binding national targets for the EU-27
member states. No legislative framework at EU level was available in the heating sector before the
Directive 2009/28/EC. After one year, by July 2010, member states were required to present
National Action Plans of RES (NREAPs) that fixes specific objectives for each member state in the
use of RES for each sector, including heating. All 27 NREAPs had been published by January 2011
(which seems quick compared to the implementation of other EU legislations, e.g. Directive
2004/8/EC on cogeneration or Directive 2006/32/EC on energy efficiency) [13]. According to the
NREAP, Lithuania has quite ambitious plans to increase RES in heating sector from 27 percent in
2005 to 39 percent in 2020. Taking into account technological possibilities of district heating sector
and economic advantage, heat production form RES should be increased by not less than 50
percent. Whether the proposed actions will be sufficient to actually achieve these targets remains to
be seen.
Management of energy demand is encouraged in Directive 2010/31/EU. EU members should
use the available funds and funding, such as the European Regional Development Fund, for
increasing energy efficiency and use of renewable energy in housing sector. According to this
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Directive, all new buildings have to be nearly zero-energy buildings by 31 December 2020. New
buildings occupied and owned by public authorities have to be nearly zero-energy buildings after
the end of 2018. The requirements of this Directive will affect not only construction sector and the
price of new houses, but also existing buildings that are subject to major renovation and should
therefore meet minimum energy performance requirement. Looking in the long perspective on the
influence of Directive 2010/31/EU and Directive 2006/32/EC on energy end-use efficiency, it will
be decrease in demand side of district heating. Therefore heating prices should decrease, but the
heating losses could become the main factor for inefficient district heating supply.
Later EU Directive 2009/29/EC on improvement of greenhouse gas emmision trading scheme
(ETL) pointed out that free allocation shall be given to district heating as well as to high efficiency
cogeneration, as defined by Directive 2004/8/EC on cogeneration. From 2013 the basic principle for
allocation of ETL should be auctioning. Directive 2010/75/EU on industrial emissions is important
for combustion plants, which are in operation after 1 January 2016. These plants should ensuring
that emissions into the air from these plants will not exceed the emission limit values. The main
threat of this prohibition is for Vilnius, Kaunas and Mazeikiai combined heat and power plants
(CHP), which are dependent on combustion of natural gas. Without costly investments in flue-gas
cleaning devices mentioned CHP will not be able to be in operation and supply heat for two biggest
Lithuania cities. As an alternative could be biomass cogeneration plants. But for instance in Kaunas
it is difficult to deal with municipality politicians, who in 2011 summer agreed on detailed plan of
new modern CHP, but at the end 2011 changed their minds. Strategic city heating projects should
be priority for each city, and the politicians should bring all efforts to make them clear and stable.
As noted by [14], the prices of traditional energy sources do not include the environmental
costs. Prices fail to reflect the real costs of their use, when compared to the ones of renewable
energy, giving the idea that prices of clean energy are not competitive in the short term. Authors of
[15] paper study the interrelationship among prices, income and renewables. The authors conclude
that countries with high economic growth deal better with high energy prices (related to the use of
renewable energy), because it is easier to support the high costs connected with these technologies
[2]. Consequently high investment costs are one of the factors that limit further renewable energy
growth, but looking in the long term perspective even in Lithuania it could be beneficial. As
recently counted of Lithuanian Energy Consultants Association [16], RES development in district
heating in long term period (by 2020) gives over 7 milliard Litas more benefit than costs for the
country. On the other hand, it is difficult to create scenarios of RES prices movement in the future,
if volume of using RES increases.
The increased spread of anomalous weather in recent times has led to active public
discussions about climate protection. The greenhouse gas emissions can be reduced by increasing
the share of RES in the heat market - similar to the effect already initiated in the electrical power
market. However, a similarly strong impulse in public policy for the heat market is still lacking.
Moreover, in the current labour market it should not be forgotten that the increased use of RES
creates employment while simultaneously reducing fossil fuel imports. Legislation to promote RES
in the heat market thereby creates a fourfold dividend:
(1) contributes to the protection of climate and resources,
(2) reduces the dependence on imports,
(3) strengthens regional value added,
(4) creates future-assured employment [17].
A very large potential in the heat market still remains to be developed. The dividend is
therefore correspondingly large. EU Directives that impact on district heating sector have to be the
main road for further development on the use of RES. The targets that was set in NREAP have to be
followed, but it is necessary to create strong national legislation framework and accessibility to
finance RES in district heating.
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3.

DISTRICT HEATING LEGISLATION IN LITHUANIA

Many states in Eastern and Central Europe, as well as Lithuania, possess extensive district
heating networks that were constructed during the days of communist rule in order to provide a
universally accessible energy service. But the post-communist transition was marked by the
exacerbation of the sector’s numerous technical, economic, regulatory and environmental problems,
accompanied by its abandonment in favour of alternative methods of heating [18].
Government policy for promoting renewable energy was formulated during 10 years (1990–
2000). The policy was revised during 5 year periods for comprehensiveness, coordination and
market development. A strategy to promote the use of alternative energy sources such as biomass,
small hydro power, biogas, wind energy, etc has been adopted. Promotion of local and renewable
energy sources usage and energy efficiency is established in the Law on Energy of the Republic of
Lithuania as priority objectives of energy sector regulation [3]. In Lithuania promotion of
renewables’ use is based on the main legislation acts, which are described in recent study [6]:
• Law on Energy of the Republic of Lithuania [19];
• Law on Electricity of the Republic of Lithuania [20];
• Law on Biofuel of the Republic of Lithuania [21];
• Law on Heat Sector of the Republic of Lithuania [22];
• Law on Renewable Energy of the Republic of Lithuania [23];
• National Energy Strategy [24];
• The National Strategy for the Development of Renewable Energy Sources [25].
The Law on Energy states that energy companies that supply heat to apartment buildings, the
heat supply to flats, if users do not wish otherwise. The increasing district heating prices and low
income of apartment buildings owners cause discussions about how to become independent from
district heating companies. There are several cases, widely announced in media, how people after
long bureaucracy procedures were enabled to change type of heating to individual. Results are
contradictory, one of them proud to be independent, other honestly say it is costly than district
heating. There should not be forgettable that if one of the owners of apartment building disconnects
from district heating, others have to pay more for heat loss. The situation may become ridiculous
after larger scale of such independency from district heating. Long year created infrastructure and
restriction of the pollution would only be just fruitless efforts.
The main legislation act for district heating is Law on Heat Sector. This law provides
competition in heating sector, heat buying from independent producers, detailed explanation of heat
the contracts cancellation of user initiative, heat supply license, heat pricing etc. Heating prices are
regulated by The National Control Commission for Prices and Energy, therefore heating companies
profit is limited. This causes inability of investments in new heating devices that uses RES as a fuel.
Sources of possible financial support in Lithuania are given at the end of this section.
The Law on Renewable Energy is mainly driven by EU Directive 2009/28/EC. This law
repeats goals that were set in mentioned Directive. It aims to ensure sustainable energy supply,
promote the further use of renewable energy technologies and their development, especially in
regard to the environment (climate change). The Law on Renewable Energy frames an excellent
opportunity to significantly reduce costs of producing hot water in apartment buildings using RES
technologies, such as solar collectors. However, the pricing of produced heat is unfavourable for
independent heat producers, because district heating suppliers have to buy energy made from RES
at the lowest price. Consequently hot water that is prepared using solar collectors has to be used by
its owners. Finally, the main problem of the Law on Renewable energy is still lacking executive
acts that limit further investments in renewable energy.
Lithuanian Energy Agency (LEA) is responsible for the coordination of research,
development and implementation of renewable energy projects. Under instructions of the Ministry
of Energy, LEA deals with drafting the National Energy Program, other programs regarding the
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improvement of efficient use of local, renewable and waste energy resources, organization of their
implementation, updating and revision, preparation of legal, economic and organizational energy
efficiency measures for the enhancement of national energy policy implementation [3].
Situation in the district heating sector in Lithuania is similar to other transition countries:
• Very high consumption of thermal energy – more than 200 kWh/m2 annually;
• Renovation of building goes very slowly;
• Most heat consumers have no individual regulation, so heating bills do not correspond to
their living standard;
• Heat supply volume has been reduced several time from design conditions – many
equipment and pipelines are oversized;
• “Old” facilities and schemes are modernized or replaced slowly;
• Low efficiency, poor quality standards, high heat prices;
• Disappointment with such situation forms negative attitude regarding district heating [26].
As the result of such situation, main regulatory problems in Lithuania can be pointed out:
• Destructive competition with gas heating (incorrect pricing policy);
• Planning/zoning of cities still seldom;
• Unregulated disconnections, causing problems of district heating in some cities;
• New obligations to district heating sector are not supported by required financial resources
often;
• Approval and financing of investment are unpredictable;
• Lots of speculations and populist decisions in the district heating sector [26].
District heating and cogeneration policy frameworks in Lithuania consist of secure marketoriented energy policies. Such policies promote liberalisation, competition and customer choice.
Therefore it separates monopolistic from competitive activities for privatisation, also harmonises
liberalisation of CHP and electricity markets. Moreover policy aimed at development of long-term
and local energy strategies and promotion of district heating and cogeneration [27].
District heating and cogeneration regulatory goals in Lithuania are[27]:
1. Enhance regulatory regimes: have regulator reporting to President, Parliament and
Government; control monopolistic generators; undertake independent audits of regulated
companies and regulator.
2. Foster competition, access to grids: set regulated prices, price caps, taking into account
depreciation; reduce barriers to third-party access to market so as to allow customer choice.
3. Secure cost-covering, market-oriented prices, tariffs: reschedule or incorporate old company
debt into tariffs or solicit government support.
Consistent policy package is the key to cause a renewable energy in district heating
development that is required to meet ambitious targets. Lithuania is promoting the use of
indigenous, renewable and waste energy resources by financial measures. However, there is no
direct support for RES in district heating. Sources of financial support are [28]:
• Exemption from pollution taxes;
• The Lithuanian Environmental Investment Fund;
• EU structural funds for 2007-2013;
• Lithuanian Rural Development Programme for 2007-2013;
• The Fund of the Special Programme for Climate Change.
However, none of these instruments has been able to sufficiently accelerate the introduction
of renewable energies in the heat market. The Law on Renewable Energy gave the beginning for
national legislative framework on the use of renewable energy. Main problem of this law is still
lacking executive acts that limit further investments in renewable energy.
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4.

BARRIERS AND PROBLEMS OF RENEWABLE ENERGY IN DISTRICT HEATING

Investments in the energy market have very long-term effects. Therefore the long-term
planning is very important. In particular, the task of fulfilling long-term requirements cannot be left
to the market forces which are inactive in this regard [4, 17]. RES use will not expand sufficiently
on its own accord. For the share of RES to grow within the heat market, the volume of financial aid
must also increase until the new technologies can compete in the market without regulatory or
financial support [17]. Of course, a new instrument must ensure that the goals defined for
expanding RES use in the heat market are achieved in practice. The goals should be achieved at
minimum costs. Consequently, there must be minimised not only the direct financial expenditures,
but also the administration and inspection efforts.
All of the instruments must be examined with the compatibility with the EU competition
regulations. Furthermore, it must be examined the burden imposed on the individual (especially for
ordinances) and whether or not an illegitimate extra duty is created (for quantity or price
regulations). It is very important to ensure that the financial burden benefits the environment, and
that a legally permissible situation exists, that does not convert into an extra duty as a result of
extensive state regulation, which is possibly illegitimate because of insufficient benefit to the
general public [17].
Table 1 gives an overview of the major RES administrative and legal barriers in EU based on
a summary of various studies in [13] research. The second column shows the available policy
responses to address these barriers. The implementation of these policy features varies strongly
across European member states.
Table 1. Common RES administrative and legal barriers and policy responses [13]
Barrier
Inefficient administrative procedures (high
number of authorities involved, lack of
coordination among authorities, lack of
transparent procedures, long lead times, high
costs for applicants etc.)

RES not or insufficiently considered in spatial
planning

No or insufficient standards and codes for RES
equipment (specifications not well defined, not
expressed in EU/international standards, etc.)
Tenancy law and ownership law impede the
development of building-integrated RES
technologies

Options for policy response
Improving
and
streamlining
administrative
procedures
towards
transparent
and
nondiscriminatory processes (“one-stop shop” approach
for applications, maximum response periods for
authorities, clear guidelines and capacity building for
civil servants, limiting administrative requirements to
the relevant elements, simplified procedures for small
plants, etc.).
Improved spatial planning rules;
Definition of RES priority areas;
Information and capacity building for local
authorities;
Participation and/or compensation options for local
communities.
Improvement of technical specifications and codes;
Implementation of EU/international standards and
certifications.
Implementation of RES-use obligations;
Adapt tenancy and ownership law to facilitate RES
deployment (facilitating cost sharing, provision of
energy services etc.).

The accelerated deployment of RES for heating purposes is too important to allow it to
depend on strongly varying public budgets. A subsequent goal is to charge polluters for the
necessary additional financing for renewable energy installations. Those groups which bring fossil
fuels into circulation or which use them should be burdened [17].
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Despite the government policy efforts, accepted legislated base and programs for
enhancement of the use of RES, due to expensiveness of alternative energy technologies and
various constraints, total contribution to development is not impressive. More effectiveness can be
obtained on cooperation with other countries. Also the government must create a special subsidy
policy to promote usage of RES [3].
According to authors of [13] paper, “critical success factors include implementing effective
and efficient policies that attract sufficient investments, reducing administrative and grid related
barriers, especially in currently less advanced countries, dismantling financial barriers in the heat
sector, realising sustainability standards for biomass, and lowering energy demand through
increased energy efficiency efforts”.
Fig. 1 shows the heterogeneous deployment status of RES in heating (RES-H) technologies in
the EU-27 member states in 2009. Lack of statistical data influenced that even in 2011 October,
when was presented RE-Shaping project last report [29] about indicators of RES policies in EU, it
was impossible to compare the present situation in EU-27. Member states with a very similar
deployment status of RES-H are indicated by the placeholder „other MS“. Grid-connected biomass
heat installations are very advanced in the Scandinavian countries (Sweden, Denmark and Finland),
and to a lesser extent in the Baltic countries and Austria. The other heat technologies, geothermal
heat, ground source heat pumps and solar thermal, are still immature in the majority of countries,
although the majority of Member States has shown some development and is at the edge to an
intermediate deployment status [13, 29, 30]. Comparison with previous report [30] shows that from
Baltic countries biggest movement made Estonia (from immature to advanced) in grid-connected
biomass heat installations, Lithuania stayed almost in the same place.
Most member states put considerably less effort into supporting RES heating than in the case
for RES electricity. This might be partly explained by the lack of a European heating and cooling
directive – and therefore the absence of Europe-wide targets and support requirements – until the
new RES Directive 2009/28/EC entered into force in 2009 [13].
RES in heating support schemes are almost fully financed by public budgets. The uncertainty
of government budgets frequently creates stop–go investment cycles in the RES heating sector.
Consequently the scientific policy discussion calls for new, budget-independent RES heating
support instruments, such as RES obligations for heat fuel suppliers or building owners, bonus
systems comparable to RES electricity feed-in systems, or a combination of these [13, 31].
However, none of member state has introduced such innovative schemes except for building
obligations in Germany, Portugal and Spain [13].
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Biomass nongrid

Geothermal

Ground source
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Intermediate
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Deployment Status Indicator

Advanced

Biomass grid

Renewable energy technology market where the share of the potential in sector consumption is <1% are not shown.

Fig. 1. Overview of the deployment status of RES-H technologies [29]
The effectiveness of the policies in increasing the production from renewable energy
technologies and the costs are two key aspects for society resulting from the support of renewable
energies, expressed by the economic dimension of policy support. These aspects have been
represented in the Policy Effectiveness Indicator, which was previously used to evaluate renewable
energy technologies exclusively in the electricity sector. RE-Shaping project [30] monitored
effectiveness of support policies in the heating and cooling sector. Definition of the Policy
Effectiveness Indicator reads as follows:

E =
i
n

Qni ( norm ) − Qni −1( norm )
POTn −1
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where: Eni - Policy Effectiveness Indicator for renewable energy technologies i in year n; Qni ( norm ) normalised renewable final energy of renewable energy technologies i in year n; POTn - additional
realisable mid-term potential in year n until 2020.

Fig. 2. Policy Effectiveness Indicator for centralised biomass heating plants (District heating plants
and CHP-plants) in the period 2003–2009 [29]
According to the Policy Effectiveness Indicator depicted in Fig. 2, in particular Scandinavian
(Finland, Sweden and Denmark) and Baltic countries (Estonia and Lithuania) as well as Austria
have supported centralised biomass heating plants effectively between 2003 and 2009. High Policy
Effectiveness Indicator values in 2009 for Austria, Lithuania, and Estonia shows a continuation of
the effective policy support. Several factors have an effect on the successful support of biomassderived district heating and CHP-plants. Firstly, the tradition of Northern European countries to use
grid-connected heating systems with an existing infrastructure of district-heating networks.
Secondly, the biomass availability. Thirdly, sufficiently available heat demand [30]. The present
situation of policy effectiveness could be different. The main obstacle is lack of statistical data in
2011 report [29] about indicators of RES policies in EU.
Regulation itself may not represent the main or the only reason why district heating in
transition economies is less efficient than, for example, in Western Europe [18]. Despite the
government policy efforts, accepted legislated base and programs for enhancement of the use of
RES, due to expensiveness of alternative energy technologies and various constraints, total
contribution to development is not impressive.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

The Renewable Energy Sources Directive 2009/28/EC translates binding targets into a
legislative framework. This Directive is only the beginning of renewable energy promotion in
district heating.
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Lithuania’s situation is very similar to other transition countries. District heating system has
many problems not only because of obsolete facilities, political aspects, but also lack of support for
renewable energy in the heat market.
Main problems related with the use of renewable energy in heating sector are administrative
and legal barriers. The options for policy response could be improving and streamlining
administrative procedures towards transparent and non-discriminatory processes (“one-stop shop”
approach for applications, maximum response periods for authorities, clear guidelines and capacity
building for civil servants, limiting administrative requirements to the relevant elements, simplified
procedures for small plants, etc.). Furthermore, there should be information and capacity building
for local authorities. Moreover there should be adapted tenancy and ownership law to facilitate RES
deployment (facilitating cost sharing, provision of energy services etc.).
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ABSTRACT
Increasing integration in the Baltic electricity market and Europe-wide interconnection establishment makes
it necessary to consider markets principals for power system development planning.
In this paper is given a method for modelling of zonal prices with application and long-term development
planning strategies. Proposed method of zonal prices is based on Interior Point Method (IPM) for finding
maxima of Social Welfare subject to power system constraints. The main parts of this task are improving
existing method for criterion calculations in development tasks with market conditions as well as analyze
advantages and disadvantages of Method. The results of this research could contribute to development of
methods appropriate in sustainable development management of power system.
Keywords: power system, electricity market, power system development

1.

INTRODUCTION

Pricing mechanisms for competitive electricity markets determine either a uniform price
(UP), a set of nodal or locational marginal prices (LMP), or only a few zonal marginal prices
(ZMP). Each of above mentioned mechanisms is characterized by level of complexity, ability for
appropriate allocation of investments as well as rightfully allocates costs for final consumers.
Defenders of zonal pricing argue that system based on such principles will be well sufficient to
achieve economical efficiency goals with lower complexity and therefore higher transparency to
market participants. However, in heavy load periods when congestion is expected exists legitimate
concern of market power abuse by market participants. Furthermore, arguable is also ability of right
allocation and adequacy of incentives for new investments. Also due to that reasons the evolution of
market structures worldwide introduces a nodal pricing principle as the proclaimed benchmark of
congestion management, effectiveness and conformity with economic theory and physical laws.
According to aforementioned methods of price determination, the optimal prices in a
transmission network are the nodal prices resulting from an optimal power flow (OPF) performed
by a centralized dispatcher (e.g. an independent system operator - ISO). The OPF model is
implemented in parts of the United States (e.g. PJM), and in Australia and New Zealand. However,
the Nordic electricity market which running one of the world biggest power exchange Nord Pool
Spot is operated on the zonal pricing principles [1].
Entire market is operated by the one market organizer (power exchange) and the 5 TSOs
which have to strongly cooperate in order to keep market with electricity working well with
minimal constrains as well as maintain security of power system which can not be endanger by
market operation. Actual snapshot of Nordic electricity market with depiction of zones and interzonal price differentials is shown on Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Nord Pool spot overview on 03.02.2012 08-09
2.

OPTIMAL POWER FLOW AND ZONAL PRICES

2.1. Zonal pricing
The zonal pricing method has been introduced as reaction to solve very poor incentive ability
of uniform pricing approach. According to the basic principle of zonal pricing, the whole market
territory is sub-divided into several zones depending on their respective costs of congestion. Higher
prices for electricity are paid in zones where demand exceeds transmission capability (deficit area
on Fig. 2) and vice versa. The price is uniform for entire zone. The zones are usually geographically
pre-defined according to expected bottlenecks in grid, however, as in case of Nordic market (NPS
PX) operation, number of zones can within the year vary according to changes in deployed
generating capacities, particularly hydro resources.

Fig. 2 Zonal price formation
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where CA1, CB1- Prices determined as for insulated Areas (without any cross-border
interconnection) [m.u./MWh]; CA2, CB2 - Prices determined after utilization all available
transmission capacity (ATC) of interconnector [m.u./MWh]; ΔC – price difference after utilization
ATC (congestion) in [m.u./MWh].
According to Fig. 2, congestion rent between two areas is calculated as:

(C B 2 − C A2 )FA B = CR ,

(1)

where FA B - planned day-ahead flow in specific hour from surplus area (A) to deficit area (B),
[MW]; C R - Aggregated congestion rent [m.u.].
The optimization task in a case of zonal pricing model is based on so called “social welfare
maximization” of consumers’ and producers’ surplus areas. The objective function to be maximized
could be expressed:
s
d

MAX ∑  ∫ D a ( x)dx − ∫ S a ( y )dy  ,


n  0
0

a

a

(2)

where (a ) represents an zone (area), d a is demand in zone (a ) and D a is the demand function in
zone (a ) , s a is supply in zone (a ) and S a is the supply function in zone (a ) and (n ) is the number
of zones.
2.2. Formulation of OPF
OPF is a technique that has been used in the electricity industry for several decades. The
objective in OPF is to minimize generator operating costs. The objective function is the total cost of
generation. The costs may be defined as polynomials or as piecewise-linear functions of generator
output. The problem can be formulated schematically as:
min f ( x) ,

(3)

x

subject to
g ( x) = 0 ,

(4)

h( x ) ≤ 0 ,

(5)

xmin ≤ x ≤ xmax ,

(6)

Where f ( x) objective function of costs of active and reactive generation; g ( x) equaliti constraints
of active and reactive power balance; h( x) inequality constraints of power flow limit of line, bus
voltage limits; xmin , xmax active and reactive power generation limits.
To guarantee that the OPF can be solved, one of the zones is assigned a zero phase angle by
setting its phase angle upper and lower limits to zero (the swing bus).
2.3. Alternating current OPF
The AC version of the standard OPF problem is a general non-linear constrained optimization
problem, with both nonlinear costs and constraints. In a system with nb buses, ng generators and nl
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branches, the optimization variable x is defined in terms of the nb × 1 vectors of bus voltage angles
Θ and magnitudes V and the ng ×1 vectors of generator real and reactive power injections P and Q
as follows.
Θ 
V 
x= .
P 
 
Q 

(7)

The objective function (3) is simply a summation of individual polynomial cost functions f pi
and fQi of real and reactive power injections, respectively, for each generator.
ng

f pi ( pi ) + fQi (qi ) .
∑
Θ,V , P ,Q
min

(8)

i =1

The equality constraints (4) consist of two sets of nb nonlinear nodal power balance equations,
one for real power and one for reactive power.
g P (Θ, V , P ) =
0,

(9)

gQ (Θ, V , Q) =
0.

(10)

The inequality constraints (5) consist of two sets of nl branch flow limits as non-linear
functions of the bus voltage angles and magnitudes, one for the from end and one for the to end of
each branch.
h f (Θ, V ) ≤ 0 ,

(11)

ht (Θ, V ) ≤ 0 .

(12)

The variable limits (6) include an equality limited reference bus angle and upper and lower
limits on all bus voltage magnitudes and real and reactive generator injections.

θ ref ≤ θi ≤ θ ref ,

i=
iref ,

(13)

vimin ≤ vi ≤ vimax ,

i=
1...nb ,

(14)

pimin ≤ pi ≤ pimax ,

i=
1...ng ,

(15)

qimin ≤ qi ≤ qimax ,

i=
1...ng .

(16)

Here iref denotes the index of the reference bus and θref is the reference angle [2].
2.4. Direct current OPF
When using DC network modeling assumptions, the standard OPF problem above can be
simplified to a quadratic program, with linear constraints and a quadratic cost function. In this case
the dc power flow greatly simplifies the power flow by making a number of approximations
including 1) completely ignoring the reactive power balance equations, 2) assuming all voltage
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magnitudes are identically one per unit, 3) ignoring line losses and 4) ignoring tap dependence in
the transformer reactance [3]. The optimization variable is:
Θ 
x= 
P 

(17)

and the overall problem reduces to the following form [2]:
ng

min ∑ f pi ( pi )

(18)

Θ, P i =1

subject to
g P (Θ, P ) =
0,

(19)

h f (Θ) ≤ 0 ,

(20)

ht (Θ) ≤ 0 ,

(21)

θ ref ≤ θi ≤ θ ref ,
pimin ≤ pi ≤ pimax ,

i=
iref ,

(22)

i=
1...ng .

(23)

2.5. Piecewise linear costs
Traditionally, when optimizing the operation of a regulated power system, the objective
function in (1) takes a simple smooth quadratic form. The electricity market, however, does not use
quadratic cost because it does not cognitively match how market participants want to trade in the
real world. The standard OPF formulation in (1)-(4) does not directly handle the non-smooth
piecewise linear cost functions that typically arise from discrete bids and offers in electricity
markets. When such cost functions are convex, however, they can be modeled using a constrained
cost variable (CCV) method. The piecewise linear cost function c(x) is replaced by a helper variable
y and a set of linear constraints that form a convex “basin” requiring the cost variable y to lie in the
epigraph of the function c(x).
m1 ( x − x1 ) + c1,

m ( x − x1 ) + c1,
c( x) =  1
........................
mn ( x − xn ) + cn ,

x ≤ x1



x1 ≤ x ≤ x2 
.
....... 
xn−1 ≤ x 

(24)

Fig. 3 illustrates a convex n-segment piecewise linear cost function defined by a sequence of
points (xj, cj), j=0...n, where mj denotes the slope of the j-th segment, and x0 < x1 < ⋅⋅⋅ < xn and
m1 < m2 < ⋅⋅⋅ < mn .

mj =

c j − c j −1
x j − x j −1

,

j=1...n .

(25)

The “basin” corresponding to this cost function is formed by the following n constraints on
the helper cost variable y.
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y ≥ m j (x − x j ) + c j ,

j=1...n .

(26)

Fig. 3. Constrained Cost Variable
The cost term added to the objective function in place of c(x) is simply the variable y [2].
3.

STEP-CONTROLLED PRIMAL-DUAL INTERIOR POINT METHOD

The primal-dual interior point method (PDIPM) and its many variations have become the
algorithms of choice for solving OPFs over the past decade [4-7]. Given an optimization problem in
the form of (3), PDIPM formulates the Lagrangian with barrier functions as
γ

ni

L ( x, z , λ , µ ) ≡ f ( x) + λ ⋅ g ( x) + µ (h( x) + z ) − γ ∑ ln( z j )
T

T

(27)

j =1

Newton’s method to solve the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions
∇ x Lγ ( x, z , λ , µ ) =
0; g ( x) =
0;

=
h( x) + z 0; =
[µ ] z - γ e 0

,

(28)

where z , µ and γ are strictly positive.
Each Newton step involves the solution of a reduced system of (28)

M ≡ ∇ 2xx Lγ ( x, z , λ , µ ) + ∇h( x) [ µ ][ z ]−1∇h( x)T
N ≡ ∇ x Lγ ( x, z , λ , µ ) + ∇h( x)[ z ]−1 ([ µ ] h( x) + γ e)
 M

T
∇g ( x)

∇g ( x)   ∆x   − N 
  = 

0   ∆λ   − g ( x) 

∆z = −h( x) − z − ∇h( x)T ∆x
∆µ =− µ + [ z ]−1 (γ e − [ µ ] ∆z )
The variables are updated according to
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=
α p min(ξ min (− z j / ∆z j ),1)
∆z j <0

=
α d min(ξ min (− µ j / ∆µ j ),1)
∆µ j <0

(30)

x =x + α p ∆x; z =z + α p ∆z

λ =λ + α d ∆λ ; µ =µ + α d ∆µ ; γ =σ ( µ T z ) / ni
where
4.

ξ and σ are constants.

LONG-TERM DEVELOPMENT PLANNING STRATEGIES

A mathematical model of power system (PS) is the system, which makes it possible to
calculate and assess criteria of the analysed system with a view to make justified decisions on
system sustainable development. To enable computer implementation of the given task, data are
required as well as appropriate software providing optimization algorithm and algorithms for
calculating generating nodes output and transmission network links load. Active power flow
calculation results are used for criterion calculations in development tasks. The major criterion of
PS development process is management optimization objective function which shall display and
integrate technical, economical, power supply reliability, ecological etc. parameters depending on
specific technical system:
T

max F (T , g ) = ∑ F ( t , e ( t ) ) ,

(31)

t =1

where t - development step serial number, T - number of development steps in estimation period,
plan
F ( t , e ( t ) ) - system quality criterion in development step t and state e (t ) , g - development
(process) e (1) , e ( 2 ) , , e ( t ) , , e (T ) .

Each plan is characterized by number of realized development actions n and its realization
moment t , as well as by each development action realization type. The total number of
development plans may be calculated by the following formula:
n

n

V = ∏Vi = (T + 1)n ∏ mi ,
i =1

(32)

i =1

where n – number of development actions, mi - development action realization type number, i development action serial number, T - number of development steps in estimation period.
Obviously, also in real tasks (for example m = 1 , n = 11 , T = 15 ) the number of comparable
development plans attains astronomic quantity (1015). Therefore, it is required to apply specialized
dynamic optimization methods in PS sustainable development management process [8].
5.

CASE STUDY

5.1. Base case without congestions
For the calculation, consider the example shown in Fig. 4. The model consists three zones with
piecewise linear costs for each zone. Transmission lines admittances are assumed to be equal to
each other. Results are shown in table 1 and 2.
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Fig. 4. Three-zone model
Table 1. Base case flows, load, zone prices and export/import (1 example)
Zone
number

1
2
3

Flows

1
-1
0

2
1
1

3
0
-1
-

Generation,
MW

Load,
MW

Zone Price,
EUR

Total Export or
Import, MW

Social Welfare,
EUR

6
6
8

5
8
7

69.55
69.55
69.55

1
-2
1

765,47

Table 2. Base case flows, load, zone prices and export/import (2 example)
Zone
number

1
2
3

Flows

1
0,67
3,33

2
-0,67
2,67

3
-3,33
-2,67
-

Generation,
MW

Load,
MW

Zone Price,
EUR

Total Export or
Import, MW

Social Welfare,
EUR

6
6
2

10
8
7

68.09
68.09
68.09

-4
-2
6

765,47

5.2. Congested case
In this case we create congestion by changing the transmission line available transmission
capacity (ATC). All lines in the model have same transmission capacity and change respectively
0.9MW, 0.5 MW. Results are shown in table 3 and 4.
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Table 3. Congested case flows, load, zone prices and export/import (1 example with ATC 0.9 MW)
Zone
number

1
2
3

Flows

1
-0.9
0

2
0.9
0.9

3
0
-0.9
-

Generation,
MW

Load,
MW

Zone Price,
EUR

Total Export or
Import, MW

Social Welfare,
EUR

5.9
6.2
7.9

5
8
7

62.67
99.67
54.53

0.9
-1.8
0.9

773.68

Table 4. Congested case flows, load, zone prices and export/import (2 example with ATC 0.5 MW)
Zone
number

1
2
3

Flows

1
-0.5
0.5

2
0.5
0

3
0
-0.5
-

Generation,
MW

Load,
MW

Zone Price,
EUR

Total Export or
Import, MW

Social Welfare,
EUR

5.5
7
7.5

5
8
7

62.67
99.67
54.53

0.5
-1
0.5

806.53

Perform the calculation with different ATC. Between: 1 and 2 zone 0.9 MW, 1 and 3 zone
0.7MW, 2 and 3 zone 0.4 MW
Table 5. Congested case flows, load, zone prices and export/import
Zone
number

1
2
3

Flows

1
-0.9
-0.5

2
0.9
0.4

3
0.5
-0,4
-

Generation,
MW

Load,
MW

Zone Price,
EUR

Total Export or
Import, MW

Social Welfare,
EUR

6.4
6.7
6.9

5
8
7

74.67
99.67
54.53

1.4
-1.3
-0.1

805.11

Examples show algorithm work based on piecewise linear costs. In connection that piecewise
function has 5 parts, some results remain constant with ATC change. In Nord Pool spot each
participant can bid 62 positions. In this case calculation results will be more precise and show
realistic situation.
6.

CONCLUSIONS

The paper describes the course of the research from description of the problem to algorithm
development and value calculation. This research reflects one of the many problems, which need to
be solved in imminent future and then utilized for power transmission network modeling and
development tasks, for example, increasing integration in the Baltic electricity and Europe-wide
interconnection establishment.
From the theoretical point of view the nodal pricing principles provides the more efficient
system of pricing in comparison zonal prices. On the other hand is large number of nodal prices
compared to several zonal prices could be assumed as confusing and with lower transparent.
Discussed pricing principles from the OPF point of view as well as for the sustainable
development management applications.
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ABSTRACT
The paper observes different steps which can be made to stimulate the development of cogeneration using
renewable fuels in Latvia.
Latvia, as a European Union Member state, has to increase the share of renewable energy sources (RES) in
the final gross energy consumption, to increase energy efficiency and to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions
by 2020. The combination of RES and CHP is a key approach to reach the ambitious EU climate protection
targets.
The following support schemes are used in Latvia for CHP using RES: feed-in-tariffs, obligate buying of cogenerated power, EU earmarked subsidies for the development of RES using CHP plants. The feed-in-tariffs
depend on the installed electricity capacity of the CHP units. The main weak point of the policy measures can
be identified as discrimination between different cogeneration plants, and particularly of small systems,
because at least 75 % of the heat produced has to be supplied to the district heating, hence the policy does not
support industrial or auto-use of co-generated heat. It is necessary to simplify technical and administrative
procedure for newly constructed CHP plants, especially for the small ones.
The training program “Sustainable heating system with renewable energy resource” has started in Latvia in
2011. The sustainable energy community model (SEC) modified for Latvian conditions is used in the project.
While implementing this program it is possible to stimulate the further development of cogeneration, using
local RES. Wood is the main local renewable fuel in Latvia. Highly efficient CHP equipment fuelled by RES
(like wood gasification) is not yet widely spread and implemented.
Latvia participates in the EU project "CHP goes Green". The target for the selected model cities involved in
the project is to promote and install "Green CHP" and the respective technical solutions.
Reaching the 2020 targets set for Latvia will be possible only if sustainable, well-considered long-term energy
and environmental policy is implemented, which includes effective support scheme for CHP using renewable
energy sources.
Keywords: cogeneration, local level energy policies, main drivers and main barriers for grows of renewable
energy

1.

INTRODUCTION

To achieve the aims of European Union (EU) energy and climate policy till 2013-2020, the
European countries have to concentrate on increasing both energy efficiency and renewable fuels
usage. The possible principles of Energy Policy for Europe were elaborated in the Commission's
green paper A European Strategy for Sustainable, Competitive and Secure Energy in 2006. As a
result of the decision to develop a common energy policy, the first proposals, Energy for a
Changing World were published by the European Comission, following a consultation process in
2007. The European Commission has proposed in its Renewable Energy Roadmap21 a binding
target of increasing the level of renewable energy in the EU's overall mix to 20% by 2020. The
targets for the member states are calculated using formula: flat rate 5.75% (one for all EU countries)
+ extra % (according to GDP).
According to the European Climate and Energy package Latvia, as a European Union Member
state, has to increase the renewable energy as a part of gross final energy consumption from 35% in
2005 to 42% in 2020 [6], to increase energy efficiency and to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions
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by 2020. The combination of renewable energy sources (RES) and combined heat and power (CHP)
is a key approach to reach the ambitious EU climate protection targets. The aim of the paper is to
observe different steps which can be made to stimulate the development of small cogeneration using
renewable fuels in Latvia.
2.

USAGE OF RES FOR CHP PLANTS IN LATVIA

2.1. Latvian energy policy towards CHP plants
Reaching the long-term goals of Latvia’s energy sector is a complex process that involves
finalizing a long-term strategy, defining and justifying feasible goals and tasks, as well as
establishing specific political, legal and institutional frameworks and tools.
The key strategic document for the energy sector is The Principles of Energy Sector
Development 2007-2016, adopted in 2006 [3]. This document defines the fundamental principles of
the Latvian government policy, as well as long-term goals and course of action in the energy sector.
The importance of the energy sector in the context of overall sustainable development is
acknowledged: “The sufficiency of energy supply in the country is the issue of economic
development, the quality of life and state security. The goal of the energy sector development is to
ensure balanced, safe, sustainable high quality supply of energy for the economy and country’s
residents.” The goals spelled in the document are identical to the “three whales” of the energy
sector as defined by the EU, namely: 1) secure supply, 2) encouraged competition and
competitiveness, and 3) use of renewable resources.
The following plans of action were mentioned to put the Principles of Energy Sector
Development 2007–2016 into practice:
− until 2016 to use the potential of cogeneration with common heating load about 300 MWth
in Latvian big cities (including Riga), and 100 MWth in other Latvian cities;
− to stimulate the development of CHP plants and energy producing of renewable sources of
energy, using special purpose grants of EU funds for investments;
− to increase the usage of local renewable primary resources from 65 PJ at the moment to
82 PJ in 2016 (36–37% of local resources in Latvian primary energy resources structure);
− until 2016 to increase the energy efficiency of heat production equipments from 68% to
80–90%.
Using of cogeneration technology is considered appropriate to Latvia’s situation: Latvia has
characteristic centralized power supply system, which means inhabited areas have sufficiently high
heat loads to accommodate installation an efficient cogeneration facility. A cogeneration source is
close to the heat load, i.e. the energy consumer, who is consuming power at the same time. This
means that cogeneration technology has all the advantages of placing an energy source next to the
consumer, such as reduced power management and distribution leakage, and increased power
supply stability.
A wide variety of fuels can be used in CHP systems, including natural gas, diesel, biofuels,
coal, municipal waste. CHP plants operate at total energy efficiencies of 75-95 %, which means that
almost all of the fuel is put to productive use. Because less fuel is used, obvious benefits are
received:
− reduced fuel costs;
− reduced fuel supply needs, bringing to the reduction in the logistical needs for
transportation and storage the fuel;
− reduction in emission levels;
− fewer pollutants passing through the engine or turbine, resulting in a longer life of
equipment.
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2.2. Review of existing CHP plants in Latvia
Basing on data of the Central Statistical Bureau show that in 2010 in the Republic of Latvia
there were 71 active combined heat and power (CHP) plant with total electrical capacity 947.5
megawatts (MW) [6]. These CHP plants produced 3050 gigawatt hours (GWh) of electricity and
4673 GWh of heat, and it is 58.7% of total volume of heat produced.
There are two types of CHP plants:
− public CHP plants primary activity of which is generation of heat energy;
− autoproducer CHP plants are generating heat for their own production and technological
use and partly for sale.
Out of 71 CHP plant active in 2010 56 were public cogeneration plants with installed
electrical capacity 932.8 MW, it is 98.4% of total installed capacity of CHP plants, and 15 were
autoproducer CHP plants with installed electrical capacity 14.7 MW.
In comparison with 2009, electrical power of cogeneration plants has increased by 1.4%.CHP
plants of Riga had the highest installed electrical capacity – 876.3 MW.
In 2010 for the production of heat energy and electricity CHP plants mainly used natural gas
(98.1%), as well as biogas, fuelwood, coal, residual (heavy) fuel oils and bio-diesel oil.
Out of 71 CHP plant active in 2010 56 plants (both public and autoproducer) with total
electric capacity 870 MW were active more than 6 months, of which:
− 3 combined-cycle turbines with electrical capacity 803 MW;
− 1 gas turbine with heat utilisation;
− 48 internal combustion engines with electrical capacity 61 MW;
− 3 steam backpressure turbines with electrical capacity 4 MW;
− 1 condensing steam turbine.
2.3. Usage of renewable energy sources for CHP
Today for the production of energy CHP plants mainly use natural gas (98.1%). It is explained
by the fact, that using natural gas as a fuel, it is possible to apply highly effective (with high α-ratio)
CHP technologies. One of Latvia’s advantages, which also serve as a kind of short-term guarantee
of continual supply, is its underground gas storage facilities. The amount of active gas in currently
functional Incukalns underground storage may reach 2.3 billion cubic meters, and there are plans to
increase this amount to 3.2 billion cubic meters. The expansion of these storage facilities may bring
about several significant advantages, such as strategic reserves, economic benefits and improvement
of regional energy supply. Nevertheless, it may also boost local energy and production companies’
inclination to use imported gas instead of exploring sustainable local options by means of increasing
energy efficiency and using renewable energy sources.
Considering the aforementioned local and regional challenges, as well as the EU
commitments, it would make sense for Latvia to utilize the potential of local renewable sources, the
largest of which is wood. The economic potential of wood is estimated around 45.5 – 82 PJ a year,
which constitutes considerable part of the country’s total energy consumption.
By now, in Latvia the most common and well known technology where wood biomass is used
for cogeneration is steam turbine. There are two CHP plants with steam turbines: AS “Rigas
siltums” heat central “Daugavgriva” in Riga (reconstructed in 2004; electrical capacity 0.6 MW and
thermal capacity 27,2 MW), and SIA “Kraslavas nami” in Kraslava (works since 2000; electrical
capacity 1.25 MW and thermal capacity 34 MW); both are fuelled by woodchips [7].
Wood gasification technology (a thermo dynamical process that converts wood to a gaseous
fuel) used in cogeneration process is more effective than common combustion of wood, because
generated gas can be a fuel for such effective CHP technologies as gas turbines, gas-steam turbines
and internal combustion sets. Wood gasification is less dangerous for enviroment comparing to
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common combustion, because during gasification process less emissions go to the atmosphere.
Usage of wood fuels not only helps to increase the part of renewable energy in gross final energy
consumption, but also gives an opportunity to get more independence from importing of fossil fuel
resources. Besides, gas distribution system in Latvia does not cover large territories, including the
territories with big forest density. The advantage of the use of biomass in cogeneration is selfevident, as it allows high efficiency combined with an increase of renewables' share. While CHP
equipment fuelled by RES seems to be first choice from the standpoint of energy efficiency and
technical availability, it is not yet widely spread and implemented.
If gas is used in an internal combustion engine for the production of electrical energy, it
demands special quality of gasifier and gas. World’s experience of exploitation of this kind of
systems shows, that they are sensitive to the changes of fuel parameters, changes of the load of
equipment, quality of service, and environmental conditions. Necessity of cleaning, cooling and
mixing of gas makes technology rather difficult and expensive.
The idea of wood gasification is becoming rather popular, despite problems related to required
high quality of fuel and cleaning of produced gas. Today, there are two CHP plants where wood
gasification is applied: SIA „Kņavas granulas” in Vilani (electrical capacity 500 kW and thermal
capacity 800 kW) is fuelled by wood granules (the drying of fuel is not necessary), and SIA „Zaļās
enerģijas aģentūra“ in Dagda (works since 2010; electrical capacity 500 kW and thermal capacity
800 kW; internal combustion engine installed) is fuelled by dry woodblocks and dried coarse
fraction woodchips.
Despite the technology of organic Renkin cycle (ORC) is new for Latvia, the interest for it is
increasing. At the moment there are 5 new ORC projects at a construction stage, and there are two
CHP plants where ORC is already used: SIA “Osukalns” in Jekabpils (works since 2011; electrical
capacity 1.4 MW and thermal capacity 5.3 MW) is fuelled by wood residues, and AS “Satini
Energo LM” in Saldus (works since 2011; electrical capacity 0.6 MW and thermal capacity 2.6
MW) is fuelled by woodchips [7].
3.

METHODS OF SUPPORT OF „GREEN“ CHP DEVELOPMENT IN LATVIA

3.1. CHP goes „green”
Since 2010 Latvia participates in the EU project "CHP goes Green". The target for the
selected model cities (Berlin, Frankfurt/Main, Hannover, Graz, Prague, Riga, Lyon and Paris)
involved in the project is to promote and install "Green CHP" and the respective technical solutions.
All players in the decision-making chain are addressed by CHP goes Green: public and private
buildings owners, local key politicians, municipalities, planning engineers, installers, energy
companies and industry.
The benefits to the target groups are manifold such as:
− solution-oriented contributions to reaching local energy goals;
− information in terms of innovations, competition and best choices;
− the provision of contact with target groups;
− considerations in terms of feasibility of CHP solutions.
The following major outputs related to the goal will be implemented:
− analysis of the regional legal and economical framework and its impact on the regional
market exemplarily for the model region;
− derivation of action and implementation plans of good practice specific for the model
region;
− the public campaigns addressing policy and decision makers, building owners and young
people as future decision makers;
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− target-group specific promotion of best practices for RES-fueled CHP approaching
different groups of building owners, planners and installers;
− initiating new RES-CHP applications;
− training of above mentioned decision makers with regard to technical, ecological and
economical issues to support the practical implementation of RES-fueled CHP.
Access to information is a problem in the public energy supply system of Latvia. The
frequently used argument goes that energy consumers do not understand this complex issue and
therefore no information needs to be released to the general public, except for the regulated energy
tariffs. Yet sustainable development is unfathomable without the awareness and understanding of
energy producers’ and energy consumers’ actions and their mutual interconnectivity. Latvia has not
made sure there is a system allowing energy consumers to obtain information about the sources of
the energy they consume, about the security of energy supply, price predictability and alternative
energy options. The lack of such a system hinders the development of a clear policy of the energy
sector and impedes investment.
Within the limits of the project the following public actions are being suggested in Latvia:
informative seminars, learning excursions to the CHP plants using renewable fuels, training
courses, consultations on making the technically-economic justification for new CHP projects.
Unfortunately, the interest for training courses and seminars is not as high as it could be expected.
The main reason of it can be the lack of information about the actions of CHP goes Green for the
wide circle of people.
3.2. Applying a Sustainable Energy Community model for development of „green“ CHP
A Sustainable Energy Community is the integration and collaborative action in the wider
community (e.g. town or region) to expand and replicate ideas tested in the clearly defined
geographic area called the Sustainable Energy Zone (SEZ). This is delivered through structured
engagement with the wider public, private and community sectors to identify synergies and
supporting initiatives to influence positive changes in behavior and policy. An SEC is community in
which everyone works together to adopt a more sustainable pattern of energy supply and use. The
SEZ establishes sustainable energy targets that are measured and monitored and creates a focal
point for partners, projects and proposals to integrate in a structured way. This allows new
technologies and techniques to be tried and tested in an incubator or living laboratory environment
[8].
Applying the SEC model modified for Latvian circumstances, firstly, it is analyzed the energy
efficiency of different Latvian regions, to find out the Sustainable Energy Zone – the most
perspective field for using the SEC method.
Then starts the energy development planning process, which includes 8 steps:
− forming the total vision of region (local energy resources, economy, demography, etc);
− defining of motivation power in region;
− defining of base line of development;
− working out the scenarios of development;
− formulating the strategy;
− formulating the plan of actions;
− monitoring and estimating the progress;
− adapting the new information for the planning process.
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Table 1. Instruments used for applying of SEC methodology in Latvia
Planning instruments
1.Formulating of
strategy (for regions
and districts)
2. Formulating the
plan of actions
3. Energy audit

Institutional
instruments
1. Organising of
energy service
2. Cooperation
with
administration of
a district, energy
supplying
organizations

Financial instruments
1. The main
instruments: owners,
investors, state
garanties, budget
programms
2. The additional
instruments: the RES
and ecology funds

Communicative
instruments
1. Meetings with
inhabitans of district
2. Informative
presentations

In 2011 in Latvia there was started a training program “Sustainable heating system with
renewable energy resource”, where the modified SEC model is used. While implementing this kind
of programs it is possible to stimulate the farther development of cogeneration in different Latvian
regions, using local renewable energy sources.
3.3. Documents regulating producing of energy in CHP plants using RES
The development of cogeneration using renewable energy sources is not possible without
support of government. The support schemes in different European countries include feed-in-tariffs,
green certificates, obligate buying of co-generated electrical power, tax exemptions or reductions,
tax refunds, premium payments. There are also volunteer support actions, which are based mainly
on consumers’ wish to pay higher price for renewable energy, but the influence of these actions on
development of “green” cogeneration is minimal [1].
The most important energy-related legislative document in Latvia is the Energy Law (2005),
which regulates the use of and support for all renewable resources. The government has also
adopted a series of regulations for CHP plants; the most notable among them is the Regulation Nr.
221 of the Cabinet of Ministers “The Regulation of electrical energy production and forming of
prices while producing electrical energy in CHP” (10 March, 2009), and the Regulation No 198
“The Regulation on Electric Power Production and Pricing Using Renewable Energy Sources”.
Of many possible options of support schemes for CHP using renewable energy sources, in
Latvia there are used the following: feed-in-tariffs, obligatory buying of co-generated electrical
power, EU earmarked subsidies for the development of CHP plants using RES.
The feed-in-tariffs, defined by Regulation Nr.221, depend on the installed electricity capacity
of the CHP units. The main weak point of the policy measures can be identified as discrimination
between different cogeneration plants, and particularly of small and micro systems, because at least
75% of the heat produced has to be supplied to the district heating. In the latest edit of the
Regulation Nr.221, a few changes referring to small capacity CHP plants were introduced. In period
from 2007 to 2010, number of CHP plants with electrical capacity 0.2–5 MW significantly
increased.
The policy does not support industrial or individual-use of cogeneration.
The pricing formula for the feed-in tariffs should have economically sound calculations at its
base, such as the investment costs into renewable energy technologies, the cost of resources, the
differentiation of support level to different power stations. The feed-in tariff pricing for energy
produced by biomass and biogas power stations depends on the differential tariff rates for the end
users of natural gas. This can seriously complicate cost and income planning for the businesses in
question, as well as increase their risks in dealing with lending institutions.
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4.

CONCLUSIONS

1.

Further market penetration of higher share of cogeneration fuelled by renewables requires
removing barriers from the legislative and administrative framework, requires planning and
cooperation, capacitating of technical decision makers and general awareness-raising and
trust-building among potential promoters, multipliers and users. Moreover it is a question of
cost if alternatives are considered. It is worth investing in developing the new effective
technologies used in cogeneration (wood gasification).
Usage of modified for Latvian circumstances SEC methodology is appropriate for development
of cogeneration in definite Latvian districts, applying local renewable energy sources
(particularly wood).
It is necessary to simplify technical and administrative procedure for newly created CHP
plants, especially for the ones with small capacity and the ones using renewable fuel. The
support mechanisms for using of cogeneration have to apply not only to businesses, but also to
individuals. It also can be recommended to abolish the natural gas tariff as an element of the
pricing formula for electricity produced at CHP plants using renewables.

2.
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ABSTRACT
In the controversy over a safe and permanent disposal of nuclear waste, numerous solutions have been put
forward. While from a scientifical point of view answers are inconclusive, the option of geological disposal
seems to be the most common approach in most European countries with regard to high-level nuclear waste.
In view of this discrepancy, the objective of this paper is to analyze the organisation of nuclear waste
management (NWM) in Sweden and to a little extent also the United Kingdom. In addition to that, particular
focus shall be put on the implementation of the respective national policies. Furthermore it will be shown
what kind of responsible agencies were implemented. The paper aims at comparing, contrasting and
analysing the various pursued strategies and processes as well as showing the difficulties inherent to finding a
site which is both appropriate and meets with political and public acceptance.
After an outline of the historical development of the respective processes, the article attempts to identify
special national phases in the development of the nuclear waste management. It then illustrates how national
concepts for the direct geological disposal of domestic nuclear fuel have been implemented and which policy
regimes have been introduced.
The paper particularly emphasizes the Swedish development which is due to the fact that Sweden can be
considered a pioneer in the field of waste storage and its development is therefore debated with special
emphasis it iniatiated the process of final high-level waste disposal already in the 1970s.
The following paragraphs will therefore discuss to what extent Swedenʼ s long experience with the issue of
disposal entitles it to the status of a role model for other countries. In addition to that, this question shall also
be little contrasted with the national strategy predominant in the UK. As a last point, the paper will question
the role which international findings in the field of radioactive waste storage play in influencing the political
outcome of countries.
Keywords: Nuclear Waste Management, high level waste, Sweden, United Kingdom

1.

INTRODUCTION

Albeit most European countries with nuclear power are favouring the option of geological
disposal as the best option to handle spent nuclear fuel (SNF) and high level nuclear waste (HLW),
many of them meeting problems when nuclear waste management policies have been implemented.
The potential for conflict arises on how to find a site and siting strategies that are politically and
publicly acceptable, whereas Sweden seems to implement its policy for nuclear waste management
(NWM) successfully. Neither to build the provisions for final storage for low- and intermediatelevel waste and the interim storage nor to run these facilities in operation did provoke any strong
opposition. Also the process to find a site for the final disposal of HLW has been running without
any great obstacles [1].
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The approach of the paper is to follow the hypothesis that technical and society conflicts are
often settled within the phase of implementation. In Sweden this hypothesis is may be not validate
to describe the implementation of nuclear waste management, especially for the final disposal of
high level waste. Therefore it is debatable to what extent the principle of countervailing influence –
top-down-process versus bottom-up-process – is an explaining factor. An integration of various
stages and actors could be understood as a driver and simultaneously as a catalyzer for the whole
process. The research of implementation has shifted its contents from the consideration of
effectiveness to the importance of implementation for legitimating policy. With regard to NWM the
governmental and administrative action has to produce an impact. Nevertheless, functionality resists
as a central feature to assure quality management and to supervise the accomplishment of duties and
responsibilities. This paper aims to firstly explain the process how to deal with nuclear waste in
Sweden. The role of referring to scientific findings, the extent of private action in this process has
been to analyze. An adaptation is easier when a formulated policy will put into practice than to
handle with negotiations and substantial changes [1]. In general, a strategy has to be consistent to
pave the way for locating the final disposal for spent nuclear fuel. Due to this argument some key
elements have to take into account: (a) scientific paradigm, (b) environmental and economical costbenefit-analyses, (c) the political (and) popular dimension of environmental protection, (d) public
participation in environmental decision making. An integrated approach considers the technical side
of the problem to dispose nuclear waste, the societal and political dimension as well as the legal
basis and other framework requirements [2].
2.

RESEARCH IMPLEMENTATION AS METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH

The methodology is the approach of research implementation, the question of possible causes
for the discrepancy between norm (action program) and reality (impact), when program
implementation is forced by orders or other programs. It is important how an operational process is
organized, i.e. in the field of high level radioactive waste management. A further side effect is to
evaluate success or fail elements in the process. The aim is to come to general evidence on terms
and conditions exercised at political stage [8]. When referring to North on the hand and to Scharpf
on the other hand, both of them have different approaches. North indicates that institutions shape
actors opportunities, mental maps and incentives, while Scharpf points out actors are characterized
by capabilities, perceptions and preferences (both together actor orientations). It has to be analyzed
about the explaining factor: the transferability to practical issues.
The structure and useful tool of an implementation process can be seen below in Fig. 1. A
core element is the tractability of the problem. In this content it derives from the mentioned core
element and will be converted into two variables: (1) the ability of statute to structure
implementation and (2) nonstatutory variables affecting implementation.
The basic assumption in this paper is the interaction between the technical and the societal
context when a nuclear waste management process will be implemented. Whereas the technical
system contains geological question, in particular engineered barriers, the societal system
comprehends the public and stakeholder processes which are linked to the political system. For this
paper the stages in the implementation process are most important.
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Fig. 1. Skeletal Flow Diagram of the Variables Involved in the Implementation Process [3]

Fig. 2. Radioactive waste governance in the (geo-) technical and socio-cultural context [3]
3.

THE SWEDISH SNF DISPOSAL PROGRAM

During the 1970s the process to find a site for final disposal nuclear waste has been started. In
Sweden the operators have the responsibility of dispose and final dispose nuclear waste. By
following the Swedish parliamentary decision these operators have found a joint associate company
named SKB (Svensk Kärnbränslehantering AB) in 1972 Their responsiblity is also about
transporting nuclear waste and interim storage. Traditionally there is a long-standing association
between the management of spent nuclear fuel in Sweden and the industry-led SKB research,
development and demonstration project [3]. For the reason of the success of the KBS project it led
to a government affirmation to obsess the KBS concept. The introduction of a new legislation, the
Nuclear Power Stipulation Act, has been made in February 1977 and put pressure to the reactor
owners. The Act assessed that they must show exactly how and where spent fuel can be disposed in
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a absolute safety manner. It was linked to the permission can be granted to fuel any other reactor [7,
p. 251, 1977 STS – Svensk Författningssamling]. An important change was made when the
Stipulation Act had replaced by the Act on Nuclear Activities in 1984. In addition, the wording
„absolute“ safety was transfered to the reconfirmation that reactor owners were to be held
responsible for a „comprehensive research and development programme“ guaranteeing the safe
handling, interim storage and domestic geological disposal [7].
Nearly 30 years the whole process is focused to a stepwise implemenation of the multi-barrier
KBS-3 concept for final disposal of nuclear fuel.
Sundqvist [4] says that the Swedish society has a high trust in the nuclear industry because it
appears to the public that Swedish nuclear power plants operators have a solution to deal with the
nuclear waste disposal problem. In 1977, SKB has installed a labour about reposition technology at
the location of the former mine Stripa to start research activities. Already in 1983, the SKB has
published a report named „KBS-3“ as a concept of encapsulate the spent fuel, inside of a natural
rock formation. Furthermore, it is protected by additional engineering barriers like Bentonite rings.
In the 1990s the laboratory for reposition technology has moved to Oskarshamn at a depth of
460 meters – research work has been set up from 1990 to 1995. In the period from 1993 to 2000 the
SKB has made eight feasibility studies. The two local sites Storuman und Malä withdrawal in this
process caused by negative municipal referendums. Five out of six local sites - Östhammar,
Nyköping, Tierp, Oskarshamn, Hultsfred and Älvkarleby – seemed to be appropriate for a final
disposal site. Due to the Swedish Environmental Code, a comprehensive environmental legislation
has introduced in 1999 has required an Environmental Impact Assessment process; 20 years after
the KBS project was initiated [3] [6].
With regard to sites the SKB has attracted Östhammar (close to Forsmark), Oskarshamn and
Tierp as shortlisted. While Tierp has rejected and resigned the two muncipal councils of Östhammar
and Oskarhamn have resolved to allow exploration drillings, which began in 2002 [6]. In June 2009,
SKB has opted for the location Forsmark. For this reason Oskarshamn Municipality has received a
financial compensation. For long-term development projects in the municipality SKB will invest
1.5 billion Swedish kronor [6]. In March 2011, the SKB has submitted an application to the
Swedish Radiation Safety Authority to accredit the construction of a repository at Forsmark.
According to SKBʼs view the planning permission for the repository ought to be available in 2015
and site is to be ready in 2025.
Table 1. Timeline of the Swedish Nuclear Waste Management process [4]
Year
1976
1984
1990s
2002
2007
2009
2011

Issue
Launch of the ‘KBS’ nuclear fuel safety project
Approval of the industry report about KBS-3 as a basis for the research, development and
demonstration programme; reporting on every third year
The Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Company (SKB) conducts geological surveys
on regional and local levels in order to select a site for the repository
SKB begins site investigations for a repository at two potential sites: in Forsmark (Östhammar
Municipality) and in Simpevarp-Laxemar (Oskarshamn Municipality)
Site investigations are finished
SKB selects Forsmark for the repository. The Swedish Government will nevertheless make the
final decision on whether the repository will be constructed on the chosen site
SKB has submitted a licence application again in full on 16 March 2011 to construct the repository
in Forsmark

At least, the KBS-3 concept still represents a suitable way how to deal with high-level nuclear
waste. The counterpart is that the concept has remained incomplete so long as a local site for final
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disposal has been undetermined. ELAM/SUNDQVIST [5] conclude that the Swedish nuclear waste
management programme has a positive reputation because of the fluidity, heterogeneity and
multiple nature of the KBS-3 concept. The question is if KBS Programme has delivered for more
than 30 years a practical solution to the Swedish nuclear waste problem or has the KBS Programme
just achieved what it initially set out to do. The KBS Programme has always being more concerned
with the the production of hard and fast signs of the safe disposability of nuclear waste, rather than
with actual disposal itself [7, p. 247]. In general, Sweden has introduced a eleven-part proceeding
and its override by five elements: (1) reference design, (2) site description, (3) research and
development, (4) results of earlier assessments and (5) databases.
In sum, the Swedish paradigm how to find a national solution to nuclear fuel safety is brought
at international level by the reason of recent internationalisation of the Swedish nuclear industry [6].
Therefore, the Swedish underground storage concept is highly interesting for other countries in
Europe, e.g. in the United Kingdom [5].
One interpretation of the KBS Programme is that it has labelled as “good nuclear governance”
and has established even before the term government was discussed in broader perspective as new
forms of “governing without government” [5].
4.

THE SWEDISH KBS-3-METHOD

According to the KBS-3-method for the final repository for spent nuclear fuel, SKB’s proposal
is to encapsulate the spent nuclear fuel in copper canisters with cast iron inserts and depositing the
canisters at a depth of about 500 metres in the bedrocks. Therefore, stable mechanical and chemical
conditions are needed. Impermeable copper canisters are embedded in bentonite clay. Additionally
SKB points out that the clay constitutes a buffer against minor rock movements and prevents
corrosive substances from getting in to the canister. An effective absorption of radionuclides is in
place, if the canister is damaged [7].
The idea of the Swedish final repository for spent nuclear fuel is based on the principle of
multi barriers. Three barriers, the canister, the buffer and the rock constitute are the repositoryʼ s
barriers. In sum, this structure shall prevent radioactive substances from reaching ground level and
harming man and the environment. According to SSM regulations (SSMFS 2008:21) [21] the safety
assessment has to cover a period for at least 100,000 years after the closure of the repository to
contain nuclear waste safe. For this duration the barriers function has to be in place [9].
Regarding the quantitative risk analysis for the first 100,000 years the General Guidance state
the following: “Supplementary indicators of the repository’s protective capability, such as barrier
functions, radionuclide fluxes and concentrations in the environment, should be used to strengthen
the confidence in the calculated risks.”
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• Copper canister is one of the barriers that prevents radioactive substances from escaping into the
environment
• canisters will be deposited in the final repository at a depth of 500 metres
• weigh between 25 and 27 tones when filled with spent nuclear fuel
• designed to withstand corrosion and any mechanical forces caused by movements in the rock
• bentonite clay will act as a buffer between the walls of the deposition hole and the copper
canister.
• buffer damps both mechanical movements and chemical changes in the rock.metres
• task of the buffer in the final repository is threefold: (1) to prevent corrosive substances, (2) to
protect the canister in the event of small movements in the rock, (3) to delay the spread of
radioactive substances that may escape from a canister
• The rock surrounding the final repository will serve to isolate the waste from man and the
environment
• give the canister and the bentonite clay buffer a stable chemical environment and protect them
from whatever is happening at ground level.

Fig. 3. 3-barrier-system or KBS-3-method
In Sweden the copper canister plays an important role in the design of the repository.
Therefore, long-term physical and chemical stability of copper in aqueous environments is required
when the safety evolution in a disposal concept is guaranteed. The corrosion resistance of copper is
put into question caused by results under anoxic conditions in aqueous solution. The conflict is
about the verification of safety of copper in comparison with final disposal while public and
political concerns were verbalized. On 16 November 2009, the Swedish National Council for
Nuclear Waste has organized a workshop to discuss questions on the issue of“Mechanisms of
Copper Corrosion in Aqueous Environments”. The workshop has addressed the fundamental
understanding of the corrosion characteristics of copper with regard to oxygen-free environments.
There is limited information available about the corrosion mechanism and its implication on the
containment of spent nuclear fuel in a copper canister [10]. The following passage at an appropriate
seminar report reflects the current status about KBS-3-concept:
The geological environment surrounding the copper canisters will be nearly oxygen-free, and
one of the premises on which the KBS-3 rests is the assumption that copper cannot corrode in such
an environment. The scientific findings of a small group of researchers at KTH (the Royal Institute
of Technology) in Stockholm have therefore been met with widespread interest and debate. Their
findings are in short that copper actually can corrode in pure water, free from oxygen as well as
from complexing ions. Since the release of the KTH findings, the long-term safety of the KBS-3
method has been questioned. Then the Government will make their own ruling. [10].
5.

SWEDISH LEGAL AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

With reference to the Swedish law the polluter-pays principle is applied. The owner of a
nuclear power plant has the full responsibility for the safe handling and final disposal of spent
nuclear fuel and nuclear waste that is produced. The financial aspects are included into the nuclear
waste management. In the 1970s Swedish nuclear power plants owners have established the
Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Company (SKB). The SKB is the implementer of a
final disposal programme.
The Government has given the task of Main regulatory body responsible for the supervision of
nuclear waste safety and radiation protection is the Swedish Radiation Safety Authority (SSM) – the
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task has been given to SSM by the Government to review the SKB
ʼs application under the Act on
Nuclear Activities (ANA). On 1 July 2008, the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI) and the
Swedish Radiation Protection Institute (SSI) were merged to form the joint authority SSM. Another
task is the review process of the application according to the Environmental Code, which is done by
the Environmental Court who reports the findings to the Government.

Fig. 4. The licensing review procedure [10]
The SKB is prompted by law to present a nuclear waste handling or rather disposal solution.
For the whole process the authorities will review it, based on these results they make their
recommendation to the Government. The Government will establish a double structure to receive
two proposals. One actor is the Environmental Court which come up with provisions with regard to
the Environmental Code. The other player is the SSM who will stipulate conditions under the Acts
on Nuclear Activities and Radiation Protection.
In sum, responsibility in the nuclear waste management is divided. The Swedish Nuclear Fuel
and Waste Management Company acts as an implementer, regulator function is fulfilled by the
Swedish Radiation Safety Authority, its responsibility is for the supervision of nuclear waste safety
and radiation-protection. SSMʼs regulation and guidance on post -closure repository safety has two
parts: radiation protection and safety regulation. Another important agency with responsibility is the
Swedish National Council for Nuclear Waste [11]. The regulations SSMFS 2008:37 [22] contains
some requirements:
• Protection of human health
• General environmental protection goals
• Application of optimization
• Best Available Technique (BAT)
The relevant guidance advises on the reporting of risk, BAT and optimization for different
time periods after closure, selection of scenarios, calculation of risk, handling of uncertainty and
risk mitigation [12]. According to regulations of safety requirements on the design of the repository,
barrier functions and safety reporting as well as regulations to the construction and operational
phases of the repository are included.
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Another important regulation is the Financing Act. The financing system has been reorganized in 1996 when the Nuclear Waste Fund (NWF) – a government authority – was
established to hold the funded assets. The NWF has its own Board of Governors but no working
staff, on behalf of them the Financial and Administrative Services Agency controls the
administrative and capital management of the Board. Originally the system was invented by the
Swedish parliament in 1982; the holder of a license – owner or operator – of a nuclear power plant
(NPP) pays a special fee to the state to compensate the costs for safe future management, disposal
of the spent nuclear fuel and decommissioning and dismantling of NPP. The fee is determined at a
given rate per kWh of electricity produced by a NPP. Nowadays, since 2008, the fee system has
reformed to define an amount in kronor, to be paid by a licensee who no longer delivers nuclear
energy. Depending on a proposal by the Swedish Radiation Safety Authority the Government
decides on the size of the fee. The SSM together with the Government, only for certain cases,
approve the pay-off from the NWF [13]. When following the whole Swedish NWM process one can
certify a top-down approach and altogether with a commercial organization.

Fig. 5. The financing system for nuclear waste [13]
6.

THE SWEDISH REVIEW PROCESS

Due to the implementer function, the Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Company
has submitted three-part-divided application to deal with nuclear waste [14]:
• application under the Act on Nuclear Activities for CLAB (an interim storage facility for
spent nuclear fuel) and an encapsulation facility in Oskarshamn (1st submission in
November 2006, amended in 2009; the application was submitted again completely on 16
March 2011)
• an application under the Act on Nuclear Activities for a spent fuel repository, including the
site and method (submitted on 16 March 2011)
• an application under the Swedish Environmental Code covering the entire repository system
(CLAB, encapsulation facility and repository; submitted on 16 March 2011)
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It is expected the review period will take at least two years, the SSM will provide a statement
to the Government. Afterwards the Government decides to grant a licence to SKB or rejects the
submitted application. For the reason of a step-wise review process, the following steps are
compromising five elements regarding licensing issues [14]:
1. to construct, own and operate the facilities;
2. commencement of the construction phase;
3. test operation;
4. regular operation;
5. decommissioning and/or closure.
On 16 March 2011, SKB has submitted its licence applications to the Authority equated with
the first step of the review process. Nevertheless, it is a highly important step caused by the final
opportunity for broad public involvement through the environmental impact assessment process.
The SSM opens the corridor for national consultation whereas special case is a possible municipal
veto on the part of the two municipal authorities Oskarshamn and Östhammar. The first step has an
enormous significance as several important decisions are to be taken, e.g. selection of method and
site. There are difficulties because SKB
ʼs application cannot offer all details in terms of
construction and operation. Nevertheless, the SKB has to demonstrate its competence to construct
and run the facility in fulfilling the compulsory requirements and that the facility can be constructed
in an appropriate way: sufficient level of safety and security after the repository has been closed in
the future. In particular, the first step contains a strong focus on key assumptions in the analysis of
long-term safety. International agencies like the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) have
to be involved while it is in compliance with international practice. By designing, constructing and
commissioning a nuclear facility such as a repository long-term processes have to take place in
steps. The Authority, here SSM, will have an expert circle to review SKBʼs proposal with regard
to construction engineering, plant technology, geology, hydrology, chemistry, materials chemistry,
materials engineering, social sciences, technical physics and radioecology. Parallel reviewing will
be made by the Environmental Court considering the application under the Swedish Environmental
Court [14].
Table 2. Running process of review
Date
27 May 2011

November 2012
Phase 1a
November 2012
Phase 1b

Issue
Swedish Radiation Safety Authority begins its technical review; two phases: (1)
initial technical review phase, (2) main review phase. 1st phase involves a broad
review of the application documents in order to determine whether the licence
applications are sufficiently complete and of sufficient quality to enter the extensive
main review phase
Initial technical review phase is anticipated to formally continue until November
2012
When initial acceptance review was completed, the application documents were
referred to other bodies for consideration and comments. Over the years the Swedish
Radiation Safety Authority have maintained dialogue with the external actors
monitoring SKB’s work and who have also been interested in the Authority’s role in
the process. Some of these stakeholders have received funding from the Nuclear
Waste Fund for work in this area and have built up their own expertise in the field.
The Authority wishes to use this interest and expertise in the area as a platform for
requesting the views of national stakeholders on the entire application documents.
The consultation (interest and expertise shall be used as a platform to request the
view of national stakeholders) responses are to have been received by the Swedish
Radiation Safety Authority by 1 June 2012
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7.

NUCLEAR WASTE MANAGEMENT IN THE UK

It is not a target of this paper to refer every single step of the UK
ʼs Nuclear Waste
Management process. Therefore, only a short reflection of previous initiatives is necessary. In the
1970s the question has raised, how to handle nuclear waste. The awareness can be seen at the report
from the Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution, also known as Flowers Report, when it
was stated that:
“… it would be morally wrong to commit future generations to the consequences of fission
power on a massive scale unless it has been demonstrated beyond reasonable doubt that at least
one method exists for the safe isolation of these wastes for the indefinite future [15].”
In 1976, there is the starting point, when the Royal Commission was recommended the formation of
a Nuclear Waste Disposal Corporation to propose a solution about nuclear waste management. The
period until 2000 can be seen as lost time because no real efforts were made. During a speech of
former Environment Minister, Michael Meacher, on 20 July 2000, the need for a new consultation
process was highlighted:
“[This would] be the first step of an open and transparent approach that must characterise
the radioactive waste management policy debate in the future. The main aim of the consultation
paper will be to explore how to involve the public, and groups that represent the public, in that
debate” [16].
In the report “Managing Radioactive Waste Safely”, a Government´s consultation document,
was published in September 2001 [17] to redevelop nuclear waste policy. A consultation process
was initiated, e.g. focus groups and dialogues with stakeholders. The result was a governmental
announcement in July 2002 to establish a new independent committee (Committeee on Radioactive
Waste Management - CoRWM) to review alternatives for managing radioactive waste and to make
recommendations. The approach is to carry out an open, transparent and inclusive review to
necessarily engage the public and to provide them with the opportunity to express their views.
Therefore, the CoRWM is planning an active programme of public and stakeholder debate. In 2006
the Committee has made some recommendations to the Government. Most important one is
regarded to site choice: what is known for present knowledge geological disposal is the best method
for the long-term management of legacy higher activity waste. The explanatory statement was the
fact that geological disposal is internationally recognized as the preferred approach and at end the
government has supported this recommendation. A consultation process of the Government has
continued, in 2008 the White Paper “Managing Radioactive Waste Safely: A Framework for
Implementing Geological Disposal” [18] has offered, with regard to the framework for
implementing geological disposal:
• a strong and effective implementing organisation in the Nuclear Decommissioning
Authority (NDA);
• strong independent regulation by the statutory regulators;
• independent scrutiny and advice from a reconstituted CoRWM;
• an approach to siting a geological disposal facility based on voluntarism and partnership
with local communities.
The guidance line of UKʼs strategy is to firstly formulate simple questions and answer them:
1. Objective – What is the objective of the strategy?
2. Our Strategy – What is our current strategy, and any associated risks and opportunities?
3. Development – What strategy development do we plan to undertake in the future?
4. Delivery – What have we delivered so far and how do we plan to implement our strategy?
The recent planning assumptions are to proposeʼs UK
first waste emplacement in a
geological disposal facility by 2040. At the beginning the process is guided by local communities
but at a later date more technical stages of MRWS programme will take several decades [19].
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As formulated in the White Paper communities are invited to express an interest in taking part
in discussions about the siting process for a repository for UK’s high level activity radioactive
waste. Since 2008, three Councils have expressed their interest: Copeland, Allerdale Borough
Councils and Cumbria County Council. These authorities are cooperating with the West Cumbria
MRWS Partnership to reflect on whether or whether not to move into the siting process itself. The
consultation has started on 21 November 2011 to get statements of people and will run until the 23
March 2012 [20].
The process of finding an appropriate site in the UK comprises six criteria [20]:
1. Safety, security, environment and planning
2. Geology
3. Community benefits and impacts
4. Design, engineering and inventory
5. Siting process
6. Public and stakeholder views

Fig. 6. Criterion 5 UK siting process, the timeline and current status [20]
8.

INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE OF GEOLOGICAL DISPOSAL

The method of geological disposal has been adopted by a number of countries as a solution
for the long-term management of higher activity radioactive waste. The energy sector and with it
companies have internationalized especially since the liberalization of the European energy market
in the 1990s. Also Swedish companies expanded, but SKB is still communicated as a Swedish
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company, the involvement of nuclear reactor owners is existent. There is a link between Finnish and
Swedish companies, e.g. Fortum holds interests of 50% in two Swedish reactor sites. Fortum also
holds a 25% share in SKB. Some joint research projects were started, Posiva Oy the Finnish
counterpart of Swedish SKB has adopted the KBS-3 concept as the guiding concept for geological
disposal of Finlandʼs nuclear waste [5]. When the European Commission has established a
“European Technology Platform for implementing the geological disposal for nuclear waste” on 31
January 2012 some borrowings were made and entanglements of private and state-owned nuclear
industries were transferred to the Implementing Geological disposal of Radioactive Waste
Technology Platform.
Today, the collaboration between SKB and UK
ʼs Nuclear Decommissioning Authority is
significantly increasing with the argument that the KBS Programme has shown in past experiences
(KBS 1-3) a successful demonstration with regard to a safe repository concept for the final and
geological disposal of high activity nuclear waste [5, p. 257]. A new approach was invented in
1992, when SKB has adopted the principle of local acceptability as the main element deciding the
site selection of a KBS-3 repository. It can be clearly see that the UK has assumed the same
approach for their new final disposal UK concept with the difference that the new approach to find
suitable site and process structure is orientated in a bottom-up approach.
9.

CONCLUSION

The problem of Nuclear Waste Management has similiarities all over the world. To get rid of
nuclear waste depends on countries
ʼ respective histories, political culture
s and institutional
settings. In general, countries have different goals and, hence, processes [13]. The main goal of a
waste management concept is to demonstrate safety. For Sweden is a close cooperation between the
state and the nuclear industry significant as a result of a strong policy network which was
established and persists. An analysis by LIDSKOG has alluded that the policy network has
developed both insitutional and interpersonal dimensions. Therefore, it is a structure of inclusion
from state and economy, but of exlusion from civil society and environmental organizations [14].
Since the beginning of Swedish nuclear waste management process in the 1970s the responsibility
is characterized by a delegation to the nuclear power plant owners themselves. The distance from
political institutions decision-making about the issue radioactive waste is a tacit acceptance [14].
Civil society is often tardy involved, a large amount of nuclear waste has already produced, often
policy is yet formulated and only the implementation remains. Therefore, the coordination of policy
together with parallel policy implementation is a huge restraint to achieve a solution with regard to
nuclear waste regulation [15].
In Sweden, a strong connection between nuclear waste management, the licensing of nuclear
power plants and the target to achieve the demonstration of a “safe” final storage were fulfilled and
presented within KBS-3 method. From the beginning SKB research was more focussed on
engineered barriers. The basic strategy has been to demonstrate safe disposal as a question of
engineered barriers to prove a principle solution. In 2009, some natural scientists has cast doubt on
the KBS-3 method because of copper canister corrosion. Also the process how to make preinvestigations, the selection of the site Forsmark has delivered more questions. A site selection
process is presented as a voluntary action of some municipals. Voluntarity is may be helpful for the
selection process which additional inspections are necessary and the result were not communicated
in an appropriate manner. It is the style of the importance of none-politicizing the issue about a
repository – only questions about final disposal: technical and local. To find out the best site is may
be not possible when only voluntarity is taking place and decision making leaves open transparent
information. One have to think about the fact that a postulate site will not fulfill the final storage
concept requirements. Then another solution is needed.
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The function of a municipality is crossing three spheres: civil society, state and economy. In
the paper it was shown that the UK has oriented oneself at the Swedish KBS-3 concept. Although
the KBS programme has promised the safetyness of geological disposal of nuclear waste and
includes a belief in the availability of such a long-term solution is one interpretation. Another
remark is the question about practical stability, means that the KBS-3 programme was not
consistent over time, has resulted in fluidity and still has not proved as appropriate method. A longterm solution for nuclear waste is not closer than before. The Swedish model has widespreaded and
a further outcome is that the nuclear industry has a highly control over nuclear waste management
and therefore autonomous influence. With regard to learning processes it is necessary to re-integrate
processes with regard to checks and balances as a permanent task in nuclear waste management.
Based on the key elements in the beginning the scientific paradigm (a) in Sweden is highly
concentrated on the KBS-3-method, while the UK has started all over again and broke with their
further NWM concept; the environmental and economical cost-benefit-analyses (b) were not
examined in this paper, but the top-down approach in Sweden has shown the confidence in a private
organisation of NWM, while the UK broke the strong alliance to the private sector within NWM but
today orientates at some extend in the Swedish concept, furthermore the scientic research and
questions of process implementation is organised at the University of Sussex; the political and
popular dimension of environmental protection (c) is adapted in both countries; public participation
in environmental decision making (d) is uneven when comparing both countries, process
proceeding elements are focussed on public participation, whereas UKʼs transparent site finding
process has the potential to become a prototype for other countries. In summary, further research in
all directions of nuclear waste management is highly demanded.
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ABSTRACT
Transportation sector is the largest emissions contributor in the world. Emission generated and uncontrolled
can be contributed to increasing of greenhouse gases. Indirectly, it also will be impacted on the increasing of
global warming that would affect adversely to the living creatures in the earth. Moreover, fossil energy
supplies are depleted increasingly without be offset by the discovery of the new resources. It will increase
difficulties to provide the necessities of the life which in the meantime, the source of environmental friendly
renewable energy still in the stage of the development process.
According to both conditions, required an act of environmental care and energy efficiency that can be done
by people in their life although a small and trivial things. One of the activities that often done by people is
delivery of goods either in one island, inter islands and even intercontinental. Various types of delivery have
done either by means of sea and air transportations. However, the consumers is rarely knows energy
consumption and air pollution generated from each of its delivery types. Now, it is time for consumers to
know them because almost all people in the world ever did it. So, this information is important to increase
public awareness in support of energy efficiency at least in their life activities.
Therefore, as a first step, this project take a case study to compare fuel consumption, emission, and economic
consideration in goods delivery process from Portugal to Brasil between aircraft type of Airbus A340 and
marine vessel type of CSAV Rungue. In this case study, can be proved that Airbus A340 is more efficienct
than CSAV Rungue according to energy consumption and emission aspects.
Keywords: comparison, fuel consumption, emission, delivery, Portugal to Brasil

1.

INTRODUCTION

Freight activity is a common activity which a famous to our ears and difficult to be separated
from the public life. This activity has been familiar in our life either is done in the same island and
different island or continental. The delivered goods are usual varied from office equipments, foods,
clothes, medicines, and even to the correspondences or mailing and packages. Moreover, means of
transportation used in this delivery process is also varied from land, sea, and air transportation. Each
of this kind of transportation has different characteristic and specification in aspect of energy
consumption, emission, and economic consideration among goods delivery process. Not only that
even in the same kind of transportation also different in energy consumption, emission, and
economic aspects. It dependent on many factors like machine specifications and capacities,
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maintenances, geographical conditions, etc. Research or more complete case study with very detail
characteristics and variables can be conducted deeply in another time.
However, in this paper, will be performed a case study of goods delivery from Portugal to
Brasil with compare fuel consumption, emission, and economical aspects between aircraft type of
Airbus A340 and marine vessel type of CSAV Rungue. The purpose of this case study is to get
comparison data of fuel consumption, emission generated, and economical consideration in goods
delivery process from Portugal to Brasil using Airbus A340 and CSAV Rungue. Beside of as an
insight, this information is also important to be known by publics in order to increase awareness
toward energy efficiency in daily activities. It also can be used in the decision making process by
various interested parties however needed further more complex researches in this area.
There are two schemes or options of goods delivery process that will be studied. Delivered
goods are from the same location point in Portugal and delivered to same destination point in Brasil.
Nevertheless, the first option will use marine vessel of CSAV Rungue while the second option use
Airbus A340 plane. Detail scheme of delivery process is described in the table below.
Table 1. Delivery Process Scheme
Truck : Company
» House1 (Coimbra)
House 1
» Port of Lisboa
Port Harbour » Company (Coimbra)
Option 1

Option 2

Ship : Portugal
Truck : Port Harbour
House 2
Truck : Company
House 1
Airport
Plane : Portugal
Truck : Airport
House 2

» Brasil (Port of Santos )
» House 2 (Minas Gerais)
» Port of Santos
» House 1 (Coimbra)
» Lisboa Airport
» Company (Coimbra)
» Brasil (Confins Airport)
» House 2 (Minas Gerais)
» Confins Airport

Travel distance and time which needed in delivering process of the goods from Portugal to Brasil
are described in the following table either use Airbus A340 or CSAV Rungue.
Table 2. Travel Distance and Time

2.

Type of Travel

Distance (km)

House 1 » Port of Lisboa
House 1 » Lisboa Airport
Port of Lisboa » Port of Santos
Lisboa Airport » Confins Airport
Port of Santos » House 2
Confins Airport » House 2

433.5
420.5
8,395
7,437
1,306
78.4

Average Time
(hours)
5.6
5.2
240
10
16
2.5

METHODOLOGY

The methodology used in determine fuel consumption, emission generated, and economic
analysis will be conducted step by step using COPERT IV software analysis, table data, and
equations where dependent on to the type of transportation which will be calculated. Calculation of
fuel consumption and emission for truck from company location and back to company location
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again will be conducted by using simulation of COPERT IV software either in Portugal and Brasil.
Process of simulation using Copert IV software is based on data from "Emission Inventory
Guidebook" which published in 2006, specifications of truck like vehicle classification, type of fuel
used, etc. and physical condition of the route like average slope, type of road, distance, and others
variabels that available in the COPERT IV software. Value of long distance traveled is obtained
with using Google Earth software application where departure and arrival point desired are inserted
to the coordinate of Google Earth.

Fig. 1. Using Google Earth Usage To Obtain Long Travel Distance
According to the informations from truck company, the average speed of truck is considered
30 km/h for urban routes and 90 km/h for highway. In this step, also consider to topographic slope
of the routes in Portugal and Brasil where we assume the value is 0.
While for sea transportation of CSAV Rungue vessel, fuel consumption and GHG emission
are calculated by using two methodologies: “Fuel Consumption” (statistic of fuel) and “Ship
Movement” (transport)[1]. However, the most approriate methodology for this case study is “Ship
Movement” since calculation of emissions for national and international sea travel is recommended
by the report of “Emission Inventory Guidebook”. This methodology is based on the use of data on
the ships movement. Overall, information data for this transportation type either fuel consumption,
pollutant emissions generated, and travel time is obtained from the company data in the form of
equations and table data.
For air transportation, after discuss and research some aviation specifications, finally selected
TAP airline as type of air transportation used in this case study. The company has two types of
plane that special for long travel distance: Airbus A330 and A340. However, only Airbus A340
which used for travel distances equal to or greater than 7408 km where suitable for this study. There
are three types of calculations for pollutant emissions and energy consumption of aircraft: "Very
Simple", "Simple" and "Detailed". The first type is not considered because the results are just a
estimation of the emissions. While the second type, assumed that the information of aircraft types
which used in this country have available. The last type is detailed method where presents and takes
into account cruise emissions and LTO times in modes for differents airplanes and flight distances.
The latter is divided into "Aircraft Movement Methodology" (transportation) and "Fuel
Consumption Methodology" (statistics of fuel)[1].
The most appropriate methodology used for this study is the type of "Detailed", with "Aircraft
Movement Methodology" because it is most recommended by "Emission Inventory Guidebook"
report for the calculate emissions in IFR (Instrumental Flight Rules) flights. Available information
and data related to aircraft movements as the "Take-Off and Landing" and Cruise where was
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developed based on the reference[1]. A general mathematical equation for calculate the fuel
consumption is:

The corresponding values for these variables were taken from the table of "Fuel Consumption
and Emission Factors for Dash 8, Fokker 50 Turboprops and Similar Size" as well as explained in
the reference "Emission Inventory Guidebook". Value of D1 and D2 are correspondent to the two
values of the distances to interpolate and nm (distance given in nautical miles). The actual distance
is intended to calculate the route and climb / cruise / descent must be taken values D1 and D2, for
calculating the energy consumption and emissions of NOx, HC, and CO.
Determine emission pollutant per kilogram of fuel for air pollutants such as EINOx, EICO and
EHC, we can use the following equation:

3.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Pollutant Emission Analysis
According to the equations and information data given in the reference, total emission which
produced by Airbus A340 is described in the following table.
Table 3. Total Emission of Airbus A340 from Portugal to Brasil
Tipe of
Planea)

CO2

CH4

N2O b)

NOX

CO

NMVOC

SO2 c)

PM2,5 d)

Combustível
Consumido
(kg)

A 340

6363

1.9

0.2

35.4

50.6

16.9

2.0

0.21

2019.9

a) For CH4 and NMVpoOC it is assumed that the emission factors for LTO cycles be 10% and 90% of total VOC (HC),
respectively (Olivier, 1991). Studies indicate that during cruise no methane is emitted (Wiesen et al., 1994).
b) Estimates based on IPCC Tier 1 default values.
c) Sulphur content of the fuel is assumed to be 0.05% for both LTO and cruise activities.
d) PM2.5 data (= PM10 emissions) Source: ICAO database (ICAO 2006) and DfT PSDH (UK-DfT 2006)
Source: Derived from ANCAT/EC2 1998, Falk (1999) and MEET 1999 [EIG].

While total emission for truck transportation for option 1 and option 2 of the delivery process
scheme is describe in the following table.
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Fig. 2. Total Emission of Truck for Option 1 and Option 2
The total pollutant emission which produced by marine vessel of CSAV Rungue is described
by the following table.
Table 4. Total Emission of CSAV Rungue from Portugal to Brasil.
Calculation
Formula
17.50E-3 * P * N
0.68E-3 * P 1,08 *N
0.28E-3 * P *N

Type of Pollutant
NOx
CO
HC
SO2
(Potential ≥ 2000
kW)

6652.1
722.5
106.4

Total Emission
(Kg/travel)
1.6E6
1.7E5
2.5E4

4310.6

1.1E6

Emission (Kg/h)

11.34E-3 * P * N

Where:
P = Motor Power Vessel (kW)*0,85 MCR (Motion Comfort Ratio) 1
N = Number of Engines of Vessel
1

4/3

MCR= (DISP)/[0.65(0,7DWL + 0,3LOA)* BEAM ], where:
DISP - Displacement: Volume of water displaced by the ship.
DWL - Distance at Waterline: Waterline length of the hull.
LOA - Length Over All: Total length of the vessel from stem to stern.
BEAM: width of the vessel in the enlarged portion.

So, if it is summarized, will get summarized result for the total emission of goods delivery
process from Portugal to Brasil for option 1 and option 2.
Table 5. Summary of Total Emission for Option 1 and Option 2
Total Emission (kg)
Tipe of
Journey
Option 1
Option 2

CO

VOC

NOx

PM10

PM2,5

CO2

HC

SO2

CH4

170,000.24
104.963.36

0.03
0.01

1,600,018.2
868.20

0.16
0.05

0.12
0.25

3,427.30
6,868.70

25,000.00
591,39.17

1,100,000
2.00

0.0
1.9
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3.2. Energy Consumption Analysis
This part will present about nominal fuel consumption for all kinds of transportation type in
this study. The calculation methodology is the quantification of total fuel mass taken for completion
of the trip, according to the mechanical efficiency of each transport study and mathematic
correlation with the Lower Heating Value (LHV) of the respective fuels, as described in the
following table.
Table 6. Comparison of Energy Consumption per Trip
Kinds of
Transport

Truck1

CSAV
Rungue
Airbus
A 340
1
2

Tipe of Fuel

Diesel

PCI of Fuel
(MJ/kg)2

Mass of Fuel spent/trip (kg)

42.3-43.3

Coimbra – Port (PT): 124.97
Port (BR) – Belo Horizonte:
962.60
Total: 1,087.57
Coimbra – Airport (PT):
121.22
Airport (BR) – Belo Horizonte:
39.24
Total = 160.46

Energy spent
(MJ/trip)
5,348.7
41,199.3
Total: 46,547.9
5,188.2
1,679.5
Total = 6,867.7

Heavy fuel

40-40.4

659,000

26.5E6

Aviation
Kerosene

43.8

52,965.01

23.2E5

Total spending for land transport in both countries.
Source: Ministry of Economy and Innovation, Notice No. 18670/2008

3.3. Time and Cost Analysis
The travel time calculation is carried out from the average distances traveled by land transport
(truck), ship, and airplane.
Table 7. Brief Comparison of Time and Cost
Tipe of Journey
Portugal-Brasil by Airbus A340
Portugal-Brasil by CSAV Rungue

Time (hour)
17.7
261.6

Cost (Euro)
3726.23
1791.91

The average travel time information of Airbus A340 from Portugal to Brasil obtained from
the company data. While for the ship, the travel time is calculated using the average speed of travel
and distance traveled.
Cost analysis in this project is calculated only from the costs associated with the fuel
consumption for all three modes of transport studied. Thus were not included other expenses related
to transportation, such as wear of equipment and parts, or payment of salaries of employees
involved in the transhipment of cargo. In the following table can be verified expenses associated
with the inland transport of cargo through the analysis of the total fuel used in every possible travel
and the value per unit of fuel, currently practiced in the two countries studied.
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Table 8. Cost Analysis Associated With The Land transport

1

Tipe of Journey

Price of
Gasoline

Port/Portugal
Airport/Portugal

1.33€/L
1.33€/L

Gasoline
Consumption/
Tipe of
Journey (kg)
124.97
121.22

Port/Brasil

R$1.98/L

962.60

0.85kg/L

Airport /Brasil

R$1.98/L

39.24

0.85kg/L

Airport /Brasil

R$1.98/L

39.24

0.85kg/L

Density of
Fuel
0.85kg/L
0.85kg/L

Currency
Conversion
Factor

Total
Expenditure
(€)

1.00 € =
R$2.501
1.00 € =
R$2.501
1.00 € =
R$2.501

195.54
189.67
896.91
36.56
36.56

Source: Website Jornal de Negócios

According to the result in the table, can be explained that cost for goods delivery by using
airplane in this case Airbus A340 is five times higher than using CSAV Rungue.
4.

CONCLUSION

This project is a simple case study that describe comparison of fuel consumption, emission,
and economic consideration in goods delivery process from Portugal to Brasil between Airbus
A340 and CSAV Rungue. The main objective of this study is to increase the public awareness
towards energy efficiency in their daily activities and also can be as a knowledge source and
reference for next research which similar and with more various parameter and characteristics.
According to the calculation and analysis have been done, can be conclude that energy
consumption of option 1(using CSAV Rungue) is higher than option 2 (using Airbus A340) where
option 1 is spent energy 26.5E6 MJ per trip while option 2 is only 2.32E6 MJ per trip.
For emission analysis, can be proved that option 1 produce pollutant of CO, VOC, NOx, PM10, HC,
and SO2 higher than option 2. However, unexpetedly if option 2 produce contents of PM2.5, CO2,
CH4, N2O, and NMVOC higher than option 2.
In the aspect of economic and time analysis, option 2 is more expensive and faster than option
1 where only need 17.7 hours to deliver the goods from Portugal to Brasil while option spent time
261.6 hours to do that. This case study will continue to be developed in the future in order to get the
maximum result and performance so in one day could be a reference in the decision and policy
making.
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ABSTRACT
This paper is focused on the analysis of spot price formation factors on the organized electricity market
operated by Nord Pool Spot power exchange. The target is to identify and rank factors according to price
impact as well as analyze their seasonal weight. The results of analysis should contribute to the
understanding of price formation, seasonal fluctuations and reasons of unpredictable price spikes which are
common feature of the spot markets.
Keywords: electricity market, electricity prices, market analysis, liberalisation

1.

INTRODUCTION

Determination of electricity prices whether in rigidly controlled or liberalized electric power
industry has been and still is addressed. After liberalisation been introduced, wholesale price for
electricity is formed in market environment by demand and supply, likewise on markets with other
commodities. However, electricity price is dependent on more factors comparing to other usual
commodities. Furthermore, principles of price-based control of electrical power systems as well as
proclaimed role of electricity prices as main driver for investments into modernization as well as
new projects requires well understanding of price formation factors for short-term as well as long
term purposes. The simplified principle of flows in trading with electricity is given in Fig. 1 [1].

Fig. 1. Principal simplified diagram of trading with electricity
In general, end-user electricity price could be divided into 2 main parts. First, regulated part
mainly includes costs of transmission and distribution and other costs, such as subsidy of power
production from RES as well as ancillary services (a new trend leads to purchasing of ancillary
services based on market principles as well).
Second, deregulated part represents part of end-user electricity price which has been
determined by market environment. This part covers mainly costs of production/purchase of
electricity, the profit margin of traders and other smaller components. The final share is roughly
within 40% to 50% of the end-user electricity price and slightly varies between EU states. Market
with electricity means that price is determined by market participants [2]. Electricity price may be
formed through organized markets where determination of volume as well as price is performed
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according to predefined rules of Power Exchange (PX) or through non-organized markets with
electricity covered by bilateral trading so called Over the Counter contracts (OTC).
In this article price formation is analyzed and selected factors with expected highest impact to
the price on organized power market operated by Nord Pool Spot power exchange (NPS PX) are
discussed. Price is always the result of the relationship between supply and demand, affected by
many parameters. Therefore, the aim of analysis will be focused on finding what and how on this
market influences the price of electricity. The analysis in detail pointing out on:
• How is supply side correlated with the global fuel markets?
• How sensitive is spot price to the fluctuations on fossil fuel markets?
• What is an impact from introduction of CO2 emission allowances to the spot price?
• What are the main price drivers on NPS PX?
• How demand side influencing the spot price formation?
Furthermore, in this article presented analysis points to several questions that could be
addressed by the future work.
2.

SPOT PRICE FORMATION BY ORGANIZED POWER EXCHANGE

Formation of wholesale electricity market price by two-sided auction (PX) is shown in Fig. 2.
Market clearing price (MCP) and market clearing volume (MCV) is determined through an twosided auction from the intersection of the supply curve which is constructed from aggregated supply
bids and the demand curve which is constructed from aggregated demand bids [3] [4].

Fig. 2. Spot price formation principle
2.1. Supply curve analysis
Total costs of electricity produced in power plant consist of fixed and variable costs:
Ctotal = C fix + Cvar

(1)

Fixed costs C fix are related mostly to investment and economic profit to be earned, in shortrun its O&M, wages, depreciation, social fund and other obligations which are fixed and
independent on level of production. Variable costs Cvar are all costs which depends on the level of
production in particular power plant. Mostly includes costs of fuel and emission allowances.
However, once a plant is commissioned, the marginal cost of producing an additional unit of
electricity should determine its operation (dispatch). Marginal costs roughly correspond to fuel
costs and costs to purchase emission allowances as their volume also depends on the level of
production. This fact is an important because determine merit order of power plants in supply curve
according to their marginal costs, thereby marginal generator and thus MCP on electricity market.
Due to that reason gas and coal-fired power plants are in many cases the marginal plants that set the
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price in competitive markets [5]. Hence, increases in gas or coal prices are passed on as increases in
wholesale electricity prices.
2.2. Demand curve analysis
Demand curve is constructed from aggregated demand bids, thus bidding strategy of
customers has significant impact on position of intersection point and therefore final values of MCP
as well as MCV on spot market. Natural seasonal load variation of system has of course impact on
level of purchased electricity (demand) through spot markets which there causes natural seasonal
price variations as well. However, same as for production curve, structure of customers willing to
buy electricity have to be investigated in order to obtain comprehensive overview of spot price
formation factors.
Aforementioned principles of spot price formation are also applied on Nord Pool Spot PX of
which data has been used for analysis. The Nord Pool Spot’s algorithm ensures that the lowestpriced source of energy is produced by matching a consumers bid and the last MWh of energy to
be produced set the price for all previous production [3].
3.

ANALYSIS OF THE SYSTEM PRICE FORMATION FACTORS

Analysis of historical curve of system price of electricity on Nord Pool Spot and analysis of
other selected factors such as coal, gas, CO2 and hydro resources has been performed in order to
estimate dependency and behaviour (changes) in system price according to changes is those factors.
The first reflection of weight of selected factors could provide proportionality of energy sources in
total produced power by production mix of Nordel (DK, SWE, FIN, NOR) on Fig. 3. Considerable
long-term hydro production could be a signal of weighty influence of the hydro resources to the
system price, however, according to principles of spot price formation (marginal generator), relation
of hydro resources and system prices have to be investigated in detail.
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Wind power

2006
2007
Other renewable
Fossil fules

2008
Nuclear power

2009
Hydropower

2010
Non-identifiable

Fig. 3. Nordic area electricity production 2006–2010 by energy source
The nuclear production seems to be a type of production with low historical price volatility, in
addition those types of plants traditionally working into base load and on organized spot market
usually not playing role of marginal generator, hence, deeper investigation of impacts to the system
price is not performed for this type of power plants. However, power plants operated on fossil fuels
such as gas or coal has higher marginal costs and often on spot markets playing role of marginal
generator (determine market price). Thats why even when production of those power plants is not
proportionally highest, significantly influences electricity prices. Tight correlation of plants
operated on fossil fuels could be in addition expected with CO2 emissions as a part of their marginal
costs (except fuel costs).
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Same as the other commodities, the prices of fossil fuels experiences wide price swings in
times of shortage or oversupply. The price cycles may extend over several years responding to the
changes in supply and demand [6].
3.1. Past decade development in fossil fuels and emission prices
Gas: The gas spike of last decade occurred in 2008. Regional spot prices and oil-linked gas
prices peaked at levels between USD 13 and 15 per MMBtu (1000000 Btu = MMBtu). Oil-linked
gas prices in Japan and Continental Europe continued to increase throughout much of 2008 due to
the time lag embedded in the contract formulas, but were declining in 2009 to reach USD 7 per
MMBtu in the summer of 2009 [7]. However, spot prices started declining in mid-2008 reflecting
the impact of the economic crisis on gas demand. Depending on the speed and geographical scope
of economic recovery, spot gas prices may well remain weak for some years.
Coal: A coal price has been since 1980 to 2003 relatively stable with general downward
tendency and fluctuation due to the natural global economical cycles. Since 2003 the rapid
economic growth in China and other developing countries had major impact on world coal
production redistribution. To meet rising demand, international coal trade grew by an average of
6.4% per year between 2003 and 2007. Unprecedented spike in coal traded price came up in 2007
and early 2008 due to the sharply increase of demand. Decrease of coal prices has been caused
mostly by global recession. Although, most coal is sold under contract and changes in spot markets
take time to filter through into prices paid by coal customers, even where contract prices are linked
to spot market prices [7].
CO2 emission allowances: Since introduction of European trading system with emission
allowances, those became an important factor which has impact on electricity prices. CO2
allowances are assumed same as other commodity, thus can be purchased as well as sold according
to the best, most profitable actual option for generator [8]. Even when generators received
allowances for free, those opportunity costs are more or less reflected to the electricity prices.
4.

CORRELATION AND REGRESION ANALYSIS FOR REAL DATA SETS

4.1. Background for correlation and regression in data analysis
Correlation investigating the nature of the relationship between different variables is an
important way of numerically quantifying the relationship between them. In other words,
correlation is a numerical measure of the degree to which patterns in X and Y corresponds.
In our analysis for quantification of correlation has been used Pearson product-moment
correlation coefficient (PPMCC) denoted as „r”. PPMCC is a measurement of the linear dependence
between two variables X and Y and ranging within -1 to 1. Positive values of „r” indicate a positive
correlation between X and Y. Negative values indicate a negative correlation. r = 0 indicates that X
and Y are uncorrelated. In principle, correlation between X and Y is equal to correlation between Y
and X. The value of „r” is not dependent on units in which analyzed variables are given. Pearson
product-moment correlation coefficient is calculated as:
_ 
_
n
∑  X i − X  Yi − Y 
i =1


(2)
r=
_ 

∑ Xi − X 
i =1

n

2

_

∑  Yi − Y 
i =1

n

2

However, correlation does not necessarily imply causality. Therefore regression as related
concept which is essentially an extension of correlation that introduces an aspect of causality has to
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be employed in data analysis. Assume that a linear relationship between Y and X exists, and then
their relationship is mathematically expressed as:
(3)
Y = α + βX
Where, α is the intercept of the line and β is the slope. This equation is referred to as the
regression line. In particular, a straight line drawn through the points on the XY-plot provides a
convenient summary of the relationship between X and Y. In regression analysis, we formally
analyze this relationship. However should be noted that linear regression model will always be only
an approximation of the true relationship and it has to be taken into account in conclusions based on
results obtained through such technique [9]. Data analysis has been performed in software Statistica
and Excel.
4.2. Correlation analysis and estimation of linear trends of variables
According to development tendencies of global fuel prices and emission trading, it could be
anticipated that those changes will affect electricity prices by changes in production costs.
Measurement of correlation by Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (r) has been
performed between daily average values of Nord Pool Spot system price (NPSsp) and daily average
values of 4 factors: Petroleum price denoted as PT Brent, natural gas price index
SPCTTTFCALFR1 hereinafter “Gas”, price index All Published Index number 2 (API2) hereinafter
“Coal” and CO2 emmision allowances.
In order to depict seasonal differences within the year and in entire time period under
investigation (2006–2011), every year has been divided into 4 equal periods (3 months). Results of
correlation analysis are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Correlation of NPS system price with examined factors
From the correlation of NSPsp with other variables on Figure 4 is obvious connection with
historical development of fuels and emission, especially in 2 and 4 quarters of 2008 when fossil
fuels on world markets reached peak values. Except isolated cases, the vast majority of values
demonstrate positive correlation. Significant quarterly observed differences could be explained by
fluctuations of fuel and emission prices as well as differences in demand, thus by different marginal
generators on spot market.
4.2.1. Estimation of linear trends of variables
In order to compare general tendencies and dynamism in change of variables (NPSsp, PT
Brent, Gas, Coal, CO2) to find out their mutual behaviour, these are modelled using linear
regression model. Independent variable is in this case represented by time (X axis), while dependent
variable (Y axis) represents values of NPSsp, PT Brent, Gas, Coal and CO2. Linear regression
model is fitted using the least squares method. Input data as well as annual splitting to the quarters
is same as for the correlation analysis above.
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Obtained results show general linear trend development of particular variable in quarter, to
visualise results in the most transparent way, those linear trends are moved to common initial point
as is shown on Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Quarterly expressed linear trends of NPS system price and examined factors
(examples for 2006 & 2011)
Successive scrutiny of all quarters one-by-one from 2006 to 2011 (thus 24 quarters) reveals
similarities in general trends and furthermore in dynamics of upward and downward pace between
variables as well as their seasonal tendencies. The highest number of identical tendency with NPSsp
from all investigated factors has Gas (19 quarters from 24 quarters), the second is Coal (18 from
24), CO2 (15 from 24) and same PT Brent. This result could be explained by already mentioned fact
that marginal generator is often gas or coal-fired power plant.
A linear approximation to estimate tendencies of dependent variables does not need to be in
quarters with high volatility (dispersion) of values appropriate one. Hence, to make conclusion
about tendencies between depicted trends, fitness of linear regression has to be taken into account
by assessment of R-squared values (R^2). The lower value (R^2), the worse demonstration of such
trend by linear regression model is. Table 1 gives an overview of R-squared values obtained from
linear regression models which should be used in assessment process.
Table 1. Quarterly expressed R-squared values
Q-1

R^2

Q-2

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

NPS [€/MWh]
PT Brent [USD/bbl]
Coal [USD/ton]
CO2 [€/tCO2]

0,891
0,012
0,575
0,638

0,158
0,785
0,620
0,005

0,101
0,579
0,732
0,017

0,308
0,236
0,429
0,140

0,342
0,076
0,792
0,093

0,380
0,870
0,639
0,864

0,001
0,024
0,694
0,330

0,912
0,441
0,885
0,700

0,952
0,923
0,945
0,894

0,185
0,883
0,361
0,001

0,357
0,484
0,405
0,306

0,393
0,553
0,353
0,530

Gas [€/MWh]

0,001

0,011

0,389

0,504

0,937

0,722

0,073

0,263

0,955

0,103

0,901

0,079

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

NPS [€/MWh]
PT Brent [USD/bbl]
Coal [USD/ton]
CO2 [€/tCO2]

0,166
0,790
0,137
0,515

0,288
0,000
0,872
0,026

0,001
0,906
0,677
0,255

0,802
0,093
0,422
0,005

0,242
0,054
0,130
0,404

0,412
0,040
0,313
0,248

0,916
0,540
0,063
0,936

0,039
0,567
0,537
0,144

0,909
0,911
0,802
0,866

0,400
0,091
0,001
0,206

0,779
0,736
0,890
0,654

0,594
0,074
0,673
0,827

Gas [€/MWh]

0,922

0,000

0,396

0,700

0,320

0,020

0,932

0,323

0,949

0,621

0,745

0,895

Q-3

R^2

Q-4
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4.3. Impact of hydro resources to the NPS system price
Considerable proportion of hydro production on overall Nordel electricity production
naturally define dependency Nord pool system price on hydro resources, thus higher correlation
between them is expected. For the hydrological situation is typical seasonal variation as well as
year-to-year differences and those are susceptible to the weather conditions. Deviation of electricity
production capacities of hydro power plants from normal average level has impact to the electricity
prices. In order to investigate those impacts, find out interdependence and strength of this relation,
average weekly potential (TWh) of Norwegian and Swedish power plants and average weekly NPS
system price (€/MWh) are input data for the analysis. Employed methodology in regression and
correlation analysis in time period under investigation (2001–2011) assume with division of every
year to the 3 periods (4 months every) and subsequently rearrangement of data according to
particular period into 3 data sets. In such way in first data set are values of first periods (1/3) of all
years from 2001 to 2011, second data set contain data of second periods (2/3) from 2001 to 2011
and analogous for third one (3/3). Table 2 shows results of correlation analysis by Pearson productmoment correlation coefficient performed for all three data sets.
Table 2. Correlation level of hydro potential with NPS system price 2001-2011 by period
2001-2011

1/3 of
Years

2/3 of
Years

3/3 of
Years

Hydro/NPSsp

-0.640

-0.453

-0.600

Values in Table 2 shows relatively high level of negative correlation; it could be explained in
such way, that negative deviation of hydro resources from normal level causing increase of prices.
A result also confirms seasonal differences, thus could be concluded that system price in the first
and third periods of years is more “hydro dependent” than in middle parts of the years (second
periods). Linear regression analysis of 3 data sets is shown on Figures 6, 7 and 8 respectively. Zero
value of X axis represents normal hydro level, positive values (right from 0) level higher than
normal and negative value (left from 0) level lower than normal.
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Fig. 6. Linear regression analysis of first periods (1/3) of years 2001–2011
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Fig. 7. Linear regression analysis of second periods (2/3) of years 2001–2011
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Fig. 8. Linear regression analysis of third periods (3/3) of years 2001–2011
By graphical expression of analyzed data is obvious slightly grouping of values, so that values
with higher occurrence could be observed in particular data set. It gives an opportunity to find out
range or ranges of characteristic values in linear downward regression models. It is evident that
level of hydro reservoirs proves relation with system price and therefore could be concluded that is
one of the main factor in system price determination on Nord Pool Spot PX.
5.

CONSUMPTION/DEMAND SIDE ANALYSIS

In order to estimate impacts of behaviour of customers who purchase electricity on NPS spot
market to the price formation process, strategy of their “buy” bidding has been analyzed. Input data
for analysis comprise 6 randomly selected days in different seasons in 2010, 2011 and 2012. Every
day consist of 24 hourly results of bidding strategy. Bidding strategy means level of “willing to
pay” of customers to purchase electricity on spot market. Two main groups of customers has been
recognized, those who are “willing to pay” at 2000 €, what actually represents maximum available
bidding value on Nord Pool Spot and second group contains customers with bids within the -200€
to 2000€.
Short term demand flexibility analysis reveals several important facts. Roughly 85% of
consumers’ buy bids are placed at the maximal available value of 2000€ per MWh, thus only 15%
could be assumed as at least partly flexible price responsive demand of which buy bids are placed
within the range -200€ to 2000€. There are no significant distinguishable differences in buy biding
behaviour between randomly selected days within the year as well as between examined years as
demonstrate results of analysis on Figures below.
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Fig. 9. One day buy-bidding analysis of NPS PX: a) 4th July 2010, b) 9th September 2010
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Fig. 10. One day buy-bidding analysis of NPS PX: a) 25th December 2010, b) 25th February 2011
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Fig. 11. One day buy-bidding analysis of NPS PX: a) 25th September 2011, b) 25th February 2012
Demand curve constructed from aggregated buy bids according to results of analysis may be
characterized as very low price responsive demand curve. Such price formation is nearly to markets
with pool price determination principle where only supply side has active participation on price
formation. This finding has also weighty impact to the understanding of price volatility since could
be an answer of unpredictable price spikes as well as high volatility of electricity price on spot
market.
6.

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

The results of analysis of the system price formation factors on Nord Pool gives following
assumptions about this market: relatively high level of positive correlation between system price
and assumed factors with considerable seasonal and annual differences. From the observation of
seasonal linear trends of system price and those factors the highest number of identical tendency
with NPSsp from all investigated factors has Gas and then Coal. This could be taken as
confirmation of fact that as marginal (price determining) generators on this market are often gas and
coal-fired power plants. According to CO2 emissions, the interesting is their relatively high
correlation with NPSsp, even when generators received those allowances for free. This may be
explained by the fact that those allowances are now assumed by generators as usual commodity and
therefore with trading potential. Furthermore, those allowances are required by fossil fuel fired
power plants and those are, as was mentioned above, often marginal generators. The analysis also
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shows high correlation between hydro situation and NPSsp with high and typical seasonal
variations.
From the analysis of demand side is surprising extremely low price responsiveness of
consumers, when production side facing almost to the inflexible demand. This bidding strategy may
be explained by reliance of consumers in this electricity market, however, such bidding strategy can
contribute to occurrence of unpredictable and considerable price spikes during disturbances on
supply side.
The target of this article is related to assessment of impacts of fuels and emission allowances
to the electricity price. However, it should be noted that correlation between fossil fuel prices as
well as vice versa impacts, such as impacts of electricity prices to the fossil fuel prices and prices
for emission allowances could be possibly observed, assume the fact that demand for property
increasing property prices.
Besides analyzed factors, in liberalised imperfectly competitive environment, the possible
price changing factor is represented by abused market power of the one or more involved
competitors. This should be taken into account in further investigation as well. Furthermore, it
might be expected that increase of power production from intermitted generation sources with low
marginal costs of production such as wind or photovoltaic will contribute to the increase of price
volatility on spot markets as they provides well appropriate trading option for those hard
foreseeable types of power production.
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ABSTRACT
Activities in the energy sector, such as production, transportation, distribution of energy are governed by
wide range of legal norms. One of the major groups of such norms belong to the environmental law. This
relationship is natural because almost all of the sources of energy are the elements of the natural
environment. Moreover, the negative environmental impacts are being observed during the process of
production or transportation of energy. After the energy policy was lifted to the level of the EU policies in
2009, the EU legislation in the energy sector became even more relevant.
The EU environmental standards are being constantly revised. There are several reasons for that – first of all,
natural and man-made environmental disasters, such as the accident in the Fukushima NPP in 2011;
secondly, technical progress in the energy sector. EU environmental legislation is following the innovations
and other developments in the energy sector. This leads to the evolution of the environmental law towards the
application of the precautionary principle, where scientists play significant role. The paper describes the EU
environmental legislation, applicable to the energy sector, and analyzes its perspectives.
Keywords: European Union law, environmental law, energy law, energy regulation

1.

INTRODUCTION

It is agreed that many of the environmental issues are caused by our present energy system
that is based on fossil fuels and biomass burning. One of the major environmental issues currently is
global warming. There are many discussions on the anthropogenic nature of this issue. However,
besides global warming, other issues, such as air pollution, acid rain, loss of biodiversity and
desertification are undoubtedly caused by human activities. The indicator, showing the relation
between human demands and nature's capacity to provide environmental services and regenerate is
called the 'ecological footprint'. According to it, human consumption currently is about 25 percent
above the capacities of Earth to provide resources and regenerate. Most of this consumption (and,
consequently, its impacts on nature) is caused by the activities, related to energy – electricity and
heat generation, transport sector, industry (during combustion necessary for its processes as well as
using energy sources during the processes, e.g., in steel or fertilizer industry).
Extensive activities in the industrialized countries and various hazardous substances (COx,
SOx, NOx, NHx, hydro-carbonates, various metals, particulate matter, nuclear waste, other
pollutants) are being emitted to the air, released or spilled to water, landfilled or dumped as waste,
incidentally (or accidentally) released to the environment (Although due to the actions taken, actual
SO2 emissions were reduced by around 50 percent since 1990 [27]). This causes air, water, soil
pollution, loss of biodiversity, and leads to rising number of various diseases, and death (according
to World Health Organisation, about 3 million deaths each year might be attributed to the pollution,
[26]).
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It is understandable that the technical progress cannot be overturn. However, it was agreed
(especially in the second half of the 20th century) that this progress may not be reckless and that
certain restrictions, especially, as regards the environmental impacts, must be imposed. Since, a
variety of environmental legislation is applicable in many areas of economic activities, including
energy. The recent tendency of the environmental law is the growing application precautionary
approach, where scientists play significant role. Evolution of the EU environmental law towards
this approach is overviewed in the article. This is done by giving a general overview of the
environmental legislation of the European Union applicable in the energy sector, its evolution and
perspectives. More precisely, origins and evolution of the EU environmental law, its sources,
integration with other policy areas, as well as main pieces of primary and secondary EU
environmental legislation are explained. Finally, new trends and perspectives of the contemporary
EU environmental law leading towards the emergence of the new principle of precaution, applicable
by the environmental law are overviewed, as well as the role of scientists in this process. The paper
is more of a descriptive character, as it is a part of author's wider research on the EU environmental
law capacities to ensure high level of the environmental protection in the area of the energy
infrastructure. Established methods of the science of law, such as historic, crytical, analytical,
dogmatic, are used throughout the paper.
2.

EVOLUTION AND STRUCTURE OF THE EU ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

European Union emerged as the economic union. Its core was European Economic
Community that was established in 1957 and aimed at creating the customs-free union, and, later –
a single market for goods, persons and capital. During the process of integration, new policies were
added to the competencies of the EEC. This have lead to the need not only promote, but also restrict
economic activities. Thus, environment became the policy area that needed more attention in the
supra-national level. The need to ensure better quality of life and protection of the environment
were for the first time mentioned only in the declaration of Heads of States in 1972.
2.1. Primary EU Law
Later this need was embedded in the primary law of the European Community ('Primary law'
is the funding treaties of the European Union, while the 'secondary law' comprises Regulations,
Directives, Decisions). Its role gradually rose, and currently protection of the environment is not
only a policy of the European Union, but also a general principle of the EU Law. Sustainable
development of Europe, based on, inter alia, a high level of protection and improvement of the
quality of the environment, is one of the goals of the European Union, entrenched in the Treaty of
the European Union [1, Article 3]. The objectives of the Environmental policy itself are: preserving,
protecting and improving the quality of the environment, protecting human health, prudent and
rational utilisation of natural resources, promoting measures at international level to deal with
regional or worldwide environmental problems, and in particular combating climate change [2,
Article 191]. The environmental aspects of the EU energy policy lie already in the primary EU
legislation as well. In the new TFEU Article 194 (included to the EU law only by the Lisbon Treaty
in 2009), dedicated to the EU energy policy, the need to preserve and improve the environment is
acknowledged, and promotion of energy efficiency and energy saving and the development of new
and renewable forms of energy are set as one of the objectives of the EU energy policy [2].
Before analysing particular legal environmental requirements applicable in the energy sector,
one has to bear in mind that legal norms cannot be treated and interpreted separately and in an
isolated way. All the norms in the legal system interact with each other, and sometimes between
legal systems. Legal system is a way of operation and co-existance of the entirety of legal norms,
where all the legal norms are grouped to the legal institutes, sub-branches, branches, are interV-397
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related and operate by guaranteeing each other's interoperability [26, p. 341]. A separate branch of
law is one of the elements of the hierarchy of the legal system. Environmental law as a separate
branch of law may be described as a set of legal norms regulating social relationships among the
interaction of the humanity and the environment. Because they regulate different aspects of the
same elements of the environment (environmental law governs protection, while energy law – the
use of natural resources), the interaction of the energy and environment is very tense, therefore
many legal norms regulating energy may be similarly attributed both to the energy and
environmental law [25]. This interaction is reflected not only in theory. In the EU legislation it is
implemented through the principle of integration.
2.2. Integration of the EU environmental law and energy sustainability
Article 37 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union [3]sets that a high
level of environmental protection and the improvement of the quality of the environment must be
integrated into the policies of the Union and ensured in accordance with the principle of sustainable
development. The principle of environmental integration (if it is not respected by the EU institution,
the adopted legal act may be declared void by the Court of Justice of the European Union), among
other sectors, is applicable to the energy sector as well. Some scientists [23] even argue that the EU
competence in the energy sector finds its roots precisely in the application of this integration
principle. Analysis reveals that (before the end of 2010) energy-related EU legislation already
consisted of around 80 legal acts in the environmental field adopted from as early as 1992 [24, p.
405].
Practically the contents of the principle of environmental integration was revealed in 1998, in
the document of the European Commission on the strengthening environmental integration within
Community energy policy [11]. It was acknowledged in this document that energy is essential for
achieving economic growth and social welfare, but energy production, transportation and use have
impacts on the environment. These impacts may be local, when they concern air quality in towns,
waste disposal or noise; they may cover several regions or states and thus have continental
dimensions, as with acidification, safe nuclear operation and nuclear waste disposal; climate change
has an impact at global level. In order to mitigate negative impacts on the environment, the
European Commission proposed several directions (that are being followed since): energy
efficiency, co-generation, development if the renewable energies, cleaner use of fossil fuels,
reduction of acidification, avoidance of waste disposal at sea, use of waste incineration (although in
its position on the forthcoming 7th EU Environmental Action Programme, European Parliament's
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Food Safety has indicated that no waste that is
suitable for recycling or composting with respect to the hierarchy of the Waste framework directive
must be incinerated [17]. Specific environmental objects of Community Energy Policy were set: to
promote energy efficiency and saving; to increase the share of production and use of cleaner energy
sources, to reduce the environmental impact of the production and use of energy sources.
The reflection of the environmental integration in the energy sector is its sustainability. In the
context of the sustainable development, as described in the Article 3 of the Treaty on European
Union [1], sustainability of the energy sector is a balance between the functioning of the common
energy market and a high level of protection and improvement of the quality of the environment.
2.3. Secondary EU environmental law
The need to pay more attention to the sustainability of the energy sector was again
acknowledged by the European Council in 2007. Heads of States in their conclusions [16] stated
that because of the vital importance of achieving the strategic objective of limiting the global
average temperature increase to not more than 2°C above pre-industrial levels, one of the objectives
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of the future EU energy policy must be promoting environmental sustainability and combating
climate change. Thus the European Council adopted a so called 20-20-20 plan: to achieve at least a
20% reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by 2020 compared to 1990; to achieve the objective of
saving 20% of the EU's energy consumption compared to projections for 2020; and to achieve a
binding target of a 20% share of renewable energies in overall EU energy consumption by 2020
(including a 10% binding minimum target to be achieved by all Member States for the share of
biofuels in overall EU transport petrol and diesel consumption by 2020).
The EU secondary law implements principles, goals and objectives of the European Union,
set both in the founding treaties and in the political statements of the European Council.
Analysing the secondary EU environmental law (adopted by the EU institutions), it may be
classified according to various criteria: regulated energy infrastructure objects, protected elements
of the environment, various parts of the energy production and realisation chain and so on.
However, in the legal literature, the EU environmental law is divided into two parts: general and
special part [22]. General part comprises legal norms, governing general environmental issues
(horizontal legislation), such as planning process regulation: access to information, public
participation, environmental impact assessment; energy efficiency, administrative and financial
measures, IPPC, environmental liability.
Special part of the EU environmental law is dedicated to particular legislation governing
protection of certain environmental elements and protection against certain pollutants: water
quality; air quality; soil protection; protection from noise; nature protection; waste management;
radiation security; regulation of chemical substances etc.
2.3.1. General part
Planning process regulation comprises several legal acts. Firstly, Directive on public access to
environmental information [4] is aimed at guaranteeing the right of access to environmental
information held by or for public authorities and to set out the basic terms and conditions of, and
practical arrangements for, its exercise; and to ensure that, as a matter of course, environmental
information is progressively made available and disseminated to the public in order to achieve the
widest possible systematic availability and dissemination to the public of environmental
information. Member states are obliged to make available environmental information held by or for
them to any applicant at his request and without his having to state an interest. Environmental
information means any information on the state of the elements of the environment, such as air and
atmosphere, water, soil, land, landscape and natural sites, biological diversity and its components;
and factors, such as substances, energy, noise, radiation or waste, including radioactive waste,
emissions, discharges and other releases into the environment, affecting or likely to affect the
elements of the environment. Another legal document in the sphere of the access to information is
the UN Convention on access to information, public participation in decision making and access to
justice in environmental matters (Aarhus Convention), member of which EU is [10]. One more of
the human rights entrenched in this Convention is related to the environment is their right to
participate in the taking decisions in the area of environment. It is realized through one of the widest
applicable EU legal acts in the environmental area: the Directive on the assessment of the effects of
certain public and private projects on the environment [9] that obliges Member States to ensure that
projects likely to have significant effects on the environment by virtue, inter alia, of their nature,
size or location are made subject to a requirement for development consent and an assessment with
regard to their effects. Secondly, it guarantees that the public is given early and effective
opportunities to participate in the preparation and modification or review of the plans or
programmes that are necessary to implement (for example, such plans are necessary when planning
crude-oil refineries, thermal or nuclear power stations, and similar installations that might have
impacts on the environment).
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Proper implementation of the EU environmental law is not possible without effective legal
remedies. Therefore the Directive on environmental liability with regard to the prevention and
remedying of environmental damage [5]. It establishes a framework of environmental liability
based on the 'polluter-pays' principle, to prevent and remedy environmental damage.
Among other general EU environmental legal acts applicable in the energy sector, is the
Directive, setting a framework for the implementation one of the main goals of the EU energy
policy – promotion energy efficiency. Directive on energy end-use efficiency and energy services
was adopted in 2006 [6] and is now being reviewed and renewed [13]. In addition, Directive on the
promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources must be mentioned as well [7].
Directive on industrial emissions (integrated pollution prevention and control) [8] lays down
rules designed to prevent or, where that is not practicable, to reduce emissions into air, water and
land and to prevent the generation of waste, in order to achieve a high level of protection of the
environment taken as a whole.
This list is only indicative, and much more EU legislation, aimed primarily at ensuring
protection of the environment, is applicable in the energy sector (certain administrative, financial
measures, emission trading system, system of eco-labelling and others).
2.3.2. Special part
Another part of the EU environmental legislation is dedicated to particular elements of the
environment and sets minimal standards of their quality. This is usually done by setting the
maximum available levels of certain regulated pollutants, prohibiting certain activities and setting
procedures that must be observed. As mentioned above, EU environmental legislation counts
around 80 legal acts. The full list of the EU legislation in force and in preparation may be found
through the EU law portal eur-lex.eu, thus only sectors regulated by the EU environmental law may
be listed:
• air quality
• noise protection
• water quality
• soil protection
• waste prevention
• nature protection and protection of biodiversity
• reaction to the industrial accidents
Some of the legislation from the areas listed above may be applicable in the energy sector as
well, depending on the particular energy object.
3.

PERSPECTIVES OF THE EU ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

Law is not a stagnant system. It constantly changes and adapts to the changes in the society.
Environmental law is not an exception – for example, Directive governing environmental impact
assessment procedures, was already changed 34 times, and another review is set for 2012. One can
observe a tendency that these amendments and adaptations usually only lead to the environmental
standards becoming stricter.
There are two types of catalysts stimulating changes – environmental disasters (both man
made and natural), and technical progress. Accidents (wreck of tanker Amoco Cadiz near Bretagne
coasts in 1978, resulting in the biggest oil spill near the coasts of Europe, the 'Deepwater Horizon'
oil spill in 2010, Accident in Fukushima Nuclear power plant in 2011), and investigation of their
causes show that the current system is not sufficient for protection of the environment (both in the
terms of applicable environmental quality standards and proper implementation of the
environmental requirements). This leads to constant 'upgrade' of the EU environmental law.
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For example, at least four major pieces of the environmental legislation, that are relevant to
the energy sector, are under revision in the EU institutions: setting new safety standards of offshore
oil and gas prospection, exploration and production activities [15], the revision of the Directive on
the control of major-accident hazards involving dangerous substances [12], renewal of the Directive
on energy efficiency [13], revision of the Directive on Prevention of pollution from ships: sulphur
content of marine fuels [14].
On the other hand, not only the constantly deteriorating environmental situation, but new
scientific data and technical progress allows to tighten standards of the environmental quality as
well (usually resulting in lowering thresholds, as is in the case of the revision of the sulphur content
of marine fuel). Moreover, newly discovered technologies (or technologies that just recently
became applicable) also trigger changes in the environmental legislation: the constant progress in
exploitation of the renewable energy sources foster the progress of the legislation of this sector.
Similarly, as the exploitation of the shale gas gains momentum, discussions on the need for new
legislation begin. However, another principle of the EU environmental law – sustainable
development – must always be born in mind. This remark is especially relevant to the renewable
energy, as the data on its negative environmental impacts appear. For example, modern biomass
usually is based on the cultivation of mono-cultures. Large land areas are needed in order to fulfil
the growing needs. Deforestation of large scale occurs when growing mono-cultures used for
biomass. This leads to deforestation (and, accordingly, lesser CO2 capture) and loss of biodiversity.
Moreover, fertilizers causing eutrophication of waters, are used to speed up the growth of biomass.
Use of wind energy cause nuisance arising out of the equipment noise, aesthetic pollution, and
deaths of migratory birds. Hazardous substances used in photovoltaic elements cause accumulation
of toxic wastes in the environment. Small hydro plants (below 500MW installed capacity) may
interfere with the local fauna and flora [21].
In addition, although renewable energy sources became popular mainly because of their low
CO2 impact, even this myth is destroyed. The most recent scientific data leaked, showing that if
taking into account 'full cycle', including the manufacturing of installation, transportation, effects of
Indirect Land Use Change (ILUC), the biofuels such as palm oil, soybean and rapeseed appear to
have much bigger CO2 impact than the fossil fuel [30]. The European Commission seems to
recognize some aspects regarding ILUC and is determined to take this into account [31].
As regards production of the so-called unconventional gases (shale gas), it raises a certain
legal question: – is the current EU legislation enough to ensure proper environmental protection? Or
maybe new legislation must be adopted (or existing adapted). Several environmental accidents
related to the extraction of the shale gas in the USA and Great Britain (related to contamination of
potable water and mini-earthquakes) lead to the opposition from the society to this type of energy.
Some EU member states (France, Bulgaria) even adopted national legislation prohibiting extraction
of shale gas in their territories (while others, such as Lithuania and Poland are promoting shale gas
as a means to their energy independence). Therefore there is a immense pressure on the EU
institutions to have their say on the issue. Both the European Parliament and the European
Commission have released studies on the necessity of the new environmental legislation with
concurring conclusions [49; 50]. Just recently the European Parliament has issued an official Draft
Report on the environmental impacts of shale gas and shale oil extraction activities. In this report, a
conclusion is drawn that current legislation is sufficient, however, the constant and effective
monitoring of the extraction activities as well as better coordination between the controlling
institutions must be ensured. This is essential, as more data from the monitoring of the future mass
scale exploitation activities may reveal new threats to the environment. Therefore the legislative
bodies have to be ready to react in case it appears that the current legislation does not ensure proper
level of protection.
The above mentioned tendencies are related to the emergence of the new concept of the
environmental law, that is the precautionary approach or precautionary principle. It is not agreed so
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far, whether this concept may be called a principle of the environmental law, or it rather remains at
the level of the 'approach' [20, p. 76-77]. Under this concept, policy makers should govern the
environmental issues as an indispensable basis for the wellbeing of humankind, both now and in the
future, and should be prepared to tackle risks about which there is no definitive proof that there is a
causal relation between the suspected activity and the harm, or that the suspected damage will occur
[19, p. 52; 20, p. 74]. The concept of the precautionary approach thus differs from the well
established principle of prevention. Another important aspect of the precautionary approach, as can
be seen from the examples above, is the dependence of the environmental legislation on the science
in general. There are several reasons for this. Firstly, science indicates and points to the ecological
problems to which the law must respond. Secondly, environmental issues are usually analysed
through scientific descriptions of the physical world. Still, it is agreed that a long way has to be
gone both by the lawyers and the scientists until the precautionary approach becomes fully
applicable principle of the environmental law [20, p. 75-76].
4.

CONCLUSIONS

As can be seen from the analysis, the EU environmental law is deeply integrated into other
areas of EU competence. Energy is no exception. Although became one of the EU policies only
several years ago, it was widely regulated by the EU legislation, as regards its environmental
implications. Tens of pieces of the EU environmental legislation are applicable in the energy sector.
This amount is only increasing, as new legal acts are adopted, and environmental integrations are
integrated to other areas of law. In addition, the existing legislation is constantly being revised, thus
strengthening environmental regulation. Both newly available technologies and environmental
accidents are reasons for these developments. The current trends leads towards the
institutionalisation of the precautionary approach as the fully recognized principle of the
environmental law. All these developments influence activities performed in the energy sector.
Thus scientists should take actively collaborate with lawyers in order the future EU environmental
legislation ensures proper protection of the environment for future generations.
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ABSTRACT
More and more often attention is focused on the problems related to protection of state critical infrastructure.
The protection of critical infrastructure has become the topical subject of the economy and national security
in all countries. Critical infrastructure is defined as any elements or sectors (for instance, electricity, gas/oil,
transportation, communication and etc.) or part of thereof in a state. That is considered an important for
maintenance of physical integrity, energy security and economic welfare. It is not possible to achieve the
acceptability level of political, energy sustainability or economic development if infrastructure network of the
country are at risk or vulnerable.
There are some adopted directives of European Commission (EC) 114/08/EC or United State (US)
Department of Homeland Security and etc. All these document talk about critical infrastructure identification
and designation for assessment of the need to improve their protection.
In this work one of the main issue of critical infrastructure assessment is there is no single measurable unit
that can accurately reflect “interdependency” among critical infrastructure sectors. Today there are not so
much governing documents of Lithuanian energy critical infrastructure for identification and assessment.
Review of basic governing document of Lithuanian energy critical infrastructure and proposed assessment
methods based on network system is presented in this work. All these governing documents are compared
with EU directives. The main assessment issues for Lithuanian energy critical infrastructure are formulated.
Keywords: Critical infrastructure, energy sector, assessment methods, network system

1.

INTRODUCTION

These days’ critical infrastructure is an asset, system, part thereof or technical networks. All
sectors’ activities are included in this network, such as energy supply, transport services, water
supply, gas and oil supply, information and communication technology systems. The functioning of
these systems is crutial to maintain essential functions of society. Incapacity (disease) of certain
infrastructure features can cause harm to population, the country’s economy or national security.
Critical infrastructure is described like complex network system, where sector’s elements are
connected in one of level. All these levels of the sectors are connected in one large system Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Critical infrastructure scheme
Critical infrastructure sectors between the EU countries are related in various connections. So it
is important to identify and understand global behavior and intrinsic weakness of these systems and
their components.
Another relevant area of study is relationships that exist between sectors of infrastructure’s and
within infrastructure. Each sector has elements which depend on elements in another sector. For
example, employ pumps of gas supply systems. These pumps are often driven by electrical motors,
which are loads in the electrical system. Disruption caused by one sector of infrastructure could
affect other sector’s elements. So it is important to describe dependencies between infrastructure
sectors. These dependencies are often implicit and poorly understood. Accordingly some disruption
in sector could induce cascading failure effect in the infrastructure. One of the task of the research is
to understand the cascading failure among infrastructure systems. It is the main point described in
the European Union adopted Directive 114/08/EC. There are a certain number of critical
infrastructures in the Community, the disruption or destruction of which would have significant
cross-border impacts. This may include transboundary cross-sector effects resulting from
interdependencies between interconnected infrastructures.
In this paper we survey the methods and tools through a literature review, which are used in
critical infrastructure modeling. Also classification of the methods and tools for research modeling
of critical infrastructure is presented in this paper. Review of basic governing document of
Lithuanian energy critical infrastructure and proposed assessment methods based on network
system is presented in this work.
1.1. Description of critical infrastructure
A common understanding of critical infrastructure includes all assets which are essential for
any country that their destruction or degradation would have a debilitating effect on public health,
national security or national. Disruption in some sector of critical infrastructure (for example,
damage caused by human, natural disasters, terrorist attacks) is likely to have cascading effects on
other sectors [1].
According to EU Directive 114/08/EC critical infrastructure is defined as means critical
infrastructure located in Member States the disruption or destruction of which would have a
significant impact on at least two Member States. This includes effects resulting from cross-sector
dependencies on other types of infrastructure. Also the primary and ultimate responsibility for
protecting ECIs (European critical infrastructures) falls on the Member States and the
owners/operators of such infrastructure.
Disruptive events in one part of the infrastructure may spread out through the system. This
property is called ‘‘interdependence’’ [2].
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Interdependence of critical infrastructure sectors in literature are generally displayed like
scheme showed in Fig. 2 [3].

Fig. 2. Example of interdependences within critical infrastructure
Therefore it is very important to focus attention on studying interdependencies of critical
infrastructure’s sectors to international attacks, accident or natural disasters. One of the most
difficult issues of assessment is define consequences induced by disruption of natural events. One
of example is nuclear accident at the Fukushima nuclear power plant in Japan. This event caused by
an earthquake, pose a danger to human life of country, neighbouring countries and world ecology.
This event forced governments to focus attention on critical infrastructure protection and to
encourage scientific research in identifying the sectors dependence and modeling critical
infrastructure. Whereas there are numbers of different types of threats, so often descriptive methods
of critical infrastructure modeling in the literature are turned on the protection of specific threats.
One of the world leading programs is by the Member states of European Union adopted
Directive 114/08. This Directive defines critical areas in which efforts must focus on prevention and
protection of infrastructure. Table 1 summarizes the list of critical infrastructure defined by EU
Directive [4].
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Table 1. List of critical infrastructure sectors, in the European Union Directive
SECTORS EU DIRECTIVE 114/08
Energy

Electricity
Oil
Natural gas

Transport

Roads and highways
Railroads
Aviation
Inland waterways
Shipping and ports

The other world leading program is by United States adopted National Infrastructure
Protection Plan (NIPP,2009).
NIPP identifies three specific areas of concern related to interdependencies: cross-sector
interdependencies, the cyber dimension, and the international aspect of critical infrastructure. These
issues provide more detail about the sub-levels of interdependencies within the national and
international network of critical infrastructure [2].
The first issue is cross-sector interdependencies. The NIPP states that the critical
infrastructure sectors form a network of critical functions and directs sector-specific agencies to
consider relevant interdependencies when developing sector-specific plans.
The second issue of concern in the NIPP is described as cyber dimension of
interdependencies. The NIPP identifies the global cyber infrastructure as base of the U.S. economy
and a critical element of national security.
The third issue of concern is international critical infrastructure protection. The NIPP suggests
that the international nature of threats and the global network of critical infrastructure assets (e.g.,
energy, transportation, and telecommunications) need special consideration within the risk
management and vulnerability analysis framework.
List of critical infrastructure sectors in NIPP is in the following Table2.

Table 2. List of critical infrastructure sectors, in NIPP
SECTORS US NIPP

Agriculture and food
Bank and finances
Communications
Military installations and defence
Energy
Technologies of information
National monuments and icons
Transportation systems
Drinking water treatment plants
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The NIPP proposed six steps of risk management framework that contain:

Additionally, NIPP provides a framework for feedback and continuous improvement in a
flexible approach.
2.

METHODS OF CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE PROTECTION AND
INTERDEPENDENCIES

Critical infrastructure modeling is consisted of several point of task such as simulation
techniques and mathematical models. In modeling of the critical infrastructure is an important to
choose the modeling methods which let to take decision-making procedures and provides the
visualizations of the critical infrastructure. In this section we looked at most frequently used
mathematical methods, which are described in papers related to modeling techniques. Generally
these methods are combined with supplementary computation techniques:
• Continuous time-step simulation (CS) [5, 6],
• Discrete time-step simulation (DS) [7, 8],
• Monte Carlo simulation (MC) [9, 10],
• Decision trees (DT) [11, 12],
• Geographic information systems (GIS) [13, 14],
• Risk management techniques (RISK) [15, 16],
• Event monitoring or real time record (RTR) [17].
Classification of the most used methods for performing vulnerability assessments and risk
management of critical infrastructure (from 1999 to 2010) [18] is given in Table 3.
2.1. Descriptions of the methods
Rating matrix is a matrix that is used during risk assessment to define the various levels of
risk as the product of the harm probability categories and harm severity categories. This is a simple
mechanism to increase visibility of risks and assist management decision making. This method is
widely popular because it allows combination with every computational technique, so it allow
facilitate sensitivity analysis. Rating matrix is a chart that allows systematically identifying,
analyzing, and rating the strength of relationships between sets of information. Rating matrix is
especially useful for looking at large numbers of decision factors and assessing each factor's relative
importance. The procedure has four steps:
1. Firstly, the rating criteria must be determined. According to these criteria the overall
performance of equipment as well as the functional performance of its subsystems will be rated. It
is then useful to group these rating criteria according to their nature (e.g. economical-technical or
mechanical-electrical).
2. Secondly, weights have to be assigned for each criterion, which represent how important
the criterion for the overall rating is. In order to assign weights, following method is being used:
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Every rating criterion is compared to each other criterion and a "comparison factor" is determined,
which shows the relative importance of the examined criterion to each other criterion of the group.
3. In this way, the decision maker has to compare only two criteria at a time. The next step is
the design of a scoring system. The scoring range will be here determined (e.g. 0 to 1), and a score
will be assigned to every possible condition state of the equipment with regard to each rating
criterion.
4. Finally, the score for each rating criterion is multiplied by its weighting factor and the
overall condition/degradation state of the equipment under examination is rated.
A relational database is used to maintain data gathered by the master scanner and remote
sensors, and to store system status information. It used to establish relationships between the
components modeling in critical infrastructure. Relational databases represent the properties of the
system in a precise manner. This method let merged with monitoring of events, real time recording,
geographical referencing (GIS), error logs, access control, risks components, etc.
Multi-agent systems allow the simulation of complex phenomena that cannot easily be
described analytically. Multi-agent approaches are often based on coordinating agents whose
actions and interactions are related to the emergence of the phenomenon to be simulated. A multiagent system is defined as a system constituted of several collaborating agents, with each one
responsible for a specific task, such as network communication, data filtering or data analysis.
Multi-agent method is used to define interdependencies between agents taking into account
their input, output, mechanism and control parameters.
In some ways, multi –agent system complements traditional analytic methods:
Analytic methods enable to characterize balance of the system, while the multi-agent models
are able to generate this balance.
• Multi-agent models can explain the emergence of higher order patterns – network
structures of human activities and the Internet, power law distributions in the sizes of
traffic jams, wars, stock market crashes, and social segregation that persists despite
populations of tolerant people.
• Rather than focusing on stable states, the models consider a system's robustness – the
ways that complex systems adapt to internal and external pressures so as to maintain their
functionalities.
• Agent-based models consist of dynamically interacting, rule-based agents. An agentbased model can exhibit complex behavior patterns and provide valuable information
about the dynamics of the real-system simulated.
However, multi-agent systems allow us to communicate imprecise, approximate knowledge.
Knowledge stored in these models can be used as an important heuristic for finding a suboptimal
solution in even very complex environments.
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Table 3. Classification of the most used methods for conducting vulnerability assessments and risk management of critical infrastructure

MODELLING TECHNIQUES
APPLICATION/METHODOLOGY

Agent-based infrastructure modeling and simulation
Athena
CASCADE
(CARVER2) Criticality, accessibility, recoverability,
vulnerability, espy ability (notoriety), Redundancy
Centre for energy, environmental, and economic systems
analysis
Computer(emergency) security incident response team
Critical infrastructures interdependencies Integrator
Critical infrastructure modeling system
Critical infrastructure protection decision support system
Critical infrastructure protection modeling and analysis
Critical infrastructure simulation by interdependent agents
Agent-based simulation model of the U.S. economy
Distributed engineering workstation
DUTCH APPROACH
EAR-PILAR
Geographic information systems and risk assessment
Electricity market complex adaptive system
Fast analysis infrastructure tool
Financial system infrastructure
Failure modes and effects analysis
Fort Future
Fault tree analysis
Enterprise risk administration
GIS Interoperability
GoRAF
CERT Government Initiatives

Multiagent
System

System
Dynamics

Rating
Matrices

Relational
DB

STAGE

Network
Theory

•

Identification

Risk
assessment

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
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Programme
Implementation
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•
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•
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HAZard and Operability analysis
Interdependent energy infrastructure simulation system
Inoperability input–output model
Infrastructure Disruption
Infrastructure risk analysis model
Intepoint vu
Knowledge management and visualization
LUND
MARGERIT
Methodology for interdependencies
Multi-layer infrastructure networks
Modular dynamic model
Multi-network interdependent critical infrastructure program
for analysis of lifelines
National agent-based laboratory for economics
Net-centric effects based operations model
Network security risk assessment model
NGFAST
Critical infrastructure protection initiative
Pci information
Risk maps
Security of activities of vital Importance
Threat ensemble vulnerability assessment
Transportation routing analysis geographic information
system
TRansportation ANalysis SIMulation System
Urban infrastructure suite
UML.CI
US ARMY RISK MITIGATION
Water infrastructure simulation environment
Virtual Interacting Network Community
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•
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The features of the system are precisely described by network theory. It let identification of
vulnerable spot in the critical infrastructure. The practical applicability of this method is reduced to
specific cases of smaller systems. Markov models can be used to represent internal component
failure and repair processes, as well as the influences between components that cause failure
propagation. The models can also consider an abstract graph, neglecting power flows. Then critical
infrastructure networks can be considered as “small-worlds”.
System Dynamics method let studying and understanding the behavior and the underlying
structure of a complex system over time. It represents a fundamentally interdisciplinary top-down
approach, which is grounded in the theory of nonlinear dynamics and feedback control. All
dynamics in a system are assumed to arise from the interaction of two types of feedback loops,
positive and negative ones, which are represented in “loop diagrams”. Changes in stocks and flows
are described with differential equations.
The other main issue of modeling energy critical infrastructure is evaluation of
interdependencies between the sectors. How to describe mutual influence of interacting sectors? We
reviewed research new papers of modeling critical infrastructure interdependencies from 2011 to
2012. [19–39] The mostly used methods for modeling interdependencies of critical infrastructure
are showed in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Methods of critical infrastructure interdependencies modeling
Overview of papers showed, that infrastructure influence of interacting generally were
modeled by network theory [22, 26-32,36-38] together with Agent-based [25, 36, 37] and
Functional methods [21, 31]. Network theory allows to refer the properties of the system in precise
manner. So it is used for modeling infrastructure interdependence.
2.2. Network system modeling method
The functioning of technical system could be described as dynamic network. Objects of
energy system such as power generation, power transmission and distribution networks and
networks components (transformers, pressure station and etc.), could be nodes of considered
network. Physical objects are represented as nodes. Physical and functional communication
between objects is defined by links.
An hazard is negative effect, natural physical ageing of the system, influence of external
factors to the system vitality and so on affects network system dependability and quality of service.
A number of network nodes. The number of network nodes is marked as N.
Additive hazard. It is a sort of hazard, when hazards in the nodes of the network can be added
to or a part of hazard moved to the other nodes. The examples of the additive hazard are: collection
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of hazardous materials, amount of fake money in the supermarkets, transport intensity at the
crossroads, etc, marked as H.
Flow intensity. qij: qij ≥ 0 – coefficient of flow intensity in the network lines; it marks the part
of hazard in the node i that will be transmitted to the node j.
Hazard transfer cycle. Hazard transfer in the network from one node to the other is regarded
as one hazard transfer cycle.
Network node resistance. R(j)(·) is coefficient of the resistance of node. It marks which part of
the hazard is stopped, before the getting into the node j (0 ≤ R(j) ≤ 1, i.e., percentage). For instance,
R(2)(·) = 0.7 means that 70% of hazard is stopped before the getting into the 2nd node. The resistance
of node can be created by the security systems, antivirus computer software, etc. “Observed” value
of node j resistance R(j)k could be obtained

N
N
q j ( k ) − Pj ( k ) 

, q j = ∑ qij , q j = ∑ q jk .
R j(k ) =

(2.1)
q j(k )
k =1
i =1
i≠ j

k≠ j



k = 1, 2, …, here k – number of cycles, q j (k ) – the flow of hazard to the node j in the kth cycle, q j –
the flow of hazard from the node j, Pj(k) – amount of hazard that gets into the node j during the kth
cycle.

The mathematical model of hazard distribution within the network system with deterministic
resistance of nodes was proposed in Augutis & Ušpuras monograph [41]. After the k+1th cycle the
hazard in nodes is


~ 
(2.2)
H (k + 1) = H (k ) ⋅ Q + H (0) ,
~
Q – network flow matrix, with respect of resistances R(j) , j = 1,…, N, of nodes, is defined as
q11
q12 (1 − R( 2 ) )  q1N (1 − R( N ) ) 



q 22
 q 2 N (1 − R( N ) ) 
~  q 21 (1 − R(1) )
Q=
,






 q (1 − R ) q (1 − R ) 
q
(1)
( 2)
N2
NN

 N1

(2.3)

qij:{0 ≤ qij ≤ 1, qi1 + ... + qiN = 1} marks the part of the hazard in the node i that will be transmitted
to the node j.
Performing reliability analysis of a real system, the true values of resistances of the system
nodes are unknown. In this case the resistance of node is assumed as a random variable. The model
of hazard distribution, presented in Augutis & Ušpuras research work [41], is extended by two
cases:
• when resistance is assumed as a random variable. In this case it is important to obtain the
of node resistance that is necessary for the forecast of the level of hazard in the node (in
all the network system as well). For instance, to forecast how long (how many cycles)
system can operate normally under the influence of hazard – to make decision in what
moment supporting system should be switched on (i.e., alert generation),
• when resistance is assumed as a random process (with known trend of it). For instance,
the system with self-learning feature has an increasing resistance. In the period of ageing
system has a decreasing resistance.
Research on resistance approximation with probabilistic distribution is presented in research
work [40]: beta distribution is suggested as suitable probabilistic distribution to model nodes’
resistance and given some approximations of probabilistic distribution of hazard.
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3.

LITHUANIAN ENERGY CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE

Assessment of situation of critical infrastructure is slightly complicated in Lithuania. Whereas
Lithuania is part of the European Union, then by European Union adopted Directive 114/08/EC is
binding on for Lithuania. Assessment of critical infrastructure is performed partly in Lithuania.
Methods of assessment have been not developed. Risk assessment was performed for separate
objects of Lithuania energy sector. For example: risk-based water level control in Kaunas
hydropower system [42], risk Analysis of Petrol Transportation [43], the analysis of Kaunas
(Lithuania) district heating system [46]. Incomplete list of initiating events was analyzed in these
works.
The requirements of EU adopted Directive 114/08/EC are incorporated into Lithuanian laws
[47, 48]. Lithuania critical infrastructure is described by the main government document strategic
importance to national security companies and facilities law 1998, Nr. 115-3230; 2009, Nr.93-3968.
Critical infrastructure is defined as the subject of national significance. The list of critical
infrastructure (subject of national significance) of Lithuania energy sector is described by
government documents. This critical infrastructure list is energy object of state significant. This list
is described by government document (strategic importance to national security companies and
facilities law 2002, Nr. 103-4604; 2009, Nr.93-3968):
•
“Lietuvos energija” AB – The Company operates three power plants in Lithuania: the
Lithuanian Power Plant (the LPP), the Kruonis Pumped Storage Hydroelectric Plant
(the KPSHP) and the Kaunas Hydroelectric Power Plant (the KHPP).
•
“LITGRID” AB – “LITGRID” is the Lithuanian electricity transmission system
operator managing electricity flows in Lithuania and maintaining stable operation of the
national electricity system. (330-110 kV).
•
“LESTO” AB– “LESTO” distributes and transmits electrical power throughout the
entire territory of Lithuania and is a distribution network operator. (35-10-0,4 kV).
•
“Lietuvos dujos” AB – “Lietuvos Dujos” AB covers natural gas import and sales to its
clients, transmission and distribution services, sustainable development of Lithuania’s
natural gas supply infrastructure.
•
“ORLEN Lietuva” AB – Public Company “ORLEN Lietuva” is a petroleum refining
company operating the only petroleum refinery in the Baltic States as well as crude oil
and petroleum product network and marine terminal.
•
SE Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant.
•
Stock Company Klaipedos Nafta.
The list of objects is quite short in comparison to other countries. It could be possible to use
experiences of assessments works, which were done before. For example: Risk Analysis of Petrol
Transportation [43], Methodology of the energy supply disturbances affecting energy system [45].
Network theory was one of the main method used in these works. Therefore, creation of the
assessment model for energy critical infrastructure of Lithuania using network theory might be
suggested. It will let to assess functionality and interaction of energy critical infrastructure.
4.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

Currently, one main universal method of assessment does not developed for Energy critical
infrastructure.
Commonly used method of critical infrastructure modeling and assessment is:
• Network theory;
• Rating Matrices;
• Multi-agent System.
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Network system modeling method is used for assessment of comparatively small critical
infrastructure. For the modeling and assessment of energy critical infrastructure in Lithuania it is
necessary:
• to make list of threats and disturbances;
• to make analysis of consequences caused by disturbances;
• to assess dependency between sectors.
Network theory could be suggested creating assessment model for energy critical
infrastructure of Lithuania.
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ABSTRACT
Increasing environment pollution and change in our atmosphere temperature lead to global climate crisis, and
in turn energy deficiency as well as decreasing non-renewable energy sources reserves. This leads to the
necessity for extensive use of renewable energy sources. Lithuanian energy strategy should be based on use
of sources of alternative energy. The strategy of use of alternative energy would be an efficient way to solve
major environmental problems and to secure the independence of energy, all the more so, there is a sufficient
variety of substituted energy sources in Lithuania. Theoretical and empirical investigations performed by
international teams of specialists and scientists have proved that extensive use of renewable energy sources is
becoming increasingly important as an economical research object. However, alternate energy sources are
not sufficiently used in Lithuania. The article examines and reveals the basic renewable energy sources use
problems and their reasons, and points out the future alternative sources expansion trends. There is a review
of possibilities of assimilation of modern energy sources in the article. On the basis of the scientific research
and assessment of the current status of renewable energy resources in Lithuania, the author of article analyzes
possibilities of developing of renewable energy resources in Lithuania.
Keywords: renewable energy sources, alternative energy, energy sector

1.

INTRODUCTION

Extensive usage of renewable energy sources (RES) is like an indicator that shows whether a
country is able to utilize a workforce suitably, can perform strategic thinking as well as to think
ahead and demonstrate the ability of appropriate usage of financial tools. The relevance and
significance of the RES uptake in Lithuania clearly shows when considering, how many problems
can be resolved by giving priority to ones own resources and their usage, especially given the fact
that Lithuania has enough of RES to meet its own needs. Development of renewable energy sources
is, in fact, a part of implementation of climate change policies, which are improving energy
efficiency and ensuring security of energy supply. [8]. The implementation of extensive use of
renewable energy sources may increase security of energy supply for public and private companies,
districts or even regions [8]. Projects carried out for RES implementation provide improved comfort
and have an impact on both social and economic sphere [8].
Furthermore, Lithuania is highly dependent on energy imports. Our country is oil importer
[25] and also is entirely dependent on import of natural gas to meet it’s domestic needs. The oil and
natural gas import mostly from Russia. So, the extensive use of RES would enable to seek for
energy independence.The requirements [14] of European Union (EU) also encourage the extensive
use of renewable energy sources in Lithuania.
Theoretical and empirical investigations performed by international teams of specialists and
scientists [4; 6; 8; 9; 14; 25; 26; 27; 28] confirm the fact that extensive use of renewable energy
sources is becoming increasingly important as an research object of economics. Identification of
this problematic situation gives the opportunity to formulate the scientific problem with the
question: what are the main problems of under-use of RES in Lithuania and how deal with these
problems?
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The object of work – RES and issues related to use of RES in Lithuania.
The aim of work – to analyze the main issues related to use of RES in Lithuania. To achieve
the aim, it has been formulated the following objectives:
1. To evaluate the use of RES in Lithuania.
2. To identify the main problems of under-use of RES and their causes.
3. To define the possibilities of RES developing in Lithuania.
Research methods: systematic, logical and comparative analysis of scientific literature.
2.

THE USE OF RES IN LITHUANIA

Global demand for energy is increasing rapidly. Natural resources are not limitless. The
ongoing war shows how delicate economic relations are. Those countries that possess resources
make their own term. Therefore it is necessary to find other ways to obtain energy [18; 27; 28]. One
way is the use of renewable energy sources: biofuel, geothermal, hydropower, wind and solar
energy [18]. While assessing the use of RES in Lithuania, all types of use of RES have to be
analyzed.
Lithuania has a relatively high potential to produce biofuel. In order to produce biofuel one
can use straw, wood waste and municipal waste [18]. Over the past three years the number of biofuel boilers used in Lithuania grew twice: in 2005 there were about 200 bio-fuel boilers (total
installed capacity of 420 MW), and in 2010 there were already over 400 bio-fuel boilers in use in
Lithuania (total installed capacity of 710 MW) [13; 19]. However, most technology is based on
wood and wood waste burning, whereas straw burning is a completely different process and
requires special boilers, that are not too many in Lithuania today (20 – 30), because straw-burning
technologies in Lithuania are still on an initial stage of development [13]. Lithuania uses only 10
percent of wood cutting waste [10]. The actual reserve of raw material for the production of wood
waste is from logging, but it is used only partially because of the collection and processing
associated with the additional manpower, machinery and transportation costs, which causes the
need for support in order to promote the use of RES and its development [9]. The second major
resource in Lithuania is straw; this material when recycled can produce three times cheaper heat
[13]. Farms annually produce about 4 million tons of straw, of which about 500 thousand could be
able to heat houses, nevertheless there is only 3 percent of straw used for heating purposes so far
[10; 13; 26]. Whilst, using only straw, Lithuania will be able to fill the gaps in its thermal energy
resource problems for 100 percent [18]. It should be noted, that while burning straw and wood
waste, CO2 emission equals zero [18]. Currently, in the country's district heating (DH) supply
sector, the heat produced from RES totals only 19 percent [26]. DH production’s transfer from gas
to biofuel is a realistic way to reduce costs of heating to the population [10]. Heavy investment flow
is devoted to modernization of heating economy every year, namely from 2006 to 2010 there was
1.65 milliard LTL invested [19]. The comparison of gas and biofuel prices shows that biofuel is
cheaper and more stable in the economic perspective (table 1).
Table 1.The comparison of heating prices, while using biofuel and gas [19]
Heating price

2011.06

2011.07

2011.08

2011.09

Heating price while using biofuel, ct/kWh (Kelmė)

23.7

23.6

23.3

23.2

Heating price while using gas, ct/kWh (Anyksčiai)

29.6

31.5

31.9

32.7

RES share in the total fuel balance of heat production in year 1997 – 2010 gradually has been
increasing: in 2008 this share accounted for 17.7 percent, in 2009 and 2010 – 19.3 percent each
[10]. Nevertheless the full potential (Table 2) is not exploited, and the objective in the year 2020 is
to reach 85 percent [19].
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Table 2.The potential and demand for biofuel in Lithuania [19]
Biofuel potential,
thousands (toe)

Lithuanian demand,
thousands (toe), 2011

Lithuanian demand,
thousands (toe), 2020

1354

520

940

In the electrical power balance in the year 2010, biomass power plants totalled 114 GWh, and
biogas plants – 28 GWh [3] as show the different studies about biogas production [8; 17]. The
theoretical potential for electricity production from biogas in Lithuania is considerable – 3389 GWh
[8; 17]. Electricity produced in biofuel plants in 2020 is projected to increase by 4 percent of the
total electricity consumption [11]. Main biofuel used in Lithuania are bio - diesel and bio - ethanol
(table 3).
Table 3.The dynamics of development of biofuel in Lithuania [14; 16; 21; 22; 23; 24]
Biofuel

2007

2008

2009

2010

Bio - ethanol, produced, thousand tons

17.1

24.5

39.3

Bio - diesel, produced, thousand tons
Share of biofuel in the fuel
transportation, %

64.6

104.7

89.2

4.3

5.6

–

for

3.8

2020

15

The analysis of the dynamics of biofuel use in Lithuania shows that production of biofuels
and their use is increasing but not fast enough. According to experts [26], unused reserves of
biofuels are very large; those are enough to produce the heat necessary for Lithuanian consumers.
Total of biomass in Lithuania consists of over 2 million toe: municipal waste – 200 000 toe, straw –
840 000 toe and biomass from wood – 1103 000 toe [10]. The assessment of biofuel usage in
Lithuania shows, that biofuel production in Lithuania has received little attention, as well as lack of
promotion can be seen, whereas the development of biofuel production can provide benefits to the
whole society.
Geothermal energy in Lithuania is used only for the production of heat and represents a
small percentage as a resource (table 4), but in the western part of the country geothermal potential
is used more actively [2, 18]. In Lithuania for “green” electricity production there is mainly used
hydropower. This kind of energy amounted 540 GWh [9] generally in total balance in 2010 (Table
4). In 2002 Lithuania had just few hydro capacities – 113 MW [25], and in 2010 – already 1027
MW [4]. The hydropower source is suitable (desirable) because of low operating cost electricity.
However in Lithuania technical hydropower’s potential is significantly limited by the
environmental conditions [2]. One of the fastest growing and most environmentally friendly RES in
Lithuania is wind power. Every year more and more electrical energy in Lithuania is produced
from wind energy (table 4): in 2005 Lithuania had only 4 small wind power plants with an annual
production of 1.8 GWh of electricity [2], in 2006 compared to 2005, 6 times more wind energy was
used to produce electricity [20]; in 2007, compared to 2006 – 7.5 times more [21]. In 2007 wind
power produced electricity accounted for 0.8 percent of all electricity produced in Lithuania, in
2008 and 2009 – 1 percent in each year; in 2010 – 3.9 percent [2]. In 2010 wind power supplied to
the network 224 GWh of electricity [24]. Wind energy potential is good enough, especially on the
seaside [18]. Lithuanian climate conditions are favourable for wind power development.
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Table 4.The energy balance of geothermal, hydro and wind energy in Lithuania [2; 24]
RES

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Geothermal energy, GWh

16.9

Hydro energy, GWh

450.7 397.1 420.6 401.9 424.3 540.0

Wind energy, GWh

1.8

9.7

9.0

3.8

29.7

26.4

13.7 106.1 131.1 157.7 224.0

Solar energy is a very important renewable energy source. In 2010 Lithuania produced and
supplied to the electrical grid 2.4 MWh of solar energy [24]. This amount of electricity is
commonly consumed by an average of 700 homes per year. There is an opinion, that solar
electricity as for Lithuania's economic potential is very limited, due to its expensive technology and
unsuitable climatic conditions [2; 9]. On the other hand, this approach is not entirely justified,
because in Lithuania, the annual average solar energy is about 1000 kWh/m2, while in southern
Germany – 1260 kWh/m2, and the north of Germany – 970 kWh/m2, which means that the climatic
conditions for solar energy in Lithuania are only slightly worse than in Germany [15]. Lithuania has
possibilities to use solar energy intensively.
The dynamics of electricity produced from RES in Lithuania [2] shows, that from year 2003
to 2005 renewable sources of electricity installed capacity changed very little, higher growth
observed in 2006 – 2007, and in 2008 this tendency slightly slowed down. In 2007 production of
electricity from RES amounted to 4.6 percent of total electricity production; in 2008 – 4.9 percent.
In 2010 in Lithuania from RES was produced and placed on a network 895 GWh of electricity,
which accounted for 9.7 percent of all electricity consumed per year in Lithuania and 16 percent of
all electricity produced in Lithuania [4]. The analysis showed that the maximum electrical energy
from RES in 2010 balance sheet was produced by hydroelectric power (540 GWh), second place –
wind energy (224 GWh), followed by – biomass (114 GWh) and biogas (28 GWh) plants.
Electricity produced from RES share it is planned to increase to 21 percent, in comparison to total
national electricity consumption [16].
Table 5.RES in Lithuania (2009; 2020) [19]
RES
Sun
Wind
Hydro energy
Biofuel
Geothermic
Biomass
Total

2009,
ktne
0
14
37
53
5
763
872

2009,
%
0
2
4
6
1
88
100

2020,
ktne
1
99
59
188
20
1626
1993

2020,
%
0
5
3
9
1
82
100

An analysis of RES use dynamics in Lithuania has showed that Lithuania has a relatively high
RES potential. The main renewable energy source is biomass. However, alternative energy sources
are not used sufficiently, because the use of RES is growing very slowly in Lithuania. In order to
increase the usage of RES in Lithuania and to pursue the obligations to EU (Table 5), it is essential
to determine the causes that influence the slow development of this activity and to identify the main
RES uptake problems.
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3.

THE MAIN PROBLEMS OF UNDER-USE OF RES AND THEIR CAUSES

Based on completed RES situation in Lithuania and the assessment of the scientific literature
[1; 6; 8; 11; 13; 25; 27 and 28] there are main causes for the problematic uptake of RES in
Lithuania identified. Lithuania has some direct support measures or tax incentives to use renewable
energy sources available. There are pollution taxes, fuel taxes, value added tax (VAT) and excise
tax allowances for biomass and biofuel, feed-in prices for electricity produced from renewable
energy source etc. [8; 25]. But it should be noted, that Lithuania has the weak legal framework,
unregulated use of RES technology return, the lack of biomass boilers and equipment necessary, as
well as poor logistics to ensure smooth work.
Another important reason is the lobbying pressure of mined fuel corporations because of the
representatives of the natural energy resistance; i.e. oil, gas, coal and nuclear energy industries as
well as centralized distribution system businesses, that simply do not want to lose investments in
their businesses and fight for the market share, and more often – for their monopoly positions. For
this reason, various myths are created and artificial barriers are made in order to prevent access to
cheaper energy for consumers. One recent example is the company “Vilniaus energija”, which cut
off the heat purchase contract with the Grigiskes Paper Mill, allegedly because of unreasonable
heating requirements set by the state [5]. As a result, heat is directly discharged into the air,
although it could meet up to 10 percent of total demand for lower prices in Vilnius [5]. What is
more, president of the Republic of Lithuania [5] expressed the suspicion that the Vilnius Energy
wants to “seize the biofuel boiler stations business”, because it offers to pursue biofuel boiler station
construction without any competition what so ever. Therefore, it is essential to attract more players
into the RES market in the future in order to prevent monopolies. So, it is clear that the main
stakeholders are market forces in this process. However, state, municipalities, nongovernmental
organizations may play considerable role as connecting, integrating and promoting chain between
the financing organizations and energy consumers [8].
The list of reasons for the slow uptake of RES in Lithuania is continued with traditional
thinking, the Lithuanian authorities' decisions inertia and irrationality, as well as the traditional
thinking of usage, weak public awareness and lack of understanding of the RES. Customers must
have insufficient information to make informed choices. Most public utilities provide little
information about their emissions or the fuels they use. Use of RES is relatively new area. Most of
customers know about it little and think that alternative energy does not can be highly reliable [8].
These reasons form three main problems for the overall uptake of RES in Lithuania:
• Market barriers;
• Lack of investment capacity and institutional barriers;
• Public authorities’ and institutions’ infantilism.
The most important thing is to understand that the main essence of all EU directives, policies
and measures is to overcome energy market failures as regulation of monopolies in energy sector by
dealing with energy externalities, energy affordability, asymmetry of information and energy
security [8]. Assessing the use of RES in Lithuania and identifying the key problems for overall use
of RES and the causes of the latter ones is an expansion potential of the RES in Lithuania
determined.
4.

THE POSSIBILITIES OF RES DEVELOPING IN LITHUANIA

In 2009 the European Parliament and Council took on directive 2009/28/EC on promoting the
use of renewable energy [14]. Under this directive, Lithuania has committed itself, that in 2020 in
the final energy usage balance, the RES will be no less than 23 percent. It is also panned till the year
2020 to transfer heat production sources to biofuel’s and municipal waste’s usage, which requires
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about 1.1 milliards LTL of investment [16; 26]. Lithuania is committed to the European Union [10;
13; 14; 18], that in 2020:
• Renewable heat from the CH sector will take 60 percent. (currently – 18 percent), and
decentralized heating sector – 80 percent;
• Electricity obtained from RES will reach up to 21 percent (currently – 8 percent.)
Including wind turbines could produce up to 10 percent of all electricity consumed in the
country (at present – about 2 percent), and biofuel power – up to 4 percent;
• Usage of RES in the transport sector – 15 percent (currently – 5 percent).
Renewable energy accounted for 15.2 percent in total balance in Lithuania in 2010. On the
one hand, the target of reaching 23 percent planned for 2020 is not easy (especially given, that over
the past ten years, this figure increased by about 3 percent [18]). On the other hand, Lithuania has a
great potential. It is stated [12] that Lithuania every year needs about 20 TWh of heat and about 10
TWh of electricity. All Lithuanian RES together make up about 40 TWh [12] of annual energy
potential in Lithuania (biofuel, biogas, wind, sun energy, hydro power, geothermic and municipal
waste) [12]. Therefore, Lithuania with its potential RES is able not only to meet all the needs of the
country, but also could export the excess of clean energy. Therefore, it is necessary to put effort and
find ways to use RES widely.
Evaluation of the use of RES in Lithuania showed that the most promising development in
Lithuania can be identified, biomass and wind energy. Hydropower potential is severely limited by
environmental conditions. The strict environmental requirements have conditioned the development
of biogas production in all EU countries. The biogas received during anaerobic decomposition of
the organic waste can be utilized as energy source for electricity and heat generation or as gas fuel.
The one of the main raw material sources for biogas production in Lithuania may be organic waste
in stockbreeding sector. The huge amounts of waste at the stockbreeding farms must be properly
handled and usefully utilized. The organic waste can be used for feeding, digesting. Also the waste
can be burned or processed into biofuel or biogas [8; 17]. Various forms of support must be
employed in order to accelerate the development of RES. Economic tools and other state policies
measures should be used to address these issues [8]. Lithuania could pursue its obligations to EU.
We also have to stop to pay big money for mined energy. The best solution is to reduce subsidies
for fossil fuel based energy sources [25] and redirect it to the use of RES development. It will
contribute to saving the financial resources, reducing air pollution, creation of new work places, as
well as benefits for Lithuanian economy and the perspective to have enough energy resources, what
could ensure true energy independence. It is also very important for public authorities to
demonstrate motivated efforts and tangible results. As already noted, Lithuania have some direct
support measures or tax incentives to use renewable energy sources available. Lithuania is the only
country in Baltic region which apply VAT exemptions from biofuels [3; 25]. This has positive
impact for the implementation of EU requirements. Renewable energy sources do not emit such
pollutants like SO2, CO2 etc. into atmosphere. Pollution taxes have specifically impact on enhanced
use of RES. The high taxes on emissions increase competitiveness of renewable in electricity, heat
and transport fuels markets [25]. However, it is not enough. The implementation of EU green
certificate system instead of local feed in prices applied for electricity produced from RES would
have the positive impact on deployment of renewable energy technologies [25]. It is necessary to
develop and implement policies by aiming directly at encouraging the development and diffusion of
environmentally friendly technologies. Also it is necessary to inform public about RES technology
innovation [8]. It is important to provide the support to renewable energy projects increasing
competitiveness of enterprises by implementing new technologies [25]. Structural funds are the
European Union’s main instrument for supporting social and economic restructuring across the EU.
They account for over a third of the EU total budget [25]. Support from EU funds can be very
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useful in promoting RES in Lithuania. However their use needs more rationality and more
orientation of state policy towards extensive usage of renewable energy sources [7; 8].
It must be remembered that Lithuania has obligations, responsibilities not only for the EU, but
for its society and future generations. Therefore each member of society has to contribute to this
work. In order to reach the overall aim the society should be united.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

After the analysis of usage of RES in Lithuania, identification of key problems of under-use
of RES and their causes, and after determining the possibilities of RES expansion in Lithuania, the
following conclusions were made:
1. The analysis of RES use dynamics showed that in Lithuania main focus is set on the RES
such as water, wind and biomass. One of the most popular and widely used RES in
Lithuania is of wood biomass. It is argued that the most promising development in
Lithuania can be assigned to biomass and wind energy. Hydropower potential is severely
limited by environmental conditions. Solar and geothermal power production is limited by
high technology costs. It was also found that in Lithuania renewable energy potential is
high enough to meet the needs. Nonetheless, dynamics of RES use are still quite slow.
This proves that Lithuania poorly utilizes its assets.
2. According to the literature review, three main problems for poor usage of RES in
Lithuania where identified. It are market barriers, lack of investment capacity and
institutional barriers, as well as society’s and state institutions’ infantilism.
3. It is necessary to understand that the main essence of all EU directives, policies and
measures is to overcome energy market failures as the regulation of monopolies in energy
sector and also as energy affordability, asymmetry of information and energy security.
Also Lithuania has to stop to pay big money for mined energy. The best solution is to
reduce subsidies for fossil fuel based energy sources and redirect it to the use of RES
development.
4. The state, municipalities, nongovernmental organizations must play considerable role as
connecting, integrating and promoting chain between the financing organizations and
energy consumers. It is necessary to develop and implement environmentally friendly
technologies and also to inform public about RES technology innovation.
5. EU structural funds can have the huge role in promoting renewable energy sources in
Lithuania. Use of EU funds needs more rationality and more orientation of state policy
towards extensive usage of RES.
6. Carried out theoretical studies have shown that Lithuania has the possibilities to adapt the
existing energy infrastructure for wide usage of RES. In such way it is possible to create
benefits for the Lithuanian economy and to find less harming the nature energy sources.
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ABSTRACT
The operation safety of the any turbo-installations depends from the effectiveness and reliability of working
its basic constructs. For that purpose are required to use modern approaches to constructions of turbine
equipment of Thermal Power Station (TPS) and Heat Power Plant (HPP). It is impossible without detailed
investigation of thermal and gas-dynamic processes.
The investigations of thermal and gas dynamics processes in steam turbine exhaust hood have been carried
out. The numerical solving of conjugate heat transfer problem was used. This approach allowed to define
thermal field of steam and solid case and velocity field of steam. These results of investigations will be used
at solving inverse heat transfer problems for definition of heat transfer coefficients on inner surfaces of
exhaust hood.
Keywords: steam turbine exhaust hood, conjugate heat transfer problem, thermal and gas-dynamics processes

1.

INTRODUCTION

The operation safety of the any turbo-installations depends from the effectiveness and
reliability of working its basic elements. For that purpose are required to use modern approaches to
constructions of turbine equipment of TPS and HPP. It is impossible without detailed investigation
of thermal and gas-dynamic processes.
The exhaust hoods are very important part of steam turbines. In particular the construction of
exhaust hood has big influence to economy and reliability of turbine [6.1, 6.2]. Its aerodynamic
performances influence economy of turbine. During the operations the operating environment in
exhaust hood of high pressure cylinder (HPC) has the complex structure and the walls of exhaust
hood are subjected to the temperature differences at changing of the turbine's operating regime. So
it's very important to make thermal and gas-dynamic processes investigations in this turbine
element.
2.

PROBLEM DEFINITION

Today the turbine K-325-23.5 of joint-stock corporation corporation "Turboatom" is one of
perspective project of Ukrainian turbine construction industry [3]. It is necessary to make
investigations for its reliability and long operation. The main part of these investigations is
identifications of thermal and gas-dynamic processes in construct elements.
The high-pressure cylinder of turbine K-325-23.5 shown on Fig. 1. The exhaust hood has
toroidal form with two exhausts in bottom. The exterior casing of HPC covered by isolation. This
fact was taken into account in thermal investigation.
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Fig. 1. The high-pressure cylinder of turbine К-325-23.5
Thermal and gas-dynamics processes were investigated on the rated duty of turbine.
3.

METHODOLOGY OF SOLVING

The test operation with complex objects like exhaust hood of steam turbine is very difficult
problem which associated with risk of equipment damage and the high financial expenditure. The
solution of this problem is computational modeling.
One of problem at investigation of thermal and gas-dynamic processes is problem of
boundary conditions definition in zones where operation environment has contact with metal
casing. The taking into account the cooling of steam near the solid surfaces is problem also. In this
case the effective instrument are the conjugate heat transfer problems which taking into account the
interference of heat transfer in solid body and gas environment.
The mathematical model of conjugate heat transfer problem consists of following equations:
1) for gas environment:
– continuity equation (mass sources and sinks are absent):
∂ρ
(1)
+ div( ρv) = 0 ,
∂τ
where ρ – density of gas, kg/m3; τ – time, s; v – velocity vector, m/s;
– equation of motion of viscous gas:
2
dv


= −grad p + µe div v  + 2div µeS б
ρ
(2)
∂τ
3


where p – static pressure, Pa; µе – effective coefficient of dynamic viscosity, kg/m·s, S – tensor of
strain rates.
– energy equation:
∂
(ρE ) + div(v(ρ E + p )) = div(λe gradT ) ,
∂τ
where E – total energy, carried to mass unit; T – temperature, K; λe – heat conductivity coefficient
(in consideration of turbulent constituent), W/(m·K). In consequence of small absolute value of
dissipative function there are not sources of heat here which were generated of mechanical work of
gas flow.
2) for solid medium – the equation of heat conduction (the Fourier equation):
∂T
,
(3)
div(λgradT ) = c p ρ
∂τ
where λ – heat transfer coefficient; T – temperature, K; cp – heat capacity of material, J/kg·K.

( )
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For closure the differential equations system added of the equation of gas environment state is
dependence the density of environment from temperature and pressure. For calculation of the
turbulent components which were included to equations of moving and energy was used the
Menter's model of the shear stresses k-ω [6.4]. The physical characteristics in equations were
considered as functions of temperature and pressure in working interval of temperatures.
A control-volume-based technique [5] is used for solving of model's equations.
The calculation area for exhaust hood of HPC was realized in 3D mesh (Fig. 2). On entry of
exhaust hood were specified the velocity (54.78 m/s) and pressure of operating environment which
calculated for parameters after 12-th turbine stage: the temperature of steam 287.6°C, pressure
41.575 at.

а)

b)

Fig. 2. The calculation area: а) the fragment of calculation area; b) the three-dimension mesh of
casing elements
The calculating mesh has more than 1.5 million nodes which allows to consider thermal and
gas-dynamic processes and take into account flow specifics near the solid body.
4.

INVESTIGATION RESULTS

The solution of direct conjugate problem of heat transfer allowed defining the structure of
flow in exhaust hood of HPC (Fig. 3). This figure shows that after moving by steam channel of
HPC the flow go to cave of exhaust hood where become twisted and after divided go to the bottom
exhaust (Fig. 3, а). The structure of flow in section which placed in plane z0y shows the character
of the steam moving lengthways of inner surfaces of exhaust hood (Fig. 3, b). The small flow
separation occur near the exit of diffuser (point 15) and near the zone where connected the casing
and the iron ring (points 9 and 10).
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а)

b)

Fig. 3. The structure of flow in exhaust hood of HPC: а) current streamlets for all calculation area;
b) current streamlets in section which placed in plane z0y
The steam velocity distribution (Fig. 4) in exhaust hood influence on the heat exchange
conditions on its surfaces.
I
II

II
III I

III
IV

V VI

IV
V
VI

a)

b)

Fig. 4. The components of steam flow in exhaust hood: a) circumferential component;
b) flow rate component
In toroidal camera the flow rate increases from section I-I to section IV-IV. In the bottom part
of exhaust hood the steam moves from section VI-VI to section V-V. Distribution of velocity
magnitude in vertical section is shown on Fig. 5.
The solving of conjugate heat transfer problem allows to define thermal field in solid body
and gas. The thermal field in vertical section is shown on Fig. 6. The high speed of gas cause the
uniform temperature distribution in inner cavity of exhaust hood. Outer case of HPC have warmed
up uniformly also, the highest temperature of metal in salient part (deflector).
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Fig. 5. The velocity magnitude field (m/s) in vertical section of exhaust hood

Fig. 6. The thermal field (absolute degree) in vertical section of exhaust hood

5.

CONCLUSIONS

The uses of modern modeling methods of thermal and gas-dynamics processes which based
on the solving of direct heat transfer problems allows to identify heat transfer conditions in different
elements of turbine. These methods have high effectiveness at modeling processes in exhaust hood
of high-pressure cylinders of steam turbines.
The uneven distribution of temperature in solid body of exhaust hood requires to make
investigations of thermal stress conditions. For this purpose will be solved the inverse heat transfer
problem which based on results of presented investigations. After that the heat transfer coefficients
on inner surfaces of exhaust hood will be defined which will be used like boundary conditions in
thermal stress investigations.
The results of this work have shown that next investigations of thermal and gas-dynamics
processes in exhaust hood on varying conditions of operations are necessary.
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ABSTRACT
The physical criteria of thermal efficiency of evaporative cooling of water in cooling towers are proposed.
The thermal efficiency depends on water temperature difference between inlet and outlet of cooling tower,
which by-term depends on several parameters, such as flow rate through the cooling tower, air temperature,
relative humidity of air, inlet water temperature. The overall performance of circulating water cycle is
characterised by ability of cooling tower to take away from cooled equipment the necessary quantity of heat
at design value of temperature of chilled water and at minimum power expenses. In a circulating water
cycle the electric power is spent for work of engines of pumps and fans of cooling towers. In cooling towers
the air intake is defined by aerodynamic resistance of cooling tower and its technical condition. For
calculation of efficiency of cooling tower the mathematical model is developed. It takes into account the
values of heat and mass transfer coefficients, temperatures, flow rate and pressure of water, meteorological
conditions and also electric power expenses.
Keywords: cooling tower, circulating water, optimization, modelling

1.

INTRODUCTION

In present work an applied problem of maintenance of demanded parametres of water cooling
in circulating water cycles with cooling towers are considered. The first way is extensive since
water temperature reduction in a circulating water cycle is reached due to the increase of circulating
water flow, frequency rate of circulation or the irrigation area. The choice of the practical
realization scheme of the given way depends on cycle characteristics: quantity and productivity of
pumps, efficiency and loading of cooling towers etc.
Frequently the demanded water temperature, arriving to the cooled equipment is below the
actual water temperature at cooling tower outlet. In this case it is required to raise efficiency of
cooling tower. The efficiency of cooling tower is theoretically limited by the temperature of wet
bulb thermometer and technologically – by flows of thermal agents.
It is easy to show that technologically the maximum possible temperature drop of water in
cooling tower ∆Tmax with given water flow, air flow, water temperature on the cooling tower inlet,
temperature and humidity of air on the cooling tower inlet can be found proceeding from balancing
correlations as:

( Pt + Pe ) ⋅ Qa
∆Tmax =
,
cw qw

(1)

where Pt is a maximum quantity of heat which is taken away by one cubic meter of air due to the
heat transfer, J/m3; Pe is a maximum quantity of heat which is taken away by one cubic meter of air
due to the evaporation, J/m3; Qa is a volume flow rate of air, m3/s; сw is a water cpecific heat,
J/(kg⋅°С); qw is a mass flow rate of water, kg/s.
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2.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The developed mathematical model is based on the models of evaporative cooling of water
droplets obtained by the authors previously [1, 2]. We describe a field of air velocity by means of
average value, which is determined in the approximation of one–dimensional description of cooling
tower aerodynamics. The droplets are spherical and there are no interactions between them. The
model represents a system of ordinary differential equations:
– equation for variation in the droplet radius Rmd(z) as a consequence of its evaporation:
γ (Re) [ρs (Tmd (z )) − ρv (z ) ]
dRmd (z )
,
= −
dz
ρw vmd (z )

(2)

where md = 1 when droplets are moving upward, md = 2 when droplets are moving downward, ρv
and ρs are the water density and the saturated water density in air, respectively, kg/m3;
– equation for variation in the droplet velocity vmd(z):
ρ [v (z ) − va ]2 πRmd (z ) 2
dvmd (z )
g
,
=
− C (Re) a md
dz
vmd (z )
m
2vmd (z )

(3)

where va is an air velocity, m/s; C(Re) is an aerodynamic drag coefficient [1, 2], dimensionless; ρa is
an air density, kg/m3; m is a droplet mass, kg;
– equation for variation in the volume-average droplet temperature Tmd(z):
3{α(Re) [Tmd (z ) − Ta (z ) ] + γ (Re)r [ρs (Tmd (z )) − ρ v (z ) ]}
dTmd (z )
,
= −
dz
cw ρ w Rmd (z )vmd (z )
λ a (2 + 0.5Re0.5 )
,
α(Re) =
2Rmd

(4)

D(2 + 0.5Re0.5 )
24  1 2/3 
, C=
γ (Re) =
(Re)
1 + Re  ,
2 Rmd
Re  6


where α(Re) (W/m2⋅°С) and γ (Re) (m/s) are the heat and mass transfer coefficients, respectively,
depending on the Re number [3]; r is a latent heat of vaporization, J/kg; λ a is a thermal conductivity
of air, W/m⋅°С; D is a diffusion coefficient for water vapour, m2/s;
– equation for variation in the temperature of the vapour-air mixture Та(z) with allowance for
heat transfer of droplets moving upward (subscript 1) and downward (subscript 2) alike:
4πR1 (z ) 2 N d
4πR2 (z ) 2 N d
dTa (z )
=
α(Re) [Ta (z ) − T1 (z ) ] +
α(Re) [Ta (z ) − T2 (z ) ] ,
dz
ρa ca (v1 (z ) − va )
ρa ca (v2 (z ) − va )

(5)

where Nd is a number of droplets, m-3; ca is an air cpecific heat, J/kg⋅°С;
– equation for variation in the density of water vapour ρv(z) in air with allowance for mass
transfer of drops moving upward (subscript 1) and downward (subscript 2) alike:
4πR1 (z ) 2 N d
4πR2 (z ) 2 N d
d ρv (z )
=−
γ (Re) [ρs (T1 (z )) − ρv (z ) ] −
γ (Re) [ρs (T2 (z )) − ρv (z ) ] ,
dz
v1 (z ) − va
v2 (z ) − va

(6)

The solution of the system was implemented in the MathCAD 14 environment using the
Runge-Kutta method.
3.

RESULTS

Numerical calculations were performed using the above mathematical model (2)–(6). The
efficiency of the cooling tower is defined by the dimensionless parameter:
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−T

η = T w0 −Twf ,
T

w0

(7)

lim

where Tw0 is the water temperature at the inlet to the cooling tower, °С; Twf is the water temperature at
the outlet from the cooling tower, °С; and Tlim is the temperature of the wet bulb thermometer, °С.
The dependence of the ratio of temperature of the chilled water Twf calculated according to (1)
to the temperature of the wet bulb thermometer Tlim versus the ratio of mass flow rates of water qw
and air qa is shown in Fig. 1.

2

3,0

1

Twf/Tlim

2,5
2,0
1,5
1,0
0,0

0,5

1,0

1,5

2,0

2,5

qw/qa
Fig. 1. The dependence of the ratio of temperatures of the chilled water and the temperature of the
wet bulb thermometer Twf /Tlim versus the ratio of mass flow rates of water and air qw/qa:
curve 1 is for the Tw0 = 25 °С, curve 2 – Tw0 = 35 °С
It is seen from Fig. 1, that by reducing the initial water temperature at the cooling tower inlet
it is possible at the same ratio of mass flow rates of water and air to reduce chilled water
temperature at the cooling tower outlet Тwf.
Technologically, it is possible to reduce the water temperature at the cooling tower inlet
increasing the circulating water flow rate in cooling tower more than it is required for the cooled
equipment. Besides the use of the additional water pump the air flow rate is proportionally
increased due to ejection. Further the demanded volume of chilled water from cooling tower goes to
the equipment and the rest of chilled water arrives to the hot water collecting tank. In a tank hot and
cold water mixes up and moves to the cooling tower.
For example, the equipment requirs 50 m3 of waters per hour at a temperature 25 °С. Thus the
water on equipment outlet is heated up to 35 °С. Thus, the cooling tower is required, cooling the
water from 35 °С to 25 °С. Let, for some reasons, the cooling tower is not effective enough and can
cool water from 30 °С to 25 °С. If we will pump the water with temperature 35 °С on such cooling
tower, then, taking into account the corrections on initial water temperature with other parameters
being equal it will cool the water to 27,5 °С [4, 5] and does not provide the demanded parameters
(Fig. 2, a). For maintenance of demanded parameters of work of a circulating water cycle it is
proposed to increase the water flow rate through the cooling tower up to 100 m3/h and to reduce the
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water temperature at cooling tower inlet to 30 °С (Fig. 2, b). Further, 50 m3/h of water at
temperature 25 °С pumps to the equipment, and the rest of water mixes up in a tank.
Thus, the cooling tower which is not effective enough allows providing demanded parameters
of a circulating water cycle.
27.5 °С
CT

25.0 °С
Eq.

CT

Eq.
25.0 °С

Tank

30.0 °С

Tank

35.0 °С

35.0 °С
a)
b)
Fig. 2. Circulating water cycle: a – traditional, b – with recirculation line from cooling tower.
CT – cooling tower, Eq. – equipment
On the given example (Fig. 2, b) the way of achievement of demanded parameters at the
expense of parallel work of cooling tower is considered. It is worth to note that for achievement of
demanded parameters of cooling also is applied consecutive cooling of water in cooling towers
when all chilled water from one cooling tower pumps to the second one. As well as in case of
parallel work of cooling towers, consecutive cooling does not allow to reach the temperature of
chilled water below the temperature of the wet bulb thermometer. Refrigerators and chillers are
applied to cooling of water below the temperature of the wet bulb thermometer. Our theoretical
calculations [6] show that the temperature of chilled water below the temperature of the wet bulb
thermometer can be reached in vacuum cooling towers.
Numerical calculations were performed using the above mathematical model (2)–(6). The
calculated dependence of the cold water temperature leaving the cooling tower Twf versus the wet
bulb temperature Tlim for two values of air velocities is shown in Fig. 3. The dependence in Fig. 3
was obtained at constant hot water temperature entering the cooling tower Tw0 = 35 °C, water flow
makes 50 m3/h, curve 1 – is for air velocity va = 1 m/s, curve 2 – is for air velocity va = 2 m/s. The
air flow makes correspondently 25 000 m3/h and 50 000 m3/h.
As it is seen from Fig. 3 the temperature of cold water, leaving the cooling tower Twf, is 4–5
°C above the temperature of the wet bulb thermometer Tlim at air velocity va = 2 m/s, and Twf is 8–10
°C above Tlim at air velocity va = 1 m/s. Depending on air velocity the water temperature drop in our
calculations is 6–10 °C.
Thus we can reach the same results by means of increasing water flow or air flow. The
described above cooling tower parameters can be produced by additional air flow created by fan
with electrical power 6 kWt or water pump with power 7,5 kWt.
Taking into account mathematical model (2)–(6) and equation (1) effective cooling towers
with required parameters at minimal energy consumption can be developed for various hydraulic
and thermal loads.
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Fig. 3. Calculated dependence of the cold water temperature leaving the cooling tower Twf versus
the temperature of the wet bulb thermometer Tlim for two values of air velocities: curve
1 – is for air velocity va = 1 m/s, curve 2 – va = 2 m/s
4.

CONCLUSIONS

The results obtained facilitate the development of a novel method of improving the efficiency
of water cooling in circulating water cycles with cooling towers. Cooling tower circuit can be
effective if required parameters are produced at minimal energy consumption. It is shown, that the
cooling tower which is not effective enough allows to provide demanded parameters of a circulating
water cycle, using a new scheme of water cooling (Fig. 2, a).
In considered cooling tower circuits required parameters were reached by increasing of water
and air flows. Energy consumptions for water and air flow increasing were compared. It was shown
that air flow can be increased at lower energy consumption than corresponding water flow. With the
increase of air flow in two times the cooling tower efficiency increases by 20–40 % depending on
atmospheric conditions. Effective cooling tower should be designed taking into account the
hydraulic and thermal loads.
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RESEARCH OF VISCOSITY INFLUENCE TO CORIOLIS MASS
FLOWMETERS FLOW RATE MEASUREMENT ACCURACY
E. Maslauskas, M. Kulokas
Lithuanian Energy Institute
Breslaujos str. 3, LT-44403 Kaunas – Lithuania
Phone +370 37 401864
Email: maslauskas.e@mail.lei.lt, kulokas@mail.lei.lt
ABSTRACT
Coriolis mass flow meters used commonly in high-accuracy liquid flow measurement systems. However
some issues are raised, which related with different effects to the flow meter measurement accuracy. One of
such question: how fluid viscosity affects metrological characteristics of Coriolis flow meters. These and
othere tasks carried out by using water and working fluid with reference devices.
Stationary reference flow facilities for testing the flowmeters were developed and also operated at LEI using
water or Exxsol. Measurements with other liquids are performed in the places, where liquids accounting
systems are installed. It is advisable to use the portable reference facilities (the standard volume) for these
measurements. However, the use of standard volume determines requirements of stability environment
conditions, liquid and atmosphere temperature equability. For laboratory research of flowmeters with any
viscosity fluids was developed flow facility. Only the flowmeters flow resistance is limited using of high
viscosity fluids.
The measuring facility and its functioning are described in this paper. Also was calculated experimental
measurements spread and uncertainty. Experimental studies of the Coriolis meters are performed using
different viscosity liquids. Studies are showed, that the mass flow CMF errors using different viscosity fluids
varies quite in narrow range, but it must be taken, that by measuring of the volume flow the viscosity
depends on the measurement of density also. Thus, the combined measurement error in some cases may be
higher than permissible error.
Keywords: Coriolis flow meter, test facility, viscosity, density measurement, liquids other than water, flow

1.

INTRODUCTION

For measurement various fluids flows are used rotary vane, turbine and Coriolis mass flow
meters (CMF). The Measuring instruments are selected taking into the type of fluid, its viscosity,
the terms and conditions of use and the required measurement accuracy.
Fluid density and viscosity are physical properties, having greatest influence and in practice
affecting the measurement accuracy of the fluid and widely considered in the literature. Others
source of measurement errors are usually air/gas bubbles, comprised in the fluid metering section
(two-phase flow), various pulsations, which generate mainly the vibrations of the measuring device
or the line, or environmental factors.
In the long time of measurement devices operation, the increasing of measurement error is the
result of aging of electronic components, mechanical wear, fatigue mechanical elements and other
causes. To prevent using of non-compliant devices, each of them must be verified in fixed time
intervals. Often the verification of measurement system carried out in two steps: the measurement
system components verificated individually (partial verification) and afterwards carried out
complex verification. In this case, the reference device must be movable. The measure is the most
common reference measuring tool, used for measuring reference volume. However, their using is
associated with considerable transportation costs, the significant increasing of measurements
uncertainty, concerning difference of environment and fluid temperatures and its change. Coriolis
mass flow meters (CMF) using as a portable reference device, would solve these problems.
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A very important feature of CMF is universality and the ability to measure the liquid and gas
flow when the density and viscosity is very different. Stappert [1] and O’Banion in [2] reviewed the
performed studies which justify allowing the using of CMF for natural gas accounting, here arisen
problems and pointed out the basic requirements for the using of CMF gas accounting. As one of
the main advantages of CMF is a relatively small change of the errors between the calibration with
gas and with water, but the CMF density measurement accuracy is not enough for accurate
measurement of gas volume. Therefore measurement of gas flow with CMF required density
measuring devices, providing to the CMF information about gas density.
For low flow measurement with CMF the phase stability is very important when changing
external factors. Phase difference can occur in the absence of flow (q = 0). Therefore CMF record
flow, which can be described as “zero flow”. The source of zero phase shifts are various: from the
sensing tube manufacturing tolerances to external influences (temperature changes, mechanical
stress, etc.). In [3] it is reviewed the causes of zero phase shift and importance of its removal.
Experiments were performed with some “U” type CMF sensors and proved the assumption that in
the sensors, influenced with additional mass, temperature and vibration damping, emerges
additional phase shift effect, when CMF is registered additional flow rate. This study show, how
some imperfections, caused in the production or operation time, can affect to the CMF sensor
readings. Performed “zero correction” by stopping the flow of the pipeline partly allows avoiding
this zero shift. But, the change of the conditions can occur of the phase difference again.
However CMF is relatively new device and despite of many studies, needed to explore of
many factors influence to CMF. One of the questions is: how fluid viscosity influences to fluid
volume and mass flow measurement accuracy. At low Reynolds numbers (Re) CMF reading may
deviate under the influence of fluid-dynamic forces. In Kumar performed research [4] is showed the
relationship between this deviation and Reynolds number by using numerical simulation. He
explained this effect by a periodic shear mechanism, which interacts with the oscillatory Coriolis.
The assumption, wich identify by using the numerical simulation, where confirmed in experiments
with diferent viscous liquids. Nine DN250 size PROMASS meters were used as experiment objects.
But in this research the operating of CMF was limited in the lower range of Re > 800 and only
partially fills this gap. In this case it is interesting for us the operation of smaller size CMF.
Therefore the aim of this study is fluid viscosity effect to the accuracy of flow measurement
with CMF in small Re, and justifying an universal method for calibration and verification of
accounting fluid measurement systems.
2.

METHODS AND EQUIPMENT OF RESEARCH

For experimental studies is used two curved tube “U” type CMF. It nominal diameter of the
inlet is DN15, the sensing tube diameter din = 8 mm, a working temperature range is -50 to +200 °C
and maximum pressure is 4 MPa. It is performed the research of higher nominal flow (DN80 and din
= 40.5 mm) and the same type CMF with ethanol at installation place and with water at stationary
laboratory facility. Detailed characteristics of the CMF are in [5]. The maximum permissible error
of device:
q
(1)
δ max = ±0.10% ± 0 100% ,
q
here q0 = 0.325 kg/h for DN15 device – zero point stability, q is flow rate.
The investigation was performed in low flow using water (ν ≈ 1 mm/s2) and silicone oil.
Experimental liquid viscosity and density was measured using a laboratory viscosity and density
meter SVM3000 (density measurement accuracy Δρ = ± 0.0005 g/cm3 and viscosity
δ µ = ±0.35 % ).
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The facility for testing flow meters with viscous liquids has been specially designed and
manufactured, because the fluid viscosity varies in a broad range and usually testing facility
becomes unsuitable, where the liquid is forced to move with the pump. Therefore it is selected
another way to make flow. The compressed air presses experimental liquid from the tank through
the metering section. Primary tank is changed together with working fluid to accelerate and simplify
change of liquid at facility.
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Fig. 1. The research facility of CFM with various viscosity liquids
Compressed air is supplied through a valves S5, S6, S7 from the air cylinder V1 (up to 15
bar) or S5, S8 and S10 (up to 8 bar) from the compressed air line through humidifiers OS and
pressure vessel V2. The pressure in the main tank T1 makes the liquid flow through the filter F,
CMF D and the temperature and pressure measuring unit T, P to open weighing tank T2. Here the
liquid is weighed, recalculated by mass or volume and compared with CMF measured mass or
volume. Measurement begins and finished with the opening and closing the valve S1. It is regulates
pressure and flow rate with valve S2. The working pressure is determined by R1 reducer, if required
pressure above 8 bar, or R2 if less 8 bar. The weighed on the scales liquid is returned to the
operating tank T1 through the valves S3 and S4. Theretofore the air is released through the cesspool
N and opened valve S9.
Mass flow measurement uncertainty was calculated according to expression:
M e = k ⋅ ( M e ⋅ (1 + dM t ⋅ (to − 20 + dto )) + M d + M a + M t + Vts ⋅ ρ s + M g ) .

(2)

Here k is air buoyancy, Me is reading of the scales, dMt is the scales correction for zero drift, to is
the ambient temperature, dto is ambient temperature change, Md. is correction of the balance
discretion, Ma is correction of instrument repeatability, Mt is correction for the nonlinearity of the
balance, Vts is change in volume of the liquid line after CMF for the thermal expansion, ρs is liquid
density in scales, Mg is correction for the liquid evaporation and splashing.
Buoyancy coefficient k is given by

ρo
ρ sv
,
k=
ρo
1ρs
1-
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here ρo is density of air, ρsv is density of scales weight, ρs is density of liquid.
Air density is calculated by the formula:

ρo =

3.4844 po + ϕ o (- 0.00252to + 0.026582)
,
to + 273.15

(4)

here po is atmosphere pressure, φo is air humidity, to is air temperature.
Table 1. Calibration measuring possibility of test facility.
Distribution

Weighing
coefficient Wi

Wi2·Xi2

8.0

St.
Uncertainty
Xi
3.0E-04

Normal

1.001

9.02E-08

0

5.0E-06

Uniform

1.001

2.51E-11

0

6.0E-05

Normal

1.001

3.61E-09

Temperature zero drift dMt, 1/ C

0

2.0E-06

Normal

20.0

1.60E-09

Repeatability Ma, kg
Environment (air) temperature to,
o
C
Environment (air) temperature
change dto, oC
Air humidity φ, %
Atmosphere pressure Po, kPa
Air density ρo, kg/m3
Liquid evaporation and splashing
Mg, kg
Pipe thermal expansion, Vtv, m3

0

1.0E-05

Normal

1.001

1.00E-10

20.0

0.1

Normal

-2.89E-05

8.32E-12

0

0.5

Uniform

-2.89E-05

2.08E-10

45.0
101.3
1.204

1.0
1.0
0.018

Normal
Normal
Normal

-5.70E-09
8.34E-05
7.02E-03

3.25E-17
6.96E-09
1.60E-08

0

1.0E-04

Normal

1.001

1.00E-08

0

6.7E-08

Normal

1.001E+03

4.45E-09

999.8

0.25

Normal

-9.66E-06

5.78E-12

Ust, kg

0.00036

Uex, kg

0.0007

Uex, %

0.009

Ust, kg

0.00034

Uex, kg

0.0007

Uex, %

0.017

Ust, kg

0.00037

Uex, kg

0.0007

Uex, %

0.009

Parameter

Value

Reading of the scales Me, kg
Scale discretion Md, kg
Linearity Mt, kg
o

Liquid density ρs, kg/m

3

Mwater = 8.009 kg

Mwater = 4.005 kg

Msilicone oil = 8.009 kg

In Table 1 presents the calibration measuring possibility of the facility for the water or
silicone oil of mass 8 and 4 kg. The calculations are performed for only one type of silicone oil,
because their densities are very similar and the evaporation component already becomes negligible
to the lowest viscosity oil.
Analogous to [6], using in table 1 presented data, it were performed calculations by MonteCarlo method, to determine the expanded uncertainty and output distribution. These calculations
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performed using specialized computing package „MATLAB” and [7]. For this data analysis was
selected the number of iterations (N = 106). In the finally, the output result distribution is similar to
normal distribution.
3.

EXPERIMENT RESULTS

Investigations were carried out using water, two viscous silicone oils and a mixture of oils in
changing the liquid viscosity in increasing and decreasing sequences. After each fluid replacement
was performed the zero correction. The results were analyzed considering to the Reynolds number,
which calculated in accordance to average speed in tube and its diameter value. At 2300 <Re <4000
flow regime was considered to meet the transition from laminar to turbulent regime. However, it
remains an open question due to the effects of vibration on the flow regime changes. Therefore it is
needs to perform additional resistance regularity analysis, it relating with flow in vibrating tube of
CMF. Mass flow measurement errors curves of different viscosity fluids are presented in Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3. From Fig. 2 shows that the at low viscosity (water flow) mass flow rate measurement errors
is close to 0 and remains a fairly constant regardless of that, the fluid flow profile approaching to
laminar according to Re.
0.080

1
2

0.040

3

δ, %

4
0.000
-0.040
-0.080
0

1

10

100
Re

1000

10000

100000

Fig. 2. Change of CMF errors according Red (p = 6,5 bar) at 1 – water (ν ≈ 1,0 mm/s2), 2 – silicone
oil DOW CORNING (ν ≈ 60 mm/s2, ρ ≈ 0.97 g/cm3), 3 – silicone oil MOLYDUVAL SYLO D/500
(ν ≈ 600 mm/s2, ρ ≈ 0.97 g/cm3), 4 – mixture of oils (ν ≈ 200 mm/s2, ρ ≈ 0.97 g/cm3)
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Fig. 3. Errors of CMF mass flow rate readings acording viscosity change, when qm = 0.2 m3/h
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However, in the beginning at increasing viscosity and decreasing Red, the errors comes negative,
but further it is observed quickly evolution of positive values. This variation is correlated with the
character of the resistance coefficient change in channels. It means this, that at high viscosity and
laminar flow, CFM indicates flow rate higher than it is actually. The response of the tube to Coriolis
forces changes with approaching to the transition flow regime and with formation of vortex
structure. In the fully evolved turbulent flow vibrations do not influences to the flow structure.
In Fig. 3 showed character of change errors in viscosity axisν, when flow rate is q=0.2 m3/h.
This flow rate is maximal using MOLYDUVAL SYLO D/500 (ν ≈ 600 mm/s2). Such character of
errors change is in others flow rates.
In the experimental facility it was not possible research of high nominal flow CMF. Therefore
similar type meters were tested in the laboratory facility and at operating conditions. In the first
case, the two CMF was measured with water mass flow in laboratory facility, using weighing
method, in the second case, measure was determined with ethanol (ν ≈ 1.5 mm/s2) at operating
conditions in ethanol factory, using direct volume measuring method. Measurement results are
presented in Fig. 4. It appears that both meters characteristics are different, which can be explained
by the inequality of CMF. However, both characteristic clearly shifted downward at measurements
in installation place, compared with measurements, performed in the laboratory with water.
This difference can be explained by the following reasons:
− installation conditions;
− weighing and volume measuring methods differences;
− differences in fluid viscosity.
However, the first two reasons are most likely.
It leads to the conclusion that after installation in the workplace it is needed to verify to
understand measurement errors and if necessarily, to introduce correction. It is also necessary to
carry out such inspections and monitoring and if needed, to reduce the time between calibration or
verifications.
0.04
1.1
1.2
0

δ, %

1.3
2.1
2.2

-0.04

2.3
-0.08
0

50

100

150

200

250

300

Re, x1000

Fig. 4. CMF errors at measuring in laboratory with water and in operating place with ethanol:
1.1 and 2.1 – water flow measuring errors; 1.2 and 2.2 – ethanol flow measuring errors;
1.3 and 2.3 – ethanol flow measuring errors after 6 months.
Also it was carried out measurement with compressed natural gas (CNG) flow at filling
automotive cylinders. Compressor was fed compressed gas to 200 bar into the cylinder, which has
been weighed before and after the measurement. CMF readings are compared with the reading of
scales. The test was performed to filling to the empty cylinder and filled from starting pressure 100
bar. Here we have the influence, which related with high pressure gradients and its quick change.
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From authors performed investigation [8] at compressed natural gas filling station, it is
proved earlier published [1] and [2] proposition, that it is suitable for CNG flow measurement with
CMF, which were calibration with water.
1.00

δ, %

0.50
0.00
-0.50
-1.00
2.5

4.5

6.5

8.5

m, kg

Fig. 5. Errors of compressed natural gas measurements with CMF at gas station. Filled weight
m ≈ 4 kg (equivalent to p0 = 100 bar) and m ≈ 7 kg (equivalent to p0= 0 bar)
In Fig. 5 you can see, that with change of pressure and herewith viscosity in large ranges,
errors of all measurements not exceed maximal permission error (δmax = ±1 %). But it is seen
significant approach of errors to decreasing tendency, when pressure drop is smaller, i.e. when flow
starts from pressure p0 = 100 bar.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

1. CMF mass flow errors of measurement with different viscosity (1 ÷ 600 mm/s2) liquids,
varies quite in the narrow range (for the particular CMF from -0.03 % to +0.07 %), but clearly is
visible influence of small Re.
2. Volumetric flow rate is measured with the lower accuracy concerning the density
measurement errors variation. Therefore, using CMF for liquid volume accounting systems
calibration – verification as the reference device, it is necessary to take attention into the fluid
viscosity.
3. For the more significant measuring systems with CMF, is useful monitoring of periodic
calibration and if necessary the change of calibration period.
5.
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ABSTRACT
Investigation of unsteady heat and mass transfer processes transition to equilibrium evaporation state which
is characteristic under experimental investigation for water droplets heated by conduction and thermal
radiation using the hypothetical droplet model was provided. Modeling is performed using the combined
analytical – numerical method. The universality of fluxes change on droplet surface which underlies
assumption for describing of droplet thermal state and phase change parameters by characteristic curves
depending on time expressed by Fourier number. Results of investigation compared with experiment results
of other authors.
Keywords: water droplet, thermal radiation, interaction of transfer processes.
Nomenclature: a - thermal diffusivity (m2/s),
I - index of control time,
L - latent heat of evaporation (J/kg),
mv - vapour mass flux density (kg/ m2 s),
n - number of the term in infinite sum,
q - heat flux (W/m2)
r - coordinate of a droplet (m),
R - radius of a droplet (m),
Rii – dispersity of droplets,
T - temperature (K),
η - non-dimensional droplet coordinate,
λ - thermal conductivity (W/m K),
P- heat and mass transfer parameter of droplet
t - control time (s), τ - time (s),
Subscript
C – droplet centre, c – convective,
co – condensation regime,
e - equilibrium evaporation regime,
g - gas,
vg - vapor-gas mixture,
i - time index in a digital scheme,
I - index of control time,
j - index of droplet cross-section,
J - index of droplet surface,
k – conductive,
R - droplet surface, r – radiative,
m - mass average,
s – saturate,
Σ – total,
f - phase change.
Superscript
+ External side of a surface, - internal side of a surface.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Liquid injection is widely applied in modern thermal technologies, the efficiency of which
depends on intensive heat and mass transfer processes of dispersed liquid and highly developed
contact surface between liquid and gas phase. Liquid hydrocarbons, their mixtures and water are
among the most widely used liquids. The evaporation rate of hydrocarbon droplets decides the
process of liquid fuel combustion. Water, which is naturally dispersed into droplets, is met in
natural phenomena, whilst artificially dispersed water is applied in thermal regulation systems, the
processes of air conditioning, mixture evaporation, fuel combustion, gas compression [1], etc. In
order to ensure optimal run and further development of energy and industrial technologies under
acceptable long-term economical, social and environmental conditions, it is necessary to know and
control thermo-hydro-mechanical processes in these technologies.
The interaction of heat and mass transfer processes determines the thermal state of droplets
and phase transformations on their surfaces. This interaction is influenced by many factors:
unsteadiness of transfer processes; the Stefan’s hydrodynamic flow; radiative flow absorbed in
semitransparent liquid; temperature and pressure drops in the Knudsen layer; the size of droplets
and slipping of droplets in gas; turbulence of a two-phase flow surrounding droplets, etc. In
scientific literature these factors are evaluated by researches which are known as the “droplet
problem”. The history of theoretical and experimental investigations counts more than one hundred
years [2], though the “droplet problem” still remains urgent due to the above-mentioned necessity to
recognize regularities of combined heat and mass transfer in two phase flows. The experimental and
theoretical researches methods of droplet evaporation are studied in detail and systematically in the
paper [3].
From all mentioned factors, the thermal radiant flow is the factor whose influence on
evaporating droplets to calculate is the most difficult. During the earlier investigations of sprayed
liquid systems, the influence of thermal radiation flow on transfer processes was not taking into
account. A semitransparent liquid droplet absorbs the radiation energy by its entire volume. This
process is very complicated because it is determining by the variable intensity of spectral radiation
flow inside the droplet. The thermal radiation affects the process of droplets heating and
evaporation and influences the interaction of transfer processes inside and outside the droplet.
Modeling the sprayed liquid systems it is not possible to neglect interaction of the transfer
processes. In the paper [4] for the first time was presented that radiation absorption can significantly
distort temperature field in a semitransparent liquid droplet and even change the direction of
temperature field gradient. The spectral radiation field inside semitransparent liquid droplet can be
calculated using the geometrical optics or the electromagnetic wave theory and is discussed in [5].
This work have the practical importance, the results of this investigation shows that, the effect of
radiation absorption by a droplet is to cool the ambient atmosphere and can control the fire by water
sprays. The influence of spectral radiation on heat and mass transfer interaction of semitransparent
liquid droplets is not enough investigated, although the optical characteristics of many liquids are
known [6, 7]. Detailed combined analytical and numerical research methods for the “droplet”
problem are presented in [5, 8]. Comparison of the theoretical and experimental results is urgent for
the reliability of the "droplet" models and practical use of their results. But the experimental
research of heat and mass transfer of evaporating droplet in radiant medium are complicated and
very few. The experiments of V. Ivanov and E. Smirnova [9] can be considered as exclusive ones.
The authors investigated the rate of equilibrium evaporation of water droplets heated by air
conductivity and radiation from hot wall. The experiments were performed with large water
droplets, evaporating in equilibrium conditions in the dry air. The constancy of droplet size was
ensured by a special capillary system and the authors stated that maximal error of droplet
evaporation rate did not exceed 5%. This work is performed applying a model of a hypothetical
droplet, similarly to the mentioned case of experimental research [9] and using the combined
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analytical and numerical methods [8, 10, 11], when numerical simulation schemes of unsteady
evaporating droplets are concluded for algebraic-integral equations of the system. This system is
resulting from analytical restructuring of an droplet heat and mass transfer differential equations
based on the initial assumption that in translucent droplets takes place the composite heat transfer
by conduction and radiation. In this paper is presenting work of the systematic evaluation of the
transformation of heat and mass transfer processes from unsteady to equilibrium case, as droplet is
heated by radiation and conduction and its diameter remains constant during the evaporation
process.
2.

ANALYTICAL-NUMERICAL METHOD OF INVESTIGATION

In the models of combined methods for analytical and numerical “droplet problem” research
the schemes of non-stationary temperature field are being constructed not for the primary systems
of differential and integral equations, but for its solutions – the system of algebraic and integral
equations. The main advantages of this method are avoidance of the indeterminacies, related to the
selection of time and coordinate steps and reliable control of numerical research convergence. To
make a reach for numerically repeat of boundary conditions in work [9] the model of hypothetical
droplet was applied using droplet with physical properties of water and with surface source of mass,
when the source secures volume stability of heating and evaporating droplet.
The temperature of the interphase contact surface is determined when there is a balance of the
energy flux’s taken to the surface and taken from the surface of droplet.



qΣ+ (t ) + qΣ− (t ) + q +f (t ) = 0

(1)

In the case of combined heat transfer in a droplet by conduction and radiation, the unsteady
temperature field (2) in a spherically – symmetrical droplet is defined by the method [8] which
takes into account influence of radiation absorption peculiarities in a semi-transparent droplet and
the rate the droplet’s surface temperature change:
2
T (r , t ) = TR (t ) +
r

  nπ  2

sin (nπη ) f n (t )exp − a
 (t − t ) dt .
  R 

n =1
0
∞

t

∑

∫

(2)

The function f n takes into account the influence of the radiant absorption in a droplet and the
rate of change of droplet surface temperature on the unsteady temperature field of a droplet.
Radiation flux is calculated using the method described in [12].
The conductive component is determined by the gradient of temperature field in the droplet,
described by expression (2):
qk− (t ) = −λ (t )

∂T (r ,t )
∂r r ≡ R −

(3)

The density of heat flux of phase transformations:
q +f = mv+ ⋅ L

(4)

Is determined by the density of water vapor flow on the droplet surface, which is described by
using the Shorin-Kuzikovsky model [12], which evaluates the influence of the Stefan flow on the
mass transfer.
As a droplet is carried by gas flow without slipping, the intensity of stagnate water droplet
conductive heating is calculated for Nu ≡ 2 , additionally evaluating the influence of the Stefan’s
hydrodynamic flow [13]:
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q k+ (t ) =

λvg (t )
R

[T

g

] ln[1B+ B(t )(t )]

− TR (t ) ⋅

T

(5)

T

The function of the Spalding transfer number ( BT ) (6) evaluates the influence of
hydrodynamic Stefan flow:
c p ,vg (t )[Tg − TR (t )]  q k− (t ) 
⋅ 1 + + 
BT (t ) =
(6)
L(t )
 q k (t ) 
The Nusselt number (Nu) for a droplet is described by Abramzon-Sirignano model, as
Spalding transfer number is selected using the recommendations presented in [11].
Size of a droplet and temperature of sprayed liquid are predicted for the initial conditions of
heat and mass transfer. As temperatures of a radiant source and gas are selected and volumetric part
of liquid vapor in gas is predicted, the parameters of the droplet’s surrounding are determined.
When modeling evaporation of a single droplet, the parameters of surrounding are set to be
constant.
For a “hypothetical” droplet with constant volume is being applied an additional condition:
dR(τ )
≡ 0.
(7)
dτ
Equations (1-7) can be solved numerically, by the iteration method. Using this method
number J of a control droplet cross-section is selected freely; the position of the cross-section is
defined by dimensionless droplet coordinate ηj ( η j = 0 when j ≡ 1 ; η j = 1 when j ≡ J ). Control
time t is selected and number I of time coordinate change steps is provided ( t = 0 when i ≡ 1 ; t = t
when i ≡ I ). The thermal state of water droplets, convectively heated by gas and influenced by
radiant energy source is calculated numerically, solving the equation (2), as temperature of a
warming droplet surface is selected using the method of the fastest descent, requiring accuracy of
the balance (1) to be not less than one hundredth percent. Gauss method is used, when expression is
integrated according the incidence angle of light beam. The spectrical optical characteristics of the
water were taken according [6] recommendations.
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Warming and phase transformations of water droplets heating are modelled using the
numerical method, when neglecting slipping of droplet in the dry air of temperature Tg (t ) = const .
Conductive heating is determined by the difference between temperatures of air and droplet’s
surface and in the case of combined heating the spherical wall having the air temperature and
emissivity equal 0.95 radiates additionally.
Systematic evaluation of the interaction requires researching of heat and mass transfer
processes during the cycle of a droplet lifetime: from water injection until the moment when the
droplet evaporates out completely. One can predict a number of characteristic time instants, during
which essential qualitative changes in the mode of phase transformations and peculiarity of heat
exchange occur. Usually they are shown in real time: 0 ÷ τ co ÷ τ e ÷ τ f . In such case, as the change of
the thermal state of conductively heated droplet is indicated in time scale, we get a number of
curves, which show the change of the state of conductively heated droplet in regards to its diameter
(Fig. 1 a), when To ( Rii ) = const . In the case, when is seeking the commonality – the characteristic
lifetime of heated droplets, expressed by Fourier number - scale time: 0 ÷ Foco ÷ Foe ÷ Fo f (Fig. 1 b),
we get characteristic curves, which show the change of the thermal state of conductively heated
droplet, when To ( Rii ) = const and not depend on droplet diameter R, (Fig. 1 b, curves 4-6).
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Fig. 1. Variation of conductively heated water droplet thermal state in real time (a) and in Fourier
number based time duration (b). R.106, m: (4) 50, (5) 100, (6) 250; Tg=873K; T0=303K.
In the case, when To ( Rii ) ≠ const , droplets’ heating is convenient to analyze in time scale
expressed by Fourier number [14]: 0 ÷ Foco,k ÷ Foe,k ÷ Fo f ,k , is described by the characteristic curves,
which reflect dynamics of the phase transformation and thermal state parameters of water droplets,
independent of the sprayed liquid dispersity. This characteristic lifetime of droplets combines the three modes of droplet phase transformations [15]: the
first one - condensation mode of phase transformations 0 ÷ Foco,k ; the second mode of unsteady
evaporation Foco,k ÷ Foe,k and an equilibrium evaporation mode, which actually starts, when entire
heat supplied to the droplet is used for evaporation of water. At the time instant Fo ≡ Foco,e droplets
warm up till temperature Te,k , which ensures the mode of equilibrium evaporation. In the third mode
of phase transformations the temperature Te,k remains constant.
A reference study showed that the widest researches were performed in equilibrium
evaporation mode; radiation was neglected when examining the condensing mode. Recently
unsteady evaporation is more and more interesting for researchers, though systematic evaluation of
unsteady process interaction is still missing.
The influence of heating conditions on the thermal state of droplets and phase transformations
can be evaluated using a comparative method, gradually approaching towards more complicated
boundary conditions of heat and mass transfer. Therefore, a well-examined case of droplet heat
exchange is necessary. Such case can be the following: the droplets are heated by conduction, the
influence of radiation and natural as well as forced convection are neglected. Heating and
evaporation processes of conductively heated water droplets are thoroughly researched and they
distinguish themselves in many properties, which are convenient for comparative analysis. These
properties are revealed, as the curves, which show the change of heat and mass transfer parameters,
are presented in Fourier number based time scale.
Then, the change of thermal state can be represented by the characteristic curves (Fig. 1 b),
which couple warming of all larger droplets heated by conduction (in this case, the influence of the
Knudsen layer can be neglected) in the cases defined by water’s initial temperature (Fig. 2). In this
case, when the duration expressed by Fourier number, the characteristic curves of surface, mass
average and centre temperatures of conductively heated droplet can be described by the family of
characteristic curves (Fig. 2 a), not depending on droplet diameter, but taking into account the
variation of sprayed water temperature, To ( Rii ) ≠ const .
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Fig. 2. Influence of initial water temperature on characteristic curves (a) and universal curves of
water droplets thermal state variation (b). T0 K: (4,7-9) 283, (5,10-12) 313, (6,13-15) 323,
(16-18) 303; Tg=873K.
In such a case, was proposed method, when these results expressed in normalized form in
respect of a Fourier number, and would be possible the family of characteristic curves (Fig. 2 a) to
couple into universal curves (Fig. 2 b).
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Fig. 3. Influence of the radiant absorption in the droplet on the droplet surface and centre
temperature. R.106, m: (5) 50, (6) 100, (7) 150, (8) 200, (9) 250; Tg=873K; T0=303K; Tsr ≡ Tg.
The universal curves combined into etalon curve, deviation from etalon curve shows the
influence of radiation in the case of combined droplet heating (Fig. 3 a). For larger droplets this
influence is more pronounced (Fig. 3 b, curve 9). The thermal radiation makes influence on the
thermal state of warming droplet, appreciably evoking the deformations of unsteady temperature
field, which reflect the changes of droplet surface and center temperatures dynamics (Fig. 3).
It is very important that the variation of heat and mass transfer parameter of the conductively
heated droplet can be described by specific characteristic curves. This requires expressing desired
parameter in normalized form in respect of the Fourier number, ensuring the variation of
investigational parameter in the universal interval from 0 till 1, and to adjust the universal time
variation interval (from 0 till 1), in the case when time is expressed by ratio of Fourier number. The
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universal duration 0-1 of the unsteady phase transformation mode of conductively heated droplets is
shown by time parameter F ok ≡ Fo / Fo e, k , normed according to the Fourrier number, representing
the beginning of equilibrium evaporation; and the heat and mass transfer parameters P of a droplet
are normed according to their initial and equilibrium evaporation values [16]:
Pin , k − Pin , 0
(8)
.
Pin , k ≡
Pin , e , k − Pin , 0
For the preparation of the specific parameter variation curves for conductively heated droplet is sufficient to
model an evaporation process of the freely chosen droplet.

If the characteristics curves [16] of the intensity of evaporation on droplet surface and phase
transformation heat flux of conductively heated droplets will presented by expression (8), they will
be revealed by the universal curves (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Influence of the radiant absorption in the droplet on the intensity of evaporation (a) and
phase transformation heat flux (b). R.106, m: (1) 50, (2) 100, (3) 150, (4) 200, (5) 250; mv+,0 , kg/m2s:
(1) 0.0364, (2) 0.0182, (3) 0.0121, (4) 0.0091, (5) 0.00728; mv+,e,k , kg/m2s: (1) 0.165, (2) 0.0826, (3)
0.055, (4) 0.0413, (5) 0.033; q +f ,e,k ≡ qk+,e ; Tg=873K; T0=303K; Tsr ≡ Tg.
In the case of combined droplet heating the deviation from etalon curves shows the influence
of radiation (Fig. 4) to intensity of droplet evaporation and phase transformation on droplet surface.
As seen in the Fig. 4, for larger droplets this influence is more pronounced, because in larger
droplets radiant flow is being absorbed more. The complicated transformations of droplet thermal
state going under the influence of radiation shows the variation peculiarities of conductive heat flux
in a droplet (Fig. 5 b). When droplets are cooling down, the thermal energy accumulated in a
droplet has opportunity to joint into the process of evaporation and make it accelerate. In the case of
combined heating the equilibrium evaporation begins when the temperature gradient ensures that
the whole radiation absorbed by the droplet will be fully transferred to the droplet surface. The
radiation flux absorbed by water makes assumptions for formation of negative gradient temperature
field in the droplet and enables the radiant energy to participate in the process of water evaporation.
Then, the part of radiation energy absorbed in the droplet (Fig. 5 b), will be transported to the
droplet surface by conduction.
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Fig. 5. Influence of the radiant absorption in the droplet on the heat fluxes heating by
conduction external side of droplet surface (a) and internal side of surface (b). R.106, m: (1) 50,
(2) 100, (3) 150, (4) 200, (5) 250; qk+,e , kW/m2: (1) 390, (2) 195, (3) 130, (4) 97, (5) 78;
qk−,e = 0 ; Tg=873K; T0=303K; Tsr ≡ Tg.
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Fig. 6. Dependence of temperature of droplets evaporating in dry air at equilibrium conditions on
droplet size, ambient temperature and heating mode: points - experiment [9], lines - present model.
(1, 2) conductive heating, (3-12) combined conductive and radiant heating, when Tsr ≡ Tg [17].
R.106, m: (3) 25, (4) 50, (5) 100, (6) 150, (7) 200, (8) 250, (9) 375, (10) 500, (11) 750, (12) 1000
The heat flux expressed in the Fourier number scale also varies according to the etalon curve,
deviation from which shows the influence of radiation on the heat fluxes in the case of combined
droplet heating (Fig. 5). Hence, the variation of heat fluxes on the surface and inside of warming
droplet is distinctive, and the intensity of variation depends on the size of droplet and heating mode
(Fig. 5).
Equilibrium evaporation of a hypothetical droplet with constant diameter can last infinitely;
though heat fluxes at its surface do not change. Therefore, as the unsteady evaporation mode comes
to an end, the parameters of the thermal state of a droplet settle and their values can be compared
with the experiment presented in [9] (Fig. 6). Temperature of conductively heated droplets under the
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conditions of equilibrium evaporation in dry air is influenced only by temperature of surroundings.
That is confirmed by the results of modeling, performed under wide boundary conditions.
These results well correlate with the experimental results of the thermal state of water
droplets in air with low and medium temperature air, presented by other authors (Fig. 6).In case of
combined heating the equilibrium evaporation mode droplets obtain with higher temperature and
the influence of radiation on the state of larger droplets is more significant (Fig. 6).
CONCLUSIONS
1. After composing the variation curves of different parameters P and comparing them with
universal curves of corresponding parameters of conductively heated droplets, it is possible to
present the systematic evaluation of the cases of more complex than conduction case influence on
the thermal state and phase transformation of evaporating droplet.
2. The influence of absorbed radiation on droplet heat and mass transfer parameters is more
pronounced, when the temperature of radiation source is higher and droplets are larger.
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ABSTRACT
The evaporation of picoliter droplet in free molecular mode on a substrate has many perspective scientific
and industrial applications. Results of our research of the low pressure evaporation of picoliter droplet of
water have been recently published. We use the same experimental technique for this work. Low pressure (60
Torr) evaporation of a picoliter water-ethanol droplet had been observed by the optic digital microscope
through the glass hood. The evaporation time was determined by means of visualization. It is worthy to note
that distinctive pinning effect during fast droplet evaporation was observed. It was also found that when
droplet is generated its shape remains constant but when it evaporates diameter remains constant. For further
insight the mathematical model of evaporation process was developed. For simulation the trick of time
reversal was used. Calculated and measured evaporation times are in good concordance.
Keywords: evaporation time, pinning effect, binary droplet, metal substrate, free molecular regime,
simulation, heat of mixing

1.

INTRODUCTION

The classical problem of evaporation of liquid on solid substrate is steel actual in spite of long
history of investigation. An interest to it is bound with new applications. For example there are a
new ways of producing of nanoparticles from colloidal solutions [1] and applications in biophysics
and medicine [2, 3].
In this work the process of evaporation of picoliter binary droplet on metallic substrate under
low pressure is investigated. The low pressure conditions allow to accelerate the process of droplet
evaporation considerably.

2.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

An experimental investigations were carried out on the original experimental setup shown in
Fig. 1.The droplet is pressed through the hole with diameter about 10μm in brass substrate. The
setup is developed in such way, that the droplet appears in the same place each time. The
observation takes place through the transparent glass cap by an digital optic microscope, produced
by QXS Company. The zoom is 60x. The process of evaporation was registered on video (Fig. 2).
The binary droplets had a base diameter approximately150 μm.
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Fig.1. Schematic view of an experimental stand

Fig. 2. The aqueous solution of ethanol droplet with height 10μm.
3.

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS

Experimentally established dependence of the average evaporation rate of picoliter droplet
versus the initial concentration of ethanol is shown in Fig. 3. Metal substrate provide high heat
supply for the droplet evaporation. The measurements was made at air humidity 55% and pressure
60 torr. The temperature of the substrate was 301K. The process visualization shows that the
evaporation rate sharply increases when maximum height of the droplet decrease to few
micrometers [3]. The physical sense of such acceleration is that heat conductivity of liquid layer is
enough to supply the surface of droplet with heat. During experiments a strong pinning-effect was
observed. This means that the diameter of droplet base stay the same during the evaporation process
but only height of the droplet decreases. So the shape of fast evaporating droplet looks like a
cylinder.

Fig. 3. Dependence of an evaporation rate of the droplet from the concentration of an ethanol
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4.

CALCULATIONS

The mathematical model of evaporation process of picoliter droplet on substrate, developed in
[4], is generalized on the case of binary droplets. Because of high difficulty and volume of this
theoretical model we do not describe it in this little paper. For pure water and pure ethanol
simulation results are shown in Fig. 4. The calculation was made for the pressure 60 torr and initial
droplet height 5 μm. Temperature of surrounding air and substrate was 300K. It is noticeable that
the evaporation rate sharply increase when h ~ 2μm.

Fig. 4. Illustration of evaporation process through the parameters of droplet (substrate
temperature 300 K): a – evaporation of water droplet; b – evaporation of ethanol droplet
The calculations also shows that average evaporation rate of ethanol droplet is 4 times higher
than that of water. This is in well correlation with experimental data. It is interesting to note that the
surface temperature of pure ethanol falls to 260 K when that of water falls only to 298 K.
ABBREVIATIONS
h – intermediate droplet height, μm; t – time, s; V – evaporation rate (dh/dt), μm/s; n –
concentration of an alcohol, %.
5.

CONCLUSION

The original experimental setup for evaporation of picoliter droplet on the substrate under low
pressure was developed. Evaporation of aqueous solutions of ethanol was measured due to
visualization by digital microscope. It is established, that increasing of initial ethanol concentration
lead to increasing of average evaporation rate. This conclusion is confirmed by numerical
calculation. Pinning-effect is observed in our experiments. Theoretical estimations shows that the
main mechanism of heat transfer is thermal conductivity as the convection is diminished by
viscosity. One-dimensional mathematical model of ree molecular evaporation of picoliter is
developed. The calculation results are in good agrement.
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ABSTRACT

Characteristic sizes of an oblique shock wave and its influence on the flow dynamics behind a reflected
shock wave must be known for exact shock-tube measurement of kinetic parameters. In the present paper,
some parameters and common regularities of oblique shock development were defined in argon and air for a
cylindrical shock tube 76 mm in diameter. Oblique shock wave characteristics were determined at a location
of 50, 150 and 250 mm from the endwall. A moment of passage of the structural elements of the reflected
shock wave through measuring sections is determined by measuring the deflection of a plane-parallel light
beam. It is found experimentally that the projection length of the oblique shock wave along tube (l) in argon
is significantly less than that in air. Its size grows with increasing the Mach number and the distance from the
endwall. At a distance of 250 mm from the endwall it is 3 mm for argon at M=3.5 and 14 mm for air at
M=3.5. The increase in the data scatter with increasing the Mach number and the distance from the endwall
may indicate the violation of flow symmetry relative to the central tube axis.
Keywords: shock wave, bifurcation, oblique shock wave

1.

INTRODUCTION

The interaction of a shock wave with a boundary layer is a classic phenomenon of high-speed
streams, which largely determines the performance of airfoils in the aviation industry. The
interaction of a reflected shock wave with a boundary layer (SWBLI) causes the curvature of the
shock wave front near the surface, and under certain conditions it can lead to the formation of the
bifurcation structure shown in Fig. 1. The process of formation of such structures in the physics of
shock waves is called the bifurcation of a reflected shock wave.
As a result of bifurcation of a reflected shock wave, a gas is detached from the wall region
with its subsequent accumulation below the triple point (B) at the surface. The gas near the surface
moves with the shock front.
The shock waves bifurcation studies are useful for the understanding of the shock wave
interaction with aerodynamic surfaces in flows, nozzles and in air intakes [1]. Bifurcations have a
strong influence on the flow instability caused by the interactions with the shock wave with the
boundary layer. Because of bifurcation, the pressure near the surface differs from that in the flow,
which complicates the technique of measuring the flow pressure. In shock tube studies, the
bifurcation influence on the kinetics of reactions behind the reflected shock wave is also of great
interest [2].
The purpose of this study is to determine the regularities of development of the bifurcation
structure in air and argon with increasing Mach number and depending on the distance to the
endwall in a cylindrical channel for air and argon.
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Fig. 1. Bifurcation structure, corresponding pressure at the surface and photomultiplier signals:
AB – oblique shock wave; BC – rear leg; A – flow separation point; B – triple point;
arrow at VR show reflected shock wave spreading direction; numbers 2 and 5 correspond to
conditions after incident and reflected shock wave respectively
2.

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY AND MEASUREMENTS

Measurements were performed in a 76 mm dia., helium-driven shock tube at deflection of a
plane-parallel beam passing through a small angle to the reflected shock wave plane wave over
three shock tube cross-sections (bases) at a location of 50 mm, 150 mm and 250 mm from the
endwall. Light passed through the quartz optical windows, built-in at the level of the corresponding
measuring cross-sections. The width of light beams was cut to 0.55 mm using a diaphragm. Taking
in account the width and slope of the light beam, the method resolution amounted to 0.8 mm. Since
the optical system did not allow the simultaneous measurement of more than two bases, it was
moved to the third base to make measurement on the third. Thereafter, experiments were repeated
under the same conditions. Pressures were measured by PCB Piezotronics pressure sensors mounted
flush at a distance of 50 mm, 150 mm, 250 mm from the endwall, and at the endwall of the shock
tube. The arrangement of pressure sensors, their designation, as well as the scheme of light beam
propagation are seen in Fig. 2. The plane-parallel light beam obtained by the illuminating part of an
optical system IAB-451 was used in experiments. The light beams which passed through the test
volume were recorded using photomultipliers PMT-119 identified in Fig. 1 as PMT-1 and PMT-2.
Photomultipliers were used to obtain signals at a distance of 50 mm and 150 mm and 150 mm 250
mm from the endwall for different measurement series, respectively. Typical observed oscillograms
for pressure and PMT are presented in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2. Optical scheme, the light beams propagations scheme of and location of pressure sensors in
the experiments: 1, 2, 3 – mirrors, 4, 5 – meniscus, 6 – vertical diaphragm with the width of
0.5 mm, 7 – knife, 8, 9 – rotary elements of the setup; 10 – optical windows, 11 – vertical slit and
the lighting system IAB-451, 12 – pressure transducers
We measured a value of the time difference between flow separation point passage (tA) and
normal reflected shock wave passage (tB), that is, ∆tBA. The corresponding notations are presented
in Fig. 1. The length of the projection of an oblique shock wave onto the shock tube surface (l) was
calculated as the product ∆tBAVR, where VR is the velocity of the reflected shock wave. The Mach
number values and the conditions behind the reflected shock wave were determined using
specialized thermodynamic substances databases CHEMKIN.
Studies were performed in the following conditions:
for argon Т5 = 670 – 2900 К, Р5 = 0.365 – 1.652 MPa, ρ5 = 2.79±0.14 kg/m3, γ2 = γ5 = 1.667,
M = 1.56 – 3.50;
for air Т5 = 480 – 1740 К, Р5 = 0.395 – 1.419 MPa, ρ5 = 2.80±0.13 kg/m3, γ2 = 1.334 – 1.394,
γ5 = 1.303 – 1.386, M = 1.50 – 3.60.
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1. Study of bifurcation in argon
According to Mark‘s theoretical calculations [3], the bifurcation structure in argon can exist
within the range M = 1.57 – 2.8. When the bifurcation over a flat surface is shot using the schlieren
method, the bifurcation existence limits in pure argon could not be detected. The method we used
allows us to analyze more carefully the phenomena occurring near the shock wave front due to the
high sensitivity of the method and the possibility of quantitative evaluation of changes in the front
structure near the surface as the distance from the endwall is increased.
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As the Mach number is increased, from the oscilloscope records of the photomultiplier signals
after passing through the shock front, changes in shape and in distance of peak (increase of l) from
the beginning of the signal growth (Fig. 3) can be seen.

Fig. 3. Length l vs. Mach number of an incident shock wave for argon
At a distance of 50 mm, l does not grow, but as the distance is increased from the endwall, l
values grow. This may indicate a transition to the interaction with a turbulent boundary layer
developing at a certain distance from the endwall.
During the transition to M > 3, the oscilloscope records show that photomultiplier signals
change significantly the shape that manifests itself in broadening the peak and may point to the
transformation of the interaction of the reflected shock wave with the boundary layer due to the
bifurcation disappearance or also due to the transition to a turbulent boundary layer.
This can be explained as a slight deviation of the shock wave from the axial symmetry. The
influence of only deviations from the axial symmetry are not confirmed by the pressure signals that
do not reach a plateau immediately behind the shock front for M > 3. This is a manifestation
of differences in the region properties behind a normal shock wave and near the surface. These
results point to the presence of bifurcation or a slight front curvature at the surface.
At a distance of 250 mm from the endwall the length l is 3 mm for argon at M = 3.5.
However, for argon with 8% of air mixture, the disappearance of the front curvature is observed
with M > 3.6 [3]. The authors marked the low sensitivity of the method and theoretical value of the
upper limit of the existence of bifurcation for a mixture with M = 3.27.
From signal studies, we may suggest that there is a systematic error of l at a rate
of 0.6 mm. Perhaps, l values should be reduced by 0.6 mm, although the dependecies presented in
the paper do not consider this fact. The error in determining l does not exceed 0.7 mm.
3.2. Study of bifurcation in air
For air, l values grow with increasing M and distance to the endwall (Fig. 4). The growth of
their scatter with increasing distance to the endwall is probably caused by the deviation of the wave
front from the axial symmetry. In the investigated M range, one cannot see that the l values achieve
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maximum as the distance is increased, as it is described in [4], for P0 = 2.6 kPa at M = 6.9 for
nitrogen, but the growth rate of l reduces significantly with increasing distance. The growth of the l
remains close to a linear pattern for each measuring cross-section. Deviation from this pattern at
low M is, possibly, due to the sensitivity and resolution of the method or due to the change in the
values of the factors affecting the growth of the bifurcation structure. If the dependence l(M) is
linear in character, then the approximating dashed lines in Fig.4 can point to the M value, from
which the bifurcation structure starts growing depending on the Mach number equal to 1.75. The
graphs show that the growth of the bifurcation structure depending on the distance to the endwall is
preseved for a wider range of Mach numbers than the growth in dependence on the Mach number,
which can also be a manifestation of the deviation of the shock wave front from the axial
symmetry. In [3], at a distance of 0.177 feet (54 mm) for M = 2.15, P1 = 6.08 kPa, the height of the
triple point was 5.2 mm at an oblique angle wave angle of 48º. Using these parameters, the length
of the oblique shock wave projection onto the tube surface is 4.4 mm. That in our case is achieved
only for M = 2.6 at a distance of 50 mm.

Fig. 4. Dependence of length values l on the Mach number of the incident shock wave for air
In air, the slope angle of an oblique shock to the surface for M = 1.8 - 4.3 is in the range of
values from 53 º to 47 º. In view of the tangent value of such angles, the obtained results for l can be
used as an estimate of the height of the triple point. According to theoretical calculations, the
bifurcation existence in air is possible within the range M = 1.33 – 6.45. The presence of the upper
limit has not been experimentally found to be associated with the dissociation of oxygen and
nitrogen at high Mach numbers. The results [3] shows that the transition from a laminar to a
turbulent boundary layer at the flat surface in air occurs at M = 2.15 at a distance of 69 – 107 mm
from the endwall when P1 ≈ 3kPa. At M = 2.15 the boundary layer Mach number assumes a
supersonic value.
In this study, the constant value of the gas density behind the reflected shock wave is
maintained rather than the pressure in front of the incident shock wave. Changing P0 , on the one
hand, and M, on the other hand, (for M = 3.5 – P0 = 16 kPa, at M = 1.5 – P0 = 70 kPa) complicates
the analysis of pressure wave form signals, since the both parameters affect the dynamics of the
boundary layer, which can also lead to a shift of the transition from a laminar to a turbulent
boundary layer. In this case, there may be a reduction of the distance to the transition with
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decreasing Mach number due to a necessary pressure P0 increase. However, the distance of
transition, founded by Mark, is almost the same as the distance to the measuring base of 50 mm,
other parameter values being close to ours. From this we can assume that the transition to a
turbulent boundary layer is a probable cause of growth of a rate of the bifurcation structure size rise
in the close value of the Mach number of 2.15.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

1) The bifurcation influence can be considerably reduced by selecting a measuring crosssection near the end surface of the shock tube.
2) There is a slow increase in l at low Mach numbers for air, as well as for argon. That could be
explained due to a small pressure difference at the wall and in the central part of the flow behind the
reflected shock wave.
3) For argon:
• at a distance of 50 mm in argon, the signs of the l growth are not observed, but as the
distance from the endwall is increased, the l value grows;
• the results indicate the presence of bifurcation or a slight front curvature at the surface
boundary.
4) For air:
• there is a significant decrease in the rate of the l growth with increasing distance from the
endwall;
• the Mach number value for the start of growing the bifurcation structure size as a function of
the Mach number is 1.75;
• the growth of the bifurcation structure as a function of distance to the endwall is preserved
for a wider range of Mach numbers than the growth as a function of the Mach number;
• the transition to the turbulent boundary layer is a probable cause of the rate growth of the
bifurcation size rise at Mach number close to 2.15.
5) The influence of the transition from a laminar to a turbulent boundary layer on the interaction
of the reflected shock wave with the boundary layer is of particular interest of further research.
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ABSTRACT
In the boiler, internal combustion and rocket engines liquid fuel (generally liquid hydrocarbons or their
mixtures) combusted in the sprayed form. Droplets evaporation speed – one of fundamental combustion
process efficiency factor. That factor measuring process in the combustion torch is very difficult. So in
practice applied theoretical droplets evaporation research methods. Their properly can dispute. The plenty of
research methods - heat and mass transfer process in sprayed liquid systems research tasks variety result.
In this paper the results of modeling unsteady temperature field in hydrocarbons evaporated droplets heated
by conduction and radiation are presented. The spontaneous circulation simulation results are summarized by
Rayleight’s criterion.
Keywords: Hydrocarbons droplets, conductively and combined heating, evaporating, modeling

1.

INTRODUCTION

Liquid fuel generally combusted in the sprayed form. Its combustion efficiency determines
droplets evaporation speed. Non - stacionarity of the heat and mass transfer processes and their
interactions are very important factors in the sprinkle liquid fuel heating and evaporation process.
High-temperature two phase flow multiple heat and mass transfer processes additionally affect the
interaction of translucent droplets absorbed radiation flux. Experimentally investigate the multiple
heat transmission of droplets rather difficult, so widely used theoretical methods [1]. Modeling
multiple heat spread of the droplets of liquid existence instability assessment problem in its.
Spontaneous circulation of liquid warming droplets can occur when Archimedes forces is on, and
they forced circulation can lead to gas sliding friction force acting on the surface. The exposure of
the liquid droplets flowing on the surface and formed vortices passes into the interior layers of the
droplets. Hydrodynamic mode of the liquid droplets determines the solution methodology of "drop"
inner problem. The simplest form of droplets heat transfer models that deny the influence of
radiation. Suggesting that the droplets while maintaining a uniform temperature is warming up their
volume, they concluded "the infinite heat conductivity", or "infinite fluid mixing" strain. These
droplets heat transfer models to define the effective conductivity model [2], which additionally take
into account the fluid-flow finite intensity of thermal impact on the spread of the droplets.
Translucent droplets radiation absorbed by the flow describing the spectral radiation models [3-5] et
al. enables the evaluation of the combination of heat spreading droplets. Recently developed
combined analytical and numerical models of droplet non-stationary evaporation [5, 6]. Then the
temperature field of droplets of a multiple their heating case describing integral equation the endless
lines. Despite their numerical solution schemes, convergence control is convenient, but
inconvenience causes the need to know the evaporating droplet surface temperature. Šis metodas
taikytas angliavandenilių lašelių šilimui ir garavimui modeliuoti [7, 8] darbuose.
In this paper, the systematically results of modeling of hydrocarbons unsteady temperature
evaporated droplets heated by conduction and radiation are presented. Droplets heating and
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evaporating are analyzed in Fouer number universal time scale. The spontaneous circulation
simulation results are summarized by Rayleight’s number. The possibility of spontaneous
circulation in a non-isothermal hydrocarbon droplet was evaluated by comparing the results of
modelling with experimental data of symmetrical heating of spherical water volume [9].
2.

PROBLEM FORMULATION

Droplet surface temperature is reduced by iterative methods for solving energy flows balance at
the droplet surface describing equation:




qΣ+ (τ ) + qΣ− (τ ) + qv+ (τ ) = 0,

(1)

requiring to the droplet surface inflow and outfall energy flow matching in (1) expression marks "+"
and "-" parameter indicates the droplet surface internal and external side parameters respectively.
Total heat flux surface structure of both sides of the droplet determines radiation and convection

 
heat flow sands: qΣ ≡ qr + qc . Translucent liquid light spectral absorption coefficients are a finite
size, so the radiation absorption in the liquid surface can be disproved. Then qr− ≡ qr+ the vectors will
be directed to the drop when radiate higher temperature than the liquid radiation source. Heat
convection flow of a droplet outside surface will be determined according to Nusselt criteria
articulated in the intensity of droplet heating and droplet surface and surround the temperature
difference, and this determines the direction of the flow vector:

qc+ = Nu

λvg

1 + BT
(
Tg − TR )⋅ ln
B .
2R
T

(2)

Spalding heat transfer parameter function in (2) expression takes into account the vaporized droplet
convective heating intensity of Stefan hydrodynamic flow effect. Spalding heat transfer parameter
for non-stationary evaporation of droplet is defined as [5]:

BT ≡

(

)

c p ,vg Tg − TR  qc− 

1 +
 q+  .
L
c



(3)

Heat convection flow of a droplet surface internal side will lead temperature field on the droplet
gradient and liquid circulation intensity:

qc− = −λef

∂T (r ,τ )
∂r r ≡ R −

(4)

Unsteady temperature field in the droplet is calculated according to integral type equation [5]:
T (r ,τ ) = TR (τ ) +

  nπ  2

nπr τ
2 ∞
(
)
f
τ
sin
exp
 − a
 (τ − τ * ) dτ * .
∑
n *
∫
r n =1
R 0
  R 
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The f n function account radiantive heat flux in the semi-transparent droplet and the dynamics of its
surface temperature:
f n = (− 1)n

R dTR
nπr nπr
nπr 
1 R
+
−
cos
 sin
dr .
∫
ρc p R 0 
nπ dτ
R
R
R 

(6)

Temperature gradient in (4) expression [5]:
∂T (r ,τ )
2π
= 2
∂r r ≡ R − R

∞

τ



0



2

 nπ 
 (τ − τ * ) dτ * .
 R 


∑ n(− 1) ∫ f n (τ * )exp − a
n

n =1

(7)

In the initial droplet evaporation stage observed a positive temperature gradient field and
convection heat flow comes to a drop and with a liquid absorbed radiation intense heats droplet.
When internal droplet layers heats more, in the droplets are formed negative temperature gradient
field and the convection heat flow changes direction. This includes the assumption of radiation
energy absorbed by the droplets integrate in the evaporation process. When the temperature gradient
ensures absorbed radiation flux from the droplet-conducting surfaces – starting equilibrium
evaporation mode.
Evaporation leads to the flow of steam heat flux density: qv+ (τ ) ≡ mv+ (τ ) ⋅ L(τ ) . Vapor mass flux
density is calculated based on the Shorin-Kuzikovskij model [10, 11]:
mv =

Dvg

µg

TR R ⋅ Rµ

p ln

p − p v ,∞
p − pv , R

.

(8)

Natural circulation of fluid within a droplet is induced by non-uniformity of temperature field,
which has been expressed by difference of temperatures at droplet surface and in the center of it:
∆Tl ≡ TR − TC . The intensity of natural circulation in the droplet is described by Rayleigh number:
Ra =

β l gR 3
vl al

∆Tl .

(9)

The circulation of liquid is said to onset when Rayleigh number exceeds the critical value i.e.
Ra > Racr . Otherwise the processes in the droplet are dominated by diffusion. Research of fluid

behavior in spherical volume with non-uniform temperature field [9] demonstrates that critical
values of Rayleigh number are strongly dependent on the method of volume heating. For
asymmetric heating the critical value is in the range of 200 to 300, and for symmetric heating it can
reach few thousands.
The model of the droplet does not consider the slippage between two phases i.e. droplet and its
environment. In this scenario the effect of gaseous phase to fluid circulation in the droplet are not
considered as the forces inducing such circulation are absent. The droplet is heated by conductivity:
Nu = 2 and qc+ ≡ qk+ . The surface temperature of the evaporating droplet is calculated using energy
conservation principle and has been implemented using the method of the steepest descend:
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λvg

Tg − TR
R

ln

1 + BT
∂T (r ,τ )
− λl
− mv+ L ≡ 0 .
BT
∂r r ≡ R −

(10)

System of equations (2)–(10) can be solved numerically. Using iterative method number J of the
control droplet cross-section is selected arbitrary. The position of the cross-section is defined by the
dimensionless droplet coordinate ηj (ηj=0, when j≡1 and ηj=1, when j≡J). Time τ is selected and
number I of time coordinate steps is provided ( τ i = 0 , when i ≡ 1 and τ i ≡ τ , when i ≡ I ).
Temperature field in the droplet is determined from eq. (5) iteratively varying droplet surface
temperature on the basis of energy conservation principle at the surface and using the method of the
steepest descent. The final result is achieved when the energy balance (10) error from the previous
iteration is no greater than 0.01 percent. The local radiation flux density in a semi-transparent
droplet is calculated using the technique described in ref. [5]. Its numerical solution algorithm
requires the function T(r, τ) to be predefined to be able to calculate the spectral radiation intensity in
the droplet and take into account the peculiarities of the complex refractive index of a semi
transparent liquid. The value of the complex refractive index for n-decane and n-heptane is known
[12].
3.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The heating and evaporation of n-decane, n-heptane and n-hexane hydrocarbon droplets in dry
air with temperature Tg and pressure of 0.1 MPa was modeled. The impact of the Knudsen layer on
the evaporation of the droplets was ignored. In the case of conductive heating it was assumed that
the droplets do not move relative to the air around them. In the case of combined heating, the
outside air temperature Tsr ≡ Tg black radiation source was assumed.
The heating and evaporation processes of droplets highly depend of liquid nature, droplets
disparity and air temperature (Fig. 1-5).
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Fig. 1: n-hexane (C6H14) droplets conductively heating in high temperature air. Real times scale
(a), Fourier number scale (b). R⋅106, m: 1 – 50, 2 – 100, 3 – 150; Tg=1200K; T0=300 K
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Fig. 2: n– heptane (C7H16) droplets conductively heating in high temperature air. Real times
scale (a), Fourier number scale (b). R⋅106, m: 1 – 50, 2 – 100, 3 – 150; Tg=1200K; T0=300 K
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Fig. 3: n – decane (C10H22) droplets conductively heating in high temperature air. Real times
scale (a), Fourier number scale (b). R⋅106, m: 1 – 50, 2 – 100, 3 – 150; Tg=1200K; T0=300 K
Dynamics of conductively heated hydrocarbon droplets thermal state for the analyzed liquid
droplets depends on size droplet in real time scale (fig. 1-4 a), but is invariant of droplet size in the
domain of Fourier number (fig. 1-4 b). The evaporation of conductively heated hydrocarbon
droplets in low temperature air warms to the temperature Te,k of equilibrium evaporation, which
does not alter during such evaporation mode (fig. 5). Droplets of n-decane in the high temperature
air evaporate in the unsteady regime of evaporation not reaching an equilibrium state (fig. 3).
For each type of liquid the characteristic curves of droplet surface temperature TR(Fo), center
temperature Tc(Fo) and droplet mass mean temperature Tm(Fo) dynamics can be established. It
allowed optimization of the numerical model for droplet heating and evaporation processes. The
characteristic droplet temperature non-uniformity curves are established based on the droplet
surface temperature and droplet center temperature dynamics. They clearly depict that liquid
properties have influence to temperature non-uniformity (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 4: n – hexane droplets conductively heating in low temperature air. Real times scale (a),
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Fig. 5: Hydrocarbons n-hexane, n-heptane, n-decane and water (H2O) droplets conductively heating
in 473K air temperature [7]
The intensive temperature increase of droplet external fluid layers during the initial droplet
heating stage causes rapid rise of the droplet temperature non-uniformity. Later the temperature
non-uniformity reduces and eventually vanishes when droplet equilibrium evaporation mode is
entered. The results show that water droplets establish equilibrium evaporation earlier than
hydrocarbon droplets. Therefore, non-uniformity in water droplets vanishes earlier, as well. In the
modeled cases (Fig. 6, 7) non-stationary evaporation of hydrocarbon droplets lasts up to 80% of
phase transformation duration, but for water droplets it is just 20%.
Droplet temperature non-uniformity is significantly influenced by gas phase temperature, which
has effect on droplet equilibrium evaporation temperature. For air temperature of 473K droplet
equilibrium evaporation temperature is 301.3K for n-hexane, 325.4K for n-heptane, 384.8K for nVI-473
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dekane and 313K for water. Droplet equilibrium evaporation temperature increases to 311.3K,
337.8K, 406.4K and 332.1K correspondingly when air temperature is increased by 1000K to 1473K
[8].
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Fig. 6: The dynamics of non-uniformity of temperature field for conductively heated droplets in
1073K air. Fo f is universal evaporation process time [7]
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Fig. 7: The effect of fluid radiation absorption property to non-uniformity of droplet combines
heating. R0 = 500 ⋅ 10 −6 m; Tl , 0 = 283 K; Tg = 1073 K
For hydrocarbons with higher saturation temperature (in this instance it was n-dekane) droplet
equilibrium evaporation temperature is higher and the spike of temperature non-uniformity is more
pronounced. Therefore, conditions for fluid natural circulation are favorable. For sprinkled of liquid
temperatures close to droplet equilibrium evaporation temperature droplet temperature nonuniformity will be smaller and will last shorter compared to sprinkled of liquid with temperatures
significantly below it. Substantial influence has a warming effect on droplet semi-transparent fluid
absorbed radiation flux (Fig. 7). Combined heating case, compared with droplet heating by
conductivity, droplet thaw process altered not only quantitatively but also qualitatively, and change
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its image non-isothermal. Combined heating non-isothermal droplets observed two peaks. First, the
heat conductivity and the cause a rapid drop warming surface layers. He gradually intensifying
suffocate central droplet layers thaw. Subsequently, the radiation effects to the central layers of the
droplet surface warms more and begin to form a second peak non-isothermal droplets. At its peak, it
reaches a balanced formation of the evaporation conditions changed when the temperature drops a
field gradient of droplets absorbed radiation provides a full output of the flow conductivity (if liquid
droplets do not circulate), the droplet surface. Non-isothermal second peak is weaker than the first.
Therefore, the conditions for self-circulating the liquid droplets is determined by the first rise (Fig. 8).
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Fig. 8: The effect of liquid properties and radiation to droplet internal natural fluid circulation.
R0 = 500 ⋅ 10 −6 m; Tl , 0 = 283 K; Tg = 1073 K
4.

CONCLUSION

1.

The thermal state of the liquid hydrocarbon droplet changes during evaporation. The
peculiarities of this change are influenced by the method of droplet heating, droplet diameter
and liquid fuel molecular weight.
A numerical study of the n-decane droplet heating and evaporation showed that in the case of
heating the droplet conductively, the thermal state change expressed using Fourier’s criterion is
universal and can be stated with typical droplet surface, centre and average mass temperature
describing curves.
When time is expressed by Fourier’s criterion, other conductively heated droplet heat and mass
transfer parameters can be described and presented in a non-dimensional form. In the case of
combined droplet heating, a deviation in the heat and mass transfer parameters regarding
universal curves obtained from conductive heating helps evaluate how the radiation affects
them.
According to the results of the provided numerical investigation of evaporating pure
hydrocarbon n-decane droplet thermal conditions, it is clear that Archimedes forces in high
molecular weight hydrocarbon droplets caused by internal temperature gradient are insufficient
to cause spontaneous fluid circulation in the common for thermal technologies range of droplet
size.
The temperature difference between the surroundings of the droplet and the droplet itself
affects the thermal and hydrodynamic state of the evaporating hydrocarbon droplet. Therefore
it is important to investigate the process of droplet evaporation in different initial temperature
conditions of the droplet and its surroundings.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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5.

NOMENCLATURE

a – thermal diffusivity, m2/s; B – Spalding transfer number; cp – specific heat, J/(kg K); D – mass
diffusivity, m2/s; Fo – Fourier number; L – latent heat of evaporation, J/kg; mv – vapor mass flux,
kg/(s.m2); n – number of the term in infinite sum; p – pressure, Pa; q – heat flux density, W/m2; R –
radius of a droplet, m; r – radial coordinate, m; Ra – Rayleigh number; Nu – Nusselt number; T –
temperature, K; η – non-dimensional coordinate; λ – thermal conductivity, W/(m K) ; μ –
molecular mass, kg/kmol; ρ– density, kg/m3; τ – time, s; mg Subscripts: C – droplet centre; e – equilibrium evaporation; g – gas; i – time index in a digital
scheme; I – index of control time; j – index of droplet cross-section; J – index of droplet surface;
k – conductive; l – liquid; m – mass average; r – coordinate of a droplet; R – droplet surface; v –
vapour; vg – vapour-gas mixture; 0 – initial state; ∞ – far from a droplet.
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ABSTRACT
Turbine gas meters are widely used for natural gas accounting. When operating in pulsing flows, the essential
so called the meters’ dynamic error has appeared. This error is determined by meters rotation inertia. Earlier
we experimentaly investigated the meters’ inertia main characteristic - inertia time constant. According to
this study the time constant is inversely proportional to the finite fluid flow rate. However our last
investigations have shown that besides flow rate one more factor effects on the time constant, namely current
rotation frequency.
The both factors influence has been evaluated by the new processing of the previous experimental data. The
numerical differentiation of rotation frequency curve in dimensionless exponent form has been applied. The
essential difference in comparison with previous study has been found. Obtained results will be used for
numerical simulation of the meters’ response and dynamic error in pulsing flows under different conditions.
Keywords: turbine gas meter, response, inertia time constant

1.

INTRODUCTION

Problem of influence of flow pulsations on metrological characteristics on turbine gas meters
(TGM) has been studied during last 80 years. In pulsing flow TGM rotor‘s rotation frequency
(meter‘s reading) pulses too, however, because of inertia of rotation with lag of phase and reduction
of pulsation amplitude. The second effect, following from the first one is overregistration of the
passed gas volume, or so called dynamic error. The main frequency of rotation exceeds frequency
of the appropriated average flow rate.
One of the first to evaluate and predicate the dynamic error was W. F. Z. Lee et al. [1]. His
studies were developed by N. Lehmann [2], K. N. Atkinson [3], R. J. McKee [4] and B. Lee et al.
[5]. N. Lehmann got analytical solution for turbine gas meters dynamic error at flow pulsations of
rectangular form, which are not occur in practice. The most known are the results of the K. N.
Atkinson. They are obtained for sine flow pulsations and are included into ISO document [6].
Analogical results were presented by R. J. McKee [4]. All obtained results are based on solution of
differential equation of turbine meter rotation in the transitional flow, which contains a certain
number of hard-to-evaluate parameters. This is the main reason that different investigators results
are fragmentary and often disagreed. According to investigations, for example, B. Lee et al. [5] in
practice the flow pulsation occurs by complex law, for which the results were absent until recently.
Recently J. Tonkonogij et al. proposed and implemented the new method of simulating the
turbine gas meter behavior in pulsing flow of arbitrary pulsation law [7]. The combined calculatingexperimental method has been developed. The method stimulates the meter inertia time constant as
the principal and the only characteristic of the meter for the simulation of the meter behavior in
transitional flow. The dependence for inertia time constant should be experimentally evaluated by
measuring of meter response to the sharp flow rate changing from one value to another. This
dependence can be used for calculating the meter response to flow changing by any law.
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Regardless to the method of solving the problem determining the main characterizing
parameter is the inertia time constant of the turbine gas meter’s rotor. Following [7] we mean by
time constant the factor T in the exponent on right side of the equation
−
ω − ω fin
=e T ;
ω in − ω fin
t

Ω=

(1)

where Ω - dimensionless excessive rotation frequency, ωin, ωfin – initial and finite TGM rotation
frequency respectively, [Hz]; t – time, [s].
Equation (1) is analogical to some other processes in which the principal parameter varies in
time exponentially. In particular, similarly described changing of solid body temperature in a liquid
with constant temperature (the regular thermal regime of the type.Time constant sometimes is called
index of inertia.
K.N. Atkinson [3] have proposed for evaluation of time constant expression of such a type:
T=

C
;
Q

(2)

where C – constant, depending on the parameters of inertia of rotor [m3], Q – actual flow rate value,
[m3/h].
Constant C is evaluated from this expression:
C=

(1 + η ) J
;
ρr 2

(3)

where ρ – fluid density [kg/m3]; r – mean radius [m]; J – mean moment inertia of the rotor, [kg·m2];
η – dimensionless flow deviation factor.
Analogical dependence has been suggested in [7]. However, direct experimental results in [7]
shows that the time constant depends also on the initial or current TGM rotation frequency (initial
or current its meter’ reading). This is illustrated, for example, by the plot in Fig. 1.

ln (Ω )
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Fig. 1. Dependence of dimensionless rotation frequency on time,
Qfin = 200 m3/h. 1 – 8 – Qin = 0; 50; 100; 150; 250; 300; 350; 400 m3/h
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At observance in general linear character of changing of the logarithm of the dimensionless
excessive rotation frequency in time there is stratification depending on the initial (current) rotation
frequency.
In [7], this stratification was not taken into consideration and the dependence of the type (2)
was recommended. Due to the importance of constant time for calculate the dynamic error, it was
decided to clarify the dependence of time constant, not only from the finite flow rate, but also on the
initial or the current value of the meter readings.
2.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS

Facility, that has been previously developed and dedscribed in [7], have been used for the
experiments. This facility allows to measure response of TGM under test on sharp (step) flow
change. Simplified scheme of this facility is presented on Fig. 2.

Fans

Frequency
converters
∆p
I
p
I

T1

T2

Pneumatic
valves

Venturi flow
meters
Differential
∆p
pressure
I
transducer
p
Absolute
I
pressure
transducer

Pneumatic
cylinders
T3

Flow rate
control
valve

Turbine
gas meter
Pulse
frequency
meter

Inlet
confuzers

Fig. 2. The simplified scheme of the facility for investigation of tachometric flow meters
response to sharp flow change
Air flows in every measurement line are provided independently by two fans. Instant switch
of the meter under test from one measurement line to another one is ensured by the system of three
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valves with pneumatic actuators. For air flow rates measurement in each line by flow rate meters of
Venturi type have been used. To control the transition process at rapid change of the flow rate
pressure drop across the Venturi flow meter in the line of finite flow rate was measured by lowinertia diaphragm pressure transducer with a differential transformer.
Change in time of the tested meter rotation frequency has been evaluated from measuring
time of receipt pulses from the meter. The pulses have been received and time of each was
measured by high accuracy analog-digital converter of ACP 16/16 type which ensures data
registration with frequency up to 500 000 records per second.
With the initial flow rate value of 700 m3/h it has been measured the TGM response to the
sudden step change in flow rates to values in the range from 0 up to 600 m3/h. The results are
provided in Fig.3.
ω, Hz
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Fig. 3. TGM response on sharp change of flow rate. Qin = 700 m3/h.
1 – 8 – Qfin= 0; 50; 100; 200; 300; 400; 500; 600 m3/h.
3.

PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

The results have been processed in the following order:
1. For each test dependence of logarithm of dimentionless exceeded rotation frequency
on time have been plotted;
2. Each dependence has been approximated by power polynomial of the n-th degree
(depending on the plot charater n was in the range from 2 up to 6);
(4)
ln Ω = a1t + a 2 t 2 +  + a n t n
3. Presenting (1) in logarithmic form
t
(5)
ln(Ω) = −
T
and using (3), it has been obtained the expression for evaluation of T value
1
(6)
T =−
a1 + a 2 t +  + a n t n −1
The results of processing are presented in Fig. 4 as dependence of a time constant on the
difference between the current and finite rotation frequencies (meter readings).
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Fig. 4. Dependence of inertia time constant on the difference between the current and finite rotation
frequency. Qin = 700 m3/h. 1 – 8 the same as in Fig. 3
The character of the influence of the difference of current and finite rotation frequencies on
inertia time constant is explained by controversial affecting on factors of inertia time constant. The
first factor is positive and this is hydrodynamic forces aspiring to accelerate the transition process.
The second factor is the braking one - this is discrepancy of current rotation frequency to
common hydrodynamic picture.
Analysis of graphs, presented in Fig. 4 suggests the following conclusions. Initial rotation
frequency of velocity meter does not affect inertia time constant. The last depends on the difference
between the current and finite rotation frequencies. Results for different values of the initial
frequency coincide at the same current frequency.
4.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

CONCLUSIONS
Previously made assumption about independence of time constant on the initial (current)
rotation frequency is not confirmed.
The most important affecting factor, besides finite flow rate value, is the current value of
rotation frequency (meter reading), or more precisely the difference between the current
rotation frequency and frequency, corresponding finite value of flow rate.
Especially significant influence of difference of rotation frequencies in the region of small
values of this difference.
Previously generally accepted expression (2) is valid only for sufficiently small values of the
frequency difference.
The results obtained for the time constant should be used to calculate the meter’response and
dynamic error using the method develop by us previously. We shall expect a essential change
in results.
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ABSTRACT
Creep in timber structures is a phenomenon that importantly affects functional compliance of building
structures in extended years of exploitation. Creep phenomena is affected by surrounding temperature
(T, °C), relative humidity (RH, %), and timber moisture content (MC, %), volume of constructive element,
width of annual rings, amount of latewood and other factors.
In order to adequately predict influence and development intensity of creep during building construction
lifetime it is important to determine proper creep coefficient cr values that are adequate for wood and
environmental conditions in region of Latvia.
Paper presents study of creep behaviour in variable enviromental conditions – temperature, relative humidity
and moisture content, that are characteristic for region of Latvia. These conditions are very important for
timber constructions that are subjected to long-term load. Appropriate creep coefficient cr values are required
to predict behaviour and deformations of timber constructions. Experimental research represents timber beam
four point long-term loading in bending with variable cross section height-span length ratio under
uncontrolled climatic conditions. There were used 12 timber beams with two different span lengths – 1.32 m
and 1.50 m. Timber beam cross section dimensions – 60 mm x 30 mm. Timber beams were not dried and
moisture content at the start of experiment varied from 19% to 33%. Applied load was theoretically
calculated so that instantaneous deflection uinst do not exceed 150 part of span length. Applied load values –
0.40 kN (kilo Newton) and 0.31 kN.
The conclusions were made that moisture content fluctuations and negative air temperature accelerate creep
development and intensity. Estimated creep coefficient should rate not only type of timber material and
service class but strength class too.
Keywords: Creep phenomenon, creep coefficient, long-term loading, height-span length ratio, instantaneous
deflection

1.

INTRODUCTION

Molecular structure of wood is a very complex system with uneven distribution of molecules.
Bodig and Jayne [1] found that wood has very manifold physical and mechanical properties because
of its anisotropy and fibrous structure which needs to be taken into consideration when using wood
in construction. Wood structure is the reason why mechanical and physical properties of wood are
significantly affected by the surrounding environment. Wood adapts to the environment in which it
is located. This process is called hygroscopicity – material ability to absorb moisture from the
surrounding environment. During this process, the water molecules penetrate into the wooden cells
that physically alter the material. Heterogeneous structure of wood with a high level of
hygroscopicity causes swelling and cracking of the material. Climatic variability and, in particular,
a large amount of moisture content changes has a very negative impact on the wooden constructions
in long term loading.
For the first time the idea of different short-term and long-term timber loading behavior was
expressed by the French naval architect George Louis Le Buffon [2].
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When loading timber structures with long-term constant load deflection increases over time.
This process is called creep. Creep is a deformation increase at constant load (Schniewind [3]).
Thelandersson [4] and Hunt [5] proved that work in linearly elastic phase and creep
phenomena are the most basic wood mechanical properties. Serviceability (deflection) requirements
are often the main, to determine the size of the beam cross section dimensions, if they are subject to
long-term and permanent load.
Over time, as a result of creep development, wooden structures does not longer fulfils
serviceability requirements, deflections become unacceptably large and, in the worst case, the
construction even loses its load-bearing capacity and collapses. Creep is a “time-dependent”
deformation. Under long-term load, at low stress levels and under normal moisture and temperature
conditions wood behaves in linear manner. Whale [6] and Morlier [7] stated that at a higher level of
stress and/or under changing environmental conditions, wood shows non-linear correlation between
stresses and deformations.
To ensure the safe operation of the wooden structures throughout the expected construction
lifetime (50 and even more years), it is necessary to accurately predict timber construction element
behavior under long-term load at the design stage. Necessary for this purpose, as far as possible,
objective design parameters can only be obtained on a pilot study database. Therefore I decided to
contribute to solving this problem and to examine how creep develops in timber construction
elements (beams) in bending and which are determinative factors and how they influence creep
development.
2.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The experimental creep test was started in December 2011 and carried out in a newly
constructed house which is not currently populated at this moment. This house was not heated in the
winter period; therefore, the climatic conditions were not controlled in any way that allowed
checking the timber beam creep operation and development in variable climatic conditions of
ambient humidity and temperature.
Experimental creep test at this moment represents twelve (free of knots) pinewood (Pinus
sylvestris L.) beam long-term loading in four point bending. Test model is given in Fig. 1. Timber
beam cross section nominal dimensions - 60x30 mm. At this stage of research two types of span
length (L) - 1.32 m (group of beams KS-3) and 1.50 m (group of beams KS-4) are loaded with longterm load. It is designed to load two more types of span length L – 1.08 m and 1.20 m in
continuation of research.
L
L/3

L/3

L/3

F
60

F

30
PLACE OF DEFLECTION MEASUREMENT

Fig. 1. Test model; F – concentrated force
Timber beams were loaded in four point bending with two concentrated forces (F) that each
force were calculated so as instantaneous deflection uinst at the middle of span do not exceed 150
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part of timber beam span length – u inst ≤

L
. Timber beam theoretical calculations are given in
150

Table 1. Four different timber beam span lengths were chosen to examine how span to depth ratio
(18, 20, 22, 25) influence creep development. For lumber and glued laminated beams the European
static standard ratio is 18:1 [7].
Table 1. Timber beam theoretical calculation

No

Load

1
2
3
4

F,
kN
0.6
0.31
0.49
0.4

Span
lengt
h

L, m
1.08
1.50
1.20
1.32

Design
moment

Md,
kNm
0.216
0.155
0.196
0.176

Spanheigth
ratio
L/h

18
25
20
22

Cross
section
width

Cross
sectio
n
heigt
h

Second
moment of
area about
the
strong
axis

b, cm

h, cm

Iy, cm4

3
3
3
3

6
6
6
6

54.00
54.00
54.00
54.00

Bending
stress
σ<1.4
kN/cm2

σ,
kN/cm2
1.200
0.861
1.089
0.978

Inst.
defl.
u<L/150

Allowed
inst. defl.
L/150

Uinst, cm

cm

0.71
0.98
0.80
0.86

0.72
1.00
0.80
0.88

Concentrated forces were represented by clay and silicate bricks which were suspended on
timber beams (Fig. 2). The deflection measurements were made with dial indicators. Measuring
precision of indicators – 0.01 mm. Measuring diapason of indicators – 50 mm. The dial indicators
were placed in the middle of the span on the compressed side of the beam. The environmental
climatic condition parameters were recorded once in the day. Temperature (T, ° C) in the room and
outdoor was fixed with mercury-in-glass (Hg) type thermometers.
DIAL INDICATOR

L/3

FLOOR LEVEL

L/3

L/3

F

F

BRICKS

L

Fig. 2. Timber beam loading
Parallel to the environmental climatic condition parameter recording, timber beam moisture
content (MC, %) and relative humidity (RH, %) recordings were made daily.
Moisture content of timber beams were measured with moisture content meter “MD-2G”
(measuring diapason – 5%...40%, precision – 1%). Relative humidity was measured with
hygrothermometer “Testo 605-H1” (measuring diapason – 5%...95%, precision - ± 3%).
In order to judge about the timber beam strength properties, theoretical modulus of elasticity
(MoE) was calculated after registering instantaneous elastic deflection uinst immediately (1 minute)
after loading. Theoretical MoE (Eapp) of rectangular cross-section elements, which are loaded in
bending with two symmetrical concentrated forces, was calculated using equation 1:
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E app ,inst =

where

F ⋅a
(3 ⋅ L2 − 4 ⋅ a 2 ) ,
4 ⋅ b ⋅ h 3 ⋅ u inst

(1)

F – sum of two concentrated forces, kN;
a – distance from support to concentrated force, cm;
L – timber beam span, cm;
b – width of cross section, cm;
h – height of cross section, cm;
uinst – instantaneous deflection, cm.

As the time-depencent parameter the relative creep (known also as the creep coefficient) was
quantified and relationships examined. Creep coefficient in this study is expressed in terms of the
initial elastic deflection (u0):
c r (t , T , MC ) =

ut − u0
,
u0

(2)

where ut is the deflection at time (t) in step with the moisture content of wood (MC) and
temperature of air (T).
Prior to testing approximately 2 cm length samples were cut of from the end of all beams
across the wood fibers in radial direction. Using loupe with precision of 0.1 mm annual ring
quantity in 1 cm of wood and amount of latewood in one annual ring were determined.
3.

RESSULTS ANS DISCUSSION

The values of moisture content for the twelve loaded beams at the start of the test were
variable from 19% to 33% with the mean value of moisture 25.25% with a coefficient of variation
(COV) of 19%. After 64 days of test, moisture content exhibited a mean value of 12.17% with a
COV of 11%.The monthly average for outdoor temperature were 3.5 ºC (December), -1.1 ºC
(January) and -10.2 ºC (first 17 days of February). The monthly average for indoor temperature
ranged form 3.9 ºC to -4.9 ºC with a mean value of 0.2 ºC.
Monthly average for indoor relative humidity ranged from 55.8% to 76.4% with a mean value
of 68.2%.
The sizes of the beam cross-section presented mean values of 30.68 mm in width and
58.36 mm in height. Span to depth ratio for loaded beams were 22 for group KS-3 and 25 for group.
KS-4.
Immediately (1 minute) after loading, instantaneous deflection uinst of timber beams were
registered. Theoretical MoE was calculated using equation 1. Summary of those results are given in
Table 2.
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Table 2. Modulus of elasticity of timber beams
Instantaneous
deflection

Modulus of
elasticity (MoE)

Uinst, cm
KS-4.10
0.80
KS-4.9
1.30
KS-4.8
1.20
KS-4.7
0.50
KS-3.10
0.60
KS-3.9
0.70
KS-3.8
1.20
KS-3.7
0.90
KS-3.3
0.79
KS-3.5
0.77
KS-3.2
0.48
KS-3.1
0.48
Mean value of MOE

Eapp.inst, kN cm-1
859.62
528.99
573.08
1375.39
1007.84
863.86
503.92
671.89
767.39
784.31
1251.97
1251.97
870.02

Marking

MoE represents high distribution of the results – from 503.92 kNcm-1 (timber beam KS-3.8)
to 1375.39 kNcm-1 (KS-4.7) with a mean value of 870.02 kNcm-1 and with COV of 34%. High
distribution of these results can be explained by that fact part of beams - KS-4.8, KS-4.9, KS-3.3,
KS-3.5, KS-3.7, and KS-3.8 were cut out of sapwood, remaining 6 specimens from heartwood.
Density and moisture content of timber beams were very different at the start of test when
theoretical calculation were provided. Sapwood is actively conducting portion of the stem in which
parenchyma cells are still alive and metabolically active [10]. The sapwood is the active, “living”
wood that transports the water (or sap) from the roots to the leaves. Heartwood (or duramen) is
wood that as a result of a naturally occurring chemical transformation has become more resistant to
decay. Heartwood is dead wood. That is the reason why weigth of timber beams at the start of test
were so different.
Table 3 summarizes the main results for the instantaneous deflections uinst and creep
deflections ucreep,64 after 64 days of test. In addition, relative creep deflections after 7 days (ucreep,7)
and 64 days (ucreep,64) of test are given. Values of instantaneous and creep deflections are divided in
3 groups which correspond to accurate loading duration and span length of timber beams.
According to Eurocode 5, 1 week is the limit between short-term and medium-term load duration
classes, 6 months is the limit between medium-term and long-term load duration classes and 10
years is the limit between long-term and permanent load duration classes.
Relative deflection values after 64 days of test showed that loaded beam behavior under longterm load is very different. A detailed analysis shows that four beams - KS-3.1, KS-3.3, KS-3.10
and KS-4.7 exhibited a very high value of 1.91; 1.96; 1.84 and 1.99) for relative deflection u/uinst
with a mean value of 1.93. Creep deflection for these four timber beams presented 4.40 mm, 7.60
mm, 5.03 mm and 4.94 mm. The remaining 8 specimens presented relative creep values ranging
between 1.35 and 1.60. The relative deflection mean value for all timber beams after 64 days of test
presented the value of 1.63 with COV of 14%.
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Table 3. Results of instantaneous and creep deflections

Marking

Instantaneous
deflection

Creep
deflection

Relative
deflection
after 64
days

Relative
deflection
after 7
days

Ucreep,64/Uinst

Ucreep,7/Uinst

1.54

1.03

KS-4.10

8.00

Ucreep,64,
mm
4.28

KS-4.9
KS-4.8

13.00
12.00

6.71
4.22

1.52
1.35

1.05
1.11

KS-4.7
KS-3.10

5.00
6.00

4.94
5.03

1.99
1.84

1.14
1.16

KS-3.9
KS-3.8
KS-3.7
KS-3.3
KS-3.5
KS-3.2
KS-3.1

7.00
12.00
9.00
7.90
7.70
4.80
4.80

4.08
5.89
5.36
7.60
3.01
1.95
4.40

1.58
1.49
1.60
1.96
1.39
1.44
1.91

1.06
1.08
1.13
1.18
1.06
0.98
1.06

Uinst, mm

Mean
value of
inst.
deflectio
n
Uinst,mean,
mm

Ucreep,64,mean,
mm

9.50

5.04

8.50

5.09

6.30

4.24

Mean
value of
creep
deflection

The established relative creep ratio values after 7 days of test ranged between 0.98 (KS-3.2)
and 1.18 (KS-3.3) with a mean value of 1.09 with a COV of 5%. The value of the coefficient of
variation (COV=5%) testifies that dispersion of the results is small and they are credible.
Analysis of relative creep relationships versus time during 64 days is analyzed in Fig. 3.
Curves of timber beams summarize the relative creep histories for the test beams under long
standing (64 days) load. This diagram shows that test period of 64 days can be divided in two
periods: period A) from the start of the test to forty second day (1.-42.); period B) from forty second
day to sixty fourth day (42.-64.). These two periods – A and B are marked in Fig. 3. Creep
development speeds of 10 specimens in period A were very similar, with an exception of two
timber beams – KS-4.9 and KS-3.3. Creep developments for these two beams were 0.11 mm/day
and 0.17 mm/day correspondingly. Nine specimens presented creep development speed values from
0.03 mm/day to 0.07 mm/day. Timber beam KS-3.2 showed negative (-0.02 mm/day) creep
development during period A – that means, deflection of this beam after loading decreased. Mean
value of creep development speed during period A showed value of 0.057 mm/day.
Start of the period B, when rise of creep development speed was registered, represents perfect
compatibility with rapid decrease of surrounding air temperature and relative humidity. Fast
decrease of indoor relative humidity in this cold period caused subsequent fall of the moisture
content of timber beams.
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Fig. 3. Development of bending creep during 64 days
Creep development speed values of all timber beams during period B were much higher than
in period A. Two timber beams - KS-3.1 and KS-3.3 represented creep development speed values of
0.17 and 0.23 mm/day, other 10 specimens recorded speed values ranged between 0.08 mm/day and
0.14 mm/day with a mean value of 0.115 mm/day.
In this case we can conclude that, registered decreasing period of air temperature (starting in
nd
42 day of test) initiated fast fall of indoor RH and MC of timber beams which lead up to much
faster creep development which continued till 64th day of test. Relative humidity and moisture
content depleted together with air temperature which is demonstrated in Fig. 4. Period of negative
indoor air temperature continued for 23 days (starting from 43rd day of test).
Fig. 4 represents hygroscopic behavior of wood – moisture content of timber beams during air
temperature decrease experienced faster drying than it was before this mentioned cycle. Decrease of
moisture content continued even when the rise of air temperature started. Timber beam moisture
content at the start of test ranged from 19% to 33% with a mean value of 28%. Moisture content
mean values of all beams after 64 days were 12.17%.
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Fig. 4. Temperature, moisture content and relative humidity during 64 days
Summarize of creep coefficient cr of all timber beams during period A and B is given in Table
4. Creep coefficient was calculated using equation 2. Analysis of creep coefficients shows that
period A represent values ranging from -0.05 to 0.33 with a mean value of 0.18.
Table 4. Relative creep coefficients of timber beams

A

Timber beam
KS- KS- KS- KS- KS- KS- KS- KS- KS- KS4.10 4.9 4.8 4.7 3.10 3.9 3.8 3.7 3.3 3.5
0.12 0.33 0.19 0.31 0.33 0.12 0.21 0.21 0.24 0.09

KS3.2
-0.05

KS3.1
0.05

A+B

0.54 0.52 0.35 0.99 0.84 0.58 0.49 0.60 0.96 0.39

0.40

0.91

Period

Creep coefficient values during 64 days of test varied from 0.35 to 0.99. Four timber beams
(KS-4.7, KS-3.10, KS-3.3 and KS-3.1) represent creep coefficient values from 0.84 to 0.99, other 8
specimens shows values from 0.35 to 0.60. Mean value of creep coefficient cr during 64 days –
0.63. Distribution of these results is high with a COV of 37%. High distribution of these results can
be explained by that same fact like it was with MoE of timber beams - part of beams were cut out of
sapwood, part from heartwood, density and moisture content of timber beams were different at the
start of test.
Results of annual ring quantity in 1 cm of wood of wood and amount of latewood in one
annual ring are given in Table 4.
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Table 4. Annual ring quantity in 1 cm of wood and amount of latewood in one annual ring
Number
of
annual
rings
N
15
17
9
6
12
9
16
11
12
13
10
16

Marking

KS-3.1
KS-3.2
KS-3.3
KS-3.5
KS-3.7
KS-3.8
KS-3.9
KS-3.10
KS-4.7
KS-4.8
KS-4.9
KS-4.10

Distance
between end
annual rings
l, cm

Sum of
latewood
Σσ, cm

Annual
rings in
1 cm, n

Amount
of
latewood
%, m

1.87
2.36
2.10
2.23
2.35
2.60
2.15
2.45
2.00
2.70
2.90
2.70

0.85
1.03
0.93
0.93
1.17
1.17
1.12
0.69
0.99
1.11
1.64
1.30

8.0
7.2
4.3
2.7
5.1
3.5
7.4
4.5
6.0
4.8
3.4
5.9

45
44
44
42
50
45
52
28
50
41
57
48

Six timber beams – KS-4.8, KS-4.9, KS-3.3, KS-3.5, KS-3.7, and KS-3.8 are cut out from the
heartwood of stem, other 6 beams are cut of from sapwood. Table 4 represents that number of
annual rings in 1 cm of wood for these beams vary from 2.7 to 5.1 with average of 3.97. An average
number of annual rings in 1 cm of wood for remaining 6 timber beams – 6.5.

0.7

0.6

cr = -3E-07t4 + 5E-05t3 - 0.002t2 + 0.0329t - 0.0565
2

R = 0.9787
Relative creep, c r

0.5
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0
0
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20
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40

50
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Time t, Days

Fig. 5a. Polynomial approximation of average relative creep values versus time under load
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Fig. 5b. Exponential approximation of average relative creep values versus time under load
Different mathematical models were examined to describe the creep relationships according
to the test data. Best fitting between test curve and regression model may be obtained by
exponential and polynomial curves. In this study the linear relationships were found as sufficiently
good approximations testified by the coefficient of determination R2 values close to unity (Fig. 5a
and 5b).
4.

CONCLUSIONS

This provisional study provides background for future experiments in order to establish
accurate factor system for prediction of final deformations in timber structures.
Creep of wood is dependent on season – moisture variation causes fluctuation in creep curves.
Relative humidity fluctuations and radical decrease of air temperature (indoor temperature receded
to minus 10º C), accelerated creep development speed that continued even when constant increase
of air temperature was observed. Small cross-section beams are especially influenced by humidity
cycling. Small sample size and variability in MoE make it difficult to make more detailed
conclusions at this stage of test.
The estimated creep coefficient cr during 64 days of test presented the mean value of 0.63
with a COV of 37%. Such a high distribution of results can be explained by that fact part of beams
was cut out of sapwood, part from heartwood. Width of annual rings for wood that is cut out of
heartwood is much bigger than it is for sapwood. Strength properties (MoE) for timber beams which
are cut out of mature wood is much more worse that it is for timber beams that are cut out from
sapwood. This coherence is illustrative in Table 2. Further studies are needed to estimate influence
of this factor on creep development.
It is possible that precision of results were affected by the deformation of supports but that is
only assumption. It is planned to measure deformation of supports in prolongation of test.
Further studies on wood structure and creep behavior under variable climatic conditions are
necessary to adequately judge about all influencing factors. These studies are necessary to define
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appropriate creep coefficient values corresponding to climatic conditions and growing conditions of
Latvian forests.
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ABSTRACT
At present, the wide range of thermal insulating materials are used including composite coating which
consists of hollow ceramic (or glass) microspheres with characteristic size of 10-50 µm. The spheres are
mixed in binding material. After drying the coating has thickness of about 0.3 mm and represents several
layers of microspheres, which are bound in thin film of acrylic binder, for example. Such coating is
characterized by simple technology of application and, as it is mentioned by manufacturer advertisement,
allows reduction of heat losses, has high enough vapor permeability and low wettability. But mechanisms
and real effect of such coatings on thermal insulation of enclosing structures are not explored completely.
The results of complex (thermo-visional, thermal gravimetric, microscopic) investigation of the composite
material like “microspheres-binding material” are presented in this paper. The experiments are carried out in
laboratory conditions and on real objects in use. Dependence of material’s thermal conductivity on
temperature and microspheres content is analyzed. It is shown that new generation materials with
microspheres filler influence on energy saving ability of enclosing structures, but advertising calculated
parameters are not confirmed by experiments. Recommendations for using composite materials like
“microspheres-binding material” as thermal insulation are also presented here.
Keywords: composite material, thermal insulating, microspheres, binding component, temperature

1.

INTRODUCTION

At present, composite coating which consists of hollow ceramic (or glass) microspheres with
characteristic size of 10–50 µm thermal material is used for different purposes [1, 2]. The spheres
are mixed in binding material which is a mixture of latex and acrilic polymers components. Such
composition allows the material to be light, flexible, with good adhesion to metals, wood, plastic,
glass, concrete after drying. After drying the coating has thickness of about 0.3 mm and represents
several layers of microspheres, which are bound in thin film of binder. Such coating is characterized
by simple technology of application and, as it is mentioned by manufacturer advertisement, allows
reduction of heat losses not less then 30%, has enough high vapor permeability and low wettability.
But mechanisms and real effect of such coatings on energy efficiency of enclosing structures are not
explored completely.
Hollow glass microspheres (HGM) are fine-disperse easily-friable powders consisting of thinwalled glass spherical particles. The particles have low packed density of about 0.2 g/cm3. Unique
properties of microspheres (and consequently of composites like “microspheres – binding
component”) such as low density, small size, spherical form, high hardness and melting
temperature, chemical inactivity define a wide range of microspheres applications in modern
industry – for enhancing thermal characteristics of polymers, particularly in producing of heating
pipeline insulation, light pliant thermal insulating sealants, anticorrosive coatings for inner surface
protection of water-supply and drain tubes, fillers for fire-protecting ceramics, cement, stucco
gypsum and so on.
Special binding material which is the base of coatings under investigation must satisfy the
definite requirements depending on composite application. In the case of thermal insulating
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coatings of building walls the composite can consist of acrylic resins with modifing additives and
the requirements are:
− the coating must stay flexible both at high and low temperatures;
− the coating must cover the surface completely making seamless membrane which is
permeable for water vapour diffusion;
− the coating must stand up actively to the effects of environment.
Though different modifications of such coatings are used in practice already the properties of
such composites are not explaned completely. There are papers devoted to coatings investigation
from optical point of view [3, 4], but regarding the influence of thermophysical behavior of coating
and its components on efficiency of thermal insulation does not considered precisly. The results of
complex (thermo-visional, thermal gravimetric, microscopic) investigation of the composite
material like “microspheres-binding material” are presented in this paper.
2.

METHODOLOGY

To be successful in usage of composite materials like “microspheres – binding component” as
thermal insulating ones it is necessary to know about their properties particularly thermophysical
behavior because it defines the quality of thermal insulating materials.
Thermal conductivity of composites filled with glass microspheres was investigated. The
device which realizes the method of monotonic heating of samples by one-directional heat flow was
used [5]. The error of measurements was not higher than 6-8 %. For temperature measurements in
this stage of investigation the chromel-alumel thermocouples with diameter of 0.2 mm were used.
The samples were prepared in the following manner: the coating was applied on the copper
foil base of 50 µm thickness. Total thickness of the sample was 0.6–1.0 mm. Because copper
thermal conductivity is much higher than one of coating, we can neglect thermal resistance of the
base.
Thermographic investigation of coating with microspheres was carried out using thermal
camera “IRTIS-200” (Russia) in spectral band of 3-5 µm. For temperature control by contact
method the electronic thermometer TC-5 (Russia) was used. The experimental stand has looked like
stainless steel leaf with thickness of 0,5 mm. The metal was coated with thermal insulating
composite material. In laboratory experiments the heater was placed behind the sample on distance
of 20-50 mm from leaf surface. Additionally, thermografic observation of heat pipelines in working
conditions which were protected with the investigated materials was carried out.
Thermal camera indication depends not only on the temperature itself but also on emissivity
of the object. Radiation from surrounding objects is reflected by the sample and also come into
camera. Besides, air absorbance of infrared spectrum has influence on the signal as well. Modern
thermal cameras allow compensation of two last factors automatically in time. But if camera is oneband, as it was in our case, then it is necessary to prescribe emissivity value separately. Scanning of
the object by thermal camera was used to define coating emissivity. Then control temperature
measurement was carried out by contact thermometer. Emissivity value was set at coincidence of
contact thermometer and thermal camera readings [6]. Emissivity of the investigated coating was
0.82 in average.
3.

THE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Thermal insulating materials are characterized by low thermal conductivity due to air between
fibers (for fiber materials) or in pores (for porous materials).
First, thermal insulating materials (as they are declared in advertising) like “full microspheres
– binding component” were investigated. The influence of spheres loading (in volume percent) on
thermal conductivity is presented in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Thermal conductivity vs temperature
for composites with different microspheres loading
Reduction of thermal conductivity at 100 oС is explained by water evaporation from the
sample. As a result porousity arise and thermal conductivity decrease.
The higher glass microspheres loading is, the thermal conductivity of material become higher.
It is because glass microspheres in this case are full and thermal conductivity of glass is higher than
one for binding material. The density also shows an increase (ρ=1120, 1260, 1307 kg/m3 at spheres
loading of 5, 7 and 10% respectively).
If HGM are used as filler of composite then the above dependence is reversed. Because in this
case the filler has own porosity, higher microspheres loading causes lower density and thermal
conductivity of the material. So, when filler loading is 3%, the composite density was 1540 kg/m3
and thermal conductivity was 0.55 W/m·К at temperature of 25-50 0C. Increasing the filler loading
twice leads to density reduction up to 1160 kg/m3 and thermal conductivity to 0.33 W/m·К. So,
adding of HGM to binding component allows reduction of composite thermal conductivity but the
value stays quite high in comparison with advertised one by some producers (0.01 and less [7, 8],
for example).
The results of thermal gravimetric analysis of HGM are shown in Fig. 2. Thermogravimetric
curve represents uniform mass reduction of pure filler (microspheres) while heating. Hard rest mass
after heating up to 900 оС was equal to 73% from the initial mass value. The value dT in figure is a
difference between temperature of our and reference samples. Reference sample (usually it is
Al2O3) is not transmuted under reached temperature. Minimums of the curve (2) correspond to
endothermal processes while maximums do to exothermal ones. These peaks reflects phase
transitions or chemical reactions in substances.
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Fig. 2. Thermogravimetric (1) and differential thermal analysis (2) curves for HGM
The results of thermal gravimetric analysis of composite like “microspheres – binding
component” (loading is 50 weight percent) are shown in Fig. 3. The curve (1) has several steps
which correspond to intensive mass losses. The first stage of mass loss begins at 35 оС and ends at
110 оС. On this stage approximately 40% of mass has been lost without damaging of the material
itself. It deals mainly with dehydration of the composite. The next sharp mass reduction is observed
in temperature interval of 275-340 оС. It is determined by some organic components of composite
evaporating at high temperature.
4
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Fig. 3. Thermogravimetric (1) and differential thermal analysis (2) curves
for composite like “microspheres – binding material”
Total mass losses of the sample were equal to 72%. In this experiment hard rest of the sample
looks like damaged due to high thermal tension glass microspheres that is clear from analysis of
thermogravimetric curves for composite and pure filler and is proved by microscopic investigation
(Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Hard rest of the composite after heating up to 900 oC
(electronic scanning microscope)
The stainless steel leaf and a part of heat pipeline were coated with composite like
“microspheres – binding components” to check it`s applicability for thermal insulation by
thermographic investigation (Fig. 5). In laboratory experiments the heater was placed behind the
sample on distance of 20-50 mm from leaf surface. It was placed behind the edge of the leaf for
simultaneous registration of infrared radiation of both heater and coated leaf. In 50 min after heating
started, the temperature of protecting plate (stainless steel leaf coated with HGM composite)
reached just 77 оС while heater temperature to that moment was stable and equal to 500 оС.

Fig. 5. Thermogram of heater part (A2) and protecting plate (A1)
which partially blanks out the heater
Thermogram of heat pipeline coated with composite like “microspheres – binding
component” is shown in Fig. 6. The temperature of uncoated tube is 54,2 оС in average. Coating
with composite causes reduction of pipe surface temperature approximately by 20% and reduces
heat losses from hot pipe. Estimation of temperature distribution of real object was carried out in
consideration of different parts emissivity updating.
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Fig. 6. Image of a part of heat pipeline in infrared (thermogram)
and visual spectrum bands
4.

CONCLUSIONS

It is observed that adding of full or porous glass microspheres into bounding component has
different influence on thermal conductivity of the compound. Thus, full microspheres cause thermal
conductivity and density increase due to high thermal conductivity and density of glass itself.
Adding of porous filler shows reverse effect – increase of its loading and compound porosity leads
to density and thermal conductivity reduction.
Despite reduction of thermal conductivity due to adding of glass microspheres the values of
this parameter stay still high in comparison with advertisement (measured thermal conductivity of
the composite material is 0.3–0.5 W/m·K).
During heating the composite material is transmuted due to dehydration (at 35–110 оС) and
evaporation of some organic components (at 275–340 оС).
Complex investigation showed that usage of hollow glass microspheres in mixture with
binding component allows their application as thermal insulation in some cases such as heat
pipelines, for example. It is especially actual for insulation of heated equipment elements which
could not be insulated with traditional heat protecting materials. It should be noted that the
temperature of such coating should not exceed 200 оС as a result of thermal gravimetric analysis.
Using of the coatings for heat losses reduction from building walls, as it is advertised by producers,
requires more accurate and longer time investigation.
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ABSTRACT
Our recent research approved polyisoprene nanostructured carbon black composite (PNCBC) as a promising
material for soft - hyperelastic piezoresistive pressure sensor application. Compared to other materials that
are used for pressure sensors the PNCBC is relatively cheap, hyperelastic and is easily produced in various
shapes and sizes.
In the current article we present an original attempt to develop a completely hyperelastic pressure sensor
system using layered composite approach. The composite layers are made only from PNCBC elements each
with various concentrations of carbon black. They have been semi-vulcanised separately so that they could
maintain their shape during the final vulcanization when all elements are cured together to form a uniform
sensor system. Raw rubber compositions with necessary vulcanization ingredients and variable
concentrations of electro conductive carbon black were made in Baltic Rubber factory. Electrical percolation
shift as well as piezoresistive effect under 1 and 10 atmospheres of pressure was determined to evaluate most
suitable PNCBC for each element. These properties are known to be crucially dependent on the geometry and
structure of the conductive filler as well as mixing methods. To improve sensors sensitivity we used 6
piezoresistive elements that where connected in series connection. It is also possible to monitor each element
response if we use a different electrode placement in composite layers. The dimensions of developed sensor
system are 100x70x5mm but they can be easily adjusted for specific application requirements.
The elaborated sensor system is capable to detect graduate pressure changes, vibration or sharp impacts. We
believe that it is a good competitor in field of tactile sensors or artificial skins.
Keywords: Hyper-elastic, polyisoprene, carbon black, piezoresistive, pressure sensor

1.

INTRODUCTION

Most of the pressure sensors are rigid systems made from brittle materials therefore their usage
is limited due to vulnerability to withstand impact, vibrations or large deformations. However
industries like automotive, civil and medical engineering and robotics are interested in cheap,
reliable, various shape and elastic pressure sensors. Our previous research approved polyisoprene
nanostructured carbon composites to be a prospective materials for nowadays demands [1].
However the sensing properties of this material are extremely dependant on fabrication conditions,
filler type and concentration [2-3]. External force changes the resistivity of this composite due to
deformation caused particle movement that leads to destruction and construction of conductive
networks, this effect is also know as piezoresistivity. It has been known that various conductive
fillers like carbon nanotubes [4], graphite [5] and metallic powders [6] can be used to manufacture
piezoresistive polymer composites. In this research we propose PNCBC to be used as a prospective
material for elaboration of large scale entirely hyperelastic pressure sensor (EHPS) and determine
EHPS response under external 0,1 and 1 MPa of pressure in cyclic loading conditions as well as we
determine the processing pressure influence on the piezoresistive sensitivity and behavior of EHPS
under 0,1 MPa of pressure.
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2.

METHODOLOGY

2.1. Evaluation of raw materials
Natural polymer - polyisoprene was mixed with necessary curing ingredients (sulphur, zinc
oxide, stearic acid and N – Cyclohexyl – 2 - Benzothiazole Sulfenamide) and various high structure
carbon black (Degussa Printex Xe2 with specific surface area of 950m2/g, DBP absorption
380ml/100g, average primary particle diameter 30nm) concentrations using roll mixing in Baltic
Rubber factory (BRF). The optimal vulcanization conditions of polyisoprene nanostructured carbon
black composites were determined at BRF using Monsanto 100 dynamic rheometer. To determine
electrical as well as piezoresistive properties of each PNCBC composition flat, round shaped
samples (diameter of 18mm and average thickness of 1mm) with brass foil electrodes were made by
curing the raw rubber in stainless steel mould using Rondol thermostated press for 15 minutes under
3 MPa of pressure at 150 °C. After moulding the samples were shelf aged at room temperature for
at least 24 hours before any measurements were made. Afterwards the electrical conductivity of
each PNCBC sample was measured using Keithley 6487 Picoammeter/Voltage source and
piezoresistive behaviour was determined using Zwick/Roell Z2.5 universial material testing
machine coupled with Agilent 34970A data acquisition/switch unit. Due to technical limitation of
measuring equipment PNCBC samples with conductivity lower than 10-8 S/m were not tested for
piezoresistivity. Obtained results determined the selection of materials for elaboration of entirely
hyperelastic pressure sensor (EHPS). The EHPS were made in various processing pressures
(0,5MPa; 1MPa; 2MPa; 3MPa) to determine the most suitable conditions. The specific electrical
conductivity versus carbon black (CB) concentration (expressed in mass parts per hundred rubber
(p.h.r.)) in PNCBC composites is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The electrical percolation transition of PNCBC
As can be seen from Figure 1 the percolation shift is found to be in the region from 5 to 8 p.h.r.
CB - according to the concept of piezoresistivity, the PNCBC should be the most sensitive if the
conductive filler concentration is within the range of percolation shift. The piezoresistive properties
of PNCBC samples with concentration from 7 to 9 p.h.r. CB was determined under external
pressure for up to 1 MPa – the loading and unloading speed was kept constant at 10 kPa/s (Fig. 2).
The highest piezoresistive sensitivity was observed for PNCBC samples with 8 p.h.r. CB, PNCBC
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samples with lower CB concentrations were not tested for piezoresistivity because the initial
conductivity was too low to successfully perform these tests.

Fig. 2. Piezoresisitive behaviour of PNCBC with 7, 8, and 9 p.h.r. CB under 1MPa of pressure

2.2. Elaboration of entirely hyperelastic pressure sensor (EHPS)
The EHPS archetype was made using layered composite design were pressure sensitive
elements were joint with electrode elements and incorporated into protective non-conductive natural
rubber shell without CB filler. As a pressure sensitive elements PNCBC with 8 p.h.r. CB was used the piezoresistive sensitivity of this composition under 1 MPa of pressure was previously found to
be 140%. PNCBC with 10 p.h.r. CB was used in hyperelastic electrode elements on both sides of
sensitive elements since the specific electrical conductivity for this composition was the highest.
The placement of electrode layers in EHPS was designed to insure that the sensitive elements were
connected in series connection to provide better piezoresistive sensitivity under external pressure.
All EHPS elements initially were semivulcanized separatelly for 11 minutes under 3 MPa of
pressure at 140 °C to insure that they could maintain their shape during final vulcanization when all
elements where assembled in designate positions and cured together under 3 MPa of pressure at 150
°C for 20 minutes. To determine the influence of the vulcanization pressure on the piezoresistive
behavior of sensor the EHPS elements was semi-vulcanized and final product was vulcanized into
one solid block under 0,5; 1 and 2 MPa of pressure (EHPS 0,5; EHPS 1; EHPS 2). To connect
EHPS to measuring equipment two small wires with soldered brass foil extensions were added to
the side electrode layers. Fig. 3 shows schematic placement of electrode and sensing elements in
protective rubber shell. Fig. 4e shows AA cross section view of Fig. 3.

a)
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b)
Fig. 3. a) . Planar schematic view of EHPS and b)Schematic AA cross section of EHPS, consisting
of : 1 - non conductive outer shell, 2 – piezoresistive PNCBC, 3 – upper layer of conductive
PNCBC, 4 – lower layer of conductive PNCBC, 5 – wires with soldered small brass foil plates
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The piezoresistive behavior of EHPS under 0,1 MPa and 1 MPa operational pressures was
determined (Fig. 4.). As can be seen in Fig. 4 the piezoresistive behavior is very similar under 0,1
and 1 MPa of cyclic operational pressure, however the piezoresistive sensitivity under 0,1 MPa of
pressure is extremely low (less than 2 %) as well as the piezoresistive behavior under repeated
cyclic loading tends to decrease gradually. This can be explained with different speed of electrical
relaxation for separate structural PNCBC elements of EHPS. This leads to the decrease of total
piezoresistive efect in both ranges of operational pressure.

a)
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b)
Fig. 4. Piezoresistive behaviour of EHPS under operational pressure up to: a) 0,1 MPa and
b) 1 MPa
Fig. 5. show piezoresistive behaviour of EHPS made using different proccesing pressures under
0,1 MPa operational pressure. We can see that EHPS, which was made using highest proccesing
pressure – 3 MPa, appears to be the most piezo-sensitive. As we can see for small operational
pressures (0,1 MPa), the sensitivity of EHPS drops considerably when proccesing pressure is
reduced – this can be explained by increase of the free volume in PNCBC therefore reducing the
overall contribution of tunneling currents between CB particles on the electrical conductivity of the
composite. The high piezoresistivity of PNCBC therefore is ensured by the increase in distance
between closely situated particles and following decrease of tunnelling currents under external
pressure.

Fig. 5. Piezoresistive behaviour of EHPS with different proccesing pressures under operational
pressure up to 0.1 MPa
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4.

CONCLUSIONS

The entirely hyperelastic pressure sensor prototype has been succesfully elaborated by using
functional element approach. The raw materials for EHPS was chosen from PNCBC with various
CB concentrations after careful examining of their piezoresitive properties.
The design of EHPS needs to be improved because the piezo-sensitivity under 0.1 MPa
operational pressure is very low (up to 1.5%) as well as the piezoresisitive behaviour under cyclic
operational pressures tends to decrease gradually.
The optimal proccesing pressure of EHPS was found to be 3 MPa.
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ABSTRACT
A solid electrolyte material Li2.2Ti1.7(PO4)3 was synthesized by a solid state reaction and studied by X-ray
powder diffraction, the results of which were consistent with the material having a NASICON type
framework structure. A ceramic for the electrical and surface investigation of the material was sintered. The
material surface was subsequently investigated by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. Li 1s, Ti 2p, P 2p and
O 1s spectra were fitted and the empirical chemical formula of the material surface was determined. The
electrical characterization was performed by means of two impedance spectrometers, working in the
frequency ranges of 10 Hz to 3 GHz, using the two probe method, and 10 Hz to 100 kHz, using the four
probe method. All of the electrical measurements were carried out in the temperature range of 300 K to
700 K. Two distinct dispersions of the electrical parameters were observed, which were attributed to Li+ ion
relaxation in the grain and grain boundary regions of the ceramic. Bulk, grain boundary and total
conductivities of the ceramic were determined form their respective complex plane plots. High operating
frequency of the impedance spectrometer enabled determination of the high frequency limit of dielectric
permittivity from its complex plane plot.
Keywords: Li ion solid electrolytes, Fast ion transport, Ionic conductivity, Impedance spectroscopy,
NASICON, Superionic conductor

1.

INTRODUCTION

Current generation of high energy density batteries based on Li+ ion chemistry are seeing
widespread use as a superior replacement for other battery technologies, such as Ni-Cd and leadacid, in existing applications and as a novel technology, used in practical implementation of
previously unfeasible products like the electric vehicle [1]. Present state of the art Li+ ion batteries
use a polymer based electrolyte coupled with a plasticizing organic solvent. This often brings the
usual disadvantages related to the presence of a liquid in the battery, namely the risk of leakage and
pollution, corrosion, temperature instability and other safety concerns, along with a limited potential
for miniaturization [2]. Conversely, a solid electrolyte material would present none of the
aforementioned disadvantages along with a high resistance to shocks and vibrations, while ideally
retaining a high, exclusively ionic conductivity at the working (usually room) temperature. Solid
electrolyte based batteries also possess a high potential for miniaturization using conventional
thin-film techniques [2]. Many of the same characteristics are also important for the application of
solid Li+ ion conductors in high sensitivity CO2 gas sensors, where they have also seen recent
research [3] and [4].
The NASICON type framework structure LiTi2(PO4)3 material is a pure Li+ ion conductor,
exhibiting a high ionic conductivity at room temperature [5]. The ionic conductivity of this material
can be enhanced by substituting Ti4+ → M3+ + Li+ in the system Li1+xMxTi2−x(PO4)3 (where M = Fe,
Sc, Al, Y, B, In, Ga and La) [5], [6], [7] and [8], thereby increasing the concentration and the
migration rate of Li+ ions [9]. Similar effects are also observed for the substitution
Ti4+ → Mg2+ + 2Li+ in the system Li1+2xMgxTi2−x (PO3)4, as reported in [10].
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It was noted, that an increase in Li+ ion concentration in the above mentioned class of
compounds might be achieved by methods other than aliovalent metal doping, with the material still
retaining NASICON type framework structure. In this work we present an investigation of
Li2.2Ti1.7(PO4)3 fast Li+ ion conductor electrical parameters and its relevant physical characteristics.
2.

METHODOLOGY

2.1. Sample preparation and physical characterization
The Li2.2Ti1.7(PO4)3 powder was prepared by a solid state reaction from Li2CO3 (99.999 %),
TiO2 (extra pure) and NH4H2PO4 (extra pure) precursors according to the diagram in Fig. 1a and the
X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) patterns of the resultant compound were recorded at room
temperature using Brucker D8 Advance equipment. The equipment used CuKα1 ( λ = 1.540 Å )
radiation and 0.02 degree step, with time per step varying from 1 s to 8 s. Lattice parameters were
deduced by fitting the XRD patterns with TOPAS software. In order to investigate the surface and
electrical parameters of the compound, the raw powder was uniaxially cold-pressed at 130 MPa and
the resultant pellets were sintered in air, according to the diagram in Fig. 1b.

Fig. 1. a) Powder preparation by solid state reaction steps, b) Ceramic pellet sintering steps
The chemical bonding states and elemental composition of the unpolished ceramic surface
were determined by X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The spectra were recorded using
LAS-3000 (ISA-Riber) surface analysis apparatus, equipped with a double-pass cylindrical mirror
analyzer MAC2. The XPS were obtained using Mg-Kα ( hν = 1253.6 eV ) radiation at an average of
10 scans with a step size of 0.05 eV. Before the measurement, the samples were kept in a
preparation chamber (residual pressure 1.6 × 10-8 Pa) for 1 day. The residual pressure in the
analyzer chamber was 1.3 × 10-8 Pa. In order to extract the core level shifts and relative intensities
of the components, a curve-fitting procedure was used. Fitting of the core-level data was performed
using a nonlinear fitting procedure, using XPSPEAK 41 software. Li 1s, Ti 2p, P 2p and O 1s
spectra were fitted.
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Cylindrical (Fig. 2a) and cuboid (Fig. 2b) samples were prepared from the sintered pellet for
the two and four electrode measurements, respectively. Porous Pt electrodes were deposited on the
contact surfaces by applying Pt paste (GVENT Electronic Materials LTD) and firing the samples at
973 K.

Fig. 2. Sample geometry for a) two and b) four electrode measurements. All dimensions are in mm
2.2. Electrical characterization
The electrical behavior of the ceramic was characterized by means of two impedance
spectrometers working in the frequency ranges of 10 Hz to 1 MHz and 300 kHz to 3 GHz, when
using the two probe method, and 10 Hz to 100 kHz, when using the four probe method. All of the
measurements were carried out in the temperature range of 300 K to 700 K.
Two electrode measurements in the frequency range of 10 Hz to 1 MHz were carried out
using the vector voltmeter–amperemeter method while the system was swept in the frequency
domain by means of fixed frequency sine signals. The voltage and current through the system were
measured by a two channel TiePie HS3 computer oscilloscope. A custom current to voltage
converter, allowing accurate vector current measurement, was used. The complex impedance
( ρ~ = ρ ′ − iρ ′′ ), admittance ( σ~ = σ ′ + iσ ′′ ), permittivity ( ε~ = ε ′ − iε ′′ ) and dielectric losses ( tan(δ ) )
of the sample were calculated. The four electrode vector voltmeter–amperemeter measurements
were carried out employing the same spectrometer, using voltage measurement points on the sample
itself, formed by the previously deposited Pt electrodes.
Two electrode measurements in the frequency range of 300 kHz to 3 GHz were carried out
using an Agilent E5062A network analyzer, connected to a heated coaxial line and sample system,
with the sample forming a part of the line’s inner conductor. The electrical parameters of the sample
were calculated from the transmission and reflection coefficients of the system as in [11]. The
temperature control loop for both spectrometers was comprised of an Amprobe TMD90 digital
thermometer and a Mastech HY 3005 power supply, both of which were connected to a computer.
The bulk ( σ b ), grain boundary ( σ gb ) and total ( σ tot ) conductivities of the ceramic were
calculated from the complex plane plots as in [12]. The Maxwell relaxation frequency ( f M ) was
calculated by finding the zero-crossing points of the second derivative of the imaginary impedance
dependence on the excitation field frequency. The values for the activation energies of σ b , σ tot and
f M were calculated from the slopes of their respective linear fits [12].
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Physical characterization
The results of XRD investigation are presented in Fig. 3. The spectrum consists primarily of
Li2.2Ti1.7(PO4)3 peaks, characteristic of the rhombohedral NASICON type framework structure. A
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small amount of impurities is observed as secondary and tertiary peaks, which correspond to
Li4P2O7 and LiTiPO5 phases, marked with asterisks and circles, respectively.
The primary phase was determined to belong to the R3 c space group and the lattice
parameters were calculated to be a = 8.5148 Å and c = 20.8718 Å , with Z = 6 formula units
making up the unit cell, having a volume of V = 1310.52 Å 3 . Bulk density of the material,
calculated from the diffraction results, is d = 2.86 g/cm 3 , while the relative density of the ceramic
after sintering was found to be 83.9 %.

Fig. 3. Li2.2Ti1.7(PO4)3 X-Ray powder diffraction pattern

XPS spectra of the sintered ceramic samples are given in Fig. 4. Noise in the Li 1s
photoelectron spectrum is due to the inherent limitations of the XPS technique for atoms with small
atomic number. Due to the low quality of Li 1s spectrum attempts at deconvolution to multiple
peaks were not made. In order to exclude sample charging effects, all data were corrected by a
linear shift, such that the maximum of the C 1s peak of adventitious carbon corresponded to the
binding energy of 284.6 eV.
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Fig. 4. X-ray photoelectron spectra of the sintered ceramic samples, showing a) Li 1s, b) O 1s,
c) Ti 2p and d) P 2p photoelectron spectra
Results of the XPS investigation are given in Table 1. The empirical chemical formula of the
ceramic surface, calculated from the XPS spectra, is Li2,8Ti1,8(PO4)3.
Table 1. Surface analysis results of the sintered ceramic samples
Spectra
Ti 2p3/2
P 2p3/2

O 1s
Li 1s

Bindig energy, eV
458.4
459.1
132.2
133.35
529.9
530.9
531.9
533.0
55.0

Splitting energy, eV
5.8
5.95
1.0
1.0

Amount, at.%
36.4
63.6
54.5
45.5
27.0
41.2
25.3
6.5
100

χ2
0.85
0.85

1.3
0.49

3.2. Electrical characterization
Frequency dependencies of the electrical conductivity of the ceramic are presented in Fig. 5a.
The low frequency and high temperature components of the two electrode measurement have been
truncated at low frequencies and omitted at high temperatures, as the effects introduced by the
blocking Pt electrodes start to dominate the graph under those conditions, obscuring any useful
information.
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Fig. 5. Frequency dependencies of a) total conductivity and b) imaginary part of the impedance.
Data truncated where appropriate
Two relaxation processes were identified, which were attributed to fast Li+ ion transport in the
grain and grain boundary regions of the ceramic samples. Both of the relaxation processes are
thermally activated, shifting upwards in frequency with an increase in temperature in accordance
with Arrhenius law, as depicted in Fig. 6a. The activation energies of σ b and σ tot are
ΔEb = 0.20 eV and ΔE tot = 0.35 eV , respectively.
In Fig. 5b two sets of thermally activated peaks of the imaginary part of the impedance are
clearly visible. The set of low frequency peaks corresponds to Li+ ion relaxation in grain
boundaries, while the less prominent high frequency peaks are associated with Li+ ion relaxation in
the ceramic grains.
Maxwell’s relaxation frequency (Fig. 6b) was calculated from the zero crossings of the
second derivative of the imaginary part of complex impedance dependence on frequency (shown in
Fig. 5b). It varies from 51 MHz at 300 K to 1.14 GHz at 500 K and is thermally activated, having
an activation energy of ΔE f = 0.20 eV .

Fig. 6. Arrhenius plots of a) total and bulk admittances and b) Maxwell resonant frequency for ion
migration in the ceramic grains, as calculated from the imaginary part of complex impedance
dependence on frequency
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Complex plane plots of the impedance and admittance at the temperature of 300K are
presented in Fig. 7. Any discontinuities in the graphs are due to the electrode induced ion blocking
effects in the two electrode sample.

Fig. 7. Complex plane plots of a) impedance at 300 K, with inset showing the high frequency arc,
and b) admittance at 300 K, with inset showing the σb
The complex impedance plot in Fig. 7a exhibits two highly overlapping semicircles,
corresponding to the grain boundary impedance in the low frequency region and bulk impedance in
the high frequency region, which is shown in the inset. Fitting of the larger semicircle resulted in a
grain boundary admittance value of σ gb = 0.35 mS/m . The high frequency behavior, corresponding
to the dispersion region associated with the bulk conductivity can be more easily ascertained from
the complex admittance plot in Fig. 7b. Fitting the linear high frequency portion of the plot yields
σ b = 38 mS/m , as can be seen in the inset. The grain boundary impedance dominates the total
impedance of the sample by two orders of magnitude.
Dielectric permittivity and dielectric losses in Li2.2Ti1.7(PO4)3 increase with temperature, as
shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Dielectric permittivity of the ceramic in electric fields oscillating at 2 GHz
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The increase in the real part of dielectric permittivity is caused by a combination of Li+ ion
migration polarization, lattice vibration polarization and electronic polarization, while the increase
in tan(δ ) is due to the conductivity contribution to the imaginary part of complex permittivity. All
of the measurements were recorded at the frequency of 2 GHz, which is above the Maxwell’s
relaxation frequency in the temperature range given.
Complex plane plots of the dielectric permittivity are given in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. Complex plane plots of dielectric permittivity at various temperatures, showing a) overall
and b) high frequency behavior
The 300 K graph in Fig. 9a exhibits a partially obscured semicircle, formed by the dielectric
permittivity response in the ceramic grains. The grain boundary effects partially overlap with those
in the ceramic bulk, dominating the total permittivity response with increasing temperature due to
the thermally activated nature of the grain and grain boundary relaxation processes.
High frequency portion of the permittivity graph, shown in Fig. 9b can be seen to converge to
a single point on the ε ' axis for all temperatures. This allows for the determination of a temperature
invariant high frequency limit for the permitivity, which was found to be ε ∞ = 9.9 .
4.

CONCLUSIONS

Solid electrolyte Li2.2Ti1.7(PO4)3 powder was synthesized by a solid state reaction and studied by
XRD. The primary phase of the synthesized material was found to have a NASICON type framework
structure and belong to the rhombohedral symmetry (space group R3 c ) with 6 formula units in the
lattice. This result is consistent with the substitution Ti4+ → 4Li+ in the system Li1+4xTi2-x(PO4)3.
A ceramic of the compound was sintered. XPS investigation of the ceramic surface yielded
the empirical formula Li2,8Ti1,8(PO4)3.
The material was investigated by impedance spectroscopic techniques in the frequency range
of 10 Hz to 3 GHz and temperature range of 300 K to 700 K. Two thermally activated dispersion
regions of the conductivity were observed, correspondig to Li+ ion relaxation in the ceramic grains
and grain boundaries, with the latter dominating the total impedance of the sample by two orders of
magnitude.
Measurements in fields oscillating above the Maxwell relaxation frequency allowed the
determination of the high frequency limit of dielectric permittivity, which was found to be
ε ∞ = 9.9 . The permitivity values of the investigated compound are caused by varying contributions
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of Li+ ion migration, lattice vibration and electronic modes of polarization. Dielectric losses in the
material increase with temperature due to the ionic conductivity contribution to the imaginary part
of complex permittivity.
The high steady state Li+ ion conductivity of σ tot = 0.35 mS/m at 300 K suggests possible
applications in high energy density solid state batteries.
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ABSTRACT
Cellulosic materials have a great potential for multifunctional nanomaterial formation. They are abundant,
renewable, have a self-assembled well-defined nanofibrillar structure. Hemp fibre (cannabis sativa) is one of
the plant-based bast fibres and has diverse reinforcing applications in different industry areas. Cellulose was
extracted from drew-retted hemp fibres of variety Bialobrzeckie grown in Agricultural Science Centre of
Latgale using adopted steam explosion technique (STEX) together with mild alkali treatment. It is possible to
decompose natural fibre hierarchical structure down to microfibrilles by using STEX. Also, lignine and
pectine, sugars and other components are removed by this method. The alkali treatment removes a certain
amount of lignin, hemicellulose, wax and oils covering the external surface of the fibre cell wall and
depolymerises the native cellulose structure.
Influence of pre-treatment intensity, temperature and pressure of steam explosion process on hemp cellulose
acquisition are investigated and discussed. Scaning electron microscopy (SEM) and Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) were used to observe structural changes of fibres after alkali treatment.
Results show that STEX treatment conditions at 220 oC and pressure 23 bars leads to partial disintegration of
hemp fibre bundles. Combination of hydrothermal and alkali treatments allow to remove approximately 26 %
constituents including hemicelluloses, pectins/waxes and water.
Keywords: steam explosion, hemp fibre, cellulose, alkali treatments

1.

INTRODUCTION

As hemp is a renewable resource with the high biomass yield it could be considered as
potential abundant local source of biomass for a range of applications. Some newer industrial uses
of plant cellulose have been developed and are found to be promising. One of them is to use
cellulose nanoparticles as fillers in biocomposites and to improve their mechanical and barrier
properties [1]. Therefore it is of interest to determine the hemp fibers potential, find appropriate
solutions and sustainable systems.
The aim of the study was to examine the effect of alkali treatment and thermal treatment (steam
explosion (STEX) auto-hydrolysis on the dew-retting hemp fibre microstructure. STEX
ezperimental setup used for this study are described in detail elsewhere [18]. The biomass (wood or
non-wood forest material, agricultural waste and fibre materials, waste from forestry, municipal and
plantation management) for sustainable use has been treated with saturated steam, usually at
pressures up to 40 atmospheres. The treatment time varies from some seconds to some minutes.
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Disintegration of technical hemp fibres to elementary fibres with the aim to find out the best
technologies without usage to environment harmful chemical pre-treatments is important
milestone.
Each lignocellulosic fiber is a composite where rigid cellulose microfibrils are embedded in a
soft matrix of lignin and hemicellulose [2]. Technical fiber consists of elementary fibres glued
together by an interphase consisting of hemicellulose and pectins[3]. The degree of polymerization
in hemicelluloses is much lower than in cellulose and is in a range from 20 to 300. Hemicellulose
can form covalent bonds to lignins by attached ferulic acid and p-coumaric residues [4]. Hydrogen
bonds are formed between xylan and cellulose. Due to this linking effect of hemicelluloses,
hemicelluloses degradation leads to disintegration of the fibers into cellulose microfibrils resulting
in lower fibers bundle strength [5]. It has been found that thermal degradation of hemicellulose
occures at a lower temperature (150-180°C) than cellulose (200-230°C) by during wet oxidation [6]
and composite manufacturing [7]. The amorphous regions of fibers are susceptible to acid attack
and, under controlled conditions, could be removed leaving crystalline regions intact.
Different technologies could be used to prepare harvested hemp for further processing. The
hemp bast is separated into large fibers bundles during water retting or dew-retting, then additional
treatment is required to defibrillate these bundles into single fibers and/or small fiber bundles. In
the middle lamellae between the single fibres pectin and lignin can be degraded using chemical
Enzyme [8–10], wet oxidation [11, 22] and NaOH treatment [12, 13] as well as physical
defibrillation methods like steam explosion [14, 15] or ultrasound treatment [16].
Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) is the most commonly used chemical for bleaching and/or
cleaning the surface of plant fibers. It is reported that alkali treatment removes lignins, pectins,
hemicelluloses, ash, and resulted in some extraction during the process [19]. Investigations show
when the NaOH concentration was increased, the density of the alkali-treated hemp fibers decreased
from 1.249 g/cm3 to 1.127 g/cm3 after alkali treatment (6 wt.% NaOH), corresponding weight loss
13.6 % [20]. At the same time range of investigations witness that rather severe pre-treatment
regimes could change the fine structure of the cristallic cellulose I to amorphous cellulose II [21].
As reported in [17] after steam explosion in retted hemp fibres the content of cellulose
increased from 73% to 85–90%, but in raw hemp fibres from 60–64% to 73–75%. The results of
other investigation [18] show that most lignins from lignocellulosic fibers were removed when
oxidative conditions were applied since it is decomposed to low molecular phenolic compounds
and oxidized to carboxylic acids.
2.

METHODOLOGY

Hemp fibres used for the research are Bialobrzecskie type grown in the Agricultural Science
Centre of Latgale Two methods of fibre desintegration were used. As first, fibres were alkali
treated with 3 wt. % and 4 wt. % NaOH at 80°C for 1 h.
The second applied method of steam explosion auto-hydrolysis. The number of chemical and
physical processes occur during the STEX treatment, but two of them are the most important.
1) The functional groups are removed and thereby acid molecules are formed in the system (for
example, acetic groups in hemicellululoses provide formation of the acetic acid) during the process.
These newly formed acids act as catalysts of hydrolysis of the treated material (auto-hydrolysis);
2) At the end of the STEX process abrupt release of the pressure occur. The difference of pressure
in the tissues of the material and surroundings blasts provides an effective defibration of wood or
other plant biomass.
The lignocellulosic material, can provide “self-sufficient” chemical and physical
transformation under conditions of steam explosion, both the processes, hydrolysis and
defibrilation, can be achieved just by the “tools” inherent in the system itself, without any additional
reagents except steam [2].
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Hemicellulose recovery in acid hydrolysates can only be maximized at lower treatment
severities, whereas the development of substrate accessibility requires more drastic conditions in
which sugar losses are inevitable [43]. To account for this heterogeneity, such STEX treatment
parameters as temperature, residence time into the steam reactor, steam preasure are considered as
experiment variables (Table 2).
After treatment, within a split second, the biomass is decompressed (exploded) to one
atmosphere. Empirically, the so-called severity parameter or the reaction ordinate R0 can be
expressed as [18]:
R0 = t * exp [(T- 100)/ 14.75],

(1)

where: duration of treatment (t, minutes) and temperature (T, oC) express the STEX severity against
the base temperature Tbase or reference = 100 0C. R0 dimension is minutes but in practice log R0 is
used.
The following ratio has therefore been used as a measure for the degree of esterification [32,
37]:
DM = a1749/(a1630+a1749).

(2)

Crystality index (CrI) supposed to be the measure of cellulose crystallinity level [38, 29]:
CrI = a1372/a2900.

(3)

LOI describes the order of crystallinity rather than the amount of crystalline cellulose relative
to the amorphous components:
LOI = a1429/a893.

(4)

Extraction treatment with distillate water at T 100 oC during 3 h with following alkali treatment
with 0,4 wt.% NaOH and washing to remove released components after STEX were done (Table 3).
NaOH solulable components and residue after NaOH treatment were determined by weight
changes (Table 3).
Morphological and structural analysis of both sample groups were performed using SEM
(VEGA Tescan 5136M) and FTIR technique.
As micrographs are qualitative sources to follow transformations which happen during
treatments fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) were used to characterize influence of
alkali treatment parameters more detailed on such hemp fibers constituents as lignins,
hemicelluloses and extractives.
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

As seen from micrographs of Fig. 1(A) shows untreated elementary hemp fibers are joint in
bundles, at a higher magnification the void regions present on the bundle become visible; some
surface and structure defects seen on micrograph could arose during hemp stalk primary processing
or combing (Fig. 1, C). After alkali treatment (4 wt.% NaOH, 1 h, T 800 oC) part of fiber bundles
are separated to a smaller bundles or elementary fibers (Fig. 1, B); surface of elementary fibers with
diameter of (1÷2) μm are quite clean, only a few non soluble plasters, probably lignins, are seen on
the surface (Fig. 1, D).
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Fig. 1. A – untreated hemp fibres; B – alkali (4 wt.% NaOH) treated hemp fibers; C – untreated
hemp fibres SEM micrographs; D - alkali (4 wt.% NaOH) treated hemp fibers SEM micrographs
Like a fingerprint no two unique molecular structures produce the same infrared spectrum.
This makes infrared spectroscopy useful for several types of analysis, but at the same time arouse
range of interpretation problems becoming apparent sometimes in diametrically opposite
explanations of FTIR graphs absorption bands.
Together with hemicellulose, lignins form a matrix for cellulose fibres [38]. Lignins in fibres
are complex hydrocarbon polymers with aliphatic and aromatic constituents, forming a three
dimensional network. Apart from forming the matrix in the secondary cell walls of plant fibres,
lignins also decrease the permeation of water through the cell walls [20]. As mechanical properties
of lignin (E = 4 GPa) compared to cellulose (E = 70–135 GPa) are low [23] and water through the
cell walls of technical fibres has to be removed for futher applications, the removal of lignin from
technical fibres is more than desirable.
Hemp fibers hardwood lignins contain residues derived from both coniferyl and sinapyl
alcohols (lignin type GS, S/G ratio 0,8)[26].
Absorbace peak at the frequency 1618 cm-1 was found as more intensive and broad (1605 to
1639 cm-1) for hemp lignins [26]. Unfortunately lignins content of hemp fibers depends upon hemp
variety and could be in a range from 3 % (Uso) till 13 % (Futura 77) [27] and supposedly family of
lignins differ too.
Investigations [28] of hemp fibers structural morphology changes subjected to bleaching show
that lignin contents of untreated fibres under investigation are 6.61% (4.89% non solulable, 1.72%
solulable), after bleaching become 3.18 % (3.18 % non solulable, 0.35% solulable); hemicellulose
content at the same time decrease from 10.66 % (untreated fibres) to 1.85 % after treatment.
FTIR graphs (Fig. 4) for hemp fibres show disapearing of absorption band corresponding to
frequency range 1700–1750 cm-1 with the peak at 1732 cm-1. Such absorption band adressed to
functional groups C=O or COOH- [29], where 1738 cm-1 corespond to hemicellulose, 1736 cm-1 to
pectins and waxes. Absorbance at frequency ranges 1722–1732 cm-1 decreases if hydrolized
hemicellulose is removed from fibers surface as seen from graphs of Fig. 4. As a result of 4 wt.%
NaOH treatment pectins and waxes (freaquency?) are removed as well (Fig. 3).
The (methyl-esterified) carboxyl groups absorb in the region of 1749 cm-1 and the absorbance
at 1605-1630 cm-1 is caused by the ionized COO - groups [30–36].
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DM values calculated by equation (2) decrease from 0.21 (non treated) up to 0,16 for 4 wt.%
NaOH treated fibers. Actual values of this factor are impossible calculate precisely after treatment
because absorbance peak (Fig. 3., frequency 1749 cm-1 ) has removed at all.
Absorption intensity of bands at frequency range 1300–1450 cm-1 are higher for alcali treated
hemp fibres (Fig. 3).
Calculations of CrI after baseline corrections shows increse of crystallinity after 4 wt.% NaOH
alkali treatment from 0,17 up to 0.21 (23.5 %). According to the calculated CrI values, alkaline-treated
fibre exhibits a substantial increase in crystallinity. It corresponds to statement that alkalization
depolymerizes the native cellulose I molecular structure producing short length crystallites [22].
The baseline-corrected absorption peaks at 1430 and 897 cm-1 correspond to the sensitive
absorption frequencies of crystalline and amorphous cellulose structures, respectively [39, 40, 29].
LOI values decrease approximatley 7 % for alcali treated fibres from 2,43 up to 2.25. As LOI
describes the order of crystallinity rather than the amount of crystalline cellulose relative to the
amorphous components it is small difference. This observation is in accordance with results
reported in the literature, where no significant change or an increase in LOI is published for similar
treatment conditions [41, 42, 22].
The disappearance of the peak (1245–1259 cm-1) after alkalization (Fig. 3) indicates the
removal of hemicellulose materials rather than lignins [22].
Table 2. Steam explosion treatment parameters
Variants
A
B
C

Temperature,
0C
180
200
220

STEX parameters
Pressure,
Time, s
bar
10
60
16
60
23
60

logR0
2.36
2.94
3.42

Moisture, %
Before
After
STEX
STEX
6.51
~ 75
6.51
~ 75
6.51
~ 75

Evaporable
fractions,
%
7.0
7.0
8.4

Micrograph (Fig. 2, D, G) shows after mild STEX treatment (logR0 = 2.36) only part of fiber
bundles are half separated to a smaller ones or elementary fibres. Loose amorphous matrix clusters
cover bundles/fibers surfaces.

Fig. 2. A, D – hemp fibres SEM micrographs after STEX (10 bar, T 180 0C); B, E – hemp
fibers SEM micrographs after STEX (16 bar, T 200 0C); C, F – hemp fibers SEM micrographs after
STEX (23 bar, T 220 oC)
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The micrographs of Fig. 2 (B, E) reveal that increase of logR0 = 2.94 (pressure 16 bar, T
200 0C) doesn’t improve separation of fibers as hemp fibers are exclusive nature composite and
STEX treatment is still classified as medium mild.
Hemp fibers subjected to more severe STEX treatment (logR0 = 3.42) seen in micrograps of
Fig. 2 (C, F). Fibers bundles are separated to 10–20 μm diameter components and extracted clusters
of matrix seen as separate units or loose appliques on fiber surfaces.
Part of non-cellulosic substances are evaporated (loss 8.4 % of weight) during STEX
treatment (Table 2). Disintegration and/or weakening of the binding of fibres in the bundles is
decisive important for further separation of the hemp fibres in subsequent operations

Fig. 3. FTIR spectrograms of untreated and alcali treated (4 wt.% NaOH) hemp fibers

Fig. 4. FTIR spectrograms of hemp fibers subjected to steam explosion treatment
corresponding to frequency range 1050-1800 cm-1
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One of the most noticeable modification of FTIR graphs (Fig. 4) before and after STEX
treatment is the disappearance of the absorbance peak centered at 1732 cm-1 at a pressure 23 bar,
characteristic of hemicelluloses.
Substantial decrease of absorbance intensity at the frequency range 1580–1680 cm-1 allow to
suppose that lignin content in the dry residue after STEX treatment C (Table 2) decrease
substantially as investigations of [26] reported hemp lignins most powerful absorption band at the
frequency range 1605–1639 cm-1. Besides absorbance peak corresponding to the mentioned above
frequency range has moved from 1638 to 1620 cm-1 witnessed that lignins are still present in dry
residue.
Crystallinity index has increased by 47 % (from 0,29 to 0,43) after STEX treatment with
preasure 23 bar at temperature 220 oC. Lateral order index LOI increases from 2.4 up to 3 after
treatment.
Previous studies [29] have shown that the band at 1335 cm-1 is composed of a broad, poorly
defined main band with an accompanying shoulder. When the crystallised cellulose I and/or II
content are increased, this band is gradually converted into a perfectly defined doublet. From this
doublet the ratio 1335/1316 can be used to monitor the conversion process. Reduction of this ratio
can be interpreted as an increase in the crystallised cellulose I content [25]. In our experiment
decrease of value of calculated ratio 1335/1316 from 2 up to 0,4 (80 %) witnessed about substantial
growth of cellulose I content in hemp fibres after STEX treatment (Table 2, C). It could be
explained as growths of crystallic cellulose I content in relation to amorphous celluloses as in result
of treatment main part of amorphous cellulose are removed.
Table 3. Modes of hemp fiber samples STEX treatment and after-treatment
Sample
label

Pressure,
bar

log R0

0
1
2
3

0
10
16
23

0
2.36
2.94
3.42

Residue
after
STEX,
%
100
93
93
91.6

Water
solulable
components,
%
4.4
6.4
9.1
10.6

Residue
after
water
treatm. %
95.6
86.5
83.9
81

NaOH
solulable
components,
%
13.4
10.9
8.8
7.6

Residue
after NaOH
treatm. %
82.2
75.7
75.1
73.4

Evaporation intensities corresponding to presure range 10-16 bar is stable (7 %)(Table 3) and
increase with the presure 23 bar. After STEX treatment at presure 23 bars and following water
treatment all water solulable components are removed living dry residue 81 %. Drying was carried
out at room temperature, while there is no change in mass. During the last treatment with 0,4 wt.%
NaOH and subsequent washing content of extracted components decrease with increasing pressure.
It shows that part of NaOH solulable components have been converted in evaporable and water
solulable substances during STEX treatment and removed during first water treatment (Table 3).
4.

CONCLUSIONS

Content of water solulable components increase 2,4 times With growing STEX intensity from
log R0= 0 to log R0 = 3.42 .
Examination of FTIR spectrograms of untreated and treated hemp fibers allow to evaluate
effectiveness of alcali and steam explosion treatment to remove hemicelluloses and pectins.
Growth of crystalinity index of cellulose treated at 4%NaOH and STEX was 28 % and 47 %
respectively. Both treatments lead to depolymerization of the native cellulose I molecular structure
producing short length crystallites. A high crystallinity index results in stiff, strong fibers.
Medium severe STEX treatment combined with following hydrothermal and alkali treatments
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allow to remove approximately 26 % constituents from hemp fibers including hemicelluloses,
pectins/waxes, water.
STEX treatment (log R0 = 3.42) leads to partial disintegration of hemp fiber bundles. and
reduction of 1335/1316 ratio from 2 up to 0.4 (80 %) indicates substantial growth of cellulose I
content in hemp fibres after treatment. More severe STEX intensity (higher log R0 value) can
increase level of disintegration. Usage of mechanical/physical treatment just after STEX treatment
could separate fiber bundles to the microlevel diameter fibers.
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ABSTRACT
Application of new materials allows to offer more sensitive, selective and long term stable sensors, as well as
to employ its modification possibilities for gas sensor efficiency improvement. The aim of the present work
is to compare gas response to acetone of nanostructured sol-gel auto-combustion synthesis derived
stoichiometric and excess-iron cubic spinel type nickel zinc ferrite with formula Ni0.3Zn0.7Fe2+zO4 (where
z = 0 and 0,1) is compared. Detailed synthesis steps and gas sensing measurement methodology were
described. The sensor material was characterized by x-ray diffraction, scanning electron microscopy and
direct current resistance measurements. X-ray diffraction analysis confirms that samples formed the single
phased cubic spinel structure and no peaks from impurity phases were detected. The scanning electron
microscopy reveals nanosized grains less than 100 nm in diameter. Plots of resistance versus temperature
show adsorbed water contribution to the conductance. Overall, sensors were tested at temperature interval
from 150 oC to 325 oC in order to identify operating temperature of the material. The response-recovery
characteristics also were performed. It was found, that with excess-iron in the Ni-Zn ferrite, changes its DC
electrical resistivity, type of conductivity, as well as response to reducing gas (more than 2 times) and
operating temperature. Obtained relationships can be explained with Fe2+ formation in the material, thus
increasing charge carrier (electron) concentration. This leads down to higher oxygen adsorption ability which
can act with test gas. Overall performed study reveals alternative way how to enhance sensitivity of spinel
type ferrite gas sensor materials avoiding synthesis of complicated nanostructures or precious metal doping.
Keywords: Nickel-zinc ferrite, non-stoichiometry, gas sensor, combustion synthesis

1.

INTRODUCTION

Spinel ferrites are important technological materials due to its semiconducting and
ferrimagnetic properties [1]. Recently as semiconductors ferrites also provides chance to use them
as gas sensitive material. A large number of stoichiometric spinel ferrites for example ZnFe2O4,
NiFe2O4, CdFe2O4, MgFe2O4, CuFe2O4, CoFe2O4, NiZnFe2O4, MnZnFe2O4, MgZnFe2O4, etc. have
shown sensitivity to certain gases [2-7]. At the same time information about ferrite gas sensors in
comparison with single metal gas sensors is still limited and do not contain information about gas
sensing properties of complex or non-stoichiometric iron deficient or excess-iron spinel ferrite
compounds. Depending on dopant type and concentration in complex or non-stoichiometric spinel
ferrites varies its electrical resistivity.
The conductivity in spinel ferrites is due to hopping of charge carriers (electrons or holes)
between cations presented by more than one valence state occupying the octahedral sites [8]. Zinc
or cadmium ions shows strong affinity to tetrahedral site, but iron, nickel, manganese, and cobalt
ions, for example, show tendency to occupy octahedral sites. Electron hopping between Fe3+ and
Fe2+ provides n-type, but hole hopping between Ni3+↔Ni2+, Mn3+↔Mn2+, Co3+↔Co2+ provides ptype conductivity.
The gas sensitivity of metal oxide semiconductor sensors is highly affected from electric
resistivity [9]. In our previous works influence of zinc ion concentration on sensitivity of p-type
nickel ferrite [10], as well as iron ion non-stoichiometry effect on sensitivity of n-type zinc ferrite
[11] were investigated. It was found that with zinc addition to nickel ferrite, response to different
VOC’s decreases, attributed to extinguishing p-type charge carriers (holes) and carrying small
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amount of dopants in the semiconductor structure. This was confirmed with change of conductivity
type by increasing temperature. In case of zinc ferrite response increased by going from iron
deficiency to excess due to increase of Fe2+ concentration, thus increasing charge carrier (electron)
concentration, leading down to increase adsorbed oxygen species on grain surface. It is known, that
n-type materials surface coverage with oxygen ions at elevated temperature is limited by the supply
of electrons. Higher charge carrier concentration leads to increase of adsorbed oxygen species on
surface, thus larger change of the resistance with reactive gas, such as acetone, interaction could be
expected. Adsorbed oxygen (O-ads) reaction with the reducing gas (R) can be represented by simple
irreversible reaction [12]:
O-ads + R → RO + e-

(1)

The aim of the present work is to compare gas sensitivity of stoichiometric and excess-iron
Ni-Zn ferrite. It is interesting if iron-excess Ni-Zn ferrite will show higher response towards volatile
organic compounds (VOC’s) in comparison with stoichiometric Ni-Zn ferrite, as it was observed for
ZnFe2O4 in our previous work, because from one side Ni ion restricts, but excess-iron enhances
Fe2+ formation, thus increasing charge carrier (electron) concentration in the Ni-Zn ferrite material.
2.

METHODOLOGY

2.1. Synthesis
The ferrite samples with chemical formula Ni0.3Zn0.7Fe2+zO4 (z = 0 and 0,1) was prepared
with sol-gel auto combustion technique [13]. Analytical grade of desired metal nitrates according to
the molar proportions were dissolved in distilled water (Table 1). Then 1 mole citric acid
monohydrate (C6H8O7·H2O) was added to nitrate solution. Metal nitrates acts as an oxidizing agent
and citric acid carboxylate groups act as a reducing agent for combustion reaction. To increase
metal cation chelating with citrates, nitrate/citric acid mixture was neutralized (pH=7) by using
ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH) 26% solution in water. Obtained solution were mixed in 100 cm3
chamotte crucible and evaporated at 80 oC temperature on magnetic stirrer until viscous gel was
formed. By cooling down to room temperature gel should become solid. Additionally the gel was
dried for 24 hours to remove water residues. Gel was heated up to 250 ºC to initiate combustion
reaction, and the as-burnt product was obtained. The processing steps employed for the synthesis of
ferrite samples are shown in Fig. 1.
Table 1. Molar proportions of raw materials for ferrite synthesis
Chemical formula

Ni0.3Zn0.7Fe2O4

Ni0.3Zn0.7Fe2.1O4

Solution components
A: Ni(NO3)2·6H2O
B: Zn(NO3)2·6H2O
C: Fe(NO3)3·9H2O
D: C6H8O7·H2O
A: Ni(NO3)2·6H2O
B: Zn(NO3)2·6H2O
C: Fe(NO3)3·9H2O
D: C6H8O7·H2O

Molar ratios of metal Metal nitrate and citric
nitrates
acid molar ratios
A:B:C = 0.3:0.7:2

(A+B+C):D = 1:1

A:B:C = 0.3:0.7:2.1

(A+B+C):D = 1:1
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Fig. 1. Processing steps of ferrite powders

2.2. Sample preparation
Ferrite samples in form of pellet for electric and gas sensing measurements with 10 mm
diameter and 1 mm thickness were prepared from as-burnt powders in a uniaxial press at 5 MPa and
sintered at 800 oC for 1 hour. As a binder solution of polyvinyl-alcohol with a concentration
10 wt% was used.

Fig. 2. Gas sensor element (A) and schematic representation of experimental array (B)
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2.3. X-Ray studies
For crystalline structure analysis X-Ray powder diffraction (XRD) were used. XRD was
recorded for 2θ from 10º to 60º at a scan rate of 1º min-1 using an Ultima+ X-ray diffractometer
(Rigaku, Japan) with CuKα radiation. Sample crystallite size was calculated by using DebyeScherrer equation:

D=

kλ
,
B ⋅ cos θ

(2)

where D – crystallite size (nm), k – Scherrer constant (for cubic crustalline structures as spinels and
spherical particles k is equal to 0,94), λ – wavelength of the X-Ray radiation (0,154178 nm), B –
width at half maximum intensity in radians.
2.4. Microstructural studies
Microstructural studies were carried out with a Quanta 200 scanning electron microscope
(FEI, Netherlands). For grain size and microstructure determination scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) was performed on fracture surfaces of sintered pellets.
2.5. Direct current (DC) measurements
The DC electrical resistance was measured using the two probe constant current method. In
this method current from the constant current source, flows through the unknown resistance, and the
voltage drop is measured by the electrometer voltmeter. Using this method, resistances up to about
1014 Ω can be measured. For temperature variation of electrical resistivity, the sample was kept in
the closed chamber and maintained from 20 to 400 oC. Samples for electrical measurements from
both sides were coated with high purity silver paint.
2.6. Gas sensing measurements
For sensing measurements the disks about 1 mm thickness and 10 mm in diameter were
silvered on a face, as shown in Fig. 2A.
In order to improve their stability, the sensing elements before testing were heated at desired
temperature longer than 12 hours as recommended other authors [14]. Then sensor element was
introduced in Teflon chamber and placed on chamotte heater. Since the sensitivity of gas sensors is
greatly influenced by operating temperature, the sensor was used to detect acetone vapours at
various temperatures between 150 oC to 325 oC at ambient atmosphere pressure. At temperatures
below 150 oC the sensor surface is believed to be coverage with inactive –OH groups [15]. Gas
response dependence from concentration do not display in which conditions material possess
highest sensitivity. More sensitive gas sensor materials will detect lower gas concentrations.
The test gas was injected into chamber with micropipette through the inlet. Schematic
representation of experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 2B.
Required gas concentration was calculated using Eq. (3):

V=

C ppmVa M
24.5 × 109 D

,

(3)

where V is required liquid volume (cm3), D is the density of the liquid (g/cm3), Va is the volume of
test chamber (cm3), M is the molecular weight of the liquid (g/mol) [16]. The response S was
determined with Eq. (4):
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Ra

S
=

Rg


S = Rg

Ra

if

Rg < Ra

if

Rg > Ra

,

(4)

where Ra is the clean air resistance but Rg is the resistance in the presence of test gas at the given
temperature [2].
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1. Characteristics of sensor material
The diffraction pattern of the ferrite samples sintered at 800 oC is shown in Fig. 3. Sintering
forms pure cubic spinel type structure and no additional peaks are observed ensuring the phase
purity. Crystallite size (Table 2) for material was calculated by means of line broadening of the
most intense (311) diffraction peak and are located about 35 deg for both compositions. The pore
fraction calculated by considering experimental density and the theoretical density (observed from
X-Ray data) of the sintered pellets was above 60 %, thus satisfying requirements for materials used
as gas sensors [17].

Fig. 3. XRD pattern of Ni-Zn ferrite samples sintered at 800 oC. All unmarked peaks correspond to spinel
lattice different refalcting planes. Other peaks for impurity phases were not detected
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Fig. 4. SEM micrographs of stoichiometric (A) and iron-excess (B) Ni-Zn ferrite gas sensor
sample fractured surfaces

Fig. 4. shows typical SEM image of the sintered ferrite sample fractured surfaces. Micrograph
of the samples shows microstructure with nanosized grains. Presented structure is suitable for gas
sensing applications, because nanosized grains possess high specific surface area for gas/solid
interaction thus increasing response to analytical gases [18]. Generally no morphological
differences were apparent between samples with differing iron content.
Table 2. Some properties of gas sensor elements
Parameter
Crystallite size, nm
Grain size, nm
Porosity, %

Value
35±2
<100
65±2

3.2. Resistance and its dependence from temperature
Room temperature DC electrical resistivity for stoichiometric and excess-iron samples was
3.9∙108 and 1.4∙107 Ω∙m, respectively. Decrease of the resistance for excess-iron Ni-Zn ferrites in
comparison with stoichiometric Ni-Zn ferrites is attributed to increase of Fe2+ concentration, thus
addition of extra electrons [18].
The resistivity dependence from temperature is shown in Fig. 5. The resistance decreases by
increasing operating temperature showing semiconductor behaviour. In the same time the plot log ρ
versus operating temperature produces anomalous change of resistance. Increase (for p-type) or
decrease (for n-type) of the resistance is attributed to desorption of chemisorbed water [19].
Adsorption of water traps eˉ from metal oxide semiconductor conduction or valence band in case of
n-type or p-type semiconductor according to equation H2O + eˉ ↔ OHˉ [20]. Desorption at higher
temperatures returns eˉ and hence increases (p-type) or decrease (n-type) resistance of the material
OHˉ - eˉ ↔ H2O [20]. Desorption of chemisorbed water will promote oxygen adsorption and could
enhance sensitivity, thus it is important to determinate resistance dependence from temperature to
find out optimal stabilization, as well as operating temperature of sensor element [21].
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Fig. 5. DC resistivity as a function of temperature in stoichiometric and excess-iron ferrite samples
3.3. Gas sensing properties
The gas sensing response of stoichiometric and excess-iron Ni-Zn ferrites to acetone at
concentration 500 ppm as a function of operating temperature in the range from 150 oC to 325 oC is
shown in Fig. 6. Excess-iron Ni-Zn ferrite (Ni0.3Zn0.7Fe2.1O4-) exhibits higher response at all tested
temperatures. Observed relationship is attributed to high Fe2+ concentration in the non-stoichimetric
Ni-Zn ferrite, thus increasing charge carrier (electron) concentration and leading to higher oxygen
adsorption in turn to oxidize test gas [11]. In comparison with single metal oxide gas sensors
obtained material in some cases characterizes with higher response [22], but in some cases with
lower response where SnO2 nanowires were used [23].
With increasing operating temperature response increases to maximum and then decreases
(Fig. 6). The maximum response of sensor element could be attributed to three reasons: (i) increase of
concentration of oxygen species on the surface by replacing adsorbed hydroxyl groups; (ii) conversion
of adsorbed oxygen species by following reactions: O2(gas) → O2(ads) → O2-(ads) → 2O-(ads) → 2O2-(ads),
thus attracting more electrons from semiconductor and enhancing change in resistivity during the
reaction between oxygen and test gas [24]; (iii) increase of thermal energy of gas molecules to
overcome the activation energy barrier of the surface reaction with adsorbed oxygen species [6];
Decrease of sensitivity after maximum can be attributed to reduction of gas adsorption ability at higher
temperatures [6]. Overall maximum response temperature corresponds to operating sensor temperature
and for excess-iron ferrite is situated at 300 oC, but for stoichiometric sample at 275 oC.
Change of the conductivity by gas exposure is shown in Fig. 7. Conductivity changes in a
moment when gas is introduced into testing atmosphere. In the same time obtained response and
recovery time is longer than that of the literature values [18] due to bulk nature of the sensor
element. As we can see conductivity for stoichiometric Ni-Zn ferrite decreases, but for excess-iron
Ni-Zn ferrite increases, attributed to different type of charge carriers.
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Fig. 6. Response dependence from temperature for stoichiometric and excess-iron Ni-Zn
ferrites for the 500 ppm acetone gas

Fig. 7. Conductivity variation with time for stoichiometric and excess-iron Ni-Zn ferrites
It is known, that electrical conductivity for n-type semiconductors decreases (or increases)
when oxidizing (or reducing) gases react with oxygen species absorbed on the grain surface [25].
By interaction with reducing gas, oxygen concentration on solid surface decreases thus releasing
trapped electrons and introducing them back to the sensor material and increasing conductance [24].
Oxygen reaction with acetone can be shown with following equation:
CH3COCH3 + O- → CH3CO+ + CH3O- + e-

(4)

From observed relationships depicted in Fig. 7. we can conclude, that stoichiometric Ni-Zn
ferrites possess p-type conductivity, but excess-iron Ni-Zn ferrites - n-type. This is attributed to hole
transfer between nickel ions in case of Ni0.3Zn0.7Fe2O4 and electron transfer between
Ni0.3Zn0.7Fe2.1O4- as pointed out in the introduction of the paper. In non-stoichiometric excess-iron
ferrites Fe easily dissolves in the spinel phase by partial reduction of Fe from 3Fe23+O3 to
2Fe2+Fe23+O4 thus increasing Fe2+ concentration and enhancing electron hopping [16].
The stability of the sensors was confirmed to reverse showing good response even after 3-4
months.
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4.

CONCLUSIONS

As confirmed by XRD and SEM microanalysis the sol-gel auto-combustion method can be
applied for synthesis of the nanometric single phase spinel type Ni-Zn ferrite gas sensor materials
with different iron stoichiometry. Stoichiometric Ni-Zn ferrite possess p-type, but excess-iron
ferrite n-type conductivity, giving evidence for Fe3+ reduction to Fe2+. Excess-iron Ni-Zn ferrite in
comparison with stoichiometric, exhibits higher response to acetone at all tested temperatures, what
could be attributed to higher oxygen adsorption ability for interaction with test gas. Overall
performed study reveals alternative way how to enhance sensitivity of spinel type ferrite gas sensor
materials avoiding synthesis of complicated nanostructures or precious metal doping.
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ABSTRACT
During the biomass gasification, common problems are the tar formation and incomplete conversion of
carbon into CO. The literature review specifies the best ways for tar decomposition by the increasing the
temperature and the introduction of steam. As the air oxygen is used as an oxidizer, an increased amount of
ballast N2 is obtained in the generated gas. It is known that at high temperature a reversible reaction C+CO2
<–> 2CO occurs when the carbon can be thereby combusted and the yield of combustible CO gas can be
increased. During the experiment, a pulverized carbon from wood pyrolysis was placed into a hot quartz
tube, which was used as a micro reactor, where the temperature of 1000–1100°C was maintained. The rate of
carbon gasification on the basis of Arrhenius formula was determined.
Keywords: tar destruction, biomass gasification, carbon, combustion with CO2

1.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, biomass gasification are widely studied. Many attentions gives to development of
gasification systems to utilize biomass residues and other organic wastes. The main product
obtained in gasification of biomass is synthetic gas mainly composed from H2 and CO. The
resulting syngas may be used as a fuel for internal combustion engines, gas turbines, hydrogen
production industry, and synthetic diesel production.
The main problems in gasification system are: formation of tars which tend to deposit on
surfaces of turbine blades, moving parts of internal combustion engines or hydrogen separation
membranes, condensates, burns-in and other ways influences long-term exploitation of the
equipment [1]; and incomplete conversion of carbon into CO. Tars and remaining carbon (charcoal)
could be reduced using CO2 reforming. This process consumes CO2 from combustion equipment’s
and reduces environmental pollution with CO2. The proper gasification process can significantly
reduce the CO, CH4, NOx emissions [2].
In one of the papers, Lopamudra Devi et al. [3] present a model developed at the University
of Oklahoma where the tar decomposition temperature reached 1100 0C, using a downdraft gasifier.
The gasification experiment indicated the tar decomposition temperature and the efficiency of hot
and cold CO and H2 gas, respectively 73% and 63%, and accordingly the specific air supply rate
was 542 kgair /mm2 and the maximum tar destruction temperature was 1100 0C.
The other works report, that the main problem in biomass gasification is tar production at low
temperature. Therefore, it is proposed to treat the gas after gasification or to gasify in a manner
minimizing the tar production. This means that a high temperature of 1100 0C and higher should be
achieved. Besides, active additives are introduced, such as catalysts: dolomite, olivine, carbon, etc.
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2.

BACKGROUND

Downdraft gasifier
By “Eureka” project VP1-3.1-ŠMM-06-V-003 in Lithuanian Energy Institute, Laboratory of
Combustion Processes the downdraft gasifier for biomass ant other wastes is designed and tested.
The aim of the research is the production of qualitive and clean gasified gas. For this reason, the air
and steam are supplying into the gasifier, which scheme is shown in Fig. 1.
Fuel
Air
600*

Volatile
Gas

1000

*

Fig. 1. Scheme of the downdraft gasifier used in research

It can be seen from Fig. 1, that the fuel in this downdraft gasifier is provided from upstairs,
the air and gas from side flanks. In a combustion zone at between 500–6000C temperatures the
volatiles are generated. The amount of volatiles in the combustion zone can be reduced by raising
the temperature up to 10000C and conversion into non-condensable gas occurs. For this reason, a
downdraft gasifier is desirable, because of low amount of tars.
Tar formation
Tar – is viscous liquid mixture of hydrocarbons, which can plug up and damage the burning
equipment and the repair, can be very expensive. For that reason, the amount of tar must be
significantly reduced to avoid breakdowns [1–3].
From the scientific literature it is known, that the tar formation depends on temperature.
Firstly, the biomass is supplied into the reactor, where the temperature is approximately 500–6000C
and the emission of volatiles is observed. At the temperature of 500–6000C the formation of noncondensable gas begins, such as H2, CH4, CO, CO2 and H2O. Increasing the heating temperature, tar
is destroyed and then gained incondensable liquid mixture.
The main methods for tars reduction are: primary and secondary [4]. Primary tars reduction
method includes the reforming by thermal and steam cracking. The secondary method includes the
cleaning of tars into barrier filters after the gasification.
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3.

CARBON GASIFICATION BY BOUDUARD REACTION MODEL
A reversible reaction of carbon with carbon dioxide is known as a Boudouard reaction [5]:

C + CO2 → 2CO

(1)

The Boudouard reaction has the following steps. Firstly, combustion first layer of carbon,
then flows CO2 gas and carbon becomes free site (Cfas), and forming a carbon-oxygen surface
complex, C(o) and CO. Secondly, forming a carbon active site and CO2. Thirdly, the carbon-oxygen
complex produces a molecule of CO.
C fas + CO2 → C (o) + CO ,

(2)

C (o) + CO →C fas +CO2 ,

(3)

C (o) → CO ,

(4)

CO + H 2 O ↔ CO2 + H 2 .

(5)

All reactions from (2-5) occur under environmental conditions and depend on:
oxygen concentration, expressed by partial pressure PO2 ,
H2O concentration, expressed by partial pressure PH 2O ,
CO2 concentration, expressed by partial pressure PCO2 ,
direct activation of carbon surface,
activation propability of carbon surface (quick, slow reaction).
The reaction rate according to the temperature could be calculated by Arrhenius equation:
 E 
r = k ⋅ exp −
,
 RT 

(6)

where r is the reaction rate , E – the activation energy, k constant represents the molecular rate.
4.

MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

Two types of carbon were used in experiment: A type carbon, which was gasified at about
900°C and B type carbon, which was pyrolysed from the waste tire. The pulverized A type carbon
using a crucible, which weight was 2.134 g, was placed into a hot quartz tube; the weight of B type
carbon was 0.354 g. With a help of insulated thermocouple measured and maintained the
temperature in the range of 1000-1020°C . The wall of hot quartz tube was insulated on both sides.
In the first experiment pure CO2 gas was used, while in the second and third ones mixture of
CO2 + N2. The gas flow rates were accordingly: 0.0006 l/s and 0.0003+0.0003 l/s. All the
experimental set-up system was insulated and the pressure was created by connected gauge meter.
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6
5
7
3
4
2

1

CO2 N2

Fig. 2. The scheme of experimental set-up for carbon destruction. 1 – CO2, N2 gas cylinders;
2 – gauge meter; 3 – pulverized pyrolysis carbon; 4 – valve; 5 – temperature indicator;
6 – furnace; 7 – quartz tube
5.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Measurement results are presented in Fig. 3.
0,40
0,35
0,30

wood carbon CO2+N2
tyre carbon CO2+N2
wood carbon CO2

Carbon, g

0,25
0,20
0,15
0,10
0,05
0,00
0

20

40

60

80

100

Time, min

Fig.3. Wood and tire pyrolysis residue carbon combustion in CO2 and CO2+N2 environment
The obtained results showed, that tested carbon species has different gasification time. As can
be seen from the Fig. 3. the longer time for fully gasification of tire carbon is needed, comparing
with biomass charcoal. The main reason of longer gasification time was remaining tar in the coal.
Wood carbon was gasified in 30 minutes, while the full gasification of tire carbon requires three
times longer residence time - 90 minutes.
The wood carbon curve falls sharply and it shows that carbon gasification process occurs at
first thirty minutes, differently than tire carbon. As mentioned before, it is under the influence of
the carbon type.
There was found:
- Carbon gasification is linearly dependent on time;
- Carbon type influence the reaction velocity;
- Nitrogen gas (50% addition) has no effect on reaction rate.
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Carbon reduction goes linearly over the time and shows that the carbon conversion into CO
gas occurs when carbon layer by layer is burned from the surface. How many carbon is burned and
CO gas formed we can calculate by the number of moles, so: C- 12 kmol, CO – 28 kmol.
5.1

Chemical kinetics of homogeneous reaction

In evaluation how quickly or slowly chemical reaction occurs in the reactor, it is needed to
know reaction velocity constant [6]. For that purpose a homogenous reaction was used. It depends
on the initial chemical material and the concentration of the product respectively.
Chemical reaction velocity is calculated by the formula:
−

d (c 0 − c x )
= k1 (c0 − c x ) ,
dt

(7)

where co – initial concentration, cx – obtained product, k1 – reaction constant. The integration
constant is known, when t=0, cx=co:
− ln(c0 − c x ) = k ⋅ t − ln c0 .

(8)

According the experimental data, the reaction constant value k was calculated using this
equation:
−

d (c 0 − c x )
= k1 (c0 − c x ) .
dt

(9)

Then the reaction constant is found from graphs (Fig. 3.) as a line slope:
−

dc x ∆c x
=
=k
∆t
dt

.

(10)

The experiment data is showing a straight line, (g/s):
k1 =

∆c x 0.31 − 0.12
=
= 1.6 ⋅ 10 − 4 .
∆t 1800 − 600

(11)

The reaction occurred on a carbon surface, which area is, (m2):
F = 0.025 ⋅ 0.015 = 3 ⋅ 10 −4 .

(12)

The reaction velocity for pulverized wood carbon provided by CO2 gas, (g/m2s):
v1 =

k1 1.6 − 10 −4
=
= 0.43 .
F 3.75 ⋅ 10 − 4

(13)

Reaction velocity for pulverized waste tire carbon, (g/m2s):
v1 =

k 2 3.83 − 10 −5
=
= 0.01 .
F
3.75 ⋅ 10 − 4

(14)

The Arrhenius equation is quite simple, but remarkably useful formula to describe the
constant of reaction rate. The activation energy E, a frequency factor A and temperature dependence
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on the reaction are included there. On our experimental basis for founded reaction constant and
Boudouard reaction application for carbon gasification [5] we can propose the empirical Arrhenius
relations for investigated carbon.
 E 
k = A ⋅ exp  −
 RT 

(15)

Table 2. Values of the carbon reaction constants at 1020оC
Type of
carbon
Wood carbon
Tire carbon
6.

Activation
energy E,
(J/kmol)
1.98·108
2.12·108

Preexponential
factor, A
4.2·104
3.5·104

CONLUSIONS

Lower-quality organic fuel usually is used for heat production, but gasification is another
possibility for waste conversion. The produced gas could be a fuel of high quality and more widely
used in the industry. Under the Eureka program in LEI, Laboratory of Combustion a gasification
facility is produced and this article discusses the ways how to improve the calorific value of the
producer gas.
From a literature review and our experimental data the reduction of tar is roughly known. It
was ascertained that the most effective way is to use higher temperatures (900-1100°C) and steam
injection in the reactor. Tars are generating during the volatiles evaporation at temperatures from
500 to 700 °C. Using higher temperatures and steam yields to more stable gases H2, CO, CH4.
A lot of carbon at the bottom part of the gasification reactor is left. This carbon can be
oxidized into CO gas. This gasification process is slow at 1000 °C and getting higher temperatures
is needed more oxygen or air . In this article the oxidation reaction is analyzed using the CO2 effect.
After the experiments with wood and tires carbon, the reduction of CO2 into CO gas was
performed. The reaction speed and constants of Arrhenius law were established.
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ABSTRACT
The present work is part of a research program to study the combustion of steel in oxygen at high pressure. The
purpose of the simulation was melting and burning of iron, as well as the restoration of the diffusion coefficient of
oxygen through the oxide layer on the basis of experiments.
In the paper provides an overview of experiments and research in the field of combustion of metals. Also presents
a model of melting iron cylindrical rod in an argon environment. It was obtained by melting fronts at different
values of laser power. In modeling these facilities were given parametrically as effective. On the basis of
experiments comparing the obtained melting fronts with those calculated in the model, it is planed to find the
coefficient of laser radiation absorption core. This parameter is poorly studied in the literature there is very limited
information on this parameter.
Further simulated heterogeneous combustion process of the rod in an oxygen environment, the diffusion
coefficient of oxygen included in the review of the model parametrically. On the basis of future experiments,
changing the value of laser power and its impact on the time bar based on the thickness of the oxide layer and the
melting front, it will be possible to restore the diffusion coefficient.
Keywords: metal combustion, heat conduction, burn criteria, flammability, diffusion coefficient of oxygen

1.

INTRODUCTION

The topic of iron and steel combustion in oxygen continues to occupy attention for several
reasons. First, steel is the most widely used material for storage and conveyance of gaseous oxygen.
Most of its use occurs in conditions under which combustion is possible. Fires are rare, however,
owing to strict adherence to practices and guidelines which reduce the possibility of ignition to near
zero. Nevertheless, a fundamental understanding of iron and steel combustion mechanisms is
desired for predicting the speed of burning, the thresholds of propagation, and the extent of damage
should such fires be initiated.
Another reason for developing greater understanding into the mechanisms is to explain
differences among different types of steels. Once insights are gained, it might be possible to safely
extend the range of use in oxygen for some types of steels, with accompanying economic
advantage. For example, it may be possible to safely substitute less expensive steel materials into
valve bodies instead of more expensive materials that would be chosen with today's level of
understanding for use in certain size and pressure applications. Despite the fact that the problems of
ignition and combustion of solid metals are engaged in more than half a century, most of the
research was to carry out standard tests aimed to determine whether the combustion process to
occur under certain conditions. But we are also interested in the process, answer questions exactly
how it proceeds and what the parameters affecting it. Unfortunately this information is not so much.
One of the most important and still poorly studied aspects in the combustion of metals is the
question of oxygen transport. In particular, the coefficient of oxygen diffusion through the iron
oxide to the surface reaction isn’t clearly known. Presented in the literature are limited in the
temperature range 1840-1940 K and have a large scatter [1].
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This paper presents the modeling of the melting and combustion of metal rods and
determination of the diffusion coefficient of oxygen, iron and iron alloys were selected for the
investigation and they are consistently reported to burn heterogeneously. The Wolfram
Mathematica 7 program was utilized to solve the developed model that predicts temperatures within
the test samples.
2.

BACKGROUND

It is generally understood that the behavior of a fire spreading along a metal piece in oxygen
atmosphere depends on the metal properties, spread direction, dimension of the sample, the oxygen
pressure and temperature. Typical combustion experiments in the field of steel are mainly carried
out for two configurations of sample ignition: the burning region spreads upward (the ignition of the
bottom surface of the rod) and the burning region spreads downward (the ignition of the upper
surface). In the first configuration a molten iron oxide mass, wich is the luminous spherical part at
the bottom end of the test piece, is formed (Fig. 1). As the burning region spreads, the molten mass
becomes too large to be supported, it drops. Just after the greater part of the molten mass drops, the
remaining molten mass starts to increase again. This behaviour is repeated at regular intervals [2].

Fig. 1. Typical aspects of fire spread along iron rods, upwards spread
At a higher oxygen pressure the molten iron oxide flows downward along the rod and comes
into contact with the unburned region surface (Fig. 2.). The unburned region surface, where a
sufficient amount of the molten iron oxide remains, starts burning. Thus, the spread in this case is
usually an intermittent discontinuous one.

Fig. 2. Typical aspects of fire spread along iron rods, downwards spread
Despite the variety of tests, the vast majority of them performed without the preliminary
model, but it’s based on existing guidelines so-called standard tests, including those developed by
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), ASTM, International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) [3]. The usual results are obtained in the form of qualitative findings,
characterizing the process in whole, but do not explain the reasons for the phenomena.
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As a result, there is a considerable amount of experimental data of the iron and steel
combustion, but it’s usually are the results of standardized tests, which are fixed in terms of
ignition, the diameter of the rod and its attachment, the method of oxygen supply, etc. Publications
reflecting the consistent study of the combustion process by varying the parameters, measurements
of various characteristics, the statement and testing hypotheses are also some very small [2, 4-5].
The main parameter is the variation of oxygen pressure, and the observed result is expressed in
terms of: the rod went out immediately after ignition; the rod is partially burned down; burned down
the rod completely. Such information is not enough.
3.

MODELING OF MELTING AND BURNING OF CYLINDRICAL RODS

3.1.

Statement of the Problem

Most of the tests presented in the literature deal with the upwards combustion, that is, the
lower surface of the sample was ignited. This configuration is justified if the purpose is to create
conditions for sustainable long-term process of combustion. The drop is formed at the lower end of
the rod, and it separated from the sample under the influence of gravity, providing a better supply of
oxygen to the interface reaction. However, in this case it is impossible to say with certainty about
the structure of the separated droplets. Therefore, in our problem, we use the inverse configuration.
Fig. 3. shows a schematic of the experiment. Investigated sample is a thin iron (the main
component of steel) cylindrical rod, its diameter is 3.2 mm.
However, there is a problem in tests with the downwards combustion of the rods, too: the melt
flows down the sides of the rod, asymmetrically, while causing additional heating of the lower
layers of the rod (which cannot be accurately taken into account in the modeling). To avoid these
errors, put the rod in a tight-fitting an insulating shell. The entire system is placed in an airtight
chamber. In the case of pure melting it is filled with argon, in the experiments of burning chamber
filled with oxygen, respectively. Laser was chosen as an igniter. In addition, the laser power is
chosen so that the maximum temperature of the rod lying in the region below the boiling point of
iron, as the vapor will contribute an additional scattering of the laser power, which extremely
problematic take into account.
Thus, there are following configurations during the combustion in this system: lower layer of
the rod is solid iron (steel), then a layer of liquid iron thickness of lL , and then the oxide layer
thickness of lFeO and the oxygen gas cloud of a known concentration near the top surface of the
rod. By varying the parameters of laser power and heating time, we’ll obtain different values of
thickness and that will depend on the reaction rate. The rate of reaction depends on the oxygen
transport to the surface reaction. That is, analyzing the thickness and based on a constructed model
the conclusions about the diffusion coefficient can be made.
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the experiment
3.2.

Modeling of the melting process

In this section present the simpler problem of melting a rod of finite length. The chamber of
the experimental apparatus is filled with argon. The combustion will not occur since there is no
oxidizing environment. There is need to modeling the temperature profile along the entire length of
the rod. Using this model the values of the coefficient of absorption for different laser powers can
be obtained by analyzing the thickness of the melt. This model will be applied to describe the
temperature profile along the metal rod in the simulation of the combustion process, too.
The distribution of heat in the rod is described by the heat equation:

CP ρ

∂T ∂  ∂T
= λ
∂t ∂z  ∂z


,


(1)

where, CP is the heat capacity of the environment, ρ is the density of the material, λ is the
coefficient of thermal conductivity.
Since the density is a function of temperature T (t ) , as well as taking into account that

 ∂H 
CP = 
 ,
 ∂T  P

(2)

rewrite (1) as:

∂ ( ρ H ) ∂  ∂T
= λ
∂t
∂z  ∂z


,


(3)

where, H is a specific enthalpy of the material.
The transition from heat capacities to enthalpy due to the type of temperature dependence. For
enthalpy this dependence is a smooth s-shaped relationship (Fig. 4.), the graph of the heat capacity
has a pronounced peak in the phase transition region (Fig. 5.). It is likely that by operating the heat
capacity, our next step will not be small enough to account for this peak. Should always take into
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account this fact and carefully select the intervals. It is therefore advisable to use enthalpies. The
result will not change, but we can avoid unnecessary errors.

Fig. 4. The enthalpy near phase transition

Fig. 5. The heat capacity near phase transition
The energy absorbed by the surface of the rod is defined as heat that absorbed due to the
interaction of laser radiation with matter, per unit area:
J L = A0

P,
S

(4)

where, P is a power of laser radiation in Wt, S is an area of the irradiated surface in m²,
A0 is an absorption coefficient for rod.
Attempts to determine the absorption coefficient for the A0 have been taken by Müller [6], but
its meaning is not clear. Therefore, let’s now just assume that P is the effective power Peff.
In our case we are dealing with a one-dimensional problem with one parameter - the distance
from the upper surface of the heated rod. We consider the dynamics of the temperature profile in the
core over time.
The difference scheme is:
 T n − 2Ti n + Ti −n1  .
n +1
(5)
H i=
H in + τλ  i +1

2
h
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In (5), i-components are characterized by the distance from the surface of the rod along its
axis, n is the time parameter.
Boundary conditions:
−λ
−λ

∂T
∂z
∂T
∂z

=−
J La εσ T 4
z =0

(6)

=
0
z=L

In addition, the solution converges to the time interval must satisfy the condition:

τ≤

h 2C P ρ
2λ

(7)

Modeling was carried out in Wolfram Mathematica 7. The full program code can be found in
Appendix 1.
In model an adjustment for laser power was carried out to limit temperatures to the boiling
point of the iron (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. An adjustment for laser power
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 are presented for comparison of the temperature distribution with no
amendments and with the amendments to the laser power, respectively.
Fig. 9 show the values of the thickness of the melt mass after a certain period of time. As the
laser power in the model adopted for the effective power Peff, on the basis of the experiment, setting
the real power PLa and comparing the thickness of the melt in the experiment and used in the
simulation, they can get the value of absorption coefficient A0 rod. That is, using the value obtained
in the experiment, we find from the model corresponding Peff and then evaluate the desired ratio by
the formula:

A0 =
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Fig. 7. Temperature distribution in the iron rod, without adjustment

Fig. 8. Temperature distribution in the iron rod, with adjustment

Fig. 9. Melting front
Generally speaking, this ratio will vary for models of melting and burning, as the absorbing
surface of the different (Fe and FeO, respectively). However, this will be the same order. The
coefficient A0 gives characteristic of our particular experiment, so we’ll use it for burning
experiments.
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3.2.

Modeling of the combustion process

On the basis of the thermodynamic law of mass action is calculated equilibrium composition
of mixtures of iron and oxide 0.5:0.5, corresponding to the stoichiometric ratios for the oxidation of
iron. Thus, the combustion reaction of iron for oxygen is written as:

1
Fe + O 2 → FeO
2

(9)

In these processes, possibly incomplete oxidation of metals. The reason for this is the
dissociation of oxides at a fixed stoichiometric ratio. The degree of dissociation decreases with
increasing pressure. For iron in the range of interest pressures dissociation is practically nonexistent
and is the only product.
It is assumed that the oxidation of the metal occurs on the surface of its liquid phase, in
accordance with reaction (9). It is further assumed that the composition of the reaction products of
combustion is thermodynamic equilibrium. In the present modeling, we remove the product from
the surface occurs. Oxygen is supplied to the boundary of the metal only through diffusion. Since
the length of the oxide layer lFeO is a small quantity (on the order of a millimeter), it is assumed
that the temperature in the entire volume of the oxide is the same at a given time and is equal to T
(t).
The equation of conservation of energy in the coordinate system associated with the surface
of the burning metal looks the same as for the melt (see Eq. 3).
The energy balance for the oxide layer:
∂
[ mFeO H FeO (Tcov )] = GO2 ⋅ H O2 (Tcov ) + GFe ⋅ H Fe (Tcov ) −
(10)
∂t

−λ

Tcov − T0
4
− ε σ Tcov
+ J La
h

At our current level of understanding the physics of burning iron in oxygen limiting process
(i.e. determining the rate of combustion) is the transfer of oxygen from the gaseous medium to the
area (surface) burning. As noted in the previous section, a variant of the model with evaporation and
combustion of iron vapor cannot be realized, and the most likely mechanism is a surface burning.
Accepted that the oxidation of iron with oxygen occurs instantaneously at the point where
they meet the relevant atoms. In this model the process on the surface of the iron to grow the oxide
layer through which oxygen diffuses to the metal, where a chemical reaction and heat release. The
density of the flow of oxygen through the oxide film thickness will be determined by the membrane
and the diffusion coefficient, which in turn is strongly dependent on temperature.
If you do not remove the oxide membrane, the diffusion flux of oxygen will decrease, the
amount of burning iron will decrease and the temperature is lowered, i.e., extinction should occur. If
we wanted to modeling a stable combustion (as in the standard tests with burning rods), it would be
necessary to introduce a model of the mechanism of removal of the oxide film. However, in view of
the problem, this issue does not matter. Moreover, it is recorded the exact values of the volume of
molten iron (refrigerated) and oxide that formed during the reaction.
In the model, oxygen gas is in contact with the liquid oxide membrane and, of course, is
dissolved in it, i.e., membrane is the solution of "free" oxygen in the oxide of iron. "Free" oxygen is
a set of oxygen atoms and ions that contain chemically bound oxygen is weakly [7]. Limit of free
oxygen in this solution - the value is called solubility. Its value is determined by the pressure of
gaseous oxygen on the surface of the solution and the temperature of the solution. It is the oxygen
that was taken as a boundary condition on the surface of the membrane. The dissolved oxygen
diffuses into the depths of the melt from the outer surface of the membrane. First, it is in the form of
free oxygen, and then there is transport of oxygen in the bound form due to mutual diffusion of
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FeO and Fe . Thus, the melt consists of two areas in the first two components - O and FeO , in
the second, too, two - FeO and Fe . Also it is taken solid iron, but it is only calculated the heat
transfer. The density of the mass flux of oxygen expression:

G (O2 ) = DO

CO0 ,
lFeO

(11)
0

where, DO is coefficient of diffusion of oxygen through a layer of iron oxide thickness lFeO , Co
is the concentration of oxygen near the surface of the rod.
The diffusion coefficient is a function of the temperature:
 U 
=
DO AD exp  − D  ,
 T 

(12)

where, the parameters AD and U D are unknown constants, which are to be determined.
The full program code can be found in Appendix 2. Fig. 10–12. presents the resultant of
modeling.

Fig. 10. Temperature distribution in the iron rod, burning case

Fig. 11. Thickness of the oxide layer
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Fig. 12. The melting front, burning case
Taking off the melting front and the thickness of FeO in the experiment, and comparing them
with the model, they could be obtained the values of the diff usion coefficient AD and U D . By
varying the parameters of laser power and time of its impact on the rod, they can get the
temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient DO (T ) for different capacities.

CONCLUSION
This work is part of a research program to study the combustion of steel in oxygen at high
pressure. To date, despite the fact that research in this area has been going on for a long time, there
is a lot of surface information gaps and uncertainties.
This paper presents a model of melting iron cylindrical rod in an argon environment to
estimate the coefficients of laser radiation absorption core. Also there were simulated
heterogeneous combustion process of the rod in an oxygen environment. On the basis of future
experiments, changing the value of laser power and its impact on the time bar based on the
thickness of the oxide layer and the melting front, it will be possible to restore the diffusion
coefficient.
Since during the simulation there were specified parametrically a large number of variables,
in amount they will give some average error that can be implemented only after the experiments.
This summer is expected to complete the experimental part of the program. After processing the
experimental data, among other things, we will identify errors and improve the developed model.
The aims of this work were:
1. Evaluation of the absorption coefficient of laser radiation rod;
2. Laser power control for the implementation of treatment regimes with controlled
temperature of the surface;
3. Determination of the diffusion model of oxygen transport in the melt of the oxide;
4. Creating and testing a model for the combustion of classic experiments on combustion of
rods (experiments NASA) and the combustion plate (experiments Air Liquide).
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ABSTRACT
This study investigated the direct combustion of crude and technical glycerins, by-product and derivative,
respectively of Brazilian biodiesel manufacture process as an alternative of sustainable energy use and
develop an efficient swirl burner for glycerins and other raw materials. It aims to increase the knowledge on
the matter and contribute to the improvement of the economic and environmental perspective of biodiesel
industry and isolated populations. It was evaluated the combustion of crude glycerin from bovine tallow
biodiesel and technical glycerin from soy biodiesel process. Due to commercial unavailability of a capable
burner for burning glycerin, a swirl burner was developed for crude and technical glycerin combustion, but it
was also used successfully in other alternative and conventional fuels: Beef tallow and Diesel, respectively.
The procedures for evaluating the burner was main based in the quantification of emissions of SO2, NOx, CO,
CO2, particles, formaldehyde, acetaldehyde and acrolein. Similarly, were quantified fundamentals operational
parameters for combustion process. The tests on developed swirl burner were carrying out using a fullinstrumented calorimetric flame tube furnace, continuous gas analyzers, automatic data acquisition systems
and other auxiliary equipment. The results were compared with the performance of Brazilian Diesel at similar
conditions and finding that the emissions of CO, NOx, SO2 and THC were 44%, 95%, 58% and 51%
correspondingly smaller than those of Diesel. The particulate matter emitted by crude glycerin combustion
and even more, by technical glycerin, was several times higher than those emitted by the Diesel. Also, the
emission of acrolein detected in flue gas from crude glycerin (214 ppbv), apparently have not represents
danger to the population.
Keywords: Glycerol, emissions, acrolein, biofuels, bioenergy, biodiesel, alternative energy

1.

INTRODUCTION

For the last decade, the growth of biodiesel production is occurring exponentially [1]. During
the year 2011 global production of biodiesel was around 30 million tons [2, 3] and in Brazil 2.8
million tons, equivalent to 9% of total production in the world [4] that represents 300,000 tons of
crude glycerin per year. According to [5], the conventional market in Brazil uses approximately
40,000 tons per year of crude glycerin, which represents only a 13.3% of total production in the
country. Thus, thanks to the biodiesel industry, this market is saturated and more than half of the
glycerol-producing companies in the world were closed due to low prices [6]. In 1992, 29.5% of
glycerol was produced by the soap industry, 56% for the oil chemical industry, 9.8% by synthetic
process and 4.6% derived from biodiesel and it was only from the year 2007 that approximately
72% of world production of glycerin has been origin in the biodiesel industry [7]. So because of that
refining capacity and consumption of glycerin are limited, low prices discourage the construction of
new refining plants, generating an over supply crisis. A projection made based on information
presented by [8 - 12] allows estimating a total global market of glycerin in one million tons per
year, valued at one billion of American dollars. The same projection showed that the production of
biodiesel since 1995 has increased more than 55 times. In the same period, glycerin reduced by
more than 4 times, their market price and the biodiesel production was more than three times higher
that necessary to meet global demand. The main strategy to solve the problem of oversupply has
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been the search for alternatives uses of glycerin, such as feeding animals, additives for oil drilling,
materials engineering in medicine or as fuel [13–16].
One might think that the most obvious option, considering the large number of applications
that can generate high added value, would refine crude glycerin and try to produce one or more
higher value products, or sell it without any treatment. However, the crude glycerin contains a large
amount of impurities such as alcohol, salts, metals, soap, fatty acids and water, among others.
Consequently, the cost associated to refining of crude glycerin is high. According to [17], this cost
is approximately US $ 0.33/kg. Considering these situations, the right question would be: What is
being done with the crude glycerin that cannot be sold on the market? The answer is, still not
enough. Therefore, the possibility of using glycerin as fuel to generate power by direct combustion
or gasification becomes a real option, which depends of the development of appropriate technology
to succeed. But it is important to explain that the process of direct combustion of glycerin, when
compared with conventional fuels, is more complex and difficult. Some of its physical and chemical
properties, such as solid state at room temperature, high viscosity, high flash point and high
activation energy make this process difficult [18].
Probably as a result of this difficulty there is still a small number of relevant works on this
subject. Since Martin Mittelbach in 1979 studied the removal of free fatty acids of residual glycerin,
to produce a liquid fuel for using in a conventional diesel engine, without generating any potentially
aggressive deposit for the machine [19], this study identified only four formal studies. The work
make for [20] estimates the combustion of mixtures of "yellow grease" (frying fats and oils
previously used, among others) with crude glycerin derived from soybean oil using a conventional
combustion system. [20] Reported initially have been tested using 100% of crude glycerin as fuel,
but the results have shown little success, due to turbulence in the boiler, complicated physicochemical characteristics and impossibility for setting certain parameters, resulting in that the system
could not maintain a stable flame. The failure reported by [20] in their experiments with crude
glycerin, is probably linked to the fact that they use a conventional combustion system for an
unconventional fuel. Similarly, [21] examined the possibility of using the technical glycerin (80%
glycerol) and stable emulsion of glycerol and heavy oils such as a liquid fuel for combustion
systems. As [20], [21] also described to have had major difficulties in the direct use of crude
glycerin as a fuel, attributed to high viscosity, density, and high ignition temperature compared to
other conventional liquid fuels. But they report having had satisfactory results using the emulsions;
thanks his experiments were conducted using a combustion system with important modifications
over a conventional system. Similarly, [22] reports not to be used conventional equipment for direct
combustion of glycerin. They use a swirl burner with an “adiabatic” combustion chamber to
improve flame stability and efficiency of combustion. This work focused on the development of a
refractory burner based on other previously designed for different fuels. The tests conducted by [22]
was carry on using United States Pharmacopeia (USP) glycerol, a mixture of 80% of glycerol and
20% of water, crude glycerin derived from soybean oil, from used frying oil and from chicken fat as
fuels. [22] Reported success in his experiments, but the information provided was limited. More
recently, [23] continue the work of [22], focusing on the redesign of the burner previously used and
conducting and conducting a more extensive study of emissions and using glycerol USP,
demetilated and metilated glycerins derived from chicken fat, Diesel and propane as fuels. [23]
Stated, that a flame of glycerin is not able to sustain itself and spread itself in a quiet and open
environment, because it can not generate sufficient heat to support the combustion. Apparently the
greatest difficulty for large-scale combustion of glycerin is based on the unavailability of
commercial burners with the ability to efficiently burn the most common types of glycerins derived
from biodiesel industry. This condition requires the development of a specific burner for this
application, but with the ability to work with conventional or other unconventional fuels. This is
precisely the goal assumed for this study. With respect to the above, this study aimed to develop a
swirl burner for the combustion of crude and technical glycerins to contribute to the viability of this
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material as an energy alternative. One of the main objectives of the study was to make a significant
contribution to the limited knowledge in this area, especially regarding the environmental
performance of crude glycerin combustion. It is expected to improve profitability and sustainability
of the biodiesel industry, as well as the conditions of life and socio-economic development of
populations located in remote areas, where communication and transportation are still precarious
and there is a limited access to energy derived from fossil sources, prioritizing wood as a primary
source. Thus, in remote areas, the local production of energy from renewable and cheap sources can
be a viable alternative to reduce deforestation.
2.

METHODOLOGY

In this study, the glycerin is defined as a raw or crude mixture of glycerol, alcohol, salt, water,
mono, di or triglycerides, fatty acids, free esters, organic matter and non-glycerol (MONG) coproduct of the biodiesel process. The technical glycerin is considered the product obtained by after the
first flash distillation of the crude glycerin, allowing removing most of the alcohol, water, MONG and
other impurities. The crude glycerin used is derived from bovine tallow biodiesel and the technical
glycerin from soybean oil biodiesel. The two glycerins were provided, respectively, for a biodiesel
fuel manufacturing plants in the states of Sao Paulo and Rio Grande do Sul in Brazil. The crude
glycerine is originally solid, dark brown, with strong and penetrating odor, but with a similar
consistency to the beef tallow solidified. The technical glycerin is a viscous liquid, yellow and
practically odorless. In addition, for comparative purposes, was also evaluated the combustion of
Brazilian common Diesel (approximately equivalent to the fuel oil No.2) and industrial bovine tallow.
An instrumented calorimetric flame tube furnace built with 304 stainless steel in four modules
each one with three calorimeters was used for combustion tests. Because the crude glycerin from
beef tallow is solid at room temperature, the system integrated an adjustable instant electric heating
unit and filtering which supplied the material to the burner in liquid state above 70°C and below 30
cSt. The supply of crude glycerin to the heater was performed manually. Diesel was pumped from a
storage tank located 1.5 m above the floor. Then it passed through a filter and finally through a
burette coupled to an electronic balance before entering the burner. The fuel consumption was
determined gravimetrically. The consumption of crude and technical glycerins was measured in the
same way as that of Diesel, starting from different storage tanks. The flow of air entering the
burner, was measured with previously calibrated orifice plates.
The combustion gases were collected in each calorimeter using refractory probes connected to
a Teflon tube, which carried the samples to a selector valve responsible for selecting the desired
sampling point. From this point a pistons vacuum pump sucked the gas and forced it to pass through
a 2µm-particle filter and a condenser before entering the Horiba Enda 1400 (MPA-510, VIA-510
and FIA-510) gas analyzers. O2, CO2, CO, SO2, total hydrocarbons (THC) and NOx from gases
were continuously measured using analyzers with error/precision ±0.05% calibrates with standard
gases before each test. The acquisition of all data was performed by an acquisition system
composed of a microcomputer with an acquisition board, coupled to a chassis module with a
multiplier equipped with 32 channels connected to a terminal block. The signals transferred by the
data acquisition board were processed in LabView 7.1 software. The data acquisition time was set
at 1 s and 30 s for automatic and manual acquisition, respectively. The total duration of each test
was 60 min or more. The content of acrolein in the combustion gases was determined according to
the Brazilian standard ABNT NBR 12026, which describes the analytical method for the
determination of aldehydes and ketones in exhaust gas motor by liquid chromatography, and using
2,4 dinitrophenyl hydrazine (DNPH) [24]. Thermogravimetric analyses were carried out in triplicate
utilizing a Shimadzu TDA-50H thermogravimetric analyzer. In each case the temperature raised
from room temperature to 900 °C with heating rate of 15°C min-1. 10 mg of the sample were placed
in an aluminum crucible using an allowance of ± 0.5 mg. The reacting atmosphere was synthetic air
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at a constant flow rate of 100 ml min-1 over the sample. Additionally, to minimize factors that might
generate errors in the TG curves, a "white" was performed under the same experimental conditions.
Assuming a homogeneous mixture of combustion gases within the furnace, the gas samples
for determining the concentration of particles were collected by a probe located in the last sampling
point of the furnace using a vacuum pump operated with an average flow of 8.5 lmin-1. The
particles were retained during testing on standard cellulose filters for quantitative analysis with ultra
low ash content (<0.01%) and particle retention <2μm which had previously been weighed.
Thereafter the particulate matter (PM) was determined according to the Brazilian standard ABNT
NBR 12019:1990 using an analytical balance with precision ± 0.0001 g. Similarly, the higher
heating value (HHV) and the rheological properties of the fuels tested were determined using a
bomb calorimeter and a rotational rheometer coupled to a thermostatic bath, respectively. The
elementary and especific chemical analisys (metals, salts, glycerol, alcohol, water and (MONG)) of
the fuels were conducted in the Analytical Center of the University of Sao Paulo.
It was determined that it would be advantageous to use a swirl burner for the combustion of
crude glycerin, because this type of burner can increase by a factor of five or more times the flame
stability and improve the heat transfer compared to a simple conventional burner [25 – 27].
Increasing the intensity of the swirl, the rate of fuel-air mixture is also increased [25]. Since the
number of swirl (S) is defined as in equation (1) [28].
S=

G
re xGx

(1)

where G is the angular momentum of the flow (tangential), Gx the axial flow and re the radius of the
output of the turbulent flame as indicate by [29] and [30] for a swirl burner. Because the measurement
of S is often difficult, requiring the use of special equipment and procedures, not available in this case,
considering thoroughly mixed flow and conservation of the momentum (voro = vere) the number of
swirl S is defined in terms of the geometry of the burner as in equation (2).

r πr  F 
Sg = o e  t 
At  Fa 

2

(2)

where Sg is the geometrical swirl number; ro the radius of the tangential inlet of air measured from
the center of the burner; At the area of the tangential entry of air; Ft the tangential flow and Fa the
total flow. But, remembering that due to the losses in the system, the geometrical swirl number (Sg)
is always greater than S [25].
For comparative purposes, the first tests were performed using Diesel and glycerin as fuel for
a conventional monobloc burner for oil and gas, with a 0.55 kW motor, 3430 rpm sirocco fan type
and an oil pump commercially available in Brazil. The initial testing started with the fuel entering at
various temperatures (60, 80, 100, 110, 130, 150 and 160 °C) and viscosities. All the theoretical
parameters of combustion, including the excess of air coefficient, were evaluated from the balanced
combustion equations and the physico-chemical characteristics of fuel, using the principles of mass
and energy balance and the classical thermodynamics.

3.

Results and discussions

The results for physicochemical characteristics of crude glycerin from bovine tallow biodiesel
and technical glycerin from soy biodiesel are listed in Table.1.
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Table 1. Physicochemical characteristics of crude and technical glycerins
Parameters
Density (20°C)
Sodium Chloride
pH
Sulfate
Sulfur
Acidity
Citrate
Silver Chloride
Phosphorus
Methanol
Ash
Water
Glycerol
MONG (1)
HHV

Units
kg m-3
mg kg-1
mg kg-1
mg kg-1
mg KOH/g-1
mg kg-1
mg kg-1
mg kg-1
% mass
% mass
% mass
% mass
% mass
MJ kg-1

Crude glycerin
1061
190
7.9
7200
2403
0.86
11
115
395
7.6
4.0
1.5
48.5
46.4
25.52

Technical glycerin
1290
10000
0,20
10
7,0
80,0
3,0
14.75

(1)

: Matter Organic Non Glycerol (MONG) represented by convention; difference obtained by
subtracting the sum of the percentages of glycerol, water and ash from 100.

As its show in Table.1 it can be said that of the two types of glycerin studied, the technical
glycerin have a significant corrosive, abrasive and electrically conductive potential due to their high
concentration of sodium chloride and other salts. This high concentration of salts is considered
negative for the combustion process, because this salts are converted in particle material that can
generate dangerous emissions and solid deposits wich have the potencial of causing corrosion and
obstruction of the surfaces of burner and furnace. The high content of MONG in the crude glycerin
reveal the cause of its original solid state at room temperature, since the MONG is mainly
composed of soaps (ester) and residues of carboxylic acids, and magnesium stearate. Relevantly,
Table.1 shows that the high heating value (HHV)) of the crude glycerin is comparable to that of
ethanol (≈ 27 MJ kg-1) and higher than that of methanol (≈ 23 MJ kg-1).
The preliminary tests conducted with a Diesel performed in the conventional burner, had the
expected success, but using glycerin (crude or technical) the results were completely unsatisfactory
and in no case was possible to produce fuel atomization even if it was placed a permanent source of
ignition. The problems encountered were mainly the following: inability to control the process and
flow of the glycerin by high viscosity produced when the hot fuel losses heat by passing throug the
cold metal and the fan of the conventional burner, overheating of some structures and parts of the
burner, the impossibility of atomization and ignition, fuel pumping difficult. Thus, for the
developed swirl burner, left to consider the crude glycerol as the most extreme case, due to physicochemical characteristics, and additional studies were performed, including the differential thermal
analysis (DTA), and rheology. The DTA of crude glycerine (Fig. 1) confirmed that the substance is
physicochemically complex and revealed that below 300 °C, it is necessary to provide external
energy support, probably in radiative-convective form to the combustion process, which in practical
terms resulted in pre-heat the combustion chamber of the burner developed (burning liquefied
petroleum gas (LPG) or Diesel) before the entry of glycerol and until that the external surface of the
combustion chamber to become red. The pre-heating of burner’s chamber resulting in a key factor
for the ignition, flame stability and maintenance of the combustion. Because this, it was adopted as
standard procedure, but involved the use of external thermal insulation on the burner to minimize
heat loss from the system. The overall effect of the pre-heating is to provide an important part of the
activation energy that glycerin need to ignite and maintain this state until its own energy, released
during the oxidation reaction (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Results of differential thermal analysis (DTA) for crude glycerin
According to Fig. 2, the inlet temperature of the crude glycerine to the burner must be greater
than 90 °C, to ensure a viscosity lower than 30 mPa.s. This is the point at which the atomizing
nozzle and the pump used to provide glycerin are within their respective working ranges. In Fig. 2,
it is noted that at 70 °C the viscosity of the crude glycerol is about 20 times greater than the
technical glycerin and 500 times that of Diesel.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 2. Variation of dynamic viscosity for (a) Technical glycerin (b) Diesel and (c) crude glycerin
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The collected experiences with tests using Diesel and glycerin in conventional burner, the
information from the physico-chemical analysis, rheology and thermal analysis, and other relevant
concepts about burners and combustion under swirls conditions presented in [31 - 36] allowed to
establish a minimum criteria, requirements and basic needs to be considered in the design of the
burner.Thus, the protype was built with the characteristics showed on Table.2. The configuration
that allows swirl effect, generate outer recirculation zones designed to increase the residence time,
provide more stability to the flame and reduce emissions.

Fig. 3. Standar internal circulation of the prototype of the swirl burner developed
Table 2. Characteristics of the prototype burner developed
Weight

9.3 kg

Power

52 kW

Ignition

Electric

Material

Stainless steel and aluminum

Security system

Auto-off for optical flame detection

Glycerin heating system

Electrical spiral resistance

Air inlet

Tangential/axial

Atomizing nozzle

Danfoss for fuel oil

Fuel input

Axial

Consequently, the geometrical swirl number (Sg) for the developed burner is constant and
equal to 3.34 because the tangential flow is equal to the total flow. This amount ensures an
appropriate level of turbulence, since a swirl number zero its equivalent to a conventional burner
without any swirl, and an Sg exceeding 1.1 correspond to a flame with high intensity turbulence, as
deduced from information reported by[37].
The prototype was tested successively for about 45 times, including security aspects,
electrical, mechanical and operational functioning. All results were satisfactory, but also showed
some improvement opportunities, including the need to replace the heating internal burner, initially
wire spirals, which proved to be slow, with low mechanical strength and susceptible to corrosion by
another of cartridge type that provided instant warm-up and maximum corrosion resistance caused
by the passage of glycerin, especially the technical, resulting in the final prototype shown in Fig. 4.
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This final prototype produced stable flames with all the fuels tested. Flames from the technical
glycerin shown to be the less stable and more difficult, apparently by the lower calorific value and
higher content of water and salts.

Fig. 4. Final prototype burner operating outdoors with crude glycerin
Table 3. Emissions from the final prototype burner coupled to the flame tube furnace
Bovine

Parameters

Technical

Diesel

Crude glycerin

1.25

1.26

1.26

1.23

O2 (% v/v)

4.169

4.335

4.408

3.890

CO2 (% v/v)

10.274

10.992

11.301

11.643

CO (ppm)

103

149

83

111

HCT (ppm)

18

59

29

41

SO2 (ppm)

0

77

32

18

8

105

5

6

Particulate matter (mg/Nm )

-

126

1650

10541

Acrolein (ppbv)

-

0

214

-

tallow

Coefficient of air excess

NOx (ppm)
3

glycerin

In the final prototype, the crude glycerin burned with intense yellow flame with high volume
and good stability, low smoke under suitable conditions of air and expressed little or no tendency to
rise. The intense yellow color of the flame was due to the presence of high sodium content in the
glycerin, as reported in Table.1. A flame with intense yellow, theoretically improve the heat
transfer, providing good radiant capacity due the presence of incandescent particles of salts [27]. As
shown in Table. 3, overall emissions from the combustion of crude glycerin are compare favorably
with those of Diesel, except in the case of particulate matter, whose emission to the crude glycerin
exceeded by several times the amount emitted by Diesel. In the case of emissions produced by
combustion of technical glycerin, there was a high emission of particles greater than five times of
the crude glycerin, associated with a high salt content contains this substance (Table.1). However,
the same results show that the emissions of CO, NOx, SO2 and THC of the crude glycerol were on
average 44%, 95%, 58% and 51% respectively smaller than the Diesel. The emissions produced by
the combustion of the technical glycerin, with the exception of particulate matter, were even lower.
Moreover, for acrolein, the result clearly differentiate allow the chemical nature of diesel oil and
crude glycerin, mainly constituted by a tri-alcohol. [22] Report that they found 17.5 ppbv of
acrolein in the combustion gas of glycerol (USP 99.9%), however, [20] reported an emission rate
<0.004 kg m-1 for acrolein and <0.004 kg h-1 for acetaldehyde in the combustion of a mixture of
10% of glycerol and 90% of residual oil named "yellow grease."
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4.

CONCLUSIONS

Of the two types of glycerin studied, the technical glycerin have a significant and greater
corrosive, abrasive and electrically conductive potential due to their high concentration of sodium
chloride and other salts that can generate particles causing dangerous emissions and solid deposits
wich have the potencial of causing corrosion and obstruction of the surfaces of burner and furnace.
The high content of MONG in the crude glycerin reveal the cause of its original solid state at
room temperature, since the MONG is mainly composed of soaps (ester) and residues of carboxylic
acids, and magnesium stearate.
The high heating value (HHV)) of the crude glycerin is comparable to that of ethanol (≈ 27 MJ
kg-1) and higher than that of methanol (≈ 23 MJ kg-1).
Below 300 °C, it is necessary to provide external energy support in radiative-convective form to the
combustion process of glycerin.
Probably the most important aspect in the combustion of crude glycerol is the pre-heating of
the combustion chamber due to it provides an important part of the activation energy necessary for
the combustion process.
The inlet temperature of the crude glycerine to the swirl burner must be greater than 90 °C, to
ensure a viscosity lower than 30 mPa.s. This is the point at which the atomizing nozzle and the
pump used to supply glycerin are within their respective working ranges.
The emissions of CO, NOx, SO2 and THC of the crude glycerol were on average 44%, 95%,
58% and 51% respectively smaller than the Diesel. The swirl burner developed also proved to be
efficient for direct combustion of bovine tallow, wich is another unconventional fuel.
The combustion of crude and technical glycerin would be recommended technically and
environmentally, if they are adopted the necessary controls to prevent or reduce to acceptable limits
particulate emissions. At the same time, it was observed that the developed swirl burner fulfill the
stated purpose and overcoming the initial expectations.
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ABSTRACT
Heat transfer in the plasma chemical reactor designed for ceramic materials melting and conversion into fibre
is analysed in this paper. Two plasma-chemical reactor work regimes, when reactor is working without and
with dispersed particle injection into its channel, are discussed. The heat transfer in the plasma-chemical
reactor takes place between plasma flow, reactor walls and dispersed particles. For the first reactor work
regime the heat transfer dependence on additional air flow is explained. It was noted that heat transfer
between plasma flow and reactor walls is smaller in the beginning of the reactor, the relative distance
x/d≤5,6, because plasma flow enters the reactor through the narrowing confuser and the flow breaks away
from the reactor walls. The generalized heat transfer results have a good agreement with classical case. For
the second reactor work regime the injected dispersed ceramic particle size, kind and flow rate influence on
the heat transfer without particle melting in the channel is analysed. It is observed that only dispersed particle
mass concentration in the plasma flow has significant influence on the decrease of heat transfer to the reactor
walls.
Keywords: plasma-chemical reactor, heat transfer, two-phase flow

1.

INTRODUCTION

The one of most important processes taking place during ceramic material fibrillation in
plasma-chemical reactor is the heat transfer. The intensive heat transfer between plasma flow and
dispersed particles is the main thing which makes the fibre production successful. However, not all
plasma heat quantity is transferred to the dispersive particles. As the melting of dispersive particles
takes place in the channel of plasma-chemical reactor, the heat loss to the reactor walls occurs. The
melted material flows on the walls of the reactor channel so it losses the heat to the reactor walls,
too. In order to ensure the success of optimal fibrillation process with the lowest energy
consumption, the heat transfer to the dispersive particles and reactor walls must be controlled.
As the plasma-chemical reactors designed for melting and fibrillation of ceramic materials are
not commercial devices but rather made experimentally by scientists for their research works their
principles of operation are usually comparatively very different. The gas and particle behaviour, the
physical and chemical processes, and etc. are different in various plasma-chemical reactors, so the
overall generalization of the processes during the fibre production is impossible. Consequently,
every plasma-chemical reactor is studied individually [1-2].
So, this work is appointed to determine the dependence of heat losses to the reactor walls on
plasma flow parameters and to evaluate the influence of dispersive particle addition on the heat
transfer in plasma-chemical reactor applied for melting and fibrillation of raw ceramic materials and
developed in Plasma Processing Laboratory of Lithuanian Energy Institute.
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2.

METHODOLOGY

The plasma-chemical reactor (Fig. 1) consists of plasma torch (PT) and 0.24 m length channel
made of stainless steel. The precise description of plasma torch and additional equipment of
experimental set-up has been depicted in detail elsewhere [3].

Fig. 1. The plasma-chemical reactor: 1 – plasma torch, 2 – air and dispersed particles, 3 – cooled
walls, 4 – melt flow, 5 – fibre and granules; G1, G2 and G3 – air flows, Gp – dispersive particle flow
The channel of the plasma-chemical reactor is divided in four sections with 0.016 m inner
diameter. The length of first section which is connected to plasma torch is 0.09 m, and other three
sections are 0.05 m in length. All sections are cooled by water and insulated from each other, so no
heat transfer between each section takes place.
During the experiments the plasma torch arc current and voltage, plasma forming
(G1+G2=G1,2) air flows and dispersive particle carrying (G3) air flow, plasma torch and reactor walls
cooling water flows (Gw) and their temperature changes (∆Tw) are measured. The raw dispersed
particles flow (Gp) is estimated by weighting the particles initially and after the experiment. The
duration of particle feeding to the reactor is measured, too.
The plasma flow temperature (Tf) in the plasma torch and each section is estimated from heat
balance as described in [4]. The heat flux to the reactor walls is calculated from:
q = cGw ∆Tw ,

(1)

where c is the specific heat capacity of water.
Heat transfer coefficient between a fluid and a solid:

α=

q
,
S (T f − Twall )

(2)

where S is the inner surface area of reactor walls and Twall is the reactor wall temperature. The initial
wall temperature measurements showed that wall temperature slightly varies around 550 K for wide
range of plasma flow temperatures.
The heat transfer in the plasma-chemical reactor is generalized using similarity theory as
described in [5], using Nusselt and Reynolds number’s coherence. The Nusselt number is:

αx  T f

Nu x =
λ f  TD

0.9


 .


(3)

The Reynolds number is:
Re x =

4Gx
;
πd 2 µ f
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where x is the distance in the channel, λf is the thermal conductivity of the plasma flow, d is the
inner diameter of the reactor channel, μf is the kinematic viscosity of the plasma flow, G is the sum
(G=G1+G2+G3) of all air flows in the reactor channel.
As the air plasma flow temperature exceeds 2500 K, the component of air O2 starts
dissociating [6]. Because of the dissociation the dependence on temperature curve of enthalpy
deviates from a logarithmic straight. So, in our calculations of Nusselt number for temperatures
0.9
 Tf 
above 2500 K the multiplier   is added, where TD is the dissociation temperature.
 TD 
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The majority of theoretical and experimental studies of plasma flow heat transfer in the
channel of the reactor are performed for steady stabilized flows at channel relative distances x/d
higher than 15-20. These experiments were performed for the analysis and generalization of these
theoretical and experimental results of heat transfer for steady flow. However, the greatest interest
should be represented for the unsteady flow at the beginning of the reactor in the ranges of x/d
between 0-10, where the greatest temperature gradients occurs [7].
The temperature instabilities are caused by the design of plasma-chemical reactor, because the
reactor inner diameter is smaller than the diameter of anode of plasma torch, so the plasma flow
enters the reactor through the confuser. The velocity and temperature of the plasma flow depends on
plasma torch parameters and decreases along the length of the reactor [4]. However, Fig. 2 shows
that the heat transfer coefficient (α) between plasma flow and reactor walls has a peak when the
relative distance x/d is about 8 and depends on plasma torch parameters.
As the heat flux to the reactor walls was calculated by measuring the cooling water
temperature changes in each individual section, the obtained α values can be considered as an
average values in the section length, rather than as a value in a specific reactor relative distance x/d,
so they were shown in all figures as in the centre of each section.
600
1
2
3

α, W/m K
2

550

500

0

4

8
x/d

12

16

Fig. 2. Heat transfer coefficient dependence on PT parameters in the reactor channel: 1 – power
81 kW, air flow – 20·10-3 kg/s; 2 – power 66 kW, air flow – 20·10-3 kg/s; 3 – power 81 kW,
air flow – 16·10-3 kg/s
The heat transfer coefficient peaks appears because of the formation of plasma flow boundary
layer on the reactor walls. As the mixed plasma flow enters the reactor from the confuser its
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velocity across the diameter is uniform. The drag force between plasma flow and reactor walls
decreases the plasma flow velocity. Because of increasing friction the heat transfer between plasma
flow and reactor walls increases and heat transfer coefficient reaches the maximum. As the plasma
flow heat losses increases, the plasma flow temperature decreases, so the heat transfer to the reactor
walls decreases despite the increasing friction.
The Fig. 2 shows the dependence of heat transfer coefficient on PT parameters: PT power and
plasma forming air flow. The increasing PT power (1st and 2nd regimes) increases the heat transfer
between plasma flow and reactor walls, because the plasma flow temperature increases. The
decrease of plasma forming air flow (1st and 3rd regimes) as the PT power is constant causes the
decrease of heat losses to the reactor walls too, as the plasma flow temperature decreases. On the
other hand, the comparison of the 2nd and 3rd regimes in the Fig. 2 shows that as the plasma flow
velocity is bigger (when the plasma forming air rate is higher) the plasma losses to the reactor walls
in the beginning of the channel is smaller. As the plasma flow velocity is higher it’s interaction with
surface of the reactor walls is shorter. As the plasma flow loses its velocity in further reactor
channel distances the heat flux to the reactor walls increases compared with lower velocity plasma
flow regime.
Because of the technical restrictions dispersed particles can be introduced into plasma flow
with the use of gas flow only. The dispersive particle carrying air flow influence on heat losses to
the reactor walls was examined without addition of dispersive particles. The PT parameters in
further experiments were constant (power - 66 kW, plasma forming air flow rate - 20·10-3 kg/s). The
dispersive particles carrying room temperature air flow decreases the plasma flow temperature and
increases its velocity [4]. For this reason in Fig. 3 it can be seen, that additional air flow rate
decreases the heat transfer significantly in the beginning of the reactor. The higher additional air
flow rate – the bigger decrease of α.
650
α, W/m2K
600
550
500
1
2
3

450
400

0

4

8
x/d

12

16

Fig. 3. Heat transfer coefficient dependence on additional air flow rate.
1 – without; 2 – 3·10-3 kg/s; 3 – 6·10-3 kg/s
As the decrease of α in the beginning of the reactor is higher, the increase in further distances
is higher. It means, that the high temperature plasma flow breaks away from reactor walls in the
beginning of the reactor and is surrounded by low temperature air flow near the walls. The friction
to the reactor walls, the heat transfer and turbulence mixes the plasma flow in the reactor and the
heat losses to the reactor walls increases as higher temperature flow interacts with reactor walls. As
the plasma flow temperature decreases in the reactor relative distances x/d>8, the heat flux to the
reactor wall decreases too.
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While analyzing and summarizing the heat transfer experimental data, the channel diameter
usually is the determination size. However, the channel diameter is convenient only for steady flows
heat transfer analysis. When examining the flow behaviour at the beginning of the channel where
the flow is turbulent, it is convenient to summarize the results by distance x from the beginning of
the channel. Such generalization of experimental data is applied when studying the heat transfer of
plasma flow on a flat plate case [7].
With the use of similarity theory the heat transfer in plasma-chemical reactor were
generalized. The generalized results were obtained for plasma flow Reynolds numbers in the range
of (0.5-5) ·105 (see Fig. 4).
1000
A
B

100

10

1
2
105

2x105

3x105 4x105

Rex

Fig. 4. Generalised heat transfer in plasma-chemical reactor. 1 – x/d>5,6; 2 – x/d≤5,6. Where A –
Nu x
Nu x
;B–
0 , 27
0,9
(G1,2 / G3 ) (T f / TD )
(G1,2 / G3 )−0,1 (T f / TD )0,9
From Fig. 4 it can be seen, that generalized heat transfer for the beginning of the reactor is
lower than in further distances x/d>5.6.
Generalized equation for distance x/d≤5.6:

Nu x = 13,5 ⋅ 10

−3

 G1, 2
Re 
 G3
0 ,8
x





0 , 27

 Tf

T
 D






0,9

(5)

and x/d>5,6

 G1, 2
Nu x = 40 ⋅ 10 Re 
 G3
−3

0 ,8
x





−0 ,1

 Tf

T
 D






0,9

(6)

The plasma flow in the channel is described using turbulent flow equations as the indicator
above Rex is equal to 0.8. Classical curve of heat transfer for turbulent flows in the tubes is
described as:
Nu x = 25.5 ⋅ 10
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The values of results obtained in this work for the whole reactor length is around 7% higher
compared to the classical case. It can be explained with the fact that up to 10% error can be
obtained because of bigger reactor channel surface roughness [8].
The factor above the ratio (G1,2/G3) in equations (5) and (6) which describes the influence of
additional air to the heat transfer is bigger in (5) which means that in the reactor relative distances
x/d≤5 the additional air influence is bigger. It also confirms our theory that additional air decreases
the heat transfer to reactor walls before it mixes and increases its temperature in further reactor
distances.
For optimization of fibrillation process using plasma technology it is very important to
examine what is the heat flux from the plasma flow to the dispersive particles because it would be
possible to control the particle melting without high energy losses to the reactor walls. It is very hard
to estimate the heat flux to the dispersive particles without their and plasma flow temperature
measurements in the reactor channel. These measurements are complicated because optical plasma
diagnostics methods can not be applied for flows in the tubes and probe techniques usually are limited
by the processes of condensation from the gas phase taking place in the channel of the probe [9].
In this work the heat flux to the dispersive particles was determined by measuring the
decrease of heat flux to the reactor walls comparing the regimes when the reactor is working without
and with the particles. Four different ceramic particle species (Al2O3, Al(OH)3, SiO2 and zeolites) of
different size (0.04-0.06 mm, 0.06-0.16 mm, 0.16-0.2 mm and 0.2-0.25 mm) were injected to plasma
flow. The plasma flow parameters (PT power – 65 kW, plasma forming air flow – 16·10-3 kg/s,
dispersive particle carrying air rate – 1.6·10-3 kg/s) were constant during all experiments. At such
plasma flow parameters the average plasma flow temperature (2400 K) in the reactor is a little bit
higher than the particle melting temperature (1900-2070 K), therefore the particles even though they
get the maximum heat flux, but does not start to melt because of short-term interaction. If the
particles were melting during the experiments they would stick to the inner reactor walls and
distorted the measurements. The decrease of heat flux to the reactor walls is shown in Fig. 5.

1.0
∆P, kW

0.5
1
2
3
4
0.05

0.10

0.15
GP/G1,2,3

0.20

0.25

Fig. 5. Dispersive particle diameter influence on decrease of heat losses to the reactor
walls where the diameter of particles: 1 – 0.04-0.06 mm, 2 – 0.06-0.16 mm, 3 – 0.16-0.2 mm,
4 – 0.2-0.25 mm
The theoretic calculations shows that the temperature of smaller particles increases faster than
larger particles in the same plasma flow [10]. Our experiments show (Fig. 5) that smaller particles
obtain more heat from plasma flow and the heat losses to the reactor walls decreases. It can be seen
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for low and high particle mass concentration in plasma flow. So, the deciding factor in heat transfer
between plasma flow and dispersive particles is their size or surface area.
The heat flux to the reactor walls decreases with the increase of mass concentration of
dispersed particles in plasma flow. For given experiments, the heat flux to the reactor walls is about
12 kW in the whole reactor length while working without particles. The maximal dispersive particle
mass concentration in plasma flow lowers the heat losses up to 10%. If the plasma flow temperature
could be measured in the reactor, the general heat flux to the dispersed particles could be calculated.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The formation of plasma flow boundary layer on the reactor walls results on the decrease
of heat transfer in the beginning of the reactor. The plasma flow friction to the reactor walls
decreases the plasma flow velocity and increases the heat transfer to the reactor walls. The heat
transfer to the reactor walls decreases in further distances because of the heat loss of plasma flow.
2. As the addition of dispersed particle carrying air increases the heat transfer in the
beginning of the reactor decreases and increases in further distances. The generalized heat transfer
in the reactor working with dispersive particle carrying air can be described with turbulent flow
equations. The heat transfer in the first section of the reactor is about 66% lower than in further
distances.
3. The addition of dispersive particles decreases the heat losses to the reactor walls. The
increase of mass concentration of dispersive particles from 0.06 to 0.25 decreases the heat losses to
the reactor walls from 0.2 kW up to 1.1 kW in the whole length of the reactor.
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ABSTRACT
In today's industry, much attention is given to renewable energy. Changing perceptions of how to effectively
use natural resources, forgotten technologies are being re-discovered. Recently, one of such re- discovered
technology is gasification. This technology has been rapidly developed in the Second World War. Back then
it was focused on the transport, where volatiles extracted from coal were used for the supply in to the internal
combustion engines. Today, when the European Union's goal for 2020 is to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
by 20% (compared with 1990 levels), gasification technology as a cleaner alternative to traditional
combustion, is being adapted for the extraction of volatiles from biomass and waste. This way the increasing
problem of industrial, agricultural and domestic waste utilization is being reduced and also, agricultural
development is being promoted by introducing the cultivation of energy crops.
In this paper, recent achievements in the development of gasification technologies are overviewed, different
types of gasification techniques and devices are compared, and the current pressures, and further
development of this technology is discussed. One of the main tasks for Lithuania in achieving energy
independence is to increase the use of own available resources and also to increase the efficiency of the use
of resources. Gasification technology in that case enables to integrate the low-calorific value waste, energy
crops and other biomass types, as a fuel in existing energy systems, thus creating an opportunity to improve
their efficiency or to reduce fuel costs, partly by replacing the recovered producer gas obtained from
gasification process.
Gasification technology includes the use of carbon, waste and biomass for the generation of the syngas. Since
coal gasification is an old and fairly well researched technology, and household or industrial waste
gasification is also a very broad topic, so the focus of this work is given to the examination of achievements
in the gasification reactor, designed to work with wood pellets and sawdust.
Keywords: gasification, biomass, downdraft reactor, syngas

1.

INTRODUCTION

During the past decade, gasification of biomass in various ways has an increased interest
worldwide. This is not a new technology. It was developed in the Second World War in Europe and
used mainly in transport area [1]. Back then taking care of world’s climate and environmental
problems wasn’t the most important area for science. Today, when the European Union's goal for
2020 is to reduce greenhouse gases emissions by 20% (compared with 1990 levels), gasification
technology has a renaissance period because nowadays it has a chance to become a cleaner
alternative to traditional combustion by being adapted for the extraction of volatiles from biomass
and waste. In this context research that was done mostly for coal gasification can be used and
further developed for renewable fuel sources.
Currently gasification is very attractive method for developing countries like Lithuania. To
increase the energy services, developing countries are growing rural electrification programs with
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small and large scale gasification technology [1-8]. Different kind of agricultural (Fig. 1) and
domestic waste including sugar cane bagasse, empty fruit bunch (EFB), pine bark, sewage sludge
are being used for biogas production [1].

Fig. 1. Average higher heating values (HHV) of various kinds of biomass [4]
There are various modifications of gasification reactors and every type has its advantages and
disadvantages. The type of reactor is chosen by the field where it will be used, because the design of
gasification is based on the power and tar yield – some types of gasifiers have size limit. The basic
types of reactors that can be found in literature are downdraft and updraft gasifiers. They can be
used to produce power up to 10 MW,. The fluidized bed and entrained flow reactors that can be
used in 10 – 1000 MW range [5] and plasma and free radical gasifiers that have a good potential,
but at the moment they are at development stage.
Large scale gasification is mainly used for waste treatment (fluidized bed, entrained flow
gasification) [6]. Energy production in not the main goal of technology, but is safely removal of
various kind of waste with no pollution. Contrary, small scale gasification technology was
developed to produce fuel for internal combustion engines. At first it was used mainly in transport,
but nowadays the technology is adapted for electricity production.
The difficulties of small scale gasification are related to tar yield and produced gas with low
calorific value.
2.

TYPES OF GASIFICATION REACTORS

2.1. Updraft gasifier
More accurately it is called a counter-current fixed bed gasifier. This type of reactor has a
fixed bed of fuel through which air or steam and oxygen or other gases such as carbon dioxide
flows in counter-current configuration (Fig. 2). The ash is either removed dry or as a slag. It has
been reported that the slagging gasifiers have a lower ratio of steam to carbon [6], achieving
temperatures higher than the ash fusion temperature. It is required the fuel in such type of reactor
must have high mechanical strength and must ideally be non-caking so that it will form a good
quality moving bed [3, 7].
Updraft gasifier advantages are:
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•
•
•
•

Suitability for high-ash (up to 25%) and high-moisture (up to 60%) biomass
Suitability for low-volatile fuels such as charcoal.
Ability to utilize combustion heat very effectively and achieve high cold-gas efficiency
Suitability for direct firing, where the gas produced is burnt in a furnace or boiler with no
requirements of cleaning or cooling
The biggest reported disadvantage is very high tar production (30–150 g/nm3) in an updraft
gasifier, which makes it unsuitable for high-volatility fuels. [5, 8].

Fig. 2. Schematic of an updraft gasifier with typical reaction zones [5]
2.2. Fluidized bed reactor
This type of reactor is used in large scale industrial applications mainly for waste treatment
[5, 6]. The fuel is fluidized in oxygen and steam or air or other gases such as carbon dioxide. Fuels
that form highly corrosive ash can be used with Fluidized bed gasifiers. Biomass fuels generally
contain high levels of corrosive ash [7]. The ash is removed dry or as heavy agglomerates that
defluidize. The fuel must be highly reactive because the temperatures are relatively low in dry ash
gasifiers, so low-grade coals are particularly suitable. According to [5], in a typical fluidized bed air
enters from the bottom and the fuel is immediately mixed throughout the bed owing to its
exceptionally high degree of mixing. Thus, the fresh oxygen entering the grid comes into immediate
contact with fresh biomass particles undergoing pyrolysis as well as with spent char particles from
the biomass, which has been in the bed for some time. The released tar burns due to oxygen’s
contact with the fresh biomass, plus oxygen’s contact with the spent char particles causes the char
burning. The gases flow upward and the solids are back-mixed. Any tar released moves up in the
bed and leaves along with the product gas. Tar generation in a fluidized-bed gasifier is averaging
about 10 mg/Nm3. [9] The main advantages of fluidized bed gasifiers:
• Good mixing;
• Possibility of being built in sizes above of fixed-bed gasifiers.
One of disadvantages resulting higher energy costs of the fluidized bed reactor is the
requirement for more pumping power to run whole process.
2.3. Entrained flow gasifier
Entrained-flow gasifiers are preferred for the integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC)
plants. Typical operation parameters of such kind of reactor are: 1400 °C temperature and 20 to 70
bar pressure, where powdered fuel is entrained in the gasifying medium. Entrained flow gasifier can
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have some modifications. In some of them oxygen, the most common gasifying medium, and the
powdered fuel enter from the side; in others they enter from the top [5]. The gasification reactions
take place in a dense cloud of very fine particles. Most coals are suitable for this type of gasifier due
to high operating temperatures and good separation of coal particles [7]. According to [5, 7] the
entrained flow gasifiers have high temperatures and pressures that leads to a higher throughput. Tar
and methane are not present in the product gas, however thermal efficiency reduces, because gas
must be cooled before cleaned. Another disadvantage is high oxygen requirement and fuel particles
pulverization because entrained flow reactors require much smaller fuel particles than for other
types of gasifiers.
2.4. Plasma and free radical gasifier
Plasma gasifier and free radical gasifier are unusual gasification reactors and very little
information can be found about this type of reactor. In plasma type of gasifier a high-voltage
current is fed to a torch, which creates a high-temperature electric arc. The inorganic residue is
retrieved as a glass-like substance [7]. Free radical gasifier is a single stage reactor, where heat and
light energy conversion is employed in a low oxygen environment. It uses electrical input energy to
cause thermal breakdown and ultraviolet light based degradation of material, along with harnessing
free radical reactions to further convert carbon-based materials into syngas [7].
2.5. Downdraft reactor
Also known as co-current fixed bed gasifier. It is the most attractive configuration of
gasification reactor for small scale applications because of simple construction and relatively low
tar production. It is similar to the counter-current type, but the gasification agent gas flows in cocurrent configuration with the fuel [5, 7].
In down draft gasifier (Fig.3) heat needs to be added to the upper part of the bed, either by
combusting small amounts of the fuel or from external heat sources to make the reaction front of the
gasification process go down the gasifier from top to bottom [10]. The hot produced gas leaves the
gasifier, and most of this heat is often transferred to the gasification agent added in the top of the
bed, resulting in energy efficiency increase. Since all tars must pass through a hot bed of char in this
configuration, tar levels are much lower than in the counter-current (updraft) type.

Fig. 3. Schematic of a downdraft gasifier with typical reaction zones [5]
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For developing countries, downdraft gasification gives opportunity to develop a decentralised
network [1] of small power plants and effectively use renewable energy sources from agriculture. In
small countries waste treatment network is developed in other directions (for example waste are
used as secondary fuel in combined heat and power plants), the investment for large scale
gasification plants would be too big and efficiency of such plant is questionable. On the other hand
small scale gasification systems have some disadvantages like low calorie gas, high tar yield and
difficulties to adapt different kinds of biofuel for the same reactor. These disadvantages are the
challenge for researchers to develop small scale gasification.
3.

CURRENT ACHIEVEMENTS IN DOWNDRAFT GASIFICATION

The restrictions for NOx emission increases rapidly. Finally, downdraft gasification reached a
level where it can start to compete with conventional technologies of energy production. The
characteristics of syngas production from biomass gasification were investigated in a downdraft
gasifier that was combined with a small gas engine system for power generation [11]. It was found,
that NOx emission decreased considerably to the level about 30–40 ppm. In their experiment with
only liquid phase gas (LPG) fuel, the NOx emission upon no load was about 250 ppm. So it seems
that environmental effect can be achieved when using syngas from biomass.
To achieve even higher effect an energetic alternative to adapt a fixed bed gasifier with a
compact cogeneration system was presented in [12]. The main idea was to cover electrical and
thermal demands in a rural area and show an energy solution for small social communities using
renewable fuels. The project aimed at an energetic analysis of wood gasifier with capacity of
processing between 20 - 30 kg/h of lignocellulosic biomass coupled to a compact cogeneration
system. The system is able to produce electricity power of about 15 kW and hot and cold water. The
purpose of the system is to assess the viability of this alternative way of generating energy to places
where the electricity and the public services (hot water and cold water) are not accessible. The
global efficiency of the gasifier coupled to the cogeneration system was 51.42% and it shows that a
fixed bed gasifier with a compact cogeneration system is able to cover electrical and thermal
demand in a rural area where the shortage of fuel derived from petroleum and the abundance of the
residual biomass prevails. In [13] it is also claimed that biomass gasification has good perspective
in small-scale plants with power output up to 10 MW and with the combination of a gas engine for
combined heat and power production the efficiency potential of 35–40% can be achieved.
One of big advantages of downdraft gasification is the ability to achieve nearly same results
with quite wide variety of different bio fuel. The gasification tests to further contribute in the field
by studying the impact of the char bed properties such as char bed porosity and pressure drop on the
gasification performance as well as the impact of fuel particle when using biomass was presented in
[1]. It was found that one reactor can be utilized not only with wood or coal but for a variety of
fuels in pellet form, with various air–fuel ratios and temperature levels.
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Fig. 4. Downdraft gasifier temperature profiles for different kind of fuel and typical
gas composition [1]
The gas compositions, heating values and the equivalence ratio are the same order of
magnitude for the same size pellets in the same reactor geometry. And also, the mass consumption
rate in a gasifier with certain geometry is a function of pellet geometry but not of the chemical
composition (Fig. 4). All the pellets, which were used in the investigation, showed similar shrinking
characteristics but different bed dynamics.
In a review [4] it was mentioned that there are ranges of particle sizes when chemical reaction
or heat transfer processes control gasification. When particle size is less than 2 mm, chemical
reactions control the gasification. Between 2 and 60 mm both – chemical reactions and heat transfer
control the process and when particle size is over 60 mm the heat transfer takes the biggest part in
control process of the gasification.

Fig. 5. H2/CO ratio of oxygen/steam gasification and air gasification [2]
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It is possible to achieve a hydrogen rich gas with higher calorie content using oxygen/steam
instead of air in downdraft reactor With wide range of biofuel available for the and by . According
to [2] biomass oxygen/steam gasification (in comparison with biomass air gasification) improves
hydrogen yield depending on the volume of downdraft gasifier. It is also possible to achieve nearly
double heating value of fuel gas. During the tests [2] in biomass oxygen/steam gasification, the
content of H2 and CO was 63.27–72.56% and the H2/CO ratio was 0.70–0.90, while for biomass air
gasification it was 52.19–63.31% and 1.06–1.27 respectively (Fig. 5).
Authors of reviewed literature investigated gasification with their own built reactors.
Although they used quite different types of fuel and the power of reactors was varying, gas
composition and calorific content was approximately the same (Table 1, 2).
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Table 1. A summary of results [1-4]
Literature
Syngas fed to

Gas cleaning

Fuel type

1
Internal
combustion
engine (ICE)
Cyclone,
scruber, dust
filter
Wood pellets
(3-5 mm)

2
ICE+ heat
exchangers for
cogeneration

3

4

Flare

Exhaust burner

-

One cyclone, two packed
bed filters

Triple stage spray
shower

Eucalyptus wood

Various types of pelets. 6 8 mm diameter , 36 - 50
mm long : (wood, sugar
cane baggase, palm oil
residue)

pine wood blocks
3x3x3 cm

Fuel parameters, %
Moisture
Volatiles
Ash
Fixed carbon
C
H
O
N
S
Cl
HHV, MJ/kg
Fuel flow, kg/h
Working
temperature, °C
Exces ratio
Producer gas flow,
Nm3/h

21.7
60.9
3.9
14.3
46.5
5.8
43.5
0.2
0.1
17.2
45

25

7.5-1.3
0.3 - 7.9
47.2 - 50.4
5.9 - 6.1
38.2 - 44.3
0.1 - 0.6
0.01 - 0.03
0.01 - 0.46
19.26-20.27
2 - 3.5

8
82.29
0.55
17.16
50.54
7.08
41.11
0.15
0.57
20.54
3.80-11.4

800 -1000

-

700-1200

798-1108

0.3 - 0.35

-

0.23 - 0.43

0.27

80 - 100

50

1.6 - 2.5

0.91-1.62

Producer gas composition, %
16
9.9 - 1.5
20
17 - 25.7
13
9.9 - 14.5

H2
CO
CO2

16.5
15.9
15.3

CH4

2.1

2

1.5 - 2.8

3.29-8.21

O2

-

0.6

-

0.89-1.61

N2

-

48

50.04 - 55

-

C2H4

-

0.19

-

0.22-2.07

C2H6

-

0.15

-

0.05-0.39

C2H2

-

0.01

-

-

Producer gas lover
heating value
(LHV) MJ/Nm3

4.6-5

5

4.1-5.4

4.76
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4.

CONCLUSIONS

Since the environmental regulations for pollution are getting stricter, old technologies like
gasification has a new potential for further development.
At the present time biggest interest in gasification is seen in developing countries, especially
it has a potential in rural areas where small and medium scale reactors can be used for electricity
and power supply.
Gasifiers come in wide range of configurations, depending on output power, fuel type and
geometry (size). Most common are downdraft and updraft gasifiers for small scale applications, and
fluidized bed or entrained flow for large scale applications. Also there are plasma and free radical
gasifiers.
Downdraft gasifier has limitations in size, but its advantages over other types of reactors are
small amount of tar, applicable to various fuel types and make similar quality producer gas, simple
construction
The efficiency of the gasifier can be increased if reactor is being used not only for electric
power generation but also for heat generation. Cogeneration is useful.
The air replaced with steam/oxygen flow increases quality of downdraft reactor. Although to
use air is more economically efficient.
The control of gasification process partly depends on fuel particle size. If it is very small, then
process is controlled by chemical reactions but if particles are big then heat transfer takes biggest
part.
The quality of Produced gas is almost the same for various biofuels. The future development
should be pointed at tar removal technologies.
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CONVERSION OF PROPANE USING ATMOSPHERIC THERMAL WATER
VAPOUR PLASMA
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ABSTRACT
Propane conversion using atmospheric pressure linear DC (direct current) plasma torch was investigated. The
torch is stabilized with water vapour vortex overheated up to 450 K. Argon was used as shielding gas to
protect a tungsten cathode from erosion. In the paper the effects of different factors, such as temperature,
total flow rate of feed-in gas, H2O/C3H8 ratio, as well as power of the plasma torch on the composition of
reaction products is studied. The results obtained with analytical gas chromatography showed the main
products H2 (up to 60 %) and CO (up to 22 %) with relatively high concentrations of CO2 (higher than 10 %).
A gas mixture containing hydrogen and carbon monoxide is known as synthetic gas or syngas. High levels of
hydrogen formed after conversion of propane in the plasma-chemical reactor suggests that produced syngas
could be of a high calorific value. By improving the plasma-chemical reactor design, thermal water vapour
plasma has a potential for being the effective way for the gasification of solid organic materials, such as
biomass, municipal solid waste and etc.
Keywords: thermal plasma, water vapour, propane, hydrogen, plasma torch, synthetic gas, reforming

1.

INTRODUCTION

Special emphasis on the environment pollution is becoming a serious problem due to the
increased use of fossil fuels. Therefore, it implied a large amount of effort in the scientific area for
the development of the alternative clean energy. From such a perspective, syngas, a mixture of
hydrogen and carbon monoxide, or pure hydrogen is coming to the forefront as the environmental
friendly alternative source of the energy. An increasing interest, both from environmental and
industrial perspectives, has attracted the use of several syngas production methods, such as steam
reforming, partial oxidation, CO2 reforming, autothermal reforming [1–7].
However, due to the endothermic nature of the reaction, it requires special conditions, such as
catalytic and plasma means. Conventional reforming methods have technological and economic
limitations, i.e. large size of equipment, high investment and exploitation costs, and limitations on
rapid response, extreme operating conditions limiting the reactor lifetime, catalyst sensitivity
(coking and deactivation), safety and operability [8-10]. Contrary to the conventional reforming
technologies, plasma (both thermal plasma and non-thermal plasma) assisted reforming may offer
an alternative for the synthetic gas production and overcome such limitations concerning
conventional catalytic methods. Plasma assisted reforming is usually combined with catalysts [11,
12], or without a catalyst [13, 14]. Plasma itself could be considered as a state of medium which
helps to induce a specific homogeneous chemical processes.
Thermal plasma with features of relatively high enthalpy to enhance reaction kinetics, high
chemical reactivity and high electron density (about 1019–1020 m3) as well as rapid quench rate, high
temperature (several thousand K) and better control of the process, provide the possibility of its
adjustment in the effective production of hydrogen-rich gas [15].
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Despite the mentioned advantages, thermal plasma reforming is distinguished by several
disadvantages, such as dependence on electrical energy and electrode erosion due to arc shunting in
the discharge chamber thus limiting the lifetime of the equipment.
In this work, thermal plasma reforming of propane for syngas production by atmospheric
pressure DC (direct current) electric arc discharge was investigated. Propane was chosen due to
relatively low cost and as oxygen acceptor, affecting the specific conditions, to reduce the amount
of oxygen molecules in the exhaust fluid gas.
2.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND METHODOLOGY

2.1. Water vapor plasma torch with chemical reactor
Fig. 1 presents the configuration of the water vapor plasma torch with chemical reactor used
for propane reforming. The water vapor plasma torch stabilized by water vapor vortex is a linear
DC thermal plasma generator with a cathode of tungsten, with 2.5 mm diameter embedded into a
copper rod, and stair-step anode for suppression of the electric arc shunting in the discharge
chamber. The 49-69 kW DC water vapor plasma torch operates at atmospheric pressure with the
intensity of the arc current ranging from 120 to 200 A, and voltage 220 to 380 V, respectively.
Overheated water vapor (up to 450 K) was used as plasma forming gas, whereas argon as shield
gas, screening cathode from the erosion. Water vapor and argon were tangentially injected through
the insulating rings into the discharge chamber, where they were heated up to tens of thousands of
Kelvin’s by means of the electric arc. Thus, the outflow of plasma jet through the exhaust nozzle of
the torch is formed with the average velocity of 300 m ⋅ s-1 and jet temperature of several thousand
of Kelvin’s. The flow rates of water vapor and argon is controlled by the mass flow controllers and
may vary from (1.48–4.48) ⋅ 10-3 kg ⋅ s-1, whereas argon flow rate is fixed, 0.52⋅ 10-3 kg ⋅ s-1,
throughout the experiments.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the water vapor plasma torch reformer system. Plasma torch:
1 – tungsten cathode, 2 – insulating rings, 3 – neutral section, 4 – stair-step anode.
Chemical reactor: 5 – gas inlet section, 6 – reaction chamber,
7 – reaction products sampling section
The chemical reactor for reforming consists of three sections. The first section is divided for
the inlet of hydrocarbons; the second is a reaction chamber, where the chemical reactions
proceeded, such as steam reforming, cracking etc. The last section of the chemical reactor was set
up for the analyses of the formed reaction products.
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2.2. Reaction products analysis
Reaction products were sampled by the sampling port installed at the very top of the byproducts sampling section. Before sampling, the outlet gas passed through the condenser to
eliminate moisture and water. After, the gas was collected in the special gas sampling vessels for
the analyses. Gas analyses were carried out by a gas chromatograph (GC) (Agylent 7890A) with
dual channel thermal conductivity detectors (TCDs). The front channel with nitrogen carrying gas
(10 ml min-1) was used for separating O2, CO2, CH4, CO and light hydrocarbons. Meanwhile
hydrogen was separated through the molecular sieve packed column of the back channel which
operated on helium carrier (30 ml min-1).
2.3. Relevant reactions
To evaluate the reaction performance of the system, water conversion, propane conversion
and selectivity were calculated in this work. The conversion rate of water vapor and propane as well
as selectivity is defined as follows [13]:

Conv( H 2 O) =
Conv(C 3 H 8 ) =
S (H 2 ) =
S (CO ) =

M H 2O , IN − M H 2O ,OUT

(1)

M H 2O , IN

M C3 H 8 , IN − M C3 H 8 ,OUT
M C3 H 8 , IN

× 100%

(2)

M H 2 ,OUT

(3)

2 × ( M C3 H 8 , IN − M C3 H 8 ,OUT ) + H 2 Oconsume
M CO ,OUT
( M C3 H 8 , IN − M C3 H 8 ) + ( M H 2O , IN − M H 2O ,OUT )

× 100% ,

(4)

where M C3 H 8 , IN , M H 2O , IN , M C3 H 8 ,OUT , M H 2O ,OUT , H 2 Oconsume are the moles of the input C3H8, H2O and
the output C3H8, H2O and the mole of water input as plasma forming gas, respectively.
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The operating parameters of the DC water vapor plasma torch during the performed
experiments at atmospheric pressure were maintained as follow: arc current intensity varied from
120 to 200 A, voltage range 220–380 V, power available for plasma jet 43–58 kW, flow rate of
water vapor varied within the limits of (3.51–4.48) ⋅ 10-3 kg ⋅ s-1, while that of propane from (0.34–
0.66) ⋅ 10-3 kg ⋅ s-1.
3.1. Water decomposition
Firstly, in order to investigate the extent of water vapor decomposition the experiments were
carried out without the injection of propane. The calculations (Eq. 1) and the results obtained by
means of gas chromatography showed (Fig. 2) that approximately 5.5 ± 1% of water vapor was
decomposed into pure hydrogen and oxygen. The average amount of hydrogen produced from water
vapor decomposition exceeded 9.8 ± 2%.
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Fig. 2. Conversion rate of water vapor as a function of power available for plasma jet.
Flow rates of water vapor varied from 3.51 ⋅ 10-3 kg ⋅ s-1 to 4.48 ⋅ 10-3 kg ⋅ s-1, respectively
3.2. Propane conversion
Propane conversion by steam phase is strongly endothermic (ΔH0 = 498 kJ mol-1). According
to [16] propane steam reforming reaction is described by the equation (5):
C 3 H 8 + 3H 2 O → 7 H 2 + 3CO

(5)

Also, steam reforming reaction suffers from competiveness with cracking. Plasma cracking reaction
is described by the following equation (6):
C3 H 8 → C3 H 6 + H 2

Fig. 2. Propane conversion rate as a temperature function
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Fig. 2 shows propane conversion rate calculated according to Eq. 2. It could be seen that
conversion of C3H8 is 100%. It is possible that total propane conversion is reached due to the high
plasma temperatures (2000–3000K) in the plasma-chemical reactor. Such high temperature is an
important parameter for plasma reforming. Moreover, another important parameter is a residence
time of treated materials inside the plasma-chemical reactor, 280 mm of length and 40 mm in
diameter. The residence time varied from 6.4 ms to 8.5 ms and depended on the total flow rate.
The selectivity of H2 and CO is shown in Fig. 3. With the H2O/C3H8 ratio increased from 5.3
to 13.2, the selectivity of H2 decreased from 82.2% to 77.7%, while that of CO also decreased from
50% to 23.4%, respectively. The decrease of selectivity could be explained by the fact that O atom
in H2O vapor plasma contributed to CO + O → CO2 or H2 + O → H2O instead of C + O → CO,
which determined lower CO and H2 selectivity. Low selectivity of CO implies carbon deposition in
the reforming process. Carbon depostion on the walls of the plasma-chemical reactor was observed
during the experiments.

Fig. 3. Selectivity of H2 and CO as a function of the inlet water vapor to propane ratio
3.3. Composition of reaction products
The analysis of reaction products by gas chromatography showed that the produced gas
contains predominantly H2, CO and CO2. Moreover, H2O and O2 with relatively small
concentrations 3–5% and 1–4%, respectively, were found. Table 1 and Table 2 show the results of
gas chromatography analyses. The lower part of the Tables point equilibrium concentrations of the
reaction products, calculated for the experimental flow rates of input substances under the
assumption of complete decomposition of propane, water vapor and CO2 into hydrogen and carbon
monoxide.
Table 1. Composition of gases at the output of the plasma-chemical reactor (in vol%).
H2O vapor flow rate 3.51–4.48⋅ 10-3 kg ⋅ s-1, propane 0.34 ⋅ 10-3 kg ⋅ s-1
H2O/C3H8 ratio
H2
CO
CO2
5.3
67.78
22.96
7.74
5.6
68.28
21.9
8.13
6.8
67.63
19.37
9.2
1.2 (Equilibrium)
70
30
0
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Table 2. Composition of gases at the output of the plasma-chemical reactor (in vol%). H2O vapor
flow rate 3.51–4.48 ⋅ 10-3 kg ⋅ s-1, propane 0.66 ⋅ 10-3 kg ⋅ s-1
H2O/C3H8 ratio
10.3
10.9
13.2
1.2 (Equilibrium)

H2
64.26
65.26
65.37
70

CO
17.9
16.76
14.6
30

CO2
9.11
10.54
11.27
0

According to the given data in tables, the concentrations of hydrogen exceeded over 60% in
volume. It was observed that it slightly depended on the H2O/C3H8 ratio. The increased content of
propane from 0.34 to 0.66 ⋅ (10-3 kg ⋅ s-1), at a fixed water vapor flow rate, showed that the level of
hydrogen concentration slightly increased. The same tendency was observed increased the content
of water vapor from 3.51 to 4.48 ⋅ (10-3 kg ⋅ s-1), at a fixed propane rate. As mentioned previously in
(3.1. section), around 10% of hydrogen came from water vapor decomposition. High levels of pure
hydrogen concentration could be explained by the high conversion rate of propane and high H2
selectivity.
The results in Tables demonstrates that changing H2O/C3H8 ratio from 5.3 to 13.2, the
concentrations of CO decreased from 22.96% to 14.6%, while that of CO2 increased from 7.74% to
11.27%, respectively. This could be explained that the combination mechanism between C atom
and O atom decreased, and the selectivity of CO decreased, too. It implies that during the oxidation
O atom contributed to CO + O → CO2 instead of C + O → CO, thus, selectivity of CO2 increased.
The obtained O2 by GC suggest that there is a further growth potential in propane flow rate,
enabling higher levels of CO and/or CO2 during the oxidation process.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

The experimental investigations confirmed that propane conversion into syngas by the
atmospheric pressure DC water vapor plasma torch proceed efficiently. The conversion rate of
propane was observed to be 100%. Propane conversion depended on the temperature of exhausted
plasma jet. Gas mixing and residence time inside the plasma-chemical reactor was sufficient for
total propane decomposition. The conversion rate of water vapor without propane flux exceeded
5.5 ± 1% in any studied case. The selectivity of H2 and CO decreased from 84% to 77.7% and 50%
to 28%, respectively.
The main products of thermal plasma reforming observed by gas chromatography were
hydrogen (max value 68.28%), carbon monoxide (max value 22.96%) and carbon dioxide (max
value 11.27%). Approximately 10% of H2 came from water vapor decomposition without C3H8
flux. The concentrations of condensed H2O and O2 varied from 3% to 5% and 1% to 4%,
respectively, in the total mass balance.
The concentration of H2 slightly depended on the H2O/C3H8 ratio. The concentrations of CO
decreased from 22.96% to 14.6%, while that of CO2 increased from 7.74% to 11.27%, respectively,
changing the ratio of H2O/C3H8 from 5.3 to 13.2.
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ABSTRACT
Environmental and economic concerns of reducing CO2 emissions and of increasing fuel flexibility have
been motivating using biomass fuels to substitute fossil fuels for heat and electricity generation. Biomass is
composed of three major components: cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin. C, H and O are the main
components of solid biofuels and are of special relevance for the gross calorific value, H in addition also for
the net calorific value. The fuel N content is responsible for NOx formation. NOx emissions belong to the
main environmental impact factors of solid biofuel combustion. Cl and S are responsible for a deposit
formation and corrosion therefore relevant for high plant availability. Furthermore Cl causes HCl as well as
PCDD/F (polychlorinated dibenzodioxin/furan) and S – SOx emissions and both elements are involved in the
formation of aerosols (submicron particle emissions). The ash content influences the choice of appropriate
combustion technology and deposit formation, fly ash emissions and the logistics concerning ash storage and
utilization. Major ash forming elements (Al, Ca, Fe, K, Mg, Na, P, Si, Ti) are of relevance for the ash melting
behavior and deposit formation and corrosion. In addition, volatile elements such Na and K are the main
constituents of aerosols. Volatile minor elements (As, Cd, Hg, Pb, Zn) play a major role in gaseous and
especially aerosol emissions as well as in deposit formation and corrosion of heating devices and ash
utilization. Either partly or non-volatile minor elements (Ba, Co, Cr, Cu, Mo, Mn, V) are of special relevance
for ash utilization. Elemental and proximate analysis where performed of different biomass samples and their
mixtures.
Keywords: Biomass, Solid Biofuels, Elements, Chemical analyses, Chemical properties

1. INTRODUCTION
The primary production of renewable energy within the EU-27 in 2010 was 166.6 million
tons of oil equivalent (Mtoe) – 20% share of total primary energy production. The volume of
renewable energy produced within the EU-27 increased overall by nearly 58% between 2000 and
2010, equivalent to an average increase of 5.2 % per annum. But this increase was 10.7% from
2009 to 2010 [1].
About 112.7 Mtoe of primary energy of biomass was produced in the EU-27 in 2010.
Biomass provided nearly 70% of all renewable energy, or 6.4% of the total gross inland energy
consumption in that year. However, most biomass resources currently consumed in Europe consist
of raw timber and wastes from the agro-industries and timber processing. Small amounts of field
residues are still nevertheless consumed in most countries [1].
The use of biomass fuels provides substantial benefits as far as the environment is concerned.
Biomass absorbs carbon dioxide during the growth, and emits it during combustion. Therefore,
biomass helps the atmospheric carbon dioxide recycling and does not contribute to the greenhouse
effect. Biomass consumes the same amount of CO2 from the atmosphere during growth as is
released during combustion [2].
Biomass fuels potential includes wood, short-rotation woody crops, some agricultural wastes,
short-rotation herbaceous species, wood wastes, waste paper, sawdust, grass, waste from food
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processing, aquatic plants and algae, animal wastes, and a host of other materials. Biomass is the
only organic petroleum substitute which is renewable [2].
Therefore this investigation was especially focused on chemical properties of biomass fuel.
The work package concerned aims to analyse high heating value (HHV), ash content, (total) carbon
(C) and hydrogen (H), nitrogen (N) and sulphur (S) as well as major (calcium (Ca), iron (Fe),
magnesium (Mg), potassium (K), sodium (Na), titanium (Ti)) and minor elements (arsenic(As),
barium (Ba), cadmium (Cd), cobalt (Co), chromium (Cr), copper (Cu), manganese (Mn),
molybdenum (Mo), nickel (Ni), lead (Pb), antimony (Sb), vanadium (V), zinc (Zn), lithium (Li),
selenium (Se)) in solid biofuels. The present paper gives an overview of the influence and impact of
these elements on combustion. The fuels considered in this investigation were natural solid biofuels
(as defined solid biofuels in [3]) that was forest wood, quick rotation plants and agricultural waste.
1.1 Principles of solid biofuel combustion and technologies
In the ideal case, combustion represents the complete oxidation of the solid organic part of the
fuel into the CO2 gas and H2O. This conversion occurs in three steps: drying of the fuel (vaporising
of water), pyrolysis/gasification (thermal degradation (devolatilisation) in the absence or presence
of externally supplied oxygen (air), respectively) and the final oxidation of the charcoal and the flue
gases (see Fig. 1.). After drying, the main controlling parameter of the combustion process is the
ratio between the amount of air added and the amount of air (oxygen) necessary for a complete
combustion of the combustible parts of the fuel, the lambda (λ, excess air) factor [4].

Fig. 1. The principle of biomass combustion process [4]
At λ below 1, incomplete oxidation of the fuel (gasification) takes place and only a part of the
fuel energy is converted into the thermal energy. Adding too much air (λ >>1) will cool down the
process, leading to the incomplete combustion and thermal losses. Thus, the theoretical optimum of
the combustion process is at λ =l. In reality however, this point is difficult to obtain due to mixing
constraints between the fuel, flue gas and the air added. Thus, depending on the combustion
technology applied, a total λ between 1.1 and 1.8 in large-scale and 1.5 and 2.0 in small-scale
applications is common in order to achieve the complete combustion.
In order to achieve a combustion that is as efficient as possible and produces only low
amounts of undesired products, each combustion step must be optimised taking into consideration
the combustion technology applied and the kind of solid biofuel used.
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The application of solid biofuel combustion comprises small-scale (domestic) application for
domestic heating (with a nominal boiler capacity (NBC) up to around l00kWth) as well as an
industrial application with NBCs in the MWth range for district heating, process heating, electricity
production as well as combined heat and power (CHP) production. The technologies used for smallscale applications include wood-stoves, fire place inserts, heat-storing stoves as well as boilers for
wood logs, wood pellets and wood chips [4].
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Samples
Three groups of solid biofuel were chosen for this investigation. First group was comprised of
traditional forestry biomass fuel. It consisted of different type of wood that was oak, ash, birch,
alder and black alder. The second group was comprised of different type herbaceous biomass (straw
of wheat, barley, rape and quick rotation plants (reed and miscanthus). The third group was
constituted of other biomass residues (shells of coconuts and walnuts). Raw material (wood log) as
well as prepared for combustion material (pellets and briquettes) was chosen in this investigation.
2.2 Sample homogenisation and moisture content determination
The moisture content in biomass as measured (at different basis, but normally as received, airdried and oven-dried basis) varies in the interval of 3-63% and it can reach even 80% for raw wood
species [5].
About 1–3 kilograms of each kind of solid biofuel were collected for this investigation. The
samples were pulverized until 30 mm size and dried in the oven for 14 hours at 105 °C.
Determination of moisture content was conducted after that. Then the samples were pulverized until
0.5 mm size with the mill which had no heavy metals. The samples were put into the hermetic
vessels before the investigation in order to prevent them from saturation of the moisture from the
ambient.
2.3 Calorific values
In order to determine the higher calorific values of the woods, straws and other solid biofuels,
they were burned in a calorimeter bomb of IKA C5000 bench. The lower calorific values were
calculated considering humidity and hydrogen contents in the solid biofuel. The basic
characteristics of the investigated biofuels are presented in Table 1.
2.4 Determination of ash content
Besides the ash forming minerals the main components of wood are the extractives and
insoluble fibres namely lignin, hemicellulose and cellulose [6].
Ash content of the fuel was determined by using thermogravimetric method (TGA) of Perkin
Elmer bench. Taken sample of biofuel was heated to 105 °C and this temperature was maintained
for a while. After that the reading of balance was recorded. Then the sample was heated again at
550 °C for two hours. Consequently, the residual weight is ash content.
2.5. C, H, N, S, O contents determination
The elemental composition (C, H, N, S, O) analysis of the samples was carried out in the
laboratory. Elemental concentrations of those samples were determined using organic elemental
analysers (OEA) FLASH 2000.
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2.6. Major and minor elements determination
To determine levels of the major and minor elements in woods and other materials, samples
of 0.3–0.5 g were wet-digested with 8 ml trace analysis grade nitric acid in a microwave reactor.
The exact element concentrations of samples were determined by using inductively coupled plasmaoptical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) method of Perkin Elmer Optima™ 8000 bench. Control
samples were also prepared with the same demineralisation process.
3. CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF SOLID BIOFUELS INFLUENCE ON THERMAL
UTILISATION
3.1 Carbon (C), hydrogen (H), nitrogen (N), sulphur (S), oxygen (O) in biomass
C, H and O are the main components of solid biofuels (Table 1). C and H are oxidised during
combustion by exothermic reactions (formation of CO2 and H2O). The content of C and H
contributes positively to the higher heating value (HHV). CO2 is formed and emitted as a major
product of complete combustion. However, CO2 emissions from biomass combustion are regarded
as being CO2 - neutral with respect to the greenhouse gas effect if a sustainable utilisation is
assumed [7]. In modern furnaces with effective process control systems the concentrations of
unburned pollutants can be reduced to levels close to zero [8].
During combustion, the fuel N is almost entirely converted in to gaseous N2 and nitric oxides
(NOx, [NO, NO2]). The amount of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) is very low in modern solid biofuel
furnaces. Only an insignificant amount of N is incorporated in the ash. Resent investigation has
shown that one of the main environmental impacts of solid biofuel combustion is caused by NOx
emissions. NOx can be formed via three different reactions pathways. The amount of NOx increases
with increasing temperature. Prompt NOx is formed from airborne N at temperatures above
~1300°C under low oxygen conditions in the presence of hydrocarbons. Due to the comparatively
low furnace temperatures in solid biofuel combustion plants (around 800–l200°C), thermal and
prompt NOx formation is only of minor importance. NOx formation from the oxidation of fuel N
(during a series of elementary reaction steps) is the most important mechanism in biomass
combustion units. The NOx emissions thus increase with increasing fuel N content. Furthermore,
the air supply, the geometry of the furnace, the combustion temperature and the type of combustion
technology applied are major influencing variables for NOx formation [4].
Sulphur contained in the solid biofuel (see in Table 1.) forms mainly gaseous SO2 (to a
certain extent also SO3) and alkali as well as earth-alkali sulphates. Due to the subsequent cooling
of the flue gas in the boiler section of the combustion plant, SOx forms sulphates and condenses on
the heat exchanger surfaces or forms fine fly ash particles, or reacts directly with fly ash particles
deposited on heat exchanger surfaces (sulphation). Investigations have shown that 40–70% or 60–
90% of the fuels S was integrated in the ash in the case of wood chip or bark combustion. In the
case of (wheat) straw or cereal combustion (plants equipped with baghouse filters) only 40–55%
was integrated in the ash. The efficiency of S fixation in the ash depends on the concentration of
alkali and earth-alkali metals (especially Ca) in the fuel (fuels like wood chips and bark can contain
high Ca contents and therefore cause a high S fixation). The residual S remains in the flue gas as
aerosols and in gaseous form as SO2 (in minor quantities as SO3). Emissions of SO2 are usually not
significant for wood combustion due to the typically low concentrations of S in the fuel, and,
especially in the case of wood chips and bark utilisation, because of the relatively high embedment
in the ash [4].
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3.2 Ash content, minor and major elements in biomass
The ash content of the fuel is essential for the choice of the appropriate combustion and gascleaning technologies. Furthermore, fly ash formation, ash deposit formation as well as logistics
concerning ash storage and ash utilization/disposal depend on the ash content of the fuel. Fuels with
low ash content are therefore preferable. Wood usually contains relatively low amounts of ash,
while significantly higher values are typically found in herbaceous biomass. Grate or fluidized bed
combustion are suitable technologies for ash-rich fuels. Underfeed stokers are not suitable for ashrich fuels due to the formation of ash layers on the surface of the fuel bed which can cause irregular
breakthroughs of the gas and combustion air resulting in increased emissions. The composition,
density, size and amount of the fly ash emissions are influenced by the amount of ash forming
elements in the fuel as well as by the combustion technology and process control applied [4].
Major (Al, Ca, Fe, K, Mg, Na, Ti) and minor (As, Ba, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Mn, Mo, Ni, Pb, Sb,
V, Zn) with Cl and S elements, form the ash components. These elements are of relevance for ash
melting, deposit formation, fly ash and aerosol emissions as well as corrosion (together with S and
Cl) and the utilisation/ disposal of the ashes. Typical concentrations and their ranges of major and
minor elements in different solid biofuels are given in Table 2. Major and minor elements influence
the ash melting behaviour. Ca and Mg usually increase the ash melting point, while K decreases it
[8]. Chlorides and low melting alkali and alumosilicates may also significantly decrease the ash
melting point [10]. This can cause sintering or slag formation in the combustion chamber (reduced
plant availability and lifetime). In addition, melts occurring in fly ash particles may cause hard
deposit formation on cooled furnace walls or heat exchanger tubes. Hard deposit formation due to
sticky fly ash particles can be accelerated by alkali and heavy metal salt mixtures (mixtures of alkali
chlorides and sulphates with Zn and Pb chlorides) [4].
Herbaceous biomass which contain low concentrations of Ca, Mg and high concentrations
of Na and K (Table 2.), start to sinter and melt at significantly lower temperatures than wood fuels.
This fact must be considered when selecting the appropriate combustion and temperature control
technology [8]. Together with Cl and S, K and Na play a major role in corrosion mechanisms.
Moreover, low melting mixtures of alkali and heavy metal chlorides can also cause corrosion by
sulphation reactions. During combustion, a fraction of the ash-forming compounds in the fuel is
volatilised (especially K, Na, S, Cl, Zn, Pb, Cd, to some degree also refractory species like Ca, Mg
and Si) and released to the gas phase. The volatilised fraction depends on the chemical composition
of the fuel, the surrounding gas atmosphere, the local temperature and the combustion technology in
use. For instance, high combustion temperatures and a reducing atmosphere enhance the
volatilisation of the environmentally relevant heavy metals Zn, Pb and Cd. By subsequent
nucleation or condensation, these volatiles, together with a solid phase sub-micron particles released
from the fuel bed, form fine fly ash particles (aerosols) with sizes between 1 nm and 1 mm. They
mainly consist of K, Na, S and Cl. Due to the high volatility of Cd, Zn and Pb amounts of these
heavy metals can also be present in the aerosol fraction depending on the heavy metal concentration
in the fuel [4].
4. RESULTS
Higher heating value (HHV) is one of the main biomass indicators as it refers to the heat
released from the fuel during combustion. In Fig. 2. and Fig. 3. by comparing carbon (C%) and
hydrogen (H%) content in different types of solid biofuel to higher heating value, it is seen that by
increasing H or C content (%) in biofuel, higher heating value increases. This is because C and H
are oxidised during combustion by exothermic reactions (formation of CO2 and H2O) and content of
C and H contributes positively to the HHV.
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Table 1. Ultimate analysis of woods, herbaceous and agriculture waste
Parameter HHV
Units kJ/kg
Alder (wood+bark)
Ashwood (wood+bark)
Oak (wood+bark)
Birch (wood+bark)
Oak (briquettes)
Black Alder (briquettes)
Miscanthus giganteus
Reed (pellets)
Rape straw (pellets)
Wheat straw (pellets)
Barley straw (pellets)
Wheat straw
Walnut shell (briquettes)
Coconut shells

Ash

C

H

N

S

O

0.34
0.27
0.21
0.30
0.29
0.35

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02

43.20
42.81
44.28
42.78
44.12
43.85

0.84
0.42
1.08
0.59
0.90
0.60

0.08
0.06
0.10
0.07
0.10
0.05

42.34
42.36
40.82
42.18
40.81
41.66

0.77
1.04

0.04
0.12

40.53
38.14

%

Woody biomass
19658
0.84
49.08
5.94
19433
1.35
49.00
5.84
19550
0.56
48.28
5.93
19930
0.86
49.55
6.06
19915
0.32
49.72
6.04
20200
1.49
50.08
6.29
Herbaceous biomass
18747
4.85
46.82
5.83
19014
5.03
47.26
5.83
18756
5.80
46.90
5.88
18727
8.86
46.75
5.94
17814
5.91
44.99
5.68
18417
7.00
45.06
5.77
Other residues of biomass
20870
1.87
51.23
6.03
20652
8.45
50.48
6.75

Fig. 2. Carbon content (% db.) and HHV (kJ/kg) in
different solid biomass

Fig. 3. Hydrogen content (% db.) and HHV
(kJ/kg) in different solid biomass

Higher heating value is higher in woody biomass than in herbaceous biomass Fig. 4., because
of higher carbon and hydrogen content (Fig. 5. and Fig. 6). It is seen in Fig. 4. that the lowest
heating value is in the herbaceous biomass. Woody biomass has a higher heating value and the
highest heating value is found in other residues of biomass (walnut and coconut shells).
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Fig. 4. HHV (kJ/kg) in different solid biomass
The main material properties of interest of biomass as an energy resource are also taken in to
the investigation. Fig. 5-10 shows the main characteristics of reference fuels. In these figures the
element analysis C, H, N, S, O and ash content of different type of biomass are presented. It is seen
that woody biomass has a noticeably higher carbon, hydrogen and oxygen content than herbaceous
biomass. In other hand, herbaceous biomass has a higher content of nitrogen and sulphur.

Fig. 5. Carbon content (% db.) in different solid
biomass

Fig. 6. Hydrogen content (% db.) in different
solid biomass
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Fig. 7. Nitrogen content (% db.) in different solid Fig. 8. Sulphur content (% db.) in different solid
biomass
biomass

Fig. 9. Oxygen content (% db.) in different solid
biomass.

Fig. 10. Ash content (% db.) in different solid
biomass

Fig. 11–14 show some of the most important trace elements in the reference fuels. Table 2
shows the major and minor elements (ash-forming elements) characteristics of the reference fuels.
The data are presented as average values. The ash-forming elements such as Ca, Fe, K, Mg, Na and
Ti in biomass are especially important for any thermochemical conversion process. Major elements
content is significantly lower in woody biomass compared to herbaceous and other residues of
biomass. This is because woody biomass accumulates major and minor elements in roots and leafs,
while herbaceous biomass accumulates in whole plant. Because main ash forming elements are
found in herbaceous biomass
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Fig. 11. Ca content (mg/kg) in different solid
biomass

Fig. 12. Fe content (mg/kg) in different solid
biomass

Fig. 13. K content (mg/kg) in different solid
biomass

Fig. 14. Mg content (mg/kg) in different solid
biomass
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Table 2. Major and minor elements in different biomass
Element content
(mg/kg)

Ca

Fe

Ti

As

Ba

2018

17.99

490

145

6.4

0.763

0

5.201

0.22

0.073

3697

22.37

1647

246

75.0

1.175

0

11.24

0.496

0.243

Oak [wood+bark]

2556

9.494

Birch [wood+bark]

1739

6.749

562

151

14.5

0.413

0

20.67

0.259

0.077

0.00

985

182

5.4

0.194

0

4.71

0.251

0.074

0.00

Oak [briquettes]
Black Alder
[briquettes]
Miscanthus
giganteus

1187

41.52

515

146

61.0

5.003

0

0.605

0.483

0.336

0.00

1776

103.3

519

304

11.7

6.865

0

4.706

0.315

0.205

2897

47.58

4990

752

111.0

2.386

0

12.46

0.55

991

388.35

1140

437

428.5

12.690

0

11.4

4885

99.73

12960

1346

0.7

4.837

0

6180

2830

11190

1618

270.7

49.320

2760

1089

8882

658

47.2

Wheat straw
Walnut shell
[briquettes]

1689

1703

4273

652

1461

136.9

2221

Coconut shells

2558

473.1

14440

Alder [wood+bark]
Ashwood
[wood+bark]

Reed [pellets]
Rape straw
[pellets]
Wheat straw
[pellets]
Barley straw
[pellets]

K

Mg

Na

Cd

Co

Cu

Li

Mn

Mo

Ni

Pb

Sb

Se

V

0.00

0.953

0.468

10.63

0.394

0.735

3.074

1.105

2.699

0.806

6.92

0.00

1.659

5.217

6.415

0.828

2.352

7.405

4.48

11.04

0.927

5.344

1.118

0.62

86.71

0.418

1.096

2.34

1.45

2.464

0.554

1.002

1.739

0.953

7.089

0.525

0.917

1.868

1.623

3.15

0.515

74.46

0.605

4.167

29.98

0.8

2.093

5.731

4.22

12

1.215

4.671

0.00

5.989

3.881

26.78

0.976

1.612

1.798

1.799

4.253

1

8.732

0.156

0.41

9.624

2.932

73.61

1.567

2.932

4.533

4.177

10.48

1.42

14.41

0.324

0.167

16.64

1.206

3.474

37.87

1.139

3.09

12.28

4.308

10.18

1.773

22.42

24.97

0,0

0,0

4.92

1.112

1.347

14.62

0.981

2.412

0.812

1.242

2.783

1.823

17.92

0

42.54

0,0

0.368

5.95

3.435

2.095

37.97

6.885

4.108

10.98

4.115

9.33

3.45

21.46

21.760

0

27.1

0.07

0.37

1.76

21.8

2.132

28.69

2.046

4.922

10.18

2.651

6.618

1.563

19.88

0.7

4.106

0

31.62

0.389

0.101

0.00

8.062

14.26

11.96

1.8

1.477

3.255

1.892

7.208

1.108

14.37

237

4.5

2.533

0

3.025

0.105

0.113

0.00

1.759

0.852

11.87

0.493

1.297

2.295

2.124

4.77

0.835

4.228

1583

91.3

31.480

0

6.357

0.437

0.258

0.00

14.42

2.397

33.88

0.311

3.857

3.125

10.65

39.8

3.286

38.81
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CONCLUSIONS
The chemical properties of different kinds of solid biofuels effect their thermal utilization
therefore characterization of these fuels is important step in solid biofuel research and development
in new thermochemical conversion technologies.
By comparing major elements in different types of solid biofuels, it is seen that woody
biomass have higher carbon (C) and hydrogen (H) concentration compared to herbaceous biomass,
therefore woody biomass has higher heating value which positively correlates with C and H content
in fuel.
The ash content influences the choice of appropriate combustion technology and deposit
formation, fly ash emissions and the logistics concerning ash storage and utilization therefore
determination of major elements which are responsible for ash formation have significant role in
solid biofuel research. Sulphur (S), calcium (Ca), iron (Fe), magnesium (Mg), potassium (K),
sodium (Na), concentrations are higher in herbaceous biomass, therefore ash content in these
biofuels are higher compared to woody biomass.
Experimental results well corresponds to those found in literature, therefore further research
in solid biofuel and their influence to combustion process have to be done.
Further research
• Determination of ash melting point of different solid biofuels has to be made, in order to
determine the main elements which are responsible for ash melting point.
• Determination of combustion products of different sold biofuel using TGA-GC/MS.
• Experimental combustion chamber development for solid biofuel combustion research.
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ABSTRACT
Various types of pollutants are emitted into the atmosphere in result of combustion processes. Sulphur and
nitrogen oxides which are emitted during the combustion of fossil fuels in energy generation and metallurgy
are the most important pollutant. Although the methods for purification of exhaust gases with use of cold
plasma are still at an early stage of development, they seem to be very competitive comparing to
conventional methods. They are among of the most promising next-generation technologies. The purification
methods can be divided into technologies using electrical discharges or electron beam. Flue gas treatment by
radiation method, that uses an electron beam, is one of the leading plasma technologies. Radiation technology
allows for simultaneous removal of SOx, NOx, HCl, dioxins, furans, mercury and decomposition of volatile
organic compounds (VOCs). Removal of pollutants in the same process can reduce investment and operating
costs and because of the agricultural use of by-product (as a fertilizer) the process becomes a waste-free
process. The paper covers an introduction to plasma technologies and description of selected technologies to
be applied in environmental processes. On this background the experience gained during the construction and
operation of the demonstrative industrial installation of flue gases treatment by electron beam in Pomorzany
Power Station (Poland) as well as future perspective of environmental plasma technologies will be presented.
Keywords: Plasma technology, exhaust gas purification

1.

BASIC INFORMATION ABOUT PLASMA

Plasma is often called the fourth state of matter and it is a term assigned to gas, which is
ionized. However, due to the fact that over 99.9% of matter in the universe is in plasma state, can be
concluded that we should call it the first state of matter. Actually, the plasma is an ionized gas in
which atoms have lost one or more electrons, and thus acquired an electric charge. [1]
Plasma occurs in a very wide range of average particle kinetic energy – from 0.2 eV to 2MeV.
Therefore, the fundamental classification of plasma is a division on:
− low-temperature plasma, non-thermal, known colloquially as "cold" or electric discharge
plasma,
− high temperature, "hot". [2]
Low-temperature plasma is a gas with a relatively small contribution of ionized particles and
high content of neutral particles. Another feature is the different temperature of components, ie the
lack of thermal equilibrium.
It is assumed that non-thermal plasma occurs in the temperature range from 300 K to 4000 K,
but the electrons temeprature can reach up to 30 000 – 50 000 K and few times exceed another
particles temperatures. It also called nonequilibrium plasma or cold plasma, because plasma
temperature is quite low and electron temperature is high. Most of the energy supplied to the system
is used to heat the electrons but not the entire volume of gas. In the non-thermal plasma, the plasma
energy is directed to dissociation caused by collisions with electrons and ionization of the gas in
order to produce radicals that break down toxic gas molecules.
All methods of producing free radicals, electrons, ions, and all extremely reactive particles
can be divided into two basic methods:
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– an electrical discharge – this method involves ionization of the gas directly in the area
between electrodes above a certain critical potential of ionization.
– electron beam – a method based on the introduction of high-energy electron beam into the
reaction medium. [3, 4]
1.1. The ways of plasma generation.
Non-thermal plasma in the gas stream at atmospheric pressure can be generated in several
ways:
− with high-energy electron beam (EBFGT – electron beam flue gas treatment),
− generation of discharge through appropriate high voltage applied to two electrodes (gas
discharge),
− generation of plasma by using microwaves. [3, 4]
The process of plasma generation by use of electron beam is based on ionization.
Depending on the applied voltage, we can get different types of discharges (such as a corona
discharge, glow discharge, arc discharge).
Dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) is one of the most commonly used in cold plasma
technology, which is often carried out at atmospheric pressure. In order to occurrence of a barrier
discharge, the presence of the dielectric barrier placed on a high-voltage electrode, rarely on both
electrodes, or between them, thus forming one or more discharge space, is necessary [5].
2.

COLD PLASMA APPLICATIONS IN THE ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION

Non-thermal plasma, generated in barrier discharges, is used in the processes of sterilization
and disinfection of solid, liquid and gas media. It also has numerous advantages and the most
important are: the lack of harmful to the environment waste products, and the ability of plasma
treatment at atmospheric pressure and at ambient temperature.
Among the environmental applications, the most technologically advanced and applied in
practice is the potable water treatment technology. Other environmental applications of ozone
generated in the barrier discharges in air or oxygen include:
– sterilization of air, water, soil, surface and packages,
– removal of nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulphur dioxide (SO2) and volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) in the broad sense of combustion processes,
– removal of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) generated in the process of painting,
varnishing, hospital waste incineration and other chemical processes,
– recycling and disposal of pollutants - decomposition and combustion of organic waste,
volatile and solid exhaust from the engines.
Conventional methods of limiting the amount of pollutants emitted into the atmosphere had
already exhausted its maximum potential. Further improvement does not imply the cost reduction of
a flue gas treatment. The sharpening legislation on limits for concentrations of pollutants in the gas
stream released into the atmosphere is another factor accelerating the development of gas cleaning
technologies. Next-generation technologies are different from the traditional because of effective
removal of contaminants from transforming them into economically useful products while
maintaining favorable economic conditions. [6]
During the combustion processes, all kinds of pollutants are emitted into the atmosphere.
Among the most important are sulphur and nitrogen oxides, emitted especially during the
combustion of fossil fuels in power and metallurgy sector. The removal of these impurities by
conventional methods require complicated installations combining various methods of removing
impurities. All these technologies are complex chemical processes related with the formation of
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waste (gypsum, wastewater, spent catalyst) as well as costly (the cost of raw materials, energy,
service and location). [6]
Later of this chapter will be given the key parameters of the industrial plant of flue gas
treatment by electron beam located in the “Pomorzany” Power Plant in Poland (established in
1999).
2.1. The “Pomorzany” Power Plant, EBFGT description
The idea of using radiation system for exhaust gases purification was established in Japan in
the 60s. Further work, besides Japan, were conducted at leading research centers in the world,
including in Germany, USA and of course in Poland, where the Institute of Nuclear Chemistry and
Technology in Warsaw participated in developing of this technology. After a series of laboratory
and pilot research, the technology was implemented on an industrial scale in the “Pomorzany”
Power Plant in Szczecin, belonging to the Dolna Odra Power Plant Group. It was the first in the
world this kind of building (plants built in China was developed with marginal removal of NOx),
which is particular importance because of operational experience in the industry.

Fig. 1. View of the “Pomorzany” Power Plant
The essence of the purification of exhaust gases from sulphur and nitrogen oxides is the
oxidation of SO2 and NO to SO3 and NO2 respectively, and then in the reaction with steam and
ammonia – production of aerosol of ammonium sulphate and ammonium nitrate. Organic
compounds are broken down into simpler, less toxic substances, which can be isolated in a
traditional precipitator and used as a fertilizer, so this process becomes a waste-free.
Accelerators installed in the reaction chambers are designed to provide the energy necessary
for the process. The process consists of four main steps realized in the following nodes installation:
1. Flue gas conditioning.
2. Storage and dosage of reagent – ammonia.
3. Reaction system.
4. Collection and storage of by-product.
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Fig. 2. Accelerator applied in the “Pomorzany” EBFGT Plant
Exhaust gas stream before entering the system is initially removed solid impurities, which
could be deposited in the system and cause deterioration of the product. Then the gas is sending to
the gas humidification tower, where by the heat and mass transfer of drops of water sprays followed
by its cooling below 80° C and moisture to more than 12% vol. Media flow is co-current. In the
case of too low humidity of inlet gases, adjustment of the humidity at the outlet of the
humidification tower by the addition of steam is possible. Ammonia, which is the main reactant of
the process, is stored in the form of ammonia water, and is injected into the flue gas humidification
column.

Fig. 3. Reaction chamber used in the installation EBFGT in “Pomorzany”
After the addition of ammonia, exhaust gases are entered into the reaction chamber, where
they are irradiated by electron beam. In the reaction chamber, inorganic pollutants are oxidising and
forming ammonium salts and decomposing volatile organic contaminants. The by-product is
received and stored in the electrostatic precipitator in order to transfer to recipient. The product can
be used as a fertilizer alone or in the form of mixtures (NPK – fertilizers containing nitrogen (N),
phosphorus (P) and potassium (K)). The resulting product as a mixture of sulphate and ammonium
nitrate meets all the standards required for this type of fertilizer.
A very important feature of the installation of flue gas treatment by radiation is its very high
flexibility. The previous operation was conducted in the flow from 100 000 to 270 000 Nm3/h.
This range is unparalleled in conventional systems. [7]
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The maximum efficiency of the system may reach 95% for SO2 and 70% for NOx. Under ideal
conditions, was observed even higher pollutant removal efficiency (corresponding to 98 and 78%),
but generally the operation of the system is optimized to current needs resulting from the emission
standards and lower values are maintained. [8] It should be noted that the degree of desulfurization
in “wet” installations is in the range 95 to 98%, and the degree of removal of NOx in the SCR
systems reaches 70 - 80%. In turn, if we use other methods of removing nitrogen oxides - the
methods of non-catalytic reduction (SNCR) - its efficiency is only about 50%. By-product formed
in the flue gas cleaning process is a valuable fertilizer containing two major components of plant
nutrients - nitrogen and sulphur. The presence of easily available sulphur in the fertilizer increases
its value (recent deficit of sulphur is observed in soil). The product contains total nitrogen in the
amount of 24 - 27%, including about 20% of ammonia nitrogen. These are the parameters in
accordance with the standard for this type of fertilizer. It follows that the by-product can be used for
fertilizer alone, or as a substrate for formation of compound fertilizer.
The main advantages of the installation are:
1. High pollutant removal efficiencies comparable with that of the conventional system.
Maximum efficiency is at least 95% removal of SO2 and 70% removal of NOx.
2. Simultaneous removal of sulphur and nitrogen oxides from flue gases. In addition, it is
proved that this process can also remove other pollutants (volatile organic compounds
VOCs, acidic pollutants HCl, HF, dioxins), which allows its application also in other
industries that use combustion processes.
3. The high flexibility of the installation operation in relation to changes in process
conditions, and especially the intensity of the exhaust stream. The installation can be
operated in the range from 100 000 to 270 000 Nm3/h
4. The simplicity of construction, which together with the relatively small demand of space,
facilitates the construction of modernized objects and simplified handling and automation
of system.
5. No waste. With the agricultural use of by-product during operation does not produce any
solid or liquid waste requiring disposal. Do not form additional costs, and even by selling
by-product – the total cost of operation of the installation is reduced.
6. The costs of both capital and operating costs are competitive with conventional flue gas
desulfurization and denitrification. Prominent reduction of costs associated with further
development of the technology is excepted. [9-12].

Fig. 4. By-product, fertilizer from “Pomorzany” Power Plant
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3.

SUMMARY

The technology advantages make the method of radiation gas treatment system a competitive
solution for the conventional methods in terms of both technological and economic development.
Conducted surveys show the applicability for the purification of exhaust gases from combustion
processes (broadly defined). Experience gained during the construction and operation of industrialdemonstrative installation of flue gas cleaning in the “Pomorzany” Power Plant will improve further
facilities of this type. [6]
Further work on another implementation of this technology, is planned. The Institute of
Nuclear Chemistry and Technology in Warsaw cooperate with national and international units in
order to promote the use of innovative plasma technologies for environment protection of the Baltic
Sea region. The PlasTEP project, headed by the Institute for Plasma Science and Technology in
Greifswald, joined 15 partners from 8 countries such as Germany, Denmark, Poland, Lithuania,
Latvia, Estonia, Finland, Sweden. By sharing and comparing experiences, the centres participating
in the project will form the backbone of a future European centre of environmental friendly plasma
technologies (creation of this centre is far-reachning goal of the project). The project participants
are working on the development of flue gas cleaning techniques and other greenhouse gases from
harmful impurities such as nitrogen oxides, NOx, SOx sulfur oxides, volatile organic compounds
VOCs, and oil stain removal from seawater.
PlasTEP project is co-funded by the European Regional Development Fund under the Baltic Sea
Region program.

3.1. Abbreviations
NOx – nitrogen oxides,
SOx – sulphur oxides,
SO2 – sulphur dioxide,
DBD – dielectric barrier discharge
VOCs – volatile organic compounds
SCR – selective catalytic reduction
SNCR – selective non-catalytic reduction
PlasTEP – Plasma of environmental protection project
EBFGT – Electron beam flue gas treatment
INCT – Institute of Nuclear Chemistry and Technology
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ABSTRACT
The method of nitriding tool steels in a glow discharge with a magnetic field is considered. The influence of
the magnetic field and spatial arrangement of samples of tool steels on the structural-phase composition and
surface microhardness is evaluated. The properties of glow discharge in the magnetic field are studied. Voltampere and probe characteristics of the glow discharge in crossed electric and magnetic fields have been
investigated and the modes of ion nitriding have been established.
Keywords: Crossed electric and magnetic fields, ion nitriding, glow discharge, magnetic field, plasma,
intensification of ion-plasma nitriding

1.

INTRODUCTION

In order to raise the endurance of tools their surface is modified by various methods, including ionplasma nitriding characterized by such features as controllability and ecological safety [1, 2].
In ion nitriding the parts are heated to the nitriding temperature due to the energy of gas ions
bombarding the surface at simultaneous diffusion of nitrogen ions into the treated surface. The
processes in the plasma of glow discharge (dissociation, excitation, ionization, etc.) occur in what is
known as the region of cathode drop [3]. One of the factors capable to activate these processes may
be superposition of the magnetic field on the glow discharge, which is used successfully in various
gas discharge systems [4, 5].
The aim of the present work was to investigate the effect of the magnetic field on the ion
nitriding process, on the microstructure, on the phase composition, and on the microhardness of the
surface layer of tool steels R6M5 and Kh12.
2.

METHODOLOGY

In order to study the process of ion nitriding and the characteristics of glow discharge in
magnetic field we used an experimental installation created on the base of a commercial ELU – 5
facility. The facility was equipped with a pulse energy source of type ApEl-M-5PDC, which
allowed us to lower the heat load on the electrodes and provided effective arc extinction in a mode
of anomalous glow discharge. We placed a standard magnetron (450 x 50 x 100 mm) with magnetic
field induction B = 0.03 T in a vacuum chamber of an installation (Fig. 1). The parameters of the
discharge were obtained from the readings of the switching power supply display.
We subjected test pieces of tool steels R6M5 and Kh12 after hardening and tempering at
600°C to nitriding.
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Fig. 1. The Scheme of performance of tests in ELU-5 facility: 1) supply of glow discharge;
2) cathode; 3) magnetron; 4) anode; 5) vacuum chamber; 6) toroidal domain of bright glow;
7) magnetic field lines; 8) test piece
The working gas was a mixture of nitrogen, argon, and acetylene (75% N2 + 20% Ar + 5%
C2H2). The acetylene was used for deactivating the retained oxygen and preventing formation of an
oxide film on the surface of the steel, which hinders formation of nitrided layer.
The pressure of the working gas was varied in the range of 5–200 Pa and controlled with the
help of a VIT-3 vacuum gage. The working temperature (490–510°C) was attained in 2–3 min. The
temperature of the test pieces was measured using a Termiks optical pyrometer.
The microhardness of the surface of the test pieces was measured using a Micromet 5101
microhardness meter at a load of 0.49 N. The x-ray diffraction studies were performed with the help
of a Shimadzu XRD-6000 diffractometer. The microstructure of the hardened layer was studied
under a GSM 6390 (JEOL) scanning electron microscope after etching the laps in a 4% solution of
nitric acid in ethyl alcohol.
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The presence of magnetic field at a specific proportion of the discharge voltage to the pressure
of the plasma forming gas causes growth in the discharge current and some decrease in the voltage
(Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Volt-ampere characteristics of glow discharge at pressure 200 Pa in the chamber for steels
R6M5 and Kh12: ο) with the magnetic field;●) without the magnetic field
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The growth in the discharge current is stimulated by intensification of the generation of charged
particles by the oscillating electrons in the cathode region; the number of ions bombarding the surface
increases and so does the number of electrons emitted by the cathode [6].

Fig. 3. The temperature of the surface of test pieces of steels R6M5 and Kh12 as a function of heating
time in ion nitriding (discharge voltage 550 V; pressure in the chamber 50 Pa):
ο) with the magnetic field; ●) without the magnetic field
Analyzing the dependence of the temperature of the surface on the heating time we established
that the use of magnetic field makes it possible to raise the temperature and the rate of heating. The
maximum temperature in glow discharge treatment without the magnetic field at a pressure of 50 Pa and
a voltage of 550 V amounts to 400°C (Fig. 3). The magnetic field increases the discharge current and
thus promotes growth in the maximum surface temperature to 500°C.
The measurement results of of the microhardness of the studied steels show that after ion
nitriding with the application of magnetic field the microhardness on the surface of steel Kh12
amounts to 2100 HV; that on the surface of steel R6M5 is 1950 HV. High level of hardness is a
result of formation of fine dispersed nitride particles of alloying elements (Cr, Mo, W, V) on the
surface of steels. It is known [1] that the nitride forming elements increasing the microhardness of
the surface hinder the diffusion of nitrogen and decrease the thickness of the nitrided layer.
The application of magnetic field accelerates noticeably the formation of nitrided layer.
According to the data of [2], 3-h gas nitriding of steel R6M5 yields a hardened layer with a
thickness of at most 25 μm. After nitriding in glow discharge with the application of the magnetic
field for 4 h the thickness of the layer is 200 μm (Fig. 4a), which means that the process is quite
efficient.
We understood the total thickness of the nitrided layer as that of the layers visible under the
microscope, i.e. the nitride and diffusion ones. The nitride layer is formed by nitrides of the alloying
elements and looks like a virtually structureless one. The diffusion sublayer is represented by
nitrogen ferrite with carbide and fine nitride inclusions. According the data of an x-ray diffraction
analysis the surface of steel R6M5 gives reflections of a Fe3N ε-phase and of CrN nitride (Fig. 5b).
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Fig. 4. The microstructure of the nitrided layer of steels R6M5 (a) and Kh12 (b): a) x 270;
b) x 2000
On steel Kh12 treated in the same mode the formed nitrided layer is thinner (10 - 15 μm,
Fig. 4b), which may be explained by high content of chromium and carbon in it. It is possible that
the formation of a dense layer of chromium nitrides hinders the diffusion of nitrogen and the growth
of the diffusion sublayer.
The thickness of the nitride layer on steel Kh12 after nitriding with the application of
magnetic field for 4 h is 10 μm; that for steel R6M5 is 80 μm. Diffraction analysis shows (Fig. 5d)
that the thin nitride zone of the nitrided layer on steel Kh12 consists of the particles of Fe3N ε-phase
and of chromium nitride (CrN). Due to the presence of acetylene in the gas atmosphere we observed
the reflections of iron carbides (Fe3C) on the surface of the test pieces. The peaks of the a iron
broaden and become less intense after nitriding, which implies the presence of retained compressive
stresses in the nitrided layer.
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a)

I

b)

c)

II

d)

Fig. 5. Diffractograms from the surface of test pieces of steels:
I - R6M5, II - Kh12
(a) before and (b) after ion nitriding with the application of magnetic field
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The diffusion zone of the nitrided layer on steel Kh12 (see Fig. 4b) is represented by nitrogen
ferrite with carbide and fine dispersed nitride inclusions 1-2 μm in size. There is no defined
boundary between the nitride layer and the diffusion sublayer. The transition from the nitrided layer
to the lowerlying layers is smooth, which meets one of the requirements on nitrided layers [7, 8].
4.
1.

2.

CONCLUSIONS
The application of magnetic field during ion nitriding of steels R6M5 and Kh12 causes
intensification of diffusion saturation as a result of growth in discharge current at the same
discharge voltage and pressure in the chamber.
The efficiency of nitriding high speed steel in glow discharge with the application of magnetic
field is confirmed by the possibility of forming a nitrided layer with high hardness and
thickness of 200 μm in 4 h.
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ABSTRACT
Benzene is considered as an indicator of others volatile organic compounds. The aim of this study was to
assess distribution of benzene concentration in Kaunas. A passive sampling method was used. The diffusion
tube comprises a glass sampling tube open at both ends and filled with activated charcoal. Sampling was
carried out in 15 points of Kaunas city. The study was begun in November 2010. Study results present
distribution of benzene concentration in autumn, winter, spring, summer seasons. In future the study will be
extended. According to measured concentration average concentration in the whole Kaunas city was
calculated. The study results showed that mean of benzene concentration in Kaunas city was 1.9 µg m-3 and
ranged between 1.5 and 2.6 µg m-3. The highest benzene concentrations at sites Kaunas27 (Petrašiūnų
district), Kaunas02 (Šilainių district) and Kaunas15 (Vilijampolės district) did not exceed the annual limit
value for the protection of human health (5.0 µg m-3), but were higher than the lower assessment threshold
value of 2.0 µg m-3. The results of the study were introduced in the ESRI Geographic Information System
software ArcGIS, and the extension Geostatistical Analyst was used to obtain map of distribution of benzene
concentration.
To get a better view of the distribution of pollutant concentration, the obtained values were spatially
interpolated using the IDW (Inverse Distance Weighted) method.
Keywords: air pollution, distribution of benzene concentration, map of benzene distribution, interpolation
method

1.

INTRODUCTION

Benzene is a Volatile Organic Compound (VOC). It is found in fossil fuels and is produced
by the burning of organic material and, as such, occurs in fires, petrol refining, fumes from cooking
oils, tobacco smoke, and waste incineration. Benzene is also formed, even during the combustion of
lead free petrol, in car engines. Historically, benzene was widely used as a solvent, and is still used
in the manufacture of plastics, synthetic fibres, detergents, pharmaceuticals, pesticides, and rubber.
Low-level benzene exposure is ubiquitous, and the main route of exposure is through inhalation.
Emissions from traffic are the largest source. A disproportionate amount of on-road emissions come
from high emitting, older vehicles. Benzene pollution is highest in densely populated areas
characterised by high traffic density. Industrial activity can contribute to ambient benzene levels,
but its contribution to the total exposure is very low [1, 2, 3].
In European cities, outdoor benzene concentrations ranged from 0.4 to 15.2 µg m-3. In indoor
environments, these values were from 0.7 to 63.7 µg m-3 [4].
Exposure to benzene is associated with increases in numerous adverse effects including bone
marrow damage, changes in circulating blood cells, developmental and reproductive effects,
alterations of the immune system, and cancer. A substantial number of epidemiologic studies have
provided estimates of the relation between exposure to benzene and the risk of leukemia [5, 6, 7].
The aim of this study was to assess distribution of benzene concentration in Kaunas.
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2.

MEASUREMENTS METHODS

For determination of benzene concentration a passive sampling method was used. The
diffusion tube comprises a glass sampling tube open at both ends and filled with activated charcoal.
Each opening in the sampling tube is filled with a cellulose acetate diffusion barrier. Ambient air
diffuses into the sampling tube in a controlled manner. Benzene is absorbed on the activated
charcoal and desorbed by carbon disulphide in the laboratory and analysed by gas chromatography
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Passive sampler for determination of benzene concentration [8]
Eight sampling campaigns of 14 days were carried out from November 2010 to July 2011 in
Kaunas. Sampling was carried out in 15 points of Kaunas city (Fig. 2). This study is the part of
project of “Modernization of Lithuanian air quality monitoring system using diffusive samplers”.
This project covers the whole territory of Lithuania [9].

Fig. 2. Benzene sampling points in Kaunas city
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The results of the study were introduced in the ESRI Geographic Information System
software ArcGIS and the extension Geostatistical Analyst was used to create maps of dispersion of
benzene concentration in Kaunas city. To get a better view of the distribution of pollutant
concentration, the obtained values were spatially interpolated using the IDW (Inverse Distance
Weighted) method.
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

At 15 sites concentrations of benzene in ambient air were measured with passive samplers.
The study shows that the mean concentration of benzene for the entire study period (from
November 2010 to July 2011) was 1.9 µg m-3 with the range of 1.5 and 2.6 µg m-3 (Fig. 3). The
highest benzene concentrations at sites Kaunas27, Kaunas02 and Kaunas15 did not exceed the
annual limit value for the protection for human health (5.0 µg/m3), but were higher than the lower
assessment threshold value of 2.0 µg m-3 and ranged between 2.3 and 2.6 µg m-3. Low volatile
organic compound (VOC) concentrations were observed in Kaunas city by other researchers as well
[10].

Fig. 3. The mean concentrations of benzene in Kaunas city
Seasonal variations in concentrations of benzene are shown in Fig. 4 and 5. The highest
concentrations of benzene (3.2 µg m-3) in Kaunas city were observed during the winter campaign,
possibly due to slower dispersion, slower chemical transformations and/or the lengthy “cold start”
period required by vehicles in the wintertime. The mean concentrations of benzene were lower than
the reported as the higher assessment threshold value of 3.5 µg m-3.

Fig. 4. Seasonal variation of the mean concentrations of benzene in Kaunas city
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Seasonal variation of the mean concentrations of benzene in different sampling points is
presented in Fig. 5. Higher concentrations of benzene were observed during the winter campaign in
all sampling points. In the other study performed in Kaunas higher concentrations of VOCs were
also found in the wintertime [10].

Fig. 5. Seasonal variation of the mean concentrations of benzene in different sampling
points
Using Arc GIS software the maps of benzene dispersion in Kaunas city were plotted
(Fig. 6). The whole studied area was divided to three classes of: low, medium and relatively high
exposure to benzene, according to the annual limit value (5.0 µg m-3).

Fig. 6. Dispersion of benzene pollution in Kaunas city The lowest benzene concentration
was in districts which are located in the periphery of the city (Fig. 6). The highest concentration of
benzene was in part of Petrašiūnai, Šilainiai and Vilijampolė districts
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4.

CONCLUSIONS

1.

The mean concentrations of benzene in Kaunas agglomeration during the study period was
1.9 µg m-3 and did not exceed the annual limit value of 5.0 µg m-3 for the protection of human
health.
The highest concentrations of benzene (3.2 µg m-3) in Kaunas city were observed during the
winter campaign.
The lowest benzene concentration was in districts which are located in the periphery of the
city. The highest concentration of benzene was in part of Petrašiūnai, Šilainiai and
Vilijampolė districts.

2.
3.
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ABSTRACT
The natural and anthropogenic factors have influence on the climate change. In order to assess climate
change impact on the surrounding environment, we should be aware of potential climate change scenarios for
future. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change scientists have made a lot of climate change
scenarios for different climate models and emissions scenarios. Climate change has impact on the
hydrological regime of rivers. According to the climate change scenarios, air temperature will rise and
precipitation amount will change in XXI century. Changes of meteorological parameters will have influence
on the snow cover thickness and duration. For this reason, the river floods will shift from the spring season to
the winter season. The maximal discharges of floods could decrease significantly. In the warm period the
increasing of air temperature could cause a decrease of the river run-off during the dry period because of
additional evaporation. Climate change impact on river run-off could be evaluated by the hydrological
modelling in the river catchments. The input data for this modelling are time series of air temperature and
precipitation according to different climate change scenarios. The aim of this research is the adaptation of the
global climate change scenario data (air temperature and precipitation) for the Nemunas River catchment,
which area covers 75% of Lithuanian territory. In this research we used climate change scenarios, prepared
by two global climate models (Echam5, HadCM3) and three emission scenarios (A2, A1B, B1). Monthly
climate scenarios data (air temperature and precipitation) were recalculated into daily data for the period of
2011–2100. For this purpose, the Delta method was used.
Keywords: Climate change, emission scenarios, Echam5, HadCM3, Delta method

1.

INTRODUCTION

Global climate is changing due to the natural and anthropogenic factors [1]. The increase of
air temperature is observed: global about 0.8 °C [2], in Lithuania about 0.5 °C [3]. As a result, snow
cover forms later, it lasts shorter and water reserves in snow decline [4]. The earlier snow melt
causes the earlier spring floods. In this way a distribution of run-off between the seasons is changed.
Run-off and spring flood prediction is relevant in many areas such as energy production planning in
water–power plants, preparing for floods in emergency management agencies, etc. In order to
foresee floods, river discharges have to be forecasted not only for seasons but also for decades. For
this purpose hydrologic modeling based on the global climate model (GCM) output data according
to different greenhouse gas emission scenarios can be used. Many of the GCM output data,
including air temperature and precipitation, have monthly step [5]. In this research HBV
(Hydrologiska Byråns Vattenbalansavdelning) model developed by Swedish Meteorological and
Hydrological Institute in 1970 was used. This model requires air temperature and precipitation data
to have daily step. Hydrological modeling based on two global climate models (HadCM3 and
Echam5) under three emission scenarios (A2, A1B and B1) was selected. Climate models can be
classified into energy balance, radiation–convection, statistical–dynamic and general atmospheric
circulation models. Energy balance and radiation–convection models are primitive and can be used
to investigate temperature (energy balance) and convective processes in various layers of the
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atmosphere (radiation convection) [6]. Statistical–dynamic models are more complex and
informative. They are based on the thermodynamics and mixing of air in the vertical layers of the
atmosphere [7]. General atmospheric circulation models are the most complex and most commonly
used. They are three-dimensional models, which connect processes that take place in atmosphere,
ocean and land surface into the one system. Before the beginning of discharge simulation,
conversion of air temperature and precipitation data to daily step has to be performed. For such
calculations Delta method is widely used [8–11]. Previuos studies show, that this method is
appropriate for Lithuanian conditions as well [12]. With the help of this method the future values of
monthly meteorological data are compared with the observed ones.
The aim of this study is to prepare the output data of climate change models for the Nemunas
run-off calculation using Delta method.
2.

METHODOLOGY

2.1. Climate models
A river discharge is changing together with climate. In 1988 World Meteorological
Organization (WMO) and United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) established the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). The main activity of the IPCC is publishing of
special reports related to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC). The IPCC report data are widely used in many climate studies and are considered as
reliable sources. The IPCC has developed four reports [5] (Fig. 1). Currently mostly prognostic
information about climate change from Fourth Assessment Report is used [13].

Fig. 1. Geographic resolution characteristic of the generations of climate models used in the IPCC
Assessment Reports [5]
In future climate changes will be mostly affected by changes of the greenhouse gas
concentration. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has released a special report about
the potential chances of the greenhouse gas concentrations in future. These changes are related to
the use of fossil fuel [14]. In Europe three emission scenarios: the most pessimistic (A2), the
average and most probable (A1B), and the mildest (B1) are commonly used for simulations.
The A2 storyline and scenario family describes a very heterogeneous world. The underlying
theme is self reliance and preservation of local identities. Fertility patterns across regions converge
very slowly, which results in continuously increasing population. Economic development is
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primarily regionally oriented and per capita economic growth and technological change more
fragmented and slower than other storylines [5].
The B1 storyline and scenario family describes a convergent world with the same global
population, that peaks in mid-century and declines thereafter, as in the A1 storyline, but with rapid
change in economic structures toward a service and information economy, with reductions in
material intensity and the introduction of clean and resource efficient technologies. The emphasis is
on global solutions to economic, social and environmental sustainability, including improved
equity, but without additional climate initiatives [5].
The Climate Challenge game is based on the A1B scenario as it provides a good mid-line
scenario for carbon dioxide output and economic growth, which leaves scope for the player to either
improve or worsen emissions levels [5].
The largest climate research centers are modeling climate in XXI century based on the
greenhouse gas emission scenarios. In the European region ECHAM5 and HadCM3 are the most
popular. ECHAM5 is atmosphere–ocean general circulation model developed by the Max Planck
Institute for Meteorology and German Climate Computing Centre [15]. HadCM3 (abbreviation for
Hadley Centre Coupled Model, version 3) is a coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation model
(AOGCM) developed at the Hadley Centre in the United Kingdom [16].
2.2. Data preparation for simulation
Lithuanian climate change data in XXI century are given in monthly step. For the modelling
of the Nemunas run-off, precipitation and temperature information of Lazdijai, Varėna, Vilnius,
Kaunas, Ukmergė, Utena, Panevėžys, Dotnuva, Šiauliai, Laukuva, Tauragė, Raseiniai, Šilutė and
Klaipėda meteorological stations (MS) was used. A network of meteorological stations is shown in
figure 2. Hydrological modeling using the code HBV requires data in daily step. Delta method was
used for conversion from monthly to daily step [17]. This method is based on comparison of
monthly values with actually measured ones of the climate normal period [8]. A period of 1961–
1990 was selected as a background for calibration and validation of the Nemunas River
hydrological model. This period is used as climate norm by WMO [18, 19]. The daily precipitation
and temperature data for different scenarios are calculated according to:

Pd .s = Po.d

Pm.s
Po.m

Td .s = To.d + (Tm.s − To.m ) .

(1)
(2)

Where: Pd.s, Td.s – predicted daily data of precipitation and temperature according to climate
scenarios, Po.d, To.d – observed daily data of precipitation and temperature in the climate normal
period, Pm.s, Tm.s – predicted monthly data of precipitation and temperature according to climate
scenarios, Po.m, To.m – observed monthly data of precipitation and temperature in the climate normal
period.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of meteorological station in the Lithuania. Compiled by D. Jakimavičius
3.

RESULTS

The data of precipitation and air temperature are based on the output data of two climate
change models (ECHAM5, HadCM3) and three emission scenarios (A2, A1B, B1). Using Delta
method the data conversion was performed and daily step of the meteorological data of 14 MS for
the period of 2011–2100 was obtained. Seasonal values of precipitation and air temperature of
2011–2040, 2041–2071 and 2071–2100 under to six climate change scenarios (Echam5 A2,
Echam5 A1B, Echam5 B1, HadCM3 A2, HadCM3 A1B and HacCM3 B1) were compared with the
values of climate norm (Fig. 3).
According to the data of 14 MS in the climate norm period (CNP, 1961–1990) 128 mm of
precipitation fell during winter, 140 mm – during spring, 239 mm – during summer and 185 mm –
during autumn. Total annual precipitation was 692 mm. Predicted average (six scenarios) amount of
the winter season precipitation will exceed this amount of CNP by 14% in 2011–2040, by 19% in
2041–2070 and by 29% in 2071–2100. All analysed scenarios predict higher amounts of winter
precipitation than in CNP (Fig. 3a). An average (six scenarios) amount of spring precipitation will
increase by 3 % in 2011–2040, by 9% in 2041–2070 and by 14% in 2071–2100. Smaller, than in
climate norm period, amounts of precipitation are expected only under HadCM3 A1 scenario in
2011–2040, whereas the opposite forecast is made under the rest scenarios (Fig. 3b). During the
summer season predicted average (six scenarios) amount of precipitation is going to decrease by
3 % in 2011–2040, by 4% in 2041–2070 and by 6% in 2071–2100 comparing with CNP. In autumn
forecasted average (six scenarios) amount of precipitation will decrease by 6 % in 2011–2040, by
4 % in 2041–2070 and by 3 % in 2071–2100 comparing with CNP. According to different climate
change scenarios predicted amounts of precipitation in the summer and autumn seasons will
distribute unevenly (Fig. 3c, 3d). Analysis of the calculated data shows that an average annual
amount of precipitation will increase by 1 % in 2011–2040, by 3% in 2041–2070 and by 6% in
2071–2100 comparing with CNP.
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Fig. 3. Distribution of forecasted average seasonal amount of precipitation (a, b, c, d) and
temperature (e, f, g, h) according to different climate scenarios in the periods of 2011–2041,
2041–2070 and 2071–2100 in Lithuania
In climate normal period air temperature was -4.4 °C in winter, 5.8 °C in spring, 16.3 °C in
summer and 3.9 °C in autumn. According to the data of the selected meteorological stations, an
average annual air temperature of CNP was 6.1 °C. The results indicate that in Lithuania air
temperature is going to rise. Temperatures are expected to increase mostly in winter. An average
temperature of the winter season will be -1.5 °C in 2011–2040, 0.3 °C in 2041–2070 and 2.3 °C in
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2071–2100 (Fig. 3e). An average temperature of the spring season is expected to be 7 °C in 2011–
2040, 8.4 °C in 2041–2070 and 9.5 °C in 2071–2100 (Fig. 3f). In summer time air temperature is
going to increase the least, an average values will reach 17.0 °C in 2011–2040, 18.0 °C in 2041–
2070 and 19.0 °C in 2071–2100 (Fig. 3g). Air temperature in autumn is forecasted to rise more
quickly than in summer, but slower than in winter. An average temperature in autumn will increase
up to 7.4 °C in 2011–2040, 8.6 °C in 2041–2070 and 9.5 °C in 2071–2100 (Fig. 3h). According to
different climate change scenarios predicted values of air temperature in all seasons will be higher
than in CNP (Fig. 3b-3h). An average air temperature is expected to be 7.5 °C in 2011–2040, 8.8 °C
in 2041–2070 and 10.1 °C in 2071–2100, while its value in CNP period equals 6.1 °C.
4.
•
•
•

•

•

CONCLUSIONS
The output results of the used climate change models ECHAM5 and HadCM3 according to
A2, A1B and B1 emission scenarios are appropriate to predict consistent patterns of air
temperature and precipitation in the period of 2011–2100.
The employed Delta method and the daily air data of temperature and precipitation of climate
norm period (CNP) enabled to properly adapt data of climate change models for the territory
of Lithuania.
Consistent patterns of air temperature and precipitation for the period of 2011–2100 were
defined. In XXI century annual amount of precipitation will increase by 6%, in winter and
spring – by 29 % and 14 %, if compared to CNP. Whereas in the summer and autumn seasons
amount of precipitation will decrease by 9 % and 3 %.
An average annual air temperature is going to increase; in 2100 it is supposed to be 10.1 °C,
i.e. 4 °C higher than in CNP. Seasonal analysis revealed, that air temperature would increase
the most in winter and spring (by 6.7 °C and 3.7 °C higher than in CNP), and less in the
summer and in the autumn (2.7 °C and 2.8 °C higher than in CNP).
Analysed data of 2011–2100 shov, that the highest amount of precipitation and air
temperature are the most often forecasted according to A2 emmision scenario. The least
amount of precipitation is expected according to A1B, and the lowest temperature – according
to A2 scenarios. Climate change models are less important than emmision scenarios, when the
studied meteorological parameters are being forecasted.
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ABSTRACT
A river annual thermal regime is one of its most important water quality parameters, being a key component
in determining a distribution of aquatic communities. Most aquatic organisms have a specific range of
temperature that they can tolerate. Water temperature change may have effect on abundance, diversity,
distribution, growth rate, tolerance to diseases of aquatic organisms.
There is currently renewed interest in understanding the thermal regime of rivers and streams, due to
anticipated alterations to the natural thermal regimes of many rivers. This may be a consequence of
impoundments, thermal discharges or climate changes.
In Lithuania early studies of river thermal regime focused mainly on ice cover and on the water temperature
of the River Nemunas. However water temperature distribution and factors responsible for river thermal
processes are not investigated.
The aim of this work is the review and analysis of intra-annual and diurnal water temperature dynamics of
Lithuanian rivers. A comparison of multi annual cycles for the rivers of different size and water temperature
(warm, cool and cold) highlights that large warm water rivers have identical thermal cycles, whereas the cold
water rivers varies more, but the contrasts in the annual temperature regime between the cold rivers are
mainly a function of water temperature during the summer months. A comparison of long-term annual water
temperature cycles and air temperature cycles using the mean monthly data of the same period shows that
river water temperature follows air temperature of neighbouring meteorological stations. Statistical
relationships between the average long-term monthly water and air temperatures show high correlation
coefficients (0.97-1.00).
Very significant negative trend in the period of 1931-2010 has been identified for ice cover duration in the
River Nemunas at Smalininkai and significant positive trend for average winter season air temperature of
Vilnius MS. The analysis revealed that warming winters cause shorter ice cover duration or absence of ice
cover in the River Nemunas at Smalininkai over the last 30-years.
Keywords: river, water temperature, air temperature, water gauging station

1.

INTRODUCTION

River water temperature influences physical, chemical and biological characteristics of water.
Temperature is the most significant single determinant of water quality [1]. River water temperature
is one of the most important parameters which determine life of the aquatic ecosystem. Most
aquatic organisms have a specific range of temperature that they can tolerate [2]. Water temperature
change may have effect on the abundance, diversity, distribution, growth rate, tolerance to diseases
of aquatic organisms.
Changes in water temperature influence oxidation rate and the solubility of gases and
minerals. Chemical and biological reaction rates increase with increased water temperature. The
toxicity of contaminants and the efficacy of water treatment, as well as taste and odour, are also
affected by water temperature [3].
Despite the importance of river water temperature and abundance of data, the thermal regime
of Lithuanian rivers is not sufficiently investigated. A limited understanding exists of intra-annual
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water temperature dynamics. Most early studies of thermal regime have been restricted to ice cover
since knowledge about ice cover is necessary in hydro-technical construction and water economy
[4]. Some studies have investigated water temperature of the River Nemunas [5, 6] and thermal
regime of the rivers below dams [7, 8]. Assessment of river water temperature in compliance with
ecological requirements was made and the classification of river reches according two criterions
was made in [9]. River reaches were divided into three groups according to the data of the period
2003–2007.
However the water temperature distribution and factors responsible for the river thermal
processes was not investigated. The last time the annual cycle of river water temperature has been
analysed only in 1969 [10].
In recent years, there is a growing interest in potential impacts of global warming on thermal
structure of water systems. In the future, climate warming effect can have far-reaching implications
for use, development, and management of water resources. Many scientific reports examine the
potential impacts of climate change over the next century on aquatic ecosystems. Global climate
change poses a serious threat to lakes, streams, rivers and other water bodies. The temperature
increases and variations in weather patterns projected for the next 100 years will result in changes
of the geographic distribution of freshwater fish, interfere with the reproduction of many aquatic
species, reduce water quality, and impose added stresses on sensitive aquatic ecosystems [11].
Natural thermal regimes of rivers display diurnal and intra-annual variability. The aim of this
work was to characterise and understand temporal variation in water temperature of Lithuanian
rivers following both an intra-annual and diurnal cycles.
Analysis was performed using the most recent water temperature data available up to 2010.
2.

DATA AND METHODS

In Lithuania the systematic observations of river water temperature were started in 15 sites
of 10 rivers in 1945. Since then the number of recording sites has increased considerably, but at the
beginning of this century (in 2000) many sites were closed. Till now water temperature in Lithuania
was measured at 141 water gauging stations (WGS) in 84 rivers (Figure 1). The data sets are from
different periods and have different length (from 30 to 66 years). Majority of sites produce a
continuous record. At present water temperature is measured at 64 WGS in 44 rivers.

Fig. 1. Water temperature monitoring sites (WGS)
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Water temperature observations in WGS have comprised a two-daily measurements (at 08:00
and 20:00), but in annual hydrological yearbooks of Lithuanian Hydrometeorological Service
(LHMS) only the averaged decadal and monthly data are presented.
This work analyses the intra-annual thermal cycles of Lithuanian rivers using long-term data
series. For the analysis of annual thermal cycles the mean monthly water temperature was
calculated for entire period of the observation (data of the water and air temperature from 19452010 periods were used). Taking the long-term average values of mean monthly water temperature,
curves were fitted for individual rivers. A comparison of long-term annual cycles for the rivers of
different size and water temperature (warm, cool and cold) was made to determine the differences
in intra-annual thermal behaviour of rivers. Also, a comparison of long-term annual thermal cycles
of different rivers and air temperature of geographically closest meteorological stations (MS) was
performed. Using the long-term mean monthly data of air and water temperature curves were fitted.
Long-term average monthly air temperature data of 14 meteorological stations presented in annual
meteorological bulletins of LHMS were used for this analysis. A comparison of annual cycles of
water and air temperature was made for the periods of the same duration. The dependence between
the long-year annual average monthly river water temperature and atmospheric temperature was
explored and coefficients of correlation were calculated.
Selecting the rivers for analysis it was considered important to cover a wide range of size,
feeding, latitude. The record continuity was important as well.
For the evaluation of winter freezing period of annual cycle the ice cover duration of the
River Nemunas at Smalininkai was analyzed for the period of 200 years. The unique data series of
ice cover duration were devided into three periods (1812–70, 1871–1930 and 1931–2010) to search
the possible trends. The correlation coefficients between ice cover duration and winter season
(December-February) average air temperature in Vilnius MS were calculated for these periods.
On the temporal scale water temperature varies following both a daily and annual cycle [12].
As the water temperature in WGS is measured only twice a day (at 8 a.m. and at 8 p.m.), to
understand the river water temperature behavior during the day (over a 24 hour period) hourly water
temperature measurements were performed on August 4, 2011 in the River Šventoji at Anykščiai
WGS. The thermometer of Anykščiai WGS was used for the measurements.
3.

RESULTS

3.1. Annual cycle of water temperature
Water temperature of rivers varies on the basis of spatial and temporal scales. On the
temporal scale water temperature varies, following both a daily and annual cycle.
The annual thermal regime of rivers due to intense turbulent mixing and the absence of
convection is not very complicated. In the practice the annual thermal cycle of the watercourse can
be divided into two periods: ice-free and winter freeze [13].
3.1.1. Ice free period
The studied rivers exhibit strong seasonal changes in water temperature. Analysis of annual
cycle of water temperature of different rivers performed using long-term data revealed that the
water temperature of Lithuanian rivers is generally close to freezing during the winter, with a
sinusoidal annual temperature cycle from spring to autumn (Fig. 2).
The form of the annual water temperature regime is similar for the different rivers. Water
temperature is low and changes little during the first three months of a year and usually reaches the
minimum in January or February. A steep rise in water temperature begins in April and continuous
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to increase until the maximum is reached during July. In August water temperature gradually
declines and reaches low values in December.
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Fig. 2. Long-term annual component (annual cycle) in water temperatures at the warm,
cool and cold rivers
However, there are some differences in the nature of annual cycle between the rivers. In [14]
the rivers were grouped into three groups according to average water temperature of the warm
season (May-October): the warm, cool and cold water rivers. The water temperature averages of the
warm season (May-October) were calculated for 41 WGS that have data series covering the 1961–
1990 standard normal period. The overall average water temperature of standard normal period (t =
14.9°C) was accepted as the main point for classification of the rivers. The temperature step for this
classification was ∆t = 0.5°C, because it was ascertained that in the same river and between separate
rivers water temperature is statistically (α = 0.05) different, when ∆t ≥ 0.5°C. The rivers or river
reaches, that have water temperature data covering the period of 1961-1990 were divided into the
three groups: the warm water (t ≥ 14.9°C), the cool water (13.4°C<t<14.9°C) and the cold water
(t ≤ 13.4°) rivers or river reaches.
Fig. 2a illustrates the annual cycles of the warm water (Nemunas at Druskininkai), cool water
(Žeimena at Pabradė) and cold water (Merkys at Puvočiai) large rivers. It can be seen that these
rivers have different thermal regime.
Statistical evaluation was performed to determine whether water temperature differences of
these rivers are statistically significant. The null hypothesis H0 was formulated; it claims that there
is no difference between the two rivers data sets of water temperature of the warm season (MayOctober) on average H 0 : x1 = x 2 . The values of Student's test ( tˆ ) were calculated according [15]
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x − x2
tˆ = 1
S12 + S 22

n.

Where: S-standard deviation; x1 and x 2 - averages of all data points; n-– number of data points in
the set.
Then the Student's T values (theorized values tα ;m ) were established. The significance level
α = 0.05 was chosen (hydrology science tends to accept the 95% benchmark) and a total number of
degrees of freedom (m=n1+n2-2) for both data sets was determined. According to the chosen
significance level and the number of degrees of freedom a Student's T values ( tα ;m ) were found in
the statistical table. Calculated values of tˆ were compared to the Student's T values tα ;m and then
tˆ > tα ;m null hypothesis was rejected and considered that H 0 : x1 ≠ x 2 and averages x1 and x 2 differ
from each other in a significant 95% accuracy. Results are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Parameters of statistical evaluation of warm water (Nemunas at Druskininkai), cool water
(Žeimena at Pabradė) and cold water (Merkys at Puvočiai) large rivers
Riverwater gauging station

Period of
measurements

Nemunas-Druskininkai
Žeimena-Pabradė
Žeimena-Pabradė
Merkys-Puvočiai

1947–2010
1947–2010
1947–2010
1947–2010

Multiannua
l
mean
x
19.7
17.8
17.8
16.2

Standard
deviation
δ

Calculated
value of ttest tˆ

Degrees
of
freedom,
m

Theorised
value tα ;m

1.06
0.910
0.909
0.832

11.2

128

1.98

10.3

128

1.98

The greatest thermal difference in rivers occurs at maximum summer water temperatures (in
July). At peak summer temperature, the cold water River Merkys is 3.7°C colder than the warm
River Nemunas. Water temperature of the warm River Nemunas is highest only in the warm season,
but in winter water temperature of this river is equal to the water temperature of the cool River
Žeimena and slightly lower than the cold River Merkys.
The vast majority of large rivers are the warm water rivers and their annual water
temperature cycles are very similar, although they run in different regions of country (Fig. 2b.)
Almost all cold rivers are the small rivers, with the exception of the River Merkys. The
annual cycles of cold rivers are more different than those of large rivers; and the smaller the river,
the colder its water (Fig. 2c). Also it can be concluded that contrasts in the annual temperature
regime between cold rivers are mainly a function of water temperature during the summer months,
since significant differences between rivers do not become established until April and then increase
to the maximum in July and August.
Fig. 2d shows differences of water temperature in annual cycle between two WGS on the
same river. Figure shows that the River Dubysa water temperature is higher at the downstream
WGS of Padubysys than at headwater WGS of Lyduvėnai. The curves of annual cycles of
headwater and downstream WGS of the Šušvė, Šešupė, Jūra and other rivers show the same
situation. It may be probably related to the smaller flow volume and lower thermal capacity in
headwater WGS. The reverse situation is observed in the River Žeimena. The temperature curve of
headwater WGS at Kaltanėnai shows the higher temperature than downstream WGS at Pabradė.
The reason is that the river outflows from the lake which waters have the large thermal capacity.
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3.1.2. Winter freezing period
Observation data for the period of 1945-2010 show that in the first half of this period the most
of Lithuanian rivers froze in winter. However, the vast majority of rivers do not freeze every year or
freeze rarely during the last 30-year period. Rivers were covered with ice only during very cold
winters of 1985, 1986, 1996, 2010 and had shorter duration of ice cover.
According to unique, almost 200 year data series of the River Nemunas at Smalininkai WGS
the multi-annual ice cover data were graphed and a 5-year and 10-year moving average trend lines
were plotted (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Duration of ice cover in the River Nemunas at Smalininkai (1811–2010)

The Figure shows a significant reduction in the duration of ice cover in recent years. An
average duration of ice cover during the period of 1812-2010 was 75 days. According to Fig. 3 this
200 year period could be divided into 2 periods: 1811-1980 and 1981-2010. During the first period
the River Nemunas at Smalininkai froze every year (with the exception of 1975). Duration of ice
cover period extended from 4 to 133 days and average ice cover duration of this period was 87
days. In the most recent 30 - year period (1981-2010) average ice cover duration was only 11 days,
it extended from 2 to 60 days. The ice cover was even absented 19 years from 1980 to the present
date. Moving average analysis revealed decrease in ice cover duration over the last 30 years too.
Mann-Kendall test was used to detect trends in the ice cover duration data time series of the
River Nemunas at Smalininkai WGS and air temperature of Vilnius WGS. The presence of trends is
evaluated using Z value. A positive (negative) value of Z indicates an upward (downward) trend. A
test was applied to evaluate changes of ice cover duration data in 1812-70, 1871-1930 and 19312010 periods. In the data of the first and second periods no significant trends was found, whereas in
the data of the third period significant trends were identified. Very significant (significance level
α=0.001) negative trend in last period was identified for ice cover duration and significant
(significance level α=0.01) – for air temperature. A statistically significant correlation was found
between the ice cover duration and average winter (December-February) air temperature.
Correlation coefficients are presented in Table 2.
The analysis of ice cover duration in the River Nemunas at Smalininkai has revealed that
warming winters cause shorter ice cover duration or absence of ice cover. So, it can be maintained
that the river ice regime reflects global climate warming trends.
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Table 2. Trends of ice cover duration in the River Nemunas at Smalininkai WGS and
winter season average air temperature in Vilnius MS
Period

Ice cover duration
Z
0.68
-1.41
-6.32

1812–1870
1871–1930
1931–2010

Winter season (DecemberFebruary) air temperature
Z
Trend
0.85
Insignificant trend
1.03
Insignificant trend
2.85
Significant positive
trend

Trend
Insignificant trend
Insignificant trend
Very significant
negative trend

R

0.65
0.74
0.63

3.1.3. Comparison of annual cycles of air and water temperatures
The majority of the total energy exchange within a river is thought to occur at the air-water
interface. Therefore, the river water mass relatively quickly reacts to changes in meteorological
conditions. Water temperature regime in rivers is influenced basically by changes in air temperature
[16, 17].
The comparison of annual cycles of river water temperature and air temperatures of
geographically closest meteorological stations revealed that river annual thermal cycles follow
atmospheric temperature. (Fig. 4). However, the water and air temperatures vary with the lag in
time.
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Fig. 4. Long-term annual cycles of river water temperature and air temperature
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A comparison of annual cycles highlights that water temperature of large warm rivers is
higher than air temperature of neighbouring MS in all seasons of annual cycle (Fig. 4a). The
greatest thermal differences occur at summer temperatures (from July to August). At summer the
warm rivers are 3–4°C warmer than air temperature.
Water temperature of cold rivers is lower than atmospheric temperature in the warm season,
and it is higher - from late autumn to early spring (Fig. 4b). An exception is the River Merkys. The
warm season water temperature of this relatively large cold river and air temperature of
geographically closest Varėna MS are similar (Fig. 4c). Thus, it can be concluded that the
warm season water temperature of small cold rivers is lower than the air temperature of the closest
MS; and the smaller and colder the river, the greater the difference (Fig. 4b-4d). Small, cold rivers
do not freeze in winter.
The relationships between the long-term average monthly river water and air temperatures
were established and presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Correlation coefficients between the long-term average monthly river water and air
temperatures
River-WGS
Nemunas-Druskininkai
Merkys-Puvočiai
Skroblus-Dubininkai
Verknė-Verbyliškės
Neris-Jonava
Vilnia-Santakai
Žeimena-Kaltanėnai
Žeimena-Pabradė
Šventoji-Anykščiai
Minija-Kartena
Upita-Eidukai
Venta-Papilė
Rešketa-Gudeliai
Mūša-Ustukiai

MS
Lazdijai MS
Varėna MS
Varėna MS
Varėna MS
Kaunas MS
Vilnius MS
Utena MS
Vilnius MS
Utena MS
Klaipėda MS
Šilutė MS
Telšiai MS
Laukuva MS
Biržai MS

Period
1945-2010
1945-2010
1976-2010
1947-2010
1947-2010
1947-1992
1961-2000
1947-2010
1945-2010
1948-2010
1980-2010
1947-2010
1946-1999
1957-2010

n
66
66
35
64
64
46
40
64
66
63
31
64
54
54

R
0.99
1.0
1.0
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.97
0.99
0.99
0.98
1.0
0.99
0.99
0.99

Air temperature is predicted to increase over the coming years as a result of global warming,
and this is likely to result in a corresponding increase in water temperature. Water temperature can
be identified as being an important climate change indicator.
3.2. Daily cycle of water temperature
As river water temperature varies temporally on a daily cycle, the point in the cycle at which a
measurement is taken may affect monthly temperature means calculated from the daily average
data. The daily cycle of river water temperature was analysed in order to check whether the mean
water temperature of two measurements (8 a.m. and at 8 p.m.) represents the average daily
temperature.
The diurnal variation of river water temperature is characterized by amplitude and time of
occurrence of the highest and lowest water temperatures. The amplitude of the diurnal cycle of
temperature is very variable, its value is related to the height and duration of the sun above the
horizon, the source of feeding of the river and the nature of the atmospheric conditions [10].
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For the analysis of the diurnal thermal cycle the data of hourly water temperature
measurements in the River Šventoji over a 24-hour period were used. The curve of diurnal water
temperature variation was plotted (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. Daily water temperature variation on the River Šventoji at Anykščiai in August 4, 2011
The curve of diurnal water temperature variation shows that water temperature in a daily
course varies from 19.0°C to 20.2°C, therefore daily amplitude of water temperature is 1.2°C. Over
a 24-hour period, water temperature was at a maximum in the evening (from 17:00 to 21:00) and at
a minimum in the morning (from 06:00 to 09:00). The average temperature of 24–hour period was
19.7°C. It may be noted that the value equivalent to the daily mean water temperature was at the
night (between the 02:00 and 03.00) and in the afternoon (between 14:00 and 15:00). Also, it can be
seen that average water temperature from 2 measurements of 08:00 and 20:00 is 19.6°C and almost
equal to the daily mean water temperature (19.7°C). This pattern justifies the daily measurements
(08:00 and 20:00) in WGS of Hydrometeorological Service.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

The water temperature of Lithuanian rivers has a sinusoidal annual temperature cycle from
spring to autumn. The form of the annual thermal regime is similar for the rivers of different size
and water temperature (warm, cool and cold water). The large warm water rivers have identical
thermal cycles, whereas the cold water rivers are more various, but the contrasts in the annual
temperature regime between the cold rivers are mainly a function of water temperature during the
summer months.
Very significant negative trend in the period of 1931-2010 have been identified for ice cover
duration in the River Nemunas at Smalininkai and significant positive trend for air temperature of
Vilnius MS. The analysis has revealed that warming winters cause shorter ice cover duration in the
River Nemunas at Smalininkai over the late part of the record, from 1980 to the present date. The
ice cover even often absent over this period.
A comparison of long-term annual thermal cycles of water and air temperatures shows that
river water temperature follows air temperature of neighbouring MS. The correlation coefficients
between the average long-term monthly water and air temperatures are high (0.97-1.00). Water
temperature of the large warm rivers is higher than air temperature in all seasons of annual cycle,
whereas the warm season water temperature of small cold rivers is lower than the air temperature.
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ABSTRACT
Results of integrated studies of radiocesium behaviour in Lake Tapeliai, Lake Juodis and Lake Red using not
only common data of radiocesium activity concentration in lakes water and sediments, but also a complex
data set of seasonal variations and vertical profiles of standard water variables are presented. Radiocesium
activity concentrations in lake water as well as a vertical structure of the water column considerably depend
on the inflows of the colored waters from the lake swampy watershed, which are enriched in radiocesium. It
was revealed that under conditions of a super warm regime, radiocesium elevated concentrations in the nearbottom waters may be partially due to the thermodynamic mechanism of its release from the bottom
sediments. Concerning extreme radiological situations in closed humic lakes related to their specific vertical
structure, they may be treated as critical objects in assessing the risk to humans after radionuclide deposition
events. In our study we have attempted to elaborate causes and principles of thermodynamic processes
related to radiocesium behavior during seasons.
Also there are compared radiocesium activities concentrations in all three lakes. The radiocesium behaviour
dependence on standard lake water variables and lake structure was assessed.
Keywords: radiocesium, bottom sediments, “super-warm” lake, water standard variables

1.

INTRODUCTION

A study of the radiocesium behavior in lakes is tightly related to the knowledge of their
thermal regime. It implies that an annual course of the lake temperature stratification responsible for
mixing conditions of the water column affects radiocesium fluxes and processes providing lake selfcleaning. It is believed [1-3] that elevated radiocesium activity concentrations in hypolimnetic
waters are induced by its partial remobilization from lake bottom sediments under anoxic
conditions. From time of the first announcement of this effect, many studies were designated to
reveal possible mechanisms and an extent of radiocesium release from upper layer of the bottom
sediments [4–7]. Radiocesium concentrations in water averaged over the entire volume of the lake
are further used in modeling of its migration processes in lake sediments [8-10]. Already earlier
Santschi et al. [11, 12] evidenced that after the Chernobyl fallouts in deep thermally stratified lakes,
processes of radiocesium direct sorption onto upper layer of the bottom sediments in shallow
epilimnetic parts of lakes could significantly eliminate its flux to hypolimnion. It implied the
necessity of knowledge of the lake thermal structure variations in evaluating the peculiarities of
radiocesium loads in bottom sediments.
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The aim of the present work is an integrated study of the radiocesium behavior using
comprehensive information on the variations of the standard water parameters Lake Tapeliai, Lake
Juodis and Red Lake.
2.
2.1.

METHODOLOGY
Object of study

Lake Tapeliai (54o46'28"N, 25o26'45"E) is located 17 km to the northeast from Vilnius city in
a wooded region at 136.1 m above sea level (a.s.l.) (Fig. 1). It is a first water body in the lake chain
connected by a brook. The lake is eutrophic. It consists of four sections: a) a southern shallow
terrace (depths ~4−5 m); b) a central deepest part of the lake (depths ~ 7-9 m); c) a northern terrace
with a gradual bottom deepening from ~1.5 down to ~6 m depths; d) a small bottom terrace in the
western side of the lake (depths ~5-6 m).
Lake Juodis (54°46'49" N, 25º26'29"E) is located 16 km to the northeast from Vilnius city in a
wooded region (Fig. 1). It is a small (~0.1 km2) running shallow lake in the lake chain connected by
a brook. Its banks are rush-grown, with large marshy zones formed at the brook inflow and outflow
areas. The Lake Juodis basin is of the glacier origin (groove type) and consists of two parts. The
southern part of the lake is wider and deeper (up to 3.5-m deep). The northern one is a shallow
bottom terrace (depth ~1.0−1.7 m).
A small (2.3 ha) humic lake (Fig. 1) belongs to the catchment area of the Varžuva River
(41.2 km2) [13] as part of a source impoundment (6.9 km2) (Fig. 1). Water of the lake is highly
coloured. We denominated it further as Red Lake due to the distinct reddish colour of its sand
bottom in the shallow area. It is located 19 km to the northeast of Vilnius in a small depression
(~137.4 m above sea level) surrounded by a pine forest. From the north, west and south its open
water basin (~1 ha) is separated from the banks by marshy zones. The lake mean and maximum
depth amounts to ~1.6 and 4.5 m, respectively.

Fig. 1. Location places of lakes
A foretime, it was an ordinary eutrophic lake with transparent water and bottom feeding
sources. It was connected by outflowing ditches with Lake Tapeliai (136.1 m a.s.l.) and the
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catchment of the Varžuva River (Fig. 1). The main sources of the Varžuva River impoundment are
a small brook from the swamp (Ch1) and the outflow of the drainage ditch (Ch2) from a large
meadow. Water of both sources is also highly coloured. Some thirty-five years ago, a source zone
of the Varžuva River was dammed and an outflowing ditch connecting Red Lake and Lake Tapeliai
was blocked by a sand buffer. During the filling of the depression, a thick layer of some 70 cm of
humic water covered the surface of Red Lake. Consequences of this event were dramatic.
Apparently, bottom-feeding sources of the lake were blocked and the regime of vertical mixing
changed. Finally, Red Lake turned into the repository of humic water.
2.2. Parameterization
Vertical profiles of standard water parameters (pH, temperature, oxygen concentration) were
episodically measured in the lakes water column. The aim of the study was to estimate lake mixing
conditions and seasonal variations of the lake vertical structure. A portable device ProfiLine Multi
197i (WTW) with 10-m cables allowed carrying out these measurements down to the lake bottom.
During a warm period, measurements were conducted from an inflatable boat, stabilized by an
anchor. In winter, holes were drilled in ice. As a rule, measurements were carried out in the deepest
site of the central part of the lake.
2.3. Water and sediments sampling
The Molchanov type bathometer was used for water samples. In this case, parameters of water
samples were averaged over the 40-cm depth interval of the sampler. After delivery to the
laboratory, only the aerobic water samples were passed through the Filtrak 391 type filters using a
vacuum pump system. Hypolimnetic water samples, where on exposure to air an iron oxide floc
was created, were not filtered. Further, surface water aliquots and hypolimnetic water samples were
evaporated on a water bath to get dry deposits (further cited as total dissolved solids), which were
analyzed for the radiocesium content. Radiocesium activity concentrations associated with the
suspended particles in water samples from the central part of the lake area were always below the
detection limit (~0.010 Bq) and were not considered. Sediment cores were taken in 2003–2009
using the Ekman–Birge type sampler. It was a steel tubing with a square cross-section, and had a
manually operated spring bottom shutter. Two versions of this sampler were used: an ordinary one
of the 20-cm height (2 sediment cores) and the improved version of the ~40-cm height (17 sediment
cores) with cross-sections of 15 × 15 cm and 14 × 14 cm, respectively. The sampling was carried
out with the weight compensation, where an additional float controlled the depth the sampler sank
into the sediments. Sediment samples without the water layer above the sediment surface were
discarded. Sediment cores were sliced into layers of about 2–2.5 cm thickness. Considering that the
sampler was not waterproof, the slicing was conducted in shallow waters near the bank using a
special spoon to fill the plastic bottles of standard volume and gradually moving the sampler up to
the bank. Bottles were held for some time to settle the sediments, and real sediment volumes were
determined. Sediment samples were air-dried at room temperature. Their weights as well as weights
of dry deposits of water samples were determined using scales VLV-100 (former SU device) where
samples were held under thermostatic conditions (in the 40–50°C temperature interval) up to
constant weight. Measurements showed that dry deposits of water samples were hygroscopic and
could change their weight in ambient air in the range ±5%.
2.4. Radiocesium measurements in sediments and water samples
Sediment samples were analyzed for 137Cs using a SILENA γ-spectrometric system with a
HPGe detector (42% relative efficiency, resolution – 1.8 keV/1.33 MeV) according to the gamma
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line at 661.62 keV of 137mBa (a daughter product of 137Cs). Measurements were carried out in
standard geometry and known efficiencies according to densities of samples. Measurement errors of
the radiocesium activity concentrations in samples were evaluated by the GAMMAPLUS software
program. They were less than 5% (standard deviation) for active samples and were not larger than
15% for the deepest less active layers of sediment cores. Activity corrections to the sampling date
were not made because measurements were carried out shortly after sampling.
Dry deposits of water samples were analyzed for 137Cs using an ORTEC γ-spectrometric
system with a HPGe well-type detector (a sensitive volume of 170 cm3, a relative efficiency of
38%, resolution – 2.05 keV/1.33 MeV). Density corrected calibration was made using four
standards prepared in non-liquid matrices in the density range 0.4–1.7 kg⋅L–1 on the basis of
Amersham standard solution [14]. Measurement errors of radiocesium activity concentrations in
samples were evaluated by the GAMMAVISION software program and they did not exceed 15%.
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Measurements results of Red Lake
Measurements of the vertical profiles of standard water parameters carried out in Red Lake
during 2002–2008 showed the lake to be meromictic. Only the upper basin of Red Lake water
became oxygenated in spring at water temperatures near 4 oC. Near-bottom waters of the lake are
anaerobic (Fig.2).
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Fig. 2. Vertical profiles of temperature and oxygen concentration in Red Lake, measured on
May 14th, 2008
During warm seasons, these oxygen concentrations are typical of the thin surface water layer
of 50–70 cm thickness. At the beginning of winter, vertical profiles of oxygen concentrations peak
often at the 1–2-m depth and indicate their minimum values in the surface water layer in the
immediate vicinity to ice.
Vertical profiles of radiocesium activity concentrations (Bq·kg–1, Bq·l–1) in sediment cores
taken at some distances from the deepest site of Red Lake are different. Elevated sedimentation
rates and the deepening of radiocesium peak activities to the 3.5–8.5 cm depth interval are
characteristic of them. These vertical profiles in one of the cores taken at the 4.1 m depth of water
on 24 July 2007 are shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Radiocesium activity concentration in bottom sediments core of Red Lake, measured on
th
July 24 , 2007
In the case of a normal hydraulic regime of the impoundment when melt-water is partially
flushed before the beginning of spring vertical mixing, Red Lake may be treated as a “conservative”
system for radiocesium activity concentrations in the upper layer of the bottom sediment and as an
analogous model of closed humic lakes. Apparently, as in the case of Red Lake, the vertical
structure of closed humic lakes after severe accidents may induce the formation of the extreme
radiological situations in limited layers of the water column. As a result, closed lakes with humic
water turn into the repository of highly mobile radiocesium in the ionic form and associated with
humic substances. Measurements showed (Fig. 4) that radiocesium water-soluble concentrations in
Red Lake were the highest among the neighbouring Tapeliai and Juodis Lakes.
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Fig. 4. Radiocesium activity concentration in Lake water
Resuspension of sediments due to the tench activity at the bottom of the upper water layer in
the late autumn and spring led to their redistribution distorting originally formed vertical profiles of
radiocesium in sediments. These disturbances in the formation of radiocesium vertical profiles in
sediments distort assessments of its migration, diffusion coefficients and estimates of sedimentation
rates.
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3.2. Measurements results of Lake Tapeliai
Measurements of the vertical profiles of standard water parameters (pH, temperature, oxygen
concentrations and conductivity) carried out in Lake Tapeliai during 2006 – 2009 showed the lake
is dimictic. The water column of the lake becomes totally oxygenated for a very short period in
spring at water temperatures near 4 oC and for a long-term period in autumn due to cooling
processes inducing intense gravitational mixing. During other periods, near-bottom waters of the
lake are anaerobic. Fig. 5 shows that in summer 2008, a zone of anaerobic waters began at the depth
of 5.1 m, sediments heat up 5 oC.
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Fig. 5. Vertical profiles of temperature and oxygen concentration in Lake Tapeliai, measured on
July 6th, 2008
Vertical profiles of radiocesium activity concentrations in bottom sediments were
distinguished for their elevated deepening and did not fit even to the ~40 cm height of our improved
sampler. However, estimations of the radiocesium load losses due to the “tails” of its vertical
profiles, which did not fit to the sampler height, showed them to be small (≤10%) [15].
Typical forms of the vertical profiles of radiocesium activity concentrations (Bq·kg-1, Bq·l-1)
in the sediments as well as those of density of sediment solids in the cores taken in the centre of
lake Tapeliai are presented in Fig. 6. Maximum values of radiocesium activity concentrations
(Bq·kg-1, Bq·l-1) in the vertical profiles measured in sediment cores all-over the lake varied in the
range 160-180 Bq·kg-1 and 5.5-7.8 Bq·l-1.
In deep wind-sheltered lakes additional heating of sediments of the deep bottom areas
becomes problematic. In such lakes, processes of additional heating take place at lower
temperatures and for a shorter period in summer seasons. Ultimately, at some lake depth, processes
of the gravitational mixing of the water column can reach the deepest bottom areas at temperatures
related to the maximum water density (~4 oC). In that case, a short-term oxygenation of the whole
water column is not related to any additional heating of sediments of deep bottom areas of the lake.
A mechanism of heating of the sediments in the deepest bottom areas of the lake is related,
apparently, to internal oscillations of the water column (seiches) incited by wind during processes
of the gravitation mixing in autumn [16]. Significant overcooling of the water column induces the
respective heat losses in the sediments. In turn, buoyancy of interstitial liquids enriched in
radiocesium is followed by its release into the completely mixed water column. Therefore, it means
that radiocesium will be partially removed with the flushing waters.
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Fig. 6. Radiocesium activity concentration in bottom sediments of Lake Tapeliai,
measured on July 6th, 2008
3.3. Measurements results of Lake Juodis
Data on temperature vertical profiles in Lake Juodis show that from the beginning of spring
until August sediments act as a heat accumulator. In autumn a decrease in the heat transfer through
the water column is followed by its accumulation in the sediment surface layer. At first, it looks like
a small temperature rise in the sediment surface layer and later, it may be traced by the formation of
a steep temperature gradient (Fig. 6) in the sediment-bottom water interface.
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Fig. 6. Vertical profiles of temperature and oxygen concentration in Lake Juodis,
measured on November 11th, 2008
The formation of the stagnant water column in deeper lakes with the sediments rich in
organics is often followed by the development of the anaerobic zone in the near-bottom waters. It is
due to oxygen consumption by decomposition processes of sediment organics and due to the
decrease in the downward oxygen flux from the euphotic layer. The intrusion itself of the interstitial
liquid with high concentrations of reduced ions induces elevated rates of oxygen consumption in the
near-bottom waters as well. Considering that both processes lead to the formation of the anaerobic
zone, radiocesium enrichment effects were always meant to be related to that zone formation.
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However, the resulting oxidation regime of the near-bottom water layer depends on the spatial
distribution of oxygen sources in the lake.
Sediments samples were taken on 11 November 2008 in the temperature stratified water
column. Data of the measurements of the vertical profiles of 137Cs activity concentrations are
presented in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Radiocesium activity concentration in bottom sediments of Lake Juodis, measured on
November 11th, 2008
The vertical profile of 137Cs activity concentrations (Fig. 7) shows that maximum values of
radiocesium activity concentration in the vertical profiles measured in sediment cores
approximately are 290 Bq·kg-1 and 8.1 Bq·l-1, respectively.
Measurement data on temperature and radiocesium vertical profiles in the oxygenated water
column showed that an increase in near-bottom water temperatures above 4 oC related to its larger
mineralization due to the interstitial water buoyancy effects was followed by the respective increase in
the radiocesium concentration. These data evidenced that formation of the layered structure of the
water column due to buoyancy effects and the radiocesium enrichment in the near-bottom water in
Lake Juodis in winter did not depend on the formation of the anaerobic zone and were its precursor
4.

CONCLUSIONS

Thermodynamic processes of heat redistribution between sediments and the water column are
very important for the lake self-cleaning from radiocesium. In lakes such as Lake Juodis or Red
Lake where temperatures of the near-bottom water in winter are higher than 4 °C, its primary
radiocesium enrichment is mainly due to the specific thermodynamic (buoyancy) mechanism of the
sediment interstitial water transfer through the sediment - bottom water interface. In autumn, this
mechanism reveals itself under aerobic conditions in cases of the formation of steep temperature
gradients in the sediment surface layer due to intense cooling processes as well as due to cooling
interruptions on the arrival of warm air masses and the successive thermal stratification of the water
column, sharply decreasing a heat flux from sediments.
Present investigations of the radiocesium behavior in Lake Tapeliai showed an advantage of
an integrated approach using not only conventional data on radiocesium activity concentrations in
lake water and sediments but also a complex data set on seasonal variations and vertical profiles of
standard water variables. These complex data show that radiocesium activity concentrations in lake
water as well as a vertical structure of the water column considerably depend on the inflows of the
colored water enriched in radiocesium from the lake swampy watershed.
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ABSTRACT
The large number of municipal solid waste landfills in Lithuania poses a serious environmental threat to our
surface and groundwater reserves. The toxicity of Kairiai municipal solid waste landfill was evaluated using
bioassays with aquatic organisms. Landfill leachate is complex mixture of various inorganic and organic
compounds. Three tests were conducted with several dilutions of untreated and treated leachate samples.
Leachate toxicity was assessed using the acute microcrustaceans (Thamnocephalus platyurus (24 h) and
Daphnia magna (48 h)) assays and growth inhibition test of Spirodela polyrhiza. Untreated Kairiai solid
waste landfill leachate was shown to be severely toxic to D. magna, and T. platyurus with LC50 3.23% and
3.51% respectively. Treatment of leachate has resulted only in slight reduction in toxicity to
microinvertebrates with LC50 5.53% and 3.97 % for D. magna and T. platyurus, respectively. Landfill
leachate significantly inhibited the growth of S. polyrhiza and EC50 for growth rate was 50.1%. The applied
bioassays were ranked according to their sensitivity to the landfill leachate as follows: D. magna > T.
platyurus > S. polyrhiza.
Keywords: bioassays, landfill leachate, acute toxicity, toxicity testing

1.

INTRODUCTION

The large number of municipal solid waste landfills in Lithuania poses a serious
environmental threat to our surface and groundwater reserves. Leachate is generated by the
percolation of rainwater and moisture through the layers of waste in landfills. Leachate from
municipal landfills contains a complex variety of organic and inorganic compounds [1].
Composition of leachate depends of the age of the landfill, the degree of solid waste stabilization,
waste characteristics and composition, size of hill, the moisture and degree of rainwater infiltration,
temperature and landfill geometry. Leachate can be a major source of contamination to soil, surface
waters and groundwater. The major potential effects of a leachate release to surface water are
related to oxygen depletion, changes in water body fauna and flora and ammonia toxicity [2]. The
exposure of landfill leachate to environment and biota may occur in different ways, such as
uncontrolled overflow, rainfall runoff and infiltration.
In Lithuania hazard assessment of landfill leachate is based on the physicochemical
parameters (e.g. biological oxygen demand (BOD), pH, chemical oxygen demand (COD), total
dissolved solids). However, these parameters do not give an indication on the toxic potential of the
leachate. Toxicity bioassays, in contrast to physicochemical analysis, integrate the biological effects
of all compounds present and other factors such as bioavailability, toxicants interaction and others.
Toxicity bioassay, using species that represent the different trophic levels, is the best approach to
evaluate the toxicity of leachate.
The impact of the leachate on living organisms is very high and governed by several factors,
such as high load of organic matter, heavy metals, high content of nitrogen. Several landfill leachate
toxicity assessment studies have showed the leachate as mutatoxic and genotoxic [3-6]; as
endocrine disrupter it may cause various other reproductive effects [7–8].
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The main aim of this paper was to determine Kairiai landfill leachate toxicity to aquatic
microcrustaceans (Thamnocephalus platyurus and Daphnia magna) and higher plant Spirodela
polyrhiza.
2.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The sampling was performed in a landfill leachate storage reservoir of municipal solid waste
landfill in Kairiai. The samples of untreated and treated leachate were collected in April of 2009.
The sample of pond water in the vicinity of the landfill was also taken for analysis.. Samples were
filtered (0.45 µm) and stored in darkness and in refrigerator prior to performance of the biosassays.
Chemical characteristics, determined using Visocolor colorimetric tests (Macherey-Nagel), of
sampled leachate are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Chemical characteristics of untreated, treated landfill
leachate and the pond water (mg/l)
Untreated leachate
Treated leachate
Pond water

NO38
12
20

NO20.08
0.08
0.5

NH4+
400
100
10

PO438
4.8
0.2

Such leachate chemistry parameters are typical for the leachate of municipal landfills [2].
Elevated concentrations of pollutants were also observed in the surface and ground water in the
vicinity of Kairiai landfill [9].
Toxicity assessment was performed with three different tests: two bioassays with
microcrustaceans (Daphtoxkit FTM magna, a 24-48 h mortality (immobilization) test with the
Daphnia magna [10] and Thamnotoxkit FTM, a 24 h mortality test with Thamnocephalus platyurus
[11]) and one bioassay with aquatic higher plant Spirodela polyrhiza, growth inhibition test.
For toxicity tests a dilution series of five leachate concentrations (i.e., 100, 50, 25, 12.5 and
6.25% leachate) and a control was made. The assays were performed in 3 replicates per treatment.
The control for microcrustaceans was growth medium for aquatic invertebrates, made from
concentrated salt solutions. The control for plants was modified Steinberg medium (KNO3
3.46 mM, Ca(NO3)2×4H2O 1.25 mM, KH2PO4 0.66 mM, K2HPO4 0.072 mM, MgSO4×7H2O
0.41 mM, H3BO3 1.94 µM, ZnSO4×7H2O 0.63 µM, Na2MoO4×2H2O 0.18 µM, MnCl2×4H2O
0.91 µM, FeCl3×6H2O 2.81 µM, EDTA-Na2×2H2O 4.03 µM) [12].
Microbiotests with invertebrates were performed according to the Toxkit Standart Operational
Procedures [10]. The crustacean toxicity test to assess the immobilization of Daphnia magna was
conducted by hatching neonates from ephippia after 72–80 h of incubation at 20–22 °C in standard
growth medium of D. magna under continuous illumination (6000 lux). 5 organisms were exposed
to each dilution sample in 3 replicates. After 24 h and 48 h incubation in dark conditions at 20 °C,
the number of dead and immobilized neonates was recorded.
The crustacean toxicity test to assess the mortality of fairy shrimps Thamnocephalus
platyurus was conducted by hatching them from cysts after 20-22 h of incubation at 25 °C standard
growth medium of T. platyurus under continuous illumination (3000-4000 lux) [11]. 10 organisms
were exposed to each dilution sample in 3 replicates. After 24 h incubation in dark conditions at
25 °C, the number of dead larvae was recorded.
The tests were considered valid if the mortality in control did not exceeded 10 %. Results for
the toxicity tests were expressed as the concentration of the sample that produced a 50% effect
(mortality) (LC50). LC50 values were expressed as a percentage of leachate tested.
The standardised growth inhibition test with Spirodela polyrhiza was performed according to
OECD Guideline 221 [13]. The stock culture of S. polyrhiza was grown in modified Steinberg medium
in growth chambers at 24 °C ± 2°C with a light/dark cycle of 16/8 h. 10 double-fronded healthy S.
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polyrhiza colonies were transferred to Petri dishes containing different concentrations of leachate.
Experiment has lasted 7 days and has been conducted in 3 replicates. Toxicity was recorded as percent
inhibition of growth (fronds number) (relative to control) of S. polyrhiza as a result of 7-day exposure to
the toxicant in its growth medium. Specific growth rate was calculated from the following equation with
measured fronds number (N) at the end (t1) and the start of the test (t0):
r=

ln( N t1 ) − ln( N t0 )
t1 − t 0

(1)

Toxicity values (LC50 and EC50) were converted to Toxic Units (TU), i.e. inverse of LC50
(EC50) expressed in %: TU = [1/LC50] × 100.
The toxicity classification is reported as follows [14]:
not toxic
slightly toxic
toxic
very toxic
extremely toxic

TU < 0.4
0.4<TU< 1
1 ≤ TU< 10
10 ≤ TU< 100
≥ TU100

Each species endpoint per leachate solution sample was compared to the corresponding
reference sample mean using a Students’ t test. The difference was significant at p < 0.05.
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Untreated and treated leachate showed very high lethal toxicity to T. platyurus (Fig. 1). The
mortality of fairy shrimps was higher than 80% in the lowest concentration of untreated leachate
and 75% in in the lowest concentration of treated leachate. The results of logistic regression show
that the risk of death of tests organisms increases with the concentration of leachate in test solution
(untreated leachate: χ2 = 57.75, treated leachate: χ2 = 50.39; p < 0.05). Calculated LC50 values
were 3.51% for untreated leachate and 3.97% for treated leachate.

T. platyurus mortality, %

100

untreated
treated

80

60

40

20

0
Control

6.25

12.5

25

50

100

Leachate concentration, %

Fig. 1. Mortality of T. platyurus exposed to different concentration of untreated and treated
leachate
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The mortality of D. magna (after 24 and 48 h) exposed to different concentrations of
untreated and treated leachate was statistically significantly higher of that in control (p< 0.05)
(Fig. 2A and 2B). The lowest tested concentration of untreated leachate (6.25%) led to the death of
40% of D. magna after 24 h of exposure and the toxicity had increased after one more day of
exposure, i.e. the mortality reached 70%. Increase in leachate concentration from 6.25 to 12.5% in
solution resulted in sharply increase in mortality and it reached 100%.
The toxicity of treated leachate to D. magna was slightly lower than that of untreated leachate
(Fig. 2B). Only after exposure to undiluted and twice diluted treated leachate died all exposed
crustaceans. The solutions containing 6.25-25% of treated leachate caused 20–60% mortality of D.
magna after 24 h of exposure and the mortality increased to 50–80% after 48 h of exposure
100

100

D. magna mortality, %

A

80

80

60

60

40

40

20

20

0

B

24 h
48 h

0

Control

6.25

12.5

25

50

100

Control

Leachate concentration, %

6.25

12.5

25

50

100

Leachate concentration, %

Fig. 2. Mortality of D. magna exposed 24 and 48 h to different concentration of untreated (A)
and treated (B) leachate
The results of logistic regression show that the risk of death of D. magna increases with the
concentration of leachate in test solution and the risk is higher in case of untreated leachate
(untreated leachate: χ2 = 84.80, treated leachate: χ2 = 58.97; p < 0.0001). Calculated 24 h LC50
values were 4.63% for untreated leachate and 10.80 % for treated leachate.48 h LC50 were lower
and they reached 3.23% for untreated leachate and 5.53% for treated leachate.
The leachate exhibited high phytotoxicity to the growth of Spirodela polyrhiza, representative
of Lemna spp. (Fig. 3). Lemna species is extensively used in ecotoxicological studies and in several
studies it was used for landfill leachate toxicity assessment [15–17]. The solutions containing 25100% of untreated leachate and 50-100% of treated leachate led to breakdown of all S. polyrhiza
colonies. Exposure to the solutions containing 6.25–12.5% of untreated leachate increased the
growth of S. polyrhiza by 6–29% and no adverse impact on growth rate was detected. The
stimulation of growth may be due to relatively high concentrations of nutrients (nitrogen) in
samples. Although the same concentrations of the treated leachate in the solutions inhibited the
growth of S. polyrhiza.
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Fig. 3. Growth rate of S. polyrhiza exposed for 7 days to untreated and treated leachate
In the growth inhibition tests with Lemna spp. any new visible daughter frond is count. As
under stress conditions very small fronds may be protruded, so frond number may underestimate the
toxic effect to duckweeds. Due to this disadvantage, the other endpoints may be more suitable for
toxicity assessment [18].
Based on calculated LC50 values for microinvertebrates the toxicity of Kairiai landfill leachate
was evaluated (Table 2). Results indicate that untreated Kairiai landfill leachate can be classified as
very toxic for aquatic invertebrates. Treatment was found to slightly reduce the toxicity of leachate.
Acute toxicity of municipal landfills leachates was shown during other toxicity studies [19–
22] as well. In a study of domestic and industrial waste leachates in France was found that leachate
from domestic or industrial landfills had similar toxicity or even leachate of municipal landfill was
more toxic [23–24]. During the comparative study of treated and raw landfill leachates toxicity in
Chile it was observed that toxicity of treated leachates was 36 times lower than that of raw leachates
[25].
Table 2. Toxicity of Kairiai landfill leachate assessed by T. platyurus and D. magna tests
Test
T. platyurus
D. magna, 24 h
D. magna, 48 h

Toxicity, TU
Untreated leachate
28.5
21.6
31.0

Treated leachate
25.2
9.3
18.1

The applied bioassays were ranked according to their sensitivity to the landfill leachate: T.
platyurus> D. magna 24 h> D. magna 48 h >S. polyrhiza. Despite the fact that applied whole
leachate toxicity tests account well for the uncharacterized sources of toxicity and their toxic
interactions, but they cannot explain the origin or identity of chemicals affecting toxicity. The other
studies showed that total ammonia (un-ionized and ionized) is identified as the prime contributor to
acute leachate toxicity to living organisms [23, 26-28]. It is in agreement with the chemical
characteristics of leachate (Table 1) as the concentrations of ammonium were very high in the tested
leachate.
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4.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of the acute microinvertebrates D. magna and T. platyurus tests show that
untreated Kairiai solid waste landfill leachate is very toxic to aquatic organisms and may pose
serious hazards to soil, groundwater and terrestrial waters. The treatment of leachate has slightly
reduced the toxicity, though it remains in the same class of toxicity.
The leachate exhibited high phytotoxicity to the growth of Spirodela polyrhiza, though in the
low concentrations due to relatively high level of nutrients, it exhibited the stimulation for plant
growth.
The applied bioassays were ranked according to their sensitivity to the landfill leachate: T.
platyurus> D. magna 24 h> D. magna 48 h >S. polyrhiza.
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ABSTRACT
RBMK-1500 spent nuclear fuel (SNF) composition and axial burnup distribution modelling is performed in
order to create RBMK-1500 reactor fuel ARP cross-section library that could be used for criticality safety
calculations in SNF storage systems taking into account burnup credit. SNF composition modelling is
performed using T6-DEPL code sequence from SCALE 6.0 code package with 238-group multigroup energy
library and 3D geometry. Fuel depletion is calculated separately for both fuel rod "rings" of RBMK-1500
fuel bundle with ten equal length axial zones for each "ring", to have optimal calculation time and obtain
sufficiently detailed information of axial burnup distribution. Fuel depletion conditions are modelled
realistically (fuel and graphite temperature), taking into account axial changes of temperature and watersteam mixture density. Concentration of actinides important for burnup credit calculations as well as for nonproliferation issues is evaluated for different fuel enrichment and burnup. Inclusion of actinides in burnup
credit application can significantly reduce too conservative assumption of fresh fuel, and still provide
adequate and safe reactivity margin for SNF storage systems. As two different materials are used for neutron
moderation in RBMK reactors, and in SCALE 6.0 lattice cell pitch composition only one moderator can be
selected, further sensitivity investigation and comparison with experimental results is needed.
Keywords: burnup credit, nuclear fuel, axial burnup, RBMK-1500, SCALE 6

1.

INTRODUCTION

As both RBMK-1500 type units of Ignalina NPP are permanently shutdown, one of the most
important issue regarding nuclear safety is spent nuclear fuel (SNF) storage. After 25 years of
Ignalina NPP operation, there are about 22000 SNF assemblies left. At present most of the SNF is
stored in SNF pools at the units, and part of assemblies (only 2 % enriched uranium) are stored at
dry type SNF storage facility. Issues of nuclear safety of SNF pools and storage facilities are ones
of the most challenging for Ignalina NPP in decommissioning stage.
New regulations regarding SNF storage allows possibility of burnup credit (BUC)
implementation in safety justifications of SNF storage facilities [1]. BUC application primarily is
related with positive economical effect, e.g. possible increment of number of SNF assemblies kept
in wet storage facility or increment of number of SNF bundles allowed to store in the same SNF
storage cask. BUC application is encouraged by International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and
industry [2, 3]. RBMK-1500 type reactor SNF depletion calculations and SNF storage cask
criticality calculations were performed by A. Šmaižys et al. [4, 5]. However some general BUC
issues were not solved, e.g. axial burnup profile calculations were not performed. New
computational codes, improved computational speed and improved capabilities (e.g. 3D modelling
geometry) for burnup analysis allow to evaluate fuel depletion more precisely and to extend the
understanding of fuel burnup in the reactor. MCNP with ORIGEN were used for depletion
calculations for RBMK-1000 fuel and comparison with experimental data were performed by A.
Plukis et al [6]. Unlike in previously published calculations, we use the TRITON calculation
sequence with Monte Carlo transport simulator code KENO-VI to determine neutron flux for
complicated RBMK-1500 reactor channel 3D geometry was used in this study. Axial burnup
calculations for 235U depletion and build-up of major actinides important for SNF criticality (239Pu,
240
Pu and 241Pu) are presented in this paper. Data obtained during calculations will also allow
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creating RBMK-1500 reactor fuel ARP cross-section library that could be used for criticality safety
calculations in SNF storage systems taking into account burnup credit.
2.

MODELLING TOOLS AND PROCEDURE

2.1. Calculations code
SCALE 6.0 code package was used for RBMK-1500 fuel bundle depletion calculations.
SCALE codes package is widely used for criticallity and burnup calculations to justify safety of
various activities in nuclear field. However no calculations for RBMK-1500 fuel burnup were
performed using this code with 3D geometry modelling possibility. We used T6-DEPL code
sequence of TRITON control module was used to perform depletion calculation in this study. In this
calculation sequence, Monte Carlo transport simulator code KENO-VI is used to determine neutron
flux, spectra, and macroscopic cross sections generation. TRITON also provides ability to
independently deplete multiple materials within a given system [7].
As several cycle axial multi-region depletion calculations were performed, this feature
reduced number of separate calculations needed. Calculations were performed using ENDF/B-VII
(V7-238) multigroup energy library.
When TRITON control module runs cross-sections used by ORIGEN-S for each cycle time
point are saved as a library that is read by ORIGEN-S for calculations of the next cycle. Each time a
new library is produced, the updated cross-section data are appended to the end of the existing
library, resulting in a set of time-dependent cross-section libraries in a single file for each mixture
being depleted [7].
2.2. Fuel assembly
RBMK-1500 fuel assembly consists of 18 fuel rods arranged in two cocentrical rings with
central carrier rod at the centre (see Fig. 1). Two interconnected fuel bundles are used in fuel
channel. Fuel rods are filled with sintered uranium dioxide pellets with 2 mm diameter hole at the
centre. To simplify calculations, fuel rod was treated as zirconium alloy tube homogeneously filled
with uranium dioxide with burnable erbium absorber. Mass of uranium was kept original. Pellet
density was reduced to keep proper geometry of the tube. Central carried rod was defined as hollow
tube made from zirconium alloy.

Fig. 1. Cross section of RBMK-1500 reactor type fuel assembly
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Depletion was modelled for one 3.41 meter active length fuel bundle, using twenty fuel zones
as depletion mixtures – ten equal length axial zones for each – inner and outer – rod ring. Triangular
pitch with h=0.802 cm was chosen for lattice cell parameters to assist self-shielding calculations
[8]. For self shielding calculations water as a moderator was selected. It was chosen because it was
assumed that fuel depletion along fuel channel and axial burnup are mostly determined by neutron
spectral distribution change caused by changes of water temperature and density. Selection of water
as a moderator allows to evaluate this effect. However this approximation is not fully precise.
Depletion conditions were modelled realistically (normal operation parameters were used).
Operational data was taken from Ignalina RBMK-1500 Source book [9]. Main parameters used in
the calculations are listed in Table 1. Temperature and water density were approximated as linear
functions of height along the channel (Fig. 2).
Table 1. Model parameters
Parameter

Value

Fuel enrichment

2.6 %, 2.8 %

Fuel pellet density

9370 kg/m3

Average fuel temperature

1273 K

Average graphite
temperature
Average cladding
temperature
Range of water density
along the channel (upper
half)

873 K

Parameter
Range of water
temperature along the
channel (upper half)
Length of fuel element
Number of fuel axial zones
in inner ring
Number of fuel axial zones
in outer ring

575 K

Burnup range

Value
567–558 K
3.41 m
10
10
0–27
MW·days/kgU

430–220
kg/m3

Periodic boundary conditions were used for side boundaries and mirror boundary conditions
for top and bottom of one fuel channel. The number of particles per batch and number of batches
used for KENO-VI calculations were set to 30000 and 30 respectively. For very beginning of the
fuel irradiation we used a very short time interval (10-15 days) to produce cross-sections set
corresponding to zero burnup. Then irradiation period was divided into equal length (120 days)
steps with constant power (25 MW per tonne fuel uranium) applied on fuel bundle. Element
concentrations for different values of fuel burnup were taken from the same calculation, as they are
saved for each timestep and are available in the output files. Nuclear fuel bundles of two enrichment
values (2.6% and 2.8%) with erbium burnable absorber of natural isotope composition were chosen
for modelling.
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Fig. 2. Water density and temperature axial profiles used in calculations
(upper half of the channel)
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Modelling of RBMK-1500 type reactor nuclear fuel depletion was performed. Concentrations
of main actinides important to burnup credit were calculated. Detailed analysis of 235U, 239Pu, 240Pu
and 241Pu axial distribution inside SNF bundle was performed.
Distribution of 235U is given in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. All concentration values are normalized to
maximal obtained separate zone concentration value for a given burnup. In Fig. 3 a) for inner ring
and Fig. 3 c) for outer ring 235U distribution changes at the beginning of irradiation of fuel in the
reactor (up to 3 MW·days/kgU) are given. The difference between concentrations increases between
fuel bundle ends at the start of fuel irradiation. However this difference does not grow after certain
burnup is achieved (Fig. 3 b) and d)). After long term operation in the reactor core, depletion caused
axial distribution becomes more flat and when burnup of 15 MW·days/kg U is achieved, the axial
distribution of 235U does not vary essentially along channel axis. In case of 2.8 % enrichment, the
differences between depletion of fuel bundle ends are smaller. Outer and inner rings have the same
tendency, but inner ring is depleted more homogeneously.

Fig. 3. 235U concentration distribution in case of 2.8 % enrichment uranium fuel
for different burnup (Inner ring a) 0–3 MW·days/kgU, b) 3–24 MW·days/kgU; for outer ring c)
0–3 MW·days/kgU, d) 3–24 MW·days/kgU. All values are normalized to maximual
concentration zone value for a given burnup)
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Fig. 4. 235U concentration distribution in case of 2.6 % enrichment uranium fuel for
different burnup (Inner ring a) 0–3 MW·days/kgU, b) 3–24 MW·days/kgU; for outer ring c)
0–3 MW·days/kgU, d) 3–24 MW·days/kgU. All values are normalized to maximal
concentration zone value for a given burnup)

Fig. 5. 235U concentration dependence on burnup for different ring positions (2.6 % enrichment
fuel)
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Fig. 6. 239Pu concentration distribution in case of 2.6 % enrichment uranium fuel for different
burnup (Inner ring a) 0–3 MW·days/kgU, b) 3–24 MW·days/kgU; for outer ring c)
0–3 MW·days/kgU, d) 3–24 MW·days/kgU. All values are normalized
to maximal concentration zone value for a given burnup)

Fig. 7. 239Pu concentration distribution in case of 2.8 % enrichment uranium fuel for different
burnup (Inner ring a) 0–3 MW·days/kgU, b) 3–24 MW·days/kgU; for outer ring c)
0–3 MW·days/kgU, d) 3–24 MW·days/kgU. All values are normalized to maximal
concentration zone value for a given burnup)
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Fig. 8. 240Pu concentration distribution in case of 2.6 % enrichment uranium fuel for different
burnup (Inner ring a) 0–3 MW·days/kgU, b) 3–24 MW·days/kgU; for outer ring c)
0–3 MW·days/kgU, d) 3–24 MW·days/kgU. All values are normalized to maximal
concentration zone value for a given burnup)

Fig. 9. 241Pu concentration distribution in case of 2.6 % enrichment uranium fuel for different
burnup (Inner ring a) 0–3 MW·days/kgU, b) 3–24 MW·days/kgU; for outer ring c)
0–3 MW·days/kgU, d) 3–24 MW·days/kgU. All values are normalized to maximum
concentration zone value for a given burnup)
235

U concentration dependence on burnup is given in Fig. 5. It is clearly seen, that outer ring is
depleted faster, and in the long run (from 15 MW·days/kg U) two different concentration values for
both is observable. These values are almost independent from axial position of depleted fuel. Two
different values of concentration could be explained by small radial neutron spectrum change inside
the channel, which forms two different values observable only after quite long irradiation time.
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Formation of all analysed isotopes of plutonium (239Pu, 240Pu and 241Pu) shows the same trend –
very fast formation of plutonium at the centre of the reactor core (difference between concentrations
at fuel bundle ends reaches 25% for 239Pu, 40 % for 240Pu and 50% for 241Pu), and then flattening of
the axial distribution curve when burnup gets higher (Fig. 6–9). Once again, in case of 2.8%
enrichment fuel, distribution of plutonium is more homogeneous. Scattering of concentration values
along the channel is related to stochastic nature of Monte Carlo calculation and resulting uncertainty.
Several other aspects important to burnup and axial distribution were not addressed in these
calculations: neutron leakage, possible influence of control rod in the vicinity of the fuel rod, also
uncertainties were not evaluated at this stage of calculations.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

Axial burnup distribution of RBMK-1500 type reactor fuel was calculated, using Monte Carlo
transport simulation method, taking into account most important actinides. It was found, that axial
distribution of uranium and plutonium isotopes is different at different burnup. However the trend
was observed, that distribution flattens when burnup value of around 15 MW·days/kg U is achieved.
Also distribution changes are smaller in case of higher enrichment fuel. Results show that endeffect may be not important in case of high burnup RBMK-1500 reactor type fuel. However this
hypothesis should be evaluated for the bottom-half of reactor channel and 2.4 % enrichment fuel.
Also comparison with available experimental data (validation) should be made, neutron leakage
effects, uncertainties as well as sensitivity analysis should be performed in further calculations.
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ABSTRACT
Spent nuclear fuel and other long-lived high level radioactive waste are best disposed of in geological
repositories using a system of engineered and natural barriers. Due to the danger of exposure arising from
long-lived radionuclides to humans and the environment, this waste is not allowed to be disposed of in nearsurface repositories.
Radioactive wastes conditioned for geological disposal in deep formations will produce a significant amount
of gas due to corrosion of steel radioactive waste packages (containers) and the elements of metal
constructions. Gas generation will continue for a long period after the repository closure. The accumulation
of the gases may lead to a significant desaturation and unacceptable build-up of gas pressure in the disposal
tunnels if the gas cannot escape through the low-permeability host rock. For a comprehensive understanding
of the long-term hydraulic evolution of the repository, numerical simulations of two-phase flow are
compulsory.
In this paper the results of numerical investigation performed using computer code PETRASIM (USA) are
presented. The objective was to investigate the transport of generated hydrogen gas in a single disposal cell
of repository situated in the clay rock. The analysis was focused on the evaluation of hydrogen release forms
(free gas/dissolved gas), peculiarities of gas pressure build-up, desaturation of engineered barrier system,
identification of main gas pathways and mass transfer between the disposal cell and the access drift.
Keywords: Gas transport, geological repository, disposal, numerical modelling

1.

INTRODUCTION

Gas and its influence on the long-term safety of geological repositories have been investigated
for almost two decades. Belgium, Canada, Germany, Finland, France, Sweden, Switzerland, United
Kingdom and USA are the countries that have been doing the most of researches as they have more
advanced program on radioactive waste disposal. Scientists from each country perform its own
investigations and also participate in international collaborative research projects within these
experimental and numerical analyses are being performed, obtained results are compared and new
theories are formulated. GASNET [1] and PAMINA [2] are the international projects which were
held to discuss the gas problem in the perspective of geological repository safety. During these
investigations the gas sources, possible transport mechanism and potential risk for geological
repository long-term safety were identified.
At present no facts of existence of the potential risks or their possible rejection have been
found, hence international investigations are going on. Investigations carried out within EU-FP7
project FORGE (Fate Of Repository Gas) are concentrated on the analysis of the generated gas
behaviour in the geological repositories. Researchers of nuclear engineering laboratory of
Lithuanian energy institute also participate in the numerical investigations section, which is
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coordinated by the French national radioactive waste management agency ANDRA. The results of
the 1st task of benchmark studies are presented in this paper.
2.

THEORETICAL FORMULATIONS

2.1. Gas source term
Radioactive wastes and their disposal packages (canisters), as well as reinforcement steel used
in the construction of the repository, are the principal sources of gas generation. Among four
possible ways of gas generation (corrosion of metal components, microbial degradation, radiolysis
and radioactive decay), anaerobic corrosion of the steel components in the engineered barrier
system (EBS) is a dominant source of hydrogen gas [3]:
3Fe + 4H2O → Fe3O4 + 4H2.

(1)

At present the experimental and numerical investigations are performed to define the corrosion
based hydrogen generation rates in the future repositories. The investigations are complex as the
generation rates depend on several aspects: chemical conditions of geological environment
(potential of hydrogen pH, redox potential Eh), temperature conditions, radiation level, amount of
available water in the local environment and the surface area of the corrosion process. The
summarized results show [3] that the corrosion rates may vary between 0.1 μm/year ÷ 10 μm/year.
Experimental investigations show that the rate of corrosion is unstable, i.e., it could be high at the
beginning but then decrease progressively with time due to depletion of reactants or formation and
growth of a protective corrosion product film.
2.2. Gas transport
The current phenomenological understanding of the liquid-gas interaction in the porous
medium can be subdivided to the following distinct periods:
1. Gas generation rate is small and all the gas generated dissolves in the groundwater existing in
the porous materials. Diffusive transport of such dissolved gas is the only mechanism by which
the gas is transported in the surrounding EBS and the host formation;
2. When the gas production rate surpasses the diffusive transport capacity of dissolved gas, an
immobile gas phase composed of isolated gas bubbles is formed. Gas pressure starts to build up
resulting in a gradual desaturation of the EBS and possibly the host rock;
3. Gas generation proceeds till the isolated gas bubbles ultimately form a continuous gas phase
(reaching gas entry pressure Po). As of this stage, two-phase flow starts in the EBS and possibly
in the surrounding host rock. Gas is now transported mainly through advective flow, and water
is being further expelled;
4. Up to now, there is no definite conclusion about what will happen if the gas pressure keeps
increasing. Two hypothesis exist:
4.1. Some kind of cyclic behaviour of opening and closing of the preferential flow paths is
expected [4]. Once the gas pressure locally exceeds the minimal component of the
principal tensor of total stresses (equal to the lithostatic pressure), a preferential pathway
will be created. Continuous fluid flow models such as PETRASIM will then no longer be
applicable to such kind of discrete flow paths. After the formation of open preferential
pathways, gas pressure will reduce significantly. Due to the self-sealing capacity of the
clays, cracks tend to be closed after gas pressure drops down. This cyclic behaviour of
opening and closing of the preferential flow paths goes on until the gas production rate
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becomes small enough to allow dissolved gas to be transported via the pore-water in the
pore system.
4.2. Dilatancy-controlled gas flow is expected to take place [5]. The process of gas-driven
microfracturing leads to an increase of the pore space, which is accompanied by a
detectable increase in intrinsic permeability. Because the dilatation does not create a
discontinuous pore network, gas flow is still controlled by a continuous two-phase flow
model applicable to a porous medium. The main difference with respect to the conventional
two-phase flow is that the transport properties of the porous media depend on mechanical
deformation.
2.3. Impacts of gas
Impacts to the geological repository long-term safety can be grouped into categories [1]
according to the type of effect caused by the generation of gas:
1. The mechanical effect on repository and rock structures caused by the pressure build-up
that may follow due to gas generation (disruption of the EBS, fracturing of the host rock);
2. The direct effect of gas on groundwater flow around the repository (induced groundwater
flow, forcing of contaminated water from the repository or canisters, transport associated
with bubbles);
3. The release of volatile radionuclides and toxic gas up to the biosphere.
3.

TASK DEFINITION

The numerical investigation of the 1st test task of FORGE benchmark studies here is presented.
In the suggested concept of a geological repository [6], the high-level radioactive waste (HLW)
canisters are transported by shafts down to the main tunnel at the 500 m depth, from which they are
transported by access drifts to the disposal cell situated in the clay rock. The HLW canisters are
placed in these cells one after another and finally they are sealed with bentonite plug (Fig. 1). As the
diameter of disposal cell will be slightly more than diameter of HLW canisters, there will be thin
engineered gaps between the HLW and engineered disturbed zone (EDZ) and between the bentonite
seal and EDZ after the placement of the canisters. After the emplacement of the HLW canisters the
access drift, main tunnel and shafts is backfilled with the mixture of crushed rock and compacted
bentonite.

Fig. 1. Representation of the modelling domain [6]
The objective of this test case is to simulate the gas transport in single disposal cell and a part
of a drift using a full physical model described in task specification [6]. Important, that the
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engineered gaps between the HLW canister and EDZ and between the bentonite plug and EDZ
should be represented.
4.

METHODOLOGY

The gas transport modelling was performed with the original version of TOUGH2 [7] code
using PETRASIM [8] as the graphical interface. TOUGH2 is a numerical simulator for
nonisothermal flows of multicomponent, multiphase fluids in one, two and three-dimensional
porous and fractured media. The EOS5 fluid property module was selected for the description of the
thermodynamics of hydrogen gas.
Fluid flow in the repository involves multiphase transient flow processes. For gas flow, a
mixture of gases is evolved, with hydrogen being the main constituent. In this study all the gases are
treated as hydrogen. Hydrogen dissolution in the pore water follows Henry’s law. Gas and water
flow are governed by a multiphase extension of Darcy’s law:

Vβ = −

kkrβ ( S β )

µβ

(∇Pβ + ρ β g∇z ) ,

(2)
β

where β denotes the phase of the fluid (aqueous or gaseous), k is the intrinsic permeability [m2], k r
is relative permeability for phase β, Sβ is saturation level for phase β, μβ is dynamic viscosity of the
fluid [kg·m-1·s-1)], Pβ is the phase pressure [Pa], ρβ is the fluid density [kg·m-3], g is acceleration of
gravity [m·s-2], z is the altitude [m], and Vβ is Darcy’s velocity for phase β [m·s-1].
Diffusion processes in the gas and water phases are described by Fick’s Law. The diffusive flux
g
for the binary mixture of hydrogen and water vapour f [kg·m-2·s-1] can be written as:

f g = ρ g DHg ∇X Hg ,
2

(3)

2

g

where g represents the gas phase, DH 2 is the diffusion coefficient of hydrogen in the water vapour
[m2·s-1], and ∇X H 2 is the gradient of mass fraction of hydrogen gas [m-1].
g

The diffusive flux for the dissolved hydrogen f

w

[kg·m-2·s-1] is written as:

f w = ρ w DHw ∇X Hw ,
2

2

(4)

w

where w represents the liquid water phase, DH 2 is the diffusion coefficient of hydrogen in the water
[m2·s-1], and ∇X H 2 is the gradient of mass fraction of dissolved hydrogen [m-1].
w

The TOUGH2 solves mass-balance equations by the integrated finite difference method. The
equations are set up by combining mass balance, advection flux and diffusion flux, and solved by
supplementing with a number of constitutive equations. The van Genuchten [7] model has been
selected to express capillary pressure in relation to the saturation of the porous medium. Relative
permeability depends on effective saturation and is expressed by van Genuchten – Mualem [7]
model.
4.1. Numerical model
The numerical model representing the system being analyzed (Fig. 2) was developed
according to the given task specification [6], that defines model geometry, description of physical
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processes and their mathematical expression, characteristic of materials, the initial and boundary
conditions.

Fig. 2. Computational domain coloured by material type
As most of the materials are assigned to very low permeability, capillary process will be
dominant over gravity. Therefore the mesh can be built as axisymetric without losing any important
phenomenology. As the scale is quite small (few tens of meters) it is possible to represent fine
geometric features and especially the interfaces. Both interfaces considered as centimetre-thick
regions and are represented with one layer of grid elements. The grid consists of ~5000 rectangular
elements and is refined in EBS due to higher gradients of the physical variables and a finer result
resolution required.
4.2. Physical parameters
The materials to be taken into account include the EDZ of the cell and the access drift, the cell
plug, the backfill of the access drift, clay rock and the engineered gaps – interface between the cell
and the cell EDZ (INT_1] and interface between plug and the EDZ (INT_2). It is considered to
represent the gaps as porous medium. The hydraulic characteristics of the first gap are similar to
sand (that of very permeable material) while the characteristics of the second one are intermediate
between sand and bentonite because of the presumable swell of the bentonite.
The canisters are constituted of a material impermeable to both water and gas flow and is not
explicitly represented in the model. Table 1 provides the summary of physical characteristics of
materials used in the modelling. The large range of permeability values of the different materials
indicates some convergence problems of the numerical schemes.
Table 1. Physical parameters of the materials
Material

Interface
INT_1

Interface
INT_2

Bentonite
plug

Backfill

EDZ

Clay rock

Porosity (%)

100

30

35

40

15

15

Intrinsic permeability
k (m2)

1·10-12

8·10-18

1·10-20

5·10-17

8·10-18

8·10-21

Parameter
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The molecular diffusion coefficients of H2 in water and gas phase are 4.59·10-9 m2·s-1 and
9.5·10-5 m2·s-1 respectively. Solubility limit of hydrogen in water is 7.6·10-6 mol·Pa-1·m-3.
4.3. Initial and boundary conditions
Gas transport analysis is considered to be isothermal with a constant temperature of 20 °C, i.e.
residual heat removal from canisters is neglected. It is assumed that the only source of H2 gas
generation is the corrosion of radioactive waste canisters. A gas-production term
H
( Qg 2 = 100 mol/year/disposal cell) is represented by a simple step function lasting 10.000 years. It
is imposed on the external surface of the cylinder that represents disposed canisters. In the
numerical model the hydrogen was injected into the interface between the canisters and EDZ
(Fig. 3.).

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the boundary conditions [6]
After the closure of the repository, the gas (mainly air) saturation is 30% in the bentonite plug
and access drift and 95 % in the interfaces. The remaining part of computational domain is fully
water saturated.
Initial groundwater pressures set to be 5 MPa in all water saturated parts of the model
(according to a continuous formulation, the gas and water pressures are the same if there is only
dissolved gas). In other parts of the model that are not initially fully saturated with water, gas
pressures set to be 0.1 MPa. Water pressure then is in capillary equilibrium with the gas pressure
and is deduced from the gas pressure and the saturation by applying Van Genuchten model
associated with each material.
The outer radial boundary conditions (constant water pressure Pw = 5 MPa) and the conditions
on the boundary of the access drift (time varying gas pressure and gas saturation) were implemented
precisely as described in specification. All other boundary conditions were designated as no-flow
consistent with the specification.
5.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The simulation time is limited up to 100,000 years after repository closure. The results of the
simulation were depicted as the liquid/gas pressure and the gas saturation profiles at 12 observation
locations (Fig. 4) and spatial distribution contours of simulated gas saturation. In addition hydrogen
flow rates through different surfaces were analyzed.
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Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the observation points where results are given [6]
Fig. 5 represents gas saturation change over time at observation points where free gas phase
being. In addition gas saturation history on outer boundary of access drift is presented. Significant
levels of gas saturation are reached within the interfaces (P2, P3, P4) and access drift (P7). The
interface is initially well desaturated, but its evolution with time depends on the position of
particular observation point. Near the waste canisters (P2), the interface is resaturated up to 16 %
from ~10 up to ~1.000 years due to water inflow from the clay rock. No-flow boundary condition
between interface and canister in this case is also important. Later, gas builds-up and pushes water
away from this interface. The evolution at P3 and P4 is similar to each other: after ~1 year the
interface becomes fully gas saturated till the end of gas generation. Full resaturation in both
interfaces is reached after ~10.750 years past repository closure. In the EDZ free gas exist only for
particular time periods: in the cell EDZ (P5) from ~2,700 up to ~10.200 years, in the bentonite plug
EDZ (P6) from ~3 up to ~9 and from ~2,000 up to ~10.200 years and in the drift EDZ (P7) gas
saturation history is very closely related to saturation history at drift boundary. No free gas was
observed in the undisturbed clay rock.

Fig. 5. Evolution with time of gas saturation
Spatial distribution contours of free and dissolved hydrogen (Fig. 6) shows that dissolved
hydrogen dissipates more widely than free gas. This is associated with a diffusion of dissolved
hydrogen away from the disposal cell to the clay rocks.
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Fig. 6. Spatial distribution contours of free (left) and dissolved (right) hydrogen
Evolution of gas and liquid pressures is presented in Fig. 7. The peak pressure does not
exceed 6 MPa and is much lower than lithostatic pressure (~10 MPa) in whole computational
domain. These results show that first three mechanisms (see section 2.2) are sufficient to describe
gas behaviour in single disposal cell and continuous fluid flow approach realized in PETRASIM
code could be used. There will be no mechanical effect on repository and rock structures caused by
the pressure build-up that may follow from gas generation.

Fig. 7. Evolution with time of gas (left) and liquid (right) pressure
The results of gas flow rates (Fig. 8) show that the loss of gas from the disposal cell is
dominated by the transport of free gas into the access drift (positive flow rate imply flow toward the
drift) during the period of gas generation (up until 10,000 years). The large negative flow rate at
early time is result of the gas movement from the drift toward the EDZ as the water flows towards
the access drift boundary and displaces gas in the access tunnel.
Main gaseous hydrogen transport pathway was observed. It comes along the interface toward
the drift. After ~5 years, the most part of generated gases moves through surface S_int1 (Fig. 8). As
the gas access to relatively impermeable plug interface, only a quarter of these gases moves through
surface S_int2. However, the most part of these gases still moves to the access drift over EDZ. The
results show that ~90 % of generated hydrogen is transferred from disposal cell toward the access
drift in gaseous form while remaining ~10 % dissolved in pore-water.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of gaseous hydrogen flow rate through 4 different surfaces
Advective flow is the primary transport mechanism of gaseous hydrogen during gas
generation period (Fig. 9). The diffusion process has a significant impact on gaseous hydrogen
transport only during the first hundred years. Diffusive flow is the primary transport mechanism of
dissolved hydrogen into the clay rock.

Fig. 9. Flow rates of gaseous H2 through S_drift (left) and dissolved H2 through S_EDZ (right)
6.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A numerical model was developed to simulate the gas transport in a single disposal cell of
repository for high level radioactive waste situated in the clay rock. The results proved that
numerical tool based on two-phase flow theory is capable for modelling the gas transport in a
geological repository system. The obtained results allow concluding:
1) Observed peak gas build-up pressure (~5.8 MPa) within modelled domain does not cause
mechanical effect on repository and rock structures.
2) Significant levels of gas saturation are reached in the interfaces and access drift; minor
amount of gas concentrates in some parts of engineered disturbed zone. During all
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simulation period geological media remain hydraulically undisturbed (fully water
saturated).
3) Most of generated gas (~90 %) is transported in gas phase by advective flow while
remaining part (~10 %) is dissolved and is transported by diffusion into the clay rock.
4) The interface plays an important role for gaseous hydrogen movement from the cell
toward the drift.
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ABSTRACT
Within the frame of the QUENCH test-program realised by Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe the loss of coolant
accidents in Light Water Reactors is analysed using an experimental reactor core. Main issue of this test
series is the qualitative and quantitative determination of the hydrogen source term. Another issue is to
ascertain the behaviour of the bundle with different absorber rod and cladding materials. The QUENCH-03
test was performed January 21, 1999 with the objective to investigate the behaviour on reflood of PWR fuel
rods with little oxidation. The simulation of the high hydrogen production rate due to a partly molten shroud
like in QUENCH-03 is a challenge for all Severe Accident codes. This article presents the description of
developed model of Quench facility using RELAP/SCDAPSIM code. Calculation results are compared to the
results of a representative bundle heating and quenching experiment performed at the German Research
Center in Karlsruhe. The results of comparisons show what developed model and RELAP/SCDAPSIM code
are acceptable for the modelling of severe accident phenomena. However in order to have better agreement
with experimental data there is a need to improve the model according the results of sensitivity and
uncertainty analysis.
Keywords: Quench experiment, RELAP/SCDAPSIM, severe accident

1.

INTRODUCTION

The most important accident management measure to terminate a severe accident transient in
a Light Water Reactor is the injection of water to cool the uncovered degraded core. For instance
failure of the main and emergency cooling-systems can lead to an accident with severe core
degradation even with core meltdown. To prevent total meltdown of the uncovered and overheated
core the reflooding with water is an unavoidable accident management measure. Analysis of the
TMI-2 [1] accident and the results of integral out-of-pile (CORA [2]) and in-pile experiments
(LOFT [3], PHEBUS, PBF) have shown that before the water succeeds in cooling the fuel pins
there will be an enhanced oxidation of the Zircaloy cladding that in turn causes a sharp increase in
temperature, hydrogen (exothermal zirconium-steam-oxidation reaction) production and fission
product release. Within the frame of the QUENCH test-program realised by FZK the loss of coolant
accidents in LWR (Light Water Reactor) is analysed using an experimental reactor core to
determine the produced amount of hydrogen, the so-called hydrogen source term.
QUENCH experimental program started in the year of 1996 in the FZK Karlsruhe research
centre (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology – KIT since 2009). Up to now in total 15 QUENCH tests
were performed. A review of objectives and boundary conditions is given in [1]. Two tests were
performed with B4C control rods (CR), one with a AgInCd CR, all the others used an unheated but
instrumented fuel rod simulator. The latest QUENCH tests deal with the behaviour of different
cladding materials. Based on the post-test calculations of the QUENCH the capability of the best
estimate codes (RELAP/SCDAPSIM, ASTEC, ATHLET-CD, etc.) can be established and
evaluated. In the following the post-test calculations of the QUENCH-03 test with
RELAP/SCDAPSIM are discussed.
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2.

QUENCH TEST

The QUENCH program was initiated at FZK, as a follow-up program of the former CORA
test series, which investigated the interactions of the materials in case of hypothetical severe
accidents. The main focus of the QUENCH tests lies on the analyses of the hydrogen generation
especially during the reflood, because in the CORA tests temperature escalations together with a
high hydrogen production were detected, but the mechanisms therefore were not fully understood at
that time [5]. The following chapter deals in general with the QUENCH facility at FZK and
especially with the test conduct of test QUENCH-03.
The QUENCH facility essentially consists of the out-of-pile bundle (Figs. 1 and 2). This
bundle includes 20 heated rods, one unheated central rod, which can be used for measurement
devices or as a control rod, as well as four corner rods. The 21 simulator rods have a length of about
2.5 m, while approximately 1 m of the heated rods is electrically heated. For the experiment as well
as for the calculations the beginning of the heated length is defined as height 0 m.

Fig. 1. Test section of the QUENCH bundle [6]
The tungsten heaters (outer diameter: 6 mm) are surrounded by annular pellets made of ZrO2
simulating the fuel pellets, which are bordered by Zircaloy-4 claddings (outer diameter: ~ 11 mm).
The 21 rods and the 4 corner rods are arranged in a 5x5 matrix (Figure 2). To be able to detect fuel
rod failure, the heated rods are filled with argon-krypton or helium, which can be detected by a
mass spectrometer in the off-gas pipe. The 4 corner rods made of Zircaloy are implemented for
additional thermocouple instrumentation as well as to enable the measurement of the axial oxide
layer profile by withdrawal the corner rods at different times during the test progress [1].
The bundle is surrounded by a shroud of three layers. The first one is made of Zircaloy at the
inner side (outer diameter: ~ 85 mm), followed by a central ZrO2 insulation layer and a doublewalled cooling jacket made of steel at the outer side, to provide the encasement of the bundle and to
simulate surrounding fuel rods in a real fuel element. The whole test section with the shroud is
encapsulated by a steel containment (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 2. Test section and bundle cross section of the QUENCH bundle [6]
Generally each QUENCH test consists of different phases: Heat-up, pre-oxidation, which is
optional and not used in QUENCH-03, transient and a quenching phase, which means that the
bundle is quenched by water or cooled by saturated steam. Before the quench phase superheated
steam and argon are injected at the bottom of the facility as carrier gas to be able to transport and
measure the reaction products from the test section.
Feature of the Quench-03 experiment is by the fact that super-heated core is cooled with
water, the water supply starts in the late phase (after 200 s), when the fuel temperature starts to
increase sharply. In the fuel bundle the 2100 °C temperature is reached in this experiment. Due to
the high temperature partially melts and violates cladding made of the three layers. In the
QUENCH-03 test, the pre-oxidation phase can be neglected because at the beginning of the
transient phase the claddings should only be lightly oxidized with an oxide layer of approximately
30 μm as it is in the normal operation state of a pressurized water reactor (PWR). The progression
of the QUENCH-03 test can be seen in Fig. 3:

Fig. 3. Progression of the QUENCH-03 test
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The first phase of QUENCH-03 is the heat-up phase, where the bundle was heated by a series
of stepwise increases of electrical power from room temperature to approximately 900 K in an
atmosphere of flowing argon (3 g/s) and steam (3 g/s). In order to stabilize the test set-up the
reached temperature was hold for about 9000 s with an electrical power input of 3.75 kW. During
this stabilization phase, shortly before the end, the data logging was switched on.
The transient phase follows and started at about 900 s and lasted roughly 2600 s. The bundle
was ramped from 3.75 kW at 0.42 W/s per rod to 18.4 kW giving an average temperature increase
of about 0.4 K/s between 900 K and 1400 K and about 1.6 K/s between 1400 K and 2070 K. At the
end of the transient phase the electrical power reached a value of about 18.4 kW and 30.1 MJ of
electrical energy in total was put into the system. Afterwards the thermocouples in the upper area of
the shroud and upper bundle elevations show the same behaviour, due to the exothermal zirconsteam-reaction that runs faster at higher temperature levels. This reaction gave an additional energy
input of 18.4 MJ into the system from which 16.3 MJ was released during quenching. The
thermocouples at 750 mm bundle elevation detected a maximum temperature of over 2400 K
causing a thermocouple failure at that elevation and higher.
Reaching the defined temperature of 2400 K inside the bundle at 2600 s led to the initiation of
the final quench phase, in which the reflood water was injected firstly at a high rate of 90 g/s for
25 s to fill the lower plenum. With the initiation of reflooding the electrical power was increased
from 18.4 kW to 44 kW to compensate the convective heat losses occurring due to the boiling of the
inserted water at the hot structure material. At 2625 s the water injection rate was reduced to 40 g/s.
The water mass flow resulted in a local flooding rate at the bottom of 1.3 cm/s. After reaching the
maximum at 2627 s the electric power was reduced to 37.5 kW until 2747 s. During this period
substantial temperature escalations occurred in the upper bundle area so that the claddings and the
shroud collapsed at about 2627 s. Due to this collapse it came to melt formation and relocation
which results in an increase of the surface available for oxidation and subsequently resulted in an
additional massive hydrogen production. In the period from 2747 to 2762 s the electrical power was
reduced from 37.5 to 4 kW to simulate the typical decay heat of a LWR [6].
3.

RELAP/SCDAPSIM MODEL OF THE QUENCH-03 TEST

RELAP/SCDAPSIM is designed to describe the overall reactor coolant system (RCS) thermal
hydraulic response and core behaviour under normal operating conditions or under design basis or
severe accident conditions. The RELAP5 model calculates the overall RCS thermal hydraulic
response (temperature, pressure distribution, etc.), control system behaviour (changing operating
power settings, etc.), reactor kinetics, and the behaviour of special reactor system components such
as valves and pumps. The SCDAP model calculates the behaviour of the core and vessel structures
under normal and accident conditions. The SCDAP also includes models to treat the later stages of
a severe accident including debris and molten pool formation, debris/vessel interactions, and the
structural failure (creep rupture) of vessel structures. The latter models are automatically invoked by
the code as the damage in the core and vessel progresses.
Test Quench-03 was modelled using RELAP/SCDAPSIM code [7]. The reference input deck,
developed by SDTP [8] was used for the benchmarking. Quench nodalization scheme is presented
in Figure 4. Space between heated rods and the outer cooling loop of the Quench facility was
modelled using RELAP5 components: pipe, time-dependent volumes and junctions, single
junctions, and others.
Imitators of fuel rods and surrounding shroud are modelled using the components of the
SCDAP package: "fuel", "Cora" and "Shroud". In total 5 components are described using SCDAP
package:
• component 1 - one central rod (not heated), modelled as a "fuel" element is composed of
ZrO2 pellets in the centre, a gas-filled gap and cladding of Zircaloy;
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•

component 2 – 8 heated rods (around the central rod) which simulates heated fuel rods,
modelled using "Cora" component which is composed of tungsten heating elements in the
centre, ZrO2 pellets, gas-filled gap and cladding of Zircaloy;
• component 3 – 12 heated rods, modelled using "Cora" component;
• component 4 – the four rods in the corners, modelled as "fuel" component;
• component 5 – shroud of the bundle, modelled as "shroud" component, which consists of
the inner Zircaloy layer, an insulating layer of ZrO2 and Inconel layer (using properties of
stainless steel).
The first four components are connected to the RELAP5 structure, which describes space
between heated rods - pipe element "010" (Fig. 4). Element “010” is divided in axial direction in 18
nods with 3.009*10-3 m length of each. The fifth component (shroud of the bundle), in order to have
heat exchange in the wall, is connected to hydrodynamic structures of RELAP5. This structure –
pipe elements "013" and “018" is modelling the outer cooling circuit of the shroud. Layer thickness
of shroud component heat structures is 1.2*10-3 m and has 5 radial mesh points. Element “013” in
axial direction is divided in 13 nods and element “018” is divided in 5 nods with 3.684*10-3 m
length of each.

Fig. 4. Nodalization scheme of QUENCH test
3.1. Model assumptions
For the modelling of Quench-03 experiment three sets of parameters were applied: 1) used in
Reference input deck, 2) “MAX” and 3) “MIN”. In those three sets the electric heating power,
cooling water intake and thermal properties of Inconel and ZrO2 were varied. This was done in
order to evaluate the calculation uncertainties. According to the previous experience of the
modelling of PHEBUS FPT-1 experiment [9] – two sets of parameters were prepared: it is expected
that the set marked as “MAX” case will give the maximal temperatures of the fuel rods, cladding
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and etc; the set of “MIN” case is prepared for the opposite reason to receive the minimal
temperatures of the fuel rods, cladding and etc.
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Fig. 5. The comparison of the electric heating power used in experiment and in the model
(three sets)
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Fig. 6. The comparison of steam and water mass flow rate in the model (three sets)
and in the experiment
The behaviour of electric heating power and cooling water intake which are used in the
experiment and in the three sets of the models of RELAP/SCDAPSIM code are presented in Fig. 5
and Fig. 6. As it can be seen from Figure 5, the reference power in the model was chosen lower than
described in the experimental measurements. This was done in order to assess the potential loses to
the environment. The max and min sets are made according to the reference case multiplied by 1.11
and 0.89 respectively assuming that maximal power is 111%, minimal – 89% from the reference
power. The intake of cooling water is the same in the model of the reference case and in the
experiment (Fig. 6), except for the water supply of 90 g/s mass flow (water flow starts at 2600 s and
is continues during 25 s). In the experiment for the short term, water was supplied at high flow rates
up to fill the lower collector of existing pipelines. In the model water is filled directly into the lower
collector, so the short term high flow rate of water was not modelled. The MAX and MIN sets are
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made according the reference case multiplying the water mass flow rate by 0.98 and 1.02
respectively. The reference thermal properties of shroud layers (ZrO2 and Inconel) were also varied
in the model. The variation of the ZrO2 and Inconel thermal properties shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.
By increasing the thermal conductivity of shroud layers we are removing the larger part of heat
from the fuel rods imitators to the shroud cooling circuit. That leads to the decrease of fuel and
cladding temperatures. The same situation could be applied for the specific heat and the density of
the shroud layers. That is why the lower values of shroud layer thermal properties (in “MAX” case)
comparing to reference values was used in order to receive maximal calculation results value of fuel
or cladding temperature. This approach was tested in the PHEBUS experiment benchmark,
presented in paper [9].
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Fig. 7. The thermal properties of ZrO . a) specific heat, b) density, c) thermal conductivity
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Fig. 8. The thermal properties of Inconel. a) specific heat, b) density, c) thermal conductivity
4.

CALCULATION RESULTS

In the Fig. 9 the temperature deviations in the central not heated rod (which is modeled as the
fuel rod, but without heat generation) is presented. Curve named QUENCH-03 presents the
experimental data. Curves named ”Reference”, “MAX” and “MIN” are the calculation results of
RELAP/SCDAPSIM code for the three sets of parameters. In the Fig. 9 a) the calculated
temperature of central rod in 350 mm height is compared with experimental data, in the Fig. 9 b) the
calculated temperature of central rod in 950 mm height is compared with experimental data. These
two calculation points (in height 350 mm and 950 mm) were presented in order to have feeling of
temperature variation in central rod in axial direction. Summarizing received calculation results, it
could be said that they are in reasonable agreement with experimental data.
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Fig. 9. Temperature variation in not heated central rod. Comparisons of experimental data and
calculation results received using RELAP5/SCDAPSIM: a) temperature in the central rod in 350
mm height, b) temperature in the central rod in 950 mm height
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Fig. 10. Temperature deviation of outer cladding of fuel bundle placed near the central rod at
750 mm height
The temperature of outer cladding of fuel bundle placed near the central rod in 750 mm height
is presented in Fig. 10. In this figure curves named “MAX”, “MIN” and “Reference” is the
calculation results of three sets of model parameters; “Measurements” – with thermocouple
measured data during the experiment in the fuel bundles in 750 mm height and 45o angle of fuel
bundle [6]. The maximal value of cladding temperature (“MAX”) is similar to reference, but
minimal value (“MIN”) is significantly lower. This is because the varied parameters have different
impact on the calculation results. In order to clarify it is necessary to provide sensitivity analysis,
which is planed to perform in the future.
The temperatures in shroud inner face are presented in Fig. 11. The time moment of shroud
failure observed during the experiment is presented in this figure. Measurements of shroud inner
face temperature received form thermocouple placed in 750 mm height and 180o angle of the shroud
[6] are presented and compared with RELAP/SCDAPSIM code calculations in Fig. 11.
Temperature calculated using RELAP/SCDAPSIM code, “Reference” and “MAX” sets of
parameters have similar configuration of the curve deviation. The calculation results of “MIN” set
of parameters is in good agreement with measured shroud inner face temperatures, when the shroud
is intact. After the shroud failure experimental measurement data of shroud inner face temperature
is in better agreement with calculation results of “MAX” set of parameters. This shows that model
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of QUENCH test should be improved. The sensitivity and uncertainty analysis of calculation results
will indentify what parameters have the biggest influence to calculation results and it will help to
improve the model.
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Fig. 11. Shroud inner face temperature in the height of 750 mm
The integral mass of the hydrogen produced due to reaction of steam and zirconium is
presented in Fig. 12. The calculation results of produced hydrogen mass in reference and max cases
are higher than it has been measured during QUENCH-03 experiment. Different situation is
observed in case of parameter set leading to minimal calculated temperatures. In this case the mass
of hydrogen is the same in the point of between transient and quenching phases, but later calculated
mass is much lower then measured point. From Fig. 12 it is clear that the calculation of integral
hydrogen mass is very sensitive to fuel cladding temperature (our varied physical parameters).
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Fig. 12 QUENCH-03 experimental measurements [10] and the calculation results of integral
mass of hydrogen production
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5.

CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

The model of QUENCH-03 experiment for the RELAP/SCDAPSIM code was created. The
QUENCH-03 experiment was modelled using RELAP/SCDAPSIM code and the processes in the
fuel bundle were analyzed. In order to assess the uncertainties of calculation results, it was made
three sets (MIN, Reference and MAX) of parameters and calculations of these sets were provided.
Calculation results were compared with experimental data. After the analysis of received results of
benchmark, it could be concluded that RELAP/SCDAPSIM code and developed input deck are
suitable for the analysis of processes in fuel bundles of QUENCH experiments. In the future the
sensitivity and uncertainty analysis will be performed in order to clarify parameters which are most
important to calculation results and the QUENCH model will be improved.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of the present work is to demonstrate the applicability of the created model using lumped parameter
code COCOSYS (Containment Code System) for integral analysis of thermal-hydraulic proceses, aerosol
transport and deposition, fission product behaviour and iodine chemistry during severe accident conditions in
the containment of nuclear power plant. Analysis of PHEBUS containment under FPT2 experiment
conditions was performed. Model with nodalization of 16 nodes was created in cooperation with experts of
GRS mbH (Germany), where GRS was responsible for the iodine part. The performed analysis showed that
thermal-hydraulic parameters are in good agreement with the measured results and gives good basis for
further analysis of aerosol and fission product deposition analysis as well as for iodine chemistry analysis.
The performed analysis showed that all the processes are represented adequatelly exept for diffusive
particles’ deposition on the vertical surfaces of external structures. Further investigation of diffusive
deposition of particles is required. The analysis of the iodine behaviour shows that I2 injection from the
circuit is the most important source of gaseous iodine in the containment. Only little I2 is produced in the
sump, because of the high pH and the iodine-silver reaction. The measured I2 concentration in the gas phase
is somewhat underestimated and the measured organic iodide concentration is well matched. Summing up,
the containment behaviour of aerosols, fission products and iodine analysis in FPT2 are fairly well simulated
by COCOSYS code.
Keywords: containment, COCOSYS, PHEBUS

1.

INTRODUCTION

The lumped-parameter codes are the main tool to investigate the complex response of the
containment of Nuclear Power Plant in case of an accident. Continuous development and validation
of the codes is required to perform realistic investigation of the processes that determine the
possible source term of radioactive products to the environment. Validation of the codes is based on
the comparison of the calculated results with the measurements performed in experimental
facilities. Integral investigation is very important for comprehensive validation of computer codes.
Together with the experts from GRS mbH the performance of integral analysis of aerosol, fission
products and iodine behaviour using COCOSYS code in PHEBUS containment was agreed. LEI
was responsible for the numerical simulation of aerosol and fission product behaviour. The analysis
of iodine behaviour part was contributed by GRS mbH.
The PHEBUS containment analysis for different FPT tests is performed at Lithuanian Energy
Institute for several years using COCOSYS lumped parameter code [1]. Initially, the attention was
concentrated on the development of the nodalisation and the investigation of thermal hydraulic
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phenomena [2]. The performed analysis showed that adequate radial nodalisation is essential to
model correct flow pattern in the containment. Further the investigation of aerosol deposition and
distribution for FPT-1 test was performed [3]. Received results showed a good agreement with
experimental data for aerosol total deposition, which is the sum of all deposition processes in
containment atmosphere. Nevertheless, calculated aerosol mass deposition on the external
containment walls was too small and the percentage deposition distribution evaluation did not agree
with experiment. After that, the parametric analysis of aerosol density, solubility, boundary layer
thickness was performed and it also shows only minor influence on the aerosol behaviour [4]. With
every step of the analysis the nodalization was improved to better representation of the processes in
the containment.
This paper presents the results of integral analysis of thermal-hydraulic processes, aerosol,
fission products and iodine behaviour in PHEBUS containment under FPT-2 test conditions.
System was represented by the numerical model of 16 nodes. For the analysis nodalisation was
recomposed from 16 to 6 nodes by combining two or more zones to one iodine zone. The reduction
of spatial resolution is due to experience gained in the similar test FPT-1, in which the iodine was
well mixed distribution in the whole containment [5].
2.

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT FPT-2

2.1. Geometric conditions
The PHEBUS containment vessel is a 10 m3 tank (see Fig. 1), made of electro-polished
stainless steel (AISI 316L), in which aerosols and gases conveyed through the experimental circuit
during the test are collected. Height of containment is 5 m with an inner diameter of 1.8 m. The
altitude of containment vessel is shown in Fig. 1. The containment wall represents a surface of
about 25 m2. The containment has cylindrical form with rounded bottom and top. The outer vessel
walls were heated to avoid steam condensation and subsequent aerosol deposition on the containment
top vault and vertical walls during the test. The top vault is equipped with a group of three
condensers, which are designed to control heat transfer, steam condensation and thus simulate the
cold structures of a reactor building. Total surface area of condensers is 3.333 m2. The condenser
surface is divided into two parts: the cooled condensing or “wet” condenser surface (area: 0.775 m2
per condenser) and the non-condensing or “dry” condenser surface (area: 0.336 m2 per condenser).
The lower part of each condenser is kept dry by heaters and contains the equipment to collect
condensate from the upper cooled part. When the collection device is full, the condensate is
automatically drained into the sump. The cooled surfaces of condensers are covered with epoxy
paint as a source for organic iodine formation. The sump is a lower vessel part closed by a curved
bottom structure with a volume of 0.1 m3. The sump has a diameter of 0.584 m and height is 0.6 m in
order to reproduce a representative atmosphere-water exchange surface. The sump was initially filled
with 120 l water. The injection pipe tag to the containment of steam, hydrogen and aerosols is
located at the level of -2.86 m. Pipe tag is in the centre of containment and is pointed to the
condensers.
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2.2. Initial and boundary conditions
The composition of the containment
atmosphere consists of condensable gases (i.e.,
steam) and non-condensable gases (i.e., H2, O2,
N2 and He). During the test preparation phase
the nitrogen is injected into containment to
avoid any explosion hazards with the possible
hydrogen injection during experiment. As a
result the initial pressure in containment
increases up to 1.95 bar, the average
-1168
atmosphere temperature is 108 oC and the
average relative humidity – 51.48 %. The sump
Samplings
-1750
initially buffered at pH = 8.7 and alkaline
Ø150
-1950
throughout the whole test.
Measured steam and hydrogen flow rates
1800
into the containment are shown in Fig. 2.
Steam injection into the containment started
after -3180 s. The steam flow rate to
-2860
containment is 0.47 g/s and corresponds to the
-3149
Injection pipe
coolant flow rate through the reactor core. In
the course of performed test the core
temperature increases and the fuel cladding
Ø584
-3900
starts oxidising due to zirconium and steam
SUMP
interaction. In this chemical reaction the
-4200
hydrogen is generated and together with the
-4500
steam is released to the containment. Therefore
during the course of test the steam flow rate
-4865
decreases when the hydrogen flow rate
Fig. 1. Schematic view of PHEBUS
increases. The first fuel-clad failure in the
containment
experimental reactor, with real irradiated fuel,
was recorded at about 5630 s and ~3000 s later
(8730 s) the control rod failed [6]. As a consequence, aerosols arrived to containment after ~9000 s
and finished after ~19500 s (see Fig. 3) [6]. The total injected mass of aerosols is 44.69 g. As could
be seen from Fig. 3 aerosol flow rate is not stale and it is consequence of unstable processes in
reactor during fuel degradation. The total mass of iodine injected was 0.89 g and the most of which
was injected as CsI (caesium iodide) and other part react with Ag, In, Cd and etc. The I2 injection
rate was taken from data given in the final FPT-2 report [6]. The mass fraction of gaseous iodine
was measured in the circuit cold leg and in the containment during the injection period.
Sequential samplings devoted to the analysis of gases and aerosols characterisation are
implemented in the containment and detailed description of sampled volumes with thermal hydraulic
conditions is given in PHEBUS FPT-2 test Final report [6].
During the whole test period the temperature of containment walls in contact with the gas
phase was 110 °C, temperature of the “wet” condensers 90 °C, temperature of the “dry” condensers
120 °C, and temperature of walls in contact with the sump 90 °C. The containment vessel boundary
conditions are chosen to limit the relative humidity to from about 50 up to 70 % during the
transient, in order to prevent steam condensation on the external containment walls. Steam
condensation in the containment was controlled by the cooled condensing surfaces of the
condensers. More detailed description of thermo-hydraulic conditions is given in paper [3].
Wet part (90 C)

Dry part (120 C)

0,336 m2

0,775 m2

+550
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Fig. 2. Steam and hydrogen flow rates to containment during FPT-2
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Fig. 3. Injected aerosol mass and flow rate to containment during FPT-2
3.

MODELS OF PHEBUS CONTAINMENT

For simulation of the aerosol and fission product transport in the PHEBUS containment a
model of 16 nodes for COCOSYS code was developed. The nodalization scheme of the model is
shown in Fig. 4 (a). In the model the radial subdivision of the containment consists of two rings in
close level above the sump. There is a centre node R1H1 and node R2H1 that represent the bottom
part of the vessel. Above -3350 mm and below 0 mm levels there are three rings of almost equal
areas. The diameter of the radial subdivision was defined in such way that the flow areas are
similar. Such approach to nodalization gives similar flow velocities. A ring close to the external
containment walls is 175 mm width. At the top vault of the vessel there is one additional node.
Simulation at the top vault by single node gives the well-mixed conditions at the top of facility.
Similar approach is used at the bottom of facility. Above the SUMP nodes are defined in such way
that there are two junctions to the SUMP. Such approach ensures better mixing and allows avoiding
dead-end node, which is not recommended for lumped parameter codes [1].
For the iodine calculation a coarser nodalisation was used as it is shown in Fig. 4 (b). The 16zone nodalisation was reduced to 6 zones by combining two or more zones to one zone for iodine
calculation. The reduction of spatial resolution is due to experience gained in the similar test FPT1
[5], in which the iodine mass was well mixed throughout the whole containment. Only near the
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condenser and the sump the resolution was chosen to be higher in order to model local deposition
and mass transfer effects.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 4. Nodalization scheme of PHEBUS containment. (a) – aerosol and fission product
analysis nodalization; (b) – iodine analysis nodalization
In the model 11 structures for the simulation of heat transfer through the containment walls to
the outer atmosphere are defined. Structures represent the thermodynamic parameters of walls
inside the containment. Two more structures are defined for the simulation of heat transfer between
condensers and the inner atmosphere. All PHEBUS containment surfaces and condensers are made
of stainless steel. Only the surface of the condensers is covered with epoxy paint to investigate
chemical interactions of iodine with the paint.
For the simulation of the gas flows between the nodes there are defined atmospheric junctions
with real geometric areas. Also, there are defined junctions for simulation of the water drainage
from the “wet” condenser to the sump.
In the developed model the initial and boundary conditions (e.g. initial pressure, temperature,
humidity, etc.) are defined according to FPT-2 test specification and described in Section 2.2 [6].
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The aerosols diameter range is assumed 10-8 – 10-4 m. Assumption is made according to
experimental results [6] and COCOSYS recommendations [1]. The models of gravitational,
diffusive and diffusiophoretic deposition mechanisms are considered in the model. It is assumed
that aerosols could be washed down from the vertical walls by condensate flow and slip through the
vertical junctions. Aerosol particles are assumed to be spherical. The soluble (Cs, Rb and I) and
non-soluble (Ce, Te, Zr, Ru, Sn, In, Ag, W, U, Ba, Mo, Cd, Re and Tc) aerosols are defined in the
model. The composition of elements detected in containment is given in Final test report [6]. It was
supposed, that the solubility factor for soluble elements is 1.73 and for non-soluble is 1.0. Solubility
factor is equivalent to the number of ions into which a salt dissociates in a solvent, which is in the
reactor case water.
4.

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

4.1. Results of aerosol deposition
The calculated mass of aerosols suspended in the containment atmosphere is shown together
with the corresponding measured data in Fig. 5. Aerosol injection into the containment started after
9100 s and after ~17600 s a maximum of the suspended airborne aerosol mass was observed. In
general the calculated airborne aerosol mass is overestimated during the whole of the analysed
period, but the difference is less than 2 g. The maximal airborne mass measured is ~19 g, while the
calculated one is ~21 g in the whole containment. The difference between the calculated and
measured mass does not change significantly, which shows that total deposition rates are rather well
calculated by COCOSYS.
Suspended aerosol mass, g

25
Experiment results

20

COCOSYS results
15
10
5
0
0

10000

20000

30000

40000

50000

Time,s

Fig. 5. Suspended aerosol mass in PHEBUS containment
Distribution of aerosol deposition on different surfaces in the containment is shown in Table 1.
The largest aerosol deposition is on the containment floor around the sump, where 74% of total
injected to containment aerosol mass (44.69 g) is deposited. On the condensers and in the sump
there are deposited 14% of aerosol mass, while on the vertical containment walls and removed by
the sampling 12%. The results received with COCOSYS shows good agreement for the particles
deposition on the condensers surfaces and in SUMP, but the mass deposited on the containment
walls and removed by the sampling is significantly lower (1% instead of measured 12%) while
deposition on the containment floor is overestimated. The deposition on the external vertical walls
is determined by the Brownian diffusive deposition, which is weak, except for very small particles.
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The diffusive deposition of aerosol is larger than the gravitational only for particles smaller than 0.1
µm [7].
Table 1. Distribution of aerosol deposition
Floor of

Condenser surfaces

Containment walls

containment

and sump

+ samplings

Experiment results

74.0%

14.0%

12.0%

COCOSYS results

86.0%

13.28%

0.72%

4.2. Results of fission products deposition

Suspended tellurium mass, g.

The fission products are treated as the radioactive part of the aerosol particles. Fig. 6 presents
the comparison between the measured and calculated tellurium mass suspended in the containment
atmosphere. The calculated tellurium mass is in good agreement with measured results, and the
difference is less than 0.02 g. The maximal measured mass is 0.52 g, while calculated is 0.51 g. The
difference between the calculated and measured mass does not change significantly, which shows
that total deposition rate are rather well calculated by COCOSYS. It should be noted that the
performed analysis does not include chemical reactions of tellurium with steel, paints and other
materials. In this part of analysis the tellurium is treated as aerosol.
0.6
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Fig. 6. Suspended tellurium mass in PHEBUS containment
The distribution of fission product deposition is related to aerosol deposition. The distribution
of tellurium deposition is shown in Table 2. The most part of tellurium injected is deposited on the
containment floor around the sump, where 75.69% of tellurium mass is deposited. On the
condensers and in the sump there are deposited 13.58% of tellurium mass, while on the vertical
containment walls and removed by the sampling 10.73%. The results received with COCOSYS
code shows quite good agreement for the particles deposition on the condensers 14.38%, but the
deposition on the containment walls is only 2.49%. Therefore deposition on the floor of
containment is overestimated 83.13%.
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Table 2. Distribution of tellurium deposition
Floor of

Condenser surfaces

Containment walls +

containment

and sump

samplings

Experiment results

75.69%

13.58%

10.73%

COCOSYS results

83.13%

14.38%

2.49%

4.3. Results of iodine behaviour
Fig. 7 shows the calculated concentration of gaseous I2 in the containment and the comparison
with experimental values derived from online and sequential Maypack measurements. The
calculated values are somewhat underestimated. In addition, the calculated peak at the beginning,
which results from the injection, is confirmed by one measured value. Unfortunately, no
measurement points are available in the chemistry phase after 205000 s, but the measured total
gaseous iodine (I2 + organic (R) I) concentration indicates also a good evolution for this second
part of the test Fig. 8.

Fig. 7. Gaseous I2 concentration in PHEBUS containment
Fig. 8 shows the total gaseous iodine concentration, i.e. essentially I2 and RI. Calculated results
with COCOSYS are shown in black thick line with small circuits. Measured results from different
sampling techniques (SM, OLGA, ZGC, TGC) are shown with green markers. The maximal
measured concentration is ~2.5⋅10-7 g/l, while the calculated concentration is ~1.0⋅10-7 g/l.
Nevertheless, calculated concentration shows a good agreement with the measured values from five
different sampling devices.
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Fig. 8. Total gaseous iodine (I2 + RI) concentration in PHEBUS containment
Fig. 9 shows iodine (I-) concentraton in SUMP. Calculated results with COCOSYS are shown
in black thick line with small triangles. Measured results by gamma station 12 are shown with red
markers. The comparison between measured and calculated results shows a good agreement until
washing phase (177060 s). During washing phase iodine concentration is clearly overestimated. It
could be explained, that washing of CsI from the elliptic bottom was not as efficient as modelled or
insoluble iodine species (e.g. AgI) are formed on the elliptic bottom before washing as indicated by
the rise of the measured iodine concentration at the sump bottom during washing. Green line shows
calculated I2 concentration. As it could be seen in Fig. 9, due to the relatively high pH of 8.7 only
little I2 was formed by radiolysis and hydrolysis reactions.

Fig. 9. Iodine concentration in SUMP
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An integrated analysis of PHEBUS FPT-2 test comprising aerosol, fission products and iodine
behaviour using was performed with COCOSYS. Simulation results shows, that integral analysis
using COCOSYS code could be performed.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

Integral analysis of thermal-hydraulic processes, aerosol, fission products and iodine
behaviour using lumped parameter code COCOSYS was performed in PHEBUS containment under
FPT-2 test conditions.
The deposition rate of the aerosols and fission product (tellurium) is calculated well, which
shows that the aerosol and fission product deposition model, which is implemented in COCOSYS is
suitable for such analysis.
Deposition of aerosols and fission products on the containment walls is significantly smaller
than measured and could not be explained by the diffusive deposition model available in
COCOSYS. Diffusive deposition has to be further investigated.
The measured I2 concentration in the gas phase is somewhat underestimated while the
measured organic iodide concentration is well matched. Only little I2 is produced in the sump,
because of the high pH and the iodine-silver reaction.
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